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Court File No.: CV-14-10663-000L

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
(Commercial List)

GV/Im
IN THE MATTER OF THE BANKRUPTCY AND INSOLVENCY ACT,

R.S.C. 1992, c.27, s.2, AS AMENDED
AND IN THE MATTER OF CERTAIN PROCEEDINGS TAKEN IN
THE ISLE OF MAN WITH RESPECT TO BANNERS BROKER

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
APPLICATION OF MILES ANDREW BENHAM AND PAUL ROBERT

APPLETON, IN THEIR CAPACITY AS JOINT LIQUIDATORS OF
BANNERS BROKER INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, UNDER PART
XIII OF THE BANKRUPTCY AtVD INSOLVENCY ACT (CROSS-
BORDER INSOLVENCIES)

This is the Examination by Receiver of ROBERT JAMES
PIRIE, taken at the offices of GASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL
LLP, Suite 2100, Scotia Plaia, 4Q King Street West,
Toronto, Ontario, on the 25th day of February, 2015.

APPEARANCES:
DAVID S. WAR D
ERIN CRADDOGK
LARRY ELLIS }

NOEL D. DERRY
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Gillian Goldblatt

} -- for the Joint Liquidators
} of Banners Broker
International Limited and

the Court-Appointed
Receiver of certain Banners
Broker Affiliated Entities

-- for Robert James Pirie
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R.J. Pirie - 4
1 And with me this morning is my colleague,
2 Erin Craddock, as well as Gillian Goldblatt, who is
3 a chartered accountant at the offices of msi Spergel
4 Inc., which is the Court-Appointed Receiver in
5 Canada. Just to ~et started, can you give me your
6 full name, please .
7 A. Robert James Pirie.
8 4. Q. And, Mr. Pirie, what is your date of
9 birth?

10 A. January 10th, 1981,
1 1 5. Q. And your current address?
12 A. It is 76 Liberty Street South,
13 Apartment 302, in Bowmanville, Ontario,
14 6. Q. How tong have you lived there for?
15 A. About five years.
16 7, Q, And am I correct that you are a
17 Canadian citizen? Okay, prior to receiving the

!~ 18 notice from the Receiver, were you aware that
19 Banners Broker and the Banners Broker companies were
20 in an insolvency proceeding?
21 A. Yes.
22 8. Q. Can you just tell me how and when
23 did you discover that?
24 A. Chris Smith said that he was winding
25 up the company. And at the same time, some

R. J. Pirie - 2
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ROBERT JAMES PIRIE, sworn
EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD.
1, Q. Good morning, Mr, Pirie.

A. Good morning.
2. Q. My name is David Ward and I am

counsel for the Joint Liquidators of Banners Broker
International Limited. And I also act for the
Ontario Court-Appointed Receiver of a number of
companies, and i will just read them out to you,
because we may refer to them later on in the
examination, okay?

A. All right.
3. Q. So my firm is also counsel for the

Receiver of 208736 Ontario Limited, which has
operated as a company called Local Management
Services, for Parrot Marketing Inc., which is
operated,.,which isformerly 8264554 Canada Ltd.,
for 2341630 Ontario Inc., for Stellar Point Inc.,
which was formerly Banners Broker Limited, for Dixit
Holdings Inc., which was formerly 8163871 Canada
Limited, and in addition to that, we are the
Investigative Receiver of any other entities
operating under the name Bann~rsbroker, Banners
Broker, Banners Broker Limited, Bannersmobile,
Banners Mobile, or Banners Broker Belize,

Parry ~

R.J. Pirie - 5
1 affiliates tried to, i guess, contact Appleton to do
2 the same thing and then it just..,that's kind of
3 what happened.
4 9. Q. Okay, so fair to say that Chris
5 Smith told you that he was winding up the company?
6 A. Yes,
7 10. Q. And when, approximately, was that,
8 if you can remember?
9 A. Maybe, like, June of 2014. I don't

10 remember specifically.
1 1 11. Q. Fair enough, I won't hold you to it.
12 Are you aware that there is also a police
13 investigation into the affairs of Banners Broker..,
14 A, Yes.
15 12. Q. ...and Mr, Smith, in particular?
16 A. Yes.
17 13. Q. And the same question, how and when

i 18 did you first become aware of that?
~~ 19 A, That, through Internet chatter.
20 14, Q, And when, approximately, if you can
21 recall?
22 A. I would say about the same time.
23 15. Q. Approximately June of 2014?
24 A. Yes.
25 16. Q. Now, the Receivers asked you to came
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R.J. Pirie - 6
in, and thank you for coming in and meeting with us,
because we understand that you had some sort of a
role with one of the Banners Broker entities...

A. M'hmm,
17. Q. ...perhaps it was Stellar Point.

You know, you will let us know.
A. M'hmm,

18. Q. And we will spend some time talking
about whichever company that maybe. But before we
go there, can you just tell me, in b,g picture
terms, describe for us, please, what your
involvement was with the Banners Broker or the
Parrot, or the Stellar Poinf businesses?

A. Okay, November 2012, is that right?
think so, November 2012, I was hired b StellarY
Point as the executive assistant to the director of
human resources and training. I worked at Stellar
Point in Whitby until September of 2013. At that
time, Stellar Point was terminating most of its
employees and I was contacted,..) was told through
Rai Dixit that Chris Smith wanted me to come work
downtown for Parrot.

So I did so, and I was a communications
specialist under the pseudonym, Ron Anderson.

19. Q. And before we get into that, have
Papa 7
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R. J. Pirie - 7
you met with anyone else in an official capacity
regarding the affairs of Mr. Smith and Banners? For
instance, did you meet with the Competition Bureau?

A. No.
20. Q. Did you meet with the police?

A, No.
21, Q. Does Mr. Smith know that you are

coming here today?
A. Yes.

22. Q. When was the last time you spoke
with Mr. Smith?

A. Thursday.
23. Q. Now, you mentioned that Stellar

Point was winding down in September of 2013, and
'ust want to ut, if we can, some timelines aroundJ p
when you moved to Parrot. So when did you work at
Parrot? What was the time period that you worked at
Parrot?

A. From September 20, '13 and on.
24. Q. Until when?

A. Technically, I am still working for
Chris.

25, Q. So you are still working at Parrot?
A. I am not quite sure what we are

operating as right now, but there has been a name

Pano R
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1 change to Hive.
2 26. Q. Okay, so just..,before the name
3 change, when you say °Parrot" are we speaking about
4 Parrot Marketing?
~ A. Yes.
6 27. Q. And is it Parrot Marketing Inc. or
7 Limited; do you know?
8 A. No idea.
9 28. Q, Sir, please tell me again your title

10 at Parrot Marketing?
1 1 A. Parrot Marketing was a communi-
12 cations specialist.
13 29. Q. And if you could just describe for
14 me the Parrot Marketing name changes. Like, t
15 assume it chan ed to Hive Marketin , at some oint?9 9 P
16 A. Hive Digital.
17 30. Q. When did it change its name to Hive
18 Digital?
19 A. We talked about it in about November
20 2014. As to when the actual corporate name change
21 and forms and all of that, I don't know.
22 31, Q. Sir, are you employed now as a
23 communications specialist at Hive Digital?
24 A. !changed positions slightly, I am
25 now..,) take care of project management and account

nano a
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1 management.
2 32. Q. At Hive Digital?
3 A, Yes.
4 33. Q. Were there any other name changes
5 apart from the name change to Hive Digital?
6 A. Not that i know of,
7 34, Q. And did you have any other titles,
8 apart from communications specialist and project
9 management and risk management?

10 A. Not risk management, account
1 1 management.
12 35. Q. Account management, I'm sorry,
13 A. I am fairly fluent, so I have had a
14 couple different names. Whatever needed to be done
15 at the time. I don't have a hard skill set, like a
16 programmer or a graphic designer, so I J'ust...
17 36. Q. What were those...and I will 'ust
18 make a list, if you can recall. What were your job
19 titles at Parrot?

!~ 20 A. So, communications specialist,
'21 project logistics coordinator and account manager,
22 are the three that come to mind.
23 37, Q. Now, were these full-time positions?
24 A. Yes.
25 38. Q. And when you say "came downtown to
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R.J. Pirie -10
work in Parrot Marketing",what offices were you
working at?

A. 167 Church Street.
39. Q. And did that move at any time?

A. Yes. I am now at 1376 Bayview,
believe.

40. Q. Do you recall when you moved to 1376
Bayview?

A. August 2014,
41, Q. When was the last time that ouY

spoke to Mr. Rajiv Dixit, if you recall?
A. I saw him at a Dairy Queen in,

guess it would have been May of 2014, And then
previous to that, when I left Stellar Point.

42, Q. What about a Kuldip Josun?
A. (have never met the man,

43. Q. Have you ever spoken with him?
A. No.

44. Q. Have you ever heard of him?
A. I have heard the name. I know he

was involved in the beginning and then left. That
was before my time.

45. Q. So, I just wanted to talk a bit more
about your background, then, and then we can, i
suppose, talk a little bit about Parrot, in

pang ~~
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R. J. Pirie -11
particular, Because I take it that you never worked
for an entity by the name of Banners Broker, you
were...

A. Correct, I was always with Parrot
Marketing,

46, Q. Always Parrot Marketing or Hive,
which is Parrot Marketing through a name change. to
your understanding?

A. Yes.
47. Q. Just immediately.,.and f am not

going to go into this in a lot of detail, but I see
from your Linkedin profile that you had several
positions before. Well, your Linkedln profile.,.
let's start with this, our Linkedin rofile sa s
that ou were workin at Stellar Point. yY g

A. M'hmm.
48. Q. So I take it you didn't update it to

indicate that you had moved to Parrot?
A. I'm not a social media person at

ail.
49. Q. And prior to that, where were you

working?
A. Prior to that, I was a pica stinger

at Extreme Pita in Port Hope.
50. Q. And that would have been between

~~no ,~
397
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1 approximately October 2011 and June 2012?
2 A. That seems about right, i was in
3 school at the time.
4 51. Q. So when you were hired by Parrot
5 Marketing as a communications specialist, that was,
6 after you left Extreme Pita, you became a
7 communications specialist at Parrot Marketing?
8 A. No, I went to Stellar Point.
9 52. Q. I'm sorry, yes, you were at Stellar

10 Point as the executive assistant to the director of
1 1 human resources and training.
12 A, Correct.
13 53. Q. Did you have any prior work
14 experience or educational experience that was
15 relevant to your J'ob at..,
16 MR. GERRY; How is this relevant,
17 Counsel, to the scope of this examination?
18 54, MR. WARD: Well, the allegation,
19 guess, is that these companies were a
20 fraudulent, criminal Ponzi scheme and that
21 the people that operated them weren't
22 ualified to o erate them and that they
23 were...and we would like to investi ate
24 whether or not this entleman bro g ht
25 in any experience to these job g

p ano i~
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1 responsibilities,
2 MR, GERRY: Okay, so we are here for you
3 to determine whether or not it was a
4 fraudulent Ponzi scheme, is that the scope
5 of this examination?
6 55. MR. WARD: I don't believe that I said
7 that. I think what we are here to do...
8 MR. GERRY; I thought we were to
9 determine if certain assets were located.

10 56. MR. WARD: Well, that's certainly part
1 1 of it. So in respect of all of the
12 companies that I listed at the beginning of
13 the examination, the Receiver has authority
14 to ask any questions having to do with the
15 trade, the dealings or the property of
16 those companies, or to ask questions having
17 to do with any of the matters described in
18 the Forei n Re resentatives' affidavits
19 that wereg filed when the Receiver was
20 appointed. So it's quite a broad mandate
21 that goes beyond locating assets.
22 MR. GERRY: Da you have copies of those
23 affidavits forme?
24 57. MR. WARD. I do, yes.
25 MR. GERRY: Now come they weren't
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R.J. Pirie -14
provided earlier, before this, if that was
relevant to this examination?

58. MR. WARD: Well, i don't know that the
affidavits, per se, are. They have been
available on the Receiver's website, so,
presumably, you would have looked at that
~n the course of preparing your client far
today.
MR. GERRY: No, I didn't look at those.
would expect you to have provided them.

59. MR. WARD. Well, we didn't. Oh, they
were provided to your client.
THE WITNESS; They were?

60. MR. WARD. I am told that the copies of
the affidavit materials were provided to
your client.
MR. GERRY: In what manner?

61. MR. WARD: We understand, they were
delivered. Listen, you are welcome to take
a break and look at them now, but
think,,,you can understand why, whether or
not...you can also decline to answer the
question, whether he had any...l don't know
if it would serve the witness well, but if
you want to decline to answer any questions

Pane l ~,

Dino ,ti

R.J. Pirie -16
1 to worry about the purpose of the question,
2 but just consider the question, okay? It
3 is not the Receiver's conclusion that there
4 is a fraudulent pyramid ar Ponzi scheme.
5 That is not what we have concluded. And,
6 in fact, we have no idea whether or not it
7 was, which is what I am hoping Mr. Pirie
8 can help us with today. And it would
9 assist us in understanding the trade, the

10 dealings and the property of Stellar Point,
1 1 if we can know whether Mr. Pirie had some
12 qualifications that would be relevant to
13 the responsibilities that he assumed.
14 MR. GERRY: I am going to stick to the
15 refusal, Counsel,
16
17 BY MR. WARD:
18 65. Q. So I would like to dial back to
19 November of 2012, when you indicated you were hired
20 by Stellar Point, okay?
21 A, Okay.
22 66. Q. Can you describe for us how it was
23 you came to be hired by Stellar Point?
24 A, I knew the director from previous
25 work. He interviewed me because of my skill sets.
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having to do with his educational or prior
work experience prior to Stellar Point, we
can accept that as a refusal,
MR. GERRY: It's a refusal. IR
MR. WARD: Okay. So just for the

purposes of the court record, am I correct
that the witness is declining to answer
any questions having to do with his

Mualifications..,R. GERRY; That is correct.
MR. WARD. Let me just finish the

question..,his qualifications for prior
educational or work experience, as such may
be relevant to Stellar Point?
MR. GERRY: Counsel, the way you
described it, it seems like it's only
relevant to a criminal investigation into a
fraudulent Ponzi scheme. And I am notsure
we are here for that purpose. So we are
not going to answer any of those questions
that serve that purpose. We will answer
the questions that serve the purposes of
the orders that I was provided.
MR. WARD: Okay, well, I think probably

the best way to approach it is not to try

R. J. Pirie -17
1 I went through the entire vetting process of the
2 interview. He basically said he will give me the
3 interview; but to get the job I would have to prove
4 myself, So I like to think that I did better than
5 the other applicants and I got the position.
6 67. Q. And what were the skill sets that
7 you refer fo?
8 A. Office administration,
9 presentations, both live and over the web, writing,

10 both creative and technical.
1 1 68. Q. okay, and the director, what was
12 this person's name?
13 A. Grant D'Eall.
14 69. Q. Could you spell his last name,
15 please?
16 A. D-'-E-A-L-L.
17 70. Q. And whatwas Mr, D'Eall's role in
18 Stellar Point, at the time, to your knowledge?
19 A. He was the director of human
20 resources and training,
21 71, Q. Was it Mr. D'Eail that hired you?
22 A. I guess so.
23 72. Q. Did ou meet with an bod else as

y y y24
p 
art of the hirin rocess?

25 A. Yes, David Hooker.
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R.J. Pirie -18
73. Q. Anybody else?

A. Not to my recollection.
74. Q. And when you were hired, what were

the terms of your contract of employment?
A. Forty hours. I started at 36K per

year. Went up to 40, after three months.
75. Q. And did it remain constant, beyond

that, or did it change again?
A, I think it was constant. I don't

remember receiving an ything that changed that.
76. Q. And so do I take ~t that today, as

an employee of the successor, or the newly named
Hive Digital your compensation is still 40,000 per
year?

A. My compensation is 46, I would my
Parrot Marketing contract.

77. Q. So this is the contract that is in
effect right now?

A. I believe so. Again, I was hired to
write blogs and talk to people, I don't worry too
much about this sort of stuff,

78. Q. Can I have a look at that, please?
Thanks.

MR. GERRY: I need a copy of that,
Counsel.
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R, J. Pirie -19
79. MR. WARD: Okay, Did you want to...we

can take a copy right now, we can break and
take a copy.
MR. GERRY; Sure.

80. MR. WARD: Sure.
MR, GERRY: Okay, great.

--- A BRIEF RECESS

ROBERT JAMES PIRIE, resumed
CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD:

81. Q. So, Mr. Pirie, thank you for this.
You have provided me with an employment agreement
dated September 19th, 2013, as between Parrot
Marketing Inc. and yourself. And I take it that is
your signature?

A. Yes.
82. Q. And this was your employment

a reement be innin on Se tember 19th, 2013, andg 9 g p
continuingto this day?

A. Yes.
83. Q. Although, just to be clear, your

employer has renamed itself Hive Digital?
A. Yes.

_ Page 20
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1 84. Q. Apart from that, are there any other
2 changes to your terms of the nature of your
3 employment?
4 A, I did et a raise at one oint,
5 believe i had two raises, that arena art of this.
6 85. Q. Oka , and ~ust in terms of
7 com ensation, then, the ara rah 3 of thisP P 9 p
8 agreement says you are at $46,000. You had
9 indicated earlier that you started off at 40, and

10 that was...
1 1 A. Stellar Point.
12 86. Q. So please describe the raises for
13 me.
14 A. I got one in December of 2013, and
15 one in May of 2014,
16 87, Q, And how much were they?
17 A, 5,000 each.
18 88. Q. So it went to 51 and then 56?
19 A. Yes.
20 89. Q. Did your responsibilities change
21 over that time period?
22 A. The one in December was after my
23 three-month probation. And the one in May was
24 because I took on some additional writing
~5 responsibilities.

Parrs 7"1
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1 9Q. Q. And did those numbers that you gave
2 me, do they reflect your total compensation
3 inclusive of bonuses?
4 A. Yes, no bonuses, no overtime, no
5 commissions.
6 91. Q. No other monetary benefits?
7 A, No.
8 92. MR. WARD: I would like to mark this as
9 Exhibit P1 on the examination of Mr. Pirie.

10 MR. GERRY; Okay.
1 1 93. MR. WARD. This is the employment
12 agreement dated September 19, 2013.
13
14 --- EXHIBIT N0. P1: Employment Agreement dated September
15 19, 2013, as between Parrot
16 Marketing Inc. and Robert James
17 Pirie
18
19 BY MR. WARD.
20 94. Q. Are there any other employment
21 agreements that you had that were in writing prior
22 to this?
23 A. Prior to this one?
24 95. Q. Right.
2~ A. With Stellar Point.
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96. Q. There was a Stellar Point one. And

do you still have a copy of the Stellar Point one?
A. I couldn'tfind it.

97. Q. And apart from the Stellar Point one
that you couldn't find, did you have any other
em to ment a reements with any of Chris Smith'sp y g
companies?

A. I think I signed one when we changed
to Hive, but I am not sure.

98. Q. Okay, so just if you could, just,
think now that we have got that out of the way,
would just like to understand a little more
completely the nature of your responsibilities and
the reporting structure. Like, what you did,
starting off beginning at Stellar Point in Whitby,
in, I guess, it's November of 2012.

A. M'hmm.
99. Q. So why don't we just leave Parrot

Marketing aside for a minute and just talk about
the period that you worked at Stellar Point in
Whitby, between approximately November 2012 and
approximately September 2013.

A. Okay.
100. Q. So can you just describe for me who

you reported to and what you did, please?
pang ~~z
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R, J. Pirie - 23
A. I reported directly to Grant D'Eall,

assisted with HR documents, so creating contracts,
disciplinary letters, termination, when applicable.
Everything I prepared was signed off by Grant.
did some training. I rewrote and wrote training
manuals for help,,,to assist with the CSRs and
affiliates. I spent some time doing PowerPoints for
live presentations. I did some webinars.

101, Q. Okay, and anything else that you can
recall?

A. Those were the big ones. I was an
executive assistant, so whatever my boss needed at
the time, I would da.

102, Q. And your boss was Grant D'Eall?
A, Correct.

103, Q. Did he report to Chris Smith, do you
know?

A. Yes, or sorry, no, not to Chris
Smith, to Rajiv Dixit. Sorry about that.

104, Q, What did you understand Stellar
Point's business to be during this time period?

A. To support Banners Broker through
customer service, through marketing and training.

105. Q. Apart from that, did you believe
that it did anything else? Did it have any other
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1 business apartfrom that?
2 A. Not that I know of.
3 106. Q. And when you say that you gave some
4 webinars, let's talk about that for a minute. What
5 type of webinars, how often, who were you presenting
6 to?
7 A, They were training webinars based on
8 the web application of Banners Broker. And we would
9 just go into a little bit more detail, explanation,

10 on specific elements of it to help the affiliates,
1 1 about once a week.
12 107, Q, And was that throughout the November
13 2012 to September 2013 period .
14 A. Grant did most of them. I recorded
15 some of them and did, kind of, backend production.
16 But (believe it ran for pretty much the entire
17 time.
18 108. Q. And apart from yourself and Grant,
19 was there anyone else involved in creating or
20 presenting these webinars?
21 A. I assume Grantgot sign-offs from
22 Raj for everything. But for the most part, it was
23 what we felt was required, based on feedback. And
24 that's what we worked on,
25 109. Q. Okay. And when you refer to...you
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1 used the term "affiliates" a minute ago, what do you
2 mean by affiliates?
3 A, Affiliates of Banners Broker,
4 110. Q. Are those the investors in Banners
5 Broker, the people that subscribed and contributed
6 money to the Banners Brokersystem?
7 A. I don't know that they are
8 investors, they would be called affiliates.
9 111, Q. Do ou have some sense of where iny

10 the world they were?
1 1 A. All over the place.
12 112. Q, Meaning all around the world?
13 A. Yes, just...many, many countries.
14 113. Q. And in terms of the numbers of them,
15 do you have some sense of how many?
16 A. The numbers changed, but in some
17 cases, hundreds of thousands.
18 114, Q, And the webinars that you
19 participated in, were they available to all of those
20 affiliates?
21 A, I assume so. We usuallywould only
22 have 300 or 400 people,

'23 115. Q. Were there,.,because it's not a
24 trick question. I know, later on, on a BB blog that
25 we found there is actually summaries of the
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webinars.

A. M'hmm,
1 16. Q. I think this is in the summer of

2014.
A. M'hmm, that is when I was..

1 17. Q. When you had moved, I guess, to
Parrot?

A. Probably, yes.
1 18. Q. But Buring this period that we are

talkin about now, while ou were at Stellar Point,9 Y
do you know if there were any notes taken or
transcriptions of those webinars or recordings of
those webinars? Were they archived in any way?

A. They may have been. I know
recorded them at the time.

119. Q. Right.
A. And then I would upload them to the

company server, and what happened to them from
there, I don't know.

1 20. Q. So they weren't live webinars, then,
or were they?

A. No, they were live.
121. Q, Live, okay. So when you say

recorded, they are...
A. Recorded during the webinar and
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122. Q. I see, got it. You have also

mentioned, I think,,,you mentioned something about
ion Anderson, which I believe was what? Who was Ron
Anderson?

A. Ron Anderson..,technically, Ron
Anderson was the communications specialist for
Banners Broker.

123. Q. You say "technically, he was", why
did you qualify by that?

A. Well, because he was a seudon mP Y
that I assumed because there was a lot of negative
press on the Internet. So it was Chris Smith's idea
to try to protect my identity, because of my family
and my other creative endeavours.

124, Q. Okay. Now, we will talk about that
in a bit.. but I don't want to get there until we are
at the,,,l am trying to do this chronologically.

A. Okay.
125. Q. And I think we are still at the

Stellar Point stage. When, in relation to that, did
you assume the pseudonym of Ron Anderson?

A. Not until Parrot.
126. Q. Not until Parrot. okay, so that

comes later. Fair enough. Do you know why it was
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1 that Stellar Point wound down in September 2013?
2 A. No. I assume they ran out of money,
3 mismanagement.
4 127. Q. Okay.
5 A. Raj spent a lot of money on upgrades
6 to the building where we were.
7 128. Q. The Whitb ro ert ?y p p y
8 A. Yes.
9 129. Q. What sort of upgrades were they?

10 A. How much time do you have?
1 1 130. Q. Well, yes, I mean, we have got...l
12 don't want to waste anyone's time, but if there's
13 anything that you think that the Receiver might be
14 interested in.
15 A, No, it's,.,the front lobby had...was
16 gorgeous. There was a huge granite waterfall with
17 the name "Stellar Point" in it.
18 131. Q. Right.
19 A. There were lots and lots of big TUs,
20 Raj's office was palatial, I guess, is the best word
21 that I can come up with. I could come up with a lot
22 of words.
23 132. Q. Okay.
24 A. And then the rest of the office was
25 bare concrete floors and cubicles and bad lighting
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1 and bad heating.
2 133. Q. Right. And that building was sold,
3 at some point, as well. Are you aware that it
4 was.,.
5 A. i assumed it was. I have gone past
6 there and I have seen a new name on it.
7 134. Q. Just in terms of your days at
8 Stellar Point and, in fairness to everyone around
9 the table, the objective here is obviously to try to

10 identify assets that we think should come within
1 1 the receivership. And the receivership applies
12 primarily to companies, that long listof companies
13 that...it includes Stellar Point.
14 But in terms of this time period at Stellar
15 Point, is there anything else you think that we
16 should know in terms of what Mr. Dixit or Mr. D'Eall
17 may have taken from the company or ways that they
18 spent money or not. that would be relevant to...
19 A. They may have. In the list of...
20 there are only three or four directors, but Grant
21 was the lowest.

~ 22 135. Q. Right.
23 A. And me being male, meant I was
24 not as present as some of the female executive
25 assistants who looked far better than I do.
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1 136. Q. Right, okay.
2 A. So there were trips. They were
3 called "BB World Tours",where the team would
4 go.,.the Stellar Point team would go, as well, to
5 wherever the trips were in Europe. And, I don't
6 know, Raj had some nice-looking watches and some
7 expensive alcohol in his office.
8 137. Q. Right, and a service car?
9 A. He had a Mercedes that was a

10 business car,
1 1 138. Q. Right.
12 A, Business vehicle,
13 139. Q. I do want to talk about the World
14 Tours a little bit, because I know, my understanding
15 is that it's something that continued throughout the
16 entire Banners Brokerexistence. And there were
17 conventions and mini-conventions...
18 A. M'hmm,
19 140. Q. Is that the same as a World Tour, or
20 is there a distinction there?
21 A. In name. There were a couple of
22 trips that weren't World Tours but most of the team
23 went. And then there were a couple that were
24 officially World Tours.
25 141. Q. Right, and which of the ones did you
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1 par~icipate in, like travel along with them and
2 actual) witness?Y
3 A. At Stellar Point, none of them.
4 142. Q, Just before we close off on Stellar
5 Point, is there anything else that stands out in
6 your mind as significant? Things that an
7 investi atin Receiver into the business of Stellar9 9
8 Point or Banners Broker would like to know during
9 this time period prior to the transformation into

10 Parrot?
1 1 A. The only thing I can think of is Raj
12 liked money and he liked to spend money.
13 143. Q. Right.
14 A. So how he spent that...like, I have
15 mentioned his office and the lobby, but I didn't
16 spend any time with the man.
17 144. Q. Right.
18 A. I didn't have to, he was kind of a
19 jerk.
20 145. Q. Sure.
21 A. So what he did with the money,
22 don't know.
23 146. Q. Okay, so let's move on then and we
24 will talk about,,.just to put a frame around it, we
25 will talk about the time period when you left Whitby
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1 and, I think, that you indicated that Chris Smith
2 invited you to work downtown for Parrot Marketing?
3 A. Correct.
4 147. Q. As a communications specialist?
5 A. Yes.
6 148. Q. So just describe for us, please, how
7 that came about? Did he call you? How did you
8 actually get invited to work downtown. What did you
9 do when you gotthere?

10 A. So, as the,..as people were being
1 1 terminated, I had a couple of people tell me, some
12 of my bosses and some of the other directors, that
13 they knew that most of the things that came out of
14 Grant's office were my work. So I had been
15 recognized by the bosses that I did good work. And
16 then as Raj was getting ready to let go of everyone,
17 he called me into his office and said that...like,
18 apparently, I didn't know Chris very well, Up to
19 this point, I had met him a few times.
20 149. Q. Right.
21 A, But he had heard of my work ethic
22 and, I guess, my deliverables and he wanted me to
23 come work downtown.
24 150. Q. Okay, and then what happened next?
25 Was there an interview with Chris Smith, or did you
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1 just...one day you moved downtown?
2 A. I don't think there was an
3 interview, Maybe there was an unofficial one, but
4 basically, I went downtown to train some of the team
5 in the downtown office. So the Monday, Tuesday
6 worked for Stellar Point and the Wednesday,
7 Thursday , Friday I worked for Parrot Marketing.
8 151. Q, Oka . So there was a transitiony
9 period then Stellar Point closed and you were full-
10 time at Parrot?
1 1 A. Yes.
12 152, Q, And during the transition phase was
13 it 167 Church Street?
14 A, Yes.
15 153. Q. And I think it's like a series of
16 apartments or condos?
17 A. It's a series of suites. They are
18 supposed to be condos, but there were.,.we saw other
19 people operating similarto the way we were, one
20 actually right across the hall from us.
21 154, Q, What was the reporting structure
22 when you moved down to 167 Church Street. was
23 Mr, D'Eall still in the icture or Mr. Dixit?p
24 A. No, Mr. D'Eall had been moved down
25 to the Belize office, to oversee down there and
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reported directly to Chris.

155. Q. And what were your responsibilities
during this period, what did you do?

A. Trainin and writing.9
156. Q. Writing..,

A. Blogs, training materials,
articles. Do some social media, some tweeting, some
Facebooking.

157, Q. Okay,
A. Basically, I was supposed to be the

soft side to the technical side that there tots of
people to do.

158. Q. And how about the training side of
things? Whatwere you doing on the training side?

A. At that point, updating training
manuals, as changes came down. I was supposed to
train the team in Toronto. but that never actually
happened.

159. Q. And were you doing webinars in
addition to that?

A, I don'tthink I was doing them at
that point. I think that may have started later.

160. Q. Okay, fair enough, yes, that's
right,

A. It's all kind of a blur.
ParrP ~5
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161. Q. Now, we are interested in the social
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163.

media aspect of this, because what we have heard is
that Banners Broker would monitor the social media
and the negative comments would be..,anything that
was negative, would be strictly controlled and
deleted, and they were creating positive postings on
social media. Do you know anything about that, or
did that happen, are you in a position to say?

A. There was a com liance de ar~ment
when an affiliate si ned u , Part of the terms of9 p
the service were, "You can't say negative things
about Banners Brokeronline. If you have a problem,
please contact us directly and we can resolve it
that way." So there were some people at Stellar
Point who handled that. And then, I never actually
handled that. I kind of helped other people who
took care of that sort of thing.

Q. Okay.
A. But I did try to remind people that,

"We wanted to resolve problems, If you have this
problem, please contact us. Don't go to Facebook
and start yelling obscenities."

Q. Okay, but you were not part of the
compliance department. per se, orwere you?

A. No, I might have been. Again,
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1 kind of handled all of the non-technical stuff.
2 164. Q. Sure.
3 A. But I don't, to my best
4 recollection, remember contacting people and saying,
5 "You can't post this."
6 165. Q. Now, when you say "compliance
7 department",was there actually a person that was in
8 charge of the compliance department, and people that
9 worked under him or her?

10 A, At Stellar Point, yes.
1 1 166. Q. Okay, and who was in charge of it at
12 Stellar Point?
13 A. I would rather not say, because they
14 are not mentioned in here and...
15 167, Q, (n where?
16 A. In any of these documents.
17 168. Q. Okay, well, let's...l will make the
18 request and we can perhaps deal with that off the
19 record and stuff. We would like to know...
20 A. I can say David Hooker oversaw that.
21 169. Q. Okay,
22 A. That, I can say comfortably.
23 170. Q. And he is in these documents, by the
24 way.
25 A. Yes.
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1 171, Q. Okay. So we are back to 167 Jarvis
2 (sic) Street.
3 A. Church.
4 172, Q. Church, and you were there up until
5 August 2014?
6 A, Yes.
7 173. Q. And then you moved to 1376 Bayview
8 Avenue?
9 A. Yes.

10 174. Q. And prior to August 2014, when you
1 1 were at Church Street, was there anything else that
12 you did in terms of job responsibilities, apart from
13 writing and training? Anything
14 significant...because we know the webinars started
15 later. Was there anything else?
16 A. I was supposed to kind of liaise
17 with some of the leaders, affiliates who had been
18 quite successful and who had large teams.
19 175. Q. Right.
20 A, So I was supposed to talk to them
21 and kind of help make them feel special and promote
22 them however I could.
23 176. Q. Is there anything else, or does that
24 pretty much summarize it?
25 A. i think that's it.
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177. Q. And Buring this period, prior to

Au ust 2014, while at Parrot, did ou travel at allg y
with Banners Broker?

A. Yes, I travelled with Parrot.
1 78. Q. With Parrot.

A, I think in that time...
179. Q. And, sorry, just before I get there,

because I want to be clear on this, did Parrot
essentially assume the role, the support role that
Stellar Point had prior to that?

A. Pretty much. And a lot of that fell
tome.

180, Q. Did Parrot, to your knowledge, have
any business other than supporting Banners Broker?

A. They had some other ventures that
they were trying to do.

181. Q. Were you involved in those other
ventures?

A. Not really.
182. Q. Do you know whether Banners Broker

financed those other ventures in any way?
A. I have no idea how that worked. A

couple people on anotherteam asked me forsome help
wr~t~ng some copy for a website or something,
would help with that. but...
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183, Q. So, sorry, going back to travelling

with the Parrot team during this period, prior to
Bayview, just what were the conventions that you
attended at?

A. I went to one convention in
Trinidad, which was in July.

184. Q. 2014?
A. Yes.

185. Q. Anything else?
A. i went to Belize three times.

186. Q. Okay, for conventions, as well?
A. No, that was to meet with the CSRs

and with Grant, who were all down in Belize.
187. Q. And the Belizean entity, was that

Monetize Group Inc., orwas it.,,
A. No idea,

188. Q. You don't, okay.
A. Again, I went down there to help

train the CSRs on dealing with customers, with the
details of the program.

189. Q. An other travels Burin this
eriod, a art from Belize and Trinidad?
p A. p Not to the best of m knowled e.Y 9

190. Q. So let's just move forward, then...
the office moves to 1376 Bayview Avenue. You are
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1 still working at Parrot, presumably, and we know
2 that Banners Broker, as a company, went into
3 liquidation in March of 2014, I believe. Is that
4 right?
5 A. In March?
6 191. Q. February, it was February the 26th.
7 A. Okay.
8 192. Q. They went into liquidation in the
9 Isle of Man, one of the parent companies did. So

10 using August 2014 as a start date, because this is
1 1 essential) when ou moved to Bayview, when did our
12 Banners Broker-related res onsibilities at Parrot yp
13 cease, like wrap up?
14 A. At the end of the month. At the end
15 of August.
16 193. Q. And what were you told, and by whom,
17 as to why whatever you were doing was wrapping up at
18 the end of August 2014?
19 A. All I was told is Chris wanted us to

~~ 20 change the website to say "Site temporarily closed."
21 194. Q, And, similarly, apartfromthe
22 website, was the other social media presence...
23 A. Everything else was put on hold.
24 195. Q. Or suspended or temporarily closed?
25 A. Sure.
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1 196. Q. And would people be..,l don't know,
2 but were people contacting you, the affiliates from
3 around the world and asking.,,
4 A, They tried.
5 197, Q, And what happened, how did that go?
6 A. I had to repeat that the site is
7 temporarily closed. i was told by Chris not to say
8 anything else. And they bugged me to try to get
9 some extra information fram me, and that's all

10 could say.
1 1 198. Q. And later on, was there more that
12 you could say, or is thatthe waythat it ended?
13 A. No, that was the last I was told.
14 199, Q. Okay,
15 A, That's the last I did.
16 200. Q. And what did you do after that,
17 because you are still at Parrot, although we know,
18 even lateron in November, it's renamed Hive
19 Digital.
20 A, M'hmm,
21 201, Q, But what were your responsibilities
22 at Parrot after you stopped doing Banners Broker-
23 related work?
24 A. Well, that was,..again, I had to
25 do...because myspecific responsibilities were done
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with Banners Broker, I just kind of helped out
wherever I could. So, writing articles for some
sites that were owned by Chris, writing copy for
sites, hel in with social media.p 9

202. Q. I mean, when you say "sites",
because, I mean, the Receiver's mandate, just so we
are clear, does extend to Parrot. What was the non-
BannersBroker-related business of Parrot, from and
after August 2014? What were the sites? Please
give us some names.

A. We had what we called the Pubsite
Network, which was a series of 60 WordPress sites
that had been created, that we were trying to
monetize, which never happened,

203. Q. Did ou sa "WordPress"?Y Y
A. Yes.

204. Q. Okay, go on.
A. We had a program called Create My

Suite, which was a graphic design template site, so
that people could do their own branding and logos.
We had a program called Shed Pounds, which was
supposed to be a weight loss hub. We had List 121,
which was going to be kind of a retail marketplace
forpeople to create their own digital content and
other people to sell it. Those were the big ones.
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205. Q. Any other ones? I mean, it sounds

like there are a lot that...
A. Those are the big.,.those are the

ones that come to mind right now.
206. Q. Yes, and was Chris Smith running

Parrotat this point in time?
A. I assume so.

207. Q. And who were you reporting to during
this period?

A. Chris.
208. Q. And these ideas, the Pubsite

Network, the Create My Suite, the Shed Pounds, List
1 21, were these Chris' ideas, or do you know? Were
they somebody else's?

A. They may have been, I don't know,
209. Q. How big was the operation in terms

of numbers of people that were working at Bayview?
A. We were about 30 people.

210. Q. Now, you reported directly to
Mr. Smith?

A, Yes.
211. Q. Did anyone reporgy up to yourself?

A, I had a ra hic desi ner who9 p 9
reported to me.

212. Q. Do you know whether or not Parrot
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1 had a bookkeeper?
2 A. I have no idea.
3 213. Q. Oran accountant?
4 A. I have no idea. I assume so.
5 hope so.
6 214. Q. In terms of the,..l mean, presumably
7 you were...you can tell me if whether or not it's
8 the case, but were you doing writing and promotion
9 forthese othersites?

10 A, In some cases.
1 1 215. Q. In which cases were you doing
12 writing and promotion for these other sites?
13 A, I think I wrote some copy for Shed
14 Pounds. i think I did some social media stuff
15 for,.,l can't remember, I don't know, it was...with
16 the loss of BB, everyone else had jobs to do, so
17 was just to kind of help out.
18 216. Q. Right. Was there any training to be
19 done atthis point?
20 A. Training of whom?
21 217. Q. Anybody.
22 A. Not to the best of my knowledge.
23 218. Q. So to the extent that you were and
24 are continuing to work at Parro~/Hive, you are
25 helping outwith social media presence?
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1 A, Trying to.
2 219. Q. And writing?
3 A. Yes. Less and less of that now.
4 Now I am trying to do some project management. But
5 we don't have very many projects, so...
6 220. Q. When you say "project management",
7 what does that mean?
8 A. So, basically taking the tasks to
9 get some of these programs up and running and just

10 try to get them,..figure out what needs to be done,
1 1 what is being done, how long it takes to be done.
12 221. Q, And then reporting to Chris Smith?
13 A. Yes.
14 222. Q. What are the ongoing projects right
15 now, of the new.,.of Hive?
16 A. We do have some, now, external
17 clients, that we are trying to do some work for,
18 And then some of the. still, interior ideas that we
19 have had, trying to get them out the door.
20 223. Q. And what are the interior ideas that
21 are sort of gh ng forward at this point?
22 A. S ed Pounds, Create M Suite, those
23 are the onl two that are reall movie forward aty y 9
24 this point.
25 224. Q. And are those sites generating
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1 revenue?
2 A. I have no idea.
3 225. Q. But in terms of promoting them, are
4 you asking people to buy something or to contribute
5 something? Like, dust from your promotional
6 activities, would you have any visibility on the
7 business model?
8 A. The Create My Suite, there is a
9 subscription, but we haven't really promoted it or

10 done anything with it lately, so,,.and the Shed
1 1 Pounds was shelved and now we are trying to re-skin
12 it and give it a new name.
13 226. Q. Did Shed Pounds ever have a
14 subscription associated with it?
15 A. No.
16 227. Q. Did any of the other sites, that you
17 are aware of, have subscri Lions associated withP
18 them?
19 A. Create My Suite was the only one
20 that i know of.
21 228. Q, And still does have a subscription
22 associated with it?
23 A. Yes.
24 229. Q. How does the subscription work?
25 A. People subscribe.
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1 230. Q. And is there a cost associated with
2 subscribing?
3 A, I guess, yes.
4 231. Q. What is that cost?
5 A. I think it might be three dollars a
6 month, and that gives someone access to the suite of
7 sites.
8 232, Q. I take it, because we know from
9 Banners Broker and some of these others, that often

10 there are payment processors that are involved in
1 1 the sites to allow people to make contributions per
12 their subscriptions.
13 A. Okay,
14 233. Q. Which payment processors is Hive
15 working with today?
16 A. I believe, for that, they use
17 Stripe, which isn't really a payment processor, it's
18 an online payment portal.
19 234. Q. Right, it's called Stripe?
20 A. Yes.
21 235. Q. Okay, any other online payment
22 portals...
23 A. Not to the best of my knowledge.
24 236. Q. ...or payment processors?
25 A. Not to the best of my knowledge. We
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1 severed contact with all the payment processors once
2 BB stopped.
3 237. Q. Do ou have an ..,like, could you
4 ball ark..,do ou have an sense of the dollar value
5 of spbscri tions that Create M Suite mi ht have
6 taken in? p y g
7 A. No.
8 238. Q. Or, activity on the website, like
9 hits?

10 A, I imagine it's negligible, but
1 1 don'tknow oneway orthe other.
12 239. Q. So apart from the interior projects,
13 Hive has some external clients as well, What does
14 Hive do for the external clients?
15 A, Marketing, website building, graphic
16 design, copywriting, social media, video production.
17 240. Q. And who are those external clients?
18 A, I would rather not say.
19 241. MR. WARD. Counsel, is it...
20 MR. GERRY: One thing that I am
21 concerned about is I am not even.,,and you
22 never asked the question, there's just an
23 assumption that Parrot has become Hive.
24 But I don't think my client knows precisely
25 who owns Hive or what entity owns Hive.

Pant 4Q
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1 242. MR, WARD. I think what his evidence was
2 that it was that Parrot changed its name to
3 Hive in November,..around,.~he wasn't sure,
4 because he hadn't seen the paper, November
~ 2014. So if it's a name change, and that's
6 our information as well, then ownership
7 wouldn't change, it's essential)y the same
8 com an .And Parrot is direct) ...I
9 meap, th s is what Gillian is here to

10 investigate, Parrot.
1 1 MR. GERRY; Understood, I J~ust wanted to
12 be certain that if he is being asked to
13 divulge information about Hive Digital that
14 it is within the scope. Your information,
15 it's a name change. Do you have any
16 evidence to support that? I mean, was
17 there a change in the name? Is the company
18 registered in Ontario or Canada?
19 243. MR. WARD. I don't know whether there is
20 a registered name change, but we have been
21 told that it..,other business...
22 MR. GERRY: It's the same entity?
23 244. MR. WARD. It's the same entity.
24 MR. GERRY: Okay, well, perhaps,
25 Counsel...
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245. MR, WARD: Okay, we can see. I'm not

sure that that would be necessarily
dispositive of it, but we can certain)y
have a look to see if there is something
filed with the Ministry.
MR. GERRY; Okay,

246. MR. WARD: But it is our understanding
that it's the same business that...
MR. GERRY; Couid you establish that
first, with my client? I know that he
casually said there was a name change,
did hear that going into evidence, but to
me...l am just concerned he may not
actually know. He is not privy to
corporation documents, ownership,
shareholders, It's not somethin he's9
privy to.

247. MR. WARD. I mean, in fairness, it's
probably a discussion that we best have
with the witness outside of the room, given
what you just said. I will move on, but we
will see what we have got by way of
corporate documents.
MR. GERRY: Okay, well, I am happy to
discuss that off the record, with my
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client, maybe step out to the hall, and can
just kind of determine if...

BY MR. WARD.
248. Q. Why don't we do that? Let's take a

break an wa . So, yes, a ain, it obvious)
doesn't.. these are Smith gsues that we are lookin9
at, and they are Parrot issues. If they are not
Parrot issues or Parrot successor entities, let us
know, and we won't go there.

A. I don't...like, I don't know
anything about the company, I don't even check what
name is on my pay cheque.

249. Q. Right.
A. I just show up for work, I do what

I'm told to do and I go home to my kids.
250. Q. Right.

MR, DERRY: We are not tr in to beY 9
obstructive. I am just concerned if he is
going to divulge the name of these external
clients, that that's within the scope of
this proceeding.

251. MR~ WARD: Well, it certain) would be
if we are talking about Parrot... y
MR. DERRY: If it's simply a name change
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1 you're absolutely right, I am not going to
2 argue,
3 252. MR. WARD. Right.
4 MR, GERRY: So that's something I need
5 to know if he really has direct knowledge
6 of that or not.
7
8 BY MR. WARD.
9 253, Q. You are aware that Parrot became...

10 or I am asking you, did Parrot become Hive in or
1 1 about November of 2014?
12 A. I know that as a staff, we talked
13 about a new company name. Whether that was a name
14 change or whether that was a new company, or
15 whether...that, Idon't know.
16 254. Q, Were there any staff changes or
17 change in premises around this time?
18 A, No.
19 255. MR. WARD. Well, why don't we take a
20 break and you can speak to him and see
21 if...
22
23 --- A BRIEF RECESS
24
25 ROBERT JAMES PIRIE, resumed

Pano ~i ~
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1 CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD:
2 256. Q. I think we established during the
3 break that Parrot Marketing Inc. registered a name
4 chap e with the Minist of Government Services on~ ~Y
5 September the 10th, 2014.
6 A. Okay.
7 257. Q. The name change was to Hive Digital.
8 So an that basis, I will just...) want to put my
9 question to you again, in terms of the external

10 client business of Hive Digitai at present. Can you
1 1 'ust describe that for us, lease?
12 ~ A, Describe... p
13 258. Q. Hive Digital's business, apart from
14 the internal projects that we discussed before the
15 break.
16 A, Okay, so one is called Lick Mobile,
17 lickmobile.com,
18 259. Q. Okay, and what does Hive do for
19 Lick?
20 A. They built the website. They have
21 been working with them to do some social media, some
22 marketing, some promotion.
23 260. Q. And what are the other...just,
24 don't need to know ail the clients, but just what
25 are the three or four largest ones?
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A. One is called Wellness Girl.

261. Q. And what does Hive do for Wellness
Girl?

A. Again, video production, website
creation, social media, same sort of thing.

262. Q. Okay, and give me a couple others,
ofthe largerclients.

A. The larger ones. You don't want
internal things.

263. Q. No.
A. I'm sorry, I am actually blanking.

Those are the two...
264, Q. Lick Mobile, Wellness Girl.

A. We have one called Tracy B.
Richards.

265. Q. Tracy?
A. T-R-A-C-Y B. Richards.

266. Q. Okay.
A. She is a relationship consultant.

We have done video production, social media, website
creation for her.

267. Q. I take it there are no other big
ones that are top-of-mind?

A. The one that...l can't believe
foraot it. it's called...or it was called Smoke

408
Page 56
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1 A. Again, it's not listed, so I would
2 rather not name her.
3 275. MR. WARD. Counsel, I am not going to
4 press you now on the record, but perhaps if
5 you could speak to yourclient and decide
6 if you will let us know that after,
7 MR. GERRY: Okay, thank you. U1T
8 THE WITNESS. The person who is the UP
9 of sales didn't start when any of this was

10 going on. She came in after.
1 1
12 BY MR. WARD;
13 276. Q, Brea Hardowa, was she working at
14 Hive?
15 A. Yes, no. No? Yes? No, I can't
16 remember when she left, whether we had made the
17 change to Hive at that point or not.
18 277. Q, What was her responsibility at
19 Parrot, to your knowledge?
20 A. She was the executive assistant to
21 Chris, and she was also the office mana~ger.
22 278. Q. Do you know when she left , Do you
?3 recall approximately when?
~4 A. After September but before
?5 Christmas.
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Euphoria. It's going through its own series of name
changes right now. As of right now, that's what
think it's going as.

268. Q. And same uestion, doing the samea
thing forSmoke Euphoria as the others?

A. Yes, website building, video
production, social media.

269. Q. How many people are working at Hive
currently?

A. Currently, I think there are about
13 of us.

270. Q. Including Mr. Smith?
A. Maybe.

271, Q. About 13, do you mean that to
include Mr, Smith?

A. Yes. i just mean that that may not
be an exact number,

272. Q. Who issecond-in-charge to Mr,
Smith?

A, No one, really, I guess the team is
small enough that...

273. Q. Right.
A. We do have kind of an overseein9

project manager. We have a VP of sales.
274. Q. Right, who is the UP of sales?

P~~P 57
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1 279, Q, Do you have any knowledge as to why
2 she left?
3 A, She was stressed out and she wanted
4 a job that wasn't so stressful.
5 280. Q. We are looking for contact
6 information for her, we want to meet with Brea.
7 A. Okay.
8 281. Q. We were in contact with her and then
9 we fell out of contact with her.

10 A. Okay.
1 1 282. MR. WARD: Can you, again. take this
12 underadvisement, butwewould like...do
13 you have contact information for Ms.
14 Hardowa?
15 MR, GERRY: I do.
16 283. MR. WARD. Okay, can you provide it to
17 us?
18 MR, GERRY: Do you want to hold that
19 until the end? U/A
20 284. MR. WARD: Sure, yes, we will, So we
21 will take that as an under advisement,
22
23 BY MR. WARD.
24 285. Q. Okay, just a couple other things in
25 terms of_Parrot. _Durin~_this period of time when
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1 you were at Banners, when you were at Bayview, I 1 different note, I have some questions about
2 understand that...well, you tell me, was there some 2 Mr. Smith and Banners Broker assets, to the extent
3 additional travel that was done, while you were 3 that you ever had any visibility on that, right?
4 working out of the Bayview property, travels in 4 A. Okay.
5 relation to Banners Broker? 5 296. Q. And we will talk about Mr, Dixit in
6 A, Not to the best of my knowledge. 6 a minute, and you told us about Mr. Dixit's watches
7 286. Q. Okay, so in terms of the totality of 7 and his office and things like that. We were aware
8 your world travels having to do with this business, 8 of that, we understand that he likes those things.
9 it would have been the trips to Belize, the... 9 But just in respect of Mr, Smith, can you comment,

10 A. And the trip to Trinidad. 10 can you describe his lifestyle for us, as you
'~ 11 287. Q. ...tri to Trinidad. And one to 11 witnessed it while ou were workin with Mr. Smith
12 Trinidad, and that's it? 12 at the Banners Broker service rov tiers?p
13 A. M'hmm, 13 A, He likes his clothes. He has also
14 288. Q. And just before I forget, the 14 gof a couple fancy watches, he has got a couple
15 Ba view ro erg is involved in our court

y
15 fanc bottles of alcohol, but be and that,

16
p 
roceedi p ..p 16 it's,,,from what I saw, he leads a ver different

17 A. Oka . 17 lifest le com ared to Ra'iv. He lived in an
18 289. Q. ...because the owner of the ro erg 

y
18 a artment wph his two kids and his wife. He 'ust

~19 is sub'ect to the receivershi ,Counsel. Ipfapt, 19 seemed not as concerned with the mone .
you20 the Receiver has a Cer~ifica e of Pendin Liti ation 20 297. Q. And in terms of our...while

21 as a ainst that ro ert that was iven to us, as
p y g

21 were at Stellar Point and then after ou moved to
22 well, b a 'ud ep

~GERRY:
22 Parrot, and Burin the time eriod in which those

pBanners23 MR. Oka .
y

23 businesses wereg u or~in Broker, did ou
24 24 deal at all with businep s model issues. like recei tp
25 BY MR. WARD; 25 of a ments from affiliates or a outs to
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1 290. Q. So apart from.,,and I have never
2 been by the property. Are there tenants in there
3 nowapartfrom Hive?
4 A, No. There is...one of the entlemen9
5 from Lick, does rent a back room, or uses a back
6 room, or sits in the back room.
7 291. Q. Okay,and apart from that, it's just
8 the 13-or-so em loyees from Hive?P
9 A. To the best of my knowledge.

10 292. Q. Do you recall a time when there ever
1 1 were other tenants of Bayview?
12 A, I have no knowledge of before we
13 went in there. I know that we had...we may have had
14 a couple people stay there overnight.
15 293. Q. Right.
16 A. But I don't know if they were
17 tenants, per se.
18 294, Q. Okay. And similarly, you don't know
19 whether or not Hive or Parrot has a lease for the
20 property?
21 A. No idea.
22 295. Q. Now, I want to.,.there are a few

'23 other documents that,.,do we have copies of these?
24 Okay, why don't we make copies of these? Okay, so
25 just while she is making the copies, let's, on a
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1 affiliates?
2 A. No.
3 298. Q. Do you know who did address those
4 issues?
5 A. That sort of think was all taken
6 care of by Chris. Whether ~tdid it orwhether he
7 had someone else do it, I don't know. But that was
8 never anything that I dealt with.
9 299. Q, And did you hear rumours or not

10 rumours but..,in the course of working at Stellar
1 1 Point and Parrot, did employees comment? Did your
12 fellow employees comment to you on bank accounts
13 around the world, offshore banks, affiliated...was
14 there an~ discussion oroffice chatterabout topics
15 like that.
16 A. No, not to the best of my knowledge.
17 300. Q. Right, and so you have no knowied~e
18 as to whether or not Banners Broker has assets ~n
19 jurisdictions outside of Canada?
20 A. No idea.
21 301, Q, And the list of companies that
22 read you at the beginning of the examination this
23 morning, apar~from Banners Broker and Stellar Point
24 and Parrot, had you heard of the other ones? And
25 can go through the list again, but Dixit Holdings,
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for example?

A. That, I heard of. I know that that
was Raj's second attempt after Stellar Point, at
least that's what I thought.

302. Q. Were any of the numbered companies
on the list that seem to ring a bell to you?

A, I don't know.
303. Q. No?

A, No.
304. Q. Similarly, with respect to

Mr. Josun, who I understand you have never met
and you have never spoken to, but you had heard of
him.

A. M'hmm.
305. Q. Was there anything else that you

heard about him in terms of his lifestyle or money
that he may have taken from the Banners Broker
company?

A. This is hearsay, but I do seem to
remember there being a story that he was taking
money directly from affiliates, not putting it
through the system, and then just creating...because
it was digital materials that we were working with,
he would 'ust create it and ive it to the eo le,
but then he would keep the money. p p
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306. Q. But apart from that, there wasn't

anything else that you recall about that...
A. Not specifically.

307. Q. ,.,Mr. Josun, that the Receiver
might be interested in? What about Tara Josun, did
you meetwith his daughter, Tara?

A. No.
308. Q. Have you heard of her?

A. I heard her mentioned.
309. Q. So let's talk about these blog

printouts. Have you got copies of them? Let's deal
with this one first. Take a minute, please, So
just for the record I have passed the witness and
his counsel athree-page document, with the first
page that says, "Renaissance Jones Productions".

A. Yes.
310. Q. Do you recognize this?

A. Yes.
311. Q. What are we looking at here,

Mr, Pirie?
A. A couple of years ago, Chris came to

me because i have some experience with writing and
directing and acting, And he said that he wanted to
make a movie. So he didn't have anything beyond
that except that he wanted some sort of dark comedy
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1 Tarantino-esque. So he said, "Go nuts." So BFD,
2 Big "Effing"Deal, was doing to be the name of it.
3 I have been working on it as a side project for a
4 year-and-a-half now.
5 Renaissance Jones was going to be the name
6 of the production company, but nothing ever happened
7 with that. We did some casting at one point, but
8 this was more of just a lark.
9 312, Q. So was Renaissance,.,do ynuknow

10 whether or not Renaissance..,whose company...was
1 1 Renaissance Jones ever set up as a company?
12 A. I have no idea. I don't know.
13 313. Q. We understand that Renaissance
14 Jones,..was the work done while you were at the
15 Bayview property?
16 A, No, it was before we moved into the
17 Bayview property.
18 314, Q, Because we have seen a sign on the
19 Bayview property that says...
20 A. Yes, RJP.
21 315, Q. RJP, is that.,,RJP for Renaissance
22 Jones Productions?
23 A. Yes. The fact that it's my initials
24 is a complete fluke,
25 316. Q. That hadn't occurred to me.

Pane F,F
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1 A. Okay,well, then ignore that.
2 317. Q. All ri ht. How was the name9
3 Renaissance Jones,.,you have never gone by that
4 name?
5 A. Never. No, that's not me. No, we
6 were sitting around, we were talking about the idea
7 for the movie. We decided we needed a company name,
8 and actually, one of the people that I used to work
9 with, threw out "Renaissance Jones" as a name.

10 318. Q. So on the third page of the Big
1 1 "Elfin "Deal document that I rovided ou with, was9 P Y
12 this to be the movie poster?
13 A. A promotional poster. Maybe not the
14 movie poster, because we hadn't filmed anything or
15 picked locations or had a script or characters. So
16 it was just something one of our graphic designers
17 did on the side.
18 319. Q. Do you know whether or not the
19 contributions of the subscription proceeds of
20 Banners Broker affiliates was ever used in relation
21 to this?
22 A. I have no idea.
23 320. Q. One way or the other?
24 A. I don't know.
25 321. Q. Do you know whether or not there
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were any costs associated with this project?

A. The onl costs that would have beeny
associated with this was, as I said, the casting.

322, Q, And so when you were auditioning
people, they would be paid?

A. No, it was just a...we had kind of
an open house evening, We had some food. We had
some music. We invited people to come in. The
property is two floors, so the upstairs was kind of
the mingling area, the downstairs was the audition.

323. Q. But in terms of magnitude of costs,
that wouldn't have been a large number?

A. No. I am still working on the
script. I would like to develop it one day, but...

324. MR, WARD. Let's mark this, if we could,
please as Exhibit P2,

--- EXHIBIT N0. P2. 3-page printout from Renaissance
Jones Productions re. film entitled
"Big Fucking Deal"

BY MR. WARD:
325. Q. Was Chris Smith going to have a role

in this movie?
A. i don't think he wanted one.
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326. Q. Was someone going to play Chris

Smith in the movie?
A, No, it has nothing to do with that.

327, Q, So the next document I am passing
across the table. Please take a moment to look at
it, It's a printout of a BB blog.

A. M'hmm.
328. Q. So take a minute and familiarize

yourselfwith it, and then I'mjust hoping you can
describe for the record what it is.

A. Do you want specifics on these
particular blogs, or do you just want generics?

329. Q. Was it one blog or multiple blogs?
A, It's one blog with multiple entries.

330. Q. Okay, fair enough. And what do we
see here? What does this represent? Is this a
transcript of a webinar?

A. This is the sum of two different
things. One is a series of transcripts of the
week) webinars, that was delivered either b Chrisy y
or myself, And second, were articles or blogs or
things that I would write to communicate to the
BB affiliateship,

331, Q. Now, you say "transcript". Is this
an actual transcript or is it prepared from notes?

Pano FR 41 1
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1 A. No, this was actually.,.one
2 affiliate who, apparently, types really quickly, she
3 would take her own notes after the webinars and then
4 I would review them just for spelling and make sure
5 that everything was appropriate, and then we would
6 post it.
7 332. Q. So in terms of what Mr. Smith said,
8 do you know whether or not this is an accurate of
9 what he said during the webinars?

10 A. To the best of my knowledge.
1 1 333. Q. And, similarly, in terms of where
12 it's indicated that Ron Anderson was speaking, that
13 was yourself, I assume?
14 A. Yes.
15 334. Q. Do you know whether the transcript
16 of the Ron Anderson speaking portions of this
17 document are accurate?
18 A. I believe so.
19 335. Q. How would you prepare for these
20 webinars?
21 A. I would talk to Chris before the
22 webinar, we would discuss what sort of topics we
23 were going to talk about and then just talk.
24 336. Q. And you would take questions?
25 A. Yes. The questions were in the form

Pane C,~l
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1 of a chat window. So that's why you never see a
2 transcript of someone speaking.
3 337, Q, These were weekly webinars that
4 continued until, it looks like, August the 22nd,
5 2014?
6 A. Okay.
7 338. Q. Which would seem to accord with what
8 you said earlier, in terms of the business winding
9 down, Do you know, were there any webinars after

10 August the 22nd, 2014?
1 1 A. Not to the best of my knowledge,
12 339. Q. There are references to World
13 eWallet as having a set of challenges. And you
14 fielded questions orChris did in respectto World
15 eWallet. Can you tell me about what Banners'
16 relationship with World eWallet was to your
17 knowledge?
18 A, As I know, World eWallet was going
19 to be a payment provider, much like STP and Payza.
20 And it 'ust.,,the ke t runnin into issues, some~ y p 9
21 were internal programming, some were external
22 business-related.
23 340. Q. Right,
24 A. And it dust never got off the
25 ground.
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341. Q. Were you involved, at all, in World

eWallet?
A. Nope.

342. Q. Do you know a gentleman by the name
of Michael Kraemer?

A. Yes.
343. Q. And was World eWallet his company?

A. To the best of my knowledge.
344. Q, And what were our dealin s, if an ,y ~ y

with Mr, Kraemer? How do you know of him?
A. He knew Chris. He was in the office

a few times. And I met him, I talked to him, He
was in Trinidad because he did a presentation as
well.

345. Q. I take it Banners Broker had
problems,.,difficulties flndingpayment processors
over the years?

A. I guess so.
346. Q. Why was that?

A. I don't know. I was just told
either that payment processors didn't want to work
with us anymore or that we weren't working with
payment processors, and I was to communicate that to
the affiliateship,

347. Q. Right.
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A. The relationships that Chris had

with these people and how things came to be, was
never part of my...

348, MR. WARD: Yes, let's mark this as
Exhibit P3.

--- EXHIBIT N0. P3. Printout of a BB blog including
series of transcripts of weekly
webinars, blogs, et cetera

BY MR. WARD:
349. Q. I have some photographs that I am

going to show you actually, Do you recognize this
gentleman?

A, Yes.
350. Q. Who is this?

A. That is me.
351, Q. Okay, so just describe it...now, it

doesn't look like you.
A, It doesn't? Lots of people were

able to make the connection.
352. Q. For the record, the photograph that

am showing describes a gentleman with a lot of
hair. So, Mr. Pirie, just please tell us..~

A. It was a toupee.

Page 72
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1 353. Q. And where are you, what are you
2 doing, why are you wearing a toupee?
3 A. That's in Trinidad. That is just
4 before the BB World Tour.
5 354. Q. And are you presenting to somebody?
6 A. At that time, no. That was just a
7 pose.
8 355. Q. Okay.
9 A. But the presentation would come

10 later.
1 1 356. Q. And that came later, during the same
12 trip in Trinidad?
13 A, Yes.
14 357. Q. And how many affiliates were there?
15 Can you give me an estimate?
16 A, 300 to 500, maybe,
17 358. Q. And you spoke to them on what
18 topics?
19 A. I did a presentation on..,our
20 introductory presentation, So if someone wants to
21 introduce someone else to the Banners Broker
22 program, we provide a PowerPoint presentation and
23 the taikin~ paints for them to do that. Sothis new
24 presentation emphasized social media.
25 359. Q. Did you present on anything else?
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1 A. No.
2 360. Q. There is a sign on the podium it
3 says, "No cameras or photography allowed."
4 A. Yes.
5 361. Q. Da you know why that was?
6 A. Part of it was, as it was explained
7 to me by Chris, that he wanted people to come to the
8 presentation so that they could be part of the
9 presentation. He didn't want people to see it

10 afterwards and get all the meat and potatoes without
1 1 actually hawing been there.
12 362. Q. And why were you wearing a toupee?
13 A. Again, to protect my identity.
14 363. Q. And I need you to elaborate on that,
15 why did you feel that your identity needed to be
16 protected? This goes to the pseudonym again?
17 A. Yes.
18 364, Q, You were Mr, Ron Anderson?
19 A. This is Ron Anderson, yes.
20 365. Q, And you are wearing a toupee and you

~ 21 were doing that throughout the entire trip?
'22 A. Unfortunately.
23 366. Q. So just tell me how that came to be?
24 A, So when I first started working for
25 Parrot, Chris wanted to protect my identity because
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at that time, there was a lot of negative press.
There had been death threats. There had been
threats of assault and abuse against Chris, Raj,
their families, So he wanted to try to same me
that. As I mentioned, I am working on a screen
play, I have written some other things. So the idea
was to protect my name, as much as possible, from
the people who were saying harribie, horrible things
online.

367. Q. We heard as well that there were
some threats that were made against same of the
principals of this organization around that time.

A, I received some too.
368. Q. Tell me about that. Why was it that

these people were being threatened, and by whom?
MR. GERRY; Sorry, Counsel, what is the
relevance to the scope of this examination
...of this particular line ofquestioning?

369. MR. WARD; Well, I mean, he is an
employee of the debtor, and he is wearing a
disguise and he's speaking to 500 investors
in the debtor. Now, you may disagree,..you
may have some view that that's not
relevant, but it is an investigatory
receivership and the fact that an officer
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of the debtor would disguise his identity
and give presentations to 500 creditors,
think is relevant.
MR, GERRY: He has answered your
question with respect to whether or not it
was him and what he was doing there, but
think it's a refusal from hereonin. IR

BY MR, WARD:
370. Q. Is there anything else that you can

tell us in terms of why you were disguising your
identity during this period of time?

MR. GERRY; He is refusing to answer
that question, Counsel. /R

BYMR,WARD:
371, Q. Was there anyone else that

disguised their identity that was involved in
this organization, to your knowledge?

A. No.
372. MR. WARD. Let's mark this as the next

exhibit, P4.

--- EXHIBIT N0. P4. Colour photocopy of colour
photograph depicting Robert Pirie
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wearing a toupee in Trinidad

BY MR. WARD.
373. Q. I have just passed the witness

another colour photocopy of four people. Can you
tell me what it is that we are looking at, sir?

A. That would be me.
374, Q, Are all the photographs of yourself?

A. Yes.
375. Q. Do you know where they were taken?

Just describe the circumstances in which they were
taken.

A. So the ones with the hair were taken
in Trinidad, and the one without the hair was a
photo..,a picture, actually, Mr. D'Eall took of me
for my website, for my writing.

376. Q. Have you seen this particular
photograph before, with the four overlays?

A. Yes.
377. Q. And where did you see it?

A. On facebook.com/banners-broker-
ponzi-scam. Either that or Tara Talks BlogSpot.

378. MR, WARD. Thank you. So let's mark
this as Exhibit P5.

ParrP 77
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1 --- EXHIBIT N0. P5: Colour photocopy of 4 colour photos-
2 in-one of Robert Pirie with
3 different appearances
4
5 BY MR. WARD.
6 379. Q, I am just passing another one-page
7 colour hoto ra h of three faces. Are an of theseg p Y
8 yourse f?
9 A, The two on the right.

10 380. Q. And who is the gentleman on the
1 1 left?
12 A. His name is David Ledressay.
13 381. Q. Okay, and who is he?
14 A. He worked at Stellar Point...started
15 out as social media and then became a CSR.
16 MR. GERRY: Sorry, someone just entered
17 the room, could they identify themselves?
18 382. MR. WARD. Let's go off the record for a
19 sec.
20
21 --- DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD
22
23 BY MR, WARD.
24 383. Q. So, sorry, you were saying before
25 you were interrupted, just in terms of who the
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individuals are.

A. He worked at Stellar Point. He did
social media.

384, Q. Was this his photograph taken in
Trinidad?

A. No, that's mine.
385. Q. Justyours, the one in the middle?

A. Yes.
386, Q. And have you seen this particular

se uence of hoto ra hs before?
a A. Yes. g p

387. Q. And where did you see them?
A. Again, online, either the Facebook

or the Tara Talks BlogSpot,
388. MR. WARD: Okay, thank you. Let's mark

this as the next exhibit. This will be P6.

--- EXHIBIT N0. P6: Colour photocopy with 3 colour
photos; two of Robert Pirie, one of
David Ledressay

BY MR. WARD;
389. Q. And, lastly, I have 1~ust passed the

witness a hota ra h entitled "Banners Brokerp 9 p
Wedding". Sir, can you identify yourself and just
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describe the circumstance in which this was taken
and why it's titled "Banners Broker Wedding", if you
know.

A. Because an affiliate gave it that
name. This was a photo of a buddy programmer who
of married in the Dominican Re ublic, We went down9 p

there to celebrate with him.
390. Q. And was this part of a Banners

Broker convention?
A. No. This is a programmerand his

friends.
391. Q. So when you say "we", it's not

restricted to Banners Broker people?
A. Na,

392. Q. Are the Banners Broker people
ghat are identified in this photograph, are they
correctly identified, to your knowledge?

A. Yes. This one makes me sick.
393. Q. Why is that?

MR, GERRY: You don't have to answer
that question. /R

BY MR. WARD.
394. Q. Are there any other Banners Broker

people in this photograph, sir?

pa~o Rn
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1 A. Yes.
2 395. Q. And can you...
3 A. I would rather not.
4 396. Q. You don't know why this is called
5 "Banners BrokerWedding"?
6 A. I know why it's called..,
7 397. Q. Okay, so just let's...l have asked
8 him to let us knowwho the other Banners Broker
9 employees are in this photograph, Counsel, and I'll

10 take his refusal...
1 1 A. Okay, may (...none of them are
12 Banners Broker employees, The people who are there
13 are Parrot employees,
14 398. Q. Is Mr. Driscoll in the photograph?
15 A. No.
16 399. Q. Is Brea Hardowa in the photograph?
17 A. No.
18 400. Q. Stephanie Schlacht?
19 A. No.
20 401. Q. Michael Kraemer?
21 A. No.
22 402. Q. Williamson, Chris Smith's cousin, is
23 he in the photograph?
24 A. Peter W~Il~ams?
25 403. Q. Peter Williams,

P a n c~ R ̂iw y
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1 A. No.

~~ 2 404. MR. WARD. Thank you. So let's mark
3 this as the next exhibit, This is Exhibit
4 P7.
5
6 --- EXHIBIT N0. P7: Colour photograph entitled "Banners
l Broker Wedding"
8
9 405. MR. WARD: Okay, I think we are done,

10 but let me just take a few minutes and
1 1 review my notes and then we will bring you
12 back to finish off. if that's ail right.
13
14 --- DISGUSSlON OFF THE RECORD
15
16 BY MR. WARD;
17 406. Q. Have you heard the term "super
18 affiliates"?
19 MR. GERRY: Super what?
20
21 BY MR. WARD:
22 407. Q. Super affiliates.
23 A. No.
24 408. Q. Okay, independent contractors?
25 A. Yes.
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1 409. Q. In the context of the Banners Broker 1 Waterman, is that possibly one?
2 organization, obviously. 2 A. Yes, i think so.
3 A. Yes. 3 423, Q. Okay, I will make a note of it.

~~, 4 410. Q. So what does that terminolag~ 4 A. Jamie, Mark and Gino were kind of
5 describe, to be an independent contractor, What 5 the three most involved. There were some other ones
6 does that mean, to your knowledge? 6 who had large teams who were less involved. Alan
7 A. I am not entirely sure. It was 7 Sills was one, AI Baker,
8 something that they were doing while I was still at 8 424, Q. Alan Sifls?
9 Stellar Point. It wasn't anything that I really 9 A. A-L-A-N S-i-L-L-S.

10 dealt with, As far as 1 knew, ~t dust meant they j 0 425. Q. Yes.
1 1 ran a support centre in different countries, that 11 A. AI Baker.
12 could provide support in a language other than 12 426. Q. Okay.
13 English, 13 A, And I feel like there are a few
14 411. Q. So going back to the concept of 14 more, but i can't think of their names right now.
15 affiliates, which is something that you had 15 427, Q. And, I mean, you described them as
16 mentioned yourself at the beginning of the morning. 16 big affiliates...
17 A. Yes. 17 A. Na, you described them as big
18 412. Q. Was there a hierarchy of affiliates 18 affiliates.
19 in any way, were some affiliates bigger than others? 19 428. Q. Can you tell me why.,.l described
20 A. What do ou mean b "bi er"? 20 them as "su er affiliates",and ou hadn't heard

y21 413. Q. Welt, ity oes back to the ponce t of 21 that ex ression before.
22 su er affiliates, affiliates who were more involved 22 A No.
23 in p e or anization. Part of what ou told us 23 429, Q. But wh have you iven me these
24 before the break is that ou would liaise with

y
24 names, in what sense are they.g

25 affiliates? 25 A. These eo le had lar e teams of
Par-ra R~ Pars Rai
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A. M`hmm,
Q. And were there some affiliates that

you were liaising with more than others?
A. Yes.
Q. And who were those?

A. The big ones were Mark Ghabril,
Jamie Waters, Gino Van DeWalle.

Q. I just need...) want you to...l am
going to make a note of these names, so if we could
just go through them slowly. We are talking about
the big affiliates now?

A. Yes.
Q. So who were they?

A. So, Mark Ghobril.
Q. And how do you spe((the last name,

please?
A. G-H-O-B-R-I-L.

Okay, next?
Jamie Waters, spelt like it sounds.
Okay.

A. Gino Uan DeWalle, G-I-N-O V-A-N D-E-
W-A-L-L-E

421. Q. Okay,
A. Martin Water...maybe,

422. Q. There is a Jamie Waters. Martin
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1 affiliates working with them, so they invited,
2 invited a number of people, and the people they
3 invited a number of people, so they helped to work
4 with their teams, I guess, provide additional
5 training, provide assistance.
6 430. Q. And part of your job responsibility,
7 as we reviewed ~t this morning was to assist these
8 people who had the teams, you liaised with them?
9 A. I liaised with them, basically

10 ...because these people were so much closer to the
1 1 affiliates than we were, they knew what the
12 affiliates were struggling with, they knew
13 what...they were doing well, what they didn't like.
14 So by talking to them, it helped us to stay abreast
15 of what was oin on with the individual eo le.
16 431. Q. Andgust...l need ou to ex and on
17 that. Let`s take Mark Ghobril, of r instanpe. What
18 type of contacts would you have with him, in the
19 course ofcarrying outyourresponsibilitiesfor
20 Stellar Point?
21 A. Primarily, if he had someone on his
22 team who had a problem and he wasn'tgetting
23 appropriate answers from the CSRs in Belize, he
24 would contact me directly and say, "This is the
25 issue, can you help me fix it?"

Q.
A.
Q.
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1 432. Q. Okay, so these people could escalate 1 country or what jurisdiction?
2 things to you... 2 A. Okay.
3 A. Yes. 3 448. Q. Because I take it that they were not
4 433. Q. ,..from the CSRs? 4 all Canada.
5 A, Yes. 5 A. Na.
6 434. Q. And you dealt with them on a regular 6 449. Q. So Mark Ghobril?
7 basis? 7 A, U.S.
8 A. Yes. 8 450. Q. Where in the U.S.?
9 435. Q. And you were problem-solving for 9 A. New York.

10 them, essentially? 10 451, Q. New York City?
1 1 A. I tried to. 11 A. New York State.
12 436. Q. Right. Do you have a sense of what, 12 452. Q. Where, do you know?
13 ou know, their financial contribution was to the 13 A. Award that I can never remember,
1 ~ Banners Broker business? 14 453. Q. Just...it would simplify things, do
15 A. I have no idea. 15 you have contact information for these people?
16 437, Q, And were you involved, or do you 16 A. No.
17 have knowledge of any payouts that may have been 17 454. Q. How can the Receiver find out where
18 made to these individuals in the course of the 18 these peo le are?

p19 Banners Broker business? 19 A, don't know.
20 A. No. 20 455. Q. How did you...if you had to contact
21 438. Q. So would they approach you with 21 them, how would you contact them when you were at
22 concerns having to do with payouts, for example? 22 Stellar Paint?
23 A. A couple of them would. 23 A. When I was at Parrot, I used Skype
24 439. Q. And what would ha en?

pp
24 to talk to them, Sk e and e-mail.

25 A. I would tell Chris. 25 456. Q. And wpen ou were at Stellar Paint,
Panes R7 Parta R~3
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440. Q. And then what would happen?

A. I have no idea.
441, Q. So your area of responsibility did

not extend to discussing financial matters with
these people, is that your evidence?

A. Correct.
442. Q. And you have given me a list of

names, and most of them are familiar to me.
A, Yes.

443. Q. There is another one, I will ask you
if you have heard of, which is Ian Driscoll?

A. Yes.
444. Q. Should he be on that list as well?

A. No. He was,..things happened, like
there was a,,,things happened between him and Chris.
know that...l have heard both sides of the

stories. but it was before my time.
445. Q. So why shouldn't he be on this list

of, sor~of, higher up affiliates?
A. Because I never,.,) never talked to

him or liaisedwith him.
446. Q. I see. And you have never met him?

A, No,
447. Q. I am just going to go through the

list of names you gave me and please tell me what

R, J. Pirie - 89
1 the same way?
2 A. I didn'ttalkto them when I was at
3 Stellar Point. I met Mark once, when I was at
4 Stellar Point, but it was just.,.he came up for a
5 visit and he was kind of there in the background.
6 457. Q. But you don't have contact
7 information for any of them now?
8 A, No.
9 458. Q. Do you know how we could get it?

10 A. No.
1 1 459. Q. Jamie Waters?
12 A, He is in the U.K,
13 460. Q. And if possible, can you give a
14 city?
15 A. If I can, I will specify. I don't
16 know.
17 46i, Q, Gino Van DeWalle,
18 A, Van DeWalie, I believe he is
19 actually deceased.
20 462. Q. Where was the gentleman?
21 A, Portugal.
22 463. Q. Mark Waterman?
23 A, I am actually not sure if he was
24 U.S. or U.K.
25 464. Q. Alan Sills?
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A. He was U.S., Montana or Colorado,

believe.
5. Q. And AI Baker?

A, I believe he was France, Paris.
Q. Are any of these gentlemen pictured

in the Banners Broker Wedding picture?
A, No.
Q. And is there anyone else that is not

on this list that we have reviewed, that you had a
significant level of dealings with as an employee of
Stellar Point and Parrot?

A. Martin Wilde (phon.) is another name
that comes to me, and he's U.K.

Q. Did these people ever complain to
ou about losin mone in Banners Broker?Y g Y

A, About losing money?
Q. Yes.

A, I don't think so.
Q. Did they ever tell you how much

money they made in Banners Broker?
A, No.
Q. Do ~ou have any sense of whether or

not they did well ,
A. Yes, they all did well.
Q. Okav, and you sound convinced of

Pane Al
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1 479, Q, Why did you chose not to participate
2 in Banners Broker?
3 A. I am not allowed to. I would be an
4 employee. That would be a conflict of interest.
5 480. Q. Was that in the contract that you
6 showed us or was it something you were told
7 separately? I didn't see it in there.
8 A. I don't think it was in there.
9 481, Q. But regardless, you were told?

10 A. Yes.
1 1 482. Q. By who?
12 A. I was probably told while I was
13 still at Stellar Point.
14 483. Q. Right.
15 A. And I 'ust assumed that that would1
16 carryon.
17 484. Q. Right. Do you know whether or not
18 Brea Hardowa or Stephanie Schlacht or any of the
19 other employees of these companies that we have
20 talked about were involved as affiliates in the
21 organization?
22 A. I would assume not, but I don't
23 know. I think Raj was also an affiliate,
24 485. Q. Raj Dixit?
25 A. M'hmm, but, again, that's hearsay.
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that, why is that? How do you know that? How do
you knowtheydid well?

A, Because that's part of why they were
the leaders,

Q. Now, would it surprise you if I told
you that the leaders in this organization, the
Receiver's information is the were takin outY g
hundreds of thousands or dollars and perhaps
millions of dollars?

A. That wouldn't surprise me.
Q. And your compensation, as you told

us, relative to that was quite low; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. (n the range between $46,000 and,

think, $56.000?
A. M'hmm.
Q, did that become an issue at any

point, as between yourself and Mr, Smith?
A. No.
Q. You were prepared to accept...

A. I asked for a raise, but I think
that's what we negotiated.

Q, And did you ever participate in
Banners Broker as an affiliate?

A. No.

Fac-rP 9~
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1 I neversaw anything that said one way orthe other.
2 486. Q. Just...in terms of ali the webinars
3 that you gave, and you started giving them when you
4 were at Stellar Point...
5 A. M'hmm.
6 481, Q. ...and continued right up until
7 essentially the end of August 2014.
8 A. M'hmm.
9 488. Q, Did you develop a sense of the

10 Banners Broker business model?
1 1 A. Yes.
12 489. Q. And can you just describe forme
13 what your understanding of the business model was?
14 A. Affiliates would buy ad impressions.
15 They would use it on panels thatthey could also
16 purchase and panels represented advertising space.
17 As people saw that space online, affiliates earned
18 revenue, and then when their time was up, they got
19 paid out on their money they have earned.

~ 20 490. Q. So that's the way it was supposed to
21 work, correct?
22 A. Yes.
23 491, Q. And did it work that way?
24 A. I assume it did. I don't know..,)
25 never had any dealings with all the backend
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providers who were actually providing us advertising
space, what the cost of the advertising space was.

dust knew how the system was designed to work, and
that's what I taught to people when they asked.

492. Q. I mean, you saythatyou assume it
did.

A, That didn't work well, because, then
we wouldn't be here.

493. Q. Well, yes. And, in fairness, you
have also told us about the compliance depa~ment
and the negative comments and the negative social
media buzz and even death threats against
principals,,,

A. M'hmm.
494. Q. ,..which we didn'tget into. But

having said all that, you can't have believed, at
the time, that the business model was working?

A. I thought it was flawed, but I think
lots of business models are flawed,

495. Q. Even Chris Smith takes the position
that the business model was flawed. Subject to hack
attacks, for instance?

A. M'hmm.
496, Q. What do you know about flaws in the

business model?
Para X35
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A, Specifically..,

497. Q. Hack attacks, for example?
A, There were...l know that there were

people who were able to infiltrate the system and
basically create themselves inventory that would
generate revenue that they never paid for, I know
people stole money from other people saying that
they would give them things. I know...there were
loop,,.like in any technical system, there were
loopholes that people would find out and exploit,
Ways to earn money faster or up the amount or make
it faster how they earned their money.

498. Q. Right, and you knew that was
happening a lot in the Banners Broker case,
unfortunately?

A. I didn't know that it was happening
a lot, I just knew that it did happen.

499. Q. Did you have some sense of how
frequently it was happening?

A. No clue,
500. Q. Judging by the levels of complaint

that you were experiencing while you were monitoring
the social media depar~mentand through fielding
escalations from CSRs, and from having people in the
compliance depar~mentcome to you, did you not have

PartQ QF
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1 a sense.,.did you not have a sense of the growing
2 level of dissatisfaction with the business model at
3 Banners Broker?
4 A. Yes.
5 501. Q. And just describe for me how you
6 came to appreciate that things weren't working at
7 Banners?
8 A. There was lots of negative talk
9 online. There was also lots of positive talk, but

10 it seemed like the negative was outpacing the
1 1 positive.
12 502. Q. And who was primarily responsible
13 for controlling the negative talk? You were not in
14 the compliance department, you told us, and I think
15 you told us it was Hooker, but I just want to be.,,
16 A. Yes, originally, Hooker was
17 responsible for compliance.
18 503. Q. Okay, and then...it was Hooker, Was
19 there anybody after Hooker, or anyone other than
20 Hooker that was responsible for the compliance side

'21 of things?
22 A. I know that Jamie Waters also helped
23 with compliance.
24 504. Q. What about the payout mechanism?
25 Because the business model had an earning structure

Pang A'7
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1 as I understand it,
2 A. M'hmm.
3 505. Q. And then there was also a payout
4 mechanism.
5 A. M'hmm.
6 506. Q. What do you know about the payout
7 mechanism for Banners Broker, in terms of efficiency
8 with which that operated?
9 A, I know that there were a lot of

10 people complaining that they weren't receiving
1 1 their payouts, nearthe end. I knowthat Chris
12 singiehandedly took care of all of that.
13 507. Q. So if someone complained to you, or
14 you had heard that someone had complained about not
15 bein able to be aid out, where would ou o? What
16 would ou do? p y gy
17 A. If it was a standard affiliate, then
18 I would just tell them to follow the system, follow
19 the steps as they were originally told. If it was
20 one of these super affiliates, I would talk to
21 Chris.

',22 508. Q. And the super affiliates, because
23 those are the big affiliates that we listed a couple
24 of minutes ago...
25 A. M'hmm.
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509. Q. ...and you would tell Chris to what,

to handle it?
A. No, I would just say that they were

asking.
510. Q. And then how did you advance the

issue further?
A, I didn't. Because all of these

people had direct lines to Chris...
511. Q. Right.

A, ...on their own, And they
circumvented me quite a bit, to talk to him
directly,

512, Q, Do you know whether or not Chris
could resolve those issues?

A. I don't know.
513. Q. I dropped in during the break and

mentioned that I wanted to talk a bit about
documents. Because the Receiver, obviously, has an
interest in bringing in documents, to the extent
that they exist, and they can be in paper form or
electronic form, You have given us a copy of an
employment agreement...

A. M'hmm.
514. Q. .,,thank you for that. Is there

anything else, in addition to that, let's talk about
Pang q~l
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paper documents first, that you have in relation to
any of the companies that we talked about today? Is
there anything else that you have?

A, i have a training manual from
Banners Broker before...when I was still doing that.
but that is about all I have got left, I got rid of
everything else once everything went...stopped.

515. Q~ That was late August of last year?
A. I probably did it closer to the end

of September.
516. Q. Okay, and when you said "did it",

because I am trying to picture in my mind, you are
up at Bayview, at this point.

A, M'hmm,
517. Q. And you are all aware that the

company is in an insolvency proceeding?
A, M'hmm,

518. Q. And up until then, a lot of people's
time had been spent on Banners Broker matters, and
then you moved to doing non-Banners Brokerwork at
Parrot. So what happened to all of the...not just
yours, but other people's..,what happened to the
Banners Broker records, the software, the servers?

A. I have no idea.
519. Q. Did you see people throwing it in
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1 the garbage or deleting it or chucking it out the
2 door?
3 A. I didn'tsee any ofthose things.
4 know that I...like, I had a bunch of webinars that
5 had recorded, gigs, hundreds of gigs of stuff, so
6 just to free up space on my machine, I just deleted
7 them all,
8 520. Q. Right.
9 A. And since I was deleting that,

10 decided to delete eve thin else, because I didn'try g
1 1 really foresee we were going to need it anymore.
12 521. Q, Did anyone ask you to delete those
13 materials?
14 A. No.
15 522, Q, Did you tell anyone at the time that
16 you were going to delete those materials?
17 A. I may have mentioned it.
18 523. Q. But you don't recall?
19 A. Not that I can recall, no.
20 524. Q. And did you tell anyone prior to
21 telling me just now, that you had deleted those
22 gigabytes of materials?
23 A. I may have.
24 MR. GERRY; Besides discussions with
25 counsel, of course.
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1 525. MR, WARD. Right, okay.

i 2
3 BY MR. WARD:
4 526. Q. Were you aware that Banners Broker
5 was in an insolvency proceeding at that time?
6 A. I knew that,,,yes.
7 527. Q. And what about the paper records
8 that you would have had, how were they handled? The
9 Banners Broker, Stellar Point, Parrot records

10 relating to Banners Broker, what happened to them?
1 1 A. I have a stack of the manual...)
12 have got 30 copies ofthe manual at home that my
13 kids use for scrap paper.
14 528, Q, Right,
15 A. Because I printed it off. and then
16 we ended up not doing the training, so I just
17 brought it home. But there really weren't a lot of
18 paper documents, to the best of my knowledge.
19 529. Q. But apart from the manuals, there
20 must have been something,though, right?
21 A. Such as? M blo s were ally g
22 online...
?3 530. Q. Notes of calls, lists of affiliates,
?4 contact information for affiliates, Like, on your
?5 desk, presumably there was something other than the
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training manual, right, when you were full-time BB?

A. Just about everything I did, I did
from my computer.

531, Q. And that was all deleted?
A. Yes.

532. Q. Is there anything that is still
available, in electronic form, related to the
businesses that we talked about that you are aware
of?

A, Not to the best of my knowledge.
There might be some old, old stuff from Stellar
Point on one of my computers, but it would be
training materials.,.

533. MR. WARD: Okay, so, Counsel, could
just, while we are on it, have an
undertaking to produce a copy of that, the
training manual that the witness has?
MR, GERRY; Sure. UIT

534. MR. WARD. Thanks, and to check to see
whether or notthere is anyold Stellar
Point archived, electronic-form documents,
that can be recovered?
MR. GERRY: Okay, we will give you that
undertaking, UIT

Pa~P 1~4
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1 their communicating with affiliates and with each
2 other?
3 A. I assume so.
4 541. Q, You didn't see any others?
5 A. Some people used their personal
6 e-mails, but that was discouraged.
7 542. Q. Okay, and who, at Stellar Point, and
8 then you can tell me at Parrot, would know the most
9 about how e-mails were archived and might be

10 recovered?
1 1 A. I imagine Chris would know.
12 543. Q. But was there an IT person there,
13 like I am dealing with Stellar Point now,
14 A. There was...
15 544. Q, You have got Raj at the top. Who
16 was the IT person that we could speak to to try to
17 recover the e-mails?
18 A, At Stellar Point, that e-mail was
19 still handled by the Toronto office, so, Parrot.
20 545. Q. At Stellar Point it was still
21 handled by Parrot, the e-mail...
22 A. Yes.
23 546. Q. So e-mail was always handled by
24 Parrot?
25 A. To the best of my knowledae.
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BY MR. WARD:
535. Q. My colleague has just passed me a

note to try to understand from you how the... you
know, what e-mail s stem Stellar Point and ParrotY
used when theywere servicing the Banners Broker
business, and whether or not that was through, for
instance, an e-mail service provider, such that
those e-mails could be recovered. Because you can't
permanently delete an e-mail, I wouldn't think.

A. We used webmail, so all of the
e-mails that went in and out were kept on a server
somewhere. I don't know if it was local or
somewhere else. And then I just deleted my access
once, when I was deleting the rest of this.

536. Q. Webmail, what is webmail?
A. Do you know what gmail is?

537. Q. So it's like acloud-based e-mail
service?

A. Yes.
538. Q. And you had an e-mail account?

A, Yes.
539. Q. And was it...

A. I had a couple of accounts,
540. Q. And was that the e-mail system that

all of the Stellar Point and Parrot people used for

pa~P -.~5
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1 547. Q. Interesting. And so who was the
2 Parrot person, apart from Mr. Smith, that had IT
3 knowledge that we can speak to with a view to
4 recovering the e-mail accounts?
5 A. It's another person not listed in
6 the document.
7 548. Q. Who was it? What was the person's
8 name? You can tell us, I mean, that's what we are
9 here for, right?

10 A. Okay.
1 1 MR. GERRY: We are not objecting. You
12 can answer.
13 THE WITNESS: Okay. Back when Banners
14 .,.when Parrot Marketing and Banners Broker
15 were winding down, the name was Martin
16 Korych.
17
18 BY MR, WARD:
19 549. Q. Do you know how to spell the last
20 name?
21 A. K-O-R-Y-C-H. I believe.
22 550. Q. Okay.
23 A. And now, currently, itwould be Greg
24 Meloche.
25 551. Q. M-E-L-O-C-H-E?
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A, Correct.
552. Q. When did Greg take over Martin's

responsibilities, approximately?
A. I want to say. maybe November,

December.
553. Q. Of?

A. 2014.
554, Q. We have talked about your Banners

Broker electronic records and paper records and what
happened to them, what about, you know, the paper
records of the people that worked beside you in the
office, you must have some sense of how those people
disposed of them,

A. These are programmers. Most of the
stuff that they do is online or is on the computer.
Even if they take notes, they take notes on their
computer.

555. Q. Okay, well, let's assume that it was
on the computer, then. Did Martin or Chris Smith
ever instruct them to delete their electronic files?

A, Not to the best of my knowledge,
556. Q. Do you know whether or not they did

delete their electronic files?
A, I don't know one way or the other.

557. Q. And the people working at Parrot
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reduced itself at some point, around, I guess it
would be late Augus~September 2014, to about 13
people; correct?

A. M'hmm.
558. Q. So the people that left, what

happened to their...
A. They were laid off.

559. Q. No, but what happened to any files
that were Banners Broker-related that they might
have had?

A. I know they left their computers
behind. I don't know what would have been done with
them, what was on them when they left.

560. Q. And we are talking about 30-or-so
people, or is it more than that?

A. No...now, the people, most of whom
were in that photo, those were the ones who worked
on Banners Broker, of the 20-or-so that were let o,9
that's only four or five. Most of the other people
worked on other projects.

561. Q. Right, but i mean, when Parrot
stopped doing the Banners Broker support services, a
lot of people left, right?

A. M'hmm.
562. Q. Give me an approximate number of how
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1 many people no long had jobs?
2 A About 20.
3 563. Q. Twenty,okay. So, first of all,
4 what ha ened to their..,to our knowled e, was
5 there anppnstruction that was iven to them withY 9
6 respect to preserving records, Banners Broker
7 records?
8 A. Not that I heard.
9 564, Q. And you continued on,,,

10 A, M'hmm.
1 1 565. Q. ...so when they left, can you tell
12 me what happened to their office space, their
13 computers?
14 A. They were there.
15 566. Q. And are they still there?
16 A, To the best of my knowledge.
17 567. Q. And we are talkin , "there" bein9 g
18 the Bayview premises, right?
19 A. Yes.
20 568. Q. And when was the last time you were
21 at the Bayview premises?
22 A. On Monday.
23 569. Q. Did you see the computers on Monday?
24 A. M'hmm.
25 570. Q. And are there any servers or other

ParrP l (lA
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1 computer hardware that was used as part of the
2 Banners Broker operation, that is still at Bayview?
3 A, I think so.
4 571, Q, Like what, apart from the monitors?
5 A. A lot of them used Macs, so it's the
6 iMacs, and the MacBooks, A couple of guys used
7 towers, PCs.
8 572. Q. Was there an Intranet system there
9 at all?

10 A. Yes.
1 1 573. Q. And is that still there?
12 A. I guess so, yes.
13 574. Q. I mean, it was there...certainly it
14 was there as of Monday?
15 A. Yes, certain as of Thursday, because
16 I put in a vacation request.
17 575. Q. And you are going to be going back
18 to Bayview tomorrow or.,.
19 A. That's the plan,
20 576. Q. Can you speak to Mr, Smith? You see
21 him at Bayview from time-to-time?
22 A. Yes.
23 577. Q. And is he in charge of the Bayview
24 property?
25 _ _ A. As far as I know.
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578. Q. Can you speak to him and ask him not

to remove those computers and towers?
MR. GERRY: No, he is not going to do
that, Counsel. IR

579. MR. WARD. Okay.
MR. GERRY: You can certainly contact
Mr. Smith yourself with any requests you
have.

BY MR. WARD:
580. Q. Can you let your lawyer know if you

see anybody removing the records of Banners Broker?
MR, GERRY: A ain, I am not sure what9
jurisdiction you have to ask my client to
enforce your orders.

581. MR, WARD. It's the Receivership Order,
MR.GERRY; But...

582. MR, WARD. There is a duty to cooperate
with the Receiver, and we are talking about
records.
MR. GERRY; You know, he will do
whatever...whatever hehas possession of,
he will turn over to you. But I don't know
he can control other people's actions.

583. MR. WARD: Just so you know, all we are
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asking at this point is that he let you or
me know if he sees someone removing the
Banners Broker hardware, It's covered
directly by the Receivership Order. Okay,
so I will leave that with you, because
think it's clear enough, that you can read
the Receivership Order and see that. And
if that disappears, now, with us knowing
that it's there as recently as Monday...
MR. GERRY; I don't think it's his
obligation to preserve that material. He
can only preserve what's his.
MR. WARD. I will ask one more time, the

request is that you let either myselfor
your counsel know if you see anyone
removing the Banners Broker hardware at
1376 Bayview.
MR. GERRY: And, Counsel, if he lets me
know, what is my obligation?
MR. WARD: You would need to let the

Receiver know.
MR. GERRY: We are not going to agree to
that, that's fine, thanks. /R
MR. WARD. So I would ask you to have a

look, when we break, Counsel, at Madam
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1 Justice Matheson's order of August the
2 22nd.
3
4 BY MR. WARD.
5 587. Q. Just a couple other things before we
6 finish off. The trip to the...your travel, let's
7 start with that. Because we know that you had a
8 couple trips to Belize.
9 A. Three.

10 588. Q. One to Trinidad.
1 1 A. M'hmm.
12 589. Q, Did you pay for any of those trips
13 personally?
14 A. No.
15 590. Q. Do you know who paid for those
16 trips?
17 A. No. i was given a ticket and told
18 to be at the airport.
19 591. Q. Did you pay any expenses at all
20 relating to any of that travel, yourself,

'21 personally?
22 A. No.
23 592. Q. And similar)y,with the trip to the
24 Dominican Re ublic for the weddin ,did ou a for
25 that trip personally? g y p y

pane ~ ,~
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1 A. No.
2 593. Q. Why didn't you pay for that
3 personally?
4 A, Because I couldn't afford to at the
5 time. So Chris and I had a separate deal where
6 would do some extra writing on top of what I was
7 already doing, and he would loan me the money to go
8 down.
9 594. Q. How much moneydid he loan you?

10 A. I am not sure, he took care of the
1 1 ticket.
12 595. Q. And have you repaid him?
13 A. I am not sure. I don't think so,
14 haven't given him a lump sum, but...
15 596. Q, You haven't re aid him an thin ,p Y 9
16 correct?
17 A. Correct, but the.,.) was working it
18 off, It wasn't so much of a,,,he was going to
19 loan...give me moneyand I had to give it backto
20 him. I 'ust took on extra res onsibilities toJ p
21 offset the cost.
22 597. Q. But you don't know what the cost
23 was?
24 A. Correct.
25 598. Q. And sitting here, you can't tell me
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how much of that has been repaid?

A. Yes, i believe it was about $1,300.
Q. Do you believe that it was...so

assume it was Mr. Smith that paid for the trip, that
is your understanding?

A, I assume so.
Q, And when you say "Mr, Smith", do you

mean him personally or are you referring to the
Banners Broker company.

A. I assume Chris Smith personally.
Q. Earlier on, at the very beginning

of the day, when we were dealing with your
compensation, I asked you specifically whether or
not...

A. You did and I forgot, I'm sorry.
Q. Okay, just for the record, I had

asked...) am going to ask again, because I want to
make sure that nothing else is forgotten, but we
really need to have a clear understanding of all
aspects of your compensation, including monetary and
non-monetary benefits, and I would include some of
these trips that we are talking about as benefits.

A. okay.
Q. Okay, so thinking back on it now,

was there anvthina else that you received by wav of
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compensation for the work that you did at Stellar
Point or Parrot, apart from the salaries that are
documented in the employment agreement and that you
described for me, and these trips?

A. I can't think of any gifts. I can't
think of any..,like, there was no Christmas bonus.
There was the trip to the Dominican. No hardware,
no.,.l can't think of anything.

Q. So, is it fair, then, to say that
ail of the Banners Broker-related compensation
...well, you tell me. I mean, were these amounts
that you did receive, did someone issue a T4, for
example, that would reflect what you received from
the company?

A, Yes.
Q. Okay, and you filed them with your

income tax returns?
A. Absolutely.
MR. WARD. We would like to have copies

of the Stellar Point and the Parrot
Marketing issued T4s in relation to the
witness' compensation from Banners Broker,
Counsel?
MR. GERRY: Are those still in your
possession?

~i~~
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1 THE WITNESS: They maybe.
2 MR. GERRY; If they are still in his
3 possession, we will undertake to provide
4 them. UIT
5 607. MR. WARD: Okay. And if we needed to
6 make inquiries of CRA to get them, then the
7 undertaking would extend to asking for an
8 appropriate written consent limited to that
9 tax statement, Counsel?

10 MR. GERRY: Limited to provision of the
1 1 T4s, not the returns.
12 608. MR. WARD: That's correct.
13 MR. GERRY: Okay, we will give that
14 under~aking, to provide authorization if we
15 can't rovide them ourselves. U1T
16 609. MRpWARD: And we would make that...the
17 authorization would be from the CRA. Okay,
18 I have no further questions. Does anyone
19 else have any questions? No. Thank you
20 for your time.
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1 INDEX OF EXHIBITS
2
3
4 EXHIBIT PAGE
5 NUMBER DESCRIPTION NUMBER
67
8 P1. Employment Agreement dated 21
9 September 19, 2013, as
10 between Parrot Marketing Inc.
11 and Robert James Pirie
,2
13 P2. 3-page printout from 66
14 Renaissance Jones
15 Productions re: film
16 entitled "Big Fucking
17 Deal"
18
19 P3. Printout of a BB biog 71
20 including series of
21 transcripts of weekly
22 webinars, blogs, et cetera
23
24 P4. Colour photocopy of colour 75
25 photographs depicting
26 Robert Pirie wearing a toupee
27 on trip to Trinidad giving
28 a PowerPoint presentation
29
30 P5. Colour photocopy of 4 77
31 colour photos-in-one of
32 Robert Pirie with different
33 appearances
34
35 P6. Colour photocopy with 3 78
36 colour photos; two of
37 Robert Pirie, one of David
38 Ledressay
39
40 P7. Colour photograph entitled 81
41 "Banners Broker Wedding"
42
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REPORTER'S NOTE:

Please be advised that any undertakings, objections,
advisements and refusals are provided as a service to all c
their guidance only, and do not purport to be legally bindi
necessarily accurate and are not binding upon Victory Verba
Reporting Services Inc.

hereby certify the foregoing to be a true and accu
transcri ption of the above-noted proceedings held before me
25TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 2015, and taken to the best of my
skill, ability and understanding.

Certified Correct:

Greg aug an
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Trustee In Bankrupt
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TARA KAUR REEVES (nee Josun), sworn
EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD:
1. Q, Good morning, Ms, Josun.

A. Good morning.
2. Q. Just let me introduce who we have in

the room today. Erin Craddock and I are counsel for
the joint liquidators of a company called Banners
Broker International Limited...

A. M'hmm,
3. Q. ...and we are also counsel for the

Canadian Receiver of Banners Broker International
Limited and we are also counsel for the Canadian
investigatory Receiver of Parrot Marketing Inc.,
Local Management Services, 2341620 Ontario
Corporation, Stellar Point formerly operating as
Banners Broker Limited, Dixit Holdings and any other
entity operating underthe business names, Banners
Broker, Banners Broker Limited, Banners Mobile or
Banners Broker Belize and so part of what we want to
talk about today is those companies and so thank you
for agreeing to come and meet with us today.

A. No roblem,
4. Q. Oka . So 'ust b wa of

introductor information, could ou lease stateY Y p
your full name for the record?

~~no a
~~
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1 A. My full name is Tara Kaur Josun. My
2 married name is Tara Kaur Reeves.
3 5. Q. And Kaur, how do you spell that?
4 A. K-A-U-R.
5 6. Q. K-A-U-R. And what is your date of
6 birth, please?
7 A. December 14th, 1989.
8 7. Q. '89?
9 A. '89.

10 8. Q. Okay. And your current address?
1 1 A. 2922 Gulfstream, G-U-L-F-S-T-E-A-M
12 Way, Mississauga, Ontario.
13 9. Q. M~ss~ssauga, Ontario, Okay. And
14 how long have you lived there for?
15 A~ I have been there since after my
16 husband and I got married. Since June, end of June?
17 10. Q. Okay. Sure. Of last year?
18 A. Correct. Of 2014.
19 11. Q. Okay. And prior to that where were
20 you living?
21 A, I was living with my mom.
22 12. Q. Okay. And what was that address?
23 A. 62 William Stephenson...
24 13. Q. Right.
25 A. ...Drive in Whitb ,Ontario.
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Q. Okay, And then last question in

terms of addresses. Between February of 2012 and
July 2012 when I understand that you were involved
in Banners Broker, do ou recall where ou wereY Y
living?

A. I was livin~ at home in Whitby.
Q. At home . And what was the address

of the Whitby property?
A. 62 W~Il~am Stephenson.
Q. I got it. Okay, Okay. Thank you

for that. And then finally, in terms of your
education or college certificates or qualifications,
can you just briefly tell me what you did in school?

A. Okay. So I finished highschool and
then I went to university for a little bit for a
business degree. Dropped out. It wasn't what
wanted to do.

Q. Okay,
A. I finished about three semesters and

then I took 6 months off, worked full time at Tim
Hortons. That's where I was working through school
anyway and then I went to a private college, CDI and
did a 12 month paralegal program.

Q. Oka . And ~s ~t CDI College?Y
A. Correct.
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19. Q. And where is that?

A. The campus I went to was located in
Ajax just off of the 401 and Westney.

20. Q. And when did you complete that
designation?

A. That was the early February.
graduated in February.

21. Q. Of what year?
A. 2012.

22. Q. 2012.
A. M'hmm.

23. Q. Okay. Thank you for that. Okay, So
that takes care of the introductory questions.

What I want to turn to now is I 'ust want
to understand a little bit about our involvementy
with Banners Broker and I'm aware that you were
cooperating with the Competition Bureau and that you
gave an interview to the Competition Bureau on April
the 11 th of 2013?

A. Yes, that sounds about right.
24. Q, Okay. And in fact I'll show you in

a minute the evidence of what you told them...
A. M'hmm,

25. Q, ...and it's very much the same
uestions that I'm oin to have for ou toda so

T. Josun - 8
1 with Banners Broker until about July of 2012?
2 A. That is correct. I would say, if
3 anything, towards the end of July. We did an
4 international convention in Portugal for two
5 weeks...
6 34. Q. Okay.
7 A. ...and when we returned that's when
8 I quit.
9 35. Q. Okay.

10 A. So I would say, if anything, at the
1 1 end of July, beginning of August at the latest.
12 36. Q. Oka . So it was a eriod of 'ust

p ~13 about six months y.
14 A. Correct.
15 37. Q. ...that you were working there? And
16 throughout that six month period did you believe
17 that ou were workin exclusive) for Banners Broker
18 International Limited or did our em to er chan e atY PY 9
19 some point?
20 A. The em to er did chan e. It was
21 still Banners Brokerp I went from workin in our
22 Toronto office to workin at our Oshawa office with
23 Ra'. He was the head of that office and it was
24 called Banners Broker Canada.
25 38. Q. Oka .And when did ou make that

Page 7
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1 they should be familiar to you but I want to put 1 office change approximately?
2
3

some timelines first of all around the period in
which ou were involved..,

2
3

A. Not too Iong into my employment.
I'd sa at the most ma be two and a half, three

y4 A Yes, lease. 4 months in?
5 26. Q. ,..wph Banners. Oka .

y
5 39. Q. Is it fair to say around the Spring?

6 A. It's been so Ion . 6 A. Yes. It was around summertime, May,
7 27. Q. Oka . So I have a note that ou ma 7 June.
8 have started at Banners Broker in Februar of 2012? 8 40. Q. Okay. And in May or June your
9 A. Correct. It was the 'ob I of ri ht

~ g g
9 office moved from which address in Toronto?

10 out of school. 10 A. i honestly could not tell you the
1 1 28. Q. Okay. 11 exact address.
12 A. Can I say names or,., 12 41. Q. Sure.
13 29. Q. Yes, please. Yes. 13 A. It was just off of Jarvis. Queen
14 A. Okay. So I was employed by Raj. He 14 and Jarvis...
15 was the one who interviewed me and he was the one 15 42. Q. Okay.
16 who hired me. 16 A. ...do they cross?
17 30. Q. Okay.And Raj, you mean Raj Dixit? 17 43. Q. Was it on Jarvis Avenue your office?
18 A. Ra'iv Dixit. Correct. 18 A. It was the Jazz building so it was
19 31. Q. And so again, just thinking about 19 like in a...
20 timelines, this was February 2012. 20 44. Q. okay, But you think it was on
21 A. M'hmm, 21 Jarvis Street?
22 32. Q. Which company were you hired by? 22 A. For sure it was off of Jarvis and
23 A. I'm pretty sure it was Banners 23 Queen. I would say there's the Second Cup in the
24 Broker International that I was hired with. 24 corner there, the church, the hospital and the
25 33. Q. Okay._ And I believe that you were 25 Eaton's Centre 'ust...
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45. Q. Okay.
A. ...a couple intersections down.

46. Q. Okay. Could it have been 167
Church?

A. All I remember was the Jazz
building. I'm terrible with directions.

47. Q. Okay. Yes. Okay. And then the
office moved to which location?

A, In Oshawa off of Wellington?
48. Q. Okay,

A. Just off of Wellington. That was
the major street.

49. Q. Off the record for a sec.

--- DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD

BY MR. WARD:
50. Q. Was the Oshawa address 1019 Nelson?

A. Correct.
51. Q. And you mentioned that you thought

the name of your employer changed around that time
as well.

A. Just from Banners Broker
I nternational to Banners Broker Canada. Correct.

52. Q. Okav, Did you at anv aoint have a
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hired you in February, 2012...

A. M'hmm,
58. Q. ...were you hired for a specific

position?
A. So initially when I was hired it was

to strictly just work out of the Toronto office. My
hours were just shortly after rush hour traffic,
like ten to 6.00...

59. Q. M'hmm,
A. ...because I was commuting all the

way from Whitby.
60. Q. Right.

A. And I was basicall 'ust sittin inY l 9
front of a computer and i was doing tech support,
customer service, that type of thing, all strictly
through e-mail,

61. Q. Were you a CSR? Was that your job
title at that point?

A. CSR, customer service...
62. Q. Customer Service Representative?

A. Yes. You could put that as the
title.

63. Q. So I take it nobody gave you a
particular job title?

A. At that point, no. There was no
Parrr~ l 1
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written employment contract?

A. There was an HR gentleman that they
brought on when the Banners Broker Canada office
opened up. His name is Grant. I can't remember the
last name. It's so long ago.

Q. Dell? Start with a "D"?
A. I can tell you what he looks like.
Q, Right.
A. I don't remember the name. He was

the HR gentleman they brought on and he was the one
who implemented the policies, procedures, employee
contracts, jobs, duties, titles and that type of
stuff, so I believe that's when I signed paperwork.
Before then i don't think I signed any paperwork.

Q. Okay. But at some point you signed
employment paperwork?

A, I did.
Q. And do you have that employment

paper work? No?
A. I don't keep it. There were

employee files, There were two ladies, secretaries
and assistants of RaJ''s that kept all the paper work
filed, orders, all that kind of stuff.

Q. Okay. So next I just want to
understand what you were hired to do. When Raj

ParrP 1 ~
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1 particular job title,
2 64. Q. At some point was there a particular
3 job title that you were assigned?
4 A. When I moved to Banners Broker
5 Canada...
6 65. Q. Right.
7 A. ...the Oshawa office, I was a staff
8 trainer.
9 66. Q. Staff trainer.

10 A. That office was strictly 24 hour
1 1 customer service.
12 67. Q, Okay.
13 A. Three shifts, morning, afternoon,
14 evening.
15 68. Q. Okay. And when you left in the end
16 of July 2012 when you quit, were you stilt employed
17 as a staff trainer?
18 A. Was I employed at that,.,yes. I was
19 employed as a staff trainer. We went and did the
20 convention in Portugal, came back.
21 69. Q. Right.
22 A. I finished off my last training
23 session, like I say was about four or five business
24 days I was there, I think I went on the Thursday.
25 70. Q. Okay. Okay So when you quit you
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were a staff trainer?

A. Correct.
71, Q. Okay. And when you began at the

beginning in Toronto at the Church Street office,
the Jazz building...

A. M'hmm.
72. Q. ; ..I just want to understand what

your responsibilities were, like everything you did
at that time. So you mentioned that you were
working from a computer?

A. M'hmm.
73, Q. And just describe for me the types

of things that you would do,
A. So they had two rooms down the hall

from each other, I was in one. Then the
programmers and..,can I name drop?

74. Q. Sure. Yes. Yes.
A. So there were the programmers,

Matthew, L nn and Harrison. I cannot remember hisY
last name.

75. Q, Sure.
A. He was only there for a short while

while I was there. And then, Chris Smith. They
worked out of that one...

76. Q. Okay.
A ~rro l ~i
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A, ...and then myself, Christelle and

Johnny worked out of this one. Basically, there
were like the fo(d out plastic tables, two of them
side-by-side, back-to-back,

Q. Right.
A, She sat on one side. She was the

one who trained me. I sat on the other side right
across from her and Johnny was the graphic designer.
Her was the one who sat beside me.

Q. Okay,
A. And then basically, as the enquiries

came in..,the majority of the stuff was
regarding...oh, my gosh. I don't even know all the
proper terminology. I can't remember any of it,

Q. M'hmm,
A. The bars weren't moving.,.
Q. Sure.
A, ...or they weren't seeing anything

getting produced or anything like that wasn't coming
in, or the thing froze, or they got locked out of
the account, how do they get back in. Anything that
was like that, we had scripts, i guess...

Q. I see. Sure. Sure.
A. ...like answers already that were

preconstructed from the programmers and...

1 82. Q. Okay.
2 A. ...then we basically...
3 83. Q. And was it...
4 A. ...just gave them the information.
5 84. Q. And so the people that were
6 contactin ou, were the affiliates?9 Y Y
7 A, Yes.
8 85. Q. Okay.
9 A. Affiliates from around the world?

10 86. Q. Correct.
1 1 A. All over the...
12 87. Q. Ali over the world.
13 A. ..,world.
14 88. Q. Okay.
15 A. Internationally.
16 89. Q. And were they contacting you by
17 phone or over the e-mail?
18 A, i would say at least 90 percent was
19 strictly e-mail.
20 90. Q. I see.
21 A. The odd phone call would come in.
22 91. Q. Okay. E-mails. Great. And so
23 apart from that customer affiliate servicing that
24 you did, was there anything else that was ~nvoived
25 in your job at this time?

A anA l7
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1 A. So I probably there for about a
2 month, two months and then I did some traveling
3 where I was on the road tech support I guess you
4 could say. Basically what I did was when I traveled
5 I would sit at the back of the seminars...
6 92. Q. Right.
7 A. ...and as questions were being asked
8 during the seminar I was writing them down...
9 93. Q. M'hmm.

10 A. ...go straight back to my hotel
1 1 room, I would e-mail Johnny,Matthew, Harrison,
12 Chris, all the ro rammers, bein like, "Listen, 80
13 ercent of the roblem is this, 20 ercent of the
14 problem's this,p 0 ercent of the poblem is this."
15 po and so forth and the would ~u~st,.,and the nextY J
16 webinar would come up the next they, then they would
17 address those questions.
18 94. Q, Got it. Okay. And during the
19 period that you were traveling, how long did that
20 last for?
21 A. Didn't last long.
22 95. Q. Okay,
23 A. I was probably doing at the most
24 maybe...) think i two rounds of...the first one was
25 the longest one.
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96, Q. Right.
A. I think it was a three week trip.

Came back. Went back again. I think at the most it
was about six or seven weeks I was...

97. Q. Okay.
A. ...overseas.

98. Q. Six or seven weeks...
A. And then I stopped.

99. Q. ..,overseas. Okay.
A. I had a long term boyfriend and

everything like that. I just wasn't ready for
traveling,..

100. Q. Okay.
A. ...and being away that long.

101. Q. Yes. Six or seven weeks is quite
a...

A. M'hmm.
102. Q. ...trip, So the first of the trips,

tell me about who went with you and where you went.
A. The first of the trips was.,.oh, my

goodness. We went to Portugal, Ireland and U.K..
103. Q. Right. Okay.

A. We had hosts there. They were the
ones that set up the presentations, the seminars
guess you could say.

Dann lG
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104, Q. Sure.
A. And then that would be about it.

105. Q. Okay, And who traveled with you?
A. Kuldip Josun.

106. Q. Sorry. Could you repeat?
A. Kuldip Josun, K-U-L-D-I-P.

107. Q. Okay. Josun. Anybody else?
A. For that first trip, no. Nobody.

108. Q. Okay, And Kuldip Josun is your
father?

A. Correct.
109. Q. Okay. And now for the second trip,

where did you go and who traveled with you?
A. The second trip was...okay, I'm

trying to remember here. Cypress, Belgium, went
back to Portugal. Sorry. I'm just thinking.

1 10. Q. No. That's fine. It's not a test.
Just...

A. it was...
1 11. Q. ...as best as you can remember.

A, ...so long ago.
1 12. Q. Just as best as you can remember,

right?
A. Belgium, Cypress, Portugal. I'm

sorry. That's all I can...

pang ~n
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1 113. Q. Okay, And who traveled with you the
2 second time around?
3 A. Again, it was Kuldip Josun.
4 114, Q. Okay, And anybody else?
5 A, There was my brother. He just had
6 vacation time off.
7 115. Q. Okay. And what's your brother's
8 name?
9 A. Arjun Josun.

10 116. Q. A-R..,
1 1 A. J-U-N.
12 117. Q. ...J-U-N. Okay, And was Arjun
13 employed by Banners Broker,,.
14 A. No. No. No.
15 118. Q, ...at that time?
16 A. Not at all.
17 119. Q. Okay. All right. And I know later
18 on you were involved in organizing a convention in
19 Portugal?
20 A. That would be my third overseas
21 trip...
22 120. Q. Okay.
23 A. ...was for the convention. It was
24 the company convention.
25 121. Q. Oka . But the com an conventions

D ~ r. o 'J 1
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1 are different from the first two trips where I take
2 it they were seminars? What exactly was going on
3 the first two trips when you traveled around to
4 these countries?
5 A. From my understanding, what it was
6 was that the affiliates overseas wanted to speak
7 with somebody, wanted somebody to come and talk to
8 them and explain the program and just make sure it
9 was real...

10 122. Q. Sure.
1 1 A. ...I guess. You know what I mean?
12 Like something that was.,.just not like somebody's
13 pulling it gut of there...
14 123. Q. Sure. Sure.
15 A. ,.,behind.
16 124. Q. Right. Okay.
17 A, So that's where Kul, as the
18 affiliates know him...
19 125. Q. Right.
20 A. ...that's where he was the face
21 of...
22 126. Q. Banners Broker?
23 A. M'hmm.
24 127, Q. Okay.
25 A. He was that erson that the could
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T. Josun - 22
touch and feel and actually talk to and they knew it
was real. And then, Chris was the behind the scenes
guy. He never wanted to be seen. He was only
heard...

128. Q. Sure.
A. .,.over the webinars. That was it.

129. Q. Sure. So when you went with your
dad, Kul, to for instance, Portugal or Ireland,
would there be one seminar in each country that was
organized and people would come or would you travel
around the country having the seminars with the
affiliates?

A. No. Not toa much over the country
there would be the hosts, mainly where they lived in
that city. There would be one or two venues and one
or two seminars and that was it. It was three, four
days, three, four days, three four days and then
that was it.

130. Q. Okay.
A. And then back for a week and then

back out again, three, four days, three, four days,
three, four days, three, four days.

131. Q. Okay. So in terms of understanding
what your job respons~b~lities were when you were at
the Jazz building, there was the affiliate

~~ ~n
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1 provide any legal advice, I couldn't, I just was
2 little bit more savv I uess in that sense...Y 9
3 138. Q. Sure.
4 A. ..,and he just wanted to...
5 139. Q. Okay.
6 A. ...pick my brain a little bit, have
l me around.
8 140. Q. So tell me what a staff trainer at
9 the Nelson office did. Like what did you da every

10 day when you came in to the Nelson office as a staff
1 1 trainer?
12 A. It was strictly customer service
13 based. It was, again, dealing with.,,as the
14 affiliate base grew, more and more enquiries were
15 coming to the point where two girls couldn't handle
16 thousands or e-mails, hundreds or e-mails coming in,
17 Right?
18 141. Q. Right.
19 A. There was no way. So that's when
20 the 24 hour came into play. I can't even remember
21 the number of employees. By the time I left it was
22 probably, between all three shifts, probably twenty
23 to twenty-five at the most I would say.
24 142. Q, In total?
25 A. In total between all three shifts
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servicing, the tech support? 1 including myself, the staff trainer and the two

A. Correct. 2 girls that worked with Raj as...
132. Q, And then there was the travel 3 143. Q. Okay,

component? 4 A. ...assistants, executive assistants,
A. Where I was an the road... 5 receptionist, that type of role.

133. Q. On the road. 6 144. Q, And this was all out of the Nelson
A. ...tech support. M'hmm, 7 office, right?

134. Q. Yes. Was there anything else that 8 A. Correct.
you did for Banners during this time frame? 9 145. Q. And did you, as a staff trainer, did

A. Other than the Jazz building, the 10 you supervise the staff that were actually having
traveling and the staff trainer, that was it. 11 the contacts with the affiliates?

135. Q. Okay, And you became a staff 12 A. Initially in the beginning...
trainer later on when you moved to 119 Nelson. 13 146. Q. Right.
Right? 14 A, ,,.obviously I was overlooking them

A. So again from my understanding, what 15 when we finished the training and then they started
happened was Raj became in a managerial position... 16 and I was just...

136. Q. Sure. 17 147. Q. Right.
A. ...I guess you could say and they 18 A. ..,kind of a floater just walking

wanted more of a corporate head office where people 19 around making sure if they had any questions or if
could come and actually visit if they wanted to so 20 they came into a road bump, if I could answer the
that's where the Nelson office came into play. 21 question I would. Again, obviously materials were

137. Q. M'hmm. 22 all provided to me. There was a booklet given.
A. And that's where I moved with Raj. 23 Materials or pop quizzes during the training.

Because of my schooling, more a legal background I 24 Everything was there and whatever I couldn't answer
guess you could say, even though I didn't obviously 25 I would approach Raj and then he would...
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148. Q. Sure.
A. ...he either call Chris or the

programmers and get the answer and if there was no
answer to give then...

149. Q. Okay. Okay. And so I understand
that and in addition to that sort of supervision,
was there anything else that you did as a staff
trainer when you were at Nelson? Were you involved
in any other aspect of Banners Broker's business?
No?

A. No.
150. Q. Okay, So you didn't deal with

determining who would be paid out from their
investments in the Banners Broker business?

A. Paid out?
151, Q. Well, maybe we should start this

way. What did you understand the Banners Broker
business to be at this time?

A, At the time? Sorry.
152. Q. Well let's begin at the start then

when you are in the Jazz building.,,
A. M'hmm.

153. Q. ...on Church.
A. M'hmm.

154. Q. What did you think the business of

~3?
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1 158. Q. Right.
2 A. They're asking this, they're asking
3 that. He's like, don't worry, I'll take care of it.
4 I'll..,
5 159. Q. Sure.
6 A. ...address it on the webinar. I'll
7 take care of it. I'll address it on the webinar,
8 So then...
9 160. Q. Right.

10 A. ...that's what I would say, like
1 1 please tune into the webinar...
12 161. Q. Right.
13 A. .,.blah blah blah and that was my
14 answer over and over and over and over again.
15 162. Q. But more fundamentally, like what
16 was being sold? What did the company do? What did
17 it produce?
18 A. So the way it was explained was that
19 it is advertising where, you know, when you go onto
20 Facebook. The way the company works, the majority
z1 of the money comes in is from...
22 163. Q. Right.
?3 A. ...and banners and the advertising.
?4 164. Q. Right.
?5 A. So basically Banners Broker was
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the company was?

A. Very difficult concept. Very
difficult concept to even comprehend, to understand.
It 'ust seemed too ood to be true. If ou reall
~ust looked at the broad icture it was like this siJ p
too good to be true. Anything that's tao good to be
true is always in real life, in society, that's not
how...you go to work, you work 9 to 5, ail that kind
of stuff.

Q. Right. Right.
A. But the way that the set up was they

had offices, they had employees, they had the
programmers, they had everybody. They had all this
type of stuff, It took me a while to understand it
a little bit and a ain, ever thin else was iven to9 Y 9 g
me. It was all written down paperwork, answers to
say, explanations for this, for that, all that kind
of stuff so I didn't really have to learn it too too
much or understand it beyond a certain point really.

Q. M'hmm,
A. Where I got to a point where I had

no answers for something I would obviously go to
Chris and be like, what's the answer?

Q. Right.
A. Like I need to know.

P a c-r a ~ ~
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1 supposed to be for the average Joe, somebody who
2 wanted to...either an entrepreneur of kind of grow
3 their business without spending too much money but
4 also gettin some revenue back from it, as well,
5 well the were able to u load...
6 165. Q. M'hmm. p
7 A. ...their designs and of course it
8 all went through the programmers where they
9 approved, obviously, so no explicit..,

10 166. Q. Sure.
1 1 A. ..,information like medication or
12 pornography or...
13 167. Q. Right.
14 A. ...anything like that was being let
15 through.
16 168. Q. Right.
17 A, And then if they approved your
18 banner it would get uploaded and then you had...
19 169. Q. Okay.
20 A. It worked and sa I'm trying to...
21 170. Q. No, That's fine.
22 A. ...talk with my hands and nobody
23 can...
24 171. Q. Yes.
25 A. The wa it would work was that when
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the blank space comes and each time you moved to a
different link or a different web page your banner
would come up...

172. Q. Okay.
A, ..,and then the next link then this

person's banner would come up. So each one got a
little bit, little bit, little bit. And then there
were the visuals, the bars. t don't even remember
the names and terminology,

173. Q. Did you go on and try it yourself?
A. No.

174. Q. No?
A. Employees were not allowed to have

accounts.
175. Q. 0~ ay. And did you believe it to be

a real business .
A. Well I mean it was all therein

front of me. Like I said.,.
176. Q. Right.

A. ..,originally the way it was
explained to me dust talking face-to-face, I'm like
that's too good to be true.

177. Q. Right.
A. How does it just happen? But then

amain, when I saw th ~cess and_ I met the___
Parrs '~1
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programmers and then you just...
178. Q. Right.

A. It was there. There was the
website.

179. Q. Sure.
A, There were people actually joining.

180. Q. Sure.
A. There was this, there was that.

181, Q. I mean you know obviously there's an
insolvency proceeding that's going on now?

A. I do now, yes.
182, Q. Right. Yes.

A. That's why I'm here.
183. Q. And as well, we understand that Mr,

Smith is the subject of a police investigation as
well. Were you aware of that?

A. I`ve not,.,l was ver rude whenY
left, We'll leave it at that.

184. Q. Okay. INeli, we'll come to that in a
minute but he hasn't been charged yet there is an
ongoing police investigation that we're aware of...

A. M'hmm.
185. Q. ...and the allegation is that if was

too good to be true.
A. Okay.

Pant ~7
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1 186. Q, That it was in the nature of a ponzi
2 scheme or a pyramid scheme.
3 A. Okay,
4 187. Q. Did you ever personally come that
5 conclusion that it may have been...
6 A. l honestly was so...
7 188. Q. ...a ponzi scheme?
8 A. ...naive. I was a student. I was
9 young, I was probably 20 years old. This was my

10 first, I uess ou could sa , full time real 'ob
1 1 other tgan fast food. y ~
12 189, Q, Right.
13 A. So I was a little naive i guess you
14 could sa_y in that sense...
15 190. Q, Sure.
16 A, ...where again I just saw,..
17 191. Q. Right.
18 A. ...people coming and going. There
19 was an office. There was this and I was workin in9
2d the city and...
21 192. Q. Yes. Yes.
22 A. ...all that kind of stuff.
23 193. Q. So right up until the time that you
24 quit did you ever have a strong sense that something
25 was_off?
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1 A. So again we'll go back to the
2 customer service job. The biggest complaint,
3 would say about 8Q percent of it, was the payments.
4 Nobody was getting paid out.
5 194. Q. Right.
6 A. Nobody was getting paid out. So
7 then again I`m sitting at the back of the seminar
8 writing everything down, ga to my hotel room. It's
9 3:00 o'clock in Portugal, it`s 8:00 o'clock here.

10 Wake up at 3.00 o'clock in the morning , I'm Skyping
1 1 with the ro rammers here and I'm tellin them,p 9 g
12 like, "Listen, this group of people in Portugal they
13 sa d they e not getting paid. What s going on?
14 Address it on the web~nar, Do this, da this, do
15 this."
16 195. Q. M'hmm.
17 A. And that's where my...
18 196. Q. Okay.
19 A. .,.job...
20 191. Q. Okay,
21 A, .,.ended. Like that was it.
22 198. Q. Okay.
23 A. That's all t did.
24 199. Q. So I take it then that the answer to
25 my question is no. Like up until the time you left
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in late July of 2012 you knew that there were
problems or comptaints but you didn't believe..,

A. Like I...
200. Q. ...the business to be...

A. ...didn't have any...
201. Q. ...a scam?

A. ...understanding orgrasp ofwhat...
202. Q. Okay.

A, ...that ponzi...
203. Q. Okay.

A. ...or anything like that really
truly was.

204. Q. Now after you left, between end of
July 2012 and like now...

A. M'hmm.
205. Q. ...did you ever come to a conclusion

as to whether or not it was a ponzi scam or a
scheme?

A. I've read blogs. There were blogs
that were written even during my employment..,

206. Q. Right.
A. ...but that's when Raj would

just...basicaliy goucould say that was Raj's role
i n Canada at Banners Broker Canada, if anybody was
badmouthin Banners Broker he would lock their
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account.
207. Q. Okay. Raj...

A. Lock their account, lock their
account. lock their account. You had no access to
withdrawing money. You had no access to this, you
had no access unless you,.,you have 24 hours to take
down the blog..,

208. Q. Ail right.
A. ...that's badmouthing Banners, But

other than those blogs there was no...during my
employment, no.

209. Q. Right. And after your employment,
obviously there s been a lot of blogs. Like have
you seen what's on the Internet about this company?

A, A yin, after I left it was very
nast so I 'u g se arated myself completely.Y 1 P

210. Q. Right,
A. The way it ended, which I would like

to explain to you guys as well...
211. Q, Go ahead.

A. It was J'ust I was just over it.
was done with it. I moved on with m life and...Y

212. Q. I mean, I'd like to know everything
about why you left when you did.

A. M'hmm.
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1 213. Q. Why you just quit.
2 A. Of course.
3 214. Q. Yes.
4 A. So what happened was I was on a
5 family vacation with my mother, mystep-brother and
6 my step-dad and my brother in Italy...
7 215. Q. Okay.
8 A. ...so I was there for two weeks with
9 them and then from there I met everybody from

10 Banners Broker at Portugal. We were...
1 1 216. Q. For the convention, right?
12 A. For the convention. Correct.
13 just made sense because I was already in Europe and
14 then the timing with everything it was just hop,
15 skip and jump away. So I did the family trip with
16 my mother, went over there to the convention for
17 another two weeks. The first week, perfect. Went
18 off no hitches. So there were two presentations
19 guess you could say, two big presentations and then
20 the rest of the time was dust dinners and meetings

~21 and all that kind of stuff.
22 217. Q. M'hmm,
23 A. So the first presentation in the
24 first week went perfect, went smooth.
25 218. Q. M'hmm.
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1 A. Sorry, excuse me. Oh, sorry.
2 Excuse me. They were launching Banners Broker 2.0
3 or 2.5...
4 219, Q. M'hmm,
5 A. ,..or whatever it was.
6 220. Q. Right. Right.
7 A. That was the whole thing. Raj and
8 Chris came. Finally decided to show his face.
9 221, Q. Right. Chris Smith.

10 A. Yes.
1 1 222. Q. Yes.
12 A. So anyway, they brought their
13 families. It was more of just like just a huge
14 family type of a thing,
15 223. Q. Sure.
16 A. The affiliates were all there,
17 whoever could obviously afford to come and purchase
18 tickets and all that kind of stuff. There were some
19 giveaways where they offered to pay for one lucky

'20 affiliate and their guest for the two week stay...
21 224. Q. M'hmm,
22 A. ...all their expenses at the hotel
23 and then there was also a car giveaway at the end of
24 the two weeks.
25 225. Q. M'hmm.
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A. So again the first week went
erfect. No roblems, no hiccu s. Ever thin went
as smooth ap ossible. That was like m yfirsg imep Y
ever organizing anything at that scale.

226. Q. M'hmm.
A. Second week was where the poop hit

the fan. I have no idea what ha ened. I left thepp
hotel with one of the affiliates who's a very good,
guess you could say, family friend or something

like that. She was just...
227. Q. What's her name?

A. Manuela. I can't remember her last
name.

228. Q. Right.
A. I went and stayed with her at her

apartment. I just needed to get away. There was a
lot of rumors going around. There was a lot of this
ha enin , a lot of that ha enin . I sta ed over
one or two ni hts and the ps~he brou ht me back to9 9
the hotel.

229. Q. M'hmm,
A. When I came back to the hotel...

230. Q. M'hmm.
A, ...I saw Lorenzo publicly

humiliating my two aunts who had come down for a
Parry ~Q
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vacation. They were just there for a vacation.
They were not part of the Banners Broker or anything
like that. They were just there for vacation.

231, Q. M'hmm,
A. The entire time they went to Spain

on their own. Like they just crossed over to
Mallorca. Like they were just doing their own
thing. He is in their face screaming at them,
calling them names in the middle of the main lobby.

232. Q. M'hmm.
A. RaJ~ is standing there...

233. Q. M'hmm.
A. ...guarded by six body guards...

234. Q. M'hmm,
A. ...and I basically walked over to

him and I cussed him out and I said, "Why is he
having hands on my aunts? Why are they being kicked
out of the hotel? Why are they..."

235. Q. You went to Raj or Lorenzo?
A. Oh, I went to Raj.

236. Q. Yes, sure.
A. If I went to Lorenzo that wouldn't

have been pretty.
237. Q. Right. Right.

A. I went to Ra~. Bod uards wouldn't
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1 let me get through to him. I told them to move out
2 of my way. They moved.
3 238. Q. M'hmm.
4 A. Went straight to Raj and I said,
5 "What the hell is going on? What is happening? Why
6 are they being escorted out?" Next thing I know my
7 dad is there being escorted out by body guards as
8 well in front of everybody.
9 239. Q. M'hmm.

10 A. Publicly humiliated, kicked out of
1 1 the hotel.
12 240. Q. M'hmm.
13 A, I think that was a day or two before
14 the second presentation I guess you could say for
15 the second group of people, like the people who
16 couldn't make it for the first week because of
17 timing, scheduling,they came to the second one.
18 241, Q. Ri ht.g
19 A. It was about a day or two before
20 then. So I just locked myself up in my room.
21 People were like whispering, talking, whatever.
22 just didn't listen to anything or anybody. I had no
23 phone. I had no nothing.
24 242. Q. Right.
25 A. I was overseas. I didn't have an
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1 personal phone...
2 243. Q. M'hmm.
3 A. ...or anything like that. Second
4 convention comes.
5 244. Q. Second week of the convention.
6 A. Sorry. The second presentation,
7 Yes.
8 245. Q. Oh, I said...
9 A. Sorry. Second presentation. Igo

10 downstairs, see everything is set up okay. We're
1 1 good, we're good, we're good. Obviously, I'm not
12 all happy and everything like that. I'm very upset.
13 So the way it worked was kind of like if you could
14 imagine like a hotel banquet hall,..
15 246. Q. Right.
16 A. ...I guess. It was basically a
17 banquet hall and then they had like the foyer and
18 then they had a side door kind of corridor where
19 the had ersonal rooms, I uess like bridalY p 9
20 suites...
21 247. Q. M'hmm.
22 A. ...if you could imagine that. So
23 you had that corridor blocked off with body guards
24 and what not. Raj hired the body guards for...
25 248. Q. M'hmm.
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A. ,.,whatever reason. I have...
249. Q. M'hmm.

A. ...no idea. It was so unnecessary.
So that's where we had access, myself, Raj and his
family, Chris and his assistant Kyra and Stephanie
Schlacht. i don't...

250. Q. M'hmm.
A. I think that's how you pronounce her

name.
251. Q. M'hmm.

A. So all of a sudden I am called back
to that corridor area. The hall is fillipg up with
affiliates and what not and Ra~ and Chris are acin1 p 9
back and forth...

252. Q. M'hmm,
A. ,.,back and forth, back and forth,

back and Earth and I'm like, "What is going on? Why
are you freaking out? What is happening?"

253. Q. Right.
A. And they're talking about how the

cops are coming down like to arrest them. Interpol
is coming. "Can you make sure our families make it
home safe?" And I'm just looking at them laughing
in their faces. I m I ke, Your families can take
care of themselves." I'm like, "Calm down. You
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guys are being drama queens." They said they'd got
death threats. They said that people are going to
shoot them if they stand up on the stage. All this
kind of nonsense.

So, they begin the seminar, the
presentation and Chris goes up on stake and he
publicly announces that Kuldip Josun ~s not a
manger, not a CEO. He was just a face of the
company. We sent him out to meet with you people.
am the sole owner of Banners Broker. I am the
CEO. !'m this, I'm that."

254. Q. All right,
A. Then everybody's gasping.

Everybody's like,..because there are a lot of...
255. Q. Sure.

A. I guess, you know, this is person
you see. This is the man you see. This is the
man...

256. Q. Right.
A, ..,you talk to. That they just

assumed Kui.,,
257. Q. Kul. Right.

A. ,..that he was given all these
titles from these people but ~t was never confirmed
b an bod .
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1 1 258. Q. Right.
2 A. So that day he confirmed it...
3 259. Q. Right.
4 A. ...Chris. Sorry. Chris...
5 260. Q. Yes.
6 A. ...confirmed. Made a public
7 announcement, all this, ail that. And seminar
8 finishes, I go straight up to my room. I don't
9 associate.,,

10 261, Q. M'hmm.
1 1 A. ...myself with any of them. I don't
12 talk to any of them.
13 262, Q, M'hmm.
14 A. Raj and Chris call me into Raj's
15 room. I go in and they basically just were giving
16 me like, "Good job." Like, "Thank you...
17 263. Q. M'hmm.
18 A. ...for doing all of this. Like
19 we're heading home tomorrow. When are you leaving?"
20 264. Q. M'hmm.
21 A. "I'm not leaving until the day after
22 you guys"...
23 265. Q. Right.
24 A. ...and all that kind of stuff and
25 the basicall said, "Well, if ou want ou're more
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1 than welcome to stay employed with us." You know,
2 like, "Whatever happened between us and your dad has
3 nothing to do with you. Blah, blah, blah, And I m
4 Gke, "Whatever, I don't care. 1 still need a 'ob1
5 obviously when I go back home so whatever, I'll just
6 deal with it and I'll dust stay working with you."
7 266. Q. Right.
8 A. We leave, come home and that's when
9 I trained my last group of people. I think there

10 were four or five...
1 1 267. Q. Sure. Sure.
12 A. .,.employees that they had hired and
13 it was the Thursday. I went into Raj's office and
14 we had a screaming match..,
15 268. Q. M'hmm.
16 A. ...and I quit.
17 269. Q. Okay. So tell me about that. A
18 screaming match, right, because you're back now and
19 you've been there for a week and then something...
20 A. So before I even got home he was
21 already home for a day...
22 270. Q. Right,
23 A. ...so who knows what he had told.,,
24 271, Q. Sure.
25 A. ...the office, the other iris that
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were working there. When I came back it was that
sense of like I was not welcome.

272. Q. M'hmm.
A. I was being judged. I was being

criticized, all that kind of stuff and so I was
being the bigger person. I was dealing with it,
dealing with it...

273. Q. M'hmm.
A, ...dealing with it and then come

that last day I was like, you know what, it's not
worth it.

274. Q. Sure. So what were the words that
were exchanged between you and him?

A. Do I really have to say them?
275. Q. That's okay. You can say exactly

what was said, like verbatim. You don't need to
hold anything back, i think it's better that way.

A. So I never liked Ra~ from the
get-go. Always thought he was sneaky...

276. Q. M'hmm.
A. ..,something shady about him.

277. Q. Yes.
A. I found him very creep-like, Very

creepy. The way he treated his one assistant Amber,
ohm oodness, was ridiculous. Treated her like
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she was a dog. But apparently they've known each
other from before. She was employed with him before
or they worked together before, so she seemed to be
fine with the way he treated her,

Q. M'hmm.
A. So when I went to Raj's office, in

the beginning he was very sympathetic. It's like,
"Okay. Like I understand. I understand.
understand." And then, I just kind of just had it
all pent up. Like I'd just seen my aunts being
escorted out.

Q. M'hmm,
A. Like seeing my father kicked out.

Like I guess it just all came back.,,
Q. M'hmm.

A. ...and I just went off on him. So
told him to go "F"himself...

Q, Right.
A. ...and all that kind of stuff.
Q, And you quit?

A, I quit,
Q. And...

A, I was like, "I'm done. I quit. You
can go tell Chris to go "F"himself."

Q. Sure.

T. Josun - 48
1 A. "You can "F"yourself", and that
2 was...
3 285. Q. Right.
4 A. ...it.
5 286. Q. And how did he respond to that?
6 A. He would never talk back to me. He
7 never talked back to me.
8 287. Q. Okay.
9 A, He J~ust sat there and took it.

10 288. Q. Now I 'ust want to o back to1 9
11 Portugal and when you came into the hotel lobby and
12 your two aunts were being sort of berated by this
13 Lorenzo u ,g Y
14 A. Oh, what a pig. He's a pig.
15 289. Q. So tell me, who's Lorenzo?
16 A. Lorenzo was brought on, I believe,
17 by Raj. Again I believe that they had some history
18 and I'm not sure what his specific role was to be
19 quite honest. He would just kind of come and go.

'20 He was like that person that was just always
21 lingering.,,
22 290. Q. M'hmm.
23 A. ...around.
24 291. Q. Right.
25 A. He was never a art of an of our
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1 staff training. He was never really a part of any
2 meetings I had with Raj, like regarding the staff
3 and their training and the quizzing and the
4 uestions, that kind of stuff,a
5 292. Q. M'hmm.
6 A. But he was always around. He was
7 always there.
8 293. Q. Right. Okay. And...
9 A. But I don't know what his

10 specific...
1 1 294. Q. Do you recall what he was saying
12 about your aunts and...
13 A. He called them terrorists and he
14 called them the "B"word.
15 295. Q. Right.
16 A. And he is in their face...
17 296. Q. Right.
18 A. ..,like screaming at them.
19 297. Q. Right.
20 A. The bod uards even came u tome
21 and they were like, °Tara, we are so sorryp We're
22 driving them. We're taking them to another hotel."
23 Like the...
24 298. Q. M'hmm.
25 A. ...bod uards were so kind...
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299. Q. M'hmm,
A. ...and were so polite and were so

nice. They took care of my aunts. They got them
into the car, They were not rude.

300. Q. Right.
A. The bodyguards were not rude.

301. Q, Yes.
A. Lorenzo was rude.

302. Q. Yes.
A, Got them in the car and took them to

a different hotel somewhere else.
303. Q. Okay.

A. And then..,yes.
304. Q. And your father was escorted out as

well?
A. M'hmm,

305. Q. What happened there? Did he speak
to you as he was leaving or like did you have an
understanding as to why they were...

A. No.
306. Q. At the time you didn't but

subsequent to that?
A. Like after the fact?

307. Q, Yes. Yes.
A. Like I said. second I left that

438
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1 shady. Manuela was driving me back to the hotel and
2 Stephanie's texting me. She's like, "Oh, Tara, we
3 heard from everybody that you've left, that you've
4 gone home. Like don't worry about it. I'll take
5 care of the second seminar. Like I've already been
6 working with Raj and Chris", and I'm like, "i'm
7 outside the hotel."
8 314. Q. Right.
9 A. "I have not left."

10 315. Q. Right.
1 1 A. "I am coming back."
12 316. Q. But did you ask~our aunts or Kui
13 why they'd been escorted out .
14 A. My one aunt had a very traumatic
15 res onse to the whole thin . She was actual)p 9 y
16 hospitalized after that...
17 317. Q. Right.
18 A. ...so they were in the hospital and
19 I didn't leave. Like I was...
20 318. Q. Sure.
21 A, .,.still employed. My employer is
22 still here, you know. They are they ones that paid
23 for my..,
z4 319. Q. Right.
z5 A. ...plane ticket. They're the ones
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office I asked no further questions.
308. Q. Right.

A. I was absolutely done.
309. Q. But I mean it must have been pretty

traumatic because you stayed in the hotel I know for
a couple more days...

A. M'hmm.
310. Q. ...and you actually went to the

second presentation.
A. M'hmm,

311. Q. But you'd seen your aunts and your
father being escorted out and publicly humiliated so
mean, what were~ou thinking? Like why were they

being escorted out,
A. I didn't know who I could trust.

Like anybody that was there, everybody that was
there...) was gone for two days. I was gone for a
day or two days. I have no idea what happened in
that time.

312. Q. Right,
A. I had no idea who I could trust.

The other assistant, Stephanie, who is also a "B"
word...

313. Q. Right.
A. ...she was very sneaky and very

Par-ro 5"~
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1 that are paying. Like the last thing I wanted
2 was...) guess you could say I was looking out for
3 number one.
4 320. Q. Right.
5 A. Last thing I wanted was them to tell
6 me to go "F"myself,
7 321. Q. Right.
8 A. They'd be like, oh yes, by the way.
9 Here you are. You're stuck with a two week hotel

10 bill and here you are, you're stuck with a plane
1 1 ticket home.
12 322. Q. What about Kul though, did you ask
13 Kul why he'd been escorted out?
14 A. I didn't see my dad.
15 323. Q. Now are you close to your dad or
16 what's the...l'm just wondering why you didn't see
17 him particularly at this time?
18 A. At that time?
19 324. Q. Yes. Yes.
20 A. As he was walking out he's like,
21 "Just stay." He's like, "Just be calm, Like I'm
22 fine. Everything's good."
23 325. Q. But did ou contact him later thatv
24 day or...
25 A. I didn't have a hone. I didn't
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have anything. I didn't know what hotel they had
gone to at that point. Then by the time the
bodyguards got back to me, it's already the seminar
time. Like it was just...

326. Q. Right.
A. ...a whirl wind of chaos and mayhem

and emotions and everything. It was just...
327. Q, Right.

A, ...a crazy, crazy, crazy, couple
days.

328. Q. But I mean at some point I guess you
spoke to him. Right? Like sometime between then
and now, right, you spoke to him?

A. I do not talk to him about BB at
all.

329. Q. And why is that?
A. Why would I want to relive

something? Even when I was talking to Erin on the
phone I'm like, "I can't believe this bullshit is...

330. Q. Right.
A. ...still happening,..

331. Q. Right. So when was the last time
that you spoke to Kul Josun about anything to do
with Banners Broker?

A. I believe it was after I screamed at
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1 Smith?
2 A. The last contact I believe I had
3 with Chris was the day they checked out of the
4 hotel.
5 338. Q. Okay.
6 A. Like I said, they left the 3:00
7 o'clock in the morning time. They called me because
8 they were stuckwith this ridiculously huge bill...
9 339. Q. Right.

10 A. ...and they called me down and there
1 1 were like, "Tara, what are we paying for, what are
12 we not paying for", and I was just like, "Whatever."
13 Went to the concierge, I got the bill and I'm
14 basically sitting there and I'm like, "We pay for
15 this, we pay for this but we don't pay for that,"
16 340. Q, M'hmm,
17 A. "We're paying for this, we pay for
18 this, we a for this. These are the char es thatp Y 9
19 you guys agreed to."
20 341. Q. Sure.
21 A. As I had stated that they agreed to

'22 pay for a lucky affiliate and a guest all expenses
23 included within the hotel but then I guess other
24 people were saying, "Oh, yes. Just put it on,
25 We're here with Banners Broker". so I guess a tab
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Raj. I walked out. I'm crying driving home and
told my dad I quit. He was like, "Okay. If that's
what you wanted to do, that's it."

332. Q, Right.
A. And I'm like, "I feel good doing it"

and he's like "all right"...
333. Q. Right.

A. ...and that was it.
334. Q. And you haven't discussed Banners

Broker with him ever since then?
A. No.

335. Q. Okay. And did you ever discuss with
him why it was that he was escorted out from the
hotel?

A. No. And I mean I know what my dad's
answer would be. I mean, if I were to ask him he
would just tell me not to worry, He's a dad.

336. Q. Right.
A. He's a typical dad.

337. Q. Right. So just the two main
principals are I guess Mr, Smith, Mr. Dixit and then
you mentioned that Kul was involved as the face of
Banners Broker for a period of time. Taking them
one at a time, in terms of Mr. Chris Smith, when was
the last time that you had any contact with Chris
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1 started and it just was accumulating. So
2 cancelled out all those charges for them. They paid
3 what they owed and then I went back upstairs to my
4 room and went to bed.
5 342. Q. That's the last time you saw Chris?
6 A. That's the last time I saw Chris.
7 343. Q. Or that you had any contact with
8 him?
9 A. Any contact with him.

10 344. Q. Do ou remember what the tab wasY
1 1 from the hotel?
12 A. I would say roughly around 3
13 million.
14 345. Q. Three million dollars?
15 A. Three million.
16 346. Q. Three million dollars? Wow.
17 A. Euro.
18 347. Q. Oh, Euro?
19 A. We're in Portugal. We're in Algarve
20 Portugal,
21 348. Q. It's an expensive tab.
22 A. Oh, yes. This was not...
23 349. Q. How did it get so...
24 A. ...a hotel.
25 350. Q. ...expensive?
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A. Pardon?
351. Q. How did it get so expensive?

A. Oh, let's see. Because Raj and
Chris had to fly first class, number one...

352. Q. Okay.
A. ..,with family and kids.

353. Q. Right.
A. Their wives. So both Chris and

Raj's wives came.
354. Q, Right.

A. Raj's mother came and then their
children, all under the age of 12...

355. Q. Yes.
A. ...all flew first class. They both

stayed in the presidential suites.
356. Q. M'hmm,

A. They had cars. Like you name it,
this hotel was decked out. Like it was...

357. Q. Right.
A. ...amazing.

358. Q. Yes.
A. They did the golfing there. They

did the amenities. They used up everything they
possibly could. Raj was very power hungry. I guess
that's the best way.
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359. Q. Okay.
A. He's a power hungry creep.

360. Q. Now when you and your father flew
did you guys fly first class?

A. Never. Actually, sorry. When I was
booking the tickets...

361. Q. Right.
A. ...they were always coach.

362. Q. Right.
A. Coach, If anything, at the

most...my dad's a tall guy, !'m a tall girl.
363. Q. Right.

A. We would het the extra leg room...
364. Q. Right. Right.

A. ,..which is like $200 extra erp
person. The one time we flew to England, Raj booked
our trips for us and they were first class,
believe that was $10,000 per ticket.

365. Q. So that answers the question when
you last saw Smith. What about Dixit, Raj? When
was the last time you had any contact with Raj?

A. So (had quit, (eft. I still had
the company phone though...

366. Q. Ri ht.g
A. ...my Rogers phone and !called him

pa~P ti n
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1 and asked him.,,l was like, "What do I do with this
2 phone? Do t bring it back? Do you want it?" He's
3 like, "!'m not in the office tomorrow if ou want to
4 come b and dro it off." So I went back the nexty p
5 day and I dropped it off. So the last time I saw
6 him was the day I quit. The last time I had any
7 contact with him was the next day when I spoke to
8 him overthe phone about my company phone.
9 367. Q. Okay. Okay. And then your father

10 Kul Josue, I take it you see him on a regular basis
1 1 to this day or when was the last time that you saw
12 Kul?
13 A. The last time I saw him, probably
14 about three or four weeks ago?
15 368. Q. Okay.
16 A. We went out for dinner with my
17 husband, my brother.
18 369. Q. So your father lives in Toronto?
19 A. Brampton.
20 370. Q. Brampton. Okay. But he doesn't
21 live with you?
22 A. No.
23 371. Q. No.
24 A. I'm married. I live on my own.
25 372. Q. Ri ht. Oka .And is our father

Pane F1
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1 still living with your aunt?
2 A. He lives in her basement, yes.
3 373. Q. Okay. Okay. So you see your father
4 on a regular basis but ou 'ust don't talk aboutY 1
5 Banners Broker?
6 A. Never,
7 374. Q. Okay. All right. And your father
8 has still not gone back to work for Banners Broker
9 at all?

10 A. No.
11 375. Q. No?
12 A. From what I know,
13 376. Q. Okay. Okay. Is he working in a
14 business similar to Banners Broker, like do you know
15 what he's doing?
16 A. I have no idea. To be quite honest,
17 that was a huge learning process for me. After that
18 I was like, oka , realit , Monda to Frida , 9:00 to
19 5:00J'ob~ Anythin above and be and that, like I'm
20 stricti tunnel vision. Like... y
21 377. y Q. Ri ht.
22 A. .,.that's how move is su osed to
23 be earned. That's how ou're su osed to work.
24 An thing beyond that I 'ust don't pare...
25 378. y Q. Right. ~
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A. ..,like I don't...

379. Q. Right.
A. ...ask questions.

380. Q. So sitting here today you don't know
what your dad is doing?

A. No.
381. Q. Now I want to talk a bit about your

employment terms, Tara.
A, M'hmm.

382. Q. So when you were hired by Dixit in
February of 2012, I know there was no employment
papers at that point but like how were you paid?
What was our solar ?Y Y

A. My starting salary?
383. Q. Yes.

A, I believe it was like minimum wage
starting, like $30,000, $35,000.

384, Q. Thousand...
A. Yes.

385. Q. ...a year?
A. Annuall , es.

386. Q. Yes. Oka .And then did that everv
change?

A. When 1 became a staff trainer
believe it went ua to X60.000.

P arr r~ F '~
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1 A, ...company bill, Receipts from
2 traveling or anything like that were brought back
3 and given to Jeanette and Amber and Raj. Raj had
4 his own accountant who took all of our receipts.
5 397. Q. Was that Mary, the accountant?
6 A. I can't remember her name. I...
7 398. Q. Was it a woman?
8 A. I believe it was a female but I'd
9 never seen her, I've never talked to her, i would

10 just come in and drop off. "Here are the receipts
1 1 from this trip"...
12 399. Q. Sure.
13 A, .,.and then that was it.
14 400. Q. Okay.
15 A, But I never talked to her. That's
16 not true. I'm sorry, Like...
~7 401. Q. Now it's a long time ago.
18 appreciate that.
19 A. There was a woman who came in and
20 she took books from Jeanette. Maybe...
21 402. Q. Was there a Liberty Tax Service that
22 was involved or...

!23 A. Yes. That does sound familiar.
24 403. Q. Right.
25 A. Either she was employed with them or
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387. Q. Okay. $60,000 a year?
A. Correct.

388. Q. And did that change again?
A. Na.

389. Q. Okay. And in addition to the base
salary were you paid any bonuses?

A. Like monetary bonuses?
390. Q. Yes. Like a Christmas bonus or a...

A. No.
391. Q. Nothing like that or...

A. No.
392. Q. ...no type of bonus whatsoever?

A. No.
393. Q. Were there any like job benefits

associated with what you did? Like were there any
gifts or anything that's non monetary?

A. Like a company...
394. Q. Like cell phones, cars, trips. You

know, anything that you...
A. I know you can't spell it out for

me...
395. Q, Thank you. Yes. Yes.

A. Okay. So obviously the trips were
covered...

396. Q. Right.

T, Josun - 65
1 she used to work forthemand then she went on her
2 own or this was a side job for her, I don't know but
3 that does sound familiar.
4 404. Q, Okay. Okay. Ail right. So going
5 back to my question.
6 A. I'm sorry.
7 405. Q. I'm just trying to get...
8 A. Yes.
9 406. Q. ...an idea of your total

10 compensation in terms of like gifts. If they gave
1 1 you car. !f they paid like your rent or...
12 A, Oh, no. No. No. So nothing like
13 paying my rent or anything like that. They never
14 paid my gas, like my commute to and from, especially
15 when I worked in Toronto there was nothing like
16 that.
17 407, Q, Right.
18 A, Nothing for like food or lunch or
19 anything like that. Nothing like an allowance or
20 anything like that. But the trips were covered and
21 then I had a company phone which I also used for
22 personal as well.
23 408. Q. Sure.
24 A. I cancelled my personal phone...
25 409. Q. Sure. Sure.
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A. ...and I just did everything off the

one hone. And then I had the la to but that 'ust
strict~l sta ed at the office but thapwas m ~Y Y Y
laptop.

410. Q. Right.
A. It's a brand new laptop.

411. Q. Sure. Right.
A. And then I did get an Audi.

412. Q. Okay.
A. I don't know how to pronounce it.

It was a 2014.
413. Q. What kind of Audi was it?

A. 2014 IS4.
414. Q. IS4.Okay.

A. It was a beauty.
415. Q. What colour?

A. It was a dark grey colour. Very
dark grey.

416. Q. Oka , An thin else that ou can
g ythink of along those lines?

A, That was it.
417. Q. Okay. So I can see where you'd need

the cell phone and the com uter but what about the
car? What was the deal there?

A. That was a complete shock. That was
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a surprise. I was completely blind sided by that.
Raj signed off on the money order. He had a
corporate account with Audi. He signed off on the
money order and he was like, "Here you go". And I'm
like, "Are you kidding me?" "Like this is crazy,
this is insane."

418. Q. M'hmm.
A. "What is going on?" And then when

my father got his T4, the cost of that vehicle was
added on as...

419. Q. To your father's T4?
A. To my father's T4,

420. Q. And when did you receive the Audi
IS4?

A. That was purchased at a dealership
in Whitby so that when I worked in the Oshawa office
so around that time frame there,

421. Q. Okay,
A. I can't give you a specific time

or,,.
422. Q, Right.

A. ...date or anything like that.
423. Q. And I'm just trying to picture

myself. Like I want to understand the incident that
you received the car. Did he say like, "Good job,

T. Josun - 68
1 Tara or you're going to need this for work?" Like
2 what was his thinking behind?
3 A. He loved dropping money.
4 424. Q. He loved what?
5 A. He loved dropping the money.
6 425. Q. Right.
7 A. Loved spending.
8 426. Q. Okay. Hmmm. Did he do that for
9 anyone else that you're aware of?

10 A. Any other employee?
1 1 427. Q. Yes.
12 A. No.
13 428. Q. Okay,
14 A. Other than himself.
15 429. Q. Did you ask him why he was doing it
16 for you?
17 A. I only assumed so because I was
18 Kul's daughter,
19 430. Q. Right. Right.
20 A. I was a staff trainer. I was loin
21 a lot of stuff, I was hel in him out a lot bugsp 9
22 mean...
23 431. Q. Sure. And what about Kul, from what
24 you can see? I mean I take it he had things like
25 that? He was able to have the advanta es of some of
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1 the Banners Broker money?
2 A. In what sense?
3 432. Q. Well; for instance, did Kul have an
4 Audi as well or?
5 A. Did he have a car?
6 433. Q. A company car.
7 A. Yes.
8 434. Q. Okay. And the IS4, did you consider
9 this to be a company car or was it a gift to

10 yourself?
1 1 A. It was under my name...
12 435. Q. Okay,
13 A. ...but like Raj signed off on the
14 money order and he's like, "Oh yes, here you go."
15 436. Q. So it was a gift I take it? You
16 understood it to be a gift?
17 A. I guess, yes.
18 437. Q. Okay, And my question then in
19 relation to Kul was, would he similarly get gifts
20 like a car?
21 A. I don't know if it was a gift or if
22 it was...l don't know.
23 438. Q. Okay.
24 A. That would be something you'd have
25 to ask him.
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439. Q. But he had a car though presumably,

right?
A. He did, yes.

440. Q. Okay. And was it from Raj as well,
do you know?

A. I can't...
441. Q. Okay.

A. I don't know.
442. Q. All right, I think you said it was

a 2014. Right?
A. M'hmm.

443. Q. I don't think it could be a 2014
vehicle.

A. Oh, sorry. 2012.
444. Q. 2012.

A. Oh my goodness.
445. Q. Okay. And so what happened to the

car?
A. To the car?

446. Q. Yes. The one that...
A. The one in my name?

447. Q. Yes, the one they gave you.
A. It was under my name so I'm 21 years

old. I have no use for an Audi, It sucked during
that winter.
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448. Q. Right.

A. It was the worst vehicle to have
ever. And then I just gof engaged in the January,
obvious) m husband now and we alwa s talkin about
havin kids and stuff like that and I was like, g9
"What am I doing driving a stupid car around, it's
ridiculous?"

449. Q. M'hmm.
A, So I traded it in and I got an SUV.

450. Q. Okay. Now I've heard somewhere
along the lines and I could be mistaken, but that
the car was in an accident or something, that it was
in a crash? Was that the case?

A. Not mine.
451. Q. No? Was there another Audi that was

in a crash somewhere relating to this Banners
Broker?

A, That would've been my dad's.
452. Q. Okay. And what happened there

because I heard somethin about that and it was on9
my list of things to ask?

A. I was not in town. I was in Niagara
Falls for a weekend trip with my fiancee. Got a
call from Raj sayink that they were in an accident.
It was m dad, Chris, Chris' cousin and one or two
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1 of the programmers. I don't know if there were four
2 or five guys in the car.
3 453. Q. M'hmm.
4 A. They were driving on the 401 coming
5 to Oshawa and Raj is like, "Don't freak out.
6 Everybody's okay." I'm crying on the phone
7 h stericall , like "Tell me...Y Y
8 454. Q. Right.
9 A. ...how it happened", and all I know

10 is that it was an accident with an 18 wheeler,
1 1 455. Q. And everyone was okay?
12 A. Everyone was okay.
13 456. Q. And the car was totaled?
14 A. The car was written off. It was
15 like mangled.
16 457. Q. Right. Right, And that was your
17 dad's car?
18 A. He drove it. i don't know...
19 458. Q. Right. Okay.
20 A. ..,if it was...
21 459. Q. Okay.
22 A. ...his but...
23 460. Q. Right.
24 A. ,.,he...
25 461. Q. Right. And the car that you traded
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1 i nthat~Raj Dixit gave to you, you traded it in for
2 a SU . A d do you still have that SUU?
3 A. Yes.
4 462. Q. And what kind of SUU is that?
5 A. It's a 2014 Chevy Equinox.
6 Q. Equinox. So 2014?
7 A. M'hmm.
8 463. Q. Okay. And what colour is that?
9 A. It's black.

10 464. Q. All right. Can you pass me the
1 1 Competition Bureau statement? So just to make
12 things easier for the next part of this cause
13 think it's going to save us some time, I just need
14 those pages 34 to 37, Thanks.
15 So what this is and you may not have seen
16 it but if you look at paragraph 50 you'll see your
17 name above it.
18 A. M'hmm.
19 465. Q. And this is an extract from an

'20 affidavit that was filed by the Police...
21 A. M'hmm,
22 466. Q. ...sometime after you were
23 interviewed by the Competition Bureau.
24 A. Okay,
25 467. Q. And so if ou look at ara ra h 50
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it says:

"On April 11th, Tara Josun, daughter of
Kuldip Josun attended at the Competition
Bureau, 151 Yonge Street, Suite 1402 to
provide a voluntary statement. Ms. Josun's
statement was video and audio recorded
under oath. Leading the interviewwith Ms.
Josun was Competition Law Officer, Isabelle
Sauve...
A. M'hmm.

468. Q. ...accompanied by myself, Kathleen
McCoy."

A, Yes. There were two women in the
room with me.

469. Q. Okay. And so you remember that?
A. I remember going there...

470. Q. Yes.
A, ,.,and I remember their questions

were more technical based.
471. Q. Right. Okay.Well they made a

statement actual) and I thou ht we could 'ust walkY 9
through it...

A. Sure.
472. Q. ...and kind of refresh your memory

and it will answer some questions that we have. So
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1 481. Q. Florida?
2 A. That makes sense because they were
3 looking to do something with Florida. They were
4 looking to payments or something..,
5 482. Q. Okay.
6 A. ...like thator...
7 483. Q. All right. So who could make
8 payments to affiliates apart from Smith, Peter?
9 A. Again, I wouldn't be able to confirm

10 actually 100 percent. I know Peter was getting
1 1 trained on it.
12 484. Q. Right,
13 A. He was working side-by-side with
14 Chris but again, that was when I was just leaving..,
15 485. Q. Right.
16 A. ...this office to go to the Oshawa
17 office. Peter had just come in.
18 486. Q. I see. So paragraph 55 said that,
19 "Ms. Josun states that Chris Smith is the only
20 person who could make payments to affiliates. She
21 would get lists from Smith." So did you ever get
22 lists from Smith?
23 A. So what that was was when I was
24 overseas and people were complaining about not
25 getting paid and what not, I was taking down their
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just take a minute and read through it and then I'll
ask some questions to you. Okay. So yes, take a
minute. Some of this we've already covered, Tara.

A, M'hmm.
473. Q. I think the first new part and maybe

we can approach it that way is paragraph 55...
A. M'hmm.

474. Q. ...and just take a minute and read
paragraph 55 and then I have a question for you.

A. Okay.
475. Q. So apart from Chris Smith, was there

anyone else who could make payments to affiliates?
A. He brought his cousin on board,

Peter.
476. Q. Peter Williams?

A. As I was just about to say, I can't
remember the last name.,,

477. Q, Okay.
A. ...but the first name was Peter.

478. Q, And was he from...
A, The States.

479. Q. Okay,
A, I can't remember again where but..,

480. Q. Okay.
A. ...he was from the States.

75
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1 ID number,..
2 487. Q. Right.
3 A. ...and their first name and last
4 name. I had my list, he had his and then we would
5 compile. And basically, the only purpose forme
6 having a copy of that I~st was to make sure he
7 didn't miss anybody that was having problems with
8 payments.
9 488. Q. I see. Okay.

10 A. More of a cross reference making
1 1 sure the information that I was sending to him, he
12 was receiving and he was on the same page as me and
13 basically we would just go through and make sure
14 that yes, these were a list of the people that were
15 complaining, take care of it,
16 489. Q. So you would give him lists, right?
17 He wouldn't give you lists? Just so f understand.
18 A. Again, when I was working overseas
19 would send him by e-mail...
20 490. Q. Right.
21 A. .,.the affiliate code, however it
22 went, the name of the affiliate and whatever other
23 information he needed as to codes. Like the ID of
24 the package or the ID of the bar that...
25 491. Q. M'hmm.
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T. Josun -
A. ...wasn't earning, I guess you would

say the revenue. I would make that list. When
would arrive back here he would have it printed and
was just cross referencing what I had sent to him

and then what I had on my written list.
492. Q, Okay. Okay. But did that have

something to do with payouts then, just so
understand?

A. It had something to do with payouts.
493. Q. With makin a ments to affiliates?g py

A. If that's what you're talking about.
494. Q. Okay.

A. ...then yes. that would be the
payout.

495. Q. Okay.
A. But I didn't actual) have an thinY Y 9

to do with the money aspect.
496. Q. Okay.

A. I was taking the complaints from
people who weren't receiving the money and making
sure he had their information...

497. Q. Sure. Okay.
A. ...to pay them.

498. Q. And then the paragraph goes on to
sav that you said:

ParrP `7A
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1 would pass it off to the guy who would take care of
2 that stuff.
3 503. Q. Okay. Then in the next paragraph it
4 says, "Affiliates could only withdraw 50 percent of
5 their earnings no matter how long they were in the
6 program. Was that your understanding?
7 A, Yes, from the get-go that's what
8 was trained.
9 504. Q. Okay. Okay. So to me that means

10 that they had to leave 50 percent of their earnings
1 1 in the company?
12 A, I believe so. So it didn't go
13 dormant. Like it didn't just...there was still
14 something in there to keep it. Their package.
15 Sorry. Their own account, I guess you could say, to
16 keep it going so it just didn't go dormant.
17 505. Q. Then on the next, paragraph 57,
18 actually at the top of the next page it talks about
19 training sessions every Tuesday evening in the
20 Oshawa office?
21 A. What that was the.,,) only attended
22 one. Chris couldn't make it. Chris was the one,
23 believe, who normally did them or Raj. It was in
24 the evening and what it was was.,,again, I don't
25 know where these people came from. They were either
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"...Affiliates had to have accounts with
SolidTrust Pay to make and receive
payments. Banners Broker had tried Payza
but it was not workin out. And then9
Banners parted with pre-paid Mastercard
around July of 2012 at the time of the
Portugal conference..."
A. M'hmm.
Q. So just help us to understand the

relationship with these companies, SolidTrust Pay
and Payza and Mastercard. What did you know about
the payment processors?

A. I onl knew what the told me.
was the staff trainer. I onl had to know enou h toy g
train the staff, These were our partners. These
were the payments.

Q. Right.
A. Like instead of PayPal it was Payza,
Q. Right.

A, Worked similarly.
Q. Right.

A. We would get complaints about Payza
not working, or Payza not taking this, or Payza
asking for this, or whatever. Again, we would get
the complaints. We would get the information and

Pane R1
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1 local or they had flown in.
2 506. Q. M'hmm.
3 A. These were people that were the guys
4 who had owned the bigger accounts...
5 507. Q. I see.
6 A. ...that had put in more money and
7 that they were the ones having the problems.
8 508. Q. Okay,
9 A. So they basically would just call

10 them in and then address their issues face-to-face
1 1 at those evening ones.
12 509. Q. Right, You only went to one of
13 them?
14 A. I presented one.
15 510. Q. Oh.
16 A. Like I did like a training,
17 Basically what I would do training, like i did the
18 training session for one.
19 511. Q. At night?
20 A, At night. one time.
21 512. Q. Right. And so it goes on and it
22 says,..) think it's quoting you but in the same
23 paragraph it says, "The question that always arose,
24 was it a ponzi scheme, was it a pyramid scheme? The
25 answer was always no because you can still make
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revenue if~ou are not recruiting." So tell me
about that , What was your understanding in that
respect?

A. Again, that's what I was trained
from the get-go. That's what I was taught. That's
what I was shown. Then what they had in this head
office...

513. Q. Right.
A. ..,in the Toronto office was the

programmer showing me the proof that the money
wasn't being recycled...

514. Q. Sure.
A. ...it was coming from a third party,

but nobody knew who that third party was.
515. Q. Ri ht, Oka .And then in ara ra h

59, "Ms. Josun named man ke individuals.'g py y
A. M'hmm,

516. Q. It says, "She described her father
as having been the face."

A. M'hmm.
517, Q. Just on that point, does Kul know

that you're coming here to meet with us today?
A. Does he? I haven't talked...) don't

talktohim,
518. Q. So you haven't told him that you're
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coming here?

A. No.
519. Q. You describe Dixit as the manager

and Lorenzo Guarini as the right-hand man, Is that
the same Lorenzo that you saw in the lobby at the
hotel in Portugal?

A. M'hmm. He was just always around
and he was always hovering over Raj but I don't,
like...

520. Q. Okay, Did you have a lot of contact
with Raj Dixit...

A. A lot of contact?
521. Q. ...when you were at Banners? You'd

see him every day presumably or?
A, I would sa the majorit of like

ever da throughout he week. Yes.Y Y
522, Q, Right,

A, If he was there.
523. Q. And I'm interested in how he...you

talked about him throwing money around, ri~ght, or
splashing money around. Is that fair to say,

A. M'hmm.
524. Q, Dixit, Can you give...

A. Always have to go to the most
expensive restaurant. Always had to go...
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1 525. Q. Can you give me some examples
2 because I mean there's...and I'll tell you why.
3 There's a suggestion that he did this with Banners
4 Broker money.
5 A. M'hmm.
6 526. Q. Okay? Was that your understanding
7 as well that he was paying for this lifestyle with
8 Banners Broker money?
9 A. Not my understanding.

10 527. Q. First of all, what did ou see himv
1 1 doing? How did he spend his money to your
12 knowled e? How did ou see him?
13 A. g Like the trainers, Like the staff
14 that he would hire, we would go out to Milestones
15 for lunch and he would just like pay for 12 people
16 to go out for,,,
17 528. Q. Right.
18 A. ,,,lunch, And I remember Jeanette,
19 I don't know her last, I cannot remember her last
20 name, I remember her always going up and asking him,
21 "Where are the accountin books? Like how I do to9 9
22 this? How do you want to me do this? How do you
23 want me to take care of that?" I would say yes, it
24 always had to be expensive lunches. It always just
25 had to be...
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1 529. Q. M'hmm.
2 A. ...that kind of stuff.
3 530. Q. Anything else? Like what about
4 jewellery, cars, trips, houses? What did you see
5 there?
6 A. I'm not sure about that stuff. I do
7 know that he was looking at an Audi SUU. I'm not
8 sure again if he went through with the purchase.
9 That's when I had left.

10 531. Q. M'hmm.
1 1 A. In regarils to jewellery, his wife
12 never came b . Like...y
13 532. Q. Right.
14 A, ,.,I don't know if it bought it for
15 her or anything like that. Like that stuff.,,
16 533. Q. Sure.
17 A. ...I don't know, It was just...
18 534. Q. Sure.
19 A. ...the stuff within the office
20 itself was just the lunches and that kind of stuff.
21 535. Q. Okay. Okay. And then.,,
22 A. And any time he flew it always had
23 to be first class.
24 536. Q. Okay. But you knew that because
25 somebody told you or how did you know that?
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A. How did I know what?

537. Q. That he was flying first class.
A. Oh, Amber. She worked in the same

office that i did and she was the one that booked
his flights.

538. Q. Okay. Got it.
A, I know for sure he flew his entire

family first class from Toronto to Portugal.
539. Q. M'hmm.

A. That I know for sure because she
messed up Chris' wife's last name...

540. Q. Right.
A. ...on the passport and there was a

whole issue with that and she had called me freaking
out saying that Raj yelled at her and all that kind
of stuff,

541. Q. Right.
A. So that's the only reason how I knew

that. And then the only other trip I think he went
on, again from what I can remember, was he went to
go visit India.

542. Q. Right. Okay. And do you know
Amber's last name?

A. I want to say it's Renison.
543. Q. Okay. And then Raj is married to
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Stephanie Schlacht. Did you ever meet Raj's wife or
hear of her?

A. I've met her once before and then at
the convention. Again, are they married?

Q. Are they? Yes.
A. Shut up. Gold digging "B"word.

That's all I'm oin to sa . Oh, m oodness. The
wife I met wag Jeg and she had hlsgwo kids, a bo
and a irl. The were oun , like the were babies.

gQ. Ri ht. Ry ht. g yg g
A. Oh, my God. I can't believe that.
Q. What did Stephanie do at Banners

Broker?
A, Oh, she was a snake. She wanted my

job. She wanted me out of the picture as soon as
possible. That was her main duty. She was
basicall hired because she was rett .Y p Y

Q. Right. Right.
A. She worked at the restaurant here

downtown, Joey's by the Eaton Centre there, attached
to the Eaton Centre.

Q. Okay.
A. She was the waitresslhostess

whatever there. Again, I'd come into the office and
there's this tall, thin, blonde irl and the 're
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1 basically like, "Just you know, show her. She's
2 going to start booking some trips for us. She's
3 going to start doing this and that and whatever
4 else." i said, "That'll be fine."
5 So her and I probably worked together maybe
6 two or three weeks at this office here...
7 549. Q. Right.
8 A. ...and then I went to Oshawa.
9 550. Q. Okay. Okay.

10 A. And then i hardly saw her but she
1 1 was a part of my last group of people that I was
12 training so t knew she was only there because when
13 left...
14 551. Q. M'hmm.
15 A. ...she was going to take over.
16 552. Q. Right.
17 A. That's the only reason and i knew
18 that. Gut feeling, woman's intuition, call it
19 whatever you want, I knew the second I saw her face
20 in my training room...
21 553. Q. Right.
22 A. ...it was because she was just there
23 to learn as much as she possibly could so she could
24 'ust ick u where I was leavin off.J p p 9
25 554. Q. Okay.
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can't get over that. Wow. Wow.A.

Wow
Q. Okay.

A. What a pig. Oh, my god. What a
pig.

556. Q. Okay. We'll take a break in a
second. There's this one other person I want to ask
you about. Paragraph 59, it's Lorenzo's brother,
Frank Guarini. Did ou ever meet him? Oh, there it
is. We've of Amber's name ri ht there. Amber9 9
Benison, do you see that in paragraph...

A. It is. Okay.
557. Q. Yes. Okay. And then Frank Guarini,

G-U-A-R-I-N-I.
A. I'm seeing the name here but I am

honestly drawing such a blank.
558. Q. Okay. So you don't recall meeting

the gentleman?
A. Right here in front of you right now

at this time it's a blank.
559. Q. Okay. Okay. Let's go off the

record for a minute.

--- A BRIEF RECESS
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TARA JOSUN, resumed
CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD;
560. Q. Just during the break I was thinking

about and I just want to go back quickly to rewind
to the Portugal conference.

A. M'hmm.
561. Q. Right. When there was this incident

when your aunts were being escorted out and then you
attended for the second presentation but you
basically hold up in your room and then you left a
couple of days later?

A. It was like at the most, maybe 30,
36 hours later,

562. Q. Right.
A. Like just over a day.

563. Q. Okay.Okay~
A, i left first thing in the morning.

564. Q. And did you say that during that
period you did not have like any communication or a
cell hone or something? Did I hear ou sa that
ou didn't have a cell hone that worked? yY p

A. I had my personal cell phone but
didn't use it. Like I just didn't...) can't afford
for those extra charges.

565. Q. Okay. Because I guess what I'm
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1 person responsible for that entire conference.
2 locked m self in m room, cried, watched TV, didn'tY Y
3 eat.
4 570. Q. Right.
5 A. Went to bed, woke up, went to the
6 conference.
7 571. Q. But I mean weren't you concerned
8 about what had happened to them? Like you didn't
9 know where they were being taken.

10 A. Obviously, I was concerned. The
1 1 bodyguard, like I had said, told me that, "Don't
12 worry, we're taking care of them. We're going to
13 take them to another hotel." I was like, "Oh, my
14 God." All I saw was Raj and it was just I saw red
15 and I went straight for him. They had left. They
16 had gone. After I had just talked to Raj he was
17 rumbling his mouth. People were standing all around
18 us just staring at me, watching me. I remember
19 running back to my room crying and I just shut down.
20 572. Q. But I mean you went to the second
21 presentation. Right?
22 A. Yes, I did.
~3 573. Q. And did you ask Raj or anybody at
~4 that point what had happened to...
?5 A. I didn't even talk to them.
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getting at is that the one thing that I'm struggling
with is that when you saw your family being escorted
out...

A. M'hmm.
566. Q. ...by these bodyguards that you

didn't contact them. And I know your aunt you
mentioned was admitted to hospital in Portugal...

A. In Portugal.
567. Q. ...because of that incident?

A. She had fainted. That's what I was
told by my one aunt when we had arrived back.

568. Q. Right.
A. She was hospitalized here and that's

when I visited her.
569. Q. But in the 36 hours, I mean you must

have reached out to Kul or your aunts to find out
what was going on.

A. I was so upset. I was so emotional,
angry. It was chaotic. I was still responsible for
an entire conference. I solely prepared, and I'm
the worst like slipping from my mind, I was the only
person that was taking care of setting up this
entire conference. Nobody else had the contacts
that I had. Nobody else had an understanding of
what goes where, what's doing this. I was the only
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talked to them as little as I possibly could.
During the second presentation, like I had told you,
we were in the corridor there...

574. Q. M'hmm.
A. ...and Raj comes up to me saying

that they're getting death threats, that they're
getting threats that Interpol's coming to arrest
them, that the cops were coming to arrest them. Ail
these types of things. And he's like begging me to
make sure I get his family back to Canada safe and
all that kind of stuff. i laughed in his face and
I...

575. Q. Didn't you use that opportunity to
say, what happened to my aunts and my father?

A. I didn't want to talk to him an moreY
than what I had to. I didn't talk to anybody.
didn't trust anybody. I didn't know who I could
talk to or who I could trust.

576. Q. Could you e-mail them? Did you have
a way of e-mailing? Like could you get on your
laptop and e-mail your aunts or e-mail your father
or...

A. No.
577. Q. Did you do that?

A. No.
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578. Q. And you couldn't call them either?

A. Again, I had no idea which hotel
they were staying at. I had no international phone
numbers. Like I didn't know anything and I thought
maybe that would be the best way was just to not be
in contact with them, not to know what was
happening. I just didn't and I was away for two
days and then I come back and then this shitjust
happened and they were being gone and then this and
that. I didn't even have a chance to like have a
breath, take a breath...

579. Q. M'hmm.
A. ,..comprehend what was going on

around me. I just knew I had a responsibility.
Okay, whatever, Get through this second conference.
People paid, took time out to come here. Their
money. I'm not going to sit there and throw a
temper tantrum, be a little child. Get the shit
done and get out of here.

580. Q. So just back to this Competition
Bureau statement. Paragraph 61 it says.

"...Ms. Josun brought a USB stick with her
containing numerous files she had created
or had access to while employed with
Banners. At the end of the interview she
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582

583

584.

copied the file to a computer..."
Do you remember that?
A, Yes.
Q. And so do you have a copy of those

documents you can...
A. I don't have that. I told Erin,

like I don't have that USB. I couldn't honestly for
the life of me, I've moved.

Q. M'hmm,
A. I've packed, I've unpacked, I've

packed, I've unpacked and I don't have any access
Like I don't have it on me.

Q. Okay.
A. But I do remember doing that. What

is was was documents that I myself created. Like
had said earlier, it was like Raj using me to kind
of pick my brain a little bit because I did have a
tiny little bit of legal background with contracts
and that kind of stuff. It was just with him
locking people out of the accounts. i basically
told him, "Like you can't do that. It's their
money. Like you can't just..."

Q. M'hmm.
A. It's like me going to your bank and

saying, "Oh yes, he can't have access to his bank."
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1 Like who the hell am I...
2 585. Q. M'hmm.
3 A. ...to go and take your money away
4 from you? And when I had mentioned that to him he
5 was like, "Oh, okay." So, like I don't know how to
6 formerly write a contract or anything like that so
7 it was just that kind of stuff. And then he...
8 586. Q. Okay.
9 A. ...went on about, "We'll get it

10 legal", and all that kind of stuff.
1 1 587. Q. Were there many documents that were
12 on that stick? Like what else was on that USB stick
13 that you recall?
14 A. This is almost what, two years now?
15 588. Q. Yes. They were all documents that
16 you created or were they actually documents that you
17 pulled off of a Banners Broker computer and put on
18 the memory stick and took with you?
19 A. No. I've never took anything from
20 them. It was...
21 589. Q. Okay.
22 A. ...like, I don't know. I can't
23 remember. It's not recorded here. Do you not have
24 copies of those? Like this is two years now. Like
25 I don't know. I don't remember.
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1 590. Q. Okay. And sitting here, do you have
2 any other documents to do with Banners Broker?
3 A. On me now?
4 591. Q. Or not on you now?
5 A. No.
6 592. Q. Do you have...
7 A. Hell no. Like I said, it ended very ~
8 abruptly. It was just a very hostile environment
9 when I had left and the only thing I walked out with

10 was my purse.
1 1 593. Q. Oka ,And the USB stick, ri ht?Y 9
12 A. Hmmm?
13 594. Q. And the USB stick I guess?
14 A. Weli, yes because...
15 595. Q. Right, Sure. And then,.,
16 A. Those were my documents.
17 596. Q. I see.
18 A~ That was my...
19 597. Q. Okay.
20 A. ..,stuff, It wasn't copy written,
21 it wasn't anything like that but I didn't want to
22 see anything of mine associated with them any
23 further.
24 598. Q. Right.
25 A. That's why.
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599. Q. Okay, Right. Off the record for a

sec.

--- DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD

THE DEPONENT: Regardless of the fact
that if what Raj had added to whatever
had created and whatever he had gotten,
don't know, more. like, legalized, I guess
you could say, more of something with more
of an impact, that would be his work beyond
what I had. Nothing that I did was like
formal. It was...

BY MR. WARD:
600. Q. Right, But in any event, you've

told us that you don't have that USB stick anymore?
A, I couldn't tell ou. LikeY

couldn't tell you where it is.
601. Q. Okay. And then the last paragraph

from the Competition Bureau statement is paragraph
62. And so there's a reference to your T4
statement...

A, M'hmm.
602. Q. ...in the employer's name of Stellar

ParrP 9~3
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1 Competition Bureau as well it looks like. It says,
2 "Ms. Josun provided copies of her Record of
3 Employment with Banners Broker Inc. and her Canada
4 Revenue Agency T4. So I take it you gave copies of
5 those to the Competition Bureau, Tara?
6 A. If that's what it says there then...
7 610. Q. Okay,
8 A. yes, I did.
9 611. Q, And do ou have co ies of those forY P

10 us as well or...
1 1 A. Honestly I told Erin, like I don't
12 have anything.
13 612, Q. Oka .And what ha ened to our
14 co ies of those documents? pp yP
15 A. Probably threw them out, shredded
16 them. Like i don't know. I've moved so many times
17 I don't know.
18 613. Q. Okay,
19 A. I don't have my T4s from even the
20 company I'm working at now from last year. Like
21 don't keep that stuff.
22 614. Q. I'm just going to go through my
23 notes before we finish off Tara, but talk to me a
24 bit more about the Portugal convention because
25 know ou've told us that ou were res onsibie for
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Point.
A. Yes. I never had anything to do

with that company ever. That company was opened
created after me. I had nothing to do with them.
don't know why my T4 was set up that way.

603. Q. Okay.
A. I believe my father said his T4 as

well was from Stellar Point.
604. Q. Ail right. And you've told us that

you were working for Banners Broker international,
correct?

A, I was initially yes...
605. Q. Yes.

A. ...employed by...
606. Q. Okay,

A. ...that and then it went to another
umbrella.

607. Q. And did you get any other T4s apart
from the one that's referred to...

A. I was only there for half the year,
608. Q. That's right.

A. That was the last absolute thin9
probably had to do with them was pay my taxes and
that was it.

609. Q. And~ou gave that statement to the

T. Josun -101
1 organizing that.
2 A. M'hmm.
3 615. Q. Were you like solely responsible for
4 organizing that or...
5 A. With instruction...
6 616. Q. Right.
7 A. ...obviously, It's not like I had
8 full on free range...
9 617, Q. Sure.

10 A. ...to plan an entire party and
1 1 whatever. I obviously was given instruction. I was
12 given this and given that but I was responsible
13 to...
14 618. Q. And who instructed you in relation
15 to that?
16 A. Raj.
17 619. Q. Raj Dixit?
18 A. M'hmm.
19 620. Q. And did you work with anyone in
20 organizing that?
21 A. So I did have like assistants,
22 guess you'd say. It was Kyra, Kyra Gray, G-R-A-Y
23 and Stephanie.
24 621. Q. Stephanie Schlacht?
25 A. M'hmm. Oh, I still can't...ever
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time you say her name, that's what I think.

622. Q. All right. And...
A. They were the ones that helped me

set the chairs up, helped...
623. Q. Right.

A. ...me put tables in the foyer for a
receiving line, like...

624. Q. Yes.
A. ...the tickets, the decorating part

of it and they were the ones that.,.we handed out
quizzes in the middle of the seminar and they would
answer and they were the ones like in the back
rushing to mark them and everything and the winner
got like a prize...

625. Q. Okay.
A. ...and ail that...

626. Q. Okay,
A. ...kind of stuff.

627. Q. But in terms of the actual set up of
the conference in terms of locating the hotel,
paying the deposit, arranging.,.

A. Payments was not me at all. I had
no access to any credit cards. I had no access to
money, period. That was not me...

628. Q. So who...
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1 Banners Broker may have dealt with while you were
2 working with them, we talked about the payment
3 processors a little bit earlier.
4 A, Yes. So the only ones again that
5 knew of were...so when these payment companies were
6 introduced, this is where I was not myself working
7 behind a computer. I was just strictly hovering and
8 looking over and watching. So I didn't even really
9 know how those payments were working in the sense

10 that where the affiliate provides the payment and
1 1 then it goes through. I didn't deal with that...
12 635. Q. M'hmm,
13 A. ...kind of stuff. But it was the
14 SolidTrust Pay and the Payza. The Payza came before
15 the Mastercard and from what I can remember, the
16 Payza didn't really last that long.
17 636. Q. Okay. Do you know why?
18 A. A ain, I'm told what I'm told. I'm9
19 an employee. Do you tell your employees how you run
20 your com any? Do ou tell them like what...p y
21 637. Q, And you didn't ask, right, because
22 you had the script was it that...
23 A. Yes. I had my answers right there
24 in front of me and if I ever had any questions I had
25 the qua who created the program a phone call away.
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A, ...but...

629. Q. Sorry.
A, ...being in touch with the hotel

manager, the person that...
630. Q. Right.

A. ...conducts their events and stuff
like that, event coordinator, Iwas e-mailing back
and forth and back and forth and if he had any
questions I couldn't answer they were...

631. Q. Okay. But did you find...
A, ,..sent to RaJ~.

632. Q. ...the hotel and book the rooms and
let them know how many people were coming and...

A, I let them know how many employees
of ours were going and it was like how many people
from Banners Broker com an was comin . Ra' and
Chris told me what roomsphey wanted. I made sureY
that there were those rooms available.

633. Q. For instance, who decided that it
was going to be in Portugal and who found the hotel?

A. I don't know why they picked
Portugal. To be honest I couldn't tell you. For
the hotel, I don't know. I can't remember if I was
like on Google. I can't remember.

634. Q. Just in terms of third parties that

Parry l (15
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1 638. Q. When you were at Banners did you
2 ever deal with any law firms at all?
3 A, Did I deal with any law firms?
4 639. Q. Yes. Or did you meet any lawyers
5 that were involved in Banners Broker?
6 A, I went to one meeting at a law firm
7 strictly just to be there and take notes but...
8 640. Q. Okay. And tell me about that
9 meeting, what you recall about it.

10 A. It was a law firm downtown Toronto.
1 1 I can't remember exactly what it was for. I think
12 it was they were trying to get licences in Canada
13 and they wanted to know how they could go about
14 doing that to open their business in provinces.
15 641. Q. Oka .
16 A. I can't y Like there were two u s
17 we met with, It was a bi law firm, I don't even9
18 remember the names. I don't,,,
19 642. Q. Was it Harry Fogul?

~ 20 A, I can't confirm, Like I...
'21 643. Q. Or..,
22 A. I cannot confirm that.
23 644. Q. Or Don Johnston? Does that sound
24 familiar? Okay.
25 A. And again this would probably be

105
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then obviously before the Portugal convention so now
you're looking at almost two years ago. Like
can't...

645. Q. Okay, So apart from that time when
you visited the law firm downtown you didn't have
any dealings with lawyers at all directly...

A, Me.,.
646. Q. ...or indirectly?

A, ...personally? No. I just went
along just to.,.

647. Q. Right.
A. ...take notes.

648. Q. What about accountants or
bookkeepers external to Banners Broker? Did you
ever hear of or deal with any of those or attend any
meetings?

A. Sorry. I'm just trying to...
649. Q. Yes. Take a minute and think,

A. Could you just ask that again?
650. Q. Yes. There was a time when you went

over and you visited a law firm. Right?
A. M'hmm.

651. Q. You told us about that. Similarly,
was there any times when you might have visited a
tax service or an accountin firm?
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A. Like attended a meeting with them.,.

652. Q. Attended or...

653. Q. Attended a meeting, or had a phone
call, or anything to do with this?

A. Na.
654. Q. No? Now one of the things that the

Receiver is interested in learning about is Banners
Broker's operations outside of Canada. Okay? And
you've told us about some of the trips that you took
with your father.

A. Yes.
655. Q. Okay. Do you know anything or have

you ever heard of an entity called, Banners Broker
International Limited Isle of Man?

A. No.
656. Q. Okay. Have you heard of the isle of

Man?
A. Have I heard of the Isle of Man?

657. Q. Do you know where that is or?
A. I have no idea where it is.

658. Q. Okay. Did you know that there was a
Banners Broker company in the Isle of Man?

A. No idea.
659. Q. Okay. Or what about a Banners
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1 Broker related company in Belize?
2 A. In Belize? No. Not that I had
3 anything like to do with that or anything. I had no
4 knowledge.
5 660. Q. Okay. And you didn't hear anyone
6 talking about operations in Belize or Isle of Man...
7 A. No.
8 661. Q. ...at any time?
9 A. No.

10 662. Q. Have you ever of Parrot Marketing?
1 1 A. No idea who that is.
12 663. Q. Have you ever heard of G Cube Media?
13 A. Yes. That's what Peter was working
14 on or with. I've heard of it but I don't know what
15 it is or what it does,
16 664. Q. Okay. And you heard of it, just to
17 be clear, when you were working at Banners between
18 February and July of 2012?
19 A. Correct. That would be my like last
20 week or so when Peter was introduced when he was
21 brought in.
22 665. Q. Sure.
23 A. I just remember hearing from walking
24 in and out.
25 666. Q. So 'ust tell me about that meetin

pa~P ~n~
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1 with Peter Williams,
2 A. I've never had a meeting...
3 667. Q. No.
4 A. ...with him.
5 668. Q. Or the introduction.
6 A. Oh, I didn't find out that he was
7 actually related to Chris until later on but
8 initially he wasn't introduced as his cousin.
9 669. Q. Okay.

10 A. He was just introduced as Peter and
1 1 he's going to helping us out with United States and
12 that was it.
13 670. Q. And that was it. What about a
14 company called, World eWallet? Does that sound
15 familiar?
16 A. The eWailet does sound familiar but
17 again I couldn't tell you how it worked or
18 how.,,like just...
19 671. Q. Right.

~ 20 A. ...memory.
21 672. Q. And you didn't have any dealings
22 with World eWallet, did you?
23 A. Me directly with them?
24 673. Q. Or indirectly.
25 A. If I could remember what it was then
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could be able to answer that better but...

674. Q. What about Michael Kraemer, is that
name familiar to you?

A. Off the top of my head, no. That
doesn't sound familiar.

675. Q. Now in terms of affiliates that you
met when you were traveling around the world or when
you were working in Canada...

A. M'hmm,
676. Q. ...were there some affiliates that

were more important and bigger investors in Banners
than others?

A. So I was only part of the large
group seminars. Like other than that I wouldn't be
able to pin point. "Oh, yes...

677. Q. Right.
A. ...that's the guy who pays us this

much."
678. Q. Are there any that you remember?

Are there an names of affiliates from around thev
world that...

A. The main people I remember would...
679. Q. The main people.

A. ...be the ones that were the hosts.
The ones that actualiv reached out and said. "We
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have a huge following here. Like they really want
to meet you." That's the reason why we...

680. Q. Sure.
A, ...started to do the traveling was

because there was that calling for it. There were
so many people out there that had so many questions
and really wanted to get to know everything. So
those people were the ones that reached out.

681. Q. Who were those people?
A. Do you want me to name drop?

682. Q. Yes, please. Let's just make a list
if you can remember their first or their last name.

A. Okay. So for sure the one, Claudia
Santos. I believe that was her last name. There
was..,

683. Q. And what country was Claudia?
A. Sorry. She's Portugal.

684. Q. Right.
A. There was Paul from Ireland and

want to say his last name was McCarthy or something
to that...

685. Q. Okay. Take that, Ireland, Yes.
A. Yes. He was Ireland. And then

there was Ian. I cannot remember his last name.
686. Q. What countr ?

Aanc 117
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1 A. He was UK.
2 687. Q. Driscoll? Ian Driscoll could it
3 have been?
4 A. That sounds familiar but again i
5 wouldn't be able to confirm 100 percent but it was
6 Ian.
7 688. Q. Okay. And so Claudia, Paul, Ian.
8 Who were some of the other people you met when you
9 had your two Europe trips?

10 A. Okay, So we went to Belgium and
1 1 there was Gino. Again, I can't confirm his last
12 name.
13 689. Q. Right.
14 A. And then we went to Cypress and our
15 host there who was an affiliate was,..can't remember
16 his first name but I know his last name.
17 690. Q. Okay,
18 A. Douther, D-O-U-T-H-E-R, i want to
19 say his first name is Frank but I can't confirm
20 that...
21 691. Q. Right.
22 A. ...100 percent.
23 692. Q. Okay. What other countries or names
24 can you think of?
25 A. Those were the main...

pa~o ~ ,~
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1 693. Q. Right.
2 A. ...that are coming to me that we've
3 discussed already.
4 694. Q. Okay,
5 A. Those were the main people from
6 those trips...
7 695. Q. Oka .
8 A. ...that I can remember.
9 696. Q. And when you go to countries and

10 meet with them, you were with your dad. Right?
1 1 A. M'hmm.
12 697. Q. And were you present at the meetings
13 with these people or was it your dad and not
14 yourself?
15 A. It was not me. So again, like
16 said I was a part of the big group, the seminar...
17 698. Q. Right,
18 A. ...and then I would be sitting at
19 the back of the room and at the end of each seminar
20 he would introduce me. I would stand up and wave
21 and he would say, "If there's any questions that you
22 guys have or anything that you want her to take
23 back, go and speak with her." And I would literally
24 be sitting in the back of the room with my pen,
25 paper, laptop and...
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699. Q. Right.

A. ...typing questions, names, numbers,
this, that. These are the issues, these are the
issues. And then that would be it.

700. Q. Okay. Okay.
A. If he had any personal meetings, I'm

not sure. We had separate rooms. We didn't
obviously share a room or anything like that. I had
my own room, He had his own hotel room.

701. Q. Okay. Okay.
A. So basicall this is how it worked.Y

The hosts essentially were the ones who picked a
place to hold the seminars. You tell me you have so
many hundreds of people that are willing to come
together, get them together. They would pick us up
from the airport, they would drop us off at a hotel.
My dad and I had our own roams. Because the
European flights mostly were overnight so we would
leave Toronto overnight, get there like 7.00, 8;00,
9:00...

702, Q. Sure.
A. ...o'clock in the morning. Go to

the hotel. Wewould eat something. Go to our
rooms, check in. Have that day to kind of relax.
The next day was the seminar.
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Then, the day after that would be
sightseeing if we were lucky...

703. Q. Right.
A. ...and then if there was a huge

response in that country and they had to do a second
seminar, then there would be the second, like the
third day would be the seminar or we would be out of
there. Like three, four days, three, four days,
three, four days at the most.

704. Q. Okay. Now have you ever been to
Switzerland with your dad?

A. No. I've never been to Switzerland.
705. Q. Okay. I'm just going to give you

the names of some companies which we're trying to
determine if the 're associated with Banners BrokerY
and some of them have names that are similar to your
father so you could just let me know if you've ever
heard of these companies. Kulclub?

A. No. I've never heard of that one.
706. Q. Anything to do with Kulclub.

Kulclub UK, Kulclub Portu al? Have ou ever heard9 Y
of...

A. No.
707. Q. No?

A. Again, after this whole Banners

Pant 1 1 ti
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1 Broker thing I don't ask my dad about anything,
2 He's more, I guess you could say like the
3 daydreamer. He's the guy that will never work a
4 9:00 to 5:00 job.
5 708. Q. Righf.
6 A. Ever.
7 709. Q. But what's he doing now?
8 A. You would have to ask him.
9 710. Q. Okay, Real Profit Limited, does

10 that name...
1 1 A. That doesn't...
12 711. Q. Is that familiar? Kulrock
13 Marketing?
14 A. No.
15 712. Q. Kul Branding and Promotions?
16 A. No.
17 713, Q. Digital Achievements?
18 A. No.
19 714. Q. And do you know a gentleman by the
20 name of John Rock?
21 A, I'm 90 percent positive it was Raj

'22 who brought him on.
23 715. Q. Right.
24 A, I don't know again, how they knew
25 each other or an thin like that from revious but

Page 117
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1 he was more or a consultant. t met him when I was
2 working at the Oshawa office.
3 716. Q. Okay. And...
4 A. And he was the one who brought Grant
5 on, the HR guy.
6 717. Q. Okay.
7 A. Sorry.
8 718. Q. Okay. Now you were just working at
9 the Oshawa office for a few months...

10 A. Correct.
1 1 719. Q. ...at the end prior to leaving.
12 Right?
13 A. Correct.
14 720. Q. Okay, I think those are my
15 questions. I'm dust going to take a break and then
16 we'll came back in five minutes and we'll let you
17 know if we're done. Okay?
18
19 --- A BRIEF RECESS
20
21 TARA JOSUN, resumed
22 CONTfNUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD:
23 721. Q, We're almost done. A couple things
24 that I want to do. One is if you'll pass me that
?5 document back, please. I'm going to mark this as
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EXhibitJl on,,.

A. Sorry. I just wanted to make a
clarification on some things.

722. Q. Okay, Yes. By all means. But we
will need to mark that as an Exhibit.

A. Yes, yes. That's fine.
723. Q. Yes. Yes. And so, can you just put

a stamp on it? Yes, just stamp the back of it if
you don't mind.

A. Right here?
724. Q. Yes. And could you just write J1 on

it, as well, forme?
A, Just on the...

725. Q. Sure.
A. Right here?

726. Q. Anywhere that looks fine.
A. Exhibit number?

727, Q. Yes. Thanks. Okay.

--- EXHIBIT N0. J1: Excerpt from an affidavit of Tara
Josun prepared by Toronto Police
following an interview with the
Competition Bureau.

BY MR. WARD:
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728. Q. Couple names I'm going to put you

and 'ust tell me if ou've ever heard of a entieman1 Y 9
by the name of Dr. Levin?

A, Dr. Levin?
729. Q. Yes. Or a Levin?

A, I remember a doctor. It was like a
foreign name.

730. Q. Right.
A, It was a little bit longer I think

than that. Dr. Levin. There was a doctor. Can't
confirm. Honestly, I can't confirm the name but
there was. Not that I had anything,..

731. Q. M'hmm.
A. .,,like directly but just from

overhearing and stuff like that. The Oshawa office
was very small.

732. Q. Right,
A. The walls were pretty thin so...

733. Q. What did ou overhear? Like just
tell me everythin about Dr. Levin.

A. Agai g I don't know if that's the
same person we're talking about. What's the
purpose?

734. Q. Which doctor are you talking about?
A. Again, I can't tell you the name.

Pang l~n
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1 can't confirm it. I believe he was from Ireland...
2 735. Q. Okay.
3 A. ...I believe. And I know that John
4 Rock and Rajiv were the ones dealing with a lot of
5 the issues with him in the sense like he was just
6 like threats. That's all I really got from it was
7 that he was threatening them.
8 736. Q. Did your father Kul Josun, did he
9 have a friend by the name of Dr. Levin or Mr. Levin,

10 somethin similar to that?9
1 1 A. So again, I can't confirm that for
12 you. Out of that Oshawa office, Kul was hardly ever
13 there. He would come once in a blue moon but it was
14 just I remember Raj and John being on the phone with
15 like a doctor..,
16 737, Q. Right.
17 A. ...but other than that like...
18 738. Q. When you traveled around Europe with
19 your dad did you ever meet someone who went by the
20 name of Dr. Levin or Mr. Levin?
21 A, No. I never met him,
22 739. Q. Okay. And Switzerland, you've never

'23 been to Switzerland you've told us. To your
24 knowledge has your father ever been to Switzerland?
25 A. I can't confirm that. Like I have

P arro ~ 7l
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1 no idea.
2 740. Q. One way or the other? You don't
3 know at all whether...
4 A, No. I don't know.
5 741. Q. Okay. And I'm interested in
6 specifically the Cypress part of your trip when you
7 were in Europe.
8 A. Okay. I believe that was my last
9 trip I took actually and that's when I decided

1 Q didn't want to travel anymore and then that's when
1 1 started working in Oshawa.
12 742, Q. And why did you go to Cypress and
13 what exactly did you do in Cypress?
14 A, What did I do?
15 743. Q. Yes. Or what did you see in
16 relation to Banners?
17 A, Okay. So again, Cypress was just
18 another bi followin , Mr. Douther had reached out9 g

'19 to us and said, "We have a huge following here. Can
20 you guys come out and do a seminar?" "Okay. No
21 roblem," Me and Kul went over and a ain there was
22 a resentation and I can onl remembegfor sure the
23 one. I think there was onl the one resentation.
24 And then I had one da off where I was ~ust..,it was
25 like a hotel with balcony, tanning, all that kind of
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stuff, All I can remember for sure is the one
seminar. It was just like any other trip.

744. Q. Do you remember meeting anyone other
than Douther, the gentleman that you mentioned?

A. Other than Douther, I met his wife,
met his daughter. He had a friend there, as well.

It was Mr. Douther and another gentleman who picked
us up from the airport. I can't remember his name
at all,

745. Q. Okay.
A. So, Cypress is basically, and again

I'm not sure if I'm getting the directions right,
but I think the south side is the Greek and the
north side is more Turkish, so I guess there were a
lot of Turkish people that had come to the seminar,
but like I mean I can't tell you exact name and this
and that but so we had basically two hosts i guess
you could say.

746. Q. Right.
A. It was Mr. Douther and the other

gentleman.
747. Q. Okay. And just to be clear, I think

you mentioned your step-father at one point earlier
this afternoon and so Kuldip Josun, I presume that
he's vour real father?

P er na l ~"~
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1 755. Q. Yes. Okay. And then last question,
2 f think it's the last question, I want to go back to
3 the very beginning when you first started working at
4 Banners Brokers International Limited...
5 A. M'hmm.
6 756. Q. ...on February the 7th, 2012.
7 A. Okay.
8 757. Q. How was it that you came to move
9 from the Tim Hortons to Banners? Like how was it

10 that you even came to apply there?
1 1 A. So I finished my placement with CDI
12 at the end of January. The month of February was
13 just whatever, I had handed in my hours. I had
14 finished. I had completed by curriculum...
15 758. Q. M'hmm.
16 A. ...so everything like that was done.
17 So with the CDI, it was Everest, I guess had bought
18 them out and then CDI was able to buy back their
19 rights, so the private college was in a mish mash of

'20 whatever...
21 759. Q. M'hmm,
22 A. ...so I finished my program and
23 everything like that but our career services lady
24 had left and a new irl came in and she didn't
25 reall hel us out that much because we were soY p
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A. He's my biological father. Yes.
748. Q. Biological father. Okay.

A. M'hmm,
749. Q. And so your parents were divorced at

some point and...
A. M arents divorced when I was 12.y p

Twelve, thirteen years now?
750. Q. Okay. Okay.

A, They don't even like speak a word.
At my wedding they were separate sides of the room.

751. Q. Wow.
A. Oh, yes. They do not say a word to

each other.
752. Q. Okay. So...

A. The feeling's very mutual between
the two of them. They didn't care. She's like, "He
doesn't have to say hi to me." My dad's like, "She
doesn't have to say hi to me." So didn't take
pictures together, didn't anything.

753. Q. Okay. Okay.
A. No speeches were at my wedding. It

was very neutral as much as possible.
754. Q. And you still see Kul from

time-to-time though you've told us. Right?
A. The odd time. Yes.

T. Josun -125
1 close to finishing she couldn't help the majority of
2 us find a placement. A lot of us got lost. A lot
3 of us just didn't finish it. They had to go back.
4 I got lucky because my professor remembered an old
5 student who just worked downtown across from Old
6 City Hali.,.
7 760. Q. M'hmm.
8 A. ...and Highway Traffic, and traffic
9 tickets and stuff like that. So anyway, I completed

10 my placement with him but it was just himself. He
1 1 wasn't able to hire on full time with pay or
12 anything like that, so obviously I was looking for
13 work. My dad was aware t was looking for work and
14 did not want to go back to Tim Hortons. I was there
15 for five years. I was there, I think, Grade 11 and
16 then through a majority of my college, university
17 years.
18 761, Q. M'hmm,
19 A. And so he had mentioned to Raj and
20 Raj was the one who called me. We set up a lunch
21 meeting, I had just finished my placement here. It
22 was my last day. And we met at Joey's restaurant
23 and we had lunch together.
24 762. Q. The Eaton's Centre one?
25 A. Yes.
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763. Q. Right,

A. I did not know her at that time but
we just had lunch and I showed him my resume. I was
the manager at Tim Hortons, I was the Manager for
four years. I was running two locations for them.
was young.

764. Q, M'hmm.
A. I guess my resume at that time was

really appealing to what he was looking for.
765. Q. Okay. Okay,

A. Like I don't know...
766. Q. Okay, So the introduction came

through Kul, right, to Banners?
A. Yes.

767. Q. Yes, okay. Fair enough.
A. I was lookin for work, it was,9

What do you think?" So I guess you could say
professional in a sense where it wasn't, you know,
I'm dadd 's irl and dadd 'ust ave me a 'ob. ItY 9 YJ 9 1
was...

768. Q. You had the interview.
A. Exactly.

769. Q. Okay.
A. I had a formal interview with an

unbiased party.
Pang 1 77
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1 THE DEPONENT: I was just not aware.
2 776. MR. WARD: You..
3 THE DEPONENT: I knew what I was told to
4 know. I knew what I was given, I was a
5 trainer. I had training materials from the
6 company and then that was basically it.
7 777. MR. WARD: So at the time ou had noY
8 idea who had paid for the car?
9 THE DEPONENT: No. All I knew was I was

10 at the office and Raj came and handed me a
1 1 signed money order and he's like, "On your
12 way home, drop it off and then they'll call
13 you when you can pick up your car.
14 778. MR. WARD. Oka .Good. Thank ou forY Y
15 that.
16 THE DEPONENT: I just...
17 779. MR. WARD: I appreciate that.
18 THE DEPONENT: I had no involvement with
19 any money or anything like that. I was an
20 employee.

1 21 780. MR. WARD: Okay, Great. I think we're
22 done for today. Thanks very much, Ms.
23 Josun.
24 THE DEPONENT: Thank you.
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770. Q. Okay. Good. Gillian, any other

questions?
MS. GOLDBLATT: No.

771, MR. WARD. Mr. Ellis?
MR. ELLIS: No.

772. MR. WARD. Ms. Craddock?
MS. CRADDOCK: No.
THE DEPONENT: Can I actually clarify
something?

773. MR. WARD. Yes.
THE DEPONENT: So with my Audi, with my
car...

774. MR. WARD. Right.
THE DEPONENT: ...you had asked about my
SUU and all that kind of stuff. I just
want to make it very clear. I had no idea
that the assumption that you told me is
that Banners Broker was using the
affiliate's money. I was not aware of that
at that time. That car was put under my
name. It was paid by the company, Banners
Broker. So I was not aware of an thin ofY 9
that sort or anything like that.

775. MR. WARD. I mean, in fairness, you just
weren't aware. Ri ht?

P a r-r P l '~ ~,
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1 INDEX OF EXHIBITS
2
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9 of Tara Josun prepared by
10 Toronto Police following an interview
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29th day of April, 2015.
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1 STEPHANIE ROSE SCHLACHT, affirmed
2 EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD;
3 1. Q. Good morning Mrs. Dixit.
4 A, I still have my formal last name.
5 2. Q. Could you state your full name
6 please for the record.
7 A. Yes. Stephanie Rose Schlacht.
8 3. Q. Okay. And, could you spell your
9 last name for the reporter please?

10 A. S-C-H-L-A-C-H-T.
1 1 4. Q. Okay. And is Rose...and Rose I take
12 it is your,..
13 A. It's my middle name.
14 5. Q. Okay. And are you still living at
15 1036 Coyston Coup, Oshawa?
16 A. That's correct.
~ 7 6. Q. And I understand that you have a
18 degree from Trinity Western University, from 2009?
19 A. That's correct.
20 7. Q. And that's a Bachelor of Education?
21 A. Thaf is, yes.
22 8. Q. Now, prior to your involvement with
23 Banners Broker, can you tell me...what was the
24 nature of your work experience, if any, prior to
25 Banners Broker?

Pann S
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1 A. Prior to Banners Broker, I worked at
2 Cactus Club, which is a restaurant in Vancouver,
3 B.C.
4 9. Q. Okay.
5 A. And I had a few other employments,
6 but nothing significant.
7 10. Q. Oka .Y
8 A. And volunteered with teaching.
9 11. Q, Okay, And did you work at Joey's in

10 the Eaton Centre, as well?
1 1 A. Oh yes I did. Briefly.
12 12. Q. Any other employment, apart from...
13 A. I worked briefly at Brant House.
14 13. Q. Brant House?
15 A. That's correct.
16 14. Q. Okay. And what is that?
17 A. It's a bar, just on King Street.
18 15, Q, All right, And, apart from your
19 degree at Trinity Western University, did you...do
20 you have any other college degrees, diplomas, or
21 academic qualifications?
22 A. No.
23 16. Q. So, in terms of Banners Broker, what
24 was your...maybe you can start by just describing
25 for me how you came to know Banners Broker. What
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was your introduction to the business?

A. Introduction to Banners Broker
International? Limited? Can you be more specific?
Sorry,

17. Q. Weli, I was...i can be more specific
if it helps, but I was just speaking generally.
When was,..how and when did you first come in to
contact with Banners Broker? Any kind of Banners
Broker?

A, i came into contact when I was
working at Joey's. I had a girlfriend that I worked
with that..,one of her regulars was Kuldip.

18. Q. Okay. Kuldip Josun?
A. That's correct. And he was looking

for an assistant, and it was actually that person
that brought that to my attention.

19. Q. All right.
A. And I was looking for employment

other than in the restaurant industry.
20. Q. Okay. And, so what happened next in

terms of Banners Broker?
A, In terms of my employment working as

Kuldip's assistant?
21, Q, Yes...did...that's chequestion.

A. Yes. Sorry, i just have to think.
pane ~
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S. R. Schlacht - 7
This was two years ago.

22. Q. Sure.
A. So, it's kind of.,,we met briefly

just for coffee, because I know he was looking for
someone and he asked me to bring my resume. We wE
over my resume and that was it.

23. Q. Okay. So, you were hired?
A. I was hired.

24. Q. Okay, and when...in terms of timing,
when...do you recall when, approximately this was?
I'm not going to put you to a date. but a month
perhaps?

A. I think we met in...it was either
March or April 2012, That's when we met for coffee.
But I couldn't be...it could be.

25. Q. Okay, and did you,..prior to that,
did you know,..had you ever met Kuldip Josun?

A. He had come into the restaurant, but
was not formally introduced to him, no.

26. Q. Okay. And...so; you believe you
started working at.,.working for Kuldip Josun at
what com an ?Who was our em to er when he hiredp Y Y pY
you?

A. My employer at that time would have
been Banners...like my paycheck was made from

Farm ft
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1 Banners Broker Limited.
2 27. Q. Banners Broker Limited. Okay, and
3 you were hired to be a personal...was there a title
4 that went with it, or..,?
5 A. Um....
6 28. Q. Executive assistant? Personal
7 assistant? What was your...
8 A. I'm not sure of the exact title, to
9 be honest.

10 29. Q. Okay.
1 1 A. I would have to look in...
12 30. Q. But you were working for Kuldip
13 Josun?
14 A. Yes.
15 31. Q. Okay, beginning in?
16 A. My start date was sometime in May.
17 32. Q. in 2012?
18 A. In 2012, yes.
19 33. Q. Okay. And...now I understand that
20 your employment changed throughout the course of...
21 A. It did.
22 34, Q. ...the history at Banners Broker.
23 So, what was the first change?
24 A. The first change when Kul was no
25 longer...) don't know his employment, but I was no

Pano 9
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1 longer his assistant. I then went out Oshawa and
2 worked directly Rajiv Dixit.
3 35. Q. Okay.
4 MS. DOSANJH: I think you might want to
5 just put on the record that Kul is referred
6 to as Kuldip.
7 THE DEPONENT; Or Kui.
8 36. MR. WARD. Okay.
9 MS. DOSANJH: Kuldip, just a different

10 name.
1 1 37. MR. WARD. I got it, yes.
12 THE DEPONENT: Yes.
13 38. MR. WARD. Understood.
14
15 BY MR. WARD.
16 39. Q. So, you moved to Oshawa...now
17 believe that Josun left Banners Broker in around
18 July 2012?
19 A. I couldn't be certain, but that's
20 what my knowledge is.
21 40. Q, Okay, and it was a falling out that
22 ha ened at a conference in Por~u al?

pp23 A. That's...) don't' know the details
24 but...
25 41. Q. Okay.
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A. yes.
Q. And so is it fair to sa that after

Kuldi left, ou become Ra~iv Dixit s assistant?p Y J
A. Yes.
Q. And what type of work did you for

Rajiv? Like...
A. I was his executive assistant, so

that could be anything, from getting meetings ready,
taking notes, picking up dry cleaning,

Q, Oka , so I'm oin to come back to
what ours ecific res ans bilit es...Y p p

A. Okay, sure,
Q. ...were. I just want to get the

time period straight.
A. Yes.
Q. So, July 2012, which is when the

Portugal...
A. Yes.
Q. ...convention occurred. And that's

when Mr. Josun left Banners Broker?
A, M'hmm.
Q. You're working for Dixit, Mr. Dixit?
A. M'hmm.
Q. And how long did you continue

workina for Mr. Dixit?

4b?
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1 A. Well, Raj was no Ionger,.,Banners
2 Broker International was no longer a client of
3 Raj's.
4 57, Q. Okay.
5 A. And, so a lat of the business...you
6 know my job...my main focus when I was his
7 assistant, was assisting duties, as well the client
8 Banners Broker International. I did a lot with
9 that. So, I was no longer needed. The company

10 downsized so much that there wasn't anything forme
1 1 to do really.
12 58, Q. Okay. Now throughout the time
13 period, from the time that you were hired as Kuldip
14 Josun's assistant in May of 2012...
15 A. M'hmm,
16 59. Q. ...up until August of 2013...
17 A, M'hmm.
18 60. Q. ...who was? our employer? Was it
19 Banners Broker Limited.
20 A. It's only ever been Banners Broker
21 Limited.
22 61. Q. It's only ever been Banners Broker
23 Limited, okay. And did you have a written
24 employment contract?
25 A. I did.
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A. I worked for Mr. Dixit from,..sorry

it's just hard to refer to my husband as Mr. Dixit,
Q. Okay.
A. From August, it would have been

sometime in August, and I was laid off in the
following year in August or beginning of September.
i couldn't be certain of the exact date.

Q. Okay, now you mentioned this...Rajiv
Dixit is your husband?

A. Yes.
Q. Can you tell me when you were

married?
A. We were married June 1st.
Q. Of 2013?
A. Of 2014.
Q. Okay. So, were you working for

Rajiv right up until the time that you were let go?
A. Yes. I was always..,my job was his

assistant from August until i was let go.
Q, From approximately Jul~,..from

August of 2012 until you were let go in,..
A. In 2013, August...end of August,

September,
Q. August 2013. Okay, and why was it

that you were let go in August of 2013?

P ~, rr P i "~
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1 62. Q. At any point.
2 A. I did.
3 63. Q. And tell me about that?
4 A, Tell you about...
5 64. Q. The written employment.
6 A. ...the contract?
7 65. Q, Yes, contract.
8 A. It was...
9 66. Q. i mean first of all, I suppose

10 should you ask, do you have a copy of it available
1 1 that we could see?
12 A. No, I don't. That would have...no.
13 Personally I don't.
14 67. Q. All right. And where might the
15 Receiver find that if we want? Do you have any idea
16 as to where it would be?
17 A. I have no idea.
18 68. Q. Okay.
19 A. Yes.
20 69. Q. And when did you enter into the
21 employment contract?
22 A. I signed the agreement when I was
23 hired in May.
24 70. Q. You were hired in by Josun in May of
25 2012?
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A. V11hen I was hired by Banners Broker

Limited.
11, Q. By Banners Broker Limited, okay.

And do you recall your salary at the time when you
were first hired?

A. I couldn't be certain. It was
around like 40,000. Maybe a little bit lower.

72. Q. A year?
A. Maybe a little bit higher, A year,

yes.
73. Q. Okay. And..so, apart from that

employment agreement that you made when you were
first hired by Banners Broker Limited, were there
any other employment agreements that you had at any
time?

A. Not to my knowledge.
74. Q. Okay. And was that original or

initial employment, was it ever amended or changed
in any way?

A. I can't be.,.l'm not sure. I can't
remember,

75. Q. Okay. So, you don't
remember..,sittinghere today you don't remember
signing any..,

A. I don't remember signing that.
P~nP 1 ~
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76. Q. ...any employment contracts other

than that very first one...
A. Other than the first one, yes.

77. Q. ...with Banners Broker Limited.
Okay.

A. I know when I became Raj's
assistant, there was same...l didn't sign anything
though. We just went aver what the duty changes but
nothing was signed.

78. Q. Okay. Okay,
A. Or not to my knowledge. I can't be

certain,
79. Q. All right. So, I think what I would

like to cover now is just what your responsibilities
were throughout...

A. Sure.
80. Q. ...the period that you worked at

Banners. And, so let's deal with...we'il staff at
the beginning. May, 2012,

A. M`hmm.
81, Q. You were at Joey's and Kuldip Josun

hires you to be his personal assistant?
A, M'hmm.

82. Q. And you were with him, sounds like,
up until about July of 2012?

A~r.o 1 F
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1 A, Yes.
2 83, Q. Okay, so, it's
3 May.,.threelfour-month period?
4 A, M'hmm.
5 84. Q. You need to say yes or no, for...
6 A. Sorry, what was the question.
7 didn't get very much sleep. Can you repeat that,
8 sorry?
9 85. Q. Okay. So...can you describe forme,

10 please, what your duties were at Banners Broker
1 1 Limited Burin the initial three orfour-month

you12 eriod when were working with Mr. Josun?p v
13
14 86.

A. Um...
Q. And I want...and just before you

15 answer, I want to understand everything,..
16 A. Okay.
17 87. Q. ...that you were responsible for,
18 like within the Banners Broker organization.
19 A. Mainly, I was being trained by the
20 client on the Banners Broker program to understand
21 how the program worked. And the convention was
22 being planned, so I had responsibilities with that.
23 And that was mainly all that I did up until i moved,
24 or sorry, up until Kuldip was no longer in the
25 picture.

Pr,rro 1 7
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1 88. Q, Okay. And you say planning the
2 convention. That was the Portugal...
3 A. That was the Portugal,
4 89. Q. ...convention in July of 2012?
5 A. Yes, that's correct.
6 90~ Q. Okay. And the first point though
7 you mentioned that you were trained by the client to
8 understand how the program worked. Can you just
9 describe in a little more detail? First of all, who

10 was the client that you're referring to?
1 1 A. Banners...it would have been Banners
12 Broker International.
13 91. Q. So, is there a distinction in your
14 mind then between Banners Broker Limited, who was
15 your employer, and Banners Broker International, who
16 was the client?
17 A. Yes.
18 92. Q. And what is that.,.why do you
19 believe that one was your employer and the other was
20 the client?
21 A. Because I worked for Rajiv Dixit and
22 Chris Smith was the sole owner of Banners Broker
23 International.
24 93. Q. Okay. Did you have an understanding
25 as to whether Banners Broker International Limited
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S. R. Schlacht -18
was a Canadian company or a foreign compan~r?

A. Can you repeat the question, sorry .
94. Q. Did you...when you speak of Mr.

Smith's company, Banners Broker International
Limited. did you have an understanding as to
where...

A. No.
95. Q. ...that company was situated?

A. I wasn't privy to that information.
96. Q. Okay. Banners Broker Limited, whose

company did you understand that to be?
A, Banners Broker Limited was Rajiv

Dixit.
97. Q. Okay. Rajiv Dixit as owner?

A. I'm not sure at that time.
98. Q. Okay.

A. I didn't see any corporate
documents.

99. Q. But did you understand him to be an
owner?

A, I understood him to be my boss.
100. Q. Okay, But as...in terms of

the...this was a period of time that you were
working with Josun?

A. Yes.
P are 1 9
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101. Q, Presumably, at Banners Broker

Limited. So, in terms of the reporting structure,
was it...

A. I only reported to Kul.
102. Q. To Kul?

A. Yes.
103. Q. To Josun, and then...would Mr. Josun

repot to Mr. Dixit?
A. I..,I don't know,

104. Q. Okay. Did you believe Mr. Josun to
be an owner of Banners Broker Limited?

A, I...let me think back. I wasn`t
sure. I know he worked closely, but in Portugal, ar
just before Portugal, Chris Smith directly told me
he was the sole owner, because I asked him.

105. Q. He being Chris Smith?
A. Chris Smith, the sole owner of

Banners Broker International.
106. Q. Okay. But I'm talking about Banners

Broker Limited. Did ou believe Mr. Josun to be...v
A. Oh, sorry...

107. Q. ...an owner?
A. ...I was confused,

108. Q. Sorry.
A. No. - -

pane ~n
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1 109. Q. So you believe that Rajiv Dixit was
2 the sole owner of Banners Broker Limited?
3 A, l didn't know who the sole owner
4 was. All t'm saying is that I know that where my
5 paycheck came from and who I reported to.
6 110. Q. Okay.
7 A. So, at that time I was new to the
8 company. I didn't know.
9 111. Q. Okay. So, a ain, we're still

10 talkin about the Josun egiod..,9 p
11 A. Yes.
12 112. Q. ...at Banners Broker Limited.
13 A. Sure.
14 113. Q. And in terms of your duties, your
15 responsibilities.
16 A. M'hmm.
17 114. Q. You've mentioned ghat you were,
18 first of all involved in being trained by the client
19 to undertake...to understand how the program worked?
20 A. M'hmm,
21 115. Q. Okay. So, we've established...)
22 think the client was Banners Broker International
23 Limited?
24 A, M'hmm.
25 116. Q. And what was the nature of the

D a r~r o '~ 1
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1 training that you received in respect of the
2 program, and what...) guess I should say, first of
3 all, what was the program that you're referring to?
4 A. I'm referring to Banners Broker
5 International. Sa, how the company...how Banners
6 Broker works. So, I got trained on the back office,
7 the different terminologies.
8 117. Q. Okay.
9 A. How that affiliate program worked.

10 118. Q. What about the...and who provided
1 1 this training?
12 A. Tara Josun, She was Kuldip's
13 daughter, and she's the one that trained me.
14 119. Q. Okay.
15 A. She was pursing other...going back
16 to school, so I was taking her place.
17 120. Q. Okay. And so, back office, Banners
18 Broker terminology, the affiliate program. Customer
19 service, was that something you were trained in as
20 well?
21 A. I was briefly trained on it, but
22 didn't do customer service.
23 121. Q. Okay. And when...when you and I use
24 the term "customer service," or maybe I'll approach
25 it this way. When you use the term "customer
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service," what aspect of the business are you
referring to? By that I mean, are you dealing with
affiliates, dealing with independent contractors?

A. Are you asking about customer
sen~ice in general?

122. Q. Yes, what did customer service mean
to you at the time?

A. Customer service meant dealing with
affiliates,

123. Q. With affiliates, okay. And you were
trained in how the business model worked? The
Banners Broker business model?

A. Can you refer to what you mean by
"business model"?

124. Q. Did you know what was being sold?
Did Tara Josun, or somebody else, explain the...

A. The product, yes.
125. Q. ,..product. Okay.

A. Yes.
126. Q. And what was your understanding at

the time as to the product that was being sold?
A. It was...this was two years ago, so

can't...) haven't been involved in two years.
Banners, and online.

127. Q. Okay, But, like I'm told that there
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was an earning structure involved in their business
model so that affiliates could, through their own
computers, purchase banners and purchase packages
to...

A. Yes.
128, Q, ...generate traffic across...

A. I was trained on that.
129. Q. ...the banners. You were trained in

ali of that?
A. Yes.

130. Q. And did you have an understanding as
to how it worked?

A. Yes.
131. Q. Okay, and can you...and there were

different coloured banners as well?
A. To my knowledge, from two years ago,

yes.
132. Q. Okay, And what else, sitting here

today can you tell me about the business model as
you understand it...when you start, sorry, just let
me finish for the record. When you started working
at Banners Broker?

A. I haven't looked at that information
in two years. I wouldn't feel comfortable giving you
a specific answer without...

ParrP ~4
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1 133. Q. Or even a general answer, I guess,
2 in terms of...like if I wanted to be an affiliate in
3 summer of 2012...1 wanted to become an affiliate,
4 what..,can you describe me for what I would be
5 getting myself into?
6 A. There was different steps that you
7 had to go through, but like I said, I haven't dealt
8 that with that in over two years, so I wouldn't feel
9 comfortable explaining in detail.

10 134, Q. Oka ,Y
1 1 A. Right now.
12 135. Q. And again, I'm not going to hold you
13 to it. But, I would...
14 A. But you know what I mean. Like;
15 it's a complicated procedure. If you were to ask me
16 questions, I could answer them, but I can't.,.)
17 don't feel comfortable ex lainin it, because i...p 9
18 136. Q. Sure, okay, well let me...
19 A. You know what I mean?
20 137. Q. ...well we can approach it this way?
21 Like if I in Jul 2012 am told about Banners Broker
22 and want to join as an affiliate. What would be the
23 first step that I would have to take to become an
24 affiliate?
25 A. I couldn't,..let me think back.

P ~no 7~i
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1 It's an affiliate program, so someone has to refer
2 it to you, and then you have to go through the
3 system of buying a package.
4 138. Q. Okay. And...so, that would be the
5 first step?
6 A, I couldn't be certain in saying
7 that.
8 139. Q. Okay. And how would I purchase a
9 package and what sort of package would I be

10 purchasing?
1 1 A. You would go online to purchase it,
12 and then it would take you step by step. I couldn't
13 be certain in telling you those exact steps. As
14 said, it was a few years ago.
15 140. Q. aka . But, I take it ou knew atY Y
16 the time...
17 A, Oh, at the time...
18 141. Q. ,,.exactly?
19 A. ...yes.
20 142. Q, So, at the time, in July 2012, if
21 had wanted to became an affiliate you would be able
22 to describe...
23 A. Oh, of course.
24 143. Q. ...tome.
25 A. And I had a manual to go through,
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yes.

144. Q. Okay, so you knew.,.is it fair to
say, you knew in detail in July of 2000 and...

A. Oh in July, no. I wasn't trained
yet, sorry

145. Q. Ah,..
A. I had a basic knowledge of how

things worked.
146. Q. Okay.

A. I didn't go...l didn't do a formal
training until August.

147, Q. Okay. Sa, in August once you were
formally trained, is it fair to say that you at that
point would have had a detailed understanding of how
the...

A. A good knowledge.
148. Q. ...Banners program worked?

A, A ood knowled e.
149. Q. Oka . And if I~had an uestionsY Yq

about what was involved in being an affiliate, you
would likely be able to answer those questions for
me?

A. Or had them answered, yes.
150. Q. Was there any other...you mentioned

as well in the list of duties that you were trained
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on the Banners Broker terminology. Is that
terminology just having to do with the affiliate
program, or was there something in addition to that?

A. Just the affiliate program,
151. Q. Okay.

A. So, packages, colours.
152. Q. All right.

A. Product.
153. Q. And then in terms of...anything more

in terms of the training that you received initially
that you can recall forme?

A. No.
154. Q. No, okay. So, then moving on to the

convention planning, Describe for me please, if you
would, what.,.first of al(, what convention was
being planned and why.

A. Sorry, that first...
155. Q. Yes, please go ahead, yes.

A. It was in Portugal, and it was for
Banners Broker International.

156. Q. And Banners Broker International was
your client, right?

A, Yes.
157. Q. And was it...for the affiliates of

Banners Broker international, or...like who was to

Parro 7R
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1 come to the convention?
2 A. Affiliates.
3 158. Q. The affiliates, okay. And, I take
4 it that the convention took place and some
5 affiliates attended?
6 A. M'hmm.
7 159. Q. Do you recall approximately how many
8 were there? Are we talking hundreds, thousands,
9 dozens?

10 A. I couldn't be certain. I would say
1 1 about a thousand, more, or maybe more.
12 160. Q. Okay. And from a planning
13 perspective, how were~rou involved in planning that
14 conference in Portugal ,

~! 15 A. I came in in May, so, a few months
16 before. Tara Josun was leading that and I just did
17 any ground work that she needed. So, the running
18 around...anything.
19 161. Q. So, as between yourself and Tara
20 Josun. Was Tara Josun leading the planning?
21 A. That was my knowledge.
22 162. Q. Okay.
23 A. Yes, that's what...
24 163. Q. And...but you assisted her by doing
25 ground work?

P„rr~ 7 ~
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1 A. Yes.
2 164. Q. And what types of things did you do
3 in terms of convention planning?
4 A. Just double checking with the hotel,
5 making sure the right amount of rooms were done.
6 Going back and forth with the hotel manager. Just
7 the last minute plannings you would do before a
8 large event.
9 165. Q. Okay. In terms of your initial

10 responsibilities during the Kuidip Josun period.
1 1 A. M'hmm,
12 166. Q. Apart from planning far the
13 convention and being trained by the client so that
14 you could understand how the program worked, was
15 there any other duties or responsibilities that you
16 had with Mr. Josun?
17 A. I was hired to..,duties at that
18 time, no.
19 167. Q. Okay. And I use the term "duties,"
20 but just as a practical matter.,.yau know, in
21 practice people do things that may go beyond their
22 duties. Were there functions that you had at
23 Banners Broker Limited in practice that were not
24 part of yourduties? Things that you would do for
25 the business?
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1 A. Other than pick up his dry cleaning,
2 no.

'~~ 3 168. Q. Mr. Josun we're talking about?
4 A. Yes.
5 169. Q. Okay.
6 A. Or run errands for him.
7 170. Q. Okay, so there was some errands that
8 you would run for Mr. Josun, and were they...sounds
9 like the were of a ersonal nature?y p

10 A. They were personal, yes.
1 1 171. Q. Were they business related?
12 A, Dry cleaning? No, personal.
13 172. Q. Okay. So, they were all personal?
14 A. Mostly, yes.
15 173. Q. Were there any that were not
16 personal?
17 A. In regards to?
18 174. Q. Just errands that you would do for
19 Mr. Jasun?
20 A. No.
21 175. Q. Okay. All right, so, I think that
22 takes us to July 2012 when I understand that there
23 was a falling out as between Mr. Josun and the other
24 principals of Banners Broker. Are you aware that he
25 had a falling out at the convention in Portugal?

p a ('/ P ~i I
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1 A, Yes.
2 176. Q. Okay. And just...) appreciate it
3 this takes you back a ways, but can you describe for
4 me what your personal knowledge, if any, in terms of
5 how that falling out occurred? Because again, I'm
6 asking this because it was quite public...
7 A. Yes...
8 171. Q. ...or some aspects of it were?
9 A, He was trying to..,l don't know the

10 details, but he was trying to...l wouldn't be
1 1 certain saying the details, but my understanding was
12 he was trying to take the affiliates, or the
13 independent contractors and pitch them another
14 program.
15 178. Q. Okay.
16 A. That was my understanding of it.
17 179. Q. Did you see him doing that?
18 A, Did I...he did.,.he called a meeting
19 with the independent contractors, just them, himself
20 and then i was there to take notes.
21 180, Q. Okay. And who are the independent
22 contractors, because we haven't spent any time on
23 that term. We've talked about aff~l~ates, but who,
24 or what is an independent contractor in terms of
25 Banners Broker terminology?
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1 A. Independent contractor is someone
2 wha, I guess, would run that specific country. It's
3 different from a reseller. It started off as
4 resellers...
5 181. Q. Right.
6 A. ...and independent contractors when
7 they had their own support..,customer service. And
8 then they made a ce~ain commission off of any sales
9 they brought in from their country.

10 182. Q. Okay. So, when you were trained
1 1 initially, were you trained on the concept of
12 inde endent contractors as well as affiliates?
13 pA. The conce t of it, but
14 wasn't...the first time I met the resellers and
15 independent contractors was in Portugal.
16 183. Q. Okay. And so, you were at the
17 meeting then...you've told me that Kuldip Josun had
18 with the independent contractors. And you took
19 notes. Was he sellin a different roduct from9 p
20 Banners Broker at the meeting?
21 A, I don't know what his purpose was
22 behind that, but it was a different.,.some sort of
23 different program.
24 184. Q. Okay. And do you know what that
25 program was?

PacrP '~"~
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1 A. I wouldn't be able to tell you
2 anything, sorry.
3 185. Q. Okay, Not even the name of it?
4 A. No.
5 186. Q. Okay. And so, what happened next in
6 terms of Mr. Josun's de ar~ure from Banners Brokerp
7 at that time?
8 A. I wasn't in any...all I know is that
9 he was no Ionger involved.

10 187. Q. Oka .And how do ou know that?
1 1 A. Because it was uite public andq
12 everyone...
13 188. Q. What was the public aspect of it?
14 Like was there...
15 A. Just because he was making a big
16 scene about it.
17 189. Q. Okay.
18 A. And making threats.
19 190. Q. "He" being Mr. Jasun?
20 A. Mr, Josun, yes.
21 191. Q. Okay, and what were the...tell me
22 about the threats. Everything you can remember.
23 Like l wasn't there...
24 A. Yes.
25 192. Q. ...I heard there was a scene in the
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lobby and there was security involved.

A. I wasn't...) was busy working.
wasn't there for any of at.

193. Q. So, did you see any of...
A. No.

194. Q. ...did you see a scene in the lobby,
or,.,

A. No.
195. Q. ...high levels of security and

eo le removin Mr, Josun and his famil ?p p g Y
A. No.

196, Q. Okay, I take it you heard about
that after?

A. M'hmm.
197. Q. You need to say yes or no.

A. Oh, sorry, yes I did.
198. Q. Okay. And then, who within the

Banners Broker group told you that Mr. Josun was no
longer with the company?

A. That...what do you mean by the
"Banners Broker group"?

199. Q. Well...) mean...) suppose after Mr.
Josun left did somebody tell you that your boss has
been fired?

A. Colin.

p~no ~F
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1 207, Q, All right. So, moving forward then
2 again to Portugal.
3 A. M'hmm.
4 208. Q. Colin Tuck had let you know at some
5 point that Mr. Josun was...had been fired from
6 Banners Broker. How was it that you came to work
7 for Mr. Dixit, at that point?
8 A, I asked if I still had a...because
9 my boss just got fired, or let go, or whatever you

10 want to call it. A difference of opinion. So,
1 1 thought I was not going to have a job.
12 209. Q, Right,
13 A, And Raj said that they would find a
14 job forme, because they liked my work style and
15 felt I was an asset.
16 210. Q. So, did you speak to Mr. Dixit in
17 Portugal about that?
18 A. There was briefly, but there was
19 no...
20 211. Q. Okay.
21 A. ...I voiced my concern and asked if
22 I would be fired.
23 212. Q. Right.
24 A. And he said we'll talk about it.
25 213. Q. Back in Toronto?
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1 200. Q. Colin, and sorry,,.Colin's last 1 A. Back when we get home, yes.
2 name? 2 214. Q. Okay. And so, you had
3
4

A. I don't...) can't remember,
201. Q. Oka . Is Colin Canadian?y

3
4

that,..presumably you came back, you had that
conversation with Mr, Dixit, and as a result of that

5 A. I believe so. 5 you were hired to Mr. Dixit's assistant?
6 202. Q. Tuck.,.could it be Colin Tuck? 6 A. Well I still currently work for
7 A. That sounds...yes, that sounds 7 Banners Broker Limited, sa I don't believe i signed
8 right. 8 any new employee agreement, but I worked...
9 203. Q. And did you work with Colin Tuck in 9 215. Q. Okay.

10 Toronto, at all, at Banners Broker Limited? 10 A. I then became his assistant, so
1 1 A. I'm not sure who Colin worked for. 11 don't know if that's the right terminology.
12 I'm not sure, but when I worked out of the Church 12 216. Q. I understand, no I understand,
13 Street address, he was there. 13 that's helpful. Now as...so let's...l'm going to
14 204. Q. Okay. So, you had met him prior to 14 come back to the same question I had in relation to
15 Portugal? 15 Mr. Josun, but with respect to Mr. Dixit, what was
16 A. Yes. 16 the nature of your duties?
17 205. Q. And I suppose I should have asked at 17 A. My duties. When you're an executive
18 the outset, between May of 2012 and July of 2012, 18 assistant you kind of...anything...but my main
19 when you were working far Mr. Josun, where, 19 duties were,..) dealt directly with independent
20 physically, was your office? Where did you come to 20 contractors. That was one main facet.
21 work? 21 217, Q. Okay.
22 A. I went to Church Street, but I 22 A. Because they were in the process of
23 wasn't there every day. 23 opening up their offices.
24 206. Q. Okay. 24 218. Q. All right.
25 A. Sometimes I worked from home. 25 A. So, because Stellar Point did
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customer service far Banners Broker International,
trained them. basically, on how Stellar Point was
operating with their customer service. And the
training was provided by Banners Broker
International.

219. Q. Okay, so let me J~ust take a note and
make sure I've of that ri ht. You trained9 9
independent contractors on what?

A. Customer service for the affiliates.
So, the affiliates from their counties...

220. Q. Right.
A. ..,would call into their customer

service.
221. Q. Okay. And prior to that, customer

service for the affiliates and their countries had
been provided by Stellar Point?

A. Yes.
222. Q. And Stellar Point is Banners Broker

Limited by way of name change. is that your
understanding?

A. That's my understanding, yes.
223. Q. Okay. So, you dealt directly with

the independent contractors as we discussed?
A, That's correct.

224. Q. Did you deal with them on anything
P af7P S
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else?

A. Commissions.
225. Q. Okay. Anything else?

A. Setting up their offices,
commissions. I was the go to person, so if they had
any questions, I would take them and then I would
direct them at the appropriate person.

226. Q. Okay. So, you were the...is it fair
to say that you were the point person at Stellar
Point for the independent contractors during this
period?

A. That's correct.
227. Q. Okay. Anything else in terms of

dealings with the independent contractors that you
can recall?

A. Those were the main things.
228. Q. Okay. So, and some of those.,.) may

come back to you but...
A. That's fine.

229, Q. Apart from dealings with the
independent contractors, what else did you do during
this period as Mr. Dixit's executive assistant?

A. If he had any meetings, I kept them
organized, his schedule, main things that you do as
an assistant. I took notes during meetings.
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1 Prepped the meetings. Personal errands. And also
2 planned.,.was involved with the planning of
3 conventions in the future. Those were my main
4 duties.
5 230. Q. Okay. Convention planning.
6 Anything else that you can think of in terms
7 of...the nature of the work that you did for Mr.
8 Dixit?
9 A. No, that's the main.

10 231. Q. Okay. Now did your salary change
1 1 during.,.when you moved...first of all, while you
12 were workin for Mr, Josun, and I a reciate it was~ pp
13 just a few months...
14 A. M'hmm.
15 232. Q. ...but did your salary change at ail
16 in terms of what you were paid?
17 A. During that brief time?
18 233. Q. Yes.
19 A. No.
20 234. Q. Okay, and when you started,..when
21 you moved and you began working for Mr. Dixit, did
22 your salary changed at that point?
23 A. It changed, but not at that point.
24 235. Q. Okay. At what point...
25 A. But I don't believe so.
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236. Q. Okay. So, at what point did it

change?
A. I couldn't be specific with a time

change, like with a month,
237. Q. Right.

A, But maybe four months later, three
months. Sorry, it's been a while.

238. Q. No, I understand. And I'm not going
to ho(d you ~o dates, but...

A. Yes.
239. Q. ...so perhaps three or four months

after ou were workin with Mr. Dixit, our salarY 9 Y Y
changed?

A. I can't be specific with dates, but
it did change, yes.

240. Q. Okay, and how did it change?
A, It went up. I couldn't be exact.

Maybe to 55. No, 50.
241. Q. Okay .

A. I could check my bank records, but
don't know off hand.

242. Q. All right. Now you've mentioned in
terms of your involvement, like your responsibility
or your tasks.

A. M`hmm.
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1 243. Q. That you had something to do with
2 commissions?
3 A. M'hmm.
4 244. Q. Can you just describe for me what it
5 was that you had to with commissions?
6 A. So, basically what i did is...sorry,
7 I have to think back. Each country that had an
8 independent contractor, the sales that came in,
9 was given a spreadsheet with the sales, and then

10 calculated the commission, And the commissions
1 1 would go anywhere from...l don't remember if it was
12 one percent to 10 percent, but the max was 10
13 percent, based on that countries sales.
14 245. Q. Okay. Commissions of one percent
15 to...sa, you did that calculation...how did you do
16 that calculation?
17 A. With the sales?
18 246. Q. Of the commission,..
19 A. They made a percentage of the sales.
20 247. Q. Right.
21 A. So, I would take the sales and
22 would figure out the percentage.
23 248. Q. But there was an accountin software9
24 that would allow you to do that?
25 A. It was a basic calculation so I just
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1 did it myself.
2 249. Q. Through the calculator?
3 A. Or in a spreadsheet, yes.
4 250. Q. Okay, And just so that I can
5 completely understand the commissions.
6 A, M'hmm.
7 251. Q. It went from one...the commissions
8 would go from one percent to 10 percent?
9 A. I can't remember what the starting

10 was.
1 1 252. Q. Okay.
12 A. But it went max of 10.
13 253. Q. There was a range up to a max of 10.
14 And people were being paid on commission on what
15 type of sales?
16 A. The independent contractor was being
17 paid from the sales from that country.
18 254. Q. Okay. And the sales from that
19 country would consist of monies collected from
20 affiliates that were resident within that country?
21 A. Yes...
22 255. Q. Like what were the sales...maybe
23 it's easier if we take an example, Like, an
24 independent contractor in Japan, for instance.
25 A. There wasn't one in Japan.
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Q. Okay, let's say United Kingdom?

A. Okay.
Q. Okay. And he sends you something,

presumably.,,
A. No, he doesn't send me.
Q. No?

A. I got the information directly from
Chris.

259. Q. Okay. And what information would
you get from Chris in respect of sales for the...in
this example, sales from the United Kingdom?

A. It would be sales, if there was any
charge, like if that country had any affiliates that
charged back money.

260. Q. Okay.
A. And that was it.

261. Q. But the sales, can we agree that
when we use the term "sales" we are just referring
to monies that come from affiliates net of
chargebacks? Is that how you calculate a sale?

A. A chargeback is when a customer asks
for their money back.

262. Q. Right. Right. So, what are "sales"
though when we use this term in the Banners Broker?

A. When they purchase their product.
_ Page 45
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1 263. Q. When they purchase their banners?
2 A. Yes.
3 264. Q, Okay, so the IC for the UK would get
4 a commission on the total volume of sales in his
5 country ?
6 A. That's correct.
7 265. Q. Okay. And that...
8 A. Sorry, it was up to 10 percent, or
9 believe there was a maximum dollar amount.

10 266. Q. Okay.
1 1 A. So, if that country brought in a
12 significant amount, it tapped out. But I couldn't
13 give you the exact.
14 267. Q. All right. And so, you..,Chris
15 would give you information on sales for a given IC?
16 A. That's correct.
17 268. Q. Right. Do you know where he got
18 that information from?
19 A. No.
20 269. Q. Okay, And then you would take that
21 information and ou would erform a calculation?Y p
22 A. M'hmm.
23 270. Q. And you would arrive at a commission
24 amount, and then what's the next step?
25 A. I would send it...l would arrive
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with a commission amount. And most of the time,
when I say "Chris" I either corresponded with him
directly or his assistant Brea.

271, Q. Okay. Understood.
A. Um...

272. Q. So, you would arrive at a commission
amount?

A. At a commission. And then I would
email the independent contractor with this
information,

273. Q. The information being his commission
amount or his sales and his commission amount?

A. Both.
274. Q. Okay. So, you would just be sending

him the information at that point?
A. Yes.

275. Q. Right. And so, then what was the
next step in the process?

A. I would let Chris know that
everything had been sent out, and then Chris would
issue the wire directly, And then I would confirm.
Then Chris or Brea would confirm with me that the
wires were sent, and then I would confirm with the
independent contractor that wires were sent.

276. Q. Okay. Were you involved in sending
pane 4~
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the wires?

A. No.
277, Q. Were all the independent contractors

paid by wire transfer, or do you know if there are
other mechanisms of payment?

A. Let me think, To my knowledge it
was wires. I cou~dn't...it was so long ago,
couldn't.,.) believe it was only...what I dealt
with, it was only wires.

278. Q, Okay. Now if an independent
contractor had a question about the commission
calculation that you sent them.

A. M'hmm.
279, Q, Would you field that question and

see that..,and make sure that it was resolved? Was
that part of your duties?

A. If they had a question, yes.
280. Q. Okay. And so, to use my example of

the independent contractor in the UK had a question
about the sales figure or the commission calculation
that you sent him, would you...how might you, or how
would you resolve it?

A, If I had the knowledge myself
would give it to him. If I wasn t sure, I would
contact Brea.
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1 281. Q. Okay. So, I take it in some cases
2 you could resolve the commission concerns directly?
3 A. I could resolve it based on the
4 information I was given.
5 282. Q. Right.
6 A. Sa, the numbers. If it was a
7 discrepancy or something they were.,.a question that
8 went beyond my scope of my knowledge then I would
9 have to...

10 283. Q. Okay. Now we've been talking about
1 1 commissions. Is that the same term as payouts?
12 A. No.
13 284. Q, No. Okay. Sa, what were.,.how were
14 payouts different from commissions?
15 A. Well it depends if you're talking
16 about commissions for affiliates or commissions for
17 independent contractors. Commissions for
18 independent contractors are based on the affiliates
19 in their country, and their sales. Commissions to
20 the affiliate are...is money paid to them.
21 285. Q. Okay.
22 A. Commissions.
23 286. Q. So, commissions to the affiliates,
24 are they the same as payouts?
25 A. I believe that's the same term.
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1 287. Q. Okay.
2 A. It depends. Sorry, I'm confused.
3 288. Q. Okay. I thinkwhat I'll do is I'll
4 come back to that. But I do understand everything
5 you've told me about commission calculations in
6 relation to independent contractors.
7 A. Yes.
8 289. Q. Okay, that makes sense.
9 A, I didn't have anything to do with

10 commission payouts for the affiliates. Can I take a
1 1 juice?
12 290. Q. Yes, by all means, help yourself.
13 If you need a break...
14 A. No, I'm fine. I'm fine.
15 291. Q, Okay. And then, also, in terms of
16 dealing with the independent contractors, or ICs.
17 A. M'hmm.
18 292. Q, What did you do in relation to
19 helping them set up offices?
20 A. Just made sure that they were
21 trained an the customer service aspect. That was
22 basically it. They were responsible for setting up
23 and doing all of that. It was~ust the training.
24 293. Q. Now, that training involved going to
25 visit them in their home countries and training
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1 them. Is that what it consisted of?
2 A. Sometimes, or sometimes over Skype
3 or email.
4 294. Q. Was there anyone else, apart from
5 yourself, that was involved in training...in
6 training the independent contractors on the customer
7 service aspect of their business?
8 A. On the customer service aspect, that
9 was mainly myself,

10 295. Q. Okay, And so when you...we talked
1 1 earlier about setting up offices, is that just the
12 customer service aspect, or is that something more?
13 A. Just the customer service.
14 296. Q. Okay. And then the next item
15 wanted to talk about was the convention planning.
16 A, Sure.
17 297. Q. So, during the period of time that
18 you were working with Mr. Dixit. So, this is after
19 Portugal?
20 A. M'hmm.
21 298. Q. What were the conventions that you
22 can recall that you were involved in planning?
23 A. Just let me think. There was
24 one...l believe the first one was Ireland.
25 couldn't give you an exact month. Sorry.
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1 299, Q. Okay.
2 A, And then I believe it was UK.
3 300. Q. Do you recall a city in the UK?
4 A, It was right outside...
5 301. Q. Was it Manchester?
6 A. It was outside of Manchester, but
7 guess it could be.
8 302. Q. Okay.
9 A. People it called it Manchester but

10 it was a little bit...a little town outside of it.
1 1 303. Q. Okay. Who are the other ones?
12 A. The last one I did, which was right
13 before coming near the end of my employment was in
14 Niagara Falls.
15 304. Q. And when we talk about convention
16 planning, these are conventions of affiliates that
17 the.,,conventions ofthe affiliates and the
18 independent contractors would attend, like the one
19 in Portugal?
20 A. Similar, yes.
21 305. Q. Okay, Ail right. So, is there
22 anything else that we haven't discussed that you
23 can..in terms of what you did for Mr. Dixit while
24 you were his executive assistant?
25 A. No. that covers most of it.
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1 believe, unless there was an odd task, but
2 nothing...routine-wise, that was the main things.
3 306. Q. Okay. Now were there some odd tasks
4 that stand out in your mind that you can recall for
5 me now that you did in relation to the Banners
6 Broker, for Mr. Dixit.
7 A, In regards to Banners Broker
8 Limited?
9 307. Q, In regards to Banners Broker, i

10 don't really draw a distinction between Banners
1 1 Broker Limited. I can if you want, but I'm just
12 speaking anything to do with the Banners Broker
13 business.
14 A. Okay, because there is...
15 308. Q. Were there any odd tasks or..,
16 A. ...a distinction. No. Most of
17 them, other than those, it was mostly just personal
18 things.
19 309. Q. Okay.
20 A. There was nothing else.
21 310. Q. Okay.
22 A. You could ask me and I could answer
23 it. You know what I mean.
24 311, Q, Yes.
25 A. It's hard to think off-hand.
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1 312. Q, No, I think that we should do that,
2 because I have some notes about things that I wanted
3 to take you through, and you can tell me if you had
4 any involvement...
5 A. Sure.
6 313. Q, ...with them. First of all I take
7 it while you were working far Mr. Josun and then
8 subsequently for Mr. Dixit, this was a full time
9 job?

10 A. It was a full time job.
1 1 314. Q. And when you were working for Mr.
12 Dixit, which office did you work out of?
13 A. I went to Oshawa and l think it was
14 1019 Nelson to start with,
15 315. Q. Right. Okay and then after that did
16 it change to 5 Carlow Court?
17 A. It changed intermittently between
18 1019. Itwas another consumers briefly, which was
19 just rented office space.
20 316. Q. Right.
21 A. And then it was 5 Carlow Court,
22 317. Q. And then another consumers, do you
23 mean Consumers road...
24 A. Sorry, yes.
25 318. Q. ...address.
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1 A. Sorry.

~ 2 319. Q. All right. Do you recall the
3 address?
4 A. Not off hand.
5 320. Q. And would you work from home
6 sometimes, as well during this period? Or would you
7 come into the office every day?
8 A. Sometimes, but mainly into the
9 office.

10 321, Q. Okay. So, this...let's go
1 1 through...) wanted to go through my list in terms of
12 aspects of the business, and you can tell me whether
13 or not you had any contact with them or involvement?
14 A. Sure.
15 322. Q. And the first one I had was
16 commission calculations, and I think we've talked
17 about commission calculations in resect of
18 independent contractors?
19 A. That's correct.
20 323. Q. What about payouts to affiliates?
21 A. I think ou alread asked that butY Y
22 it was no.
23 324. Q. No?
24 A. Yes.
25 325. Q. So...and by payouts to
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1 affiliates...let meask this because I know I didn't
2 ask this. What was the process in respect of payouts
3 to the affiliates? If I'm an affiliate and I have
4 money in my Banners Broker account, how do
5 withdraw that money? What was your understanding at
6 the time of the process?
7 A. There were several different
8 processes. I couldn't list them right now. But
9 wasn't involved, I was mostly involved with

10 independent contractors and the customer service
1 1 side. But everything was laid out in the back
12 office, There was...
13 326. Q. Okay.
14 A, ,..Payza. There was a few.
15 327. Q, Now the back office, do you just use
16 that as the term back office, or was there a
17 physically a...
18 A, No, that's a term. So, everything
19 was online for the affiliates, So, their back
20 office refers to when they logged in to their
21 Banners Broker account. Their back office, their
22 eWallet.
23 328. Q. Right.
24 A. Their panels, their purchase
25 history. That's what I mean by back office.
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1 329. Q, But in your capacity as providing
2 training on customer service to the independent
3 contractors, would you explain to them how the back
4 office worked?
5 A. Yes.
6 330. Q, And so, how...i appreciate it may
7 have evolved over time, but how did it work, the
8 payouts to affiliates, from a back office
9 perspective?

10 A. From a back office, I didn't have
1 1 access to any of.,.like I couldn't do anything in
12 the back office, so they would~ust their,..the
13 methods of withdrawal were different in each
14 country.
15 331. Q. i see.
16 A, So, whatever one that they applied
17 for or whatnot, that's how the would be aid. Buty p
18 I didn't have anything to do with payouts so
19 wouldn't really be...
20 332. Q. So, from an administrative
21 perspective you had nothing to do with payouts.
22 From an independent contractor training perspective
23 you explained to them how the back office worked?
24 A. Yes, that's correct.
25 333. Q. What about travel bookings. Were

A arta S"7
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1 you involved in making travel arrangements?
2 A. I was.
3 334. Q, For people within the Banners
4 Brokers group?
5 A. Yes.
6 335. Q. And so, that would include Mr.
7 Dizit, presumably when you were working for him?
8 A. It included Mr. Dixit and a few
9 other people.

10 336. Q. Okay. Who were the other peo~le
1 1 that you would make travel arrangements for,
12 A, Anyone that travelled I made a
13 booking.
14 337. Q. Okay.
15 A. So, I can't really recall the full
16 list.
17 338. Q. Right, but it was everyone who
18 travelled, that you would be responsible for
19 booking?
20 A. No. There was only periods of time
21 where I did booking. There was other periods of
22 time where it was someone else's responsibility.
23 339. Q. Okay. But it was always one person
24 or another that was char ed with travel booking
25 res onsibilities? Like it wasn't a team thatp
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343.

344.

345.

would...
A. No.
Q. It was either yourself or who?

A. There was a few other people,
couldn't.,.

Q. Brea Hardowa, was she one?
A, I wouldn't be able to give you an

answer to that.
Q. Okay. So, apart from yourself you

don't know the names of anyone else who did travel
bookings?

A. I'm sorry I can't remember.
Q. Okay. I have a note herein

relation to seminars.
A. Okay.
Q. Are seminars the same as

conventions?
A. No.
Q. So, what is the difference between a

seminar and a convention?
A. To my knowledge, it depends on the

language. Different terms. Right, but a
seminar...different afflliatescould hold their own
seminar. It just basically explains what the
Banners Broker is and they're trying to get
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1 or training who?
2 A. Training of the back office, so
3 anyone.
4 352, Q. So, training affiliates?
5 A. Affiliates were in the room.
6 353. Q. Right.
7 A. But it wasn't...) wasn't training
8 them, I was giving a lecture.
9 354. Q. Okay.

10 A, Or, if you want to call it that.
1 1 Just a brief 15-minutes.
12 355. Q. Okay. And did you have a
13 PowerPoint?
14 A. Did I have a PowerPoint? I don't
15 remember. Sorry.
16 356. Q. And what were you lecturing them on?
17 Like, I know training, and you've used the term
18 back office, but just tell me a little a bit more.
19 A. I'm sorry, I can't remember.
20 357. Q. Training them...do you recall if you
21 were training them on payouts from their accounts?
22 A. No. That was never anything I ever
23 trained or discussed.
24 358. Q. Did you...
25 A. Chris Smith was the only
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affiliates to join their team. 1 responsible, to my knowledge, for payouts,

346. Q. And did you have any involvement in 2 359. Q. Did you train..do you recall if you
either in setting up seminars? 3 trained them on purchasing packages of banners?

A. No, that was affiliate. 4 A, No.
347. Q. Okay. Did you ever participate in 5 360. Q. You don't recall, or you recall that

any seminars? 6 you didn't?
A. What do you mean by participate? 7 A. When I was speaking in...

348. Q. Like appear at a seminar, either in 8 361, Q. In Ireland.
person or online and present something? 9 A. .,in talking about, no.

A. In...what convention was it? 10 362. Q. No. So, you don't recall ar you
Ireland I believe. 11 recall that you didn't?

349. Q. Yes? 12 A, Sorry, can you repeat the question?
A. I spoke from a training perspective. 13 363. Q. I just want...and I appreciate that

350. Q. Okay. And tell me about that. What 14 you may not have any current recollection of it.
was...~ust describe it for me. Like, how man 15 But to the extent that we can, I would like to know

le were in the room, how Ion did ou s eak for, 16 what it was that you lectured on in Ireland. Anddeoid ou take uestions? Just desgribe of r me so I 17
y 
ou've told me that ou lectured on the back office?

have a icture in m mind as to what ha ened in
y pp

18 A. Can I have a minute to think? Sorr .
yIreland.p 19 364. Q. Sure, es, b all means.v y

A. Sorry, it was a long time ago. I 20 A, Because it was two years ago, my
think there was about 600 people, maybe. I didn't 21 mind...it could have...see I can't give you a
take any questions, and I don't remember what I 22 definite answer. I don't remember. Panels maybe?
spoke on. Sorry, it was something to do with 23 365. Q. Okay, apart from possibly training
tra~n~ng. 24 on panels, is there anything else that you recall

351. Q. Training of independent contractors, 25 about the training that you provided to the
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affiliates at the convention in Ireland?

A. No.
366. MR. WARD: Why don"t we just take...off

the record.

--- A BRIEF RECESS

STEPHANIE ROSE SCHLACHT, resumed
CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR, WARD:
367. Q. So, before the break we were just

going through a list of Banners Broker related
functions and I was asking you whether or not you
recall having any involvement in certain of these
items. Okay?

A. M'hmm.
368. Q. And we talked about seminars. The

next one that I had on my list was preparation of
trainin manuals, Was that somethin that ou9 9 Y
recall, either when you were working with Mr. Josun
or Mr. Dixit. That you might have been involved in,
in some way?

A. I didn't,..are you asking if
compiled the training manual?

369. Q. Just..,was involved in any way in
the preparation, editing, distribution, writing.

Parry F,"~
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You tell me. Anything to do with training manuals
at all.

A. I was involved lightly with it.
370. Q, Oka . And describe for me what you

mean by "lightly" ,
A. I wasn't in charge of building it,

but if...l gave it to the independent contractors,
so, I don't know if that's distributing it. I gave
it to them as a reference guide. But the person who
wrote it, that's Grant. He was in charge of that.

371. Q. So, and maybe we can be more
specific about the t e of trainin manuals that
we're talking aboutyp g

A. Oka .
372. Q. Are these trainin manuals for

independent contractors or affiliates?
A, I couldn't be certain, it was J~ust

like a customer suppori. And Grant did write one
about...) don't know. I was only in the support
aspect, so anything above that scope wasn't in my
realm of duties.

373. Q. But as a customer support person can
you tell me, was there more than one training
manual, or was there just one? What are we talking
about?
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1 A. I couldn't be cer~ain...it was so
2 long ago.
3 374. Q. Did you ever see a training manual?
4 A. Yes.
5 375. Q. Okay , and is it a document that
6 existed in h sical form or was it an electronic

y7 document
8 A. It was both.
9 376. Q. Okay. And when you say that you

10 gave it to independent contractors. How did you get
1 1 it to them?
12 A. When I went to go...because most of
13 the time we did visit that country, and I would give
14 it to them physically.
15 377. Q. I see. Okay. And you were...and
16 you mentioned that you were doing training for
17 independent contractors?
18 A. Yes.
19 378. Q. Right. So, presumably you
20 would...as part of that exercise you were familiar
21 with the tra~n~ng manuals. Like you...
22 A. I was.
23 379. Q. ...understood the contents?
24 A. Yes.
25 380. Q. Okay. And did you contribute to the
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1 development of the training manual? Like, did you
2 edit it, or did you improve it if there was
3 something that you could be improved?
4 A, No, that was Grant's responsibility.
5 381. Q. Okay. So, if you had suggestions on
6 improving the ing manual, would you give themhan

to G ant, and t e Gant would edit the training
8 manual?
9 A. Yes, Grant was responsible for the

10 training manual.
1 1 382. Q. Okay. But I take it you had input
12 into the training manual, but it was through Grant?
13 A. It was through Grant.
14 383. Q. Were there training manuals that
15 were prepared specifically for affiliates?
16 A. Not...l think other affiliates wrote
17 their own, but no, there was never an affiliate to
18 my knowledge.
19 384. Q. Okay. Were there ever any other
20 training manuals, apart from the...to your
21 knowledge, apart from the one that you would give to
22 the independent contractors?
23 A. I don't know.
24 385. Q. And did Banners Broker have a policy
25 manual, to vaur knowledge?
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A. I think there was policies on the

website.
386. Q. Okay. And what did the policies on

the Banners Broker website concern?
A. I don't know. I don't remember.

387. Q. But~ou would have known at the
time, presumably.

A. Not off hand. I could reference the
websife. But that wasn't...) didn't deal with any
of those things in my duties.

388. Q. So, if an independent contractor had
a question for you on a policy, would you not just
go to the website and answer the question?

A. I would. And if I wasn't certain
then I would go to the correct person who could
answer it.

389. Q. Okay. Did you ever have any
dealings with Banners Brokers,.,with lawyers who
might have acted for Banners Broker?

A. For Banners Broker International?
390. Q. Or Banners Broker Limited. So

maybe, because I appreciate that you have this
distinction in your mind, which is a fair one. So,
let's start with Banners Broker Limited?

A. Limited?
P ,a rr a F ~1
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391. Q. Or Stellar Point, because it became

Stellar Point.
A, What do you mean? Can you clarify

the question?
392. Q. Did you ever deal with in the course

of your working for, first of all, Mr, Josun, and
subsequently Mr. Dixit. Did you ever have any
meetings or contacts, or telephone calls, or
correspondence with lawyers?

A. I did.
393. Q. Okay. And so, tell me about that.

Were there a lot of meetings, or were there just
some?

A. I don't.,.two people can have a
different opinion of a lot.

394. Q. M'hmm. So, why don't you just tell
me what was the nature and extent of your contacts
with lawyers on behalf of...

A. Limited. I only booked the
appointments. I maybe sat in on a few, but
generally speaking it was just setting the
appointment up if there was one needed.

395. Q. Oka . And so, would that be settiny 9
up an appointment with...for Mr. Josun, or Mr...

A. No, no. I never did any of that

Pa~P FR
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1 stuff,
2 396. Q. So, it would be setting up
3 appointments with lawyers and Mr. Dixit?
4 A. That's correct.
5 397. Q. And the lawyers...was that the
6 Macdonald Sager Manis firm?
7 A, Yes.
8 398. Q. 0~ ay. Was it a Don Gray (phon.),
9 was the lawyer .

10 A. No.
1 1 399. Q. David Gray?
12 A. That i believe so, yes.
13 400. Q. Okay. And, on occasion did you
14 accompany Mr. Dixit to the meetings with David Gray?
15 A, I believe one.
16 401. Q. Okay. And was that a Banners Broker
17 related meeting?
18 A. No. Stellar Point related.
19 402. Q. And what eise...what was the purpose
20 of the Stellar Point related meeting?
21 A. I don't remember, sorry. It was so
22 long ago.
23 403. Q. Did you take notes at the meeting?
24 A, I ma have,Y
25 404. Q. Okay. I mean, as an executive

Parry ti A
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1 assistant, I take it...was it your habit to take
2 notes, or...
3 A. Yes.
4 405. Q. Okay. And what did,,,and if you had
5 taken notes or...let me put it this way. Are there
6 any, and Karen perhaps you want to answer this. One
7 of the thin s that the Receiver is interested ing
8 receiving, and it's a question we ask of all
9 witnesses. Are there any Banners Broker, Stellar

10 Point or Dixit related holdings files, records,
1 1 notes. correspondence, documents, data that...
12 MS. DOSANJH: Right. I saw that in one
13 of the...
14 406. MR. WARD: Right.
15 MS. DOSANJH: ...orders as well,
16 407. MR. WARD. That you've either brought
17 with you today...
18 THE DEPONENT: No.
19 408. MR. WARD; ...or alternatively you have
20 access to and that you can give us an
21 undertakin to roduce?
22 THE DEPONENT: No.
23 MS. DOSANJH: I would have to ask.
24 THE DEPONENT; Yes. no. I took all my
25 notes on a computer and when I was let
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0
MS. DOSANJH: Did you return the
computer?
THE DEPONENT: I returned it. Yes, it
was a laptop.
MS. DOSANJH: Oka .Y

409. MR. WARD: Okay.
MS. DOSANJH: I get what your saying.
Like an undertaking for disclosure.
THE DEPONENT: Yes, no. I don't have
anything.
MS. DOSANJH: I don't know if she has
any.
THE DEPONENT; Sarry.

BY MR. WARD;
410. Q. And the laptop, you returned it when

you were let go. To who?
A. To, I believe, Mr. Dixit. I left

it in the office when I left.
411. Q. Okay. And the office, just so we're

clear, was the office in Whitby?
A. Five Cariow Gourt.

412, Q. Five Carlow Court in Whitby?
A. That's correct.
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413. Q. Okay, apart from the Macdonald Sager

Manis and David Gray, were there any other lawyers
or law firms that you had contact with during the
period you were working at Banners Broker Limited or
Banners Broker? On behalf...and let me...

A. No.
414. Q. ...rephrase that question, because

appreciate you were working at Banners Broker
L~m~ted. Just as a general matter, were there any
other lawyers apart from David Gray that you had
contact with?

A, Not that I recall.
415. Q. In relation to the work that you did

at Banners Broker?
A. No. I don't remember. Sorry,

don't think so.
416. Q. And so, apart from that one meeting

that you mentioned, where you attended with Mr.
Dixit to meet David Gray at Macdonald Sager Manis,
you don't recall any other meetings with lawyers?

A. No.
417. Q. Okay. And you don't recall the

purpose of that meeting?
A. I don't remember.

418. Q. How about accountants or

p~no ~~
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1 bookkeepers?
2 A. I didn't do any of that. That
3 wasn't on my duties.
4 419. Q. Did you have any contacts with
5 accountants or bookkeepers in your capacity as
6 working for Mr. Josun...
7 A. Um..
8 420. Q. ...just let me question on the
9 record.

10 A. Okay.
1 1 421. Q. And Mr. Dixit? And I use the word
12 "contact" broadly. Either meetings, correspondence,
13 telephone calls?
14 A. With Mr. Josun, I organized his
15 receipts once.
16 422. Q. Okay, but that wouldn't...
17 A. I didn't do anything, Oh, you mean
18 if..,.l didn't do any accounting myself. Like if
19 had any.,.l wasn't reaily...that wasn't in my duty,
20 but if a receipt was given to me, I would either
21 give it to Jeanette, wha was the office manager.
22 423. Q. Right. I'm not taiking...Stephanie,
23 I'm not talking so much receipts right now, but I'm
24 talking...
25 A. You mean financials?

Pane ~'~
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1 424. Q. No, I'm just talking interacting
2 with third parties, like for instance Mary Febbrini?
3 A. If it was setting up meetings.
4 425. Q. Okay.
5 A. Just basically meeting times.
6 426. Q. Setting up meetings for?
7 A. Whoever.
8 427. Q. Mr. Dixit?
9 A. Or whoever she needed to meet with.

10 She met with Jeanette often because Jeanette was the
1 1 office manager.
12 428. Q, And who is "she" that you're
13 referring to?
14 A. Jeanette Kennedy.
15 429. Q. Right, but who would meet with
16 Jeanette Kennedy?
17 A. I don't know. You would have to ask
18 her.
19 430. Q. But was it Mary Febbrini that...)
20 just want to make sure we're on the same page here.
21 Like, Mar Febbrini, I understood her.,,and correct
22 me if I'm moron ,but was she not the bookkeeper for
23 Stellar Point? g
24 A. To my knowledge, I think so.
25 431. Q. Okay. And so, the appointments you
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were setting up. Were you setting up appointments
with Mary or somebody else? Just so I'm not
confused. I don't want to be confused.

A. Well, I set up lots of meetings.
What are you referring to?

432. Q. Just meetings having to
do...meetings with bookkeepers or accountants. And
I'm talking external to Banners Broker, okay?

A. Are you talking about Stellar Point
or Banners Broker International?

433. Q. Both. Both.
A. I had nothing to do with Banners

Broker International. I worked solely for Banners
Broker Limited.

434. Q. Okay. So, we're talking about
Banners Broker Limited or Stellar Point, And were
you involved at any point...so describe for me the
meetings that...

A. I didn't sit in. If she needed to
come and grab receipts that was the extent of it.
Extent of my.,.

435. Q. No I appreciate that. But my
question is, just in terms of the meetings that you
set up on behalf of Banners Broker Limited with
accountants or bookkeepers. Who was in the meeting;
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1 Point bills, invoices that came in. Were you
2 involved at any point in paying invoices?
3 A. I think I paid...no I wasn't
4 involved, that wasn't my duty. I think I paid one
5 sewage bill once, but just dropped the cheque off.
6 I wasn't involved in invoices.
7 443. Q. But I know, and we're going to get
8 to that you were involved in organizing conventions.
9 A. Okay.

10 444. Q, So, in that context?
1 1 A. Oh, in that context.
12 445. Q. For example, I assume that ~ou were
13 paying third party invoices in that context,
14 A. Then I would...yes...then I would
15 take that invoice to the applicable party.
16 446. Q. So. 'ust walk me throu h the races. 1 g p
17 then. If you`re planning a convention in the UK,
18 for example, Manchester. And, presumably that would
19 include making hotel arrangements?
20 A. Yes. It depended. Sometimes it was
21 either done...) would deal directlywith Brea.
22 would send her the invoice and she would pay it, or
23 Stellar Point would pay it on behalf of Banners
24 Broker International and then invoice Banners Broker
25 International.
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1 that you were setting up? 1 447. Q. And if Stellar Point was to pay the
2 A. The only person I ever set up to 2 invoice on behalf of Banners Broker International
3 meet regarding those issues was Mary. 3 and then invoice Banners Broker International, is
4 436. Q. Mar Febbrini? 4 that somethin ou would have done? Or was there
5 A. I don't know her last name, I'm 5 somebod else who did that?

y6 sorry. 6 A. There was someone else who wrote u p
7 437. Q. Was it Mary from Liberty Tax 7 the invoices. I just passed on the information.
8 Services? 8 448. Q. Okay. And so, when the invoice came
9 A. Yes. 9 in from the third party, for example in relation to

10 438. Q. Okay. And the meetings that you set 10 Manchester.
1 1 up, where would they take place? 11 A. M'hmm.
12 A. Mostly it was just a brief to come 12 449. Q. Who would you pass it on to?
13 pick up receipts, or ~f she needed to speak to Raj 13 A. If it came...it depends. I already
14 directly, it would be in his office. 14 answered that. I would either pass it on directly

15 439. Q. Okay, so Mary would come to the 15 to Brea, or I would pass it to either Jeanette or
6 Stellar Pont office to meet with people, correct . 16 show it Rai. But Jeanette was in charge of paying

17 A. Correct. 17 bills for Stellar Point, so most likely it would be
18 440. Q, From time to time? 18 her,
19 A. From time to time, correct. 19 450. Q. And what's Jeanette's last name?
20 441. Q. Okay, And in terms of the next 20 A, Kennedy.
21 matter that I want to talk about was paying bills on 21 451, Q, So, apart from passing on the
22 behalf of, for example, Kuldip Josun and then 22 invoices that came in to Jeanette, or in some cases

subsequently Rajiv Dixit. 23 Raj or Brea. Went/ you involved in any other aspect24
A. M'hmm. 24 o paying those o ces?

25 442. Q. Banners Broker Limited or Stellar 25 A. No.
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452. Q. Once they were approved you wouldn't

be responsible for either putting a cheque in the
mail or arranging a wire to pay the sen~ice
provider?

A. I didn't have,.,itwasn't in myjob
description. Like I would just passed it on. And
then I would follow up to make sure that i~ was
paid, but I wasn't the one paying them. I didn't
have that responsibility.

453. Q, And you didn't do that at all,
take it, from what you are telling me. It's not
just a question of responsibility, it's just
something that you didn't do?

A. I didn't have access to bank
accounts.

454, Q. Okay.
A. For Stellar Point. Like I said, if

something needed...to my knowledge, I recall
dropped off a cheque for the sewage once, but
wasn't...it was Jeanette Kennedy's responsibility
for those things.

455. Q. And was Jeanette Kennedy at Stellar
Point throughout the entire period that you were
there?

A. She was.
Pant '7Q
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456. Q. Let's talk a bit about bank

accounts. And in fairness, this is something that
we'll get to a bid later too with reference to some
of the documents.

A. Yes.
457, Q. But you mentioned that you didn't

have signing authority on bank accounts?
A. Stellar Point, no. I was briefly on

DiXit Holding, just in case I needed to pay a bill,
but I think I only signed one cheque and then i was
removed. It was just for.,.what's the word I'm
looking far...) don't know. I was Raj's assistant,
so you know what I mean. It made things easier, but
would never use it.

458. Q. So, that's Dixit Holdings side,
right?

A. Yes.
459. Q. But in terms of Stellar Point then?

A. No, I was never on the bank account.
460. Q. So, you never had signing authority

in any bank accounts?
A. No.

461. Q. You couldn't go online and make
payments on behalf of Stellar Point?

A. No. i was never given that

Par-rP R~
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1 information.
2 462. Q. Okay.
3 463. Q. Just in terms of email accounts, did
4 you Stephanie.,.) assume that you had your own
5 Banners Broker email account?
6 A. I had a Stellar Point email account.
7 464. Q. Okay, and prior to Stellar Point,
8 did you have a Banners Broker email account?
9 A. I believe sa.

10 465. Q. Okay, So, you had a personal.,,
1 1 A. Personal.
12 466. Q. ...ones?
13 A. That's correct.
14 467. Q. And did you have as Mr. Dixit's
15 executive assistant,,.did ynuhave access to his
16 personal Banners Broker related email accounts as
17 well?
18 A, His Stellar Point. I had access to
19 his Stellar Point email.
20 468. Q. And was that because in the course
21 of your duties as executive assistant you would have
22 to go into his inbox and review his emails and...
23 A. Yes.
24 469. Q. ...respond to them?
25 A. I wouldn't have to respond...) would

Fagg 8"~
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1 respond to the ones that I could.
2 470. Q. Okay.
3 A. But it wasn't.,.yes,
4 471. Q. Okay. And was that something that
5 you would do on a day to day basis?
6 A. Yes.
7 472. Q. What about Chris Smith or Kuldip
8 Josun. Did you similarly have...
9 A, No.

10 473. Q. ...access to their email accounts?
1 1 A. No I didn't.
12 474. Q. Was there anyone else within Stellar
13 Point that you had access to their email accounts?
14 A. No.
15 475. Q. Through the course of fulfilling
16 your responsibilities?
17 A, No.
18 476. Q. How about opening mail that came
19 into Stellar Point? Was that something that...
20 A. No.
21 477, Q. ...you would do as well?
22 A. No.
23 478. MR. WARD: Just excuse us for a minute.
24
25 --- DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD
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1 479. Q. All right, just to continue on then.
2 In terms of the mail that would come in that was
3 addressed to yourself. Presumably you would open
4 that Stephanie?
5 A. I never received any mail addressed
6 to myself.
7 480. Q. And if there was mail that came in
8 that was addressed to Mr. Dixit, would you open that
9 for him in your capacity as...

10 A, No.
1 1 481. Q, ...his executive assistant?
12 A. I would but it on his desk.
13 482. Q, And similarly, courier packages,
14 deliveries, an thin of that nature. How would ou
15 handle that? y g y
16 A. I would put it on his desk.
17 483. Q. Without opening them?
18 A. Well if they were bills that were
19 coming in, those went to Jeanette.
20 484. Q. Right.
21 A, And most of the mail went to her,
22 If a package came I didn't generally open them to my
23 knowledge.
24 485. Q. But the mail that came in, just to
25 be clear, you would look at it to see if it was a
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1 bill, and then either leave it,.,
2 A. It never came to me.
3 486. Q. ..on his desk?
4 A. It always came into reception and
5 reception,..(don't know. I believe they gave it to
6 Jeanette.
7 487. Q, But other mail that was addressed to
8 Mr. Dixit would come to you?
9 A. It would come to me and I would pass

10 it on.
1 1 488. Q. Without opening it?
12 A, t didn't open it on a regular habit.
13 if he asked me...if he was out of the office and
14 asked me to open it I'm sure I would have obliged.
15 489. Q. Were you involved in...we talked
16 about paying bills and you have told me about that.
17 What about paying other employees within Stellar
18 Point or anything.,,
19 A. No.
20 490. Q. You didn't have any involvement in
21 that?
22 A. No.
23 491. Q, The social media presence of Banners
24 Broker l understand that Stellar Point had some
25 responsibility in that regard as well?
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1 A. M'hmm.
2 492. Q. And can you just describe forme
3 what Stellar Point was doing for Banners Broker in
4 relation to the social media presence?
5 A. That wasn't in any realm of my job
6 description but I believe...) couldn't answer that.
7 I don't know. Probably a Facebook account. Or no,
8 I don't even think so. I don't know, sorry.
9 493. Q. But you knew that...

10 A. There was social media people hired.
1 1 I'm not sure if they did it for Banners Broker or if
12 it was for Stellar Point. Trying to promote Stellar
13 Point to gain different clients.
14 494. Q. Right.
15 A. I'm not sure. I wasn't involved in
16 that.
17 495. Q. Okay. So, you had no involvement in
18 monitoring social media. What about
19 updating...correct?
20 A. Sorry?
21 496. Q. Did yo have any involvement in
22 monitoring Facebook or Twitter accounts on behalf of
23 Stellar Point or Banners Broker?
24 A. No.
25 497. Q. What about updating the Banners
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1 Broker website?
2 A. No.
3 498. Q. Any involvement in Banners Broker
4 mobile?
5 A. No. I don't even know what that is.
6 499, Q. And we talked about questions coming
7 in from inde endent contractors and I think that wep
8 have covered that. But what about questions that
9 came in over email or on the hone from affiliatesp

10 of Banners Broker?
1 1 A. Ah, no.
12 500. Q. Would you...and the question is, did
13 you have any involvement in responding to questions
14 that came in from Banners Broker affiliates?
15 A. No.
16 501. Q. Okay. So, if...who would respond to
17 questions that came into Mr, Dixit from Banners
18 Broker affiliates?
19 A. Questions that came into the Stellar
20 Point call centre? That would be the team
21 hired...the team hired to answer the phones.
22 502. Q. Okay.
23 A, And they had managers in place. But
24 I wasn't...) didn't have any involvement with them.
25 503. Q. But we know that you had access to
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Mr. Dixit's email account, so if there were
questions that were coming in from affiliates to
that account?

A. No questions came into his account.
504. Q. From affiliates?

A. No.
505. Q. How about preparing contract

documents for independent contractors?
A. No, I wasn't involved in that.

506 Q. Or forwarding them contract
documents to be signed so that they could become
independent contractors. Was that a part of,..

A. Anything that needed signing was
generally my duty. But I believe that those were
alread in lace when I started.

507. yQ, p I want to talk about wire transfers.
A. Okay.

508. Q. And again, more specifically we'll
get to the documents at some point. But as a
general matter, did your responsibilities include
sending out or receiving wire transfers on behalf of
Stellar Point?

A. No.
509. Q. Apart from your formal

responsibilities and duties, was that something that
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you ever did? Were you ever involved in receiving
or sending wire transfers or wire transfer
instructions?

A, No. The only wires i was ever
responsible for making sure they were sent, was in
regards to the Ics. So, I took their wire details
and passed them along to Brea and then it was Chris
that took care of those wires.

510. Q, When you say..,first of all was Brea
working with Chris for the entire period of time
that you were at...

A. No.
511. Q. ...at Stellar Point? So, when Brea

wasn't there who would...how would you handle these
wire transfers that we're talking about?

A. I didn't deal with those until I was
in Oshawa. She was hired before the Portugal
convention.

512. Q. Okay. And when you mentioned a
minute ago that Chris would deal with the wire
transfers. I take it by that you mean he would
approve or...

A. He would sign them.
513. Q. ...not approve?

A. He would approve, not approve, and
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1 then be responsible for sending them.
2 514. Q. Okay,
3 A. Or someone. I don't know if it was
4 him directly, but it wasn't anyone from Stellar
5 Point.
6 515. Q. Okay. And we're talking now about
7 wire transfers to independent contractors. Correct?
8 A. Solely to independent contractors.
9 516. Q. Okay. What about wire transfers

10 between financial institutions that...
1 1 A. No.
12 517. Q. ...Stellar Paint banked with?
13 A. The only thing that I was ever
14 responsible or had knowledge about was just
15 independent contractors. Nothing else.
16 518. Q. Okay. So, who was responsible for,
17 within Stellar Point, for wire transfers that went
18 between financial institutions and Stellar Point, ar
19 Stellar Point and Banners Broker International?
20 A. You would have to ask Raj about
21 that.
22 519. Q. Okay.
23 A. It wasn't me.
24 520. Q. Was it anyone...was it Mr. Dixit
25 that was responsible for that?

Pane Rai
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1 A. I don't know.
2 521. Q. Do you know whether anyone apart
3 from Mr. Dixit was responsible for that?
4 A. (don't know.
5 522. Q. Did you ever...so you never came
6 across any records having to do with wire transfers
7 in the course of...
8 A. Just to do with independent
9 contractors. But I never saw...l was never given

10 any wire...) was only given wire information from
1 1 the independent contractors on where Chris, or
12 whoever he had do it, wire the money.
13 523. Q. Okay. And apart from wire
14 transfers, because that's one way of transferring
15 money. There's obviously other ways to transfer
16 money between Banners Broker and Stellar Point.
17 A. I was never responsible for any
18 money transfer of any kind.
19 524. Q. So, you weren't responsible for
20 online banking transfers or...
21 A. IVo,
22 525. Q. Did you ever deal with a bank called
23 Choice Bank?
24 A. No.
25 526. Q. Or Via Bank?
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A. No. I didn't deal with any banks.

527. Q. So, who...l mean you were there for
two...almost twa years. Do you know who dealt with
banks at Stellar Point?

A. The only bank account I had
knowledge was the CIBC Stellar Point account. Any
other accounts I don't have any knowledge about.

528. Q. Did you know that there were other
accounts apa~ from the CIBC bank account?

A. Are you talking about
Banners...Chris Smlth and Banners Broker
International? Are you talking about Stellar Point?

529. Q. Well let's start with Stellar Point?
A. No.

530. Q. What about Banners Broker
International?

A. I know Chris...through word...you
know people talk,.,l know that he had some offshore
accounts, but i wouldn't be able to tell you which
bank or...actually I do knave one.

531. Q. Tell me about that.
A. The one that's in Isle of Man but

that's just because it's public knowledge.
532. Q. Right. So, in terms of Stellar

Point, you are aware of an account at CIBC, correct?
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A. That's the only one that I'm aware

of.
533. Q. So, just to be clear, at no point...

A. You guys snooped my Facebook, eh?
534. Q. So, apart from the CIBC..,

A. Hold on...
535. Q. Yes, we'll get to...

A. Sorry.
536. Q. ...we may or may not get to that

Stephanie. We may or may not get to that after.
A. Crazy. I'm gonna take myself off

Facebook. Sorry, go on.
537. Q. Just to be completely clear, you

weren't aware of Stellar Point having any,,.
A. No.

538. Q. ...offshore bank accounts?
A. No, just the CIBC one as I stated

three times.
539. Q. How about Mr. Josun?

A. Honestly I didn't know anything
about his banking, I know he,..through heresay, but
didn't deal with it directly.

540. Q. Right.
A. I know he had an offshore in

Switzerland or something.
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1 541. Q. Right.
2 A. But I never had access to it, never
3 knew details.
4 542. Q. So, just while we are on that point,
5 because you'll appreciate it's an important point
6 from a Receiver's perspective.
7 A, No, I know,
8 543. Q. It has nothing to do with you.
9 A. No, I know.

10 544. Q. It does have to do with Mr. Josun.
1 1 What did you hear about the account in Switzerland?
12 A. I just heard that...when he
13 separated ways that he took off with three, four
14 million dollars.
15 545. Q. Okay. And who did you hear that
16 from?
17 A. I can't remember. It wasn't an
18 executive or anything. It was just an employee,
19 don't remember though.
20 546. Q. Like when...it's pretty big news.
21 Because it was your former boss, right, You would
22 probably remember...
23 A. It was probably...
24 547. Q. ,.,how you heard?
25 A. It was probably around the time just
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1 right after Portugal.
2 548. Q. Okay, but you don't recall anything
3 more about...
4 A. No.
5 549. Q. ...learning that he may have had an
6 account in Switzerland with three or four million
7 dollars? In terms of who or when, or how?
8 A. I didn't really ask any questions.
9 550. Q. But you were surprised?

10 A. A little bit, yes. That's a lot of
1 1 money.
12 551. Q. Okay, And when was the last time
13 that you spoke with Mr. Josun?
14 A, Ah, the last...
15 552. Q. Or had any contact with him of any
16 kind?
17 A. It would have been in Portugal.
18 553. Q. Okay. And how about Christopher
19 Smith. When was the last time you had any contact
20 with him of any kind?
21 A. Probably in August 2013, when I was
22 let go.
23 554. Q, And how about Mary Febbrini?
24 A. i don't have any contact with her,
25 probably since my...well she had my personal taxes
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1 but that has nothing to do with this. Stellar 1 A. Not to my recollection.
2 Paint...an issues with Stellar Point would have 2 567. Q. And what did ou see Mr, Smith usin

y g3 been Au ust when I was let o. 3 the Vector cards for?
4 555. Q Ri ht. Now in erms of.,.~ust 4 A. When,,.at conventions or I don't
5 before we leave bankin as a eneral matter. Did 5 know. We would o out time to time in Toronto and
6 ou at any oint while ou were workin for Mr.

Josun Vector
6 he would use his Vector card.

7 or Mrs, Dixit,..were ou issued a card
y

7 568. Q, Far what kinds of thin s?
8 or cards? 8 A, Dinner. But it wasn't..,) gould
9 A. Was I issued? 9 probably say only once or twice that (had seen him

10 556. Q. Yes. 10 use that card.
1 1 A. No. 11 569. Q. Were you involved in
12 557, Q. Okay, and )~ust sa we can be sure 12 distributing...giving Veaorcards toanyone?
13 that we're talkin about the same thin . Do ou 13 A. No.
14 know what a Vector card is when we're talkin about

g
14 570. Q. And, how about CIBC Convenience

15 Banners...in the Banners Broker context? 15 Cards. Do you know what that refers to?
16 A. I do. 16 A. I don't know what that is.
17 558. Q. What is a Vector card? 17 571. Q. Did you ever have a CIBC...a Stellar
18 A. Vector was a way that affiliates 18 Point credit card?
19 could withdraw their money from their back office. 19 A. No.
20 It was one of the options. 20 572. Q. Did you ever have a Banners Broker
21 559. Q. Okay. And, apart from affiliates, 21 credit card?
22 did anyone else within the Banners Broker...within 22 A. No.
23 the Stellar Poin organization use Vector cards to 23 573. Q. Or any business credit card while
24 your knowledge , 24

~
you were working at Banners Broker or Stellar Point .

25 A. Sar ,can ou re eat that? I wasn't 25 A. No.
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listening.

560. Q. Apart from the affiliates, because
you have told me that the affiliates could use
Vector cards to withdrawn mone ,y

A. Yes.
561. Q. Did anyone else, other than

affiliates use Vector cards to your knowledge?
A. To my knowledge, I think some of the

staff had them.
562. Q. Some of the Stellar Point staff?

A. I wouldn't be able to...l can't say
for certain.

563. Q. But you are...but it's your evidence
that you at no paint had used a Vector card?

A. I applied for one, but it
was...Vector...sorry MersterCardpulled the plug on
Vector.

564. Q. Okay,
A. In regards to Banners Broker before

could get mine.
565. Q. Did you ever see anyone using a

Vector card?
A. Chris Smith,

566. Q. Okay. Did you ever see Mr. Dixit
using a Vector card?

Parry 9"7
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1 574, Q. So, to the extent that you incurred
2 expenses on behalf of the company, how would you pay
3 for them?
4 A. If I was travelling, I was always
5 travelling with an executive and they covered the
6 expenses. If I had any extra expense, I would keep
7 the receipt and I would submit it in to Jeanette and
8 be reimbursed.
9 575. Q. i just want to go back then to your

10 compensation. And I knowwe touched on this a
1 1 little bit before the break.
12 A. Okay
13 576. Q. And you've told me what...to the
14 best of your recollection your salary was. Okay,
15 and we know with Mr. Josun. I have a note that it
16 was in the range of $40,000.
17 A, M'hmm.
18 577, Q. Annually, and then with Mr, Dixit it
19 was approximately $50,000.
20 A, And then it went.,.) had another
21 promotion, or another pay raise, after that, to like
22 62.
23 578. Q. And this was while you were working
24 with Mr. Dixit?
25 A. That's correct.
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579, Q. And when approximately was that?

A. My last pay rase, I think, was in
April. I couldn't be certain of the exact month
though.

580. Q. In what year?
A. 2013.

581. Q. Okay. And how were you paid?
A. I was paid by cheque.

582. Q. And you were issued T4s,,.
A. Yes.

583. Q, ...in respect of your salary?
A. Yes.

584. Q, And so, I take it as well
that...apart from the money that you received byway
of salaA ,were you paid any bonuses, Stephanie?

received one Christmas bonus but
it was paid to me by cheque.

585. Q. Okay, and tell me about that. When
and how much, and by who?

A. It was by Banners Broker Limited.
586. Q. Okay.

A. So, the same company obviously. And
it was, I don't know, 600 bucks...700.

587. Q. Okay, Any other bonuses or money
that was paid to, apart from the salary and the six
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or $700 dollars.,.the one time Christmas bonus?

A. No.
588. Q. Okay. What about non monetary

benefits, like presents, things of that nature?
A. No. Other than...no. I'm trying to

think, Maybe something small for my birthday.
589. Q. Okay.

A. l don't remember. Christmas I got a
pin.

590, Q. A Banners Broker pin?
A. I would have to look at it. I think

it was Stellar Point.
591. Q, Anything else by way of gifts...

A. No.
592. Q. ..,that you ever received from one

of the companies?
A. No.

593. Q, And what about other benefits, for
instance, was there any...did you have medical
benefits or health, or gym memberships?

A, There was medical benefits, but 1
paid into that, and it was briefly. I think it was
only for about six months.

594. Q. Okay. Anything apart from that?
A. No.

panes inn
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1 595. Q. And in terms of the expense
2 reimbursement because you mentioned that there was
3 a..,that you could be reimbursed for expenses. How
4 did...was there an expense reimbursement policy that
5 was in place when you were at Stellar Point?
6 A. There was. It went all through
7 Grant. You would just send a spreadsheet of your
8 expenses and your receipts. And then it was
9 approved and reimbursed.

10 596. Q. And how often did you do that?
1 1 A. Most of the time, like I said,
12 travelled with someone who took care of it. So, it
13 wasn't very often,
14 597. Q. And what types of expenses
15 would...to the extent that you incurred expenses
16 personally that you submitted for, what types of
17 expenses?
18 A. Food mainly. If I had to take a
19 taxi somewhere. That's pretty much it.
20 598. Q. Anything other than that?
21 A, No.
22 599. MR. WARD: All right. Let's take a
23 break for lunch.
24
25 --- A LUNCHEON RECESS
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1 STEPHANIE ROSE SCHLACHT, resumed
2 CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD:
3 600. Q. All right. One of the things that
4 we are going to do this afternoon Ste hanie, is thatp

6 h
e irk going to start to go through the big binder

t at o that you have in front of you.
7 A. M'hmm.
8 601. Q. And first of all I want to focus a
9 little bit on travel, because I believe you

10 travelled fairly extensively when you were Stellar
1 1 Point. Is that fair to say?
12 A. For a period of time, yes.
13 602. Q. Okay. And what period of time was
14 that?
15 A. Probably from October 2012 to April
16 2013.
17 603. Q. Okay, And was there any particular
18 reason why most of your travel in that time period?
19 A. That was when we were,..the
20 independent contractors were opening their offices.
21 And that was when when the training,,,
22 604. Q. Okay. So, you travelled for IC
23 training?
24 A. Yes.
25 605. Q. And you aiso...separately, you
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1 travelled when you were organizing or participating
2 in conventions?
3 A. That's correct.
4 606. Q. Okay. And, so...just in the
5 interest of complete disclosure, there's emails in

', 6 there that have to do with various aspects of IC
7 training and convention organizing?
8 A. Yes, i saw that.
9 607. Q. Tell me...because one thing that

10 don't understand. There's names that appear in some
1 1 of the emails that have to do with aliases for
12 certain of the principals of Banners Broker. Okay.
13 For instance, to your knowledge did...
14 MS. DOSANJH: Do you want to take her to
15 the document perhaps. Maybe that would
16 assist her?
17 THE DEPONENT: I know what he's talking
18 about but...
19 608. MR. WARD; It may, but it's a general
20 question.
21 MS. DOSANJH: Oh okay.
22 THE DEPONENT: Can you give me the
23 alias...the name?
24
25 BY MR. WARD.
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1 609. Q. Chris Smith. Would you book him
2 under the alias "Larry Diamond"?
3 A, No. I'll explain that. It's
4 because when they travelled, affiliates could get
5 pretty in your face, and they would actually harass
6 the hotel and try to get the names of where
7 executives were staying. And so, when we were
8 booking the conventions on behalf of the client that
9 was his request. He didn't want affiliates coming

10 up to his room and asking questions. So, that was
1 1 the sole ur ose of the alias.
12 610. Q pSo, that was at Chris Smith's
13 request?
14 A. Yes.
15 611, Q. And, sorry, what was his concern
16 again? It was that...
17 A. Because when we did conventions,
18 people always would want to speak him outside of the
19 convention times, and he wanted his own personal
20 space. So, of course, you know, you can understand
21 wh ou wouldn't want a bunch of eo le comin u to
22 our hotel room after hours. p p g py
23 612, Q. And that also happened with
24 reference to Mr. Dixit being booked as Michael
25 Collins?
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1 A. Yes. Same purpose,
2 613. Q. An one else that would use thaty
3 approach to booking rooms?
4 A, Nat that I'm aware of, And this was
5 only one time I think. One convention ortwo.
6 614. Q. Okay. So in terms of travelling to
7 train the independent contractors, do you..,l'm not
8 sure that I have a complete list. But what
9 countries do you remember visiting to train Ics?

10 A. That I could remember,
1 1 615. Q. We'll make a list together.
12 A. Cyprus, Israel, UK, Poland, India,
13 and that's what I can remember off hand. I feel
14 like there's a few more, but...
15 616. Q. Okay .
16 A, ,,.we didn't visit all of them,
17 617. Q. When you say you didn't visit all of
18 them, what do you mean by that. My question is
19 which ones did you,..
20 A. Did I visit?
21 618. Q, ...visit for..,
22 A. Ph ysically go to help?
23 619. Q. Ph sicall attend for the ur oses

p p24 of trainin inde endent contractors?g p
25 A. To my knowledge, that list.
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1 620. Q. Okay.
2 A. But it's been two years, so...
3 621. Q. Now you were in Belize as well at
4 some point?
5 A. I was in Belize, yes.
6 622, Q. And what was the purpose of that
7 visit and when was it?
8 A. I can't give you an exact date.
9 don't remember. And Belize, that was for,..what was

10 that trip for? I don't remember sorry.
1 1 623. Q. Could it have been for training
12 independent contractors?
13 A. That was for...no.
14 624. Q. But it was Banners Broker related or
15 Stellar Point related?
16 A. That I don't remember. I honestly
17 don't remember why we went there. There was a
18 reason, but...
19 625. Q. Do you remember how long you were
20 there or who you were with?
21 A, I was there maybe three or four
22 days. Raj...l went with Raj. Raj was looking at
23 potential office space down there and Brea went with
24 Chris. I'm not sure what they were down there for.
25 626. Q. Okay. And why did you go down
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there.

A. Raj was looking at potential office
space.

627. Q, And so, you went in your capacity as
his executive assistant?

A. As his assistant, yes.
628. Q, Okay, And do you remember what you

did in Belize with Raj in that context?
A. I didn't go down. Hemet with a few

people and I didn't attend.
629. Q. So, you didn't attend any meetings

with him then?
A. No.

630. Q. In Belize?
A. We looked at a few office spaces and

that was it.
631. Q. You say "we"? You and Raj together?

A. Yes.
632. Q. Okay. All right. So, why don't we

start into this book then, and I am going to
begin...

A. Sure.
633. Q. ...at tab 2, which is a printout of

your Twitter feed. And there's a few that I'm going
to take you to.

pa~P ~n~
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1 A, Sure.
2 634. Q. Beginning on...two pages into the
3 production, dab 2 of 5.
4 A. Yes.
5 635. Q. And it's dated March 10, 2013.
6 A. March 10?
7 636. Q. Yes. So, you'll see it's the first
8 on the left.
9 A. March 10th?

10 637. Q. March 10, 2013.
1 1 MS. DOSANJH: It's probably this way.
12 THE DEPONENT: No, it's robabl thisp Y
13 way.
14 638. MR. WARD: No it's not. It's right here.
15 THE DEPONENT: I didn't see it.
16 MS. DOSANJH: March...
17 THE DEPONENT: That's 11th,
18 MS. DOSANJH: Well I think there's
19 something cut off at the top on page three
20 of 19.
21 THE DEPONENT; Yes.
22 MS. DOSANJH: So, I don't know what that
23 is.
24 639. MR. WARD. Let's just go off the record
25 for a second.
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1 --- DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD
2
3 THE DEPONENT; March 10th, okay.
4 640. MR. WARD: So, can you just pass that
5 back to me?
6
7 BY MR. WARD:
8 641. Q. With reference to your tweet on 10th
9 of March, 2013.

10 A. M'hmm.
1 1 642. Q. You're...yau say, "Well this trip is
12 off to a weird start." Now was this a Banners
13 Broker related trip? And the reason I'm asking is
14 because it obvious)y was during a period of
15 em toyment at Stellar Point.

p16 A. Are ou referrin to Banners Broker
17 International or Banners Broker Limited?
18 643. Q. Either one.
19 A. It was to train an office, so it
20 would have been Banners Broker Limited. Yes.
21 644. Q, And where was the trip to?
22 A. Tei Aviv.
23 645. Q. Tel Aviv. Okay. So, this was your
24 Israel trip?
25 A. Yes.
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1 646. Q. Okay. And do.,.and who accompanied
2 you an the Israel trip?
3 A. I can't remember, It might...)
4 don't want to say and be wrong, because I think it
5 was Raj and David Hooker. But I can't be certain.
6 647. Q. But you told me earlier that I think
7 that it was yourself that was responsible for
8 training the...
9 A. Yes.

10 648. Q. ...independent contractors?
1 1 A, Yes.
12 649. Q, So, if there had been other people
13 along, what...first of all, what would be the
14 purpose of them coming to Israel with you?
15 A. David Hooker worked for Banners
16 Broker International, and he did compliance, and he
17 did seminars. So, he would go and do that for the
18 affiliates out there. That's what he did on that
19 trip. And I was responsible to go and train the
20 office on behalf of Banners Broker Limited. Because
21 we did training far Banners Broker International.
22 650. Q. So, this is the same ear.Y
23 A, M'hmm.
24 MS. DOSANJH: What page?
25 651. MR. WARD. I'll just pass it across.
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think our page number is a little bit off,
MS. DOSANJH: Oh oka .Y
THE DEPONENT: That was when we went to
Cyprus and Greece.

BY MR. WARD:
652. Q. So, this is a tweet dated 24 August

2012.
A. Yes.

653. Q. And you had mentioned Cyprus and
take it you were also training independent
contractors in Greece at this time .

A. No it wasn't in Greece. It
was...the two countries were put together, but it
was in Cyprus.

654. Q. Okay. And with respect to this
trip, do you recall who you went with?

A, I believe it was just Raj and
myself.

655. Q. Okay. And when Raj travelled
on.,,well let me ask you. i have been told that Raj
would travel with his family on Banners Broker
business. Like...

A. Um,..
656. Q. ...sorry just let me finish the
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question. Did you know him to travel with his
family on any of the trips?

A. There was a few where his mom came
but not on a regular basis, no.

Q. And which ones did his mom come on?
A. I don't remember, I wouldn't,..)

think she came...
Q. Were there many of them?

A. No, she only came on one or two.
Q. And you don't remember which ones?

A. We travelled quite often. I don't
remember, I think one of them was Ireland, but
can't be certain.

Q. Okay. And what about other family
members that would accompany your boss on taps?

A. Not typically.
Q. Not typically, but would his son

come with him .
A. There was one trip to Israel where

Chris' family came, as well as Raj's family, but
that was the only trip,

Q. And when you say "Raj's family," who
are you referring to?

A. His common law spouse at the time
and his two children.

pano „~
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1 663. Q. Can you give me their names please?
2 A. Of his children?
3 664. Q. No...all of them, whoever came on
4 the trip with him. What was the...are we talking
5 about...the common law spouse. Are you referring to
6 Jennifer Dorazio?
7 A. Yes. I'm sure you have codes of
~ his kids names. Do I need to give that . I mean
9 can.

10 665. Q. Well just who...just so we're
1 1 talking about the same...

~ 12 A. It was a long time ago, so I'm 'ust
~elieve13 oin on based on the ~o of m head. I it9 9 p Y

14 was Jennifer Dorazio and his two children.
15 666. Q. Okay. How about his mother-in-law?
16 Wouid his mother-in-law travel on,..
17 A. His mother-in-law?
18 667. Q. ...Banners...
19 A. So Jen..,they were never married.
20 So, his common law?
21 668. Q. Well you tell me, because...apart
22 from the people we have mentioned, was there anyone
23 else that would be family to Rajiv Dixit?
24 A. Well you said Rajiv's mother-in-law.
25 Him and Jennifer were never legally married, so it
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1 would be considered..,
2 669. Q. Okay, you just...
3 A. No, she never came.
4 670. Q. Stephanie you need to let me finish
5 the question, so...
6 A. Sorry.
7 671. Q. ...we can have a clear record of it.
8 I'm just trying to...l know that we..,l'm only
9 interested in Banners Broker related travel.

10 A. Okay.
1 1 672. Q. So, if it was personal travel,
12 please don't tell me about it. Okay, but for..,
13 A. There was an event going on but his
14 family came on for personal, So, then that
15 clarifies that.
16 673. Q. So his family would accompany him on
17 Banners Broker related,..
18 A, No, this one specific time his
19 family came along. That one time to Israel.
20 674. Q. Okay. And da you know who paid for
21 that...his family to come on that trip to Israel?
22 A. I can't be certain. It was a...they
23 went on a private plane.
24 675. Q. Okay. But who would have arranged
25 the private plan?
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1 A. That could have been me. Chris' 1 trip?
2 family went so it could have been Brea. So, I'm 2 A. The purpose was to set up the office
3 not... 3 over there. But then Italy didn't end up becoming
4 676. Q. Did you frequently arrange private 4 an independent contractor because they.,.l can't
5 planes? 5 remember the reasons, but they didn't end up
6 A. No. 6 becoming one. So, the trip was to do training but
7 677. Q. For Banners Broker? 7 it never ended up amounting to anything.
8 A. No. 8 686. Q. Ital wasn't...
9 678. Q, So, ou would remember it if thereY 9 A. But we never collected commission or

10 was an instance where you did book a private plane? 10 anything and they never got that far.
1 1 A. It was either...yes, there was 11 687. Q. Okay. I've added Ita(y to the list
12 one,..that to Israel. I believe it was myself that 12 of countries that you travelled to...
13 booked that but it could have been in correspondence 13 A. Yes.
14 with Brea, because Chris was going as well. And 14 688. Q. ...with Banners Broker...
15 that was her boss. 15 A. Sorry, I forgot about that one.
16 679. Q. So, you're saying that you did book 16 689. Q. Are there any other countries like

the prAata plane to Israel or you didn't? 17 Italy where you were there for a purpose other than178 I looked into the pacing. I can't 18 training independent contractors or participating in
19 remember if I physically actually booked it. But I 19 conventions .
20 did the sourcing and the pricing. 20 A. To do with Banners Broker?
21 680. Q. Okay. And did you price things 21 690. Q. Yes.
22 separately for Chris' family? 22 A. No.
23 A. Everything was booked...because this 23 691. Q. Or Stellar Point?
24 was travelled related to Banners Broker, everything 24 A. No. Oh, Stellar Point,
25 would have been paid_for by Banners Broker 25 stiil,..there was an office that was opened in UK,
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681. Q. Okay.

A. Or invoiced out as I explained
before.

682. Q. Then there's just...next in terms of
travel,

MS. DOSANJH: We just need a date.
683. MR. WARD. August 2012, aff to Italy.

And the reason why I'm asking is because
there's no reference to Banners Broker...
MS. DOSANJH: You're August 4th or
August 3rd? is there a...

684. MR. WARD: It's 12 August 2012.
MS. DOSANJH: Okay, so that should be
here.
THE DEPONENT: Italy.
MS. DOSANJH: Yes, it's kind of...
THE DEPONENT: Oh yes, Italy I did go
too with Lorenzo Guarini.
MS. DOSANJH: Off to Italy, yes. i
think it's right at the top but it's cut
off again, yes.

BY MR. WARD:
685. Q. And what was the purpose of that

Pam i ~ 7
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1 and that was Stellar Point, So, we did training
2 there. And in India.
3 692. Q. Okay. All right we haven't
4 mentioned...Portugal (guess was on the list of,..on
5 the convention list?
6 A. Yes, that was the first one.
7 693. Q. Okay. What about within Canada and
8 the United States. Was there any Stellar Point or
9 Banners Broker related travel that you took at any

10 point?
1 1 A. Other than the Niagara Falls
12 convention, no.
13 694. Q. And the next thing that I wanted to
14 talk about, and it's not in this book, but there's
15 some...l'm just going to give you the name of some
16 companies that you have been associated with.
17 A, Okay,
18 695. Q. And I need you tell me whether or
19 not, A they're related to Stellar Point or Banners
2d Broker?
21 A. Okay.
22 696. Q. And secondly whether or not they had
23 any business dealings with Banners Broker?
24 A. Banners Broker Limited or...
25 697. Q. Or Stellar Point.
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A. Okay.

698. Q. Or any Banners Broker company. And
I'm asking just so your counsel understands. From
my.,.l'm particularly interested in knowing whether,
to your knowledge, money went from Banners Broker or
Stellar Point...

A. Okay.
699. Q. ...or Dixit Holdings...

A, Okay,
700. Q. ...to these companies that I'm going

to give you the names of. Okay?
A. And if I don't know, I just say

don't know. Right?
MS. DOSANJH: Right.
THE DEPONENT: Okay,

BY MR. WARD:
701. Q. So, the first company is Global

Merchant Pa Inc. Were ou...and to remind ou, ou
were a director of that com an . y y

A. Brief) and the pi as taken off.
702. Q. Oka . So, what relationshi did

that com an have to Banners Broker or an of the
com anies that we have talked about Coda so far?p Y

A. None.

Page 120 ~ U
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1 A. By that I mean I'm the sole owner
2 and director, so...
3 711. Q. So, You're certain that there no
4 monies that went into that company?
5 A. That bank account had no active.
6 opened it to start my eyelash business, and I'm just
7 starting that now.
8 712. Q. 0?ay. RevStar Hosting Inc., the
9 same questions .

10 A. I was briefly a director on that.
1 1 To my knowledge, there was no money from Banners
12 Broker or Stellar Point put into that company.
13 713. Q. Okay. You seem less certain with
14 respect to RevStar. Are you less certain because
15 it s possible that somebody else put money in
16 without you knowing about?
17 A. No. I'm just...
18 714. Q. Sa, you're certain that there's no
19 Banners Broker or Stellar Point or Dixit Holdings
20 money that went into RevStar Hosting?
21 A, I was only briefly on as a director,
22 so to my knowledge, no.
23 715. MR. WARD. So, Karen, tab 5 of the
24 Document Brief.
25 MS. DOSANJH: Yes. Okay.
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703. Q. Do you know whether or not any

Banners Broker or Stellar Point monies would have
been transferred to Global Merchant Pay Inc.?

A. No.
704. Q. So, you don't know, or you're

certain that there were not.
A. I'm certain that there was not.

705. Q. Okay. And how is it that you're
certain that no monies were transferred to that
company?

A. Because that isn't...because thaf
company has nothing to do with Banners Broker,

706. Q. Oka .The next one is Alaco GrouY p
Ltd.

A. M'hmm.
707. Q. That's A-L-A-C-O.

A. M'hmm,
708. Q. So, the same.,.and you were director

of that company as well?
A, That's just solely my own company.

709. Q. Okay. And were any Banners Broker
or Stellar Point monies transferred into that
company at any time to your knowledge?

A. No.
710. Q. And by that you mean no...

Parry ~ ~1
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1 716. MR. WARD: And it's.,.the page number at
2 the bottom ends in 393, so you'll find it
3 about it about three-quarters of the way
4 through the production.
5 MS. DOSANJH; In 393. I don't know if
6 these are paginated. I don't believe this
7 copies paginated.
8 MS. CRADDOCK; Pa e 38.
9 MS. DOSANJH: Oka gy

10 717. MR. WARD. At the bottom. It says
1 1 "Resolution of the director of Stellar

~ 12 Point Inc."?
13 MS. DOSANJH: Correct.
14 718. MR. WARD: So, just take a minute and
15 review that.
16
17 BY MR. WARD:
18 719. Q. And Stephanie, your name is on this
19 as secretary?
20 A. I was...
21 720. Q. Sorry, just let me finish the
22 question.
23 A. Yes, sorry.
24 721. Q. And it's dated May 20, 2013. And
25 then your name is being crossed out.
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A. Um...

122. Q. So, the question is.
MS. DOSANJH: Let him finish the
question.

BY MR. WARD:
723. Q. Do you have an explanation for

what's set out on this directors resolution?
A. Raj had approached me and asked me

if I wanted to be secretary, And I had said I would
think about it, and then I declined.

724. Q. Okay. Why did you decline to be a
secretary of Stellar Point?

A. Because around that time I was
really homesick and I had actually been in the
planning to move back out west. So, I thought that
there would be no point in me being associated with
any companies if I was planning to give my
resignation.

725. Q. Okay. But you appreciate, or did
you appreciate that you were also personally an
owner of Stellar Point?

A. I was never an owner of Stellar
Point.

726. Q. Okay. Well, let's lust continue

then.
MS. DOSANJH: Same document?

727. MR. WARD. No, we're going to move on.
Just give me a second to turn it up.

BY MR. WARD:
728. Q. Did you know that Dixit Holdings

Inc. was an 85 percent owner of Stellar Point?
A. No, I didn't.

729. Q. So, you didn't know that before
told you...

A. No.
730. Q. ...today?

A, That's correct.
731. Q. So, I'm in dab 6 and the production

number on the bottom centre is 278. Just take a
minute and read that. So, Dixit Holdings Inc, is the
company that we're talking about now.

A. M'hmm.
732. Q. It is..,just so we're clear, it's

one of the companies that is part of the
receivership proceedings.

A, Yes.
733. Q. And so, this is during the period

that we're interested in.
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1 A. Okay,
2 734. Q. But it suggests to me that on May
3 15, 2014, Rajiv Dixit transferred you 1,000 common
4 shares, which were...) can tell you that's all the
5 common shares in that company. So, if you could
6 just explain for us what was the reason that you
7 became the 100 percent owner of...
8 MS. DOSANJH: (Nell I think before you
9 put that question to her.,,l mean if you're

10 indicating that is the full amount that was
1 1 in that,..you're putting something...a
12 question to the party for her to
13 inadver~entiy accept that that was the
14 amount of shares being transferred. So,
15 mean there would be something to...before
16 she answers that, there would have to be
17 something that's put to her to say well
18 this is what the maximum amount of shares
19 are within this company, because...
20 735. MR. WARD. Well only if it's going to be
21 contentious. And I hoped that wouldn't be.
22 MS. DOSANJH: Okay. Okay. It's just
23 the..,
24 736. MR. WARD: Yes.
25 MS. DOSANJH: ...nature of the question.

Pang 17~i
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1 737. MR. WARD: If it's going to be
2 contentious, perhaps we can find a
3 shareholders register, but the question
4 doesn't turn on that.
5
6 BY MR, WARD:
7 738. Q. What we're asking for is an
8 explanation as to how it was and why it was, that
9 you came to become an owner of Dixit Holdings Inc.

10 on May 15, 2014?
1 1 A. Because we were getting married and
12 I don't know.
13 739. Q. Okay.
14 A. Just made sense. I'm no longer...)
15 think that company actually had been..,actually
16 don't know. I don't know anything to do with that
17 company right now. But at that point it was because
18 Raj didn't have a will in place and he wanted to put
19 me on to make sure that if something happened to him
20 that...
21 740. Q. Okay.
22 A. It had nothing to do with Banners
23 Broker or Stellar Point, though, the decision on
24 putting me on there.
25 741. Q. Okay. So, it had to do with the
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fact that you were getting married to Rajiv Dixit?

A. M'hmm.
742. Q. And he asked you to come on as owner

of the company?
A. He didn't ask me to come on. But you

could ask Raj anyway because he is the one that
signed it. Right.

743. Q. Well...that is true, he did sign it.
A. Yes.

744. Q. But seeing as you're here today,
just can you...

A. It has to do with our marital
relationship, which I don't have to discuss with
you, right?

745. Q. I don't want to know about your
marital relationship,

A. Okay.
146. Q. But...

A. You can ask him.
747. Q. But apart from what you have told

me, do you have any other explanation as to why it
is that you became an owner of this company on this
day .

A. No.
748. Q. And what to your understanding in

Pang l7R
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1 MS. DOSANJH: Last page signed by
2 Stephanie.
3 755. MR. WARD: i don't know. I'm looking at
4 a page entitled, "Consent of Shareholder to
5 Exemption from Audit, Dixit Holdings Inc."
6 MS. DOSANJH: Yes.
7 756. MR. WARD: In fact before we get there,
8 let's look at the page before that. It's
9 entitled, "Resolution of the Shareholder's

10 of Dixit Holdings Inc."
1 1 THE DEPONENT: Okay.
12 757. MR. WARD: And Ran I just direct you,
13 particularly, to the first paragraph, So,
14 take a moment and read it. See that?
15
16 BY MR. WARD:
17 758. Q. Okay, Stephanie...first of all, a
18 couple of questions. Wifh reference to the
19 accountants of the corporation. Can you tell me who
20 those...who were the accountants in the corporation
21 at this time?
22 A. I was put on this account because
23 Raj didn't have a will in place, And then as soon
24 as he had a will ut in lace I was taken off.p p
25 759. _ Q. I appreciate that.
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May of 2014 was the business of Dizit Holdings?

A. I wouldn't be able to answer that.
Q. Because, presumably you didn't know

then, correct?
A. I didn't.,.sorry can you repeat your

question?
Q. In May of 2014, did you have any

idea what the business of Dixit Holdings Inc. was?
A. I didn't know the detailed business.

No.
Q. Did you know more generally what the

business of Dixit Holdings Inc. was?
A. No. Me being put on there was more

because we were getting married.
Q. Okay. So, the answer to my question

then is that no, in May of 2014 you didn't have any
idea...

A, No.
Q. ...of what the business of Dixit

Holdings Inc, was?
A. Correct.
Q. Thankyou. And then justfur~her on

in the same production, Karen.
MS. DOSANJH: Last a e si ned b her?
MR. CRADDOCK: Thi~ty~-oneg y

Pang l 'JQ
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1 A. I don't know, so I wouldn't know any
2 information.
3 760. Q. So, the answer to my question one is
4 that you don't know who the accountants of the
5 corporation were at the time that this resolution
6 was prepared?
7 A. What do you mean by the
8 "accountants"?
9 761. Q. Just as the terms used in the first

10 paragraph of your shareholders resolution?
1 1 A. No, i don't.
12 762. Q. Okay. And it's referring to
13 financial statements for the fiscal period end of
14 December 31, 2013, Do you see that?
15 A. Yes.
16 763. Q. Have you ever seen those financial
17 statements?
18 A, No, I haven't.
19 764. Q. And on the second...on the following
20 page there's a consent, it's dated June 30, 2014.
21 And is that your signature on the consent?
22 A. That is, yes.
23 765. Q. And how...do you recall how it was
24 that you came to sign this consent?
25 A. I don't remember.
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766. Q. And on the following page as well,

production number 32. There s a...is that your
signature ag ain an the bottom of the page?

A. That is m signature, yes.Y
767. Q. And similarly, do you recall how it

was that you came to sign this document?
A. This is taking me off, right?

768. Q. No.
A, What is that?
MS. DOSANJH: I think maybe just ask her
if she understands the document.

769. MR, WARD. Right.
MS. DOSANJH: (f she's seen it.
THE DEPONENT: No, i get it.

770. MR. WARD: Okay, take a minute and read
it first and then I'll ask you if you
understand it.
MS, DOSANJH: Have you seen this
document before? I think maybe just start
from...l think that would be appropriate
the.,,ask her if she's seen the document
before. If she's familiar with it?

771. MR. WARD; Yes, so,..yes, that's where
I'm trying to get to. So, take a minute
and review these pages with your signature,

49?
Page 132
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1 is, how is it that you came to sign these documents?

~ 2 A. I J'ust...
~ 3 MS. DOSANJH: Do you remember...do you
4 not know? Just..,if you don't remember say
5 it.
6 THE DEPONENT; i don't...like I know
7 signed them but I don't remember reading
8 them. That's my answer.
9 776. MR. WARD. Okay.

10 THE DEPONENT: Because I don't know what
1 1 it...some of this stuff means. So, I don't
12 remember, But that is my signature. So
13 did sign them,
14
15 BY MR. WARD:
16 777. Q. Okay, and you've had an opportunity
17 to review them just now?
18 A. Well I would need to review them in
19 detail.
20 778. Q. Okay. But you looked at them and
21 you don't recall signing them?
22 A. No.
23 779. Q. Can we agree on that?
24 A. It's my signature but I don't
25 remember lookin at the a er.

Page 13"~
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1 Stephanie. 1 780. Q. Okay.
2 MS. DOSANJH; Have you seen this 2 A. I don't remember reading it in
3 document before? Is that your signature? 3 detail.
4 THE DEPONENT; That is my signature, 4 781. Q. Do you recall signing those
5 yes. 5 documents?
6 772. MR, WARD. And she's...Counsel, she's 6 A. Weil, yes, because my signature is
7 indicating to what page of the production? 7 on there.
8 MS. DOSANJH: Thin -one.

Y
8 782. Q. Well that's...

9 773. MR, WARD: Oka . 9 MS. DOSANJH: I think his uestion
10 MS. DOSANJH: She's indicated that, in 10 is...it's one thin that their au~r9 Y
1 1 reference to her signature, of her 11 signatures, but it's one thing if...
12 recognizing the signature, it's in 12 THE DEPONENT: I probably briefly read
13 reference to production 31. 13 it.
14 774. MR, WARD: Okay. 14 783. MR. WARD: Okay.
15 MS. DOSANJH: Thirty-two I'm assuming? 15
16 THE DEPONENT: M'hmm. 16 BY MR. WARD.
17 MS. DOSANJH: Is that,..yes. And 33. 17 784. Q. I don't want you to guess. We're
18 That's with res ect to her bein ..,that's 18 'ust here to know what ou s ecificall recali~ And

~19 her si nature on those documents. 19 ou've told me that our si nature is on some of
20 THE DEPONENT: M'hmm. 20 these a es that we re loogin at. So, I would like
21 MS. DOSANJH: Do ou understand...

~
21 to know ig ou remember how it was that ou came to

22 22 si n those documents? Where did ou sign them? Who
23 BY MR. WARD. 23 asked ou to si n them? Just tell me what you know
24 775. Q. So, m uestion is, and b ail means 24 about how it is that you came to sign those
25 take a minute to read everything. But my question 25 documents please?
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1 A. I can't remember where I signed 1 BY MR. WARD:
2 them. I think it was at the house. I didn't ga 2 795. Q. And that...just so we can finish off
3 into any law firm to sign, or anything. 3 on the point. That's the only explanation you have
4 785. Q. Oka .And when ou sa the "house"?

y y
4 as to wh ou si ned the documents that we've 'ust

~ ~5 A. M house.y 5 looked at~y
6 MS. DOSANJH: Maybe ask if she knew what 6 A. I don't know what would be the
7 she was signing. The contents of the 7 alternative. I don't know what you're asking.
8 document. 8 796. Q. There's no other reason that you can
9 786. MR, WARD. Yes. 9 think of as to why you signed these documents?

10 THE DEPONENT; No. I didn't really read 10 A. No.
1 1 it. 11 797. Q. And then, finally. The second last
12 787. MR. WARD: Okay. 12 page of the production.
13 13 A. The second last a e?
14 BY MR. WARD. 14 798. Q. Yes. It sa s "Form of Transfer." So
15 788. Q. So, ou recall, and for ive me for

'ust
15 we're moving forward into November 19, 2014.

16 ressin this. I want to make sure that I 16 A. Oka .
17 Anders and what it is ou're sa in .You recall not

y y g
17 799. Q. And, first of all, is that...do ou

18 reading it, or,,. 18 reco nize that as our si nature on the document?
gA.19 A. I probabl brief) read it.

y y
19 Yes, that's mg si nature.

20 789. Q. Oka , 20 800. Q. Oka ,and take a minute and review
21 A. Like m said, m ur ose of bein on 21 the document. Read it.
22 this was because my husband didn't have a will in 22 A. I understand. This was 'ust ivin

~ g g23 place, and so... 23 the shares back to him.
24 MS. DOSANJH: I think what he's trying 24 801. Q. Okay.
25 to et at it is, did ou have the 25 A. Because he had his will in place.
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opportunity to read the contents of the
document prior to signing? Did you fully
understand them?
THE DEPONENT: I had the opportunity to
read them, but I didn't...

790. MR, WARD. Okay.
THE DEPONENT: ...read them that
thoroughiy.

791. MR, WARD: Oka .Y

BY MR. WARD:
792. Q. But you signed them because..,why

793.

794.

was it that you signed them?
MS. DOSANJH: I think she answered with
respect to the will.
MR. WARD. With the will, okay.

MS. DOSANJH: Raj didn't have a will in
place, and that's why.
THE DEPONENT: There was no will in
place, so my husband said this is...untii
can get my will in place, we'll do this,
and then he just told me what I need to
sign and I signed it, because I trust my
husband.
MR. WARD: All right.

Pang l ~`7
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1 802. Q. Do you recall signing this document?
2 A. Basically my...this is our
3 relationship, right.
4 803. Q. Sure.
5 A. The whale plan was for the reason
6 stated before. So, when my husband told me to sign
7 and explained what it was for, I signed it.
8 804. Q. And the explanation that he gave
9 you, and more importantly, your understanding of why

10 you were being asked to sign this document, as well
1 1 as the others.
12 A. Yes.
13 805. Q. Was because he didn't have a will in
14 place?
15 A. I was the one that requested
16 something because...this is going to sound really
17 sill . I suffer from anxiet and if an one suffers
18 from anxiet ... eo le with anxiet aver anal ze
19 everythin and the worr . And were...not that this
20 is releva g to case, but we're oin throu h some
21 famii issues and I alwa s worr ,.ghe bio  fo ical
22 mother of the kids is not a fit mom and I'm always
23 like, if something happens to you, you don't have a
24 will in place and how am I going to be able to make
25 sure things are, not taken care of, but things are
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properly in place so that..,so that was my concern.
And he said, ok, until I have my will in place, I'll
put you on Dixit Holding and then when Dixit
Holdin ...and then when m will's in lace ou won't9 Y p Y
need to be in, I'll take you off. And that was my
understanding of it.

806. Q. Okay.
A. So, it was basically me that wanted

the security of knowing that (wasn't.,,if something
happened to him I wouldn't be,..like I don't know
the financials of the company or anything. You
know, but as his wife, I know that he owns that.
So, C jusf wanted to make sure that there was
something that I could.,,if he passed away with no
will.

MS. DOSANJH: Like a sense of security?
THE DEPONENT: A sense of security.

807. MR. WARD: Okay. So, it was...
THE DEPONENT; And he did it because
was driving him crazy.

BY MR. WARD:
808. Q. And so, it was at your suggestion,

then, I take it?
A. Yes. I guess so. Yes. If you

pa~P 7~~
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don't have anxiety you don't understand that. So,
that's why I don't know what's on those papers.
Really.

809. Q. Okay. Let's just move forward then.
Production at tab 10, please.

MS. DOSANJH: Email correspondence?
810. MR. WARD: Yes, this is email

correspondence.
THE DEPONENT; Okay.

811. MR. WARD: And again, ~n fairness to
Stephanie, I'm going to ask you to take a
minute and read it.
THE DEPONENT; Yes, no problem.

812. MR. WARD. Because I am going to have
some questions in terms of,..
THE DEPONENT: That's fine.

813. MR, WARD; ,..what it was.,,what was the
issue and haw you were addressing it. And
so...
THE DEPONENT: What date is this?

814. MR. WARD. .,.you'll see that this is a
chain.
THE DEPONENT: June 30.
MS. DOSANJH: So, you're again referring
to...
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1 815. MR. WARD: Both emails.
2 MS. DOSANJH: ...both emails, okay.
3 816. MR. WARD; Yes.
4 THE DEPONENT; This is from when I first
5 started, June 30. Okay. Oh sorry, I did
6 have a Banners Broker email when I first
7 started.
8
9

817. MR. WARD. Okay.
THE DEPONENT: I for of about that.9

10 remember what this, give me a second.
1 1 MS. DOSANJH; Is there a...is it kind of
12 like a sequence of emails that are related
13 to this, or is it just like an isolated
14 kind of...
15 818. MR. WARD: I think this is the only one.
16 MS. DOSANJH: Okay. I thought there
17 might have just been kind of like a...
18 819. MR. WARD; No, I thinkthis isthe only
19 one...
20 MS. DOSANJH; ,..string of communication
21 that might be...
22 820. MR. WARD. ...that I'm looking at.
23 MS. CRADDOCK: The first email's on the
24 second page.
25 MS. DOSANJH; -Okay, so this...

Page 14i
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1 THE DEPONENT: You can ask, I remember.
2
3 BY MR, WARD:
4 821. Q. So, we both looked at an email
5 exchange on June 29th and 30th...
6 A. M'hmm,
7 822. Q. ...2012, between yourself and
8 Shelley at Vector card.
9 A, M'hmm,

10 823. Q. And...so my first question is..,and
1 1 it looks like you initiated this contact with
12 Shelley?
13 A. That's correct.
14 824. Q, And in the second sentence of the
15 first full paragraph of your email you tell Shelley,
16 "We have gone through our website and have made the
17 appropriate changes that you had suggested in your
18 email." So, what...and I don't have the other
19 email. Okay?
20 A, Okay.
21 825. Q. So, it's not as if it's somewhere
22 else and I'm not putting it to you, but...
23 MS. DOSANJH: Did you read this?
24 THE DEPONENT; Yes, t know it.
25
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BY MR. WARD:
826. Q. So, my first question, what is the

issue that Vector card had...
A. So...

827. Q. ...with the website.
MS. DOSANJH; Let him finish.

BY MR. WARD.
828. Q. That Shelley was asking you to

address?
A. When...so this was dated to before

the convention. So, I would do some odd tasks in
the office, so this looks like...there was some
things on the Banners Broker website that weren't up
to...like MasterCard is very, very, very specific
about how you can advertise, and I know..,l don't
remember all the things, but I remember one thing,
there was a screenshot of the MasterCard, but it had
the number of the card...it was just a fake one,
starting with 45, which is actual)y Visa start.
That's what a Visa starts with. So, it was 'ust
little technical things. And the wa that ~
Vector...when referrin to the Vector MasterCard,
ou had to have certag verbia e. So, if theY 9
verbiage wasn't correct,..so Shelley and I were just

Page 144
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1 Church Street. So, I would do things for him while
2 he was overseas and aiso...if there was a few tasks
3 that needed done around that office I would do. So,
4 little things like this,,.itwasn't my duty but
5 someone could say, hey, can you take care of this,
6 and then I would do it.
7 835. Q. Fair enough. Now in the email on
8 the first page, Stephanie's..,Shelley's wrltingback
9 to you,.,and I'm on the second email on the first

10 page. She says.
1 1 "...Thankyou foryour immediate action on
12 our request and the due diligence in
13 contacting members to remove questionable
14 content from the account..."
15 So, thinking about that and looking at this email,
16 Can you describe for me what Shelley's concern was
17 withespect to content and how you were addressing
18 that .
19 A. Sa...let me just read it. If I'm
20 remembering correctly, I believe it was
21 affiliates.,.in thlstype of business affiliates
22 create their own pages and they had taken
23 screenshots off the Banners Broker website that were
24 wrong, that we needed to fix. And they had
25 screenshatted them and put them on their personal
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going back and forth on tweaking verbiage and things
that were on the website.

Q. But earlier I thought that you told
me thatyou didn't have an res onsibilit for
updating websites or dealing with Vector card.

A. Honestly, I forgot.
Q. Okay.

A. This was so long ago.
Q. So, the answer to my earlier

question, is that you...
A. That's changed, yes.
Q. Okay,

A. Sorry, I wasn't meaning to not...
Q. No, that's fine. And I'm not...)

just want to understand everything that you did in
relation to Stellar Paint and Banners Broker. I'm
not trying to trick your or anything.

A. No, no.
Q. I just want to have a complete

understanding of your involvement,
A. Just to make something in

perspective. Before...while I worked Kul, because
he was...in those cou le months that I workedP
there...because hewas travelling and I didn't go
with him on his first couple trips.,.) was in the

Pr,nA l a~i
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1 website, So, Shelley had asked me to contact those
2 affiliates directly because it was breaching their
3 agreement with MasterCard.
4 836. Q. The Vector,..MasterCard's agreement
5 with...
6 A, With Vector card. Or sorry,..
7 837. Q. With Banners?
8 A. Well they had MasterCard through
9 Vector.

10 838. Q. Right. So, you...so based on
1 1 Shelley's request, I take it then that you did
12 contact the affiliate members and ask them to remove
13 the questionable content from their accounts?
14 A. That's correct.
15 839. Q. Then on the next tab, tab 11, of the
16 production binder, there's an email dated...sent
17 July 4, 2012. So, just take a minute and review
18 that.
19 A. So, Banners Broker did a version
20 update, I guess around this time. And I have no
21 idea..,) uess I was 'ust...oh es, ro ram
22 feature g So, Banners Broker staffed off with... ou
23 know how different software is version 1, version
24 1.5?
25 840. Q. Yes.
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A. It was just a software update that

they had done and I think I was just keeping Raj in
the loop.

MS. DOSANJH: I think it's in the
subject part of the document.

841. MR. WARD: Right, it says "Program
Features of the..." The subject line says,
"Program Features of BB v 2.5."
THE DEPONENT: Yau guys don't have the
attachment?

842. MR. WARD: Well there is an attachment
to it.
MS. DOSANJH: We don't have it though.
THE DEPONENT: I honestly...this was
years aga, I don't...

843. MR, WARD: Right,
THE DEPONENT; It looks like it was
program features of BB version 2,5, so
was probably updating him on features. is
that it?

844. MR, WARD: Listen, I don't want to get
into the detail of the features update.
THE DEPONENT; This is the schedule for
Portugal, this has no...this is just
changes in the programming. Like if there

146
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was a different package colour, or...this
was done different)y. It was just...to the
best of m knowled e that's what I would be
referrin to, That's got the ri ht~ g
attachment. That's the Portugal outline.
THE DEPONENT:

BY MR. WARD:
845. Q. So, returning to the email then

846.

Stephanie. What was your...why was it that you were
corresponding to RaJ' on updates to the Banners
Broker software? When we talked earlier about our
duties, I didn't think that it extended to u datin yp 9
software applications?

A. I don't personally,,,personally
don't have a degree in programming. I don't do the
updates. What it was is the updates..,the changes
inversion 2.5. Those changes directly affect
customer service, because they're changes in the
program. And so, I am...to the best of my knowledge
without reading the attachment, that's probably what
was doing. Program features of BB version 2.5.
So, of course Raj would need to be updated. It
directly reflects customer service. Right?

Q. Okay and you were...you had a
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1 responsibility for customer service?
2 A. I had to be in the loop with most of
3 the customer se►vice things.
4 847, Q, Right.
5 A. When it regards to new training, not
6 with the day to day.
7 848. Q. And when it came to recommending
8 changes to the software?
9 A. Oh, that wasn't me. I didn't

10 recommend anything. I was just an assistant.
11 849. Q. But I mean if there's...to the
12 extent that customer service could be addressed
13 through updating the software, was that something
14 that eo le would look to ou for input on?
15 pA, p Oh no. Software...an thin to do
16 with software and changes in the program would
17 solely be Chris Smith.
18 850. Q. No I appreciate that. I mean that
19 no one was expecting you to actually write code
20 or.,.
21 A, No, but...
22 851. Q. ...update software.
23 A. ...my input, no.
24 MS. DOSANJH: You need fo let him
25 finish.

P ane log
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1 THE DEPONENT: Okay, sorry. Finish the
2 question.
3
4 BY MR. WARD:
5 852. Q. But just looking at this email, in
6 my mind it raises the question as to what was the
7 extent of your involvement in managing software
8 updates for Raj...
9 A. I,..

10 853. Q. ...as apposed to writing software
11 updates?
12 A. ...was just keeping him informed.
13 Basically I can't be...l'm not reading the
14 attachment so I can't be certain. It looks as if
15 someone from..,) don't know whether it was Chris'
16 assistant or himself or one of the programs that
17 sent me the changes they made.
18 854. Q. Right.
19 A. And then I was just keeping Raj in
20 the loop.
21 855. Q. Okay.
22 A. That's it.
23 856. Q. And was the way the system worked?
24 That you would keep Raj in the loop with respect to
25 software updates?
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1 A. No. 1 A. Yes.
2 857. Q. So, why was it was that you were 2 867. Q. ...of program features. But I'm not
3 loin it on this occasion?

gMS.
3 interested in that level of detail. Oka , so we

4 DOSANJH: Do au have...) think it
y

4 don't need the attachment for the ur oses of the
p5 would be beneficial... 5 cou le more uestions that I havep

p6 THE DEPONENT: I don't know. 6 A. Okay.
7 MS. DOSANJH: ,,.if she had the 7 868. Q. All ri ht. But there is a reference9
8 attachment... 8 to a BB update. And, am I reading that correctly to
9 THE DEPONENT: Yes, I can't read the 9 think that we're talking about updates to the

10 attachment, I don't know. 10 Banners Broker website?
1 1 MS. DOSANJH: If there's an attachment, 11 A. That would be correct.
12 because it's kind of like answering 12 869. Q. All right. And tell me again
13 something out without... 13 what,..wh it was that ou were rovidin
14 THE DEPONENT: Yes, like it's so 14 information to Ra' on u dates...kee in g mind that1 p p9
15 simple... 15 you're both at Stellar Point...
16 858. MR, WARD. Let's go off the record, 16 A. M'hmm.
17 THE DEPONENT: ...to me I don't 17 870. Q. ...to the Banners Broker website.
18 understand why, 18 A. Because Stellar Point was
19 19 responsible for customer service. Updates or
20 --- A BRIEF RECESS 20 chap es on the website. So, ou will have an
21 21 affilia e call in and want to kno about the
22 STEPHANIE ROSE SCHLACHT, resumed 22 changes. Or why this is like this now or why that
23 CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD. 23 change...so obviously we have to be updated so we
24 859. Q. So, let's finish off with tab 11 ? 24 can...
25 A. Oka , 25 871. Q. And Stellar Point was u datin the
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1 860. Q. And I appreciate... 1 Banners Broker website?
2 A. I read ahead...sorry. But I just 2 A. No.
3 want..,one thing I do want to say is that I'm here 3 872. Q. So, who was updating the Banners
4 to give you guys the information you need. I'm 4 Broker website at this time?
5 not...if I don't remember something...you know what 5 A. I don't know. I don't know who did
6 I mean, Like I'm not intentionally trying to be 6 all the...
7 like...00ps, and then read it and say yes, I did. 7 873. Q. Well how did this information come
8 Actually...just...it'syears ago. 8 to land in your inbox?
9 861. Q. Okay, and these are emaiis we're 9 A. I wouldn't,,,who was it from?

1 d putting in front of you... 10 don't have the email with...) don't have the
1 1 A. Yes. 11 original email that was sent to me so I couldn't
12 862. Q. ...are meant to prompt... 12 tell who it was from.
13 A. Yes. 13 874. Q. Okay.
14 863. Q. ...your memory in terms of how the 14 A. I don't remember,
15 company operated,., 15 MS. DOSANJH: So, I guess if there's an
16 A. Okay, 16 email I think,..after.,.before this date.
17 864. Q. ...and what the nature of your 17 Are you just asking specifically to the
18 involvement was at the time? 18 contents of what...
19 A. Yes, okay. 19 875. MR. WARD. I'm..,am I...can we agree
20 865. Q. So, please take them in that spirit 20 that you were...
21 as wel(. 21 THE DEPONENT: It would have been from a
22 A. Okay. 22 programmer. I`m guessing.
23 866. Q. Now this articular roduction, as 23 876. MR. WARD: Right. Right.
24 we've all agreed...we don't happen to have the 24
25 attachment... 25 BY MR. WARD:
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877. Q, So, programmers..,if this email was

an example, then the programmers would send you
information on updates and you would pass it along
to Raj?

A. Not on a regular basis. I don't...
878. Q. Okay, but in this instance, is that

what happened?
A. That wouid...to the best of my

knowledge without seeing the attachment, that's what
would say was the reasoning behind it.

879. Q. There's some notes behind tab 14.
There's an email and then there's some..,you
probably want to start with the emails.

A. I think I already read it, but
will read it myself. This is from the convention,
yes.

880. Q. So, the July 11th notes. Do you
know who prepared these?

A. Well it says I attached the notes
took. So...

881. Q. Okay, so...
A. ...sounds like it would be me.

882. Q. And in fact it was you. Correct?
A. I don't see why I would lie in the

email.
P a r~r c l ~i ~i
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MS. DOSANJH: Well I think he"s asking
are these notes in reference to the email
that you facilitated? Is there a
connection to the notes to the email? i
don't know...
MR. WARD: Thank you, that's helpful.

THE DEPONENT: Because I'm not lookin9
atthe email, and opening the attachment
myself, I can't answer that. You know what
mean? Like if I were reading the email

and opening the attachments, I could say
100 percent say those were the notes meant
for the attachment, but I can't tell you
100 percent.
MS. DOSANJH: Well look at the dates.
So, I don't know. If you want to say look
at the dates and look at the notes, and
maybe...
THE DEPONENT: Yes. it looks like.
MS. DOSANJH: I think~the body of the
email says July 11 th and 12th, and the
notes indicate...
MR. WARD: Right, yes.

MS. DOSANJH: ...the same thing. So,
the...

Page 156
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1 THE DEPONENT: No, the notes don't. Oh
2 yes, they do.
3 MS. DOSANJH: So, then we can agree that
4 those notes are in relation to that email,
5 885. MR. WARD. Okay.
6 THE DEPONENT: It would make sense.
7 886. MR. WARD: Okay.
8
9 BY MR. WARD:

10 887. Q, Now I wouldn't think that points
1 1 controversial. But if you didn't prepare the notes
12 then let me know, It appears that you did.
13 A. I believe I did.
14 888. Q. Okay. Have a look at the notes and
15 refresh on them. Is this...do these notes describe
16 what the affiliates were told in terms of the
17 termination of Mr. Josun?
18 A. Topic meeting announcement of Kul's
19 termination of affi~iates.,.l think this is...was
20 going over...because this was in Portugal. So, this
21 would have been...yes, I know,,.this would be going
22 through..,because Kul was terminated so..,it was
23 damage control, because affiliates were...Kul was
24 the one that travelled before, so the affiliates
25 knew Kul. That's who they knew. And so, when Kul
_ Page 15?
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was terminated, or whatever you want to call it,
affiliates were...had questions. So, t think this
was just preparing to make an announcement to
affiliates.

889. Q. Okay. And so, there's questions and
answers. Am I assuming correctly that you
prepared..,you anticipated these questions and
prepared these drafi~ answers?

A. I don't know. It could have been
questions that affiliates had themselves or that
independent contractors had, and then.,.) don't know
if it was,.,l would never assume an answer so I'm
thinking that these answers came directly from
Chris.

890. Q. Okay, but I mean they're your
notes...

A, Yes.
891, Q, ..,we've established. And

there's...are you documenting a meeting that you
attended, or was this prepared in anticipation of a
presentation and anticipation of questions? Was
this like a script or was this documenting something
that had taken place?

A. Well it looks to me like this is
what Chris...l wrote down as Chris dictated in
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preparation for a meeting.

892. Q. Okay. But you weren't working for
Chris at the time, were you?

A. No, but I did...because it was the
convention, and i was doing a bit of this and a bit
of that, and a bit of everything. When this all
came down, i was probably asked just to jump in and
take some notes.

893. Q. Okay. And you J'umped in and asked
b Chris to take some notes for him?Y

A. That's what...yes. I believe so.
That's what it looks like there.

894. Q. But you..,to the best of your.,.and
I'm not going to push this too far, but I just...to
the best of your recollection, these are notes that
Chris dictated to you?

A. Yes.
895. Q. In advance of the presentation to

the affiliates, or after?
A. Because...see.,.because Iworked

with the independent contractors, I was in the
midst...Tara worked with them actually, but because
was there to assist her Buring the convention.
And as soon as this ha ened...Kul was Tara's dad,pp ,
right?
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896. Q. Right,
A. So, she totally left the premises.

And so I was kind of thrown in to take over her
role, so I feel by reading this that it was probably
independent contractors that came up to me
personally and said I want to know the answers to
this, this and this. And then I met up with Chris
and Chris answered the questions forme.

897. Q. Okay, that's helpful, Thank you.
And then the next tab in the production book 15.

A. M'hmm.
898. Q. There's an email with the subject

line, "Security, budget and payment." And so, my
question.,.) take it..,fi~p through it...as part of
your conference organizing responsibilities for
Portugal.

A, Is this Portugal?
899. Q. And it may not be, so...

A. It's January, February, March,
April, May, June, July 12,

900. Q. Would be Portugal.
A. This was prabably...July 12th.

don't remember,
901. Q. Okay, so more general)y,were you

involved in arranging security for conferences, not
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1 necessarily.,.
2 A. I was.
3 902. Q. ...this conference. Sorry, just let
4 me finish the question. Not necessarily this
5 conference, or any particular conference, but was
6 that something else that you were involved in for
7 Stellar Point?
8 A. Only in relation to the conventions.
9 But not for the Portugal one. That was Tara.

10 903. Q. Okay. But with respect to the
1 1 conventions other than Portugal. You would have
12 arranged the security for those conventions?
13 A, I would have some part in arranging
14 or I may have pushed the task to someone else.
15 904. Q. Oka . Dele ated it to someone else?Y 9
16 A. Delegated, yes.
17 905. Q. And just so we understand. Why was
18 it that..,what sort of security was needed at these
19 conventions?
20 A. If you have ever been to an
21 affiliate marketing type of convention.
22 906. Q. i haven't.
23 A. There's people of all sorts, all
24 backgrounds. You have someone that is a
25 multi-millionaire and someone who has five bucks in
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1 their bank. So, you get ali these personalities.
2 People can become aggressive, especially if they
3 want questions answered or, you know, they want to
4 ~ ear to hhris, or,..so they'll do anything, Like
5 T~ y' e r t less n hey will hound people down.
6 ey'll t ap you ~ a hotel hallway and...like even
7 with me.
8 907. Q. Right.
9 A. i was an assistant and I had people

10 knocking on my hotel, Sa, the security was just to
1 1 make sure that no...there was no out of control
12 situations. Because the hotel does not provide the
13 security. Most often times, you're responsible.
14 908. Q. And what levels of...is it...l don't
15 want to generalize if it's not possible, but
16 understand that there was a fairly extensive
17 security that was provided for the conferences. Is
18 the receiver correct in assuming that there was
19 24-hour around the clock security for the principals
20 of Banners and Stellar Point?
21 A. I wouldn't be able to remember if it
22 was 24. It was extensive but i don't know if it was
23 24 or 15, or,,,
24 909. Q. And security for their families as
25 well?
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A. The families didn't travel very

often. In Portugal, I believe, there was, but
wasn't in charge of security so l wouldn't be able
to answer that.

910. Q. But you were at Portugal and you saw
the security though?

A. I did, yes.
911. Q. Right and it was security for their

families as well?
A. I was so busy organizing the event

didn't even seethe families half thetime so
wouldn't be able to answer that. I was either in my
hotel room prepping or in a conference.

912. Q. Okay. Tab 17 please. I don't think
that I have a spreadsheet attachment to 17, .Are we
looking at the same...

MS. DOSANJH: Ah...wait..,sorry,
think.,,No, we're ane ahead of you.
Seventeen.

913. MR. WARD: Again, I think that we...
MS. DOSANJH: That's attached to 17.
There's a spreadsheet...
THE DEPONENT: I do...l have it. You
have it.

914. MR. WARD: Okay.
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1 MS. DOSANJH: She I guess just copied
2 her,
3 922. MR. WARD. Why she would be addressing
4 to Stephanie intending to...
5 THE DEPONENT; I can answer that.
6 923. MR. WARD; ...for Chris to read it.
7 THE DEPONENT: The reseller for
8 Portugal, that was her assistant. And she
9 asked me to...she sent me an email and

10 asked me to forward...did she even send it
1 1 tome?Yes. She sent it to me and asked me
12 to forward it. So, I simply just forwarded
13 i~ over to Chris.
14 924. MR. WARD. Okay.
15
16 BY MR. WARD;
17 925. Q. Now, looking at it. I guess the
18 first question that this raises in my mind, not
19 being familiar with how Banners Broker worked,
20 is...why would she be forwarding it to you given
21 that you never worked for Chris Smith?
22 A. Because at this point, it's during a
23 convention. Right. So, we're doing everything and
24 organizing for them. So, because she is the
25 assistant to a reseller and I dealt with independent
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MS. DOSANJH: There.
915. MR. WARD: Sorry, it's the...l won't get

to the attachment. It's more the email
that I'm interested in.
MS. DOSANJH: The email.
THE DEPONENT: Okay.

BY MR. WARD:
916. Q. I'm looking at the email from

Manuela M., dated July 25, 2012, 9:40 a.m. And he's
writing to Chris...

A. It's a woman actually.
917. Q. Okay. She's writing to Chris, but

it's addressed to yourself, copied to K. Gray.
A. So...

918. Q, And so the question is...
A. Sorry .

919. Q, Wh ,,.do ou know wh that was that
he would be writin to ou intendin to s eak Chris.

A, She... g y g p
920. Q. She...

MS. DOSANJH: She wasn't writing to her.
think she was writing to Chris. It says,

"Good afternoon, Chris."
921. MR. WARD: Right. I'm sorry...
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1 contractors, and I guess I should have said,,.l
2 never..,no, resellers...it's hard to explain.
3 Resellers are a little bit different from
4 independent contractors, but I still talked to the
5 resellers as well. So...
6 926. Q. Okay.
7 A. ,..Portugal was a reseller, UK was a
8 reseiler at one point. And because I was the middle
9 person to that, she asked me to forward it to Chris.

10 927. Q. Okay. Did you have a...just
1 1 thinking about this a bit more...did you have a
12 business card at the time...like how would people
13 know whether you worked for...l guess, maybe I can
14 answer my own question then. Weil I won't do that.
15 Did people know who you were working for?
16 A. Ah...
17 928. Q. Did affiliates and independent
18 contractors and resellers,..how would...lassume
19 they couldn't have known whether you were working
20 for Mr. Dixit or Mr, Smith at a given time?
21 A. i don't know. I mean I'm not a mind
22 reader, so I can't tell you what they thought.
23 However, they knew me as the liaison between them as
24 independent contractor and Banners Broker. So,
25 Banners Broker International, or Banners Broker
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1 Limited, or Stellar Point, I worked for them. 1 A. If you're boss is busy you da the
2 929. Q. Okay. 2 busy work, so yes, I would have...
3 A. But I was a liaison. Like I said 3 937. Q. Right.
4 before, I would have to reach out to Chris far 4 A. But it would have been mostly Tara,
5 information to pass on. Or Raj might know it. Or I 5 but like I said, because Tara had left because of
6 would get it through Brea. 6 the issues going on with her dad, I was thrown in.
7 930. Q. So, what...so, as a liaison then, 7 938. Q. Okay. And did you discuss with
8 what...how would you address the concerns that 8 Manuela the concerns that she's raised in the email?
9 Manuela is raising in heremail of July 25? 9 A. No, I would have said that I'll pass

10 A. I simply dust forwarded it. Unless 10 it along to Chris, he'll better answer your
1 1 it was in my scope of my knowledge, like this, 11 question. I wasn't...) was really new with working
12 yes..,just forward...as I said, this is an email 12 and I m assuming i wouldn t have had the knowledge
13 that was sent to me by Manuela with a request to 13 to pass on.
14 forward it to you, regards Stephanie." So, I just 14 939. Q. Okay. Did you appreciate that her
15 forwarded it. 15 complaints to Chris went to customer delays and
16 931. Q. But in addition to that...am I 16 everyday people calling to make complaints?
17 correct That you read it and you determined that it 17 A. I don't know. I didn't read the
18 wasn't within our sco e of knowled e? 18 attachment. I ~ust sim I forwarded it to Chris.
19 A. If she was sa in she wagted me to 19 940. Q. So our evidence is that ou didn't
20 pass it to Chris, I don't even think I would have 20 read it, ou l'ust forwarded it on to Chris?
21 read it, because that's not any of my business. 21 Ay That's correct.
22 Unless Chris asked me to read it, which he.,.l don't 22 941. Q, The next tab then is tab 18. July
23 know. I can tell by the way that I wrote this that 23 26, 2012 now. We've talked about your involvement
24 I just simply forwarded it on. And mind you, this 24 in terms of organizing conventions.
25 was in my first two months and I wasn't...) 25 A. M'hmm.
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never,,.) didn't have an established role.

932. Q. Right;
A, At this time.

933. Q. In fairness she is not asking you to
pass this on to Chris, though?

A. Yes, she did. She sent it to me and
she addressed, "Good afternoon, Chris." So I passed
it on Chris. It doesn't say "Good afternoon,
Stephanie."

MS. DOSANJH: I think her email at the
top says that it's an email was sent with a
request to forward it to you. So, there
may be another email out there or something
lingering where Manuela may have written to
Stephanie indicating that an email needs to
be forward.

934. MR, WARD: Okay.

BY MR. WARD.
935. Q. So, d d you deal then in July of

2012 with Manuela .
A. She was, like I previously stated,

she was the assistant to the reseller at Portugal.
So, you know how it works with an assistant.

936. Q. Right.
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1 942. Q. Am I correct as well that you
2 tracked expenses in respect of conventions?
3 A. Yes, that's correct.
4 943. Q. And so, is this your,.,did you
5 prepare the expense repart that we see as part of
6 this roduction behind the ull tab?

pA.7 Let me 'ust read...sor it's been1 ~Y
8 so many years, that I need to read before I answer.
9 944. Q, Yes, take your time.

10 A. It's hard to say. it could have
1 1 been one that was given to me or it could have been
12 one that I did.
13 945. Q. Looking at your email, it would
14 appear that you...
15 A. It says, "I have attached a copy of
16 the Portugal expenses." It doesn't say I've
17
18 946.

attached a copy of the Portugal expenses i prepared.
Q. No, it doesn't sa that.Y

19 A. Yes, so...it's just been so many
20 years, I just can't be certain,
21 947, Q. Okay.
22 A. I may have.
23 948. Q. Because I think you just told me
24 that that's something that...
25 A. It's something that i would do, but
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due to the fact that this was the first convention
and I wasn't responsible for it, it could have been
Tara, because Tara did continue to work for a few
after the convention,

949. Q, Okay. But, I mean the one thing
that we can agree on is that you had...it would
appear from the email exchange that you had this
expense report from Portugal on July 26, when you
forwarded it to Chris?

A. That's what the email suggests, yes.
950. Q. Okay. And just looking at...and I'm

not going to spend any more time on it than this.
There are some credit card expenses incurred on July
17 in relation to, it says in brackets, "Raj".

A. M'hmm.
951 ~ Q. And there's a $16,000 amount.

A. Yes, I honestly wouldn't be able to
answer. I don't know.

952. Q. In the course of,,.let's deal with
it more generally then. In the course of preparing
conference expense reports.

A. M'hmm,
953. Q. Would you review credit card

statements? Presumably you would. I don't know
where you aet the information...
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1 able to give you any information to do with that
2 amount.
3 959. Q. Okay.
4 A. Nor,..and I can 100 percent say
5 didn't see a bank transfer.
6 960. Q. In respect of Portugal?
7 A. No, I didn't have access to bank
8 accounts so there was no way I would have seen or
9 done a bank transfer,

10 961. Q. In respect of Portugal?
1 1 A. In respect to anything.
12 962. Q. If someone gave you bank transfer
13 information for the purposes of preparing expense
14 report then that's a way in which you might have
15 seen one. Correct?
16 A. Mostly the expenses were done with
~ 7 things paid on credit cards or..,! might see the
18 confirmation of a bank transfer but I was never
19 privy to...
20 963. Q. I understand.

~~~ 21 A, ,., you know what f mean,
22 964. Q. You wouldn't initiate the bank
23 transfer...
24 A. No.
25 965. Q. ...but vau miaht see a confirmation
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A. Not statements, receipts.

954. Q. Receipts?
A. Yes.

955. Q. Okay.
A. But I was so fresh working with the

company that i wouldn't have...) can almost say that
don't even think I prepared this, but I may have,
But I wouldn't have...) don't know. I wouldn't be
able to tell you what these were for,

956. Q. But it's fair to say that generally
in tracking expenses in respect of conferences, you
would review receipts?

A. Not always. I can't say that it was
each time 100 percent.

957. Q. And similarly, you would review
relevant bank transfers. Bank transfers relevant to
the convention?

A. No.
958. Q. And I ask that because there's an

indication on the page that we're looking at that
there was some bank transfers totalling around
$336,000 having to do with hotel rooms.

A. Yes. I don't know. Like i said,
this was...l was thrown into this, so I may have
been given this or I don't know. But I wouldn't be
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1 in respect to a bank transfer?
2 A. Yes.
3 966. Q. And similarly, and presumably you
4 would have had receipts when you..,for the purpose
5 of accounting ...
6 A. Yes.
7 967. Q. ...for a convention at the end of
8 it?
9 A. Yes.

10 968. Q. And similarly, I would think that
1 1 you would have had credit card statements in
12 relation to conferences?
13 A, No, because that would be
14 accounting. i just collected the receipts and
15 handed them off,
16 969. Q. So, references, for example, to the
17 cash line items in this Portugal business expense
18 accounting.
19 A, Yes.
20 970. Q. Can you tell me where that
21 information would come from?
22 A. I honestly can't answer that.
23 don't know.
24 971. Q. Okay. Leaving aside the Portugal
25 convention in respect of other conventions that you
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were involved in organizing on and reporting on. To
the extent that cash was expended, how would you
know or account for that?

A. Not...yau know what...cash wasn't
really used, because when I'm booking hotels and
that, it's credit card. So, I don't know why
they're...some countries are different. Some
countries are weird and they like to...like you
know.,.how.,.l don't know if you've travelled to
many countries. But most of the things I dealt
with, with the other conventions, to my knowledge
and recollection were mostly credit card charges.

Q. Okay, thank you. Okay, at tab...
A. Unless it was like a coffee or

something.
Q. Thank you. Tab 19. Email from

yourself to Chris Smith, July 30, 2012.
A, Oh yes, I did do blogging,
Q. The sub'ect: "Post Portu al blo ,"J 9 9

A. Yes.
Q. S,o myquesfion, and I'vefhinkyou

just answered it.
A. i changed my mind about what I said

before, about the blogging,
Q. Did you da bloaaina in relation to
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Banners Broker?

A. Initially, yes. Not when I went...l
did a few blogs.,.here, sorry, I gotta get my
bearings. That was two years ago.

Q. Okay.
A. I was asked to do a few blogs after

Portugal. This is the one that went up. And then
when I went to go open offices, and if I attended an
affiliate webinar, I was asked to make notes and
then the notes would be sent over and a blog would
be written. But that was only in the very
beginning.

Q. Okay. So, talking about that period
in the beginning. Just...l want fo,..l don't have a
blog and I don't use a blog. And I'm not familiar
with blogs. So, describe for me the Portugal
Banners Broker blog, For example, who was it meant
for, where would one see it?

A. Biog.,.
Q. What did you do to write it?

A, A blog is an online presence. So
it's meant for like the affiliates.

Q. Okay.
A. Something that they can read and

keep updated and...

S. R. Schlacht -
1 981. Q, Okay. And it's meant to give them
2 information on what?
3 A. Sorry? I'm tired, could you repeat
4 that, sorry?
5 982. Q. We're almost done for the day. The
6 blogs are meant for the affiliates and it's meant to
7 provide them with what? Instructions,
8 information...
9 A, Blogs are like...

10 983. Q. ..,notices, what was...
1 1 A. ...a feel good read.
12 984. Q. Okay. And what do you mean by that,
13 "a feel good read"?
14 A. Just, I mean.~.there could be
15 updates in a blog, but a blog is just like a...it's
16 kind of like a diary. It's like a feel goad read.
17 985. Q. Okay.
18 A. You know.
19 986. Q. So, the affiliates would read the
20 blog that, for instance, the one that you wrote, and
21 then they would feet good about the business? Is
22 that the intention?
23 A. I don't...l couidn't...l don't know.
24 Are you talking about this blog posting in
25 particular, or in general?

176
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1 987. Q. In general,
2 A. It's hard...people write blogs for
3 different things, right. I can only speak to the ane
4 that I personally wrote.
5 988. Q. Okay.
6 A. And this is the blog that you
7 personally wrote that we see behind the production,
8 tab 19?
9 A. I can't be certain if I wrote it all

10 on my own but I did have a part in putting it
1 ~ together, yes.

'~ 12 989. Q. Okay.
13 A. lt's basically just a summary of
14 what went on in that week.
15 990. Q. You say in the cover email, "Your
16 quote that I took from the recording is highlighted
17 in green," Does that refresh your memory in terms
18 at whether or not you wrote this bldg?
19 A. I don't see the green. Do you guys
20 know?
21 MS. DOSANJH; Well maybe it's this one.
22 Maybe it's the quote at the bottom of the
23 page.
24 THE DEPONENT: Yes.
25 MS. DOSANJH: In cbsin~.
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THE DEPONENT: I took...it says, "In
closing Chris Smith, CEO, states..." and
then it has a Parag raph.
MR, WARD. Ri ht.

THE DEPONENT; g So, that's what I was
referring to.

BY MR. WARD.
992. Q. So, can we agree then that you wrote

this blog?
A. I can't say that. I may have put it

together, but I may have had someone helping me.
It's been two years.

993. Q. But you can't...but sitting
here...if there was anyone else that you recall
helped with ~rou it, I would like to know who that
person was ,

A. It probably could have been Tara.
994. Q. Not could have been. But...

A. I don't remember.
995. Q. But...because I'm putting it to you,

Stephanie, in fairness, based on my reading of the
email, that you wrote this blog yourself and that
there was nobody else that co authored. Is that not
fair?
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A, I can't really honestly answer that.

could have done the..,l could have written and had
someone helped me write it and then I made it flow.
But honestly, it was two years ago. I honestly
don't remember.

996. Q. Okay But...
MS. DOSANJH: I don't know...ma be itY
says it's signed as "BB Management," so
don't know, maybe ask her who's apart of BB
management.

997. MR. WARD. Yes, I was just going to get
to that point.

BY MR, WARD:
998. Q. Your Counsel has pointed out that

this blog entry appears to be end noted, or signed
by BB Management.

A. To the best of my knowledge, and
would have to have the blog in front of me, i think
that they were all signed "BB Management."

999. Q. Okay, So, if you were preparing it,
or part of it, you would similarly sign it "BB
Management"?

A. This is...
MS. DOSANJH: I think his question is
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1 that if you were writing this, would you
2 sign it as "Stephanie" orwould you sign it
3 as "BB Management"?
4 THE DEPONENT: Nothin 's ever
5 si ned...like I wouldn't si n an thin .
6 MS. DOSANJH: So, who was...ig uess,9
7 don't know.,.David, tell me if I'm over
8 working here.
9 1000. MR. WARD. Yes. this is helpful, and

10 want to wrap as well, so this is helpful.
1 1 MS. DOSANJH: So, BB Management is
12 comprised of, I don't know, four people,
13 six people, or eight people that you guys
14 sit together once a month and you guys get
15 little notes and scripts from everyone and
16 put it together as a management team?
17 THE DEPONENT: Well it would be...
18 MS. DOSANJH: Or is it you that takes
19 the lead on this and just signs off as "BB
20 Management"?
21 THE DEPONENT: It would be on
22 behalf...like Chris Smith didn'twrite his
23 own blogs.
24 1001, MR. WARD: I a preciate that.

plt25 THE DEPONENT; would be on behalf of
ParrP ~ R1
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1 things that he wanted me to project.
2
3 BY MR. WARD.
4 1002. Q. Can we put it this way that to the
5 extent that you either authored, or co authored
6 Banners Broker blogs...
7 A. It would have been just this one.
8 1003. Q. ...it was standard practice for them
9 to be signed off on as "BB Management"?

10 A. Like I said, I would have to pull
1 1 the blob up and see. This is just the instructions
12 I was given and I followed.
13 1004. Q. I don't want to leave this until
14 we.,.who was instructing you to write these blogs?
15 Your sending it to Chris Smith. Was it Chris Smith
16 that instructed you to write this blog?
17 A. Yes it was Chris Smith.
18 1005, Q. Okay. And similarly it was Chris
19 Smith that instructed you to sign off as "BB
20 Management"?
21 A, If I signed off "BB Management" that
22 would have been the instruction given to me.
23 1006. Q. Okay.
24 A. Yes.
25 1007. MR. WARD: All right, let's call it a
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1 day, I think we'll adjourn this.
2 MS. DOSANJH: Do ou want to.,.should wev
3 just.
4 1008. MR. WARD: Off the record.
5
6 --- DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD
7
8 1009. MR. WARD: So just to accompany today's
9 transcript, Counsel and I have agreed to

10 mark the document binder that I was
1 1 referring to as Exhibit A for
12 identification purposes.
13
14 --- EXHIBIT N0. A: Document binder
15 1010. MR. WARD: Thank you very much.
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1 A, I think Colin Tuck and I were
2 talking about it.
3 1018. Q. Sor~r~ y, Mr...
4 A. Tuck, T-U-C-K.
5 1019. Q. Okay. And who was he?
6 A. He did, like, AV and computer work.
7 1020. Q. For who?
8 A. For Chris Smith.
9 1021. Q. Okay. So, did you understand him to

10 be a Banners Broker employee, or a Stellar Point
1 1 employee?
12 A. I never saw his pay stub, sa
13 wouldn't be able to tell you.
14 1022. Q. But you worked at Stellar Point,
15 correct?
16 A. Yes.
17 1023. Q. He...
18 A. He worked...
19 1024. Q. ...worked with you?
20 A. When I first started off, as
21 explained last time, I started off at the Church
22 Street address, and he was working there. I never
23 saw his pay stub, so I couldn't tell you if he was
24 employed with Stellar Point or just straight with
25 Chris.

Page 3
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1 STEPHANIE R. SCHLACHT, resumed 1 A. Q.And after you first started off,
2 CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD: 2 you moved to the Carlow property?
3 1011. Q. Stephanie, the last time that we 3 A. So, we were in a small building at
4 met, you had talked about a..,one of the things you 4 1019 Nelson, as I told you last time.
5 told us about was a convention in Portugal.., 5 1025. Q. So, was Mr. Tuck working with you in
6 A. That is correct. 6 the small building at 1019.,,
7 1012. Q. ...when your boss, at the time, who 7 A. No, he wasn't.
8 was Mr. Kuldip Josun, I believe... 8 1026. Q. ...Nelson Street?
9 A, M'hmm. 9 A, Strictly at Church.

10 1013. Q. ...was fired and asked to leave the 10 1027. Q. And where did you move after that?
1 1 convention? 11 A. Carlow Court.
12 A. M'hmm. 12 1028. Q. Okay. And was Mr. Tuck working with
13 1014. Q. You need to say yes or no for the 13 you at Carlow Court?
14 record, please. 14 A. No, he was not.
15 A. Yes. 15 1029. Q. Okay. Who else told you about the
16 1015. Q. Okay. And you also indicated at the 16 threats that you told me about?
17 time he was fired, he had been making threats to 17 A. That was two years ago. We would
18 management and staff? 18 talk amongst ourselves. I couldn't give you a name
19 A. That is what I heard, yes. 19 without feeling confident...
20 1016. Q. Okay, And who did you hear that 20 1030. Q. Okay, and...
21 from? 21 A. ,..other than Colin,
22 A. I couldn't tell you exactly. 22 1031. Q. And you used the word "threats".
23
24

Everyone was talking about, so a number of people,
1017. Q. Oka And, the

23
24

Why did you believe them to be threats?
A. Because he was threatening families,

y 
. so, who were some of

25 people that you... 25 and he was an r , so he was makin , ou know, verbal
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threats.

1032. Q. What sorts of verbal threats?
A. To be honest, I couldn't remember

the exact words. I don't know whether it was
against families or...l can't remember.

1033. Q. Okay...
A. I think it was against Chris Smith's

family.
1034. Q. Okay. And I am not asking for the

exact words, but if someone is threatening someone's
family, I mean, it is significant enough that there
may be something else you remember. Short of the
exact words, can ou tell me what that was?

A. No. y
1035. Q. Was he threatening...to your

knowledge, was Mr. Josin threatening anyone other
than Chris Smith and his family?

A. I am not sure.
1036. Q. So, I take it that would be a no?

A. That would be a no...well, I am nat
sure. That is my answer.

1037. Q. And what do you...
A. I can't remember, sorry.

1038. Q. is there anything else that you
remember about the circumstances of Mr. Josin's
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departure, apart from what you have told me today
and when you were examined on April the 29th, 2015?

A. No.
1039. Q. So, you are ce~ain of that?

A. I am certain, yes.
1040. Q. Okay. One of the other things that

we talked about when we met in April was the Stellar
Point expense reimbursement policy, and you told me
that there was such a policy.

A. Did I?
1041. Q. Do you recall that?

A. About a reimbursement, like, for
expenses? Yes. Yes, I do recall that.

1042. Q. Okay. And was that a policy in
writing?

A. I don't know.
1043. Q. Did you ever see a policy in

writing?
A. I don't remember. I don'tthinksa,

but there may have been, but Grant D'Eall, the one
who did all the policies, would be the person you
would want to talk to about that.

1044. Q. Okay. And when you say "ail the
policies", what other policies was Grant D'Eall
involved...

Pang R
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1 A. Well, Stellar Point as a company...
2 1 Q45. Q. Sorry, you just need to let me
3 finish the question for the record.
4 A. Okay, sorry.
5 1 Q46. Q. So, can I take it, then, ghat i~ is
6 your evidence that Grant D'Eall prepared the expense
7 reibursement policy for Stellar Point?
8 A. I couldn't be certain, but he did
9 policies, So, that would be the person, I would

10 think. But, like I said, I don't remember,
1 1 1047. Q, Weii, who did you deal with in terms
12 of expense reimbursement?
13 A. Jeanette Kennedy.
14 1048. Q. Okay. And what did she do in
15 relation to expense reimbursement?
16 A. We gave our expenses to her, and
17 that was it.
18 1049. Q, And when you say "we", we are just
19 talking about yourself now, correct? Or was there
20 someone else you are referring to?
21 A. When I had expenses, I went through
22 her, or I went through Raj directly, because I was
23 the assistant. I could go straight to him if
24 needed to.
25__ 1050. Q. Okay. And if you went to Jeanette,

A ano Q
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1 what would you give her, and what would she do with
2 it? I just need to understand from you, if I could,
3 how the expense reimbursement policy,..because you
4 used the word "policy'", worked.
5 A. Well, I don't know if "policy" is
6 the right word. You would write your expenses in a
7 spreadsheet, you would attach your receipts, and you
8 would hand it over to the office manager.
9 1051. Q, Which was?

10 A. Jeanette Kennedy...
1 1 1052. Q. Okay.
12 A, .,.general manager, office manager,
13 however you want to put it.
14 1053. Q. And then.,.wouid you know what
15 Jeanette Kennedy did with it?
16 A. You would have to ask her.
17 1054. Q. Well, did she approve them and write
18 you a cheque?
19 A. I didn't have a whole lot of
20 expenses. So, if I could...like, if I am just
21 referrin to m self, It would either be out of
22 pett cash or a the ue, but for me it wasn't, like,
23 Ra' y.if I was travella with Raj or doing things,
24 I was usual) with a erson that could take care of
25 my expenses themselves.
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1055. Q. Right. And am I correct that

Jeanette reported to Mr. Dixit?
A. You would have to ask her.

1056. Q. Okay. Did you see her reporting to
anyone other than Mr. Dixit?

A. You would have to ask her.
1057. Q, No, I am asking what you saw.

A. My job was to be assistant to Rajiv
Dixit. So, as far as I know, she only reported to
Raj. But, like I said, you would have to ask her,

1058. Q. Okay. And as far as you knew, and
know, the only person who approved expense
reimbursement within Stellar Point was Mr. Dixit, as
well?

A. As far as I know, yes.
1059. Q. Okay.

A. Approved them? Well, Jeanette could
approve them based on guidelines.

1060. Q. Okay. So, what guidelines are you
referring to?

A. You would have to ask her on that.
wouldn't be able to list a set of guidelines for

you.
1061. Q. But how is it that you know that.,.

A. It is...

Pa~P 1~
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1 get one over to you, for sure.
2 MS. DOSANJH; Yes? Okay.
3 1068. MR. WARD: Yes.
4
5 BY MR, WARD;
6 1069. Q. Now, before we jump into this
7 document, I would like you to have a look at the
8 attachment, which is an independent contractor
9 agreement?

10 A. Yes.
1 1 1070. Q. And you should, as well, familiarize
12 yourself with the cover e-mail, because I have a
13 number of questions on this set of documents.

~~ 14 A. Okay , yes, go ahead.
15 MS. DOSANJH: Sorr ,tab 21?y
16 1071, MR. WARD; Okay,
17 MS. DOSANJH: Tab 21, sorry?
18 1072. MR. WARD. So, have you..,yes, sorry,
19 tab 21.
20
21 BY MR. WARD:
22 1073. Q. Have you reviewed the cover e-mail
23 and the independent contract agreement?
24 A. I went through this binder. So,
25 ves, I am familiar.
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1062. Q. Just let me finish the question,

that Jeanette could approve expenses? And I take it
you mean independent of Mr, Dixit, based on
guidelines?

A. What do you mean?
1063. Q. How would you know that, based on

what you just told me?
A. Because I couldn't buy a new

Mercedes, bring it in to Jeanette and say, "Can
get reimbursed for this?" I am talking guidelines.
So, ex enses when ou are travellin ,obvious) ou
can't o out and s end thousands of dollars on ay
meal and then come back and sa , "This was anY
expensed meal",

1064. Q. Stephanie, did you ever see
guidelines on expense reimbursements?

A. No, I did not.
1065. Q. Okay. All right. Sa, let's...if we

could return to the binder, and we were at tab 21.
MS. DOSANJH: Sorry to interrupt, is
that a copy of the transcript?

1066. MR. WARD: It is, yes.
MS. DOSANJH: Okay. Would there be
another copy available for any of us?

1067. MR. WARD: Yes, no, we are welcome to

Parro "I ~
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1 1074. Q, Okay. So, looking atthe e-mail on
2 the bottom of page 1...
3 A. M'hmm.
4 1075. Q. ...from Mr. Dixit to...it is
5 addresed to is@bannersbroker.com...
6 A. Yes.
7 1076. Q. ...copied to yourself.
8 A. M'hmm.
9 1077. Q. Do you know what the IC would be?

10 A. Independent contractors.
1 1 1078. Q. Okay, And then the e-mail from Raj
12 goes on to ask you to proofread it, correcting
13 spelling or grammatical errors, and then send it out
14 to certain independent contractors?
15 A. Yes, that is correct.
16 1079. Q. And did you do that?
17 A. I was asked to do it, but I dan't
18 have the e-mail where I sent it out, so I can assume
19 that I did.
20 1080. Q. Okay. And then look atthe e-mail
21 directly above that, on the top of the page.
22 A. Okay, yes?
23 1081. Q. And halfway through that e-mail, it
24 suggests to me that you also added some information
25 to the contract?
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A. "...I notice upon reading there was
no place to sign..."

Yes, all I added was line for them to sign, because
there was no place for the independent contractors
to sign at the end of the agreement.

1082. Q. Okay.
A. So, ail I added was a line with a

signature required.
1083. Q. And who were the pa~ies to this

contract?
A. The parties, meaning who was it

being sent to?
1084. Q. Who was the contract between?

A. It was between the independent
contractors and Banners Broker international, it
looks like.

1085. Q. And when you say Banners Broker
International, you mean the Isle of Man entity?

A. Yes, that is what it says.
1086. Q. Okay. So, were you working for the

Isle of Man entity at the time?
A. No, I was not.

1087. Q. So, how was it that you were
reviewing and editing a contract between Banners
Broker International, the Isle of Man entity, and

Pang 'S
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independent contractors?
A. Because like I explained last time,

Banners Broker International...or, sorry, Stellar
Point, which is formerly Banners Broker Limited, did
consulting with Banners Broker International. So,
Stellar Point did a lot of work for Banners Broker
International.

1088. Q. So, did...
A. So, that is why.

1089. Q. So, did the work, the scope of work
that Stellar Point did for Banners Broker
international include drafting and sending out
contracts for Banners Broker International?

A. I believe this was a contract that
was sent,..) couldn't be certain, because this was a
long time ago, but I believe this was something that
was drafted at,..by someone for Chris Smith, and
then sent to us to review, and then I dealt directly
with independent contractors. So, I was the liaison
to give out any contracts or documents to them.

1090. Q. So, is the answer to my last
question yes, then?

A. I am not sure. Or not to my.,.this
in particular, or...

1091. Q. Well, let's start with this in

S.R. Schiacht - 200
1 particular. I mean, clearly this was a...l think
2 ho efull that we can a ree that this... ou have
3 'us~t told me that this was a Banners Broker1
4 International contract...
5 A. Well, the independent contract...
6 1092. Q. Just, please, let me finish the
7 question. We can agree that Stellar Point is not a
8 party to this contract?
9 A, Stellar Point is the one that

10 handled all the administrative work for Banners
1 1 Broker International. So, I dealt with the
12 independent contractors. So, anything that Banners
13 Broker International wanted to give to the
14 independent contractors, I was in charge of passing
15 along that information.
16 1093. Q. Okay. And with respect to this
17 particular contract, we can agree that you were also
18 ~n charge of editing the contract, adding the
19 missing information and sending it to the
20 independent contractors on...
21 A. I wasn't...
22 1094. Q, Please let me finish the
23 question...on behalf of Banners Broker
24 International.
25 A. I worked for Stellar Point, so

ParrA 1 7
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1 don't know how I can answer that again. I was given
2 stuff from the client to review for grammatical
3 information, and then I sent it to who I was told to
4 send it to. If you want to know anything further,
5 you need to speak to either my husband or Chris
6 Smith. I 'ust did what I was told.
7 1095. ~. Have a look at the a e 2 of 3 ofp 9
8 the independent contractor agreement. The first
9 paragraph, second line says:

10 "...This service shall be in the farm of
1 1 tickets and phone support..."
12 Now, when we met in April, you told me that you were
13 responsible for dealing directly with the
14 independent contractors and making sure they were
15 trained on customer service aspects?
16 A. Yes, that is correct.
17 1096. Q, And did those customer service
18 aspects...because atthe time, you didn't remember
19 what that included, did they include training them
20 on forms of tickets and phone support?
21 A. I didn't do that myself, I would
22 probably say...sorry, can you repeat the question?
23 Did that include what?
24 1097. Q. In the course of the training that
25 you did for independent contractors, did you train
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them on forms of tickets and phone support as those 1 answer those questions, and they wouldn't come into
words are used in the independent contractor 2 the Stellar Point office.
agreement? 3 1104. Q. Because Stellar Point had trained

A. Weil, the ticketing system phone 4 them on how to respond to affiliates, correct?
support was in place before I started. So, they 5 A. Well, they were trained by Stellar
were all well-versed in it. So, I didn't...other 6 Point, yes.
than...l didn't really give a formal training on 7 1105. Q. Right.
that, because they were already aware of how to do 8 A. By myself or by somebody else from
it, 9 Stellar Point.

1098. Q. Okay. And, so, the answer to that 10 1106. Q. Okay. And then secondly, just to
is no, you did not give formal training. What did 11 cover off this point, what did phone support consist
you train independent contractors on? Because we 12 of?
know that ou travelled to a number of countries.Y 13 A. You call in with a uestion asq

A. Yes. 14 opposed to writing in.
1099. Q. To meet with them? So, if you 15 1107. Q. Okay. So, who would be calling who?

didn't train them on forms of tickets and phone 16 A. Affiliates would be calling in to
support, what else... 17 the support system to ask questions.

A, Well, I went aver that.
1 100. Q. Please let me finish the question.

18
19

1108. Q. And where was the support system?
A. Stellar Point had a ticket~n and a

What as ects of customer service did ou train the
y

20 su art s stem, and then all of the inde endent
inde endent contractors on?

pA.
21 coppactors o ened u their own inde epdent offices

Well, we would o u ...well, ou 22 where the took su orgy uestionsand e-mails, as
y pp aknow, I think ma be I needgo cpan e m answer, 23 well.

because we would...if the had uestions about the 24 1109. Q. Oka .And ou ersonall trained
yticket su ort, I would answer them. But, like I 25 the inde endent contractors o pthat su ort, how to
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said, most of them were well-versed on it, so they
didn't have a lot of questions about the ticketing
system.

1 101. Q. Okay.
A. But if they did, of course, yes,

would be able to answer the question.
1 102. Q. Okay. So, what was ticket support?

A. When an affiliate had a question,
they would either call in to support, or they would
submit a support ticket.

1103. Q. And they would submit..,and I have
never seen a support ticket, and I wasn't there, so
am going to ask you to describe for us what a

support ticket was and where they would submit it.
A. If an affiliate had a question, they

would go on the Banners Broker website. They could
either call in, or they could submit a support
ticket. A support ticket is a question that they
have, like if you call Bell or if you call Rogers,
you have a question, you can go an the website and
write in a question and someone will answer, similar
to that. The independent contractors were being
trained, because anybody that wrote in from a
certain country where there was an independent
contractor, the independent contractor's team would

S.R. Schlacht - 205
1 use that support system?
2 A. It was myself, other people. Grant
3 did it at times. Sabi another assistant did it at
4 times.
5 1110. Q. Okay. So, the answer is, yes,
6 yourself and others?
7 A. Yes.
8 1111. Q. Okay. The contract references on
9 the same page, five paragraphs down, that:

10 "...Banners Broker International will
1 1 provide ongoing training and support to its
12 independent contractors and their staff..."
13 Is that reference to Banners Broker International
14 correct, or should that be Stellar Point?
15 A. Well, this is an older contract.
16 So, we were hired by Banners Broker international to
17 train. So, you would have to ask the person that
18 wrote this, but because we were contracted out to do
19 support...but this one here is referring to Banners
20 Broker International, but not Banners Broker
21 Limited.
22 1112. Q. So, in practice, what you are
23 telling me, then, is that it was Stellar Point or
24 Banners Broker Limited, because there was a name
25 change there...
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A. Yes.

1 113. Q. ...that provided the ongoing support
and training to the independent contractors on
behalf of Banners Broker International?

A. While I was working there, correct.
1 114. Q. And in fact, that was primarily what

you were involved in doing?
A. I was involved with that, as well

as...l was Rajiv Dixit's personal assistant, as
well.

1 115. Q. Okay. So, on to the next tab, 22.
A, M'hmm,

1 116. Q. You told me a number of times that
you were Rajiv Dixit's personal assistant. We do
see alot of e-mails from Chris Smith directly to
yourself.,,

A. Yes,
1 117, Q, ...having to do with particularly

wire transfers.
A. That is correct.

1 118, Q, And this is an example, What were
your responsibilities inrelation to Mr.Smith for
the processing of wire transfers?

A, Like I told you last time at the
questioning, if we refer to the transcript, i dealt
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with the independent contractors, and there were a
lot of wires that went out for paying commissions.
So, I spoke with Mr. Smith directly on making sure
that those wires went out. That was one of my jobs,
dealing with the independent contractors.

1 119. Q. So, have a look at...because part of
our responsibility here is a tracing exercise.

A. Yes, no, I understand.
1 120. Q. And this was something that came to

you. So, could you look at the deposit details and
the attachment, and just walk me through what this
was that you were dealing with? For instance, I see
a reference to GCube Media, but I don't see a
reference to Banners Point or Vantage Broker or any
of the entities that we have discussed?

A. Well, I know that you guys already
know what GCube Media is, so when the independent
contractors.,.) doniknow. Let me just take a look
first before I want to answer that.

1 121. Q. Take your time; because we do need
to gel this right.

A. GCube Media was where independent
contractors sent their fees in. To be an
independent contractor for Banners Broker
International, there was some sort of fee. I can't

Aano 74
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1 remember the exact amount. I think it
2 was...actualiy, ican't remember, so I couldn't tell
3 you. But GCube Media is where independent
4 contractors sent their fees to.
5 1122. Q. Okay, And, so, in the course of
6 your responsibilities having to do with the
7 independent contractors, you would tell them where
8 to send their fees?
9 A, I would take instructions from Chris

10 Smith, and then I would pass it along to the
1 1 independent contractors.
12 1123. Q. And was Mr. Dixit involved in where
13 the.,,let me finish the question, where the
14 independent contractors would send their money?
15 A. Not that I can recall, When it came
16 to money, I dealt directly with Ghris Smith, when it
17 came to Banners Broker International.
18 1124. Q. And when it came to money on the
19 Banners Broker Limited side, I take it you dealt
20 with Rajiv Dixit?
21 A. Jeanette Kennedy did more of the
22 financials. I didn't really touch any financial
23 aspects.
24 1125. Q. Jeanette Kennedy did more of the
25 financials than Mr. Dixit or than yourself?

P er na 7S
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1 A, Like I said before in the previous
2 questioning in April, I didn't really have anything
3 to do with financials. That wasn't in m sco e of
4 em to ment. So, an thin to do with that, ou would
5 need to ask Jeanette Kenged or Ra~iv Dix t.Y 1
6 1126. Q. Because they had more to do with
7 wire transfers and bank accounts than yourself?
8 A. I didn't have anything to do with
9 that in regards to Stellar Point. I only had

10 workings with independent contractors and
1 1 facilitating the wire transfers. I never did wire
12 transfers myself,
13 1121. Q. Okay. And when you say
14 "facilitating", what do you mean by that?
15 A. The independent contractors would
16 give their information. I would pass it along to
17 Chris Smith. Chris Smith would verify he received
18 or sent funds, and I would let the independent
19 contractor know that it had been done.
20 1128. Q. Okay. And conversely, Chris Smith
21 might give information to you for you to pass on to
22 the independent contractors, correct?
23 A. That is correct.
24 1129. Q. Okay. So, as far as the independent
25 contractors are concerned, you were the face of
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Banners Broker?
A. No, I was not. Chris Smith was

always the face of Banners Broker. I was just an
assistant.

1 130. Q. Were you one of the faces of Banners
Broker?

A. No, I was not.
1 131. Q. The next tab, 23, is another

contract.
A. M'hmm.

1 132. Q. A different one. This is what is
called a...this seems to be called a corporate sales
agreement?

A. Yes.
1 133. Q. And, again, I don't see...and you

can take a look at i~ and tell me if I am wrong,
Stellar Point is being a pay to the contract, but
Stellar Point is identified as the person to contact
on behalf of Banners Broker international. So, they
are identified in the contract as being the...in the
notice provision on page 2,

A. I didn't write any of the contracts.
just...it looks here that I just sent it along.
So, I wouldn't be able to answer any questions ~n
regard to the verbiage in the contract.

Page 28
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1 knowledge, this is a corporate sales agreement that
2 you passed along to Mr. Smith, and it came from Mr.
3 Dixit?
4 A. I don't know. I passed it along to
5 Chris, but...
6 1140. Q. Well, do you see the e-mail where
7 Mr. Dixit sends it to yourself?
8 A. Yes, it looks that way.
9 1141. Q, It is dated 7:37 a.m. on August

10 17th, 2012?
1 1 A. Yes.
12 1142. Q. And then you just forward that along
13 to Mr. Smith?
14 A. That is correct.
15 1143. Q. And were you involved.,.and I think
16 you have told us that you weren't, but it wasn't in
17 response to a question that I had. So, let's
18 just...
19 A. Okay.
20 1144. Q. ...be clear on it.
21 A. Sure.
22 1145. Q. Did you have anything to do with
23 editing or proofreading this particular contract?
24 A. No. I don't believe so.
25 1146. Q. Okay, The next tab, then, is tab
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1 134. Q. So, where did you send it from?

Where did you receive it from, and where did you
send it to?

A, This goes back to...yes, I don't
know. Like I said. I didn't write the contracts.
You would have to ask...yes.

1 135. Q, If you look at the cover e-mail,
which is dated August 17th, 2012...

A. Yes.
1 136. Q. ...this is something that Mr. Dixit

prepared, and asked you to send to Mr. Smith?
A, Yes, I don't know. This was in the

beginning part of my employment, I don't know.
1 137, Q. We a ree that ou assed it alon to9 Y p 9

Mr, Smith, and you need to...
A. It says:
",.,Hi, Chris. Here is the corporate sales
agreement..,"

And I attached it. So, it looks as though I passed
it on.

1 138. Q. Okay.
A. But you would have to ask Chris

Smith or Rajiv Dixit forthe particulars on this
contract.

1 139. Q. Okay. But to the best of your

pano ~a
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1 24, and the subject line ofthis e-mail is, "Success
2 Manual"?
3 A. Yes.
4 1147. Q. So, take a minute, and if you could
5 review the production,..so, that would be the tab in
6 the e-mail and the attachments?
7 A. Yes, I am aware of what this is.
8 1148. Q. And then my question for you, as a
9 general matter, is what were your responsibilities

10 in relation to the success manual?
1 1 A. I was asked just to edit it for
12 grammatical, spelling and flow errors. And then
13 also, I was being...like, at this time, I was being
14 trained on the program, Banners Broker program, so
15 just included some study questions that I had
16 written.
17 1149, Q. Okay. So, who asked you to do this?
18 A. To edit it?
19 1150. Q. To do whatever you just described.
20 A. To edit the manual would have been
21 Chris Smith.
22 1151. Q. And then you told me that you
23 prepared some study questions. Who asked you to do
24 what you did in relation to the success...
25 A. No one asked me. I am kind of a
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ga-getter individual.

1 152. Q. Okay.
A. So, I did it on my own accord.

1 153. Q. So.,.and stay on the first page.
will let you know when we are going to move on.

A. Okay
1 154. Q. The e-mail sa s:

"...Here is the edited BB manual. We are
in the process of creating a new training
manual.,."
A. M'hmm.

1 155. Q. So, do I take it from that that as
at the time you wrote this e-mail, you were telling
Mr. Smith that you were in the process of creating a
new training manual?

A, No, "we"doesn't refer to me. It
refers to Stellar Point. Grant D'Eall was
responsible for writing manuals.

1 156. Q. Okay. So, you are saying that "we"
doesn't include you at all.

A. No,
1 157. Q. Is that what you are saying?

A. I did grammatical errors and
sentence flow.

1 158. Q. Okay. So, "we" is...according to
Pa(IP i I
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you, it is Grant D'Eall?

A, "We", I think, would be regarding
Stellar Paint as a whole, but Grant D'Eall,..

1 159. Q. Okay.
A. ...was responsible for those duties.

1160. Q. Okay. And when it comes to the
success manual, who, apart from Grant D'Eall, was
responsible for preparing the success manual?

A. The success manual was in place
before my employment, so I have no idea who wrote
the initial one.

1 161, Q. But as at this time, it is.,.there
is reference to a training manual,then. Who was
responsible for..,and let me ask this first: Is a
success manual the same as a training manual?

A. I don't remember.
1 162. Q, Weil, take a minute and look through

it. I suspect you are going to find the answer in
there.

A. It is right here, yes. Yes, Banners
Broker success manual, customer support.

1 163. Q. Right. So, when you travelled
around the world and met with the independent
contractors, and you told us the last time we met
that you would give them a training manual, was it

S.R. Schlacht - 216
1 the success manual that we see at tab 24 that you
2 gave them?
3 A. Grant D'Eall did an updated one, so
4 I believe it was the updated one, the one I used
5 when I actually travelled. This was back in August
6 before I started travelling.
7 1164. Q. Okay. So, then, we can agree that a
8 success manual and a training manual are the same
9 thing? Because if there is another manual, I would

10 like to know about it.
1 1 A. I don't...the only manual would be a
12 training..,affiliates chemselveswould write their
13 own manuals, but that didn't came from Stellar Point
14 or Banners Broker International.
15 1165. Q. Sorry, you said "affiliate"? I take
16 it you meant independent contractors?
17 A. No, affiliates.
18 1166. Q. Okay. So, give me an example of why
19 an affiliate would write a training manual?
20 A. Because...
21 1167. Q. Affiliates are the people, as we
22 understood them up until you just spoke, were the
23 little guys around the world who gave their money to
24 Mr. Smith and Mr. Dixit.
25 A. Well, the little guys around the

P er na '~"~
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1 world, who were affiliates, they recruited. An
2 affiliate...do you know what it is to bean
3 affiliate? You recruit people, and it is
4 commission-based. So, a lot of eo le would have a
5 team. The would der their awn mee in s, the would
6 write their own little manuals that had nothin to
7 do with Banners Broker International. The wrote itY
8 on their own accord.
9 1168. Q. Okay. And how do you know that?

10 A. Because people posted this stuff
1 1 online all the time.
12 1169. Q. Okay. So, while you were working
13 there, you would check the online postings about
14 Banners Broker; is that fair?
15 A. Not on a regular basis, no, but
16 was aware of what is on the Internet.
1 l 1170. Q. Okay. So, throughout the 15 months
18 that you were at Banners Broker, you were, as a
19 general matter, aware of what was on the Internet
20 about Banners Broker business?
21 A. No. I mean, in regards to.,.the
22 reason why i was aware of manuals, remember last
23 time we spoke about Vector? And at one point I had
24 been in contact with Uector because affiliates were
25 using incorrect verbiage. So, it was in some of the __
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manuals people wrote that verbiage was misused. So,
that is why I know there is manuals that people
wrote online.

1 171. Q. Okay, But you didn't mean to say
that all of the 160,000 affiliates wrote manuals,
did you?

A. No.
1 172. Q. Okay.

A. That would be silly to say.
1 173. Q. Okay, And in fact, the reality is,

it would probably be a very small percentage of
those 160,000 people around the world...

A. I wouldn't be able to...
1 174. Q. ...that would write manuals?

A. ..,answer that. You would have to
ask the 160,000 people around the world for their
answer.

1 175. Q. So, from the work that you did on
the Internet, checking about Banners Broker while
you were employed by Stellar Point, you don't have a
sense of that matter, as to what percentage of
affiliates were writing manuals?

A. If I were to make an educated guess,
it would be a small few,

1 176. Q. Okay. And the review questions that
PaRA ~S
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A. That was when I first started. Tara

Josin was responsible for training of that point, so
she administered the test to me.

1 180. Q. Okay.
A. Yes.

1 181. Q. And just remind me, was Tara Josin,
was she working with you at Stellar Point, or was
she working with Chris at Banners Broker? Because
know you have...

A. I wouldn't have...
1 182. Q. ...wanted to make that distinction.

A. ...seen her paycheque, so you would
have to ask her directly. I believe she was working
for Stellar Point.

1 183. Q. Okay.
A. But I couldn't..,

1 184. Q. Well, I am not asking about her
paycheque, but based on where you physically saw
her, ou believe that she was workin with ou?

~A. Yes. ~ ~
1185. Q. At Stellar Point?

A. She worked out of our office...
1 186. Q. Okay.

A. ..,but she was onl there untily
August, and then she...
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you wrote, are they...there was a number of them,
Are they the 70 ~uestions that follow the blue tab
in production 24.

A. Yes, these are questions I wrote
while I was studying, because (had to write an exam
to make sure I knew the Banners Broker program.

1177. Q. Okay, So, yes, I was going to ask
you about that next, actually, Stephanie. When you
say "studying", you don't mean studying at a college
or a university. This was something else you were
studying in relation to Banners Broker?

A. When I worked at Stellar Point,
Banners Broker was a client. So, because i was
going to be working with Banners Broker material,
needed to bewell-versed on it if I was oin to
train or whatnot. So, I got that succes gmagual.
had to study it, and then I had to write a test.
And that is what all..,

1 178. Q. Okay.
A. ...customer support had to do.

1179, Q, Okay. And I don't know about the
test that you just described. and it is not
something that we have heard about to date. So,
just want to talk about that for a minute. Who
administered the test?

Panes "~'7
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1 1187. Q. Okay.
2 A. ...parted ways.
3 1188, Q, Right. If somebody was working with
4 you at the Stellar Point office, would it have been
5 common for them to be paid by Banners Broker?
6 A. Not to my knowledge, Most of the
7 people...) can't really...) didn't see people's
8 paycheques, but all of the customer support, myself,
9 Jeanette, Grant, all those people were employed with

10 Stellar Point.
1 1 1189. Q. Okay. So, while you were...) take
12 it from your evidence that while you were studying
13 this success manual in preparation for a test that
14 Tara Josin was going to give you...
15 A, M'hmm,
16 1190. Q. ...you prepared these review
17 questions?
18 A. Yes.
19 1191. Q. And did you prepare the answers that
20 are set out below them, as well?
21 A. I took the answers right out of the
22 success manual document.
23 1192. Q. Okay .And why were you providing
24 that work to Chris Smith?
25 A. Because I just threw it in there.
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was a go-getter, and we were..,or Stellar Point was
in the midst of developing a new successful, so
thought any verbiage...you knovu, would be nice to
pass along,

1 193. Q. Okay.
A. But this was just my own personal

study.
1 194. Q. Okay, So, timing-wise, we are

at...your e-mail was sent to Chris on August 2012,
August 19th?

A. Yes.
1 195. Q. When in relation to that was the new

training manual that Stellar Point was developing?
When was that completed?

A. Probably within a couple of months
of that, but...

1 196. Q. Okay.
A. ...you would have to ask Grant

D'Eall for the dates, because that was his...
1 197. Q. And similarly, that is...

A. ,..scope.
1 198. Q. ...something you would have

proofread for grammatical errors and flow, as you
put it,..just let me finish the question.,.the new
success manual?

pane an
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1 1205. Q. Okay. And just with reference to

',, 2 this e-mail, am I correct that you were coordinating
3 a payment that Neil wanted to,.,a $7,000 payment
4 that Neii wanted to make to Banners Broker, from
5 Banners Broker International...
6 A. Yes.
7 1206. Q. ...from his eWailet?
8 A. Yes, the IC fees, so like I said
9 before, each independent contractor had to pay

10 Banners Broker International a fee for being an
1 1 independent contractor. So, that looks like he was
12 paying it straight out of his eWallet.
13 1207, Q, Okay. And it looks like:
14 "...He will be paying the rest via bank
15 wire..."
16 A. That is what it says, yes.
17 1208. Q. And, sa, would you have been
18 coordinating that, as well?
19 A. I would facilitate it between him
20 and Chris...
21 1209. Q. Okay.
22 A. ...that is correct.
23 1210. Q. And then the e-mail goes on to say:
24 "...Could you keep me updated an the status
25 of Raza's withdrawal?..."
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A. I believe I did look at it, yes, to

do grammar.
1 199. Q. Okay. In fact, you would need to be

completely familiar with it, because you were
providing it to the independent contractors, and you
were a liaise for them .

A. That is correct.
1200. Q. Okay. There is an e-mail at tab 26.

am going to skip a few and move forward. And we
will work backwards through this. It is just two
pages, but on the...because that is the way it
reads...

A, Okay.
1201. Q, ...but on the second page, you are

e-mailing Chris with respect to an IC from Spain?
A. Yes.

1202. Q. And by IC, you mean independent
contractor?

A. That is correct.
1203. Q. And his name was Neil?

A. Yes.
1204. Q. Do you remember dealing with Neil

from Spain?
A. I corresponded with him via e-mail,

that is correct, or phone.

Parrr~ d1
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1 Now, is Raza...who was Raza? Someone other than
2 Neil, presumably.
3 A. I would assume. I don't really
4 recall. He would have been an affiliate, but
5 don't remember.
6 1211, Q. Okay. So, Raza would have been an
7 affiliate, as opposed to an independent contractor?
8 A. He definitely wasn't an independent
9 contractor.

10 1212. Q. So, he definitely was an affiliate?
1 1 A. If he is doing withdrawal, then,
12 yes, he would have been an affiliate.
13 1213. Q. Okay. So, at this time in August of
14 2012, you were also facilitating affiliate
15 withdrawals for Mr. Smith?
16 A. No, with this one, it might have
17 been an odd one, but, no, that wasn't my job.
18 1214. Q. Okay. But in this case, you were
19 doing that, though, correct? It may have been.,,you
20 say it is an odd job, but it was something that you
21 were doing in August of 2012?
22 A. Sometimes support questions would
23 come in, and if it was someone..,sometimes they get
24 passed along to me, and sometimes I would deal
25 directly with Chris. but not usually...it was just
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following up. 1 and there were certain tools that they needed so

1215. Q. Okay. But if you were asked to 2 they could help the affiliates in their region and
facilitate an affiliate withdrawal, presumably you 3 get into their back office.
would do it? 4 1224. Q. Okay. And when you say "tool", is

A. Pardon? Could you repeat that? 5 that a password? What is a tool?
1216. Q. If ou were asked to facilitate, 6 A. A tool, it is an online abilit to

ywhich is our word, an affiliate withdrawal...Y 7 do certain thin s.9
A. No, sorry, not with affiliates. I 8 1225. Q. To gain access, right?

may pass along a message from an affiliate to Chris, 9 A.To gain access.
but I never facilitated withdrawals between 10 1226. Q. It is an abilit to ain access so
affiliate and Banners Broker International. 11 that the can...so that the ICs gan communicate with

1217. Q, Okay. So... 12 their affYiates?
A. Just independent contractors. 13 A. So that if an IC calls in with a

1218. Q. So, let's goback tothis e-mail, 14 question, that IC or their staff can do directly
then, and I am reading from the second-last 15 into the affiliate's account and take a look at it.
sentence.) You sly: 16 1227. Q. Okay, Okay. And, so, why would

. Aso, cou d . 17 Stellar Point be involved in that aspect of
You are writing to Chris Smith: 18 operations in providing tools so that ICs could

...Also, could you keep me updated on the 19 communicate with their own affiliates?
status of Raza's withdrawal via bank or 20 A. Because Stellar Point did all of
wire so I can keep him posted?..." 21 that type of work for Banners Broker International.

Now, first of all, do you have a specific 22 Like I said, I worked with the independent
recollection of what you were doing here? 23 contractors on all aspects of support and making

A. No, I do not. It was quite a few 24 sure that they got their commissions, So, this was
years ago. I was just asking for an update. 25 an aspect of support.
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1219. Q, Okay, And you were asking Mr. Smith

for an update, presumably, because we are both
looking at the same e-mail...

A. Yes.
1220. Q. ...with respect to an affiliate's

ability to withdraw money byway of bank wire from
his account, correct?

A. That is what it seems like, but like
said. I was just passing on a message.

1221. Q. Okay. And you went on to say:
"...so I can keep him posted..."

"Him" was..,you meant Raza?
A. That is what it seems like in the

e-mail, yes.
1222. Q. Okay. And then,.,just if we can

move to the top ofthe e-mail chain on page 1 ?
A. Yes?

1223. Q. You say:
"...The following accounts need tools..."

And you are writing to Chris? What does that mean?
"Need tools"? I am not familiar with that
terminology.

A. So, what it is is, the Banners
Broker International website, each independent
contractor had a back office from a support side,
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1 1228, Q. Okay, So, logistically, then, am
2 right that through the mechanism of these tools,
3 Stellar Point could either allow or disallow the
4 affiliates from..,the independent contractors from
5 using...providing bcckoffice totheir affiliates?
6 A, All information was the reason why
7 am always talking to Chris. Anything to do with
8 Banners Broker, Chris and I either s oke directly orP
9 with his assistant, Brea.

10 1229. Q. No, I appreciate that, but my
1 1 question was, because I am trying to understand the
12 mechanics of tools, because this is something, in
13 fairness, that Gillian and Erin and Jeremy and I are
14 not familiar with, The tools is like an ability
15 to.,.as I understand it, correct me if I am wrong,
16 it is like a gateway through which independent
17 contractors can provide back office support to their
18 ICs?
19 A. To their affiliates.
20 1230. Q. To their affiliates. I am sorry.
21 Independent contractors can provide back office
22 support to their affiliates?
23 A. That is correct.
24 1231. Q. And Stellar Point, on behalf of
25 Banners Broker International, could control whether
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ar not the ICs could access that back office to
provide support to their affiliates?

A. No, Chris was the only one that
could authorize that.

1232. Q. I am not asking who could authorize
it. I am just saying that, as a control
mechanism...

A. Banners Broker International was in
control of that, not Stellar Point,

1233. Q. But...
A. Stellar Point was just...

1234. Q. The intermediary?
A. Yes.

1235. Q. Okay. And then on tab 29, the same
book...

A. Yes?
1236. Q. ...there is an invoicing issue that

wanted to ask you about.
MS. DOSANJH: Sorry, what tab is that?
28?
THE DEPONENT: 29.

1237. MR. WARD: 29.

BY MR. WARD;
1238. Q. The invoicing issue, you are writi
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to Brea?

A. Yes.
1239. Q. It is Brea Hardowa?

A. Correct.
1240. Q. Who was a Banners Broker

International employee?
A. I believe she was employed with

Stellar Point.
1241, Q. Okay.

A. But you would have to clarify with
her.

1242. Q, But she worked with you out of the
same office at various times, or was she at a
different office?

A. No, she was hired to be Chris'
assistant, and Chris worked from the Church Street
location only.

1243. Q. Okay. f would have thought that
that would have made Brea...working with Chris would
have made her.,,if she was Chris' assistant,
wouldn't she be a Banners Broker International
person?

A. You would have to check with her.
1244. Q. Okay, but why did you believe that

she was Stellar Point?

Parry 4R
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1 A. Because Stellar Point was contracted
2 out for a lat of things to do with Banners Broker
3 international.
4 1245, Q, I see.
5 A. Sa...
6 1246. Q. Okay. And would that include
7 providing...could that have included providing
8 ersanal assistance for Mr. Smith?p
9 A. It could have, but you would have to

10 check with them,
1 1 1247. Q. Okay. So, who is Christelle, then?
12 Do you know who Christelle was?
13 A. Christelle? She was the independent
14 contractor for France.
15 1248. Q. Okay. Just walk me through this
16 e-mail. I am trying to understand what the ask is.
1l A. UUhat the what is? Sorry.
18 1249. Q. What is the re nest that ou are
19 makin of Brea here? BecauGse I am tryin to
20 understand what it has to do with the invog in in9
21 advance. What was the issue that you were
22 addressing?
23 A. I don't remember, to be honest. Let
24 me read it, I don't remember the specifies, to be
25 honest.

Pang QA
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1 1250. Q, Well, it is nat...well, who was
2 invoicing who? I mean, you are drafting an e-mail.
3 You are Mr. Dixit's assistant, then you are drafting
4 an e-mail to Mr, Smith's assistant about an IC
5 invoice?
6 A. 1 don't remember, but you could ask
7 Rajiv because it says Raj had asked if she could
8 write an invoice. So, that was a direction that
9 was getting from Raj. So, you can ask Raj to

10 clarify that for you, would probably be the best
1 i bet.
12 1251. Q. But you wrote the e-mail. So, while
13 I have got you...and I will ask Raj about it when
14 see him...
15 A, Yes, I already answered...
16 1252, Q. But...
17 A. ...that I don't remember.
18 1253. Q. But because I am with you, and
19 because you authored the e-mail, I think it is fair
20 to ask..,
21 A. It is fair to ask it, but I am
22 answering. I don't remember.
23 1254. Q. What you meant by it? Okay.
24 A. This was in 2012. It is 2015.
25 don't remember every single e-mail I wrote. It had
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to do with an invoice. I could not give you the
specifics. You could ask Raj.

1255. Q. So, as a general matter, you were
facilitating, to use your word from earlier, a wire
transfer from the independent contractor in France,
Christelle, to Mr. Smith. Can we agree on that,
leaving aside the specifics?

A. That is what it appears to look
like, yes.

1256. Q. I will move on. And then the next
tab is tab 30, which...you may have a similar answer
to this. Again, you are e-mailin Chris; and there
is a reference to bank info, invoke from Trinidad &
Tobago; that is in the subject line?

A. Yes.
1257. Q, Who is,,.and then further on, who is

Ephraim?
A. Ephraim was the independent

contractor for Trinidad &Tobago, and I was just
facilitating information passed an from him and
giving it to Chris, so...

1258. Q. Okay. So, you would deal with
Ephraim and get bank information and invoicing
information, and then you would take that and you
would give it to Mr. Smith?
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A. Like I said before many times, I did

all of that for every independent contractor.
Ephrain was an independent contractor, so I was just
doing my job.

1259. Q. Okay. Did Mr. Smith...do you know
of any examples where Mr, Smith dealt with Ephraim
directly?

A. You would have to ask Mr. Smith.
1260. Q. Okay. Because you don't know, then,

correct?
A. (don't know,

1261. Q. And then the invoice is for $21,000.
You will see that attached, the first invoice is?

MS. DOSANJH: Are these the two
attachments referred to in the body of the
e-mail?

1262, MR. WARD: That is my understanding,
yes.
MS. DOSANJH; Okay.
THE DEPONENT: I am just,..it says in
the e-mail, I am just passing the
information around. I wasn't paid to
analyze the information. I was just...

BY MR. WARD;
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1 1263. Q. That wasn't...
2 A. ...paid...
3 1264. Q. if you could wait fora question.
4 The invoice is addressed to Banners Broker
5 International Limited?
6 A. Correct.
7 1265. Q. So, you may have already given me
8 this answer, but was it common for you to receive,
9 being a Stellar Point employee reporting to Mr.

10 Dixit, to receive an deal with invoices to av
1 1 different company?
12 A. Like I told you about ten times
13 already, my job was to deal with independent
14 contractors in relation to Banners Broker
15 International Limited. hence why I spoke to Chris
16 Smith a lot, hence why I am pass~ng on things for
17 Banners Broker International Limited. M ~ob as aY J
18 Stellar Point employee was working with the client,
19 Banners Broker.
20 1266. Q. Okay. So, given that the
21 independent contractors that you were working with,
22 Stephanie...
23 A. Yes?
24 1267. Q. ...what was he invoicing you for?
25 A. I was simply passing along the

Parry 5"3
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1 information, so you would either have to speak with
2 Ephraim directly or Mr. Smith directly.
3 1268. Q. So, your evidence is that you simply
4 passed along information? You didn't look at or
5 consider anythin?
6 A. That is correct.
7 1269. Q. okay. Tab 31, I don't propose to
8 spend a lot of time on this. because we talked about
9 payout statements as a general matter last time

10 without reference to documents.
1 1 A. Okay.
12 1270, Q. But can you tell me, is this the way
13 IC commissions would typically be paid? This
14 roduction s eaks to the month of Se Member 2012,p p p
15 and as I read it it is describing a process whereby
16 ICs start asking you for their commissions, then
17 Smith provides you with statistics far sales, and
18 then you provide Smith with a commission
19 calculation?
20 A, Sorry, can you repeat that? Just
21 the part...
22 1271. Q. Well, why don't you describe forme
23 what is going on in this production?
24 A. So, I would get the statistics from
25 Chris.
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1272. Q. Which statistics?

A. For the commissions...
1273. Q. You mean sales statistics?

A. Sales statistics for each country,
1274. Q. Okay.

A. He had told me how to figure out the
commission. It is by a certain percentage, which
you can look back in your notes. I explained it all
then. And then I would let the independent
contractor know the details.

1275. Q. The details of what?
A. Of how much commission they would be

getting,
1276. Q. Right.

A. They had to fill out a form to get
paid with all their banking information each time.
would ass it alon to Chris, Chris would

facilitate the wire, Chris would let me know the
wire had been paid. I would go back to the
independent contractor, letting them know the wire
had been sent.

1271. Q. Okay. And if the independent
contractor had any questions regarding that
calculation, they would put them to yourself?

A. They would send them to me and then
pang s~
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would pass them to Chris.

1278. Q. But if you could address the
question yourself, then you would deal with it, It
would only be the ones that you couldn't answer that
you would pass on to Mr. Smith, correct?

A, That is correct, because it was a
simple mathematical equation, so it is pretty black
and white.

1279. Q, Right.
A. But they generally didn't have a

question about that. They generally have a question
that onl Chris Smith could answer.

1280. Q. And if that was the case, Chris
Smith would explain the answer to you, and you
would, again, deal with the independent contractor?

A. He would send me back an e-mail, and
would generally just forward it to the independent

contractor.
1281. Q. Okay, But you would look at the

e-mail, and you would understand that the answer was
responsive to the question? Would you do that at
least?

A. I would make sure it was responsive
to the question, and then I would forward it on.

1282. Q. So, presumably, as time went on, you

Perna SF
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1 became more and more familiar with the types of
2 questions that these ICs were putting to Banners
3 Broker.
4 A. Weli, they asked me the question.
5 So, yes, I was aware of questions.
6 1283. Q. Okay. And you were aware of the
7 answers to those questions?
8 A. The answers only had to do with
9 money, and that was only dealt with by Chris Smith.

~~ 10 1284. Q. Okay. Tab 32 of the same book is an
1 1 e-mail from yourself to Chris.
12 A. M'hmm,
13 1285. Q. And it starts with:
14 "...Hello from India..."
15 A. M'hmm,
16 1286. Q. The date of October 2012?
17 A. Yes.
18 1287. Q, And it says:
19 "...Just followed up. I have not received
20 scats from Matt..."
21 Is that Matthew Lynn?
22 A. That is Matthew Lynn.
23 1288. Q. And what scats were you waiting to
24 receive from Matthew?
25 A. The commission statistics...
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1 1289. Q. Okay.
2 A. ...that we just spoke about.
3 1290. Q. And what was the.,.when you say
4 "Hello from India",were ou in India on Bannersy
5 Broker business?
6 A. It must have been to do with
7 training, because that is the reason why I travel.
8 1291, Q. So, you were in India on Banners
9 Broker business, then?

10 A. In regards to training, yes.
1 1 1292. Q. Okay.
12 A. No, any...all my travelling...yes.
13 Yes, i would assume so.
14 1293. Q. O~ay. Were you in India more than
15 once or just one .
16 A. i believe I went twice.
17 1294. Q. Okay. And was the other occasion
18 that you went to India far the purpose of Banners
19 Broker business?
20 A. Stellar Point was opening an office
21 in India.
22 1295. Q. Okay. So, both times you went to
23 India were for the purpose of Banners Broker
24 business?
25 A. Was in regards to support training
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for Banners Broker, yes.
1296. Q. Okay. And this e-mail is dated

October 2012, so we can agree that you were in India
in October 2012?

A. That is what it looks like from the
e-mail, yes.

1297. Q. Okay. And when was the other
occasion that you were in India on Banners Broker
business?

A. I don't want to give you an exact
month, but I believe it was in the early new year of
2013.

1298. Q. Okay, And on this occasion that you
were in India on Banners Broker business, who were
you travelling with, and just...) know you have to(d
me you were there for training, but...

A. Yes.
1299. Q. ...I would like to know in a little

more detail who you trained, whatyou trained them
on, for how long...just describe for me, who were
you training, and what you did?

A. It would have been staff that were
going to be taking support questions out there, like
did on every single trip. I know on this trip,
David Hooker came along from a Banners Broker
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International aspect, and he did his own, like,
seminars.

1300. Q. Okay, So, is it just yourself and
David?

A. Ra)~ came on that. as well.
1301. Q. Anyone else?

A. Not that I can remember.
1302. Q. Okay: And then the early 2013 trip,

was that also for tra~n~ng?
A. I believe so.

1303. Q. And who came along on that trip?
A, I don't remember.

1304. Q. Were you alone?
A, No, I never travelled alone,

1305. Q. Okay. So, you have only been to
India twice, and the first time you were there with
Raj and Hooker?

A, M'hmm.
1306. Q. The second time, you tell me you

have no recollection at all as to who you were there
with?

A. I was with Raj, but I can't remember
if anybody else came.

1307. Q. Okay. Was his...do you know if
Raj's family was there with you?

S.R. Schlacht - 244
1 A. I know his mom came on one trip, but
2 I don't remember which one she came on. She was
3 translating.
4 1308. Q. One trip to India?
5 A. Yes.
6 1309. Q. Okay.
7 A. Translating in Indian, like.,,
8 MS. DOSANJH; Okay.
9 THE DEPONENT: ,,,the language, because

10 Raj doesn't speak it.
1 1 MS. DOSANJH; I guess the purpose of her
12 attending with them is for...
13 THE DEPONENT: Translation.
14 1310. MR. WARD. Okay.
15 MS. DOSANJH: Okay.
16
11 BY MR. WARD:
18 1311, Q, And did you go to Bangalore with
19 Raj...
20 A. I did, yes.
21 1312, Q, .,.durin this eriod? Oka . Isg P Y
22 that...was that a third trip, or was that connected
23 to one of these trips?
24 A, I don't remember if there was a
25 third trip, but it would have been connected.
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1 1313. Q, So, it was part of one of these
2 trips, you went to Bangalore?
3 A. I know I went to Bangalore, but f
4 don't remember what trip it was on. But I do
5 remember, I did go to Bangalore.
6 1314. Q. Okay, And when you went to
7 Bangalore, did you go to another country, apart from
8 Bangalore?
9 A. Bangalore isn't a country,

10 1315. Q. Well, did you go to...l thought that
1 1 it was a country.
12 MS. DOSANJH: Actually, it is a state.
13 THE DEPONENT: India is the country, and
14 then,..
15 MS. DOSANJH: So, it is...
16 THE DEPONENT: ...Bangalore is a state.
17 MS. DOSANJH: So, how it is is you have
18 India like this, I think, like that. So,
19 Bangalore is, like, right north of Bombay.
20 So, it is like a state...
21 1316. MR. WARD: Okay.
22 MS. DOSANJH: ...in southern Indian.
23
24 BY MR. WARD;
25 1317. Q. So, was Raj's sister with you on
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that trip?

A. She did come on one tri ,but
don't remember which one she came, but I believe she
was in Bangalore.

1318. Q. Okay. And was she thereon Banners
Broker business, as well?

A. You would have to ask Raj or her.
1319, Q. Okay. Did you see her..,but you

didn't see her doing any Banners Broker business,
did you?

A. Na. She wasn't...
1320. Q. Okay.

A. She wasn't employed with...
1321. Q. Okay.

A. ..,other than to do cooking at
Stellar Point, she wasn't...

1322. Q. Right, right.
A. ...employed.

1323. Q. So, on the first trip, let's go back
to the training aspect of it...

A. Okay,
1324. Q. ...because you were there to do

training?
A. That is correct.

1325. Q. Who did you train, and where did you
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1 1330. Q. And what would you do with the notes
2 that you took? What was the purpose of taking
3 notes?
4 A, Just.,.the purpose of taking notes
5 was because I was an assistant, so I was thereto
6 take notes, and also because it was affiliates.
7 believe I would pass them along to Chris Smith so he
8 could know what was going on in the field.
9 1331. Q. 0 gay. And would you pass them on to

10 Mr. Dizit, as well .
1 1 A. Well...
12 1332, Q. He would be there with you,
13 presumably, right?
14 A. He would be there with me. So, it
15 would be going,,,) would probably cc him on it, but
16 like I said, i cc'd him on a lot of things.
17 1333. Q. Okay.
18 A. So, I am sure I would have cc'd him
19 on it.
20 1334. Q. And the early 2013 trip, just while
21 we are on the subject of visits to India...
22 A. Yes.
23 1335. Q. ...and Bangalore, what was.,.do you
24 recall what you did on that trip?
25 A. Yes, that was trainin .Stellar
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train them? What did you train them on? 1 Point was opening an office in Bangalore...

A, Actually, the first trip, I don't 2 1336. Q. Right,
think I did any training. I just was there to take 3 A. ...similar to the one that was in
notes. 4 Whitby. Sa, I was there to train the staff.

1326. Q. Okay. Take notes of what? 5 1337. Q. Okay. Train them on what?
A. It is a long time ago: I believe it 6 A. Support.

was leaders that were, like, aff~l~ates that were 7 1338. Q. Supporting affiliates?
considered leaders, they would come in with 8 A. The same support I have been
questions from their team, and I believe David was 9 training at,,.all the other things that I have
responding to those questions, and I believe I was 10 talked about.
taking some sort of notes. I could have done 11 1339. Q. Which was supporting affiliates?
training then, but I don't remember if I did 12 A. Customer support, customer service,
training on that trip. 13 yes.

1327. Q, Okay, And when you say "training", 14 1340. Q. Right. And the customers were the
we are talking about a situation where you were 15 affiliates?
training independent contractors or affiliates? 16 A. That would be correct.

A. Independent contractors. 17 1341, Q. Okay. And then just to close off on
1328. Q. Okay. Apart from taking notes of 18 this, I would like to, if you can recall, tell me

Mr. Hooker's seminars, do you recall doing anything 19 approximately how long you were in India on each
else on the October 2012 trip to India? 20 occasion?

A. Na, I could have done some 21 A. The first one was, I think, just
training, but like I said, other than training and 22 over two weeks, and the second one, i believe, was a
notetaking, I wasn't... 23 week,

1329. Q. Okay. 24 1342. Q. Okay. So, for the first one, when
A. ...doing anything else. 25 you were taking notes,_woufd you have been..,you can
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tell me, presumably you wouldn't, but I take it you
weren't taking notes every day for two weeks? Some
of that was a holiday time, was it?

A. None of it was holiday.
1343. Q. Okay. So, you had two weeks of

meeting with affiliates, then?
A. Yes, I may have, like, an afternoon

off, and then I would ga, kind of...
1344. Q. Okay.

A, ...take a look at the sights.
1345. Q. Okay.

A. But that was on my own personal
time.

1346. Q. Okay. So, you and Mr. Hooker...Mr.
Dixit must have met with a lot of affiliates in
India if you did that for two weeks?

A. Yes.
1347. Q. Okay. And where would you meet

them? Was it in a convention hall? Is it in a
restaurant?

A. If you haven't been to India, it
could be anywhere. It could be in a reception hall.
It could be in a caf, on the side of the street.

1348. Q, Right. And, so, how many...was
there such thing as a typical meeting that you would
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have with affiliates? Because I want to get a sense
of the numbers.

A. David Hooker was doing seminars.
So, those would generally have, like, a couple of
hundred people, or I would say anywhere from 20 to a
couple hundred people.

1349. Q. Oka ,And that is where ouY Y
monitored and took notes, at the seminars?

A, Yes.
1350. Q. Okay. And apart from the seminars,

were there other meetings with affiliates?
A, There was...leaders would come in

with questions from their team, and sit down with
David Hooker and Raj.

1351. MR. WARD: Okay, Why don't we just go
off the record, please?

--- A BRIEF RECESS

STEPHANIE R, SCHLACHT, resumed
CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR, WARD;
1352. Q. So, tab 36 of the binder...

A. Yes?
1353. Q. And my question is, when you were

working at Stellar Point between May of 2012 and
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1 late August of 2013...
2 A. Yes?
3 1354. Q. ...did you have an understanding or
4 an appreciation of the size and scope of the Banners
5 Broker operations?
6 A. The Banners Broker...
7 1355. Q. The size of the international scope.
8 I mean, the numbers of affiliates around the
9 world.,,

10 A. Yes, I have an understanding.
1 1 1356. Q. Okay. And I take it you had that
12 understanding because of information similar to that
13 that we see produced at tab 36, which is described
14 as a confidential list of account membership?
15 A, i wouldn't be...l was just cc'd on
16 this e-mail, so I probably didn't read it, but

17 Working with Chris and working on Banners Broker
8 I to national things, I was aware of how many

19 affiliates,
20 1357. Q. So, is it...
21 A. The exact number...
22 1358. Q. Yes, but as a general matter,
23 presumably you knew, having been copied on
24 information like this, that there were tens of
25 thousands of affiliates in scores of countries

Panes F,~
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1 around the world?
2 A. Yes, I was aware of that.
3 1359. Q. Just...there is actually two charts,
4 Erin points out, that you were copied on, Lynn sent
5 them to...
6 MS. DOSANJH: Are those the attachments
7 with the...
8 1360. MR. WARD: They are.
9 MS. DOSANJH: Yes, okay. With the

10 country names and some codes on the bottom?
1 1 1361. MR, WARD: That is right, and they are
12 described as being,..the first chart is
13 "Total Members",and the second chart is
14 "Paid Members".
15 MS. DOSANJH: Page 10.
16 THE DEPONENT: Okay, yes, I know what
17 you are talking about.
18
19 BY MR. WARD.
20 1362. Q. Okay. So, what is the distinction
21 there? So, 'ust to hel us.,.if ou can 'ustJ p Y J
22 educate us on that?
23 A. When you signed up as an affiliate
24 for Banners Broker International, you could test
25 things out as a free member, and then...
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1363. Q. Right.
A. ...when that was about to expire,

you would have to purchase a package at that time.
Some people never purchased packages, so they would
'ust be a member. If the went on to urchase1 Y p
something, they would be a paid...

1364. Q. Okay, thank you. And then tab 37,
it appears that you authored this e-mail, and the
subject line is "site updates".

A. Yes.
1365. Q. Now, does this...were you

responsible for website updates, or some aspect of
webs~te updates?

A. I never physically did website
updates, no.

1366. Q. So, just help me understand this
e-mail, because the first sentence says...and you
are writing to Vince and Johnny, and I would like to
know who they are, as well.

A. They were programmers. When 1 am
talking in regard to site updates, as a different
country, as the independent contractors were trained
and their offices were opened for business, they
would need to be added to the website under the
~~ort section, so that when an affiliate had a
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question, they could click on Spain or India, and
then those questions would go to their support
system as opposed to Stellar Point, who was...

1367, Q, Okay.
A. ...doing the support system.

1368. Q. Right. So, Vince and Johnny were
computer programmers at Stellar Point?

A. I believe they were employed with
Stellar Point.

1369. Q. Okay. And, so, I guess the purpose
of this e-mail,..and thank you for that explanation,
it is just that you were telling Vince and Johnny to
make sure that the Stellar Point website is updated
to support...

A No, not the Stellar Point, sorry,
The Banners Broker international website.

1370. Q. I see. But the point was that you
wanted to make sure that Vince and Johnny updated it
from a technical standpoint so that it would support
tickets and phone support for India?

A. That is correct.
1371, Q. Okay. And then further on, you were

also giving them some instructions in regard to
Spain?

A. Yes, on the Banners Broker
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1 International website, it had a list of all the
2 independent contractors, and it would have had their
3 office information and details. So, that is what
4 that is regards to.
5 1372. Q. Okay. And it was also in regards to
6 an update in respect of Spain?
7 A. Yes, it looks like he changed
8 office...
9 1373. Q. Right.

10 A. ..,address or whatnot, so it was
1 1 just an u pdate that I was passing along.
12 1374, Q. Ri ht, And then tab 38, I don't
13 understand either. And it is our e-mail, leasey p
14 review it.
15 A. Yes?
16 1375. Q. Do I take it that you were...or
17 Stellar Point, and you can tell me if there is a
18 distinction there, were preparing invoices for GCube
19 Media to send out to independent contractors?
20 A. No, that would have been direct)y to
21 Chris Smith. Because it was a Banners Broker
22 International matter, he would have needed to
23 provide those details.
24 1376. Q. So, the question that you are
25 putting to Smith and Dixit, because they are the
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1 recipients, is what? Again, you wrote this, and
2 just help me understand what is being proposed here.
3 A. Yes. So, independent contractors,
4 when we became an independent contractor for Banners
5 Broker International, they needed to pay an initial
6 fee. So, to pay that fee, Chris requested that they
7 send the money to GCube Media.
8 1377. Q. Right.
9 A. But they needed an invoice.

10 1378. Q. Okay, So, you say, in the last
1 1 sentence of this e-mail:
12 "..,Please advise me on what information to
13 include on the invoice, or haw you want me
14 to move forward with this..."
15 A. Yes.
16 1379. Q. So...
17 A. I am just asking them to...
18 1380. Q. So, the proposal, if I am reading
19 this correctly, was that you would prepare the
20 invoice so that the independent contractors could
21 send their fees to GCube Media?
22 A. I didn't prepare invoices. I think
23 I was...
24 ",..Please advise me on information,
25 invoice or how you want me to move
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1 forward..." 1 A. Did I make the itinerary?
2 Yes, I don't remember, but I know that I didn't 2 1392. Q. Yes?
3 prepare the invoices, so I can only... 3 A. i can assume so. Yes, it is not
4 1381, Q. So, if one of your.,.the independent 4 here, but...
5 contractors that you were liaising with, for 5 1393. Q. No.
6 instance, this one, required an invoice in respect 6 A. ...I did generaily...when we went on
7 of a payment that they needed to make, how would you 7 trips, if we had meetings booked, I would create for
8 address that... 8 everybody that was going. I would create, like, a
9 A. I would,.. 9 day-by-day, what meetings were where...

10 1382. Q. ...requirement? 10 1394. Q. Right.
1 1 A. ...send a request over to Chris, and 11 A. ...type thing.
12 either himself or Brea would make the invoice. 12 1395. Q. And where would you get the
13 1383. Q. Okay, And then they would provide 13 information to be able to prepare that?
14 the invoice to you, and you would provide ~t to the 14 A. From the independent contractor,
15 independent contractors? 15 because they would be the ones.,.if we were going to
16 A, That is correct. 16 their country, they would be the ones that were...
17 1384. Q. So, when you say inthis e-mail; 17 1396. Q. Requesting the meetings?
18 "...Please advise me on,what information to 18 A. Yes, requesting setting them up. If
19 include on the invoke... 19 there was a seminar...
20 I take it that they didn't, because you are saying 20 1397. Q. Okay.
21 that you didn't prepare the invoice, that somebody 21 A. ...that type of thing,
22 else did, ultimately? 22 1398. Q. So, when it came to meeting
23 A. I think I meant that if they wanted 23 requests, just so we are clear, when it came to
24 me to...if Chris wanted me to put one,..l don't 24 meeting requests from the independent contractors in
25 know. I know that I didn't write them. t ma have 25 relation to overseas travel, you would coordinate
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been asking if he needed me to do one, but

didn't...that wasn't in my job usually...
1385. Q. Okay.

A. Yes.
1386. Q. And that wasn't in your job...were

there any occasions that you can recall, just to
close off on this...

A. Yes.
1387. Q. ...and move in on it. If not, were

fou p~epared, actually prepared as opposed to justorwa ded on?
A. Not that I can recall.

1388. Q. Prepared or completed invoices to
independent contractors?

A. Not that I can recall.
1389. Q. And then over the page, tab 39, it

is an e-mail to Chris with reference to Trinidad &
Tobago trip?

A. Yes.
1390. Q. And you say, second sentence:

"...I will be providing you with a
day-by-day itinerary, which (will e-mail
you once finalized..,"
A. M'hmm.

1391. Q. Did you go on to do that?
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1 those meeting requests and set the itineraries for
2 Mr. Smith and presumably Mr. Dixit and others?
3 A. And others that travelled, correct.
4 1399. Q. Okay, And then, perhaps, an example
5 of that is at tab 41. This relates to in Ireland.
6 And behind the cover e-mail, there is a document
7 entitled "Tour Schedule"?
8 A. M'hmm.
9 1400. Q. Do you see that?

10 A. Yes.
1 1 1401. Q. Was this different from the
12 itineraries that we were just discussing, or this...
13 A. This is different.
14 1402. Q. Okay. Similarly, was it something
15 that you prepared .
16 A. No. This, i believe, was prepared
17 by Colin Tuck. This just goes,..when the
18 conventions were...this is a convention schedule.
19 1403. Q. Right.
20 A. So, Colin is the one that organized
21 the media side of the conventions. So, this would
22 be...this is going through the event itself, who is
23 speaking when.
24 1404. Q. Right.
25 A. So, no, I didn't. I may have passed
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this document along, but this would have been
prepared by Colin.

1405. Q. Okay, So, on the second page,
Saturday, December 1, 2012...

A. Yes?
1406. Q. ...there is a half-hour timeslot

which seems to be dedicated to yourself?
A. Yes.

1407, Q. It says.
"...Subject: Panelsisales credits..."

So, did that presentation actually take place?
A. We talked about this extensively

last time. Is there a new question about it? Like,
you spent about a half an hour on this subject last
time,..

1408. Q. And there is a couple of ways we can
do this. First of all, we are now turning to
specific documents. So, when I put questions to
you, you have the benefit of knowing...

A. Okay.
1409, Q. .,.what information the receiver

has. I think it is a fairer way to approach these
documents with you, Stephanie.

A. Okay.
1410. Q. So...
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A. Shouldn't that have just been done

the first time, to avoid all that wasted time, then?
1411. Q. No. That is not the way...

A, Ali right, ask away.
1412. Q. ...that we are going to proceed.

A. Yes, ask away.
1413. Q. And we did talk a little bit, in

fairness, about. as a general matter, what you did
at conventions.

A. Yes.
1414. Q. Okay? But now we have a specific

example which I think is deserving...
A. Okay, fair...

1415. Q. ...of some inquiry,
A. ,.,enough, Ask away,

1416. Q. Can you just confirm for me that
this proceeded, and you spoke on December 1 st for
half an hour and provided a PowerPoint
presentation...

A. Yes.
1417. Q. ..,on panels and sales credits to...

A. It was more about 15 minutes, but,
yes, I did speak at that convention.

1418. Q. Okay. And this particular
convention, because correct me if I am wrong, but
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1 imagine there were more than ane conventions that
2 you spoke at?
3 A. No, I only spoke at this time.
4 1419. Q. So, you only ever spoke at one
5 convention?
6 A. That is correct.
7 1420. Q. Okay. But in addition, there were
8 meetings of affiliates that you would have spoken
9 at?

10 A. No.
1 1 1421. Q. Sa, your evidence is that in the
12 entire 15 months that you were at Banners Broker,
13 you only spoke to either affiliates or independent
14 contractors in a seminar or presentation context on
15 this one occasion?
16 A. Yes. I only ever spoke in front of
17 a lar e grou of peo le in re arils to this the ane
18 timeg The re t of the time I was loin trainin9 g
19 with independent contractors.
20 1422. Q, And I wasn't ualif in m uestion
21 b sa in lar e rou s of eo le gneed to know
22 ever o gasion g at ou were ~ot doin trainin and
23 speaking to these peo le. g g
24 A. I onl did trainin . I didn't daY 9
25 _ any...other than this one...
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1 1423. Q. Okay, thank you.
2 A. Yes.
3 1424, Q, Now I am clear on that now. So, tab
4 42, something that I think we need to spend some
5 time on. The subject is "Sweden Update".
6 A. Sure.
7 1425. Q. And you are writing to Raj. I take
8 it he was not in Sweden with you in December of
9 2012?

10 A. No, he was not.
1 1 1426. Q. Okay. So, you are reposing to him
12 on what you are doing in Sweden?
13 A. Correct.
14 1427. Q. And who were you with,.,was this
15 trip on Banners Broker or Stellar Point business?
16 A. i was with David Hooker. I was
17 there to train an independent contractor, and David
18 Hooker was there to do seminars for...
19 1428. Q. Okay.
20 A. ...Banners Broker International,
21 1429. Q. Okay. Was anybody else thereon
22 this trip?
23 A. No.
24 1430. Q. Okay. So, the third paragraph, you
25 are telling Raj:
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"...We have covered day one of training..."
A. M'hmm.

1431. Q. "...which is the review of the
program, a condensed version of the
one-week training that we do in Canada..."

So, this is training of ICs, presumably?
A. This is support training to the ICs.

1432. Q. Okay. And I am intrigued by the
reference to a week of training in Canada.

A. Yes.
1433. Q. Would some ICs come to Canada for a

week to be trained?
A. No. One-week training was in

regards to the training that Stellar Point employees
got ~f they were doing support.

1434. Q. Oka .Oka . You sa that these
independent contractors that ou are trainin in
Sweden need extra attention ni  the areas of blind
network and organic traffic?

A. That is correct.
1435. Q, And the blind network in particular

is something that we hear from time to time, but
have never understood it.

A. Yes.
1436. Q. What is a blind network in the
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A. Those were to do with websites,

blind network that was in regards to websites. But
it has been so long since i have dealt with any of
that. I wouldn't feel comfortable giving you a good
explanation of it.

1437. Q. Well, just any explanation that you
might be able to offer, and I appreciate it has been
two or three years.

A. M'hmm.
1438. Q. But, I mean, it was something at the

time that you were travelling around the world
training people on?

A. Yes.
1439. Q. So, what.,.again, any explanation as

to what a blind network would be appreciated.
A. Like I said, I don't feel

comfortable giving you a specific definition, but it
was in regards to websites with Banners Broker. So,
when people were uploading their banners, it would
go to a blind network. So, the blind network was a
compilation of websites, but because it was blind,
people didn't know where their ads were being
placed. There is a further explanation but.,.it is
a little bit confusing, so I don't feel comfortable
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1 going into detail, because it has been so many
2 years.
3 1440. Q. So when you say "people didn't know
4 where their ads were being placed ,those people
5 were the affiliates or Banners Broker?
6 A. Those were the affiliates, because
7 there was a choice network and a blind network. A
8 choice network, when you are uploading your banners,
9 you could choose where you wanted your ad or your

10 banner to o, whereas a blind network, ou
1 1 could...the blind network, how it workedys ou
12 could choose a location and, like, the type of
13 website, but you couldn't choose the specific
14 website, whereas the choice network, there was a
15 list of websites to choose where you wanted your
16 banner to ga.
17 1441. Q. Okay.
18 A. Does that...
19 1442. Q. And did Banners Broker have a blind
20 network, or did somebody else have...like, where
21 would we see the blind network? Where did it
22 reside?
23 A. Banners Broker International had an
24 outside company that they used. i don't know. You
25 would have to ask Chris Smith about those details.
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1 I wasn't privy to that, but they used an outside...
2 1443. Q. Okay. And similarly, the choice
3 network, was that part of Banners Broker, or was
4 that...where would we see that?
5 A. Those websites...like, when you are
6 on the Banners Broker website, you could see the
7 websites. Where those websites came from, you would
8 have to Chris Smith.
9 1444. Q. okay.

1 d A. I am not sure.
1 1 1445. Q. But even though you are not sure
12 now, because some time has passed, can I take it
13 that at the time, in December of 2012, when you were
14 in Sweden, you understood that a blind network was,
15 and you explained it to these people?
16 A. I understood what it was, es. And
17 I explained it to..,like, I see...it was di ficult
18 for people to understand the blind network. So,
19 yes, but do you understand what I mean between blind
20 and choice?
21 1446. Q. Well, I don't, and if there is
22 anything further you can te(I me, that would help.
23 That would be fine.
24 A. Yes.
25 1447. Q. But if you are telling me that you
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don't remember, then I will accept that as your
answer.

A. Okay. It is just difficult to
explain, and...

1448. Q. Okay.
A. I don't want to misspeak.

1449. Q. Okay. So, then, the second term
that wesee inyour e-mail is organic traffic...

A. Yes.
1450. Q. ...which you note:

"...I explained this in detailed, and we
did live examples..."
A, Yes.

1451. Q. So, what are you referring to by
"organic traffic"?

A. I don't remember, to be honest.
Traffic is visits to websites. Organic traffic, i
would have to look it up. I don't remember.

1452. Q. Okay. But, again, at the time...
A. At the time, yes.

1453. Q. ...that you were training people,
presumably you knew everything there was to know
about or anic traffic, so ou could ex lain it in
detail... g y p

A. Yes.
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1454. Q. ...as you note?

A. That is correct.
1455. Q. Okay, And similarly, there is a

list of bullet points on the bottom of page 1 ?
A. Yes.

1456. Q. "...Homework given on day one..."
A. Yes.

1457. Q, The first one is.
".,.Steps to get organic traffic..."
A. Yes.

1458. Q. So, was that something you trained
the ICs on?

A. Yes.
1459. Q. "...Key points of terms and

conditions..."
UVhat was that?

A. The Banners Broker international
website had terms and conditions. So, that would be
just reviewing that and making sure that they
understood.

1460. Q. Which was something that you did?
A. Sorry, train them on the terms and

conditions?
1461. Q. Yes.

A. I would provide them with a copy of
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1 the terms and conditions, and we would go over it,
2 yes.
3 1462. Q. And you would answer any questions
4 that they had?
5 A. If I knew the answer. If I didn't,
6 then I would pass it along to Chris.
7 1463. Q. Okay. And then:
8 "...Key points of refund policy..."
9 Is your answer the same as for terms and conditions,

10 that you would provide the refund policies and
1 1 answer questions to the extent that you could?
12 A. That is correct.
13 1464. Q, And it says.
14 "...List and explain all tabs in your back
15 office..."
16 Was that something that you did as well for the ICs?
17 A. Listing and explaining all the tabs?
18 Yes.
19 1465. Q. Okay. And what are the tabs in the
20 back office?
21 A, Tabs would have been...like, when
22 you go into the back office as...
23 1466. Q. How would I go into the back office
24 if (wanted to...
25 A. You would...so, you go to
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1 bannersbroker.com,..
2 1467. Q. Right.
3 A. ...and then there would be a to in
4 page. As an affiliate, ou would la in, and then
5 you would et into our back office There is
6 different tabs for urchase, ou know..,p y
7 1468. Q. Okay.
8 A. ...different things, i can't tell
9 you the tabs, I don't remember, but I would make

10 sure that the independent contractors knew the back
1 1 office front to back, so they knew.
12 1469. Q. Is it kind of like an account?
13 Like, a Banners Broker affiliate's account?
14 A. Yes.
15 1470. Q. Okay. And then you would similarly,
16 just finishing off on the list, you had explained to
17 the independent contractors when you trained them,
18 including in Sweden, on how to apply for the BB
19 Mastercard?
20 A. That is correct.
21 1471, Q, And how to distinguish between
22 notarized, non-notarized, and standard versus
23 premium in regards to the BB Mastercard?
24 A. That is correct.
25 1472. Q. And then just fl~ping the page, am
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correct that the second dery that you were in
Sweden, ourself and Mr. Hooker trained these eo le
on the seven items that are bullet- ointed? p p

A. I trained on the su or~ Davidpp
Hooker was there to speak to the independent
contractors about compliance issues, because that
was his role.

1473. Q. Okay, And then finally, you had an
information session?

A. Yes.
1474. Q. And just...can you explain forme

how that.,.what that consisted of and how it went?
A. So, that is what was David Hooker's

role. He was out there to talk about compliance and
the business aspect for Banners Broker
International. So, that was his seminar.

1475. Q. Okay. Great. So, let's move on.
Tab 43.

A. Yes?
1476. Q. And this is the...l take it.,.and

you will tell me if I am wrong, that this is the
withdrawa~policy. And you will see it behind the
blue sheet .

A. Yes, that is correct.
1477. Q. So, as I read the cover e-mail, Mr.
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Smith is instructing you on January the 7th, 2013,
to update it with the new language?

A. It would be, like, verbiage. So, i
was just...in regards to this, I was editing any
changes. So, Chris Smith told me what to change,
and I changed it and then e-mailed it back.

1478. Q. Okay. So, looking at it, can

sou...do you recall, one wa or the other, what itthat ou did to chan e th s document?
A I would have 'ust made an chan es

that the re nested. I couidn't...it has been goy a
long, I couldn't tell you the exact edits i made.

1479. Q. "They" being Mr. Smith and Mr.
Dixit?

A. Mr. Smith. Mr. Smith was the only
one that could authorize changes in regards to
Banners Broker International.

1480. Q. I am just intrigued by the use of
the word "update". Can you tell me why this needed
updating, or what you were updating?

A. I can't recall. I would have just
been given a list of things to change, and then make
those changes.

1481. Q. And if there were changes that you
were asked to make that you didn't understand, or
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1 that you.,.presumably you would go to Mr. Smith and
2 get clarification?
3 A. I wasn't paid to understand. I was
4 just paid to make the changes.
5 1482. Q. But, again, in fairness, if he asked
6 you to do something that you didn't understand...
7 A. Yes, of course. If I needed
8 clarification, I would get it from him.
9 1483. Q. Okay. The next one is tab 45,

10 please. And I think this is a document that we need
1 1 to spend some time on. I know you will have read it
12 in advance of today. This is an e-mail that is
13 marked 100 percent confidential?
14 A. Yes.
15 1484, Q, And you are one of a limited number
16 of recipTents?
17 A. M'hmm.
18 1485. Q. And it appears that it was written
19 by Mr. Dixit, and the date is January 25, 2013?
20 A. M'hmm.
21 1486. Q. Do you recall receiving this?
22 A. I was cc'd, and I was asked to just
23 forward along to everyone. So, I do recall getting
24 it. So...
25 1487. Q. Right.
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1 A. .,,I just followed the
2 instructions...
3 1488. Q. Okay.
4 A. ,,.from Raj.
5 1489. Q. Okay.
6 A. Anything inthe e-mail, you would
7 have to talk to Raj about, because I was just...
8 1490. Q. But you...
9 A. ..,passing it on,

10 1491. Q. So, you received it. Presumably you
1 1 read it, as well?
12 A. I prabably...l gof alot of e-mails.
13 (can't sa I read the whole thin . If I was 'ust
14 asked to send it alon , I mi ht have 'ust sent it
15 alon . I wasn't an executive. I was dust an9 1
16 assistant.
17 1492. Q, Well, he says to you:
18 "...Stephanie, please, can you indicate
19 this to everyone?..."
20 A. M'hmm.
21 1493. Q. Who is everyone?
22 A. Like I said, this is a few years
23 ago, so I don't know who everyone would have been,
24 Probably just...
25 1494. Q. In fact...in fairness. and let me
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give you a chance to read this more carefully. It
looks like what Raj is asking you to communicate to
everyone is the date of the meeting.

A. I don't...
1495. Q. February 5th or 6th, but the actual

e-mail was addressed to yourself. You were not just
copied on it.

A. It was addressed to everybody.
1496. Q, Right. And,..

A. Sorry, I didn't read it properly.
1497. Q. ...are these people that it is

addressed to, are they...) have seen them described
as the executive team. Have you heard that
expression before?

A. I have heard that expression before,
but I would have to look at everybody.

1498. Q. Okay.
A. I wouldn't call everyone on here...
MS. DOSANJH: Sorry, does it say
"executive team" in the document?

1499, MR, WARD: I think that it does. I am
just trying to find it.
MS. DOSANJH; Oka .
THE DEPONENT: No, it sa s "executiveY
meeting".
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1500. MR. WARD: All right.

MS. DOSANJH: I think the last paragraph
says:
"..,F~fth executive meeting..."

1501. MR. WARD: Right.
THE DEPONENT; It would probably be
best...) wouldn't be able...) don't know.
This is a long time ago.

BY MR. WARD.
1502. Q. Did you attend executive meetings?

A. Most of them.
1503. Q. And, so, things that were sent to

the executive, you received?
A, Things that were sent to executives,

received?
1504. Q. Yes.

A. Can you...
1505. Q. Well, this is an example of a

document that is marked "100 percent
confidential".,.

A. Yes.
1506. Q. ...in respect of an executive

meeting. So, my question is, did you receive
confidential information that was provided to the
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1 intended, okay? But I do need to ask you what you
2 understood.
3 A. Okay, ask your questions.
4 1512. Q. Okay?
5 A. I will answer them to...
6 1513. Q. Okay.
7 A. ...the best of my ability.
8 1514. Q. Did you understand Banners Broker to
9 be facing current challenges as at January 25th,

10 2013, when this e-mail was sent around to the
1 1 executive?
12 A. Banners Broker International, I know
13 there was...let me read it. Banners Broker
14 Internationa(,,.and (couldn't tell you the
15 specifics of the issues, But, yes, other.,.) can
16 read it, and maybe if we.,,
17 1515. Q. Well, again, I don't want to dissect
18 this, and I am not asking you to interpret it...
19 A. Yes.
20 1516. Q. ...but, I mean, this is an unusual
21 e-mail for a couple of reasons,
22 A. Okay.
23 1517. Q. One, it is marked 100 percent
24 confidential; two, it goes to the executive team.
25 A. Yes.
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executive?

A. I was an assistant, and if something
was asked to be forwarded along, I just followed
instructions. I wasn't snoopy, so i didn't read
every word of.,,if I asked to forward it on,
generally I would just forward it an.

1507, Q. Okay. So, this, just so we are
clear, was addressed to yourself and some others.

A. Okay.
1508. Q. ...and it is an interesting e-mail,

that we do need to go through.
A. Okay.

1509. Q. Sa, it starts on the second page.
And at the bottom of the second page, Mr. Dixit is
referring to current challenges that most of you
will know, and some changes that are being made.

A. It would probably be best if you
just asked Mr, Dixit himself, because I don't want
to answer anything because he is the author of it,
and I was a recipient along with many other
people,..

1510. Q. Yes, and I...
A. It probably would be best to ask

him.
1511. Q. I am not going to ask you what he
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1518. Q. Three, it is talking about

fundamental changes to the business.
A. Yes.

1519. Q. It also refers to challenges, and
portions of it are in all caps...

A. Yes, but...
1520. Q. And so...

A. ...it would be best to ask Raj. He
wrote it. Like, I don't know what you want me to
answer.

1521. Q. Well, I just want to get your
understanding, as executive assistant at the time,
what the s~tuat~on was as at Banners Broker...

A. I don't remember. Like,
don't...do you want me to take a half an hour to
read it and...

1522. Q. We are going to...
A. ...digest it?

1523. Q. We do need to go through the e-mail.
And, again, it would help if I can get my questions
on the record before you answer, But as at the time
that you received this...

A. Can you ask specific questions to do
with specific things inthe e-mail, and that will
make it easier forme?
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1524. Q, I think it will make it easier for

you.
A, Okay,

1525. Q. So, let's do that. So, I am at the
bottom of page 2.

A. Yes.
1526. Q. And, again, I am not asking you what

Mr. Dixit meant when he wrote this, but the bottom
of page 2, he is describing some current challenges
that the company is facing, that are going to be
dealt with at this pending executive meeting.

A, Okay.
1527. Q. So, did you have an appreciation at

the time as to what those challenges were?
A, I am sure I would have known, I am

sure I would have known what the...but I didn't know
details. I was an assistant.

1528. Q. So, as a general matter, what was
the challenges that you appreciated as existing as
at that time?

A. To my knowledge and what I can
remember, I thinkthis had to do with compliance
issues, but I couldn't be certain. You would have
to ask Mr. Dixit forfull clarification.

1529. Q. Just so you know, everything that
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1 you say, I am going to assume that it is to the best
2 of your knowledge, and it is what you can remember.
3 A. Trust me, if I could remember,
4 would tell you, so I could..,
5 1530. Q. No, I know...
6 A. ...go father.
7 1531. Q, ...so you don't need to preface your
8 answers by saying...
9 A. But he would be the one to ask. He

10 would be able ~o tell you. He wrote it. I don't
1 1 remember. I don't know. Maybe I didn't do my job
12 100 percent, and I didn't pay attention to every
13 detail
14 1532. Q. Okay.
15 A. I don't remember.
16 1533. Q. I am just saying that I am going to
17 assume that you what you don't remember, you want
18 tell me. So, you don't need to preface your answers
19 b sayin , "To the best of my knowledge".
20 y A. ~ Oka . Then I will ~ust sa ...
21 1534, Q, Oka ? ~ y
22 A. ...I... y
23 1535. Q. You can if you wish...
24 A. Okay, then, now I will just say
25 don't remember, and then that is done answering.
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1 1536. Q. If you truly don't remember,,.
2 A. I don't remember.
3 1537. Q. ..then,,.
4 A, Like it says right here:
5 "...Fifth, traffic packs must be sold as
fi they were intended...
7 Yes, at the time I know what traffic packs are, but
8 I can't remember...
9 1538. Q. I am not taking you to those

10 details. You asked me to direct you to a
1 1 specific...
12 A. At the time, i would have been aware
13 that there were issues.
14 1539. MR. WARD: Let's take a break, Off the
15 record.
16
17 --- A BRIEF RECESS
18
19 STEPHANIE R. SCHLACHT, resumed
20 CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD;
21 1540. Q. So, Stephanie, we are still in tab
22 45, which is the e-mail to the executive team.
23 A. Yes.
24 1541. Q. The e-mail concludes, by Mr. Dixit
25 writing to yourself and others, saying in the
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third-last paragraph:

"...Recent events have made the need to
clean up our house and implement these
changes an immediate task..."

So, it is in that context that I am asking you, what
was your understanding of the challenges that the
company was facing at that time?

A. It is my understanding, and just
going on how I understood it, looking back, because
am sure at the time I fully understood what was

going on, is that affiliates were.,.there were
certain things in the program that were meant to be
done a certain wa ,but affiliates were oin in and
kind af, like, loin thin s their own wag w gch9 9 Y
wasn't compliant with the program. So, David Hooker
was in charge of compliance. So, the reason why he
was brought on board was because the affiliates were
kind of like loose cowboys doing their own things,
making up their own rules, and it was having a
negative backlash on Banners Broker International.

1542. Q. Okay.
A. So, that is what I believe is...

1543. Q. Okay.
A. Sorry, let me turn my phone off.
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1544. Q. So, sitting here now, looking back

on it, you believe that those were some of the
challenges that the company was facing?

A. That is correct.
1545. Q. Were there any others that you

wanted to mention?
A. I am trying to think of when the

timeline...can I just take a second to read?
1546. Q. Yes, by all means.

A. What was happening at this time is
people...like, just reading...like, one of the big
concerns is Stellar Point was being confused for
Banners Broker International, and they are two
separate entities.

1547. Q. Okay.
A. So, that was one of the big things.

1548. Q. Why were they being confused?
A. They are being confused because in

the beginning,Raj used to do a lot of speaking for
Banners Broker International. Like, he used to e~9
an stage and do.,,this was before I was even with
the company. And when he...because he used to be a
reseller. That was before I was with the company,
but I know that he was a reseller for a specific
period of time for Canada, and because there was
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1 some compliance issues, he no Ionger wanted or could
2 have that role. So, that is when he kind of went

~ 3 into the support aspect. i started when the support
4 aspect was happening. So, I can't really answer

', 5 anything before that, but I know that that was the
6 case. So, people were getting confused, because
7 Banners Broker Limited used to be a reseller, and
8 then just changed to just doing consulting and
9 support, that is why people got confused.

10 1549. Q, Okay. So, I take it that change in
1 1 Raj's role wasn't clear to people that dealt with
12 the company?
13 A. I couldn't really answer that yes or
14 na, but that is how I felt.
15 1550. Q. Okay. And just to that point,
16 understand, and it is what Raj said inthe e-mail,
17 that he publicly had the title of chief operating
18 officer of Banners Broker International right up
19 until...
20 A. Sorry, can you repeat that?
21 1551. Q. Just to the discussion that we were
22 having about people confusing Banners Broker and
23 Stellar Point, do you see, on the second-last page
24 of the production, there is a paragraph where Mr,
25 Dixit is talking about the change in his title?
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1 A. I believe, and I am only speaking
2 from...that was before I worked there. Like, when
3 worked with Stellar Point, his role was just Stellar
4 Point. So, I am not sure, but I do know that he
5 used to speak,..sorry.
6 1552. Q. Okay,
7 A. He used to be referred to as the C00
8 of Banners Broker International.
9 1553. Q. Right, and I mean, I think that is

10 what he is saying here. He is telling you, as one
1 1 of the recipients of the e-mail, that he is no
12 longer to be publicly identified as the chief
13 operating officer of Banners Broker International.
14 Do you see that?
15 A. That is what it says, but you would
16 have to...for any clarification, you would have to
17 go for him. Bud that is what I am...
18 1554. Q. Right.
19 A. ...reading it as.
20 1555. Q. Right.
21 A. Yes.
22 1556. Q. And, so, he is writing to you in
23 January of 2013?
24 A. Yes.
25 1557. Q. Okay. So, can we agree, then, that
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from and after January of 2013, you understood that
Mr. Dixit was not to be identified as the C00 of
Banners Broker International?

A. I understood that from when i
stared, like, in August. Or maybe it was January.
don't remember, I am sorr , the dales. It could

have been...
Y

1558. Q. Right, well, the reason why...
A, January.,,

1559. Q. ...he is telling you and others...
A. Yes.

1560. Q. ...that he is no longer to be
publicly identified as the C00 of BBI. So, I don't
think I am reading too much into it when I...

A. Yes, that is what it seems like,
1561. Q. Yes.

A. I thought it was before then, but
I...

1562. Q. Okay.
A. ...could be wrong. I don't...go

with January, because that is what the e-mail says.
1563. Q. And then just scrolling up the

e-mail, if you can flip back one page...
A. Yes.

1564. Q. ...towards the front of the book.
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There is adiscussion inthis e-mail, and this is an
important e-mail, so forgive me for spending some
time on it, but it says:

"...Stellar Point offices worldwide will
not have brand ambassadors, and will not
host public information sessions..."

But then it goes on to say that there are still
going to be webinars and things like that.

A. Yes.
1565. Q. So, just starting with the brand

ambassador's aspect of it, remind me, because i
don't think we have discussed it, but a brand
ambassador, where did they fit into the Stellar
Point terminology?

A. It is not a Stellar Point
terminology. Brand ambassador would have been,
like, someone who promoted Banners Broker that
worked for Banners Broker International. We used to
host them out of Stellar Point, out of offices...

1566. Q. I see.
A. ...but...l don't know, but they

chose not...they didn't want...Steilar Point didn't
want to have that responsibility anymore.

1567. Q. Okay.
A. So, Lorenzo Guarini would have been

pang ~nR
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1 an example of a brand ambassador.
2 1568. Q. Oka .And was he one that wasY
3 hosted out of Stellar Point's office?
4 A. He wasn't employed with Stellar
5 Point.
6 1569. Q. Okay. So, when Raj is saying in
7 this e-mail to you and others:
8 "...Effective immediately, Stellar Point
9 will not have brand ambassadors..."

10 A. Because..,see, I can't really...Raj
1 1 would be your best person to ask, because I don't
12 want to give an answer that is wrong. But to my
13 knowledge, brand ambassadars...like, we..,at one
14 point there was. like, the odd meeting or two that
15 was done out of the Stellar Point offices, but
16 because coming near that time, there was so much
17 negative backlash about Banners Broker
18 International, Raj wanted to keep it,..didn't want
19 it in and around it, because...
20 1570. Q. Right.
21 A, ...Raj was trying to develop Stellar
22 Point. Stellar Point wasn't just exclusively for
23 Banners Broker International. He was trying to
24 bring on other clients. Because there was so much
25 negative backlash with Banners Broker International
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1 he was trying to just keep things just from a
2 support...he did consulting for them. Like, that
3 is...l am sure he has told that himself. He did a
4 lot of work with them, but he wanted to keep it
5 separate from the...
6 1571, Q. Right, so this...
7 A. ...Stellar Point brand.
8 1572. Q. So, this was an effort, I take
9 it,..or you understood...

10 A. To clean up Stellar Point's image.
1 1 1573. Q. ...it to be an effort to
12 disassociate Stellar Point from Banners Broker?
13 A. Not disassociate, because they were
14 a client of Stellar Point, but people were confusing
15 Banners Braker International for Stellar Point.
16 1574. Q. They were actually confusing the
17 companies?
18 A. They were thinking they were one and
19 the same.
20 1575. Q. Okay. And what was the negative
21 backlash that you referred to a moment ago?
22 A. Because this, I don't think,
23 revolves around this time period, but I mean, as you
24 guys know, Banners Broker International obviously,
25 like, they didn't give back a lot of money to_
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people. You know, it is common knowledge now, and
it was...l can't say it is January, but coming along
those months, Chris wasn't doing payouts regularly,
and it was havin a ne ative backlash on Stellar~ 9
Point.

1576. Q. Okay. And that negative backlash,
presumably, was...you would see that on the
Internet?

A. I never sourced the Internet for
that, but Raj,..or Stellar Point was having a hard
time getting new clients, because as soon as they
Googled Stellar Point, negative stuff about Banners
Broker came up, and then obviously it killed...

1577. Q. Okay.
A. ,..the clients.

1578. Q. And similarly, did the independent
contractors that you liaised with, did the share
your concerns about negative backlash .

A. That wouldn't be something that they
would share with me.

1579. Q. Who would they share that with, if
not yourself? Because I am just thinking of the
structure...

A, If they had a concern, they
wouldn't...like, usually, if it came to stuff like
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that outside of commission payments, they would just
say, "I need to talk to Chris directly", or, "I need
to set up a meeting", and then I would set up the
meeting, and they would discuss this.

1580. Q. Right.
A. I was never..,i didn't pass

along...like, I passed along...like, if there was
some~hing they needed to talk about that was..,you
know. Confidential, but more of, like, a...like,
wasn't the one that passed on the specific
information necessarily. If they wanted to talk to
Chris, I would set up a time for them to talk, and
then hewould speaktothem.

1581. Q. Right.
A. My main job was just support,

training, and making sure they got their commission
payouts.

1582. Q. And just the very next paragraph,
moving through the e-mail:

".,.All Stellar Point employees must. by
Monday, have a stellarpoint.ca e-mail
address..."
A. Yes.

1583. Q. "...Chris and i need the BB e-mail
addresses for the executive team..."
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1 This is one of the reasons why I understood you,
2 Stephanie, to be on the executive team...
3 A. Yes.
4 1584. Q, .,.because you had a BB e-mail
5 address?
6 A. Everyone had a BB e-mail address to
7 start, because Banners Broker Limited...but because
8 we...Banners Broker Limited had a name change, not a
9 complete new company, right?

10 1585. Q. Yes.
1 1 A. So, when we were formerly known as
12 Stellar Paint, all the e-mails changed to Stellar
13 Point, I think there was a few of us,,.because
14 dealt with.,.) think I had to keep my other one for
15 a little bit, Because I dealt with Chris a lot...
16 1586. Q. Right. so you kept your Banners
17 Broker e-mail address?
18 A. For a little bit, but eventually it
19 was taken away , and I just used my Stellar Point.
20 1587. Q. Oka .Y
21 A. But at this time, I think (was
22 still using my BB one.
23 1588. Q. And the other executive team members
24 also were using their BB e-mail address? They
25 continued on?
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1 A. I don't know how long they would
2 have...Chris alwa s used a BB e-mail address.Y
3 1589. Q. Okay. Well, we can check that,
4 so...
5 A. Yes, I am not sure.
6 1590. Q, And just the public information
7 sessions that Stellar Point decided you would no
8 longer hold...
9 A. Yes?

10 1591, Q. ...what were they? Like, we have
1 1 talked about training sessions, we have talked about
12 conventions. What was the public information
13 session?
14 A. The public information session was
15 when someone...you know when you want to promote a
16 program with someone, you would be like...) don't
17 know if ou are aware of MLM t e businesses.Y YP
18 1592. Q. No.
19 A. You would get invited to an
20 information session. So, kind of...let's put Avon.
21 1593. Q, Right.
22 A. Avon would have information sessions
23 about their product, and then they would try to get
24 people to sign up. Same thing.
25 1594. Q. So, let's put...instead of Avon,
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let's talk about Banners Broker.

A. Okay.
1595. Q. What sort of information sessions

did Stellar Point have for Banners Broker?
A. Stellar Point, they would just have

them at the location, the Stellar Point offices,
because it was a big warehouse.

1596. Q. I see.
A. But it would be people like Lorenzo

Guarini or David Hooker that would actually do the
seminars.

1597. Q. Okay. And they would do the
seminars to potential new members?

A. Yes.
1598. Q, And they would be.,.Lorenzo would

basicall be itchin them on 'oinin Banners
Broker? p g ~ g

A, That is correct.
1599. Q. I see, okay. I understand. And

then just aver the page, there is just a few more
aspects of it that i wanted to deal with. There is
a paragraph that says.

"...Six, effective Monday, January 28th,
you can only do withdrawal request if you
have uploaded ID only,.."
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Do you know what Raj is talking about here?

A. So, in the back office with Banners
Broker International, people were creaking,
like.,.affiliatestyere signing up underfake people,
or they would have two accounts. So, when the
affiliate signed up, they had to upload their valid
ID to make sure it was an actual person.

1600. Q. Okay.
A. So, when someone was trying to get

their commissions out, it needed to be going to the
actual person that owned that account.

1601. Q. Right. So, prior to this uploaded
ID requirement, people could cheat the system?

A. When the program first...like, by
the time I was there, they were already
implementing, like, more structured...because people
were cheating the system,

1602. Q. Right.
A. Yes.

1603. Q. And the system they were cheating
was the system that was managed by Stellar Point?

A. Stellar Point never managed the
system. It was always Banners Broker International.

1604. Q. Well, let's just be clear on what
you mean and what I mean by the system?
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1 A. Yes.
2 1605. Q. I mean, I thought that the Stellar
3 Point is...the service provider was responsible for
4 the things that we looked at, for instance website
5 development...
6 A. They were.
7 1606. Q. ...the tools...
8 A. Sorry, they were, but all
9 instructions came from Chris Smith.

10 1607, Q. Okay.
1 1 A. So, if Chris Smith made a mistake or
12 didn't advise the programmers to do something, and a
13 mistake happened, ~t fell on Chris Smith's
14 shoulders, not Stellar Point,
15 1608. Q. Right. So, Chris Smith would
16 provide instructions to Stellar Point, is your
17 evidence?
18 A, Yes.
19 1609. Q. And presumably, Stellar Point would
20 seek instructions from Mr. Smith?
21 A. That is correct. When it came to
22 anything to do with Banners Broker International.
23 1610. Q. Yes, okay. The tab 47 of the binder
24 has to do with some travel that strikes the receiver
25 as a little bit unusual, in that it seems to have
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1 been a charter jet to Tel Aviv.,.
2 A. Yes.
3 1611. Q. ..,in February 2013?
4 A. That is correct.
5 1612. Q. And did you coordinate this trip,
6 Stephanie?
7 A. What do you mean by "coordinate"?
8 Like...
9 1613, Q. Did you arrange the bookings and set

10 the travel schedules and find the charter,.,and just
1 1 organize it?
12 A. Yes, I did.
13 1614. Q. Okay. So, I would like to know a
14 bit about this trip, because...
15 A. Sure.
16 1615. Q. ...it is...from what we can tell,
17 from the financial analysis we have done, it was
18 incredibl ex ensive. What was the ur ose of theY p p p
19 trip to Israel in February of 2013? And who went on
20 the trip?
21 A. I would have to look.
22 1616. Q. Did you go on the trip?
23 A. I did, yes.
24 1617. Q. And do you recall who was with you?
25 A. I believe there was myself, there
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was Raj, Chris, they both brought their families
with them, and Grant, I think, came, and there may
have been a few more, but those are the people that
can recall.

1618. Q. And did you all travel together to
Israel on the chaffer jet?

A. We did.
1619. Q. And did you all return together from

Israel on the charter jet?
A. I don't know if everybody returned

on the charter jet, but...
1620. Q. Okay. And how many hundreds of

thousands of dollars did the charter J'et cost?
A. I can't remember. I would have to

see an invoice in front of me.
1621, Q. There is a chart...if it helps,

can't tell if it is a quote, but there is a charter
price document behind the same tab, that you are
welcome,..

A. These are just quotes. So, let me
look closer, Yes, these two were just quotes. I am
not sure...) couldn't give you the exact number of
what was...

1622. Q, Right.
A. ...oh, right here...) believe it to
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be on this page here.

1623. Q. Right.
A. This one is an assigned document, so

don't know whether it was the final one, but if
you look at the bottom of the air charter service,
~t has a price. But like I said, this isn't a
signed document, so I am not sure if this was the
exact...

1624. Q. Okay.
A. ...one.

1625. Q. But it was...
A. That was chosen.

1626. Q. ...a couple, like...$196,000, is
that the number you are looking at?

A. The 296? No, I am looking at,..
1627. Q. What number are you looking at?

MS. DOSANJH: Here is a couple of
prices. There was one for 196, and then
$221,473.
THE DEPONENT: I am looking at the one
that is on the booking request form.

BY MR, WARD.
1628. Q. Well, what is the number you are

looking at?

papa ~~n
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1 A. It says $196,000.
2 1629. Q. it is page number 2543.
3 MS. DOSANJH; There is two, right?
4 There is...
5 THE DEPONENT: There is 254311.

~ ~
7 BY MR. WARD.
8 1630. Q. okay. Now, all of these...
9 MS. DOSANJH: One moment,

10
1 1 BY MR. WARD:
12 1631. Q. ...quotes, or the charter documents,
13 are...
14 A. Okay.
15 1632. Q. ...seem to have been directed to
16 yourself and Mr. Dixit. i don't see Chris Smith's
17 name on...
18 A. We did bookings.,.for anything to do
19 with Banners Broker International and travel,
20 Stellar Point did the bookings, but it would have
21 been Chris Smith who authorized any prices, ar any
22 monies that were spent in regards to Banners Broker
23 International when it came to training, travel,
24 anything, it was all authorized by Mr. Smith.
25 1.633. Q. But you say "any monies". I mean,
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1 wasn't it the case that Stellar Point would spend
2 what they thought was required to provide the
3 services, and then,..
4 A, They would spend...
5 1634. Q. Just let me finish the question.
6 A, Sorry,
7 1635. Q. And then you would get reimbursed
8 from Chris Smith?
9 A. That is correct.

10 1636. Q. okay. So, it wasn't the case that
1 1 Mr. Smith would authorize in advance...
12 A. Well, we...
13 1637. Q. ...any money that was spent by
14 Stellar Point in providing services to BBI?
15 A, No, that is not correct. So, if
16 there was a trip that was being done, and it was
17 Banners Broker International-related, whether it be
18 training, whether it be information sessions. Any
19 expense...Stellar Polntdid the bookings often.
20 Chris did some of the bookings directly himself, but
21 any expense that was made needed to be authorized by
22 Chris Smith before an mone was spent, even if itY Y
23 was Stellar Point money.
24 1638. Q. Okay. So, it is major expenses,
25 then? And this order of magnitude that Mr. Smith
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would authorize in advance?

A. It would be...yes, that is what
would...

1639. Q. Okay.
A. ...in regards to travel.

1640. Q. Okay.
A. That is all..,

1641. Q. So...
A. ...that I have the scope of

knowledge on.
1642. Q. So, with reference to this trip that

you organized, do you recall getting Mr. Smith's
approval for the $200,000 expense?

A. Yes.
1643. Q. Can you tell me about that?

A. Weil, the protocol that I had in
place would be, before anything was booked, it
needed to be confirmed with the client. So, I can
most likely say that, yes, I would have had
commission before anything of that nature...

1644. Q, Right, but...
A. ...any number was spent like that.

1645. Q. But do you specifically recall
contactin Mr. Smith and havin a discussion or
exchangigg e-mails with him? Because we haven't
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1 1653. Q. ...with a tentative schedule for
2 IsraellCyprus?
3 A. That is correct.
4 1654. Q, Is this an example of one of the
5 travel schedules that we talked about earlier, that
6 you would have prepared based on your understanding
7 of the needs and re uirements of the inde endentq p
8 contractors?
9 A, That is correct, or whoever was

10 travelling.
1 1 1655. Q. Okay. So, you set this travel
12 itinerary?
13 A. Are you saying did I create it?
14 1656. Q. Yes.
15 A. Yes, I did.
16 1657. Q. So, you went to Cyprus, as well, on
17 this trip. Am I right?
18 A. Yes.
19 1658. Q. Were there any meetings with banks
20 in Cyprus that you are aware of?
21 A. No.
22 1659. Q. So, you don't know whether or not
23 Raj met with the Bank of Cyprus...
24 A. I was doing...
25 1660. Q. ...when he was there?
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found any. 1 A. I was doing training, so...

A. Idid e-mails, and I talked to him 2 1661. Q. Okay.
on the phone, but I would have had to have confirmed 3 A. .,.I wouldn't be able to tell you if
that with him. 4 Raj had any..,no~ to my knowledge,

1646. Q. Okay. 5 1662. Q, Okay. Did you ever personally have
A. Or Raj would have confirmed it with 6 any dealings with the Bank of Cyprus?

him himself. 7 A. No.
1641. Q, Okay. So, you don't personally, 8 1663. Q. Or have a credit card from the Bank

specifically recall confirming this with Mr. Smith? 9 of Cyprus?
A. No, I don't remember. 10 A. I do, but it has nothing to do with

1648. Q. Okay. And do you know why it was 11 Banners Broker.
that a charter was taken to Israel,.. 12 1664. Q. So, you have an account...just so

A. I am not sure... 13 am clear, and if you tell me that it has nothing to
1649. Q. ...as opposed to a commercial? 14 do with Banners Broker, I will need to accept that,

A. I just did the booking. You would 15 but you have a bank at the Bank of Cyprus that has
have to ask Mr. Smith, or Mr. Dixit. 16 nothing to do with Banners Broker?

1650. Q. But you didn't ask at the time? 17 A. No, it was created long after
A. It was none of my business. 18 worked for Stellar Point.

1651. Q. Okay, And then did you...just over 19 1665. Q. Why...so, tell me why that has
the page, because I am on to the next production, 20 nothing to do with Banners Broker or Stellar Point?
Stephanie. It is 48? 21 A. Am I allowed to have bank accounts?

A. Yes. 22 It has nothing to do with Banners Broker or Stellar
1652. Q. And you are e-mailing Smith and 23 Point,

Grant and Hardowa... 24 1666. Q. Did you set that account up, or did
A. Yes. 25 somebody set it up for you?
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A. It had nothing to do with Banners

Broker, so I don't feel comfortable answering...
1667. Q. Just with a view to exploring that,

would like to know whether you set that up, or
somebody else set it up for yau.

A. It has nothing to do with Banners
Broker or Stellar Point, and it was created far
after i worked for Stellar Point or had anything to
do with Banners Broker, so it is real) none of ourv v
business.

1668. Q. Okay. So, I will take that as a
refusal.

A, Well, how else do you...
MS. DOSANJH; I think...
THE DEPONENT: It is not a refusal.
MS. DOSANJH: ...in fairness...
THE DEPONENT: it has nothing to do...
MS. DOSANJH: ...to the question,
thinkwhat her..,whatshe means bythat is,
thinkthe purpose ofthe questioning, or

the examination here, is with respect to
Banners Broker, and I think if something
was...l think it is her view that...l
wouldn't say it is a refusal, I think her
view is that if it was created after the
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1 1673, Q. So, just let me finish.
2 A. Sorry.
3 1674. Q. Where the affiliates' contributions
4 may have ended up.
5 A. Okay.
6 1675. Q. And. so, that is..,and there are
7 indications that money is in Cyprus. So...
8 A. Okay, fair enough. Can I answer?
9 1676. Q. So, we are intrigued by the fact

10 that you have an account there.
1 1 A. I do have an account there. No
12 money,..all the companies that you listed in the
13 front of the binder that are being investigated, no
14 money has ever come in from those sources. It is my
15 account.
16 1677, Q, Right.
17 MS. DOSANJH: So, maybe you want to
18 say...
19 1678. MR. WARD: Well, we are...
20 MS. DOSANJH; Where any of the sources,
21 the source of funds...
22 1679. MR. WARD: Well...
23 MS. DOSANJH: ...with respect to the
24 investigation that is ongoing.
25 1680. MR. WARD: Yes, you know what? Thank
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fact, then it really doesn't involve
anything with respect to the line of
questioning of Banners Broker. I mean,
that is how I would take it, but I mean.,.)
don't think...

1669. MR. WARD: I mean.,.
MS. DOSANJH; She is not refusing.
think she is J~ust saying that...

1670. MR. WARD: Ri ht, well...9
MS. DOSANJH: ..."Listen, what is the
relevance here?"

1671. MR. WARD: Okay, Then give me a chance
to review to explain that. The receiver
has investigatory powers that go beyond
Banners Braker, and specificall incluey
Stellar Point and Dixit Holdings and other
companies. And part of what we are doing
is a flow of funds anal sis toy
understand...
THE DEPONENT: Okay.

1672. MR, WARD: ...where...
THE DEPONENT: I think I can better
answer your question, then, Can I try?

BY MR. WARD.
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1 you for that. Fortunately, we have a book
2 of financial documents that we are going to
3 have to get to at some point.
4 MS. DOSANJH; Oka .y
5 1681, MR. WARD: And, so, we can explore that
6 a little further.
7 THE DEPONENT: That is fine.
8
9 BY MR. WARD.

1 d 1682. Q. All right. And perhaps we can have
1 1 a look at tab 50 of the binder. This is an e-mail
12 message from Rajiv to...l am not sure who it is.
13 Maybe you can tell me, but...
14 A. Anna.
15 1683. Q. ...Anna...
16 A. Onofre.
17 1684, Q. Okay, And remind me, who was Anna?
18 A. She was the reseiler for India.
19 1685. Q. Okay. And you are copied on it,
20 which is why I am raising it with you.
21 A. Yes,
22 1686. Q. It is dated March 2013. And there
23 is reference to a $50,000 USD wire to Stellar Point
24 from Dreamspace Ventures Limited...
25 A. Okay.
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1687. Q. ...as a shareholders investment

funding.
A. Okay.

1688. Q. Do you know anything about
Dreamscape Ventures Limited?

A. No, I don't.
1689. Q, Have you ever heard of Dreamscape

Ventures Limited before today?
A, Well, I have received this e-mail.

1 have heard about it, but I don't know any of the
details of the company.

1690. Q. What had you heard about it?
A, I have seen itcome up in e-mails,

but I don't know anything about the company, or
any.,.l wouldn't be able to answer anything about
that.

1691. Q. Okay. And just..,when you say you
have seen itcome up in e-mails, in what context
have you seen Dreamscape Ventures Limited come up in
e-mails?

A. I can't remember, but I am cc'd on
this e-mail, so obviously I have seen that name
before, but I don't know any specifics about the
company.

1692. Q. Right. But do you know anything at
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all about the company?

A. No.
1693. Q. Do you have any understanding as to

why you would have been copied onthis e-mail?
A. Weil, I was Rajiv's assistant, so

was copied on a lot of things.
1694. Q. So, I take it that he never asked

you to do anything in relation to Dreamscape
Ventures Limited that ou can remember?v

A. No.
1695. Q. Tab 51, I am just wondering if you

can help me out with this e-mail.
A. Sure.

1696. Q. Subject is "Noney Wires", and you
are copled on it. It is between Smith and Dixit.

A. Oka .y
1697. Q, And part of it includes a

descripLion of Stellar Point?
A. Yes.

1698. Q. Can you tell me, when you were at
Stellar Point, apart from Banners Broker
International, what other customers did Stellar
Point have?

A. They had a few. I didn't work with
them. My focus was lust Banners Broker
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1 International, mainly, but I know that there was a
2 few. I think they are listed here.
3 1699. Q. Now, can you...in fairness, we
4 understand the companies listed here to be related
5 to Mr. Dixit. Can you name for me any...can you
6 identify for me any Stellar Point clients that were
7 not connected to your husband or...
8 A. I don't know any of these
9 companies...

10 1700. Q. Right,
1 1 A. Like, my husband and I don't really
12 discuss his business aspects.
13 1701. Q. Okay, So, without looking at this
14 e-mail, I take it you wouldn't be able to identify
15 for me any other Stellar Point customers, apart from
16 Banners Broker?
17 A. Well, these are all clients.
18 1702. Q. That is ri~ht, but you didn't have
19 any dealings with them ,
20 A. No.
21 1703. Q. And I take it you don't know whether
22 those clients are related to your husband or not?
23 A. No, I do not.
24 1704. Q. Okay. Okay, then, tab 52. This is
25 an e-mail that you appear to have authored with Mr.
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1 Smith.
2 A. M'hmm.
3 1705. Q. That is a yes?
4 A. Yes, sorry.
5 1706. Q. Okay.
6 A. Yes.
7 1707. Q. Paragraph 2 references an affiliate,
8 and t just wanted to know what it was
9 that...instructions thotyou were seeking, or

10 questions you had in relation to that affiliate, and
1 1 what was the...
12 A. In paragraph 2?
13 1708. Q. Yes.
14 A. This would have been large
15 withdrawals, I wasn't responsible for that. That
16 would have been Rachel. She assisted me.
17 1709. Q. And she assisted you in allowing
18 affiliates to make large withdrawals?
19 A. No. The large withdrawals were
20 withdrawals that affiliates requested. She would
21 simply take that information and pass it along to
22 Chris, similar to what I did for the independent
23 contractors...
24 1710. Q. Right.
25 A. ...but because I oversaw.,.like,
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Rachel would come to me if there was questions.
would often update Chris, but I didn't deal directly
with the withdrawals.

1711. Q. Okay.
A. Just for the independent

contractors.
1712, Q. Right. But Rachel assisted you?

Did she report to you?
A. I think technically she reported to

Raj, but often I would give her tasks. So, she
would often follow up with me.

1713. Q. Okay. So, given that, why was it
that you were making this inquiry of Chris in
regards to a large withdrawal on behalf of an
affiliate?

A. Because Chris was really, really bad
at getting back to people. Like. Rachel would
e-mail him several times, and he 'ust wouldn't
answer. And Chris, I could bug him enou h that he
would et back to me. So, often, if she couldn't

Yet a hold of him, she would sa , "Ste h, lease.
ou know, I have been tr in to et a hold of Chris,

and he is not answerin .Can ou follow u ?"
1714. Q. Oka . So, to that extent, ou would

assist Rachel in facilitating associate withdrawals?
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A, Not facilitating it. If Rachel

wasn't getting a hold of him, I would simply be,
like, "Chris, you need to get back to Rachel", and
he would deal directly with her on that. I didn't
have...that wasn't my area.

1 715. Q. Okay. But in this case, maybe this
is different, but you are saying:

",..Please let me know how to move forward,
and how you would like the bank details or
invoice sent to you..."

It seems to me that you were involved in dealing
with this affiliate.

A. I was never involved directly with
affiliates. Like I said, I often worked with
Rachel, but I don't know.

1716. Q. Because this is...you prepared this
e-mail, and Rachel is not even copied on it.

A, No, I know.
1717. Q. So, just...

A, Or it could have been...like, if
Chris would come on trips with us, often affiliates
would talk to him independently, and he may have
talked to an affiliate about something, and then
they may have found a way to bug me, and followed up
with me. I don't know. I am just following up.
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1 So, I can't...this wasn't within my scope of job
2 description.
3 1718. Q. Okay. So, it wasn't within your
4 normal...but, I mean, ou didn't have a 'ob
5 descri Lion, in fairness, ri ht? ~p g
6 A. Well, I did have a job description.
7 But, yes, often I was asked to do things outside of
8 that scope.
9 1719, Q. Okay.

10 A. But I never,..this is just passing
1 1 on information.
12 1720. Q. Well, let's just stop there for a
13 second, because, I mean, I honestly didn't think
14 that you had a formal job description. Did you have
15 something in writing?
16 A. When I first got hired, yes, and
17 then when I moved on to be Raj Dixit's assistant.
18 don't think another job description was drafted.
19 1721. Q. Right. So, in fairness, isn't the
20 way to look at it that your Job description was to
21 do, as Mr, Dixit`s personal assistant, what he asked
22 you to do as his personal assistance?
23 A. That would be correct.
24 1722, Q, Right. And, similarly, the same for
25 Mr, Smith, right? You would...
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A. Sorry.
1 724. Q. ...respond to Mr, Smith's questions,

and...
A. No, not necessarily. I only dealt

with Mr. Smith when it came to independent
contractors, commissions, but because...sometimes,
it is hard to explain. Like. because I travel quite
a bit, affiliates would somehow get my e-mail, or
someone would pass it on, and often I would get
bugged.

1725. Q. i see.
A. So, then, if it was something that

thought was important, I wouldn't ignore it.
Obviously, I would pass it along to Chris, but that
wasn't my regular jab description. But like I said,
affiliates, they can.,,if they get anyone's
information, they will e-mail you over and over and
over with thins, but if it was out of my scope,.,)
worked just with training and independent
contractors. So, if there was an affiliate that was
bugging me over and over and over, often I would
pass that message on to Chris. because I didn't want
to be buaaed anymore.
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1726. Q. Okay.
A. So, if that answers that, that

would...
1727. Q, Right. And, sa, in this case, it

looks...and you may know better than I do, but it
looks like you passed the message on to Chris with
respect to an affiliate, and you sought instructions
on how to move forward with respect to an affiliate?

A. That is what it seems like, des.
MS. DOSANJH: Do you mind ~f we take a
break?

1728. MR. WARD: Sure, let's take one. Off
the record.

--- A BRIEF RECESS

STEPHANIE R. SCHLACHT, resumed
CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR, WARD:
1729. Q, Tab 53, what is a...just with

reference to the terminology, "Dashboard"?
A. Dashboard? Yes, when affiliates

would go to www.bannersbroker.com, on the sign-in
page, that would be the dashboard. So, there would
often be updates or events that were going on, but
that was what is considered the dashboard.
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1730. Q. Okay, So, this is an e-mail that

you drafted?
A. Yes.

1131. Q, And it is sent out in...is that
March of 2013, or May?

A, I don't...it would have been...it is
to do with...

1732. Q. To do with the cancellation of a
convention in Niagara?

A. Well, if it was Niagara, that never
got cancelled, but if it was Niagara, it would
probably be May.

1733. Q. Okay.
A. But I can't be ce~ain.

1734. Q. All right. So, have a look at the
attachment tothe e-mail, It is addressed, "To our
Valued Affiliates". Did you write this note?

A. I was being dictated, so I just...
1735. Q. What do you mean by "being

dictated"?
A, With anything to do with

events...like, I am not the decision-maker behind
the event. So, in reading this, I know that it
would have been something that someone dictated, and
then I drafted the e-mail.

pang ion
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1 1736. Q. Okay, So, who dictated?
2 A. I...
3 1737. Q. You know, I take it you don't
4 recall, but...
5 A. I don't.
6 1738. Q. ,..you drafted the note?
7 A. It would have been,..yes, I did
8 draft it.
9 1739, Q~ Okay. And then you provided it,

10 just following the e-mail, to Raj or Chris for
1 1 approval?
12 A. Yes.
13 1740. Q. And to instruct if any changes need
14 to take place?
15 A. If I needed to make any changes in
16 the e-mail.
17 1741. Q. Right. And then furthermore, in
18 your e-mail that we have in front of us, you told
19 Sara, Johnny or Colin...
20 A. Yes.
21 1742. Q. ...to,..once approved, to put it on
22 the bannersbroker.com website?
23 A. Yes, so the affiliates could see it.
24 1743. Q. Okay, And what is...just in terms
25 of your Hate, what was the yearly convention that

p ar,A 1 4~
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1 was not to proceed as planned?
2 A. Weil, the first, in Po~ugal, that
3 was the first big convention. There were a few
4 small conventions, and then Niagara was to be the
5 second annual convention, like the second large
6 convention.
7 1744. Q. Right. And it was scaled back? Is
8 that what happened?
9 A. It was scaled back, because Banners

10 Broker International was having some issues. Like,
1 1 I don't...Chris wasn't able to pay the affiliates.
12 I don't know the details about it. All I know is
13 that there wasn't money to put on such a large
14 scale,
15 1745. Q. It says you wrote:
16 "...An event of such grandeur..."
17 A. Because it was meant to be, like, a
18 huge event.
19 1746. Q. Okay.
20 A. Yes.
21 1747. Q. And were you involved in organizing
22 what was meant to happen?
23 A. I was.
24 1748. Q. Okay. And were you able to scale
25 that back? Were there any cancellation fees, or
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other fees incurred in...

A. Scotiabank, that was where we had
the convention. I don't believe there were any
fees. They worked with us, really good, Ike, in
the planning part.

1749. Q. Sorry, what was...the Bank of Nova
Scotia was involved in this?

A. No, the Scotiabank Convention Centre
in Niagara...

1750. Q. Okay.
A. ...that is the name of the

convention centre,..
1751. Q. Okay.

A. ...where it was to be held.
1752, Q. Right, And, in fact, you had a...l

am asking you, but did you end up having a smaller
event there?

A. Yes, that was.
1753. Q. And how big was that event? Your

note suggests 350 tickets were available?
A. Yes, I don't even think that many

people showed up. I think it was a couple hundred.
1 754. Q. Right. Whose decision was it to

cancel the larger event?
A. Chris'.
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1755. Q. And how do you know that?

A. Because he was the only one that
would have been able to cancel an event.

1756. Q. But what I need to know from you, do
you have a specific recollection of Chris telling
you that he had cancelled it?

A. I wouldn't have a specific
recollection. I just knew that it had been
cancelled.

1757. Q. Okay. And how did you learn that it
had been cancelled?

A. I can't remember. It would have
either been from Chris himself or from Raj.

1 758. Q. Okay, So, then, 55, tab 55 is
another one, and it is just the second one in the
binder, but it is an e-mail that i consider to be a
little more significant than some of the others?

A. Yes.
1759. Q. And just looking at the exchange,

see from the e-mail at the very tap of page 1 that
when ou received this from Chris, ou wrote back toY Y
him and said..,or you replied and said:

"...I have some thoughts. UVili discuss
with Raj..."
A. Yes.

pano ~aa
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1 1760. Q. And presumably, you are referring to
2 this lenghtier e-mail that follows that came in from
3 David Hooker?
4 A. Yes, that is correct.
5 1761. Q. Okay. And that e-mail is dated
6 Monday, July 22, 2013?
7 A. Yes.
8 1762. Q. Subject to personal comment. Do you
9 recall this being passed along to yourself?

10 A. Yes, I remember exactly what this
1 1 was.
12 1763. Q. Okay. Because, in fairness, this
13 would have been amemorable e-mail because of the
14 content?
15 A. Yes.
16 1764, Q. Okay. And what did you understand
17 Mr. Hooker's concerns to be, as expressed?
18 A. So, this was based on a blog that
19 somebody had put on the Internet. And the reason
20 why I was cc'd on it was because my name was
21 mentioned in the blog.
22 1765. Q. Right.
23 A. And, you know, negative stuff about
24 anybody, it ~s going to make you upset.
25 1766. Q. Right.

Par-ra i 4 S
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1 A. And then we thought, or I had
2 thought that it was someone that...one of the brand
3 ambassadors, I thought it was him who contacted the
4 blog, and...because there was certain information
5 that only certain people would know.
6 1767. Q. Yes?
7 A. But I only was concerned about what
8 it said about me, because it wasn't true and it hurt
9 my feelings a little bit.

10 1768. Q. So, just rewind a little bit,
1 1 don't know that I have seen that blog. I may have,
12 because we have seen a lot of blogs, but what is the
13 blog that you are referring to?
14 A. It is a blog,..l don't remember who
15 put it up. It was some guy in the U.K. It was just
16 talking...) couldn't even remember what was in it,
17 other than me, because...
18 1769. Q. Sure. What did it say about
19 yourself?
20 A. It said something because, in May,
21 gave my resignation, because I wanted to move home,
22 back to Vancouver and, you know, things with Banners
23 Broker International, like, i could see that client
24 relationship na longer existing, and there was just
25 a lot of stuff going on, and i wanted to move home
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and be with my family, and I was dating someone at 1 really matter who wrote it, but that is...
the time anyway. So, I wanted to move home, and 2 1778. Q. All right. In addition to yourself,
then...so, I put in my resignation with Raj and I 3 did the bloq~ have comments regarding bets and
say, "You know, thank you for the opportunity, You 4 prostitutes .
know, had a great knowledge with working with you, 5 A. I believe there was something about
but it is time for me to move on". And then he 6 that.
convinced me to stay because he said,,.Raj was, 7 1779, Q. If the blog still available? Like,
like, "You know, I know we are nat going to have 8 where would we find it if we wanted to?
Banners Broker as a client anymore, but I really 9 A. i have no idea. It was...
want to build my business, and you have been such a 10 1780. Q. lNhere was it posted?
goad assistant, and ( really want you to stay on". 11 A. I dan't know. I was just given a
So, then I told him that 1 would sta on for another 12 cop and rite of it. I didn't want to even look
cou le of months, and then there was the blo thatP 9 13 online. I didn't want to..,like, it made me that
went up saying...the reason why i thought it was 14 upset that I just didn't want to...because I had the
someone that had worked with us is because no one 15 personalit~r that if I know it is up there and I know
else knew I was quitting, except for a couple of 16 where to find ~t...
people. 17 1781. Q. Okay.

And then I went up on the blog saying, "Oh, 18 A, ...I would look at it too much.
Stephanie tried to quit, and then, you know, they 19 1782. Q. So, have a look at tab 56, please.
convinced her to stay with a favourable salary and" 20 A. Yes?
something stupid, anyway. It just... 21 1783. Q. Now, I want to take you to some

1770. Q. Right. 22 companies...
A. ...i am a private person, and it 23 A. Sure.

really upset me that I was publicly announced on a 24 1784, Q, ...that are identified in this
blo like that, and I felt like.,. 25 account.
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1771. Q, So, you had an idea as to who did

it?
A, I had speculations of who did it.

1772. Q. Okay. But you don't know, I take
it?

A. No, I don't know.
1773. Q. And do you think it was an

independent contractor that you dealt with...
A. No.

1774. Q. ...that might have learned that
information?

A. They wouldn't have known that
information, so, no.

1775. Q. And reading this e-mail, do you know
whether Terry...do you know whether David Hooker was
concerned that he might be fingered as the author of
that?

A, I think that David was concerned,
because he was one of the people that knew certain
information.

1776. Q. i see.
A. Yes, I thought it was David Hooker.

Not that that matters...
1777. Q. And he is basically denying it.

A. Yes, i don't know. It doesn't
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1 A. Yes?
2 1785. Q. And if you can, please tell me...l
3 am going to have two questions.
4 A. Sure.
5 1786. Q. One, whether the company name I give
6 ou is in some wa connected to Stellar Point,..Y Y
7 A. Okay.
8 1787. Q. ...if you know, and you may not
9 know.

10 A. Okay.
1 1 1788. Q. But secondly, and equally
12 impo~antly, whether or not you are involved in one
13 of the companies.
14 A. Okay..
15 1789. Q. Okay?
16 A. Yes.
17 1790. Q, So, the first one is Jetsetter
18 Dating Ltd.
19 A. So, can I just say something before
20 you ask...
21 1791. Q. By all means.
22 A. Okay. There is a few companies
23 that..,Canadian companlesthat myhusband, when we
24 were engaged at the time, he asked to put my name on
25 it because he had such bad Internet presence. He
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said, "Can you put your name on?" And I said,
"Yes". Those companies are now closed down, but
can't remember whether I was on Jetsetter dating or
not.

1192. Q. Okay.
A. So, I am not trying to lie.

just,..) could have been...
1193. Q. Right.

A. .,,or I could not.
1794. Q. So, I take it from your answer that

you have heard of Jetsetter Dating, then?
A, I have, yes.

1795. Q. And was that.,.there is another one
of your husband's companies?

A. I couldn't,..he was involved in it.
don't know whether he owned it or what.

1796. Q. Okay.
A. I wouldn't be able to answer that.

1797. Q. But what was the connection between
Jetsetter and Stellar Point Inc.?

A. I am not sure. I only know,..there
is only certain ones that i know just because I have
heard it, or because he asked me to put my name on
it.

1798. Q. Okay. So, sitting here today. you
pane ,~~
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are not aware of any connection between Jetsetter
Datin Ltd. and Stellar Point Inc.?

A. No. Like, what do ou mean,
related? The are two se arate com anies. So, how
can the be related? p p

1799. Q, Well, I don't know, but ane of the
reasons why I am asking is because the law firm is
billing Stellar Point for all of this work that was
done in respect of your husband's other companies.

A. I have no idea. I don't know how...
1800. Q. Okay.

A. .,.they...) don't know.
1801. Q. Okay.

A. Yes, sorry.
1802. Q. The Routerclick Computers Inc., are

you familiar with that...
A. No, I am not.

1803. Q. ...company? Okay. And, so, again,
you are not aware of any relationship between...any
business dealin s between Routerclick Com uters Inc.
and Stellar Poi g Inc.? p

A. No.
1804. Q. Global Merchant Pay Inc.

A. Okay.
1805. Q. Is that a company, to your

ParrP 1 5~
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1 knowledge, that was connected in some way with
2 Banners Broker or Stellar Point?
3 A. No.
4 1806. Q. And I see..,you will see from the
5 note on page 2 from the account, that the law firm
6 was invoicing for a resolution electing yourself as
7 a director?
8 A. Yes. So, that would have been one
9 of the companies that my husband asked me to put my

10 name on.
1 1 1807. Q. Okay. And RevStar Hosting Inc.?
12 A. Yes, I believe my name was on that
13 one, as well.
14 1808. Q. Right. But did that company have
15 anything to do with Banners Broker or Stellar Point?
16 A. No, not to my knowledge.
17 1809. Q. And there is another one, beside the
18 May 23rd entry: 8889732 Canada Ltd.
19 A. Yes.
20 1810. Q. Do you know what that company did
21 or.,.
22 A. No.
23 1811. Q. Okay.
24 A. Certain companies that I did know,
25 only knew as a name, not as a numbered company. So,
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1 I don't recognize that one,
2 1812. Q. And then RevStar Hosting Inc. Tell
3 me about RevStar Hosting?
4 A. RevStar Hosting? So, RevStar
5 Hosting...) don't know much about it. That was J'ust
6 one that my husband...his Canadian com an that mp y y
7 husband asked if I could put my name.
8 1813. Q. Right.
9 A. But I don't know. You would have to

10 ask him about the details of that.
1 1 1814. Q. DPR Consultants Ltd. Have you heard
12 of that? It is on the first page of the account.
13 A. I~ doesn't sound familiar, no.
14 1815. Q. Okay. And the Dixit Consortium
15 Inc.?
16 A. That...
17 1816. Q. Have you heard of that?
18 A. My husband would be able to answer
19 more about that, but I don't know an thin about theY 9
20 specifics.
21 1817, Q. Okay. And do you have any reason to
22 believe that the Dixit Consortium Inc. ever did
23 business with Banners Broker or Stellar Point?
24 A. I don't think so, but you would have
25 to ask Raj about that. I don't know anything about
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that company.

1818. Q. Oka . So, then, 'ust tab 60.Y 1
A. 60, yes?

1819. MR. WARD. Just aff the record for one
second.

--- DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD

BY MR, WARD:
1820. Q. This is just,.,for your reference,

it is the Industry Canada confirmation that you were
a director of RevStar Hosting Inc.?

A. Yes, that is correct.
1821. Q. And then behind it, there is another.

tab. I don't know if you have seen this before, but
it is a..,it mentions your name, which is why I am
bringing it to your attention.

A, Yes. No, I know that my husband
asked me if I would be a director...

1822. Q. Right.
A. ...because his Internet presence was

really bad. So, 1 said, "Yes",and then I was taken
off and the company was closed. That is...

1823. Q. So, just go, if you would, please,
to the next tab, tab 61 ?

Pa~P 15h
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1 1830. Q. And do you know whether or not there
2 is a relation between RevStar Hostin Inc. and9
3 RevStar Global?
4 A. You would have to talk to Paul
5 Redmayne or my husband about that.
6 1831. Q. Okay.
7 A. Because I dan't know, I am sorry.
8 1832. Q. Okay. Now, I take it from your
9 answers that yo are more familiar with RevStar

10 Hosting than you are RevStar Global?
1 1 A. Well, RevStar Hosting, my name was
12 on the company. So, I am aware.
13 1833. Q. Oka .Y
14 A. RevStar Global, I have nothing to do
15 with.
16 1834. Q. But you are not aware of the
17 business of RevStar Hosting?
18 A. No. But I do know that that company
19 is shut down.
20 1835. Q. Okay. And how do you know that?
21 A. Because my husband told me.
22 1836. Q. And at tab 62, Alaco Group Ltd.?
23 A. Yes, that is my company,
24 1837, Q. Okay. And does this company, now or
25 at any point in time, do business with or have any
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A, 61, sorry, Yes?

1824. Q. Okay. So, this is something that
relates to RevStar, and your name is in it on page
2?

A. Yes.
1825. Q. And I am just wondering, do you know

whether or not RevStar had a legitimate business?
A. I can't answer anything about

RevStar Global. My name was on RevStar Hosting,
which is a different company. This is just,..) took
a look at this because I did see my name, and I was
like, "What is this?" This is just someone writing
up a blog.

1826. Q. Okay,
A. But, no, I had nothing to do with

that.
1827. Q. Right, So, your name is on RevStar

Hosting?
A. Hosting. yes., Global, I believe you

would need to talk to Paul Redmayne about Global.
1828. Q. Paul Redmayne is.,,but Global is

your husband's company, though, right?
A, No.

1829. Q. No?
A. Not to my knowledge.
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1 sort of dealings with Banners Broker or Stellar
2 Point,Arany co hpanies innhatgroup?
3 No, t ~s com a ~s actual)
4 com letel dormant, There has been no business~ Y
5 activity.
6 1838. Q. Okay. And furthermore, it never had
7 anything to do with Banners Broker ar Stellar Point
8 or any of those companies?
9 A. No. This is my personal company.

10 1839. MR. WARD. Off the record.
1 1
12 --- DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD
13
14 THE DEPONENT; So, if that is the one
15 that matches that...okay. That is because
16 the law firm helped me to open it up, but
17 when they did their billing, they just
18 stuck me under my husband instead of
19 keeping it separate, which legally that is
20 what they are supposed to do, I guess they
21 just added it on to Raj's account.
22
23 BY MR. WARD:
24 1840. Q. Okay.
25 A. But, no, that is just my thing.
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1 MS. CRADDOCK: And to clarify for the
2 record, you are referring to the 8889...
3 THE DEPONENT: Let me just make sure it
4 is the same one. I only know it as Alaco,
5 so let me just..,l need to personally make
6 sure.
7 MS. CRADDOCK: Yes.
8 THE DEPONENT; Because the law firm
9 helped me open that, so I just have to

10 confirm, What tab is that?
1 1 MS. DOSANJH; 62 is the federal
12 corporate record search. 56 is the...
13 THE DEPONENT: 56.
14 MS. DOSANJH: ...ledger. It is page 2
15 of the MSN invoice. And it is a e 2 ofP 9
16 the invoice.
17 THE DEPONENT: Page 2?
18 MS. DOSANJH: Yes, Ma 23rd, 2014.Y
19 THE DEPONENT; Yes, so that is that one.
20 I am not sure whythey would be billing it
21 to Stellar Point, because...
22
23 BY MR. WARD.
24 1841. Q, Okay. Well, also, with relation to
25 that one...
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1 husband asking if i could go on as a director, but
2 know that...or I am under the impression that it has
3 been closed down, and I have been removed.
4 1847. Q. Okay. But do you know anything,
5 now, or might you, about the time as to the business
6 purpose or...
7 A. No.
8 1848. Q. ...dealings of Globai Merchant Pay
9 Inc.?

10 A. No.
1 1 1849. Q. And do you know of any connection
12 between Global Merchant Pay Inc. and Banners Broker
13 group, one way or the other?
14 A. To my knowledge, there is no
15 connection, but you would have to...Raj would be the
16 best person to ask.
17 1850. Q. Tab 54 of the binder.
18 A. Yes?
19 1851. Q. 64, I am sorry. 64. The
20 second...Casino breamscape. Are you familiar with
21 that emit ?Have ou heard of that before?Y Y
22 A. I haven't.
23 1852. Q. There is a tweet, or a retweet that
24 is second from the top of the page?
25 A. Yes.
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1 MS. DOSANJH: Sorry, and you say "that 1 1853. Q. Was that something that you
2 one", you mean 8889732 Canada Limited? 2 retweeted?
3 THE DEPONENT: Yes, because that is my 3 A. No, I did not.
4 company, Alaco, yes. 4 1854. Q. And then very quickly, tab 65,
5 5 Paytronics. Have you heard of that name before?
6 BY MR, WARD; 6 A. No, I have not.
7 1842. Q. Okay, So, just so that I could 7 1855. Q. And tab 67, Vegas360Live? Do you
8 understand the connection or the lack of connection 8 know anything about that?
9 between Alaco and some of the other companies we 9 A, No. Sorry, I didn't even look at

10 have talked about today, did Alaco ever receive an 10 this. Yes, i don't know what this is.
1 1 investment, or startup capital or a loan or a grant? 11 1856. Q. Ian Driscoll..,and this is with
12 A. No, it is a completely dormant 12 reference to tab 68, the last tab...
13 company, 13 A. Yes.
14 1843. Q. Did it ever receive an investment 14 1857. Q. ...in the binder, You are seeking
15 from Stellar Point or Banners Broker or,.. 15 instructions from David Hooker...
16 A. No. 16 A. Yes.
17 1844. Q, ...any of the other companies that 17 1858. Q. ...copled to Raj as to whether Ian
18 we have talked about? 18 would be aid for December commissions, as he was
19 A. No. 19 terminated, this bein in Januar of 2013?
20 1845. Q. Oka . Glabal Merchant Pa Inc. is

y
20 A. Can I 'usgread it for a second?

21 in the Industr Canada form at tab 63? 21 1859. Q. Yes.
22 A. Yes. 22 A. Sor ,from David or...
23 1846. Q. And ou are identified as; at one 23 1860. Q. F om ou to David.
24 time, havin been a director? 24 A. Okay. Yes, so Ian wasn't...)
25 A. Yes, that was just, once again, my 25 couldn't remember the details of the uidelines to
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bean IC, but if you ever were in breach of them,
your contract would be terminated. So, I don't know
the specific details. I wasn't involved in that,
but I did know that Ian was terminated, and I was
just clarifying whether he would be getting his
December commissions or not.

1861. Q. Right. And how was it you learned
that Ian was terminated?

A. I can't remember exactly, It could
have been from Chris, it could have been from David.
It could have been from Raj.

1862. Q. Okay. And did you deal with Ian
Driscoll prior to his termination?

A. He was a reseiler, and then an
independent contractor. So, yes, I dealt with him
on a regular basis.

1863. Q. Okay. And was he...did he do
anything that was deserving of termination?

A. I can't remember what it...l do
remember now. Yes, he was in violation.

1864, Q. Of what?
A. When you were an independent

contractor for Banners Broker International, you
weren't allowed to promote another MLM or
affiliate-based program, and he was using Banners
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Broker meetings to promote his other..,no, he was
Banners Broker meetings and bringing Banners Broker
affiliates to the meetings, and then trying to push
another program, and that violates the independent
contractor terms.

1865. Q. Okay,
A. And, so, then he was terminated.

1866. Q. Okay. And haw do you know that he
was doing that?

A. Weil, I don't know exactly. i think
another affiliate videotaped something and then sent
it in, I don t know. I don t know the deta~is, but
that is...

1867. Q. Okay.
A. I do know that that is the reason

why he was terminated.
1868. Q. Okay.

A. Or one of the reasons. I don't know
the...

1869. Q. So, within the Stellar Poin~/Banners
Broker organization, who primarily dealt with Ian
Driscoll? Would you. as the point of contact for
ICs?

A. I know in the beginning, before
came, he was a reseller. So, I think he dealt
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1 directly with Chris. But then when he became an
2 independent contractor, he dealt with me.
3 1870. Q. Okay. Towards the end he was
4 dealing..,prior tohis termination, he was dealing
5 mainly with yourself?
6 A. I mean, he could have talked
7 directly with Chris, but...
8 1811. Q. Okay.
9 A. ,..I am not aware of any of those

10 conversations.
1 1 1872. Q. Okay. And do you know when and how
12 the decision to terminate him was made?
13 A. When or how, I don't know the
14 specifics. I know it was around this time, just by
15 looking at the e-mail.
16 1873. Q. Right. And do you know who would
17 have made that decision?
18 A. it...do I concretely know, or,,,l
19 don't. I can't give you...l don't know. Like,
20 would think...) don't want to say something in case
21 it is not true, but I believe that it would have
22 been Chris' final decision.
23 1874. Q. On Raj's recommendation?
24 A. No, it would have been Chris'.
25 Raj...because I was in charge of the independent
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1 contractors, I still reported to Raj, nat Chris.
2 Sa, Raj knew everything that was going on with the
3 ICs.
4 1875. Q. Right.
5 A. But I don't think it would have been
6 Raj's final decision. I believe it would be Chris'.
7 1876. Q. So, in respect of Mr. Driscoll, am
8 right that you reported to Raj, that Driscoll was
9 doing these things that put him out of compliance?

10 A. Yes.
1 1 1877. Q. And then...
12 A. I think I would have reported to
13 David, because he was in charge of compliance.
14 1878. Q. Right.
15 A. And David would have either spoken
16 to Raj or Chris. I am not sure. You would have to
17 ask David about that, but I think, because it was a
18 compliance issue, my proper chain of command would
19 have been to go to David.
20 1879. Q. Ri ht. And whenever,..like, when
21 someone sa s would have. I need to ask, do you
22 s ecificall recall re ortin this to David or not?
23 Because if ou don'precal~l, then 'ust tell me, and
24 I will take, "I don't know" as an answer.
25 A. I don't know.
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1880. MR. WARD: Let's go off the record.

THE DEPONENT: Okay.

--- A LUNCHEON RECESS

STEPHANIE R. SCHLACHT, resumed
CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD.
1881. Q. Good afternoon.

A. Afternoon.
1882. MR. WARD: Why don't we...if we could

mark for identification purposes this book
of financial documents? Because I am going
to be referring to most of the tabs. And,
so,.,than you, And do you have a copy we
can mark . Just because mine has got notes
on it. So, let's mark,..so, what exhibit
are we at? So, we will mark as Exhibit B
on Ms. Schlacht's examination the binder,
three-ring binder of banking documents with
26 tabs.

--- EXHIBIT B. Binder of banking documents (26
tabs)

BY MR. WARD:
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1883. Q. And you will make sure that we have

26 tabs. So, there is:..~ust before we begin with
the binder, the two Dixit companies that the
receiver is most interested in are the ones that are
subject, obviously, to the receivership, and they
are Stellar Point and then, secondly, Dixit Holdings
Inc.

A. Okay.
1884. Q. And do you know whether there were

corporate credit cards issued to either of those
companies at any point in time?

A. Corporate...) don't believe so.
don't think sa.

1885. Q. Okay. Did you ever have access to a
Visa or an American Express or a MasterCard that
said Stellar Point on it or...

A. No.
1886. Q. ..,Dixit Holdings? So, you have

never..,did you ever see anybody else use a
cor orate credit card for Stellar Point or Dixitp
Holdings Inc.?

A. No.
1887. Q. And we believe that millions of

dollars went through those companies, and I would
think that...vou know. it would be usual for a
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1 company that did that volume of business to have a
2 corporate credit card for the purposes of charging
3 expenses?
4 A. Yes, I never saw a credit card that
5 had Stellar Point ar Dixit Holdings on it as the
6 formal name.
7 1888. Q. Okay. So, when you travelled with
8 people, and because you have told us that, inmost
9 cases, when you were travelling with others, they

10 would pay the bills, including your bills..,
1 1 A. Yes.
12 1889. Q, ...and submit the expense report,
13 Do I take it they were using personal credit
14 cards...
15 A. I believe...
16 1890. Q. ...and being reimbursed through the
17 company?
18 A. I believe so, and I know same of
19 them had the Vector cards...
20 1891. Q. Okay.
21 A. .,.but we talked about that last
22 time.
23 1892. Q. But the Vector cards are pre-loaded
24 cards? Like, they are...
25 A. That is correct.
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1 1893. Q. ...more a means of payout. And I am
2 talking more about charge cards.
3 A. Not.,.like I said, most of the time,
4 I wasn't the one who signed for the cards, but
5 don't recall ever seeing one that had...
6 1894. Q. Okay.
7 A. ...those two company names.
8 1895. Q. And to the same point, when you are
9 travelling with Rajiv Dixit, did he use a personal

10 credit card to charge expenses related to Stellar
1 1 Point and Dixit Holdings, and then get reimbursed by
12 the companies later? Was that the way it works?
13 A. You would have to ask him.
14 1896. Q. Okay.
15 A. I don't know. I don't...yes, he
16 would probably give you the better answer for that.
17 1897. Q, I mean..,
18 A. Because I know he did use a credit
19 card, but I don't think that it was.,.) never saw a
20 credit card that had those company names on it.
21 1898. Q. Right.
22 A. Debit cards, yes.
23 1899. Q. Okay. So, I mean, you know that
24 Ra'iv Dixit did use a credit card. We can agree on
25 th t?
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A. Yes.
1900. Q. And you have told me already that

you have never seen a credit card that said "Stellar
Point" or "Dixit Holdin s" on it?

A, I have never seen that, ri ht.g
1901. Q. Okay, fair enough. Now, in terms of

debit cards, which you could use like that in an ATM
or for...

A. Yes.
1902. Q. ...debit transactions, did Stellar

Point or Dixit Holdings ever have debit cards issued
that you saw?

A. I believe there was debit cards,
yes.

1903. Q. Okay. And tell me about the debit
cards. Did you see them? Did you have one? Who
had them? What were the protocols surrounding their
use?

A. Raj was the only one one that had
them.

1904. Q. Okay. And what did he use it for?
A. I don't know.

1905. Q. How do you know that he had one?
A. Because I had been through his

wallet before.
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1906. Q. Okay.
A. And I am married to him.

1907. Q, And it says...sorr~, did it say
"Stellar Point" on it, or was it Dixit Holdings?

A. No, I don't remember. I don't even
know if he had one for.,,l don't think he ever had a
Dixit Holding debit card. I don't know. I don't...

1908. Q. Okay, well, let me take you to...
A. Sorry.

1909. Q. ...because maybe this will help.
The very first tab that we are going to look at...

A. Yes.
1910. Q. ...is tab 1, which is the

account-opening documentation.,.
A. Yes.

1911. Q. ...in respect to the CIBC account in
the name of a numbered company,..

A, Yes.
1912. Q. ...called 8163871 Canada Limited,

which was also known as Dixit Holdings Inc.
A. Okay.

1913. Q. And if you look about halfway
through the production, you will see an authorized
signing authority...

A. I see that.
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1 1914. Q. ...electronic access and signature
2 card form...
3 A. Okay.
4 1915. Q. And that is your signature beside
5 the X in the box?
6 A. That? That is Rajiv's signature.
7 1916. Q. No, I am looking at...
8 A. You are on tab...
9 1917. Q. The first tab. (t is a few pages

10 into the production, It looks like this.
1 1 A. Okay. This is my signature, and
12 was added on,,.Raj added me on just in case I needed
13 to pay a bill or sign a cheque. I only ever signed
14 one cheque, and that was, I believe, for sewage and
15 water. But it was just put...l was just put on
16 there because this is when I still worked for him.
17 We weren't together as a couple. This is when
18 just worked for him, and it was dust in case
19 needed to sign something...
20 1918. Q. Okay.
21 A. ...or pay a bill.
22 1919. Q. Okay. So, when you say "sewage and
23 water",did Dixit Holdings...were they receiving
24 sewage and water bills that you paid? Is that...
25 A. No, well, I don't know. I believe
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1 that is the only one i paid, because my name was
2 never on Stellar Point, but I remember I did write a
3 cheque for something to do with.,.it was some sort
4 of amenity. I don't want to say sewage in case it
5 wasn't sewage.
6 1920. Q. Okay. Now, it looks to me, from
7 this form that we are looking at, that you also had
8 a CIBC convenience card?
9 A. Yes.

10 1921, Q. And you will see the card number,
1 1 and there is a date, June 13th, 2013?
12 A. I don't think I ever used...l
13 couldn't actually say I never used it. I don't even
14 know if I had it in my position, or if Raj hung onto
15 it.
16 1922. Q. Okay. So, you never recall having
17 one?
18 A. I don't recall having one.
19 1923. Q. Okay. But you believe that Rajiv
20 had a debit card for...
21 A. I believe so, yes.
22 1924. Q. For Stellar Point?
23 A. Are we talking about Dixit Holdings,
24 or...
25 1925. Q. Well, (am going to talk about both
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of them, but...
A. I don't know about Stellar Point...

1926. Q. Okay. But for Dizit Holdings, you
believe that he did?

A. I think sa.
1927. Q. All right. And were you the office

manager of Dixit Holdings InG. as is indicated on
the form?

A. I was never the office manager, so
am not sure why I was put on as that. You would
have to ask the banker.

1928. Q. Did you receive bank statements from
CIBC, monthly or annual bank statements from CIBC in
respect of this account?

A, No, I did not.
1929. Q, Did you ever go online to do online

transactions in respect of this account?
A. No, I did not.

1930. Q. So, moving forward in the Exhibit B,
there is a white tab with an account number on it,
ending with 7137..,

A. Yes.
1931. Q. ...311, It has 13 tabs behind it

related to Dixit Holdings Inc.
A. Okay.

P~nP l7F
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1 A. This was Dixit Holdings?
2 1937. Q. Yes. The next 13 documents that
3 am going to show you are all Dixit Holdings.
4 A. Yes, I have no idea.
5 1938. Q. And then within the same tab,
6 flipping forward to the next document...
7 A. M'hmm.
8 1939. Q. Okay. This is a bank statement in
9 respect to the same CIBC account.,.

10 A. Yes?
1 1 1940. Q. ...that identifies yourself.,.
12 A. Yes.
13 1941. Q. ..,as the depositor,,.
14 A. Yes.
15 1942, Q. ...of a $24,000 amount to that Dixit
16 Holdings account...
17 A. Yes, that is correct.
18 1943. Q. ...on November 27th, 2013. Can you
19 tell me what that related to?
20 A. That is a loan that i gave my
21 husband, and we have a loan agreement at home.
22 is from my personal account.
23 1944. Q. So, why were you paying money into
24 Dixit Holdings Inc.?
25 A. Well, we were about to get married,
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1932. Q. Okay? So, these are 13 financial 1 and my husband needed the money, and I had the

documents that relate to Dixit Holdings Inc., and 2 money, so I lent it to him.
the first one is a cheque payable to yourself for 3 1945. Q, You are lending it to...and is there
consulting services? Can you tell me, the uestion 4 a loan a reement that describes loan term? I mean,

gloan"...is, can you tell me what consultin serviced ou
y

5
y 
ou sa

were providing to Dixit Hoidin s?g9 6 A Yes.
A. I never provided any consulting 7 1946. Q. ...I just want to understand it.

services, but I believe that this was..,because it 8 A. My husband needed the money, and
was in January, February, March, Aprii, May, June, 9 had it sitting in my personal account, and he asked
Jul ...October 18th? Is that where that would be 10 if he could borrow it from me. So, I said es,
2013? 11 because you know...like I told ou before the onl

on1933. Q. Yes, it was. 12 reason wh , at this time, i am there is because
A. Yes, I never ravided consultin

gut
13 m husband didn't have a will in lace, and I made

services. So, I am nat sure wh that was there. 14 him ut me on the com an . Bapk in June 2013 or
1934. Q. Do ou recall receivin and cashinY g 9 15 whepever this ane was~that was when I was still

this cheque? 16 working for Stellar Point, and he may have needed me
A, (don't, but it is a possibility 17 to da some things for him. This is when we were

that I could have, but I am not...this is around,.,) 18 engaged, and I made him put me on Dixit Holdings
was no longer...like, I J'ust finished up my 19 because I wanted to make sure that if something
em to ment with Stellar Point. So, I am thinkin it 20 ha ened to him and he didn't have a will in lace,
wapoutstandin , I don't know, I have no idea,g 21 tha at least I was on the com an . Remember we

p y1935. Q. Oka ,
y

22 talked about that last time?
A. Sorr , 23 1947, Q. Yes. I just...okay. So, let me

1936. Q. It s Dixit Holdings Inc., as well, 24 stop you there. Was the loan to Dixit Holdings or
Erin reminded me. 25 your husband? Because we are talking about a Dixit
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Holdings account here.

A. My husband needed it, and he asked
me where I should deposit, and he said, "Into the
Dixit Holding account".

1948. Q. Okay. So, you went to your personal
account because he asked you to, and you paid
$24,000 into the Dixit Holdings account?

A. I lent him $24,000, yes.
1949. Q. Okay. So, when you say "loan", you

don't mean...maybe you do, but there wasn't,
like.,.you didn't see lawyers and draft a loan
agreement with interest or anything like that?

A. No, we actually did have the
lawyer...we weren't legally married because I am,
like, anal.

1950. Q. Okay.
A. We weren't legally married. So,

like, if we were legally married at that time,
would have just given ~t to him...

1951. Q. Right.
A. ...but we had a draft put in place

just in case, you know, Heaven forbid, we didn't get
married...

1952. Q. Right.
A. ...that I would have that money

Pars 1 ̀ 7~
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returned to me.
1953. Q, 0 gay. And when is that money

ultimately repaid .
A, It is supposed to be repaid

eventually. But, no, it hasn't been repaid.
1954. Q, Were there any other loans that you

made to Dixit Holdings Inc., apart from this one?
A. No.

1955. Q, And what was the purpose of the
loan?

A. My husband said that he needed the
money. So...

1956. Q. But he must have told you more than
that. What was it for?

A. I honestly don't know what it is
for. My husband takes care of the finances. I take
care of the family, and when you are married you do
things for your partner, right?

1957. Q. But you weren't married at this
time, though.

A. We were getting married in a few
months.

1958. Q. Okay. And you didn't ask him what
the $24,000 was for?

A. He said he needed it for whatever he

pane ~Rn
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1 was doing business-wise.
2 1959. MR. WARD: Okay. Off the record for one
3 second.
4
5 --- DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD
6
7 BY MR. WARD:
8 1960. Q. The receiver would like to see a
9 copy of your loan ag reement,

10 A. I would have to find it.
1 1 1961. Q. Okay. Could you...
12 A. But...yes...
13 1962. Q, And the reason is, just...
14 A. i think I still have it.
15 1963. Q. okay.
16 A. One was written, So if I can find
17 it, I will let you...
18 1964, Q, Please, if you would, because it has
19 a Dixit Holdings component, obviously, And then...
20 A. ...know...
21 MS. DOSANJH: I think it arises out of
22 the question. So, I mean, if there is an
23 explanation, the explanation is it is a
24 loan, well, then, that is why it comes out
25 that if there is a loan, and the answer is
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there is a loan agreement, my understanding
is then you would have produced the loan
agreement...
THE DEPONENT: Yes, that is fine.

1965. MR. WARD. Right, okay. And...
MS. DOSANJH: Is what your answer...

1966. MR. WARD. So, thank you for that. And
then, to the extent that you may not have a
co y..,
T E DEPONENT: I am pretty sure I do.

1967. MR. WARD: Okay.
THE DEPONENT: Yes.

BY MR. WARD:
1968. Q. And was it Maconaid Sager Manis that

would have prepared that?
A. I can't remember if we gat a law

firm to do it, or if I just wrote it up and had him
sign it.

1969. Q. Okay. So, the very next page in the
production...

MS. DOSANJH: Sorry, I am just going to
write that down...

1970. MR. WARD. Thank you, and we will make a
note of it for sure, as well.
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1 1983. Q. Okay.
2 MS. D4SANJH: Is this the $20,000...
3 1984. MR. WARD: This is for a different
4 amount, and it is a different date. it
5 just happens to be behind the same tab
6 as...
7 THE DEPONENT: I don't know whatthis
8 is.
9 MS. DOSANJH; So, he is asking about the

10 instrument. The instrument reflects that
1 1 it is payable to you, and it is $20,000.
12 The question, David, from my understanding,
13 is, "What is that for?"
14 1985. MR. WARD. And do you have any knowledge
15 of...
16 THE DEPONENT: I can't remember.
17 1986. MR. WARD: ...this document, in terms of
18 how, when, why it was prepared?
19 THE DEPONENT: Does it know if it was
20 cashed or not? Because maybe he was going
21 to pay me back and then didn't.
22
23 BY MR.WARD:
24 1987. Q. Well, I just need to know what you
25 know about it, and if you don't know anything about

1 MS. DOSANJH: ...the loan agreement?
2 1971. MR. WARD: There hasn't been a lot of
3 undertakings, so...
4 MS. DOSANJH: Right. So, I am just
5 going to...so, that was a loan agreement?
6 1972. MR. WARD: The loan agreement is
7 between...the loan agreement relating to
8 the $24,000 deposit into the Dixit Holdings
9 Inc. bank account at CIBC on November 27th,

10 2013.
1 1 MS. DOSANJH: And that is at tab...
12 1973. MR. WARD: 1,
13 MS. DOSANJH: Tab 1, okay.
14 1974. MR. WARD: Thank you.
15 THE DEPONENT: If I...
16 MS. DOSANJH; Do you want me to give you
17 an undertaking to provide that, or...
18 1975. MR. WARD: Please, yes.
19 MS. DOSANJH: Okay, to the best of our
20 ability to...
21 1976. MR. WARD: Whatever you are comfortable
22 doing.
23 MS. DOSANJH: Okay. UIT
24 THE DEPONENT: Like, i am 99.9 percent
25 sure, because I am really organized, that

Parry 1 R"3
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1 have it filed away. If for some reason
2 can't find it, then I can't find it. Okay.
3
4 BY MR, WARD:
5 1977. Q. So, have a look at the next document
6 in the same tab. it is at the back of tab 1.
7 A. Okay, yes?
$ 1978. Q, This is a bank draft for $20,000
9 payable to yourself?

10 A. Payable to me?
1 1 1979. Q. Yes. You should see your name at
12 the top. The date is December 17, 2012.
13 A. In 2012?
14 1980. Q. Sorry, 2013, it is an image of a
15 cheque. So, it can be difficult to make out, but...
16 A. Is this the one that I gave Dixit
17 Holding?
18 1981. Q. You will need to tell me what this
19 is, but this is a Dixit Holdings Inc. bank draft
20 payable to yourself personally.
21 A. I don't think so, because I lent my
22 husband $20,000.
23 1982, Q, Yes, and it may not be related to
24 that.
25 A. Yes.

PacTa 1 RS
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1 it.,.and let me ask you this: Did you receive
2 $20,000 from...
3 A. No, I didn't.
4 1988, Q, ...Dixit Holdings Inc...
5 A. No.
6 1989. Q. ...by way of a bank draft?
7 A. No.
8 1990. Q. Around this time?
9 A. No.

10 1991. Q. Or at any othertime?
1 1 A. Not to my knowledge.
12 1992. Q. And then Dixit Holdings Inc. has
13 incurred a number of expenses. And I am sorry,
14 Stephanie, I am moving forward to tab 2, now.
15 A. Yes?
16 1993. Q. Just because I accept your answer
17 that you don't know about that bank draft.
18 A. Okay.
19 1994. Q. Now, there are some CIBC bank
20 statements that the receiver has...
21 A, Yes.
22 1995. Q. ...been provided.
23 A. Okay,
24 1996. Q. And some of these statements relate
25 to the period of time in which you were a signing
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officer, and some predate it?

A. Correct.
1997. Q. And there are some expenses that

am wondering if you know whether or not they were
corporate expenses? Dixit Holdings Inc. being the
corporation?

A, Okay.
1998. Q. So, the first one, behind tab 2, is

that Hoit Renfrew expense item on September the 4th,
2012?

A. Yes?
1999. Q. Do you have any knowledge,

information or belief as to what that relates to?
A. I don't have any knowledge, na.

2000. Q. And then moving forward to the very
next document within the same tab, you will see...

A. That was before i was even on...
2001. Q, And in fairness, that is why

pointed it out to you, because we will see some that
took place while you were on, as well,

A. Yes, I don't have an knowled e ofY g
this.

2002. Q. Okay. But, Stephanie, to your last
point, when you were on, ~n the sense of being a

.signing officer...
A .a n r~ "1 R "7
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A. I didn't do any signing, so I don't

know any...
2003. Q. And furthermore, you tell me that

you didn't review bank.,.
A. I didn't.

2004, Q. ...statements, either,
A. So it is going to be no to every

single thing that you show me.
2005. Q. Okay. So, let's just keep going,

then. Tab 3...
A. Yes?

2006. Q. ...Dixit Haldin~s Inc. makes a
series of payment to Industrial Alliance Company,
and there is a number of them. This is the first in
a series...

A. Yes, that is right.
2007. Q, ...and they are...

A. I don't know.
2008. Q. ...noted as being RESP contributions

for a number of people,
A. Okay.

2009. Q. And I just want to give you the
names, and you can tell me if they are who these
people are. if you know. The first person is
Joshua.
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A. I don't know who that is.

2010. Q. Okay. And then the next one is the
next page over.

A. Yes.
2011. Q. Is Zachary?

A. No.
2012. Q. And then the next page over, it is

Trevor Brown G.?
A. I don't know.

2013. Q. And then the next page over, it is
Mekhi?

MS. DOSANJH:
that?

2014, MR. WARD:
"RESP".
THE DEPONENT

Does it say "RESP"before

Yes. In every case it says

Yes, no, I don't,

BY MR. WARD:
2015. Q. And then the following page, there

is an RESP. There is a note, "RESP Kingston"?
A. No.

2016. Q. And then moving forward in the book
to behind tab 4, the information provided to the
receiver by the CIBC documents payments for a number
of cars.

Parry ? RA
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1 A. Okay.
2 2017. Q. Okay? And the one that we are
3 looking at right now is a payment to Mercedes-Benz
4 Durham, $60,973.44 in respect of what appears to be
5 an automobile. The date is March 12, 2013. So, it
6 is Buring the time period that you were working at
7 Stellar Point?
8 A. I never saw any transaction.
9 2018. Q. And you were a signing officer of

10 Dixit Holdings, this bank account?
1 1 A. Not at this time, i don't think.
12 Like I said, and I will keep saying, though, I only
13 ever wrote one cheque for a sewer company. I don't
14 know anything to do with any finances to do with
15 this company.
16 2019. Q. Okay.
17 A. I have never seen bank statements.
18 I have never been online. I don't know anything
19 about the financials.
20 2020. Q. Well, I don't want to mislead you.
21 I don't expect or anticipate that you will have
22 knowledge of the financials.
23 A. Okay.
24 2021. Q. It ~s the assets that we are looking
25 for, okay? So, could you...
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A. I know that there were a few company

cars that were Mercedes, but I wouldn't be able to
tell you how much they cost, or any of those
details.

2022. Q. Okay, And when you say "company",
which company are you referring to?

A. I am not...l think Dixit Holding had
a few cars, just from conversation, like, just from
knowledge, but I have never seen any documents. So,
wouldn't.,,

2023. Q. Okay.
A. ...know for sure.

2024. Q, But did you see Mercedes-Benz cars
that Mr. Dixit was driving, and yourself were
driving around in?

A. That my husband drove, yes, and
drove.

2025. Q. Okay, So, you did...and they were
Mercedes-Benz cars?

A. They were Mercedes-Benz cars.
2026. Q. And do you know if they were from

Mercedes-Benz Durham?
A. I believe so, but I am not certain

where he...
2027. Q. Okay,
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A, ,..purchased that.

2028. Q. And how many cars are we talking
about?

A, I don't know which ones...) don't
know. I don't know, because I don't know...

2029. Q. Were there many? Like, more than
ten?

A. Well, Raj used to have an SUV and
Mercedes, and he drove..,) don't know whether he
leased it or he purchased it or was making payments,
but he no Ionger has those vehicles. Those are the
oni two that I know that he ersanall ,.,that were
hisy The rest of them, I don'pknow. y

2030. Q. Okay. So, I just want to slow down
and go through that again. We are talking about
Dixit Holdings Inc., not...

A. I don't know. See, i know that some
of the executives had company cars, but i don't know
if they were purchased through Dixit Holdings or
where they were purchased.

2031. Q. Okay.Which executives of which
com an , do ou know, had com an cars?

pA, y Grant D'Eall drove a com an car.
believe David Hooker drove a compan car, and ChrisY
had a car that I drove to and from Whitby, but he
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1 drove on the weekends.
2 2032. Q. Okay. And what about Raj?
3 A. I am not sure whether it was in his
4 personal name or in Dixif Holding,
5 2033. Q. Okay. And the cars that you are
6 referring to, does Mr. Dixit still have any of them?
7 A. Like I said, I don't know if any of
8 those were in Dixit Holdings.,.) don't know whether
9 they are Dixit Holdings or not.

10 2034, Q, I appreciate that.
1 1 A. But he doesn't have any of the
12 company cars.
13 2035. Q. Okay.
14 A. They were all given to the
15 employees.
16 2036. Q. Okay. So, now, I want to ask you,
17 how do you know that they were given to the
18 employees?
19 A. I don't know whether the were ivenY 9
20 or they were purchased. I don't know those details,

but a~ doesn't have those vehicles anymore.
22 2037. Q. Okay. But why do you believe that
23 they were given to the company employees?
24 A. That was just my understanding,
25 2038. Q. What is the basis for that

Panes l~~
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1 understanding?
2 A. That they drove off with them on
3 their last day.
4 2039. Q, Okay. And who is "they"?
5 A. David Hooker and...maybe David
6 Hooker is the only one.
7 2040. Q. All right.
8 A. Yes.
9 2041. Q. But it is your evidence that David

10 Hooker drove off with a...
1 1 A. The last...
12 2042. Q, .,.com~any car on his last day of
13 work at Stellar Pont .
14 A. Yes, but I could be wrong...
15 2043. Q. Right.
16 A. ...just going by what...
1l 2044. Q. And what make and model of car was
18 it?
19 A. That David Hooker...) think it was a
20 Honda,..no, it was a minivan.
21 2045. Q. Do you know, was it a Mercedes?
22 A. No.
23 2046. Q. Okay, Was it..,
24 A. It was like a Honda or a Caravan.
25 2047. Q. Kies?
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1 A. No. 1 A, I have no idea.
2 2048. Q. Okay. Tab 5, in Exhibit B, this 2 2063. Q. So, you have never heard of that
3 relates to a Dixit Holdings wire in the amount of 3 name?
4 $33,000 U.S. to a company called C REU LLC. Have 4 A. No, i have not.
5

y 
ou ever heard of a C REU LLC? 5 2064. Q. And I understand that he ma have

y6 A. No. 6 been affiliated with RevStar Global?
7 2049. Q, And do you have any knowledge, 7 A. I have no idea,
8 information or belief as to why Dixit Holdings Inc. 8 2065. Q. But you were a director of RevStar
9 would be ayin $33,000 to C REU LLC in Se tember

p g p
9 Global, correct?

10 2013? 10 A. RevStar Hostin .
1 1 A. I have no idea. 11 2066. Q. I see. And then similar) ,tab 10,
12 2050. Q. Do you know whether or not they are 12 we see a recei t. Dixit Holdin s Inc. is aidp 9 p
13 or were a service provider to Banners Broker, or.., 13 almost $267,000 by Dreamscape Ventures Ltd. Have
14 A. I have no...l have never heard of 14 you...can you tell me what that company is?
15 that company, so I have no idea. 15 A. No, I am sorry.
16 2051. Q. Oka , thank ou.

y
16 2067. Q. You have never heard of Dreamsca e

p17 A. I am sorry. 17 Ventures Ltd.?
18 2052. Q, Erin has pointed out that the C REV 18 A. I may have heard it in passing, but
19 LLC appears to bank at the Bank of America. 19 I have read it in a lot of the stufif in here. But,
20 A. I have no idea. 20 no, I don't have any knowledge of that company.
21 2053. Q. That doesn't assist? 21 2068. Q. Have you ever had a discussion
22 A. No. 22 with..,have you ever discussed...did Dreamscape
23 2054. Q. And then on the next tab, tab 6, we 23 Ventures Ltd. have anything to do with Banners
24 are at April the 1st, 2014. 24 Broker business?
25 A. M'hmm. 25 A. I have no idea.

~
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1 2055. Q. And Dixit Holdings Inc. is paying 1 2069. Q. You don't know one way or the other?
2 Rajiv Dixit, it would appear, just over $150,000? 2 A. I don't know anything about
3 A. Okay. 3 Dreamscape Ventures.
4 2056. Q. Do you know what that relates to? 4 2070. Q. And do you know whether.,,and, so,
5 A. No, I did not. 5 you wouldn't know, then, whether Dreamscape Ventures
6 2057. Q. Were you aware that that payment was 6 provided any services to Dixit Holdings?
7 made? 7 A. I have no idea.
8 A. Yes. 8 2071. Q. You are not aware of any?
9 2058. Q. Do you have any idea as to why Mr. 9 A. I didn't...) know I keep saying it,

10 Dixit may have been entitled to such a payment? 10 but I don't know anything about the happenings of
1 1 A. I have no idea. 11 the company.
12 2059. Q. Tab 8, we see Dixit Holdings Inc. 12 2072, Q. And then a month later,.,
13 making a $30,927 payment...receiving, I am sorry, 13 A. Is this 11 still?
14 Dixit Holdings Inc. was receiving just over $30,000 14 2073. Q. Yes, tab 10.
15 from ERS Club in Dublin. 15 A. Tab 1 d?
16 A. M'hmm. 16 2074. Q. And then a month later, this may
17 2060. Q. Do you have any knowledge, 17 heip,Dreamscape Ventures is paid another $150,000
18 information or belief as to what ERS Club was, or 18 to Dixit Holdin s.
19 why they would be paying Dixit Holdings? 19 A. Yes.
20 A. No, sorry. 20 2075. Q. And the re line here is "F Business
21 2061. Q. The next tab. tab 9, this relates to 21 Consulting".
22 three payments of $3,030 each from Dixit Holdings... 22 A. Yes, I have no idea.
23 A, Yes? 23 2076. Q. Okay. The following tab, tab 11.
24 2062. Q. ...to a Mr. Eric Swaim. Can you 24 A. Yes?
25 tell me who Mr. Eric Swaim is? 25 2077. Q. We see a $23,000 payment b Dixit
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Holdings to Paymaster Corporation. Have you ever
heard of Paymaster Corporation?

A. No, I haven't.
2078. Q. And to your knowledge, Paymaster

Cor oration never had an business dealin s with
Banners Broker rou com anies? g9 P p

A, t have never heard of Paymaster.
So, I don't...l can't answer that. I have never
heard of that company,

2079. Q, And with reference to the next tab
12...

A, Yes?
2080. Q. ...have you heard of an individual

b the name of John Colavita?Y
A. No, I have not.

2081. Q. ~o, you wouldn't be aware why he may
have made a $ 9,985 loan to your company,

A, No idea.
2082. Q. And I say your company, Dixit

Holdings Inc.?
A. I understand why you say that, but

have also explained the reason why I am on that
company.

2083. Q. Okay. Do you know whether.,.and,
so,
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repaid?
A. i have no idea.

2084. Q. Or was advanced?
A. No. I don't know anything about

this. The only loan I know about is the one that
loaned my husband.

2085. Q. And then behind the last tab in the
section, tab 13, we see Dixit Holdings Inc. making a
X15;000 payment to a vending machine company.

A. Okay.
2086. Q. Do you have any knowledge,

information or belief as to why Dixit Holdings may
have done that?

A. I have no idea.
2087. Q. Is Mr. Dixit involved in the vending

machine business in any way?
A. No, he is not.

2088. Q. Has he been in the past?
A. You would have to ask him. I am not

sure.
2089, Q. So, you don't know whether he has

been involved in the vending machine business in the
past?

A. Not to my knowledge.
2090. Q. Okay. So, the next...you will see a

pane inn
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1 white tab in the brief, and i want to take you to a
2 few Stellar Point documents. The tab is marked with
3 an account number ending in ..
4 A. Okay.
5 2091. Q. ...and...
6 A. I don't have anything after that.
7 Itjust goes right to...no, I do, sorry.
8 2092. Q. Okay. There is a Stef lar
9 Point,,,and I am asking you because you were Mr.

10 Dixit's personal assistant.
1 1 A. Okay.
12 2093. Q. Is receiving $79,985 from Milan
13 Holdings Limited?
14 A. Okay.
15 2094. Q, Do you have any knowledge,
16 information or belief as to why Milan would have
17 made that payment that we see documented?
18 A. I never saw any bank accounts for
19 Stellar Point, but being his assistant, I don't
20 remember ever hearing that name.
21 2095. Q. Okay. And then behind tab 2, and
22 also a Stellar Point document, we have got...we see
23 an indication that Strategy India was paid $42,000
24 U.S. dollars by Stellar Pont on January the 4th,
25 2013.
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1 A. M'hmm.
2 2096. Q. Do you...can you tell us what
3 Strategy India may have done for Stellar Point?
4 A. I don't know exactly what they did.
5 I do know what Strategy India is. It is a company
6 that o erates in India about reco nizin true MLMs
7 from s~Cams, and I am not sure...~ke, that, I know
8 what Strategy India is. I am not sure the work they
9 did for Stellar Point, though.

10 2097. Q. Oka .And ou never dealt with
1 1 Strate India ourself, did ou?
12 Ay Noyl did not. y
13 2098. Q. And then the next white tab in the
14 brief is marked with an account ending in ?
15 A. Yes.
16 2099. Q. These are banking documents relating
17 to Stellar Point's, we understand, main operating
18 account.
19 A. Okay.
20 2100. Q. And, so, the first tab is a series
21 of cheques...
22 A. Yes.
23 2101. Q. ...payable to yourself?
24 A. M'hmm.
25 2102. Q. And am I correct in assuming that
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1 these are your biweekly paycheques? 1 A. I am not sure.
2 A. That is correct. 2 2116. Q. Okay. What things did you see her
3 2103. Q. And dust flipping through them, do 3 doing at the office .
4 they reflect what you were paid in compensation by 4 A. She would help clean, and sometimes
5 Stellar Point during this period? 5 she would come and help cook, but I am not sure if
6 A. They do. 6 she was getting paid to do that or not.
7 2104. Q. Oka .And ou didn't receivev v 7 2117, Q. Oka .The next tab is tab 4. WeY
8 any...apart from what you told us when we met in 8 see a $1,000 payment to Peter Dixit.
9 April, compensation apart from what you were paid by 9 A. Yes.

~ 10 way of salary? 10 2118, Q. Can you tell me who Peter Dixit was?
1 1 A. No, I did not. 11 A. That is Rajiv's dad.
12 2105. Q. And then the next tab in the brief, 12 2119. Q. Okay. And this cheque doesn't have
13 tab 2... 13 a re line. Did you ever see him around the office
14 A. M'hmm. 14 doing work for Stellar Paint?
15 2106. Q. ...we see a series of Stellar Point 15 A. Yes, he would come in to help with
16 theques made out to Rajiv Dixit. And if you could

~ust
16 cooking and things like that. He did a few odd

'obs.17
~ 

fli throu h them, I have a eneral uestian.
g a

17 But, like I said, I am not sure if he was
18 A, Oka .Y 18 ever com ensated for it,p
19 2107. Q. You will see the amounts vary 19 2120. Q. Okay. And, in fact, you didn't know
20 widely. 20 that either Gloria or Peter were being compensated
21 A, Yes. 21 until I showed you these cheques?
22 2108. Q. And they include a $20,000 Christmas 22 A. (did not.
23 bonus. Did you have...as Mr. Dixit's personal 23 2121. Q. And then over the page, tab 5, we
24 assistant, did you have any...were you aware of what 24 see a cheque for $10,000 to Reema Sukumaran?
25 he was bein aid b the com an ? 25 A. _ Sukumaran. Yes, that is Raj's
_ Page 203
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1 A. No, I was not. 1 sister.
2 2109. Q. And would that be Jeanette Kennedy's 2 2122. Q. This is Raj's sister?
3 signature on some of these cheques? Do you 3 A. That is correct.
4 recognize that? 4 2123. Q. And do you have any knowledge,
5 A. The J. Kennedy... 5 information or belief as to why Stellar Point would
6 2110. Q. Yes. 6 be paying Raj's sister $10,000?
7 A. ..,yes, that is Jeanette's 7 A. It says here a loan, but I have no
8 signature. 8 idea.
9 2111. Q. Do you know who else had signing 9 2124. Q. Okay. And then the next tab, tab 6,

10 authority, apart from Jeanette and Raj? 10 there is bank statements that reflect a number of
1 1 A. I am not sure. 11 what would appear, and perhaps you have more
12 2112, Q. Okay. Tab 3, Stellar Point is 12 knowledge to the personal expenses that are going
13 paying a small amount to Gloria Dixit. Do you know 13 through Stellar Point.
14
15

Gloria Dixit to be Raj's mother?
A. That is Ra''s mom, es.

y ou

14
15

A. Okay.
2125. Q. Thin s like To s'R' Us and...l

16 2113. Q. And do have an idea what this
y y

16 mean, ou can see them for yourself. Baskin
y17 a ment was for?

p y
17 Robbins...

18 A. I am not sure. I know she did some 18 A. I have never seen an banky
19 odd things around the office. So, maybe she was 19 statements, so I have no idea.
20 paid for that, but I am not sure. 20 2126. Q. Okay.
21 2114, Q. And in fairness, it does say 21 A. I know sometimes, like, if there was
22 "payroll" on the re line of the cheque. 22 a Christmas party, (know that he would buy, like,
23 A. M'hmm. 23 little presents for the kids. Sa, I am not sure ~f
24 2115. Q, Did she also work at Stellar Point, 24 that...but, like I said, I have never seen any bank
25 or was it lust the odd things around the office? 25 statements. So, I wouldn't be able ta,..
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2127. Q. Right.
A. ...verify.

2128. Q. La Senza is another one. You don't
have any information..,

A. I don't think that would be an
employee gift, but I have no idea.

2129. Q. Okay.
A. it wasn't given to me.

2134. Q, Ricki's is another one.
A. I am sorry, I don't know.

2131. Q. Okay,
A. You never know. With my husband,

don't think so. Does he have a secret life I don't
know about?

2132. Q. Okay.
A, Perhaps it was CRA, he was audited

by CRA, so I am sure if there is little expenses,
they picked up on it, like his lingerie habit,

2133. Q. Tab 7.
A. Yes?

2134. Q, More seriously...
A. Okay.

2135. Q. ...this, on my reading, shows a
payment of almost $36,55Q...

A. Okay.

p~no ~nR
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1 2141. Q. Well, why don't you tell me what
2 they were?
3 A. They were just little pins.
4 2142. Q, Okay. So, I mean, we are talking
5 some...in fairness, we are talking some pretty big
6 numbers, in terms of...
7 A. Yes, but for the..,
8 2143. Q. ...payments to Oshawa Jewellers?
9 A, Yes. They probably would be

10 expensive, because i think the pins that we had made
1 1 for Niagara and a few other conventions. those are
12 the top sellers in the company that probably brought
13 in a significant amount of money for Banners Broker
14 International. So, I would see them being, like,
15 quite a nice pin, but like I said; I am not sure how
16 much they would have cost.
17 2144. Q. But in terms of the pins, you were
18 involved in obtaining them, right? From.,.
19 A. No...
20 2145. Q. No?
21 A. ,..I never picked them up.
22 2146. Q. Who was responsible for that?
23 A. I have no idea.
24 2147, Q, Who was responsible for ordering
25 them?
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2136. Q. ...that is the number to Oshawa 1 A. Probably Raj, yes.

Jewellers, a Stellar Point payment. And 2 2148. Q. Are you aware of Mr. Dixit
furthermore, there is other the ues to Oshawa 3

p 
urchasin an other items at Oshawa Jewellers?

gJewellers that...and bank draftq., 4 A. I have no idea.
A. Yes. 5 2149. Q. Apart from the pins?

2137. Q, ...for a total of, I believe, 6 A. I have no idea.
another $92,711 ? 7 2150. Q. Okay. Do you know where he

A. Yes. 8 purchased his watches from?
2138. Q. Do you have any knowledge, 9 A. I have no idea.

information or belief as to what that relates to? 1 Q 2151. Q. Tab 8. We see a series of
A. I have no idea what the cost of 11 additional RESP payments this time from Stellar

things were, but I know when Banners Broker did 12 Point.
conventions, Stellar Point had Oshawa Jeweller make 13 A. Okay.
some pins that were, like, given out to the top 14 2152. Q. The second one in the tab is for the
sellers and all that. So, I am not sure of the 15 account of Rajiv Dixit? Is there a junior Mr. Rajiv
cost. I never saw financials, but I know that 16 Dixit who would have an RESP?
Oshawa Jewellers did make things... 17 A. He has a son. Like, we have a son,

2139. Q. Right. 18 Rajiv Dixit, but I am not sure if he has an RESP or
A. ...that Stellar Point purchased for 19 not.

Banners Broker, 20 2153. Q. Okay. Do you know whether or not
2140. Q. Yes. And the pins that you are 21 Stellar Point was contributing to...

describing, were they little lapel pins? Is that 22 A. i have no...
what they were? 23 2154. Q. ...any RESPs?

A. Lapel, like, you mean, just going 24 A. I have no idea.
on, like, right here? 25 2155. _ Q. Can you think of any reason why
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1 Stellar Point should be contributing to Rajiv's
2 RESP?
3 A. I don't know that side of the
4 business, so you would have to ask Raj.
5 2156. Q. And I don't know how old Rajiv is,
6 but did he work for Stellar Point?
7 A. Na. His son?
8 2157. Q. Yes.
9 A. Well, he is five, so...

10 2158. Q. So, the answer is no?
1 1 A. Unless he is a genius.
12 2159, Q. An RESP contribution, we see in the
13 same tab, next document...
14 A. Yes.
15 2160. Q. .,.to Ungelia?
16 A, Ungelia.
17 2161. Q. Ungelia Dixit?
18 A, Yes.
19 2162. Q. Can you tell me who that is, please?
20 A. That is his daughter.
21 2163. Q. Okay. And the same questions that
22 asked you in respect of his son, I take it you would
23 give me the same answers?
24 A. That is correct.
25 2164. Q, Behind tab 9, we see a total of
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1 $248,000 in Stellar Point payments toMercedes-Benz
2 Durham between July and September 2012.
3 A. Okay.
4 2165. Q. Do you have any...can you assist us
5 further with respect to what cars were purchased and
6 where they might be now?
7 A. I have no idea.
8 2166. Q. Okay. And as Mr. Dixit's personal
9 assistant, when it came to purchasing things like

10 automobiles, I take it you wouldn't have had any
1 1 involvement in that personally?
12 A. No, I did not.
13 2167. Q. Who would do that?
14 A. You would have to ask Raj.
15 2168. Q. Okay. So, it would have been Raj
16 personally?
17 A, I don't know.
18 2169. Q. Okay, You can't think of anyone
19 else...
20 A. I think so.
21 2170. Q. ...apart from Raj.,.
22 A. I don't think there would be anyone
23 else, no.
24 2171. Q. Okay. And then tab 10, there is
25 $54,626 that seems to go to Whitby Oshawa Honda.

Parma ~1~
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1 from Stellar Point's account, and I am just
2 wondering if you can assist the receiver in
3 understanding what automobile may have been
4 purchased, for whom and why.
5 A. I can't say far sure, but if it is
6 Honda, I am thinking that would be the vehicle that
7 David Hooker drove.
8 2172. Q. Okay. The one that he drove away on
9 his last day?Okay,

10 MS. DOSANJH: I 'ust have an ima e of1 9
11 someone driving off with the last name of
12 Hooker.
13 2173. MR. WARD: Yes.
14
15 BY MR. WARD;
16 2174. Q. And then the next tab, just while we
17 are on cars, tab 11...
18 A. Yes?
19 2175. Q. ...we see a little over $22,000 by
20 way of bank draft from Stellar Point being paid to
21 Durham Kia?
22 A. Okay.
23 2176. Q. And can you assist the receiver in
24 understanding that transaction?
25 A. I have no idea. I see Jeanette's
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1 signature, so she would probably be better to ask.
2 I have never seen this.
3 2177. Q. Okay. Do you know whether Jeanette
4 or an one else at Stellar Point used a Kia forY
5 business purposes?
6 A. No.
7 2178. Q. Yau never saw anyone at Stellar
8 Point using a Kia for businesses purposes?
9 A. Not to my knowledge.

10 2179. Q. And then tab 12, this appears to be
1 1 an auto financing payment to TD Auto Finance for
12 $5,197?
13 A. Yes.
14 2180. Q. Is there anything that you can say
15 that might assist us in understanding what was being
16 financed here, or why this payment was being made?
17 A. I have no idea.
18 2181. Q, At Stellar Point's account at this
19 time? No?
20 A. I don't know.
21 2182. Q. And then at the very next tab, tab
22 13, $2,600 payment to Owasco UW?
23 A. I have no idea.
24 2183. Q. No information as to what this might
25 relate to?
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A. No.

2184. Q. Did anyone at Stellar Point, working
at Stellar Point, to your knowledge, use a UW, a
Volkswagen for employment purposes?

A. A Volkswagen?
2185. Q. Yes.

A. I dan't know,
2186. Q. Okay.

A, I don't remember. I don't, sorry.
2187. Q. Or an Audi?

A. An Audi?
2188. Q. Audi?

A. Sorry, I wasn't trying to correct
you. I don't know.

2189. Q. Did you have a company car?
A. No. Chris..,) borrwed Chris' car.

2190. Q. Okay. So, during the 15 months,
approximately 15 months that were at Stellar
Point...

A. Yes?
2191. Q. ...did you always have use of a

company car?
A. I either GO trained in, or Raj would

lend me his car, or I would borrow Chris' car...
2192. Q. Okay.
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A, ...but, no, i didn't personally have

my own company car.
2193. Q. And when you say "borrow Chris'

car", I take it you just borrow it and use it day in
and day out...

A. He...
2194. Q. ...and then perhaps return it to him

on weekends?
A. It would either be...like, he didn't

like to drive very much. So, if he needed it,
would drop i~ off at his office, and then just walk
home because I live downtown. If he didn't need it
during the week, I would just drop it off Friday
after work and pick it up Monday morning.

2195. Q. Oka ,thank ou. And then on tabY Y
15...

A. Yes?
2196. Q. ...there is a cheque payable to

Stellar Point from an insurance company...
A, Yes?

2197, Q, ...and the total amount is $99,523.
The receiver believes that this may have been an
insurance payout in respect of a car ghat was
damaged in an accident.

A. I know that when I very first

pang ~~ ti
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1 started, Kul got in an accident, or Chris, I don't
2 remember wha it was, but i know someone got in an
3 accident. But I couldn't tell you if this was the
4 one.
5 2198. Q. Okay. Were you ever involved in an
6 accident in a Banners Broker car?
7 A. I backed up into a pole once, but it
8 only made a little ding.
9 2199, Q. Okay.

10 A. But, no, not a huge accident,
1 1 2200. Q. Okay, good. So, with reference to
12 the insurance payout, you have no...
13 A. I have no recollection of this.
14 2201, Q. Yes, okay. And then tab 16, you may
15 be able to help us because it is a payment from
16 Stellar Point of $196,000 and change...
17 A. Yes.
18 2202, Q. ...and the indication is "Re ACS air
19 charter service"
20 A. That...
21 2203, Q. Did this relate to the trip to
22 Israel and Cyprus that you...
23 A. Yes.
24 2204. Q. ...arranged?
25 A. Yes. I mean, it looks that way.
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1 didn't personally do this, but...
2 2205. Q. You didn't personally make out the
3 bank draft?
4 A, I didn't have any signing authority
5 on Stellar Point.
6 2206. Q. Okay, But you believe that this was
7 payment on account for the air charter?
8 A. Looks that way, yes.
9 2207. Q. Okay. And then tab 17, Stellar

10 Point is making, it would appear, a payment to
1 1 Washington County Circuit Court. Do you see that?
12 A. No.
13 2208. Q. It is right...
14 A. Oh, yes; I do.
15 2209. Q. Okay, And can you assist us with
16 what that business purpose or other purpose of that
17 payment maybe?
18 A. I have never heard of that, so
19 have na idea.
20 2210. Q. And then within the same tab,
21 Stellar Point is also making a payment to the Oregon
22 State Police. Can you assist us in understanding
23 what the business or other purpose of that payment
24 maybe?
25 A. I have no idea. I can't even read
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1 this, but I have no idea.
2 2211. Q. Okay. This is the one?
3 A. Yes.
4 2212. Q, Okay.
5 A. Yes. I don't know that at all.
6 Yes, no clue.
7 2213. Q. Do you know whether or not anyone at
8 Stellar Point had any interactions with U.S. law
9 enforcement, such that these payments would be

10 required to be made?
1 1 A. Not to my knowledge.
12 2214. Q, Tab 18. Stellar Point is receiving,
13 it would appear, $20,000 remittance from ERS Club,
14 payment detail stocks.
15 A, I have no idea.
16 2215. Q. You have never heard of ERS Club?
17 A. No, I haven't.
18 2216. Q. Tab 19, Stellar Point would appear
19 to be making a $42,000 certified cheque to a Kelly
20 Stinson .
21 A. Yes.
22 2217. Q. Do you know who Kelly Stinson is?
23 A. The name sounds familiar, but I have
24 no idea...
25 2218. Q. Okay.

Pang 7lA
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1 A. ..,what it would be.
2 2219. Q. But do you know Kelly Stinson?
3 A. The name sounds familiar, but
4 don't know...
5 2220. Q. Okay.
6 A. ...what Kelly Stinson...
7 2221. Q. And sitting here today, you don't
8 recall ever meeting or speaking to Kelly Stinson?
9 A. No.

10 2222. Q. Okay. And, so, you cannot assist us
1 1 in terms of why this payment may have been made by
12 Stellar Point?
13 A. No, I can't.
14 2223. Q. And then tab 20?
15 A. Yes?
16 2224. Q. A $5,000 payment by Stellar
17 Point.,.no, from New Hope SDA Church to Banners
18 Broker Limited...
19 A. This, I am pretty sure...this is
20 from the church, right?
21 2225. Q. Yes.
22 A. So, when you are donating to a
23 church, you donate,..say you were donating a bunch
24 of computer stuff, or a bunch of whatever.
25 2226. Q. Right.

pang ~~n
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1 A. They have to write you a cheque for
2 the amount, and then you void it out and don't cash
3 it. So, that makes me think that maybe he did a
4 donation of something, but I have no idea.
5 2227. Q. This one is cashed. You will see
6 the...
7 A. I have no idea, then.
8 2228. Q. Okay. Have you ever heard of New
9 Hope SDA Church?

10 A, No, I haven't.
1 1 2229. Q. And then Stellar Point behind the
12 next tab, 21,..
13 A. Yes?
14 2230. Q. ...is paying, it would appear,
15 $4,030 to C REV Shore Brand Media.
16 A. Yes, i don't know who that is.
17 2231. Q. And you have never heard of them?
18 A. Never heard of it.
19 2232. Q. So, again, you wouldn't be aware of
20 any sen~ices that they might have provided to
21 Stellar Point, or Banners Broker business?
22 A. No.
23 2233. Q. Okay. And then tab 22...
24 A. M'hmm,
25 2234. Q. ...there is an $85,000 certified
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1 cheque marked "re payroll",which is a payment from
2 Banners Broker Limited...
3 A. M'hmm.
4 2235. Q. ...to Banners Broker Limited. Was
5 this,..do you know anything about this?
6 A. No idea.
7 2236. Q. Did Stellar Point pay its employees
8 in cash at any time, to your knowledge?
9 A. Not to m knowled e, no.

10 2237. Q. And ou were never aid in cash,Y p
11 correct?
12 A. Always paycheque.
13 2238. Q. The payroll cheques thai we have for
14 you, Stephanie, start around August of 2012?
15 A. Yes,
16 2239, Q. And we know that you started working
17 at Stellar Point and Banners Broker Limited in May
18 of 2012?
19 A. I...
20 2240. Q. So...
21 A. Go ahead.
22 2241. Q. So, did the May to the August 2012
23 period, who was...which bank account were you being
24 paid from? Do you know? Do you have any way of
25 determining for us?
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A. i am pretty sure I was always paid

by Banners Broker Limited, which is Stellar Point.
2242. Q. Right. No, I appreciate that, and

you are also certain that you were not paid in cash
during the May to August 2012?

A. I was never paid cash.
2243. Q. Okay, Do you have any way of

checking and letting us know on which account you
were paid from during the May to August 2012...

A. Yes, I can pull up my bank
statements. U/T

2244. Q. Thank you.
A. Yes.

2245. MR. WARD: And, Counsel, can I have that
as an undertaking?
MS. DOSANJH: Yes, an undertaking to
provide bank account statements for any
transactions or any payments from Banners
Broker given to Stephanie?

2246. MR. WARD: Yes.
MS. DOSANJH: Is that what you are
looking for?

2247. MR. WARD: Please, yes.
MS. DOSANJH: Okay, yes.

2248. MR. WARD: Particularly during the May
Pang ~~"~
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to August 2012 time period.
THE DEPONENT; Yes.
MS. DOSANJH: Okay.
MS. CRADDOCK: The statements actually
won't indicate the account number
necessarily.
MS. DOSANJH: - Okay.
THE DEPONENT: So...
MS. DOSANJH: Do you want to specify the
account number that you are looking for?
MS. CRADDOCK: The cancelled cheque.
The bottom would have the account number.
So. just one of the cancelled cheques.

BY MR, WARD:
2249. Q. And, so...and if the cancelled

cheques are with the bank...
MS. DOSANJH; Right, so it would
streamline to that account, then?
MR. CRADDOCK: Yes.
MS. DOSANJH; Okay, got it, yes.

2250. MR. WARD: Yes, just the source of
funds. So, we can have that undertaking?
THE DEPONENT: So how do I...sorry,
can lust...
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1 MS. DOSANJH: The bank will give it to
2 you.
3 THE DEPONENT: Yes, that is no problem.
4 2251, MR, WARD. Or you can authorize Gillian
5 and she can ask for it on your behalf,
6 whatever you...
7 MS. DOSANJH: I can draft an
8 authorization and direction, and then you
9 can...l can get her to sign it.,,

10 2252. MR, WARD: Thank ou.
1 1 MS. DOSANJH: ...and send it over, or if
12 you have one...
13 THE DEPONENT: Oka .
14 MS. DOSANJH; ...'ust let someone know1
15 you want an authorization and direction.
16 She is here and can sign it so you are
17 authorized to get what you would like.
18 2253. MR. WARD: Well, we may be able to.,.l
19 just have, probably, five mare minutes.
20 MS. DOSANJH: Okay.
21 2254. MR. WARD: Yes.
22 MS. DOSANJH: That is fine.
23
24 BY MR.WARD;
25 2255. Q. Tab 23. We understand, based on our

Page 225
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1 review of CIBC bank records, that between July of
2 2012 and April of 2013, Stellar Point paid just
3 under $240,000 to Crystal Commercial Group Inc.?
4 Can you tell me what Crystal Commercial Group Inc.
5 was, or is?
6 A. I have no idea.
7 2256. Q. So, similarly, you have na
8 information as to why those payments may have been
9 made, or what services they may have provided to

10 Stellar Point?
1 1 A. No, I do not.
12 2257, Q, And furthermore, Michael Spalding is
13 associated with Crystal Company. Does that name
14 ring a bell?
15 A. Michael Spalding does sound
16 familiar. Could that be benefits? No?
17 2258. Q. So, I take it you have never met Mr.
18 Spalding?
19 A. No. I haven't met him, but the name
20 sounds familiar.
21 2259. Q. And it sounds familiar in what
22 context?
23 A, t don't know. It just sounds
24 familiar.
25 MS. DOSANJH: Maybe it is someone b the
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name...
THE DEPONENT: I don't know. It could
be anything that just sounds familiar, but
don't remember meeting anybody.

2260. MR. WARD: Okay. Let's go off the
record.

--- DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD

EXAMINATION BY MS. CRADDOCK:
2261. Q. So, we had asked you questions

earlier about cars that were purchased using those
Dixit Holding funds. I believe there is one
Mercedes that was purchased using Dixit Holding
Funds.

A. Okay.
2262. Q. And then it appears as though four

or five cars may have been purchased using Stellar
Point funds from Mercedes-Benz...

A. okay,
2263. Q. ...the one Honda, which you told us

is from...you believe David Hooker.
A. Yes.

2264. Q. And one Kia.
A. Okay.
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2265. Q. We have received evidence from other

individuals we have spoken with...
A, Yes?

2266. Q. ...that cars were given as gifts to
certain individuals, and we just wanted to ask if
you know whether or not these individuals either A)
were given a gift or B) if they drive the type of
car...either if they drive either a Mercedes or a
Kia.

A. Okay.
2267. Q. So, the first person we were advised

was given a car from Glenroy Browne. Do you know
who Glenroy Brown is?

A. I do know who he is, es.y
2268. Q. Okay. Do you know if he was given a

car by Stellar Point or Dixit Holdings?
A. i have no idea.

2269. Q. Do you know what kind of car he
drives?

A, Now?
2270. Q. Yes.

A. I have no idea. I haven't seen him
in ages.

2271. Q. Okay,
A. Yes, I have no idea.

Pa~P ~~R
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1 2272. Q. The next individual we are advised
2 was given a car was Tara Josun.
3 A. Okay.
4 2273. Q. We were actually advised that her
5 car was an Audi?
6 A. I only briefly worked with her at
7 the very beginning, so I have no idea...
8 2274. Q. Okay.
9 A. ...if she was given...that is a

10 pretty good gift.
1 1 2275. Q. So, the other twa individuals we
12 were advised were ~given cars as gifts were Mr.
13 Dixit's sister, Rema .
14 A. Okay.
15 2276. Q. Do you know whether or not she was
16 given her by either Stellar Point or Dixit Holdings?
17 A. She was driving the car, but she was
18 never given a car.
19 2277, Q. What kind of car did she drive?
20 A. I believe it was a Mercedes.
21 2278. Q, And do you know where that Mercedes
22 is now?
23 A. I have no idea.
24 2279. Q. Does she still drive a Mercedes?
25 A. No.
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1 2280. Q. Do you know who would know where
2 that car would be?
3 A. You could ask Raj.
4 2281. Q, And to your knowledge, is the
5 Mercedes in the name of Stellar Point or Dixit
6 Holdings?
7 A. I have no idea.
8 2282. Q. And Ross advised that Mr. Dixit's
9 brother was given a car?

10 A. I have no idea.
1 1 2283. Q. Do you know what kind of car he
12 drives?
13 A. I know...) have no idea. He was in
14 B.C. I have no idea.
15 2284. Q. So, you don't know whether or not he
16 drives a Mercedes or a Kia?
17 A. I am pretty sure he drives a
18 minivan.
19 2285. Q. You don't know the...
20 A. Well...
21 2286. Q. ...brand of Mercedes?
22 A. Mercedes don't make a minivan, and
23 don't think it is the Kia.
24 2287. Q. Okay.
25 A. Yes.
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1 2288. MS. CRADDOCK: Off the record.
2
3 --- DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD
4
5 CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD:
6 2289. Q. So, Stephanie, have you spoken with
7 Ma~cwell Morgan recently?
8 A. He goes to our church.
9 2290. Q. Okay. So, I take it you have spoken

10 with him recently?
1 1 A. Yes.
12 2291, Q, When was the last time you spoke
13 with Mr. Morgan?
14 A. I saw him at the school dropping off
15 Subway for his kids, but I don't speak any business
16 with him.
17 2292. Q. Okay.
18 A. I just know him from church. So,
19 just a family friend.
20 2293. Q. And, so, you didn't discuss
21 the..,did you discuss his examination with him?
22 A. No.
23 2294. MR. WARD: Thank you. Those are my
24 questions.
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1 MAXWELL MORGAN, affirmed
2 EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD.
3 1. Q. So good morning, Max.
4 A. Good morning.
5 2. Q. My name is David Ward, and I'm
6 counsel for the Receiver of a company called Banners
7 Broker International Limited.
8 A. Okay.
9 3. Q. And, we are also the lawyers for the

10 investigatory Receiver of several other companies.
1 1 A. M'hmm.
12 4, Q. And I'm just going to give you the
13 names now.
14 A. Sure.
15 5. Q. So that you have them in your mind,
16 and you realize why we're going to be asking about
17 companies that go beyond...
18 A, Okay.
19 6. Q. ...Banners Broker. Sa the other
20 companies that that we need to...we have a mandate
21 to investigate are Local Management Services...
22 A. Okay.

~ 23 7. Q. ...which is 2087360 Ontario
24 Incorporated. Parrot Marketing Inc...
25 A. Okay.

P ac-ra 5
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1 8. Q. ...2341620 Ontario Corporation.
2 A. M'hmm.Okay.
3 9. Q. Another company called Stellar Point
4 Inc...
5 A. M'hmm.
6 10. Q. ...formally known as Banners Broker
7 Limited. Dixit Holdings Inc., and then finally any
8 other entity that has operated under the names
9 Banners Broker, Banners Broker Limited, Banners

10 Mobile or Banners Broker Belize. So, those are the
1 1 companies that we're interested in today. All
12 right, and again, what it is, it's just an
13 investigatory. Most of it is an investigatory
14 Receivership, so we haven't sued anybody...
15 A. Sure.
16 11. Q. ...it's not anadverse-type
17 proceeding,,.
18 A. Okay.
19 12. Q. ...it's really just here to get
20 information that can help the Receiver do their job.
21 A. Okay,
22 13. Q. Banners Broker is alleged to have
23 been a ponzi scheme.
24 A. Okay.
25 14. Q. And some of the money flows, as best
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1 that we can determine, have been huge. Like we're
2 talking hundreds, tens of millions. Over 200
3 million, 100 million of which is missing.
4 A. Okay.
5 15. Q. So one of the things that we're
6 trying to do is just understand the money flows
7 relating to Banners Broker and these entities. And
8 it seems, from what we can tell, that that Aramor
9 was a fairly important service provider,,,

10 A, M'hmm.
1 1 16. Q. ...to Banners Broker. So, what
12 wanted to do today is just to understand, from
13 yourself, what the nature of your dealings with
14 these companies were...
15 A. Sure.
16 17. Q. .,.and how the money flowed, And
17 how we can, you know, retroactively document some of
18 that, and what records exist.
19 A. Okay.
20 18. Q. And we can get the Receiver to the
21 point where they can take a look at them.
22 A. Sure.
23 19. Q. So. The first...why don't we just
24 have a look at some of the documents in the main
25 binder that I've put in front of Howard. And
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there's some preliminary documents...it's not that
one, it's actually the one that's open in front of
you.

A. This is mine.
20. Q. Yes, and if you could...l'm sorry

just have the one copy for you guys, if you're able
to share that one.

MR. COHEN: Yes. that's fine.

BY MR. WARD:
21. Q. And a lot of these documents

22.

23.

suspect you'll have seen before, but there's an
index, and you're welcome to take a copy of that.
But...please have a look at tab one. I just,,.the
information that we've got from this, and it's a
public records search, is that Max, you, have been
the CEO of a company called Aramor Payments, since
2003?

A. M'hmm.
Q. Is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And then there's a reference to your

educational background. just below that. And am
correct that you have a B.A. in communications from
York University?

M. Morgan - 8
1 A, No, I dropped out.
2 24. Q. Okay, but you studied at York?
3 A. Briefly, yes.
4 25. Q. In communications, and then as well,
5 you studied at Mohawk College in media
6 communications, prior to that?
7 A. Yes.
8 26. Q. And did you obtain a diploma from
9 Mohawk College?

10 A. I did.
1 1 27. Q. Okay. So then just flip over to the
12 next tab, if you would please, tab two. Again, it's
13 a public search document...
14 A. M'hmm.
15 28. Q. ...Aramor Paymenu, is that your
16 business address? First Canadian Piace? Ri ht at9
17 the top-left?
18 A, Loosely. I mean, we use it to
19 receive our legal documents, et cetera, but you
20 know, most of our work is done off-shore. So, we
21 contracted several different workers, etcetera,
22 that do all of our back office stuff.
23 29. Q. Sothis suite 5700...
24 A. It's asub-lease. intelligent
25 Office owns it, and we simply,,.that's our business

Pac7P 9
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1 address, legally and with CRA,
2 30. Q. So is that fair to say that's your
3 registered head office?
4 A. Yes, that's fair to say.
5 31. Q. ...in Canada...
6 A. ...sure.
7 32. Q. Okay. And do you have any other
8 offices in Canada?
9 A. No.

10 33. Q. And do you also operate from 5700,
1 1 suite 5100,100 Kin Street West?

~ 12 A. 0 erate in terms of Navin staffp ~
13 there working?
14 34. Q. Yes.
15 A. No.
16 35. Q. So it's purely just a registered
1l office?
18 A. Correct.
19 36. Q. And that is a law firm, or is it
20 a...
21 A. No, it's similar to Regus. I don't
22 know if you're familiar with Regus, where they own
23 various office spaces, or lease various office
24 spaces around the world, around the city, and then
25 they sub-lease it to other companies that want to
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use it as registered addresses. If we wanted
physical office space there to work from, we could,
but that hasn't been the case.

Q. Okay.
A. if we need a board room, or

something like that. for the day, we could also do
that.

Q. Right. So then tab...the next
tab..,and we'll go through these initial few tabs
quickly. But in tab three, then please. Is this
a...is this your company's website?

A. It is, we're no Ionger offering some
of the services there. Actuall , ou know what,
that's fairs accurate. That's most recent.

Q. y Sothis is current?
A. This is current, yes.
Q. And do you still provide these four

services that are described on the website?
A. We're an independent sales

organization. We don't provide any of the services
individually, We sell those services. We have
agreements and contracts with several companies,
payment processors, banks, and service providers
that provide the services listed there. We're
simply a sales agent,
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Q. Okay, and we're going to get into

this into a little more detail...
A. Sure.
Q. ...in relation to Banners Broker,
A. Absolutely,
Q. But, were you a payment processor

broker? Is that a fair way to describe it?
A. No, we're an independent sales

organization. That's what we do, and we're...we did
offer some services to Banners Broker that may have
indicated we were a payment processor. it was sort
of in-lieu them not having certain services, that we
were able to offer it on a temporary basis, until we
could help source it forthem, while maintaining
some of their other business that we did send out
elsewhere. So, but that's not typically our service
that we provide. We are a sales organization,

Q. Okay, so again, we'll return to this
in a little more detail.,.

A. Sure.
Q. ...in relation to Banners, but

take it that, as an independent sales organization,
you deal in credit card payment, processing, card
fund transfers, international transfers and prepaid
cards?

pano ~~
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1 A. That's correct.
2 46. Q. And then, moving on to tab five,
3 it's just a business name search.
4 A. M'hmm,
5 47. Q. And, these are the business names
6 throughout which Banners Broker operated?
7 A. Five.
8 48. Q. Tab five...sorry tab four. So you
9 can just confirm for me that you've operated as

10 Aramor,.,as business names Aramor Processing, Aramor
1 1 Payments, and then finally just Aramor?
12 A. Yes, that's accurate.
13 49. Q. And your current business name is
14 just Aramor?
15 A. Yes.
16 50. Q. And then over to the next tab
17 please, tab five. There's an address for yourself
18 on page...it's three pages in to the tab...and it
19 indicates that you are director of Aramor?
20 A. Yes, that's accurate.
21 51. Q. And to the right of that, there's an
22 address of 705 Spadina Road, suite 108?
23 A. I don't know where that address
24 comes from, but it's possible when the corporation
25 was registered, that was the address initially used.

P a c7 P ~ '~
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1 The corporation was registered in 2003. It was not
2 active until 2006, so it was simply...it was formed,
3 and at that time I was doing some research and
4 creating the business, but there was no business
5 transacted until 2006.
6 52. Q. Okay.
7 A. So, the first three years, it was a
8 zero dollar tax returns. And I might have been
9 living at that address when I registered the

10 business, but we didn't have an office. So I'm not
1 1 certain where you would get that address from, but
12 it's possible that it became,..it was the first

~~ 13 address used on the corporation...
14 53. Q. Yes. The only reason I'm asking is
15 because...you're right, that address doesn't exist.
16 A. Okay.
17 54. Q. And so I was wondering if you know
18 what it was?
19 A. It's possible. I did live on
20 Spading road, atone point, many, many years ago.
21 55. Q. Okay.
22 A. So it s possible that that could
23 have been it.
24 56. Q. And you're still a director of
25 Aramor?
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A. I still am, yes. 1

57. Q. And you're still CEO? 2
A. I do not use that term, but sure. I 3

just list myself as director, 4
MR. COHEN: Were you saying doesn't 5
exist, 705 Spadina Road, suite 108, Toronto 6
Ontario. 7

58. MR. WARD: Yes. We just couldn't...we 8
searched it and we couldn't find an address 9
for it. 10

BY MR. WARD:
11
12

59. Q. Max, what is your current address? 13
A. Its 583 Fleetwood Drive, in Oshawa. 14

L1 K 2U7, 15
60. Q. And then, just tab six then. This 16

is also a public record search. Can you,..does this 17
company, Royal Cash Card have anything to do with 18
Aramor? 19

A. No. You know we've had several 20
different card companies, globally, to work with. 21
And then we also have relationshi s with several 22
different resellers, or what we conpider a ents. So 23
most of our marketing is done thrau h various a ents

~
24

loball , that resell our services to the hi h-risk9 Y 9 25
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space, e-commerce merchants. And often times they
get licensed to use our name on theirwebsites, or
in conjunction with their product. So there maybe
sites out there that I'm unaware of,

If we see anyone using it erroneously, or
without our permission...we do own the trademark, we
will go after them, because in the high-risk area,
our name does carry same weight. So, I'm not
familiar with this, but I'm not surprised, and it
seems fairly standard with what one of our agents
may do. We don't have our name out there, swimming
on a lot of sites, but it's possible.

61. Q. But it's nothing that you've seen
before, in any event?

A. No, not that I know of.
62. Q. Yes, so there is...Erin was just

pointing out.,,there is a reference to Aramor
Processing, but on page two, but in any event that's
not something you've seen before?

A. No.
63. Q. Okay. So, just turning to

your...turning back to Aramor and the Banners Broker
dealings. There's a number of Banners
Broker,..peoplethat webelieve are associated with
Banners, with Aramor, that dealt with Banners

- 569
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Broker.,.

A. Okay,
64. Q. ...over the period of Banners

existence. And just to give you the timeline there.
Banners started operating in late 2010.

A. Okay.
65. Q. Around November of 2010, and it

concluded its operation when it was wound down, when
it was put into liquidation in,.,first of all..,in
the Isle of Man, but laterally in Canada. And that
was August of 2014.

A, Okay.
66. Q. So, that's the period of time...

A. Right.
67. Q. ...that I'm interested in.

A. Sure.
68. Q. And so, to the extent that Aramor

did things before you had any contact with Banners
Broker, I'm not going to go there. We don't have
the time, and I'm not interested in that.

A. Sure, okay.
69. Q. But while Aramor was dealing with

Banners Broker...
A. M'hmm.

70. Q. ...in addition to yourself, there's
Panes ~7
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1 a number of other names that have come up.
2 A. Okay.
3 71. Q, And, so I'm just going to go through
4 these names, and if you could tell me who these
5 people were?
6 A. Sure.
7 72. Q, And what their...the title or their
8 responsibilities were?
9 A. Okay.

10 73. Q. And then I'm going to ask you for
1 1 your last-known contact information, if you have
12 that?
13 A. Sure.
14 MR. COHEN: You're saying these are
15 other people that are involved in the
16 matter?
17 74. MR. WARD: Yes, at Aramor,..with Aramor
18 email addresses.
19 THE DEPONENT: Sure.
20 MR. COHEN: For that 48-month period?
21 75. MR. WARD. Yes.
22
23 BY MR. WARD:
24 76. Q. Lyndon Burrell?
25 A. Burrell, yes.
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77. Q. Just for the reporter, that's

L-Y-N-D-O-N B-U-R-R-E-L-L?
A. Yes.

78. Q. Okay, and just tell me who he was,
and what his responsibilities were?

A. He was an independent sales
contractor that was retained by Aramor, He's a
personal friend as well. He simply sold our payment
services, of our partners, to various
merchants...high-risk merchants. His contact with
Banners...he sold them our credit card products. So
whatever credit card processing they had, he engaged
in getting them setup. Helping set the rates. et
cetera, and that's what he sold to them. He sold
them a service that we didn't offer, our partners
offered, which is why I haven't included him in any
of this. because it's pretty standard what he did.
And there's no secret behind it.

79. Q. So I take it...was he an Aramor
employee, orwas he on...

A. I have no Aramor em to ees,
Ever one is inde endentl contracted. Aramor bein
the le al name, and trademarked and re resentin a9 - P 9
brand. And they can cover behind that banner in a
case like this. I don't mind taking the
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responsibility for whatever the actions are. And,
so he was independently contracted. He sold certain
products. The products were pretty straightforward.
There's contracts and a reements that Banners had9
with those providers and banks and service
providers. I'm not really sure what else you want
me to add.

Q. Okay, that's fine. I mean...did he
have a title or anything, within Aramor, that he
could when he was marketing your services?

A. He could use...) allow people to use
whatever titles they want. Titles aren't very
important in my industry.

Q. And lastly, when you say that he had
a contract with...you said he was an independent
sales contractor...did he have a written agreement
with...

A. No.
Q. ...with Aramor of any kind?
A, No. Handshake agreement. Whatever

commissions came in thatwerehis. he got paid
honestly, and regularly, And I do have several
agreements like that.

Q. Okay. So that's Lyndon. And what
period of time was he working with you, in relation

Pane 7('
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1 to Banners?
2 A. I would say...in relation to
3 Banners, late, or maybe early 2012. or late 2011,
4 actually, until their credit card processing ceased
5 whenever that date was. I would imagine maybe late
6 2012. I don't have the exact dates in front of me.
7 That was his role, was to maintain those accounts,
8 specifically to their credit card processing and
9 some alternative processing that they had with

10 UseMyServices. Any of our third-party arrangements.
1 1 84. Q. Oka , but it was essential) forY Y
12 that one-year period of 2011 until late 2012?
13 A, As far as I recall, yes.
14 85. Q. And I'm asking, because as I had
15 mentioned, Banners continued on into...
16 A. They did.
17 86. Q. ...late 2014?
18 A, But our rule, once we set them up
19 with certain accounts, is to just collect our
20 commission on it. We don't necessarily have to
21 communicate with them after that. So, if we set up
22 someone, and they begin processing now, five years
23 from now, we can still collect on it. It's
24 not.,.our relationship is nowwiththe bank or
25 payment processor. They give us our money. We no
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1 longer have to maintain the accounts. unless needed.
2 87. Q. At Aramor...
3 A. Yes.
4 88. Q. ..,it's between yourself and Lyndon,
5 because there's a couple of other names here
6 that....
7 A. Sure.
8 89. Q. ...we'll look at it, but
9 understand that it was yourself and Lyndon, that

10 perhaps had the most contact with..,
1 1
12 90.

A. Yes...
Q. ...Aramor.,.

13 A. ...the accounts he set up with them
14 were fairly large, so it did take some management,
15 91. Q. And was he the Banners relationship
16 person within Aramor?
17 A. Not necessarily. He was...it was
18 primarily myself. He was the representative when it
19 came to specific products.
20 92, Q. I take it he repo►ted to yourself?
21 A, He did.
22 93. Q. So tha?you were the primary Aramor
23 contact for Banners .
24 A. Yes, I was.
25 94. Q. And then Tricia Edwards?
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A. Yes.

95. Q. What was her function and relation
to Banners?

A. She's our payments manager. She's
also independently contracted. Her relationship to
Banners was...shejust simply authorized the
movement of funds. So, really, it's largely an
administrative role. In lieu of my day-to-day
activities, I couldn't always be there to administer
certain things. So I have a team in the Philippines
that does a lot of the back office work, and she
administers most of that.

96. Q. And when you say "authorize the
movement of funds"?

A. Well I authorize the movement, but
she enacts it.,.she puts it into action,

97. Q. Okay.
A. So she can,..you know.,.she's good

with bankin ,she's gand with numbers. She's
basicall there to hel with there ortin elements
of sendin files back and forth, and ens~urin if9 9
there's something to follow up on, she would do it.
If there's an enquiry at the bank, she would do it.
So she had a largely administrative role in that
sense.
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98. Q. And was she the person that dealt

primarily with financial institution interactions?
A, Yes, primarily.

99, Q. And a yin, what was her tenure?9
A. She is still with me, but she's not

an employee.
100. Q. No, I understand. I understand.

When did she start, if you recall?
A. 2006.

101. Q. Okay.
A. 2005, actually.

102. Q. And then Liza Abrigana?
A. She's in the Philippines. She works

under Trivia, or she worked under Trivia.
103. Q. Okay, so has she now left?

A. Yes.
104. Q, And what she did in relation to

Banners?
A. In relation to Banners I can't say

anything specific, in relation to them, She just
simply managed files, managed reporting elements as
instructed by Trivia. Down the line from me.

105. Q. And what,.,can you tell me what her
period of time that she was at Aramor working
with...
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1 A. Working with Banners?
2 106. Q. Banners, or Trivia in relation to
3 Banners?
4 A. Probably..,we11...2011 toend of
5 2012, she probably left mid-2013.
6 107. Q. And then lastly, Alicia Varga?
7 A, Alicia Varga helps with operations,
8 also independently contracted. As far as her role
9 with Banners, I don't think she did anything with

10 Banners. If there's any communication it's just
1 1 incidental. Maybe she was copied on an email or
12 something, I don't know. But she had no relation to
13 Banners Broker.
14 108. Q. And are there any names that
15 haven't mentioned that were your contractors that
16 worked with Banners?
17 A. No.
18 109. Q. I then just going back to the
19 offices, you mentioned the Canadian office?
20 A. Sure.
21 110. Q. And, then something in the
22 Philippines as well?
23 A, I have five staff in the
24 Philippines. They work independently. There's na
25 office there.
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1 111. Q, Okay.
2 A. We communicate with them mainly by
3 Skype or BBM group.
4 112. Q, And do they do some work in relation
5 to Banners?
6 A. No.
7 113. Q. No. So the staff in the Philippines
8 never had anything to do with Banners?
9 A. Liza, the name Liza that you have

10 there.
1 1 114. Q. Right.
12 A. She assisted Trivia with whatever
13 files were needed, but our primary objective with
14 Banners was to provide credit card processing. So
15 that was kind of maintained by the companies that we
16 contracted with.
17 115. Q. Apa~ from Philippines and Canada,
18 were there any other countries where you had
19 contractors or staff?
20 A. No.
21 116. Q. Okay.
22 A. None.
23 117, Q. All right. Sa, keeping in mind this
24 time period in which Banners Broker operated from
25 late 2010 to August 2014. Can you tell me when the
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first contact that your company had with Banners?
And when I sa Banners. I'm oin to include StellarY - 9 g
Point.

A. Sure.
118. Q. And I'm also going to include the

three primary principals of Banners, which are Chris
Smith.,.

A. M'hmm.
1 19, Q, ,.,Rajiv Dixit.,.

A. Okay.
120. Q. ...and Kuldip Josun...

A. Sure.
121. Q. ...and I guess what I want to know

from you, is when was the first time that you had a
point of contact with one of those...

A. The first time was with Rajiv Dixit,
That would be,..like to say, end of summer in 2011.

122, Q. Okay,and tell me about that?
A. Well, Ra~iv,..l know Ra'iv from...we1 1

attend the same church. i invited him over for
lunch with his family, at the time. And it wasn't
regarding business. It was...his wife was new and
didn't seem to know a lot of people, so I said to my
wife, "we should invite them over," she looked kind
of sad. Our kids...we have a child that's one-year
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older than their kids, at the time. And so I said
they could play together. So they came over, we had
a barbecue, and Ra~~v asked what I did. And I told
him. And he said, "hey, we could use your services,
might have something for you." And I said, "all

right. So you have my number you can call me when

Auou're read ."And that was it. So that was ma beust of 2011, somewhere in that ball ark. yg p
Q. Okay.

A. I know it was summer.
Q. And, Raj actually had a wife who was

involved in Banners, as well, and her name is
Stephanie?

A. No, no, no...
Q. It wasn't Stephanie?

A. At the time...he wasn't married
legally at the time. But it was another girl named
Jennifer. He wasn't married to her, but he has kids
with her, and I think they were...they had a
spiritual union, so they say. And Stephanie...i
mean,,,she was his assistant at one point, I think.

Q. Okay.
A. But they weren't married yet.
Q. Okay, so there was that social

contact through your church, and presumabl  yat some
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1 point, it evolved into a business relationship?
2 A. Yes.
3 128. Q. He said, "I have something for you"
4 and then he contacted me and he asked me to meet
5 with Chris and himself and Kuldip. I want to say
6 that was probably in October, maybe, of 2011. It
7 was in the last quarter. They told me what their
8 business was. What the model was. And they told me
9 it had to deal with marketing, and search engine

10 optimization with an MLM component to it. It
1 1 sounded legitimate and clean. They asked far credit
12 card processing, initially. They told me their
13 international scope, and which countries they're
14 focusing on. They asked if I could get them credit
15 card processing. I said yes. Lyndon was with meat
16 the time, with the company, and he..,l tasked
17 him...we already had relationships in place where we
18 could get them credit card processing. So really,
19 the rest was far Lyndon to negotiate rates and get
20 the technical jargon taken care of,
21 129. Q. So the business component of the
22 relationship started around that time?
23 A. Yes.
24 130. Q. Last quarter of 2011
25 A. That's correct.
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1 131. Q. And when did it end?
2 A. Cease?
3 132. Q. Yes.
4 A. I want to say.,.l mean we got
5 commissions from them right up until end of 2013.
6 So...but in terms of communication with Banners,
7 would probably say maybe early 2013, mid-2013,
8 can't say for certain.
9 133. Q. Okay.

10 A. But somewhere in that ballpark.
1 1 134. Q. Was it around the time that Banners
12 started to have problems with.,.
13 A. Yes, although we didn't ga and end
14 the relationship because of that. They just had
15 problems and weren't really using our services ~n
16 the same way. A lot of our providers pulled back.
17 135. Q. Right.
18 A. And so things sort of tapered off
19 from there, but...
20 136. Q. Okay,
21 A. ...they were operational, as far as
22 I know, up until, probably late last year,
23 137. Q, Right.
24 A. Just from what I followed.
25 138. Q. So...sorry, did you say end of 2013,
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or 2014, that...

A. Our relationship ended in 2013, but
I...what I was mentioning is that I think they were
operational until late 2014.

139. Q. And did you continue to receive
commissions from them, at some point after the
relationship ended?

A. Not from them directly.
140. Q. Right,

A, After the relationship ended, yes.
We got commissions from a company called Allied
Wallet,..

141, Q, Right,
A. ...that processes their credit card

transactions. They're fairly large, and we have a
good relationship with them. So those commissions
didn't stop.

142, Q. Now I'm going to talk about
commissions as a separate topic, because it's of
interest to us.

A. Sure.
143. Q. But, I think what would probably

make sense now. for everyone in the room, and
particularly for the Receiver, is why don't you just
take a minute, if ou could, and tell us in our ownv v
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1 to allow for us to find a bettersolution forthem,
2 with the understanding that they had a very well-run
3 business. And that was evidenced by the fact that
4 we had started processing credit cards for them
5 through our partner, and we saw a very good
6 transaction history.
7 Usually we can tell very early if it's
8 going to be a good client or not. And then lastly,
9 we did payouts for them, So the payouts we did,

10 were to...we pay out directly to credit cards
1 1 through our card funds transfer service. We offer
12 prepaid cards through our prepaid card vendor. And
13 we would also initiate EFT payments on our own, and
14 we offered...
15 146. Q. Sorry, you said EFT payments?
16 A, EFT, yes. So direct debit, sorry
17 direct deposit within Canada.
18 147. Q, To bank accounts?
19 A. To bank accounts. There was a
20 limited amount of that, not a lot. We offered ACH
21 payouts through our partner in the US. And we
22 offered wires, from time to time, through our own
23 accounts in Canada.
24 148, Q. And when you say offered wires, are
25 we talking about wires...
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words how,..what services you provided to Aramor and 1 A, Incoming wires, but also outgoing
that it did... 2 wires, as far as payouts...

A, To Banners Broker, you mean? 3 149. Q. Okay.
144, Q. ...to Banners Broker, I'm sorry. 4 A, ...to facilitate any of their

And then howthat evolved overtime, if it did. up 5 billables, or payroll obligations, commissions.
until the time that it ended... 6 150. Q. So did you have an exclusive on

A. Sure. 7 payouts? Do you know?
145. Q. ...in 2013? 8 A. No we didn't, but we could have.

A. Okay, so they needed a way to accept 9 think they,,,most companies want to be redundant in
payments. So initially, we provided credit card 10 that sense, so that they're not tied to just one
services, or that was our task, was to set that up. 11 vendor.
They asked for ways to debit bank accounts globally, 12 151. Q. Okay.
in certain countries. So we were to use some of our 13 A. So I think they used a few
par~ner agreements to do that. So that's where 14 e-wallets, I think they also used a couple...) know
UseM Services came in. The had re uested..,the had

y
15 the used Solid Pa , or Solid Card, or somethin 

gsome rou s. of com anies and individuals that did9 p . p 16 like that. I'm rett certain the had three orp Y Y
not have access to credit cards, who wanted to wire 17 four different payout schemes that they could use.
funds in. Larger amounts that would be typically 18 152. Q. But in terms of the payout methods
allowed by the average credit card merchant account. 19 that you either undertook, or set up for them...)
And so, we told them that there was some risk to 20 think I have them all. There would be payouts
that. But we have a pretty solid relationship with 21 directly to credit cards?
our bank. We are not a money service business, but 22 A. Yes.
we'll put a bandaid on it for now. Weil accept 23 153. Q. Of affiliates of...
some wires on their behalf. because we're used to 24 A. That's correct.
accepting very large wires. So, we did it in order 25 154. _ Q. ...Banners Broker? Okay. And was
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that something that you did yourself, or was that 1
something that you... 2

A. No, we have... 3
155, Q. ...had a service provider? 4

A. ...we have a service provider that 5
does that. 6

156. Q. And which was that service provider? 7
A. They're called NX Systems Limited. 8

N-X Systems Limited. They're in Oregon, and they're 9
also in Ireland. And have a banking license in the 10
UK. 11

157. Q. Okay, so they did the credit 12
card...the payouts directly to affiliates credit 13
cards? 14

A. That's correct. 15
158. Q. NX Systems...did anyone else.,.any 16

other companies do those? 17
A, No. 18

159. Q. To your knowledge, obviously? 19
A. To my knowledge. I don't think they 20

had ever heard of it until I brought i~ to them. 21
160. Q. Right. 22

A. It's not a common product. 23
161. Q. And what about the prepaid credit 24

card com onent? Did ou do that? 25
pano ~ ~i
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A, I'm sure they had a lot of different

vendors, particularly Choice Bank out of Belize and
a couple other vendors here in Canada. But we did
it through Payoneer.

162. Q. Payoneer?
A. Which is located in New York.

163. Q. Okay. Any...did you do it through
any other entities, or just Payoneer?

A. Just Payoneer.
164. Q. And the EFT payments to bank

accounts?
A. EFT payments, we had a numbered

company here that we used, separate from Aramor.
could get that to you. I don't have it on me now,

165. Q. But who's company was that?
A. That's mine.

166. Q. Okay.
A, Yes.

167. Q. Sa you did that in-house,
essentially?

A. In-house, that's correct.
168. Q. And so could I...you don't know the

name of that numbered company?
A. Na, but I'll find it for you.

169. Q. Or I can..,however your counsel
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would prefer. I'm happy to take an undertaking,

A. I can give it to you now. It's
not...

170. Q. Sure.
A. ...a big deal.
MR. COHEN: If we can't access it here,
you can write me for it.

171. MR. WARD. Sure.
MR. COHEN: And I'll determine whether
or not it's available. Because I don't
want to undertake to do something that
can't provide.

172. MR. WARD; Sure. Well to say...
MR. COHEN; I'm nat connected to it.

173. MR. WARD: ...yes.
THE DEPONENT: It's 2319636 Ontario
Limited.
MR. COHEN; 231,..
THE DEPONENT: 9636 Ontario Limited.

BY MR, WARD:
174. Q. And did that company have a business

name, as well, or was it just the...
A. No, it was just a back office for

EFT payments.
Pane ~7
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1 175. Q. Okay. And were there any other
2 companies, or entities. or persons that did EFT
3 payments, apart from 239?
4 A. No, 231.
5 176. Q. 231, I'm sorry. And what about the
6 ACH payout?
7 A. ACH, we used a company called Check
8 Gateway, out of the US. They're in Arizona.
9 177, Q. Okay. And then outgoing wires?

10 A. M'hmm.
1 1 178. Q. How were they affected? Directly or
12 did you...
13 A. We probably employed a few different
14 ideas for that. We did some out of our accounts at
15 CIBC.
16 179. Q. Right.
17 A, Not many, as far as I know. And
18 then we did...l think we also used a company called
19 Safeguard, and they re out of the UK, And we ve had
20 two or three wire companies. We've used so many
21 over the years, I don't have them off the top of my
22 head. We could probably try to find them for you,
23 though, But, most.,,there was only, I would say, a
24 quarter of them done in-house.
25 180. Q. Okay, that's helpful. So, about a
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1 quarter of the outgoing wires were done from your
2 CIBC accounts?
3 A. That's correct.
4 181. Q. Right. And, just while we're on
5 it...did you have three accounts at CIBC?
6 A. We did. Four at one point in time.
7 182. Q. Okay.
8 A. Two US, which were the primary
9 accounts used most of the time.

10 183. Q. And were they all at the same CIBC
1 1 branch?
12 A, Yes. they were.
13 184, Q, Two US and two Canadian?
14 A. Correct.
15 185. Q. And you've given us some CIBC
16 account records?
17 A. Yes, I've given them all for the
18 time period requested.
19 186. Q. Oka , and I think that Gillian may, v
20 have some questions about...specific questions about
21 some of the accounts later on,
22 A. Yes, okay.
23 187. Q. But, it is your understanding that
24 you've given us the bank records for the four CIBC
25 accounts?
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1 A, i don't now if it is for the four.
2 188. Q. Because I thought we had some...
3 A. I think you had three.
4 189. Q. Right.
5 A. The fourth one might have been
6 miscellaneous payroll, which didn't really apply,
7 so...l mean, you might see a couple payments to
8 staff, local vendors.
9 190. Q. Right.

10 A. Insurance payments, Banners Broker
1 1 transacted oni in US dollars throu h us. So,Y 9
12 didn't see the relevance, and the pain that it took
13 to get all of those documents...) wasn't.,.unless
14 ordered to do sa, I wasn't going to go and do
15 anymore.
16 191. Q. Just to cover off on the outgoing
17 wires component of the payments.
18 A, Sure.
19 192. Q. So there was the CIBC accounts?
20 A. M'hmm.
21 193. Q. You used Safeguard out of the UK?
22 A. That's right.
23 194. Q, And when you say you used them, did
24 you...were you an intermediary, or did you just
25 introduce Safeguard to Banners?
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A. We were the intermediar on that

relationshi . So Banners would ive us the mone ,p 9 Y
and then we would...they would send the wires. We
would send them a lump sum, and they would divide it
and send it to the individual affiliates.

Q. So you were an intermediary int he
sense that the money went from Banners, through your
CIBC accounts?

A. That's correct.
Q, And were there any other.,.) think

you mentioned there were, but you didn't have their
names for the..,any other service providers?

A. No, anyone else we used, it was
direct, so they would go direct to Banners. We'd at
least provide the introduction, but we didn't do the
contract.

Q. So the money never came across any
of your accounts?

A. No. It did not.
Q. Okay,

A. Yes.
Q. But you provided the introduction?

A. That's our primary business.
Q. So, in terms of the payouts?

A. M'hmm.
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1 201, Q, Have we covered all the means that
2 payouts were affected, directly to credit card,
3 prepaid credit cards, EFT payouts, ACH,,,
4 A. No, they're one more, actually.
5 There's cash payouts. In specific countries where
6 remittance is hi h.9
7 202. Q, Right.
8 A. They would use cash payouts. We
9 never had,..we never took the money directly for

10 that. And the company that did it...let me see if
1 1 can find it for ou. E-Cash. The have entities inv v
12 the States, as well as in Montreal.
13 203. Q. Right.
14 A. They service the high risk industry,
15 I can't really say if there's a specific contact
16 there or not. They're kind of a phantom company
17 now, but they did cash payouts for them out of
18 Montreal, and they had offices in Toronto as well.
19 So, if they needed cash on the ground, specifically
20 in India, that's who it would go through,
21 204. Q. So it was a US company, to your
22 knowledge?
23 A. Their registered in Canada, and the
24 US, under several different numbered companies, as
25 well as named companies.
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205. Q. And what was Aramor's dealings, in

terms of...
A. Facilitating that?

206. Q, Yes.
A. Just an introduction. We introduced

them to the principal there. We would help with the
back office, as far as ensuring that the records and
reports were suitable. And when things didn't go
their way, if cash wasn't on the ground in India, we
would intervene, and try to get more details for
them. Banners wasn't necessarily adept at managing
their disbursements, so we would aid in that, as far
as just helping them retrieve funds if funds didn't
make it there, or if something didn't show up on
time. If a number was read wrong, or reports were
given wrong, where someone couldn't pick up money,
we would intervene in that.

207. Q. So, did the money actually,,.the
money that Banners was using to fund cash payments
through E-Cash, Did that money ever go through an
Aramor account?

A. No, it didn't.
208. Q. So you had an administrative support

function in relation to E-Cash, though?
A. That's right. That was the
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agreement.

209. Q. Any other ways that cash payouts
were.,,that Banners effected cash payments to
your..,payouts to your knowledge?

A. No.
210. Q. Do you have a sense of the...just

the volume of the payouts that were made during
Aramor's tenure. Just let me finish the question...

A. In total?
211. Q. ...yes, but let me just put the

question on the record, first of all. I'm not going
to hold you to it, but we know where millions, and
millions of dollars.

A. Right.
212. Q. But, do ou have a sense of the

total number of cash payouts that Aramor would have
been across?

A. Cash?
213. Q. No, just payouts of any of the means

that we've discussed?
A. It was very disorganized, and their

numbers were huge at their height, so it's hard to
really say. I see a lot of numbers everyday, and
they weren't necessarily our biggest client either,
so it's hard to say. I would say probably, I don't
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1 know, maybe three million. It's really hard to say.
2 214. Q. In terms of payouts?
3 A. In total.
4 215. Q. Right, yes.
5 A. But it could be less. I dan't know.
6 216. Q. Okay. And for facilitating...well
7 let's move on far a minute, in terms of payouts...
8 A, It's easier for me tally things like
9 credit card processing, things like that, which are

1Q ver tan ible.,,like I can...l have a monthsY g Y
1 1 reconciliation report that's sent to us, so I can
12 estimate ball park numbers there. And estimating
13 that, and then looking at what the payouts are.
14 mean, it's eas to sa that it would robabl be in
15 the millions, but I don t think all of it went.,.we
16 only got a fraction of it.
17 217. Q, Okay. Before we move off of payouts
18 then let's talk about records...
19 A. Sure.
20 218. Q. ,..that might or might not exist. in
21 terms of these various methods of payouts.
22 A. Okay.
23 219. Q. So, starting from the top, payouts
24 that Aramor was involved in that went directly to
25 affiliates credit cards?
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1 A, Yes.
2 220. Q. How was that documented, and how
3 could the Receiver...who would we go to get those
4 records?
5 A. Well, we would have it sent to an FX
6 company, usually in the UK, often times offshore,
7 Malta, there is a few different jurisdictions. They
8 would remit to NX Systems, to our accounts at NX
9 Systems. Our account loosely means any clients that

10 our using our accounts, using our name as a
1 1 reference. So we would get paid a commission, or a
12 kick back. And then the funds would et sent out.9
13 It's set up that way, so that it gives the clients
14 anonymous use of it. It's set up that way as well,
15 because we deal with a lot of companies ~n grey
16 areas. So, you know, when there's a seizure, or
17 there's a problem, they'd have to subpoena those
18 companies specifically,
19 221. Q. I mean just...l don't...
20 A, You can ask..,
21 222, Q. ...I'm sure it makes sense.
22 Obviously it worked for a while, but just explain to
23 me. Like if I'm Chris Smith...
24 A. Yes.
25 223. Q. ...and I say I want to~ive Joe in
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France a $100 refund to his credit card?

A. Okay, so the way it would work. So
let's say he has...

Q. And maybe just use NX Systems as an
example, and just explain to me Aramor's role in the
piece?

A. Sa, our job is to set up the
relationship between NX Systems and Banners Broker.
What we would do is.,.let's say Chris has a 1000
pings to send and it's 250,000 in total that he
wants to send out to cards, what he would do is wire
the funds to one of our FX firms, we use several, so
for example FCE Exchange in the UK, MoneyCorp,
there's several. The funds would go from there.
We'd have the funds sent from there, all the way to
NX Systems.

Q. So, first of all, it would go to a
foreign exchange firm?

A. That's right.
Q. And you had an...Aramor had an

account at the foreign exchange firm?
A. No, we would set up individual

accounts for our clients. Such as, Banners Broker.
They would have accounts set up there.

Q. And the name of the foreign exchange
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firm that you gave me in your example, was?

A. FCE Exchange is one.
Q. Okay.

A. And then, basically the funds would
go to NX Systems. NX Systems would get the funds,
and we would go ahead and tell them where it would
go So we would send them a file, we'd upload a
file, with all the names and card numbers, et
cetera. And that's where it would go.

Q. Okay. So, how was it that you were
in a position to provide instructions to NX Systems?
Is that because you had an account relationship with
them?

A. We have an account relationship with
them as well, however, they are really the technical
back end. Although they have the service licenses
to do what they do, we administerthe relationship
so that we don't lose,..if an agent brings us a
client, we don't want to have someone poach or steal
a client from us, so we manage the relationship as
well.

Q. Okay, so from a Banners perspective,
if I'm Chris Smith, I can just give you...

A. You can just give us the
information, and we go ahead...
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1 231. Q. And you make it happen, then, right?
2 A. That's correct.
3 232. Q. So you'll deal with the FGE, and
4 you'll deal with NX?
5 A. We deal with it ali. Ali he has to
6 do is push a button to send the money, that's it.
7 We deal with everything with else.
8 233. Q. And the button is, presumably it's
9 an email to yourself or to Lyndon?

10 A. Well I meant sending the wire.
1 1 Lyndon had nothing to do with payouts, he only had
12 to do with credit card processing,
13 234. Q. Okay.
14 A. So, yes, it would come to me.
15 Tricia would often times help there, but...
16 235. Q. So the BB wire for these types of
17 payouts would go to...
18 A. It would go to one of the accounts
19 set up with one of the FX firms, and then from
20 there, it would go to NX Systems, and then from
21 there, it would go to the individual card holders,
22 globally.
23 236. Q. Okay, so just...
24 A. That wasn't a big part of their
25 business, though.
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1 237, Q. No?
2 A. Just because...) don't think they
3 really had a full understanding of how it worked.
4 Cash payments were the biggest pad of their
5 business. And wires were a big part. Cash being,
6 probably the largest, atone point.
7 238. Q. Just to close off on the payments
8 direct)y to credit cards, then. Would you...what
9 records would exist based on that pathway that you

10 just described forme? Like, Aramor
1 1 presumably...you'd hauesome, as the
12 administrator...
13 A. Yes, but we don't hold records. We
14 destroy them, because we are not PCI-compliant.
15 They're confidential, and we don't want to hang on
16 to people's records. That's our obligation to our
17 client, is not to stare records. If you're TD Bank,
18 you can store records, because you have a fiduciary
19 duty to do that, but that's not our role.
20 239. Q. So the FCE would have records,
21 presumably the foreign exchange?
22 A. I can't answer that, I don't know.
23 240. Q. But we know Banners Broker was an
24 account holder there?
25 A. Yes.
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241. Q. Right, so...and they may destroy

their records, but they would be someone logical to
ask?

A. It's possible.
242. Q. Okay, and similarly NX Systems?

A. Yes, it's highly likely, What NX
Systems did was, they wouid...we were basically the
administrator of all the accounts we would bring to
them, They would say okay, yes we have service
agreements with ail these companies, but you have a
login where you're going to administer these sub
corporations that are setup, and you're going to do
everything, Will they have records? Probably,
The 're a PCI com liant com an .The 'll have them
locked u , and if the 're sub oenaed the 'll
provide. Outside of that, it'sp and to sa what
they would have and what they wouldn t. I don't
know. They didn't do a whole lot with NX Systems.
would say most of the business they did for

payouts was via cash. You know, any EFT records
can provide, if necessar , ACH, ou'd have toY Y
subpoena Chuck Gateway for specific names. And, as
far as cash, you'd have to goafter E-Cash, and..

243, Q. Okay, so that's..,
A. But we do have records far cash
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1 Discovery, and other card holder associations, where
2 there is a sanitized environment and a specific way
3 of handling information, secured information,
4 encryption, etcetera. It comes right down to your
5 servers, to your offices, to the facilities. There
6 is really strict guidelines. PCI compliance is
7 expensive, and it's a huge undertaking. And it
8 signifies that you're operating as a tech firm, or a
9 money service business, where there's going to be

10 certain things involved. Sa, for us, it wouldn't it
1 1 be worth it unless we were to go public one day, or
12 something. You know.
13 248, Q, And so~ou've never saw a need for
14 being PCI compliant.
15 A, We looked at it one point in time,
16 just out of curiousity, and looked at the cost, and
17 the compliance measures, and the reporting measures.
18 249. Q. So then, what is,..what was ourY
19 policy with respect to Banners with respect to
20 destruction of records?
21 A. Because we aren't considered PCI
22 compliant, any records that we receive of any sort
23 we destroy them. We have an encrypted file manager.
24 We get it, we process it. We'll keep it on file for
25 a few weeks, often times, up to a month, just for
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payments if you need them,

244. Q, Right. So obviously there's a
variety of different payment methods?

A. There is. We try to stay
arms-length from them, in terms of just operating,
but not holding accounts, or signing agreements, for
this very reason, because there could be a client
like Banners Broker, that we don't know what could
happen. Mind you, this is the first time we've had
a client that's been accused of a ponzi scheme. Ali
of our clients are really good clients, but they're
in areas that have very strict guidelines and
compliance measures, that we don't want to take a
le al burden for, so the si n a reements with our9 Y 9 9
providers, usually,

245. Q. Okay, so let's go back to that then,
in terms of Aramor,.,and I understand your
rationale. I think I do.

A. Okay.
246. Q. For not keeping records. You

mentioned you're not PCI.,,
A. Compliant.

247. Q. ...compliant. What does that mean?
A. PCI compliance is really a security

measure enacted by Visa, Mastercard and other
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1 reconciliation purposes. And then they're
2 destroyed. Prior to 2012, we had been receiving a
3 lot of our information by email, which is obviously,
4 a little bit dangerous, so we had a file manager
5 built that could manage our client's files.
6 250. Q. When you say "manage". You mean and
7 destroy them?
8 A. That wasn't a key component, but, to
9 safely transport them to us, to safely get the

10 files, so they felt more secure that it wasn't just
1 1 being emailed.
12 251. Q. Was the...l mean, was the fact that
13 records were not maintained, was that a request of
14 Banners Broker?
15 A, No, it was not. It wasn't. We
16 don't want to keep credit card records on file, just
17 in case i have...you know, I don't want to use
18 Tricia as an example, ar someone in the Philippines,
19 but the `re handlin these records. The could takey g Y
20 a card number, a credit card account number and buy
21 products with it if they wanted to. They could
22 steal someone's identity with the type of
23 information we get. So it's..,it would be prudent
24 on m art not to kee those records. There's not a
25 specifi Away of handlipg it that I could hold on to
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that record safely for the client, and not
ensure...and ensurethatthere's notgoing to be any
damage done. So we don't want to be held
responsible for that.

252. Q. Qkay, and now in response to the
Receiver's production request. I know that you gave
us a lot of bank statements, and 1 can understand,
presumably, you went to the financial institution
and you were able to obtain those?

A. Yes, that's correct.
253. Q. And, so even if you destroyed bank

statements that you had, they reside separate)y at
the financial ~nstitut~on, and the 'd be accessible?

A. Yes, we have never destro ed bank
statements that we've had, onl because CRA re wires
certain records be kept. They're Canadian bank a
statements, so yes, I kept records of bank
statements, like this, but they're most)y
electronic. If CRA ever came and audited us, es,
could go to the bank and get them. This, in y
essence, is kind of an audit of what ou needed, soY
went and got it.

254. Q. Right.
A. What I do keep is, you know, our own

spending, our own receipts, things like that. But,
Pac-rP 55
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mostly everything we have, is an, whether you know,
it's credit card or bank statements. They're easily
accessed.

255. Q. So the personal financial
information that you receive gets routinely
destroyed?

A. It does.
256. Q. For security reasons?

A. For security reasons. Because of
what was going on with Banners Broker, and a lot of
these people were repeat clients, they had to
actual) re west that we kee wire information on
file, or s eaific cash informa oi n on file that
we're bein used far cash transfers, because it was
a lot of re eat business. A lot of re eat mone
goin outpcomin in, etcetera. Sophe had asked
us to retain a lot of information. We weren't
comfortable with that, necessarily, but when you
guys had requested ce►tain information, I had Tricia
provide a list of what went out, what came in, just
instructions. We don't have the details of the
wires. We have names and dates, and you know, we
figured that might be good enough to hand over, if
needed.

257. Q. Okay, and have you handed that over?
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1 A, I don't know if I did or not. But
2 if I didn't, I can.
3 258. Q. Yes, please...l'm not sure that you
4 have either, so why don't we just...
5 A. i can give you an excel sheet and
6 send it at your convenience. UIT
7 259. Q. Yes, please. If we could...Howard
8 if we could have an undertaking to have the excel
9 sheet, And the excel sheet matches...so

10 understand..,it'sgoing toshow...
11 MS. GOLDBLATT: Mr. Morgan provided this
12 as the receipts that Aramor received.
13 260. MR. WARD: Was that...) think that's
14 pa~ of it.
15 THE DEPONENT: Yes.
16
17 BY MR. WARD:
18 261. Q. Sothis...
19 A. I'm assuming.,.) don't know if this
20 is all of them, but I think, if this is what I gave
21 yaw, then it's probably what we have.
22 262. Q. Just...) know we've only got one
23 copy of it...
24 A. Does this state if it's incoming or
25 outgoing?
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1 263. Q. Weil it seems to be...
2 A. Incoming. Yes, I would say fairly
3 accurate.
4 264. Q. But I mean did you,..did Aramor
5 prepare that? Or did you prepare it?
6 A. I'm 100 percent sure i prepared it
7 if you have it.
8 265. Q. And you believe it to be accurate?
9 A. Yes.

10 266. Q. And it doesn't show outgoing,
11 though?
12 A, It doesn't show outgoing. Outgoing
13 might be a little harder for me to gather
14 information on in the time period that you need it.
15 But, you know, we can do our best.
16 267. Q. Okay, so we're going to...Gillian's
17 going to have some questions towards the end...
18 A. Sure
19 268. Q. ...on some purely financial
20 accounting aspects of what you've got. So I think
21 that we II come back to that document. Prepaid
22 credit cards as a method of payouts, there are some
23 Payoneer documents, not many, but there's a couple
24 we have from Mr. Smith.
25 A. Okay.
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269. Q. Was that an arrangement that was set

up through way of introduction, or did you have an
administrative role in that?

A. No, we have an administrative role
in that as well.

270. Q. And what was that role?
A. We have a back end that we can go

ahead and load the cards for them. So, if they're
wiring in 200,000 into the account, we go ahead, and
we'd see it loaded into their account, and we can go
ahead and start adding names and loading the cards.

A. Often times the cards would come to
our attention, and we'd just forward them over them.

271. Q. Right.
A, That changed over time, and we

actually ended up sending them the cards directly.
272. Q. So Banners could wire money into the

Payoneer account?
A. That's correct.

273. Q. And you had account access
privileges?

A. That's correct.
274. Q. And then, so you could instruct

basically which credit cards were going to be...
Page 59
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A. That's correct.

275. Q. ...loaded up and then the credit
cards were either be sent to you to forward on to...

A. Correct.
276. Q. Did you forward it on to Banners or?

A. They would come in the cardholders
name, and we'd, you know, collect them in bulk and
hand it over to them. Eventual)y we had requested
that the ~ust have it sent direct) , because it wasY J Y
administratively getting messy.

277. Q. Okay. And what volume of payouts
were done, were completed through that method?

A. I dan't know. It's hard to say.
They built their own prepaid card program shortly
after they started with us. So, it wasn't very long
that they used ours. You know. I want to say maybe
a 100,000.

278. Q. And are there any records that would
exist in this area?

A. Possibly, I don't know.
279. Q. Either at Payoneer or at Aramor?

A. Possibly at..,definitely at
Payoneer, not necessarily at Aramor, I'm sure we
probably destroyed that a long time ago, because
thev ceased doina anv of those tvges of transaction
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1 with us over time. They built their own...they had
2 two card programs that they built on their own.
3 280. Q. EFT payments?
4 A. EFT payments.
5 281. Q. You did this in house, right?
6 A. We did it in house. Canada wasn't a
7 big market for them, so it was very small. I think
8 a lot of the payments they did within Canada might
9 have been in relation to services that were offered

10 to them directly, So, stuff they were probably
1 1 invoiced for, and they asked us to send the payments
12 for them.
13 282. Q, And that's an electronic funds
14 transfer?
15 A. Yes.
16 283. Q. Payments?
17 A. Correct.
18 284. Q. Okay.
19 A. So we don't...l don'tthink there is
20 a lot of those that were ever done. but we did a
21 handful for them.
22 285. Q. And that was done through 2319626
23 Ontario Limited. So, what records would exist in
24 respect to work that was done in this area?
25 A. I'm sure we could find the names,
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1 that's about it, I don't have any account
2 information any longer. Those accounts are no
3 longer open.
4 286. Q. Which accounts are ou...
5 A. The 're with Bank of Montreal in
6 Vancouver. We had a treasur director that hel ed
7 us set those u .The 're no Ion er o en. p
8 287. Q. What's the volume of EFT a menu,p y
9 roughly?

10 A. I can't say. It was more than
1 1 20,000. 15,000 maybe. They were very small, and
12 they were to local guys who, I don't think they were
13 necessarily affiliates, i think they had, maybe a
14 specific service they provided that they needed us
15 to send money to inexpensively. It's within Canada.
16 so the cost is pennies.
17 288. Q. Sothis was service providers of
18 Banners, and it was strict) Canadian a ments?Y pY
19 A. Yes,
20 289. Q. Okay, and the bank account that your
21 numbered company used was a Bank of Montreal,,.
22 A. Yes.
23 290. Q. ...and in Vancouver, So, we could
24 get those records?
25 A. I can't get you the statements
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unless you want to subpoena Bank of Montreal.
don't have access to them any longer. I can get you
the names of individuals or companies that were
remitted to.

291. Q. I mean, the Bank of Montreal,
guess is...more what I was thinking. If we wanted
to just see what went through..,

A. You could, I don't have statements
though, Nod off hand, anyways, Canada wasn't...

292. Q. Bank of Montreal statements though
mean.

A. Correct.
293. Q. They'd have copies of them, right?

A. They'd have copies of them.
294. Q. Right.

A. Sure. I mean...yau can contact
them, they could get it. I can give you...you know,
you have the company name there. We had a lot of
EFT business for a lot of other com anies. And a
si nificant amount of volume that went throu h, and
none were Banners related. So, Banners was reail aY
client in that realm for only a small period of
time. But the statements will show a significant
amount for the rest of our clients that are
off-shore that need to accept payments in Canada.
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295. Q. Right, so the statements that you

have in relation to EFT payments, they're...you have
some in addition to...

A. I don't have any statements. I'm
sure I will get some at some point for CRA purposes,
but it hasn't been m central focus ri ht now.Y 9
don't have them.

296. Q. Okay.
A. As far as access, I'd imagine 1

would have to petition them from Bank of Montreal,
but I don't know what that process will be like.

297, Q. Is CRA.,,are they.,.have they made
requests of you in relation to...

A. No, because that company was fairly
new. It wasn't really an old company, so that
company maybe was established in 2012, and...so they
really haven't made any requests. It's shut down
now.

298. Q. 2319636 is shut down now?
A. Not officially, but it ceases to do

any business.
299. Q. Ok, so it's not operating?

A. No.
300. Q. Okay, so why don't we just leave it

as this. I'm going to ask for an undertaking,
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1 suspect your counsel may take under advisement, but
2 we would like either, an authorization and consent
3 for us to make a...possibiy to make a request of BMO
4 for those records, or alternatively, if it's more
5 convenient for you...
6 A. Sure.
7 301. Q. ,..to get them for us, I'd ask for
8 that as well.
9 A. Okay. U/T

10 302. Q. Just two more ACH payments?
1 1 A. Check Gateway.
12 303. Q. Check Gateway? And were you an

~ 13 intermediary there, or was this an ~ntroduct~on?
14 A. It was an introduction.
15 304. Q. Okay. And approximate volumes,
16 payouts?
17 A. I have no idea. actually. I didn't
18 deal with that directly.
19 305. Q. Okay,
20 A. We had introduced them to a lot of
21 ACH Companies. Who they signed with, or didn't,
22 don't know. Typically, if they signed with someone,
23 we would get a kickback of commissions of some sort.
24 But, they had a lot of different solutions. ACH
25 isn't that hard. There's a lot of providers in the
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1 States, so I'm not sure what they did with Check
2 Gateway or how much. We had a lat of business with
3 Check Gatewa atone oint, so we did et a fair
4 amount of commissions at one oint. g
5 306. Q. So when ou make the introduction,
6 take it this is a case for all of these. You make
7 the introduction, and perhaps you had them off to
8 Check Gateway, but then.,.is the structure set up so
9 that Aramor gets a commission for ail the...

10 A. It is. And bear in mind, even
1 1 though there's agreements, it's ahigh-risk space.
12 There's still a chance that we don't get it, because
13 companies rob each other from time to time. So
14 we've been in that position, as well. We no longer
15 deal with Check Gateway, so I mean.,.if they did
16 have a relationship, it didn't last very long.
17 UseM Services also rovided similar services to
18 Check Gatewa for a menu, US and otherwise. AndY pY
19 that's somewhere where did get commission from.
20 Now, whether it was ACH they used or not, with Use
21 My Services, I'm not sure. They specialized
22 specifically in accepting and sending payments to a
23 number of countries, and I don't know if US is one
24 of them.
25 307. Q. But UseMyServices was employed to
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collect payments from affiliates, right?

A. They were, but they also have
arrangements and bank relationships where their can
do more. So, I don't know the scope of everything
they've done. I just know what we collect in
commissions. It doesn't have a breakdown of each
country or what they've done.

308. Q. Right. And then. The cash payouts?
A. M'hmm.

309. Q. As well, The volume there was?
A. Pretty high. Maybe as high as a

million.
310. Q. Okay, and what commission would you

get for arranging the cash payouts?
A. We ot...it was a er transaction9 ~

commission, So, I'd have to go back and look back
at our records, but you know, I think we might have
collected a small percentage of each one, maybe half
a percent of each payment that was sent out. Half a
percent to one percent.

311, Q. So was that a contract...presumably,
for all of these...for the work that you did?

A. It was a contract, yes.
312. Q. Okay, and we have a contract in the

productions that we'll look at in a minute, but who
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1 would consult Banners on how to deal with them, et
2 cetera, but we don't accept enumeration for that.
3 It's a part of what we do.
4 317. Q. So where do we see the Aramor
5 contract?
6 A. End and begin?
7 318. Q. Well where do we see the actual
8 paper, the document. the Aramor contract?
9 A, I think I sent it to you guys. For

10 wires, outgoing wires, and for...
1 1 319. Q. For everything, like was there more
12 than one contract, or was there just one?
13 A. There was just one.
14 320. Q. Okay, so let's have a look at tab
15 eight.
16 MR. COHEN; Mr. Ward, what time do you
17 want to take a break.
18 321. MR, WARD: I guess...) say we go for an
19 hour and half.
20 THE DEPONENT: Do you have to take a
21 break?
22 322. MR. WARD. Five minutes, Counsel?
23 THE DEPONENT: Unless Howard needs one.
24 MR. COHEN: I just have to plug in with
25 some other things, and set up a timeline.
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1 was Aramor's client? 1 323. MR, WARD: Well this is going to take us
2 A. Aramor's client was Banners Broker. 2 awhile, to go through, so why don't we
3 313. Q. Okay, 3 take five minutes now, and then we'll come
4 A. We were contracted directly with the 4 back and jump into this contract?
5 company E-Cash. They sent us our kickbacks on 5 THE DEPONENT: Sure, okay.
6 whatever they processed, but we handled the 6
7 administrative components of it, because it was very 7 --- A BRIEF RECESS
8 disorganized. There was some technical components 8
9 that weren't integrated as yet. 9 MAXWELL MORGAN, resumed

10 314. Q. But in terms of all the work that 10 CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD.
1 1 you did for Chris Smith and Banners Broker. And 11
12 when I say...when I use the word Banners Broker... 12
13 A. Sure. 13 BY MR. WARD;
14 315. Q. ...I'm including.,. 14 324. Q. Max..,just before the break, we
15 A. You're using the other companies. 15 turned up tab eight of the document...
16 316. Q. ...Stellar Point and the whole 16 A. M'hmm.
17 group. The contract that you..,) presume you had a 17 325. Q. ...brief, and it's a document..,)
18 written contract or agreement? 18 don't see a date on it, and it's not signed, but it
19 A. Written contract and agreement for 19 does say "electronic transaction processing
20 certain services would have been Aramor, Certain 20 agreement"?
21 other services, such as credit card or some of the 21 A. Yes, and I'm sure I can get you a
22 ACH services I'm talking about, the cash services, 22 signed copy. It's not a problem. I'm not sure why
23 they wouldn t be considered our client, they would 23 you didn t get a signed copy.
24 be considered a client of the service provider that 24 326. Q. Well ~ust...flip through them
25 they're using. And we collect a kick back. We 25 and...first of ail, you've seen this before?
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A. It is signed, actually.

321, Q. Well it's si ned b Smith. It's not9 Y
signed by yourself?

A. You don't have our counter-signed
copies, I guess.

328. Q. And there's no appendices either.
There's references to...

A. I'll get you the full details. UIT
329, Q. Okay. First of all, tell me...what

are we...who prepared this? What is it? Why don't
you describe ~t for...

A. Sure.
330. Q. ...me, and then I'll have it...

A. It's just our standard electronic
processing agreement for disbursements. So, it
covers funds that we send out for clients, primarily
in an electronic platform. ACH, EFT, wires, SEPA,
Boleto Bancario in Brazil.

331. Q. Where does it do that, because
didn't see that when I looked at it? So just...maybe
you can walk me...

A. It's loosely referenced. It's not
in there, specifically, but...it's just open ended.

332. Q. Okay. So who..,~s this is an Aramor
document?
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1 mean we can tell you what our buy rate was offered
2 to them, but on the schedule, it just has a sell
3 rate. No, it doesn't have it there right now, but
4 can send you the copy that does it have it, that
5 shows you just their...what they were paying as the
6 end listed price.
7 339. Q. Okay, so I see a reference to an
8 addendum A, which we don't have, which is called a
9 "settlement schedule"?

10 A. Yes.
1 1 340. Q. And...
12 A. It's not...it really shouldn't be
13 "settlement schedule," addendum A should be the
14 schedule of what they pay.
15 341. Q. That's in paragraph 12. So the
16 settlement schedule is what Banners Broker pays to
17 Aramor for what?
18 A. So for example, if wires are listed
19 as the preferred method of sending funds out, it's
20 simply referencing that it's going to be done within
21 the time frame that's listed. So, usually in the
22 schedule A, it will say they're paying a certain
23 amount for wire services done within 48 to 72 hours
24 of file being upload. It's going to reference that.
25 That's all.
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A, Yes, it is.

333. Q. And did you prepare this, or did
you...

A, Loosely,you know, with a little bit
of le al in ut. It's loose) re ared. Nobod
reallg adheres to the a regiments 100 ercent, but itY g p
is what it is.

334. Q. And this is Aramor's agreement with
Banners Broker Limited?

A. Yes, it is.
335. Q. Were there any other written

agreements apa~ from this one, at any time?
A. Not that I can recall, no. Not

between Aramor and Banners.
336. Q. And you're going to...you believe

that ou have a full si ned co with ap endices?
yA, I do. I can g et that over to ou. UIT9 Y

337. Q. Okay, great. And, so if I could
have then...

A. It will have a schedule of what they
were paying for specific services referenced, and
you can take it from there.

338. Q. Okay, and the schedule...it's a
schedule of commissions, presumably?

A. Not necessarily. Well, yeah.

Pane "7 "3
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1 342. Q, I mean, it's paying Aramor, right,
2 that's what addendum A is, it'? a payment of your...
3 A. Paying to Aramor ,
4 343. Q. ,.,schedule of your fees, of your
5 company?
~ A. Yes, but we had different clients
7 that pay in different ways. So, some will send us
8 their file and their funds, and we debit it from
9 that funds. Or some of our clients we invoice. So,

10 yes.
1 1 344. Q. But. for Banners?
12 A. For Banners, it would be all
13 included, so we would take it out of what they send
14 us.
15 345. Q. Okay.
16 A. Yes.
17 346. Q. And is that...whatever you did, is
18 that described on this addendum A...
19 A. It is.
20 347, Q. ...that we don't have?
21 A. Yes.
22 348. Q. And then further on in the document,
23 there's another reference to an addendum A, and it
24 says, and it speaks of...the pages aren't numbered,
25 but it's under section 19. Addendum A says that it
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sets out return processing fees?

A. Yes. So, if something bounces back
to us, or something gets returned for whatever
reason. It's an invalid account number, or a closed
account, or any number of reasons, then there are
fees for that...

349. Q. Okay.
A. ...that we charge the client or

merchant.
350. Q. And they'd be set out on addendum A,

as well?
A, That's correct.

351. Q. So is it fair to say that addendum A
has...
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1 we're dealing with. If he had funds sent from some
2 of his other named companies, that was his right to
3 do so, only because, you know, we have clients that
4 do that to protect themself from certain tax
5 liabilities. Maybe one of the companies is a
6 holding company, and they have several subsidiaries,
7 etcetera. But the agreement was with Banners
8 Broker. It was understood that Chris' funds would
9 come from various different accounts, and that

10 was..,that's not unusual.
1 1 362. Q. No, I understand. Okay. And so,
12 again, just for the record, I'd like an undertaking,
13 Counsel, and I think I have it from Max to produce a
14 complete signed copy of this with any addendum?
15 A. Yes, that's fine.
16 MR. COHEN; Well, technically I'll give
17 you my best efforts to provide what the
18 gentlemen is undertaking to do. But,
19 because I haven't seen any of the documents
20 myself, I'm not giving you an official
21 undertaking,
22 363. MR. WARD: So you'll just take it under
23 advisement. then .
24 MR. COHEN: Well, no, I'm saying
25 something a little bit different, because

A. Has all the pricing.
352, Q, Yes, which you're going to provide

to me..,has all of the means in that Aramor was
compensated? All of that?

A. That's accurate.
353. Q. And is there any other compensation

you received?
A. Outside of that?

354. Q. That...just let me finish the
question for the record...

A. I'm sorry, apologies.
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355. Q. Is there any compensation that

Aramor received, at any point in time, that's not
consistent with what we're going to see on addendum
A?

A. No, not from Banners Broker, no.
356. Q. So that would be a complete

statement?
A. That would be complete, yes.

357. Q, And when we talk about Banners
Broker, we're talking about Banners Broker Limited?

A. Yes. that is correct.
358. Q. They're the contracting party?

A. That's correct.
359. Q. And that's Chris Smith's...

A. Chris Smith
360. Q. ...company?

A, That's correct,
361, Q, And were there any other...apar~

from addendum A and your signature on this
agreement, is it missing anything else? Or is it
fully complete?

A. No, I'd like to add, for the
record, that, as you mentioned, there were other
com anies involved with Chris Smith. It wasp
understood that Banners Broker was the entity that
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1 to me, a formal undertaking has
2 consequences for the solicitor, and
3 haven't seen the documents, And he's
4 saying he can provide them. So if I see
5 the documents, and I'm satisfied their
6 consistent with the undertaking, then I'll
7 provide them.
8 364. MR. WARD: Okay, I think we're talking
9 about the same thing. I mean, you're

10 saying not until you see, you don't' want
1 1 to undertake to produce it, but you'll take
12 my request under advisement?
13 MR. COHEN: That's ri ht. U/Ag
14 365. MR. WARD: And what...
15 MR. COHEN: Yau know, you said at the
16 outset that this matter is not litigious?
17 366. MR. WARD: No, it hasn`t been so far.
18 MR. COHEN: It's not governed by the
19 Ontario Rules of Practice.
20 367, MR. WARD. What's not covered?
21 MR. COHEN: The way in which I conduct
22 myself in the proceeding.
23 368. MR. WARD. Oka .
24 MR. COHEN: And that's wh I'm makingY
25 the distinction I am about an undertaking•
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369. MR. WARD. Fair enou h, all right, But

it is somethin ...the Receiver would like
to see, because it relates to the entitY
that is in Receivership.
MR. COHEN: I don't intend to obfuscate
the process of obtaining documentation.
don't want to be respons~b(e for it, unless
know...unless I've seen it, so that

know that it's connected to what my client
is capable of providing.

370. MR. WARD: Okay. ('m completely
comfortable with that.
MR. COHEN: A lot of times a!! this
falls on the shoulders of the lawyer.

371. MR. WARD. Yes. Okay, no I'm fine with
that.
MR. COHEN: And then there's
consequences for the lawyer.

BY MR. WARD.
372. Q. Okay, Max this isn't...i don't see a

date on...well I do..,l see one date on the
second-last page, beside a blank signature line, but
why don't you tell me, to the best of your
knowledge, when was this prepared?

P a rr a '7 Q
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1 our agreement is with the payment processors, or
2 banks, that are going to send us our commissions.
3 376. Q. Right, right. And, so you had
4 commission agreements?
5 A. Correct.
6 377. Q. With the payment processors?
7 A, Correct.
8 378. Q. In relation to Banners Broker?
9 A. In relation to any merchant we

10 bring. It's not specific to one merchant. So, if
1 ~ our relatioship with...our relationship with
1 Banners B oker isn't unique in any way, is what I'm
13 saying. We have a relationship with the payment
14 processor that Aramor can mark up our rates to a
15 certain point, where we can collect x amount of
16 dollars on it. Each deal is a bit different, but
17 it's understood that we're going to receive our
18 commissions each month, or each week, or whatever
19 the settlement period is. And, we expect our
2d processors to abide by it.
21 379. Q. Okay. And, just before we leave
22 this exhibit. Show me, where do I see the services
23 that you're providing to,.,Aramor's ~roviding to
24 Banners? Is that on the first a e .p ~
25 A. That would probably be in the
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A. 2012.

373. Q. Apri12012?
A. I imagine that would be the day.

374. Q. Okay, but I know,..so, prior to
this, was there a written agreement in place with
Banners, because, at the outset?

A. No, what happened with Banners is
that they ran into certain problems, where business
was growing too fast, and they needed specific
services offered. We kind of plugged a few holes
for them, as a bandaid solution, for certain things
to take place, before a contract was sent to them.

375. Q. Okay. Because you started...) mean,
you've told us already that you started working for
them in 2011, correct?

A. Yes. 1 mean, the work that we did
with them in 2011 was to secure certain types of
processing for them. So they hadn't
necessarily...they hadnisigned an agreement with
us. The ag reements they signed were with Beanstream
and Allied Walled, and other com anies that were,
excuse me, doing payment processing for them. Them
being our client, there's no paperwork that is
si ned with us, when we send them to someone else.9
They're signing directly with those individuals, and
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1 addendum, in terms of specifics, for what we would
2 have given them. ACH...not ACH sarry...EFT and
3 wires. I don't think there was anything else.
4 There was nothing else that we did direct. So any
5 other agreement that they signed, which was a
6 provider.
7 380. Q. Okay.
8 A. Which they would have to present.
9 381. Q. And was the addendum ever..,was this

10 agreement, or the addendum, was it ever amended at
1 1 any...
12 A. No.
13 382. Q. ,..at any point?
14 A. Not to my knowledge, no.
15 383. Q. And was this agreement...) know your
16 relationship with Banners ended at some point. Was
17 this formal)y terminated, or was it ~ust sim t ,..
18 A. No, I mean it sto ed when oup bank
19 accounts...Banners effectivelpy of our accounts shut
20 down, The of eve thin cloged, because our bank
21 said we didn'ghave that a g Bement with ou to be9 Y
22 able to do this for them. And we had a great
23 relationship with CIBC, but from a corporate
24 governance standpoint, they weren't comfortable with
25 what Banners was doing. And so_from there, our
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agreement ceased.

Q. The agreement with CIBC?
A. And with Banners, for the most part.
Q. Okay.

A. We just told them we can't do
anything for you.

Q, Right.
A. The bank compliance has some

problems, and, so we'll continue sourcing what you
need for credit card and anything else, but we can't
do anything directly for you anymore, because it's
jeopardizing our relationships.

Q, Right. And did CIBC, at some point,
terminate Aramor as a customer?

A. They did.
Q, And when was that?

A. That was, I'm going to say the end
of 2012. December 2012.

Q. Okay, and they did that because of
the relationship...the work you were doing with
Banners?

A. They were never explicit)y put that
in writing, but. you know, we were told, ou know.
As much information we tried to other, we were told
this was the reason, you know... oa many...there
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shut down by the...

A. No, that had nothing to...
394. Q. ...financial institution, at any

point?
A, ...with Banners Broker, no.

395. Q. And apart from CIBC, d+d any other
financial institutions in Canada terminate Aramor's
account relationship, on account of Banners Broker?

A. No, not at all,
396. Q. Did any other financial

institutions, anywhere in the world, terminate
Aramor's account relationship on account of Banners?

A. No,
397. Q. So it was just the CIBC?

A, it was J'ust CIBC, which was our
rimary account. The were,..the did a lot of

great thin s for us. So that was a sour oint for9 9 p
us.

398. Q. And it as just those four accounts
at CIBC, as well?

A. That's correct.
399. MR. WARD. Okay, I understand. So let's

mark the Aramor contract as Exhibit 1,
Counsel,
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were these incoming wires, a lot of them incorrectly
sent, a lot of it was botched, a lot of it looked
really ugly. The history we had with CIBC, we did a
lot more volume then what you see there over the
years. But it was very well organized, very clean,
very well orchestrated, and the Banners process,
with wires coming in from their customers was very
messy.

Q. Okay.
A. Prior to that, the only wires we had

ever incoming to any of our accounts, was corporate
wires. Never from individuals that have no idea
what they'redoing when they go to the banktosend
a wire. So, we'd have missin wires on a fail
basis. There's robably abo g 200,000 of wires
missin , comin p into CIBC, 'ust from eo le who
didn't send them correct) . J p p

Q. Oka , so Aramar's accountY
relationship at CIBC was shut down?

A. Yes.
Q. I know that, as well, through your

affiliated company. you had a banking relationship
with Bank of Montreal..,

A. Right.
Q. ...in Vancouver. Vitas that similarly
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1 --- EXHIBIT N0,1: Contract between Aramor and Banners
2 Broker
3
4 MR. COHEN: Your copy just has Smith's
5 signature on it? !~
6 400. MR. WARD: Yes.
7
8 BY MR. WARD.
9 401. Q. Alright, just...Max, before ! get to

10 some of your other documents, because there is two
1 1 more things we want to do today.
12 Sure.
13 402. Q. And then we're going to get to some
14 of the other documents in this binder, which are
15 some Chris Smith documents, because i think they're
16 important....
17 A. Okay.
18 403. Q. ...to the Receiver understanding
19 work that Aramor did.
20 A. Sure.
21 404. Q. And then, as well, finally...and I'm
22 not sure when we'll get to this, but we also have
23 some purely financial related questions, relating to
24 flows of money, and Gillian and Phil have those for
25 you, based on the bank statements...
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A, Sure.

405. Q. ...that we have so far.
A. Okay.

4Q6. Q, Okay?
A. What time do we have to be out of

here, Howard?
MR. COHEN: Well you have half a day
booked, right?

407, MR, WARD: Yes, we've only..,we figured
we start with half a day.
THE DEPONENT: So 2 o'clock?
MR. COHEN: What time...
THE DEPONENT: 1 o'clock.
MR. COHEN: What time do you want to go
to?

408. MR, UUARD: Well, normally we go to 1.
Let's just go off the record.

--- DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD

MR, COHEN: Okay, so let's go to 1:30
then?

409. MR. WARD: Yes.
THE DEPONENT: Okay,
MR. COHEN: Okay, fire away.
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BY MR. WARD:
410. Q. Max you've given me a lot of

411,

412.

413.

414.

415.

information on the work that you did for Banners, it
relation to payouts?

A. M'hmm.
Q. Okay. And you've told me that you

weren't exclusive in relation to payouts?
A. I don't believe I was. f wasn't

privy to whoever else. I just heard different
things.

Q. What was the second major category
of work that you did for Banners, apart from
payouts?

A, I would say..,do you mean directly
Aramor and Banners?

Q. Directly or indirectly.
A. Indirectly, I'd say credit card

processing. That was,.,that's where we earned the
most money.

Q, Let's talk about credit card
processing for a couple minutes?

A. Sure.
Q. And, describe for me how the credit

card processing worked that you did for Banners?
A. So, we would set up account
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1 with...we would broker the arrangement between
2 Banners Broker and whoever the credit card processor
3 was. So ane was Beanstream, out of Victoria, BC.
4 The other was Allied Wallet. And, essentially what
5 happened was...
6 416. Q. Was there any others, apart from
7 Beanstream and Allied Wallet? What about Use My
8 Services?
9 A. Yes, but they didn't do credit

10 cards, they had alternative payment services.
1 1 417. Q. Okay, so for the credit cards it was
12 just Beanstream and Allied Wallet?
13 A. Beanstream and Allied Wallet, yes.
14 They might have had others, but not through us.

'~, 15 418, Q, Oka ,and ou brokered both of theseY Y
'~ 16 relationships?
17 A. Yes, that's correct.
18 419. Q. And was it Beanstream first, and
19 then Allied Wallet?
20 A. That's correct. So Beanstream did
21 some volume with them. They did some volumewith
22 them, and then they shut them down. They didn't
23 shut them down because of compliance, I just
24 believe,..actually, Ican't give you a reason they
25 shut them down. Sometimes processors shut down
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1 companies, but I don't think it was anything
2 illegal.
3 420. Q. Beanstream shut down?
4 A. Yes.
5 421. Q. The Banners account?
6 A. That's correct. Beanstream
7 specializes in retail. And some light e-commerce,
8 you know, if you have a little web design company,
9 or something. But, they don't specialize ~n very

10 complex, high-risk companies. High-risk meaning,
1 1 there are com anies that Canadian banks t icall~ Yp Y
12 won't take.
13 422. Q. Okay.
14 A. And being ahigh-risk e-commerce
15 operated that Beanstream, sorry Banner was, we took
16 them to Allied Wallet, which was prepared to take on
17 their business. J can't give you exact totals, as to
18 what the did with Allied Wallet, but on their best
19 months, the did an where from five to eight million
20 dollars, on a monthly basis. So, our commissionsY
21 were fairly lucrative from that.
22 423. Q. So let's...and then at some point
23 that obviously ended, as we(I, and your
24 commissions...
25 A. Correct. They dwindled.
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424. Q. Right, right. So for the Beanstream

credit card payment sen~ices that you brokered?
A. Yes.

425. Q. What...first of all, what time frame
was that? Do you...we have that...

A. That was probably late 2011, maybe.
maybe December 2011, They started processing in
January, so maybe that went to maybe about March, or
April 2012,

426. Q. ...2012? Okay, And when you say you
brokered that, did you...was it an introduction, or
were you...

A. No, well yes and no. Yes...
427. Q. ...an intermediary?

A. ...it was an introduction, but we
were intermediary in terms of setting their rates.
We decided to determine what the rates are going to
be. We negotiate with both sides. You know, we do
the initial introduction, but we also represent the
merchant by explaining their services and what they
do, just to help for an understanding.

But the le al and financial res onsibilit
is on the roces~sor, to do their own due dill ence,
which the do. We~hel the client with the g
application and any dopumentation. If there is
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something they need to change on their site, we'll
advise them to so. If there is something they need
to add, if they need a secondary signer, someone's
name is tainted, we'll tell them to pull it off, and
put someone else's name. Things like that.

Q. So once... and you helped them with
their account application to Beanstream?

A. We did, and then we also...we
advise. we don't touch anything. But we'll advise
certain things that we know the processor will want
to see. Not anything dishonest, but obviously,
worded carefully. We hel with technicalp
integration to a limited degree, meaning. if there's
specific things that they'll want to see from a
fraud measurement standpoint, et cetera, on their
website, we'll certainly advise on that, as well.
So, it's more of a consulting role.

Q. So after the introduction, and the
establishment of the relationship, you have an
administrative troubleshooting role...

A. No. The role after that...both
parties need to get on a phone call. If something
really catastrophic happens, we'll arrange a phone
call, but outside of that. Often times a rocessorp
may contact us and say, you know:
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1 "...What the heck is going on with your
2 client? You know, we're seeing ten charge
3 backs this month..."
4 And you know, they say, "is there a spike in charge
5 backs from the US?" Or this or that. Maybe they
6 want to understand why, or they want to get an
7 understanding as to if there's an explanation, And
8 so, we will arrange to help provide that information
9 for them. So really its to soften the blow for the

10 merchant, We stand in between just to do that. We
1 1 can sell the merchant better than they can sell
12 themself usually.
13 430. Q. But you didn't...) take it Aramor
14 didn't have a contract with Beanstream?
15 A, No.

'' 16 431. Q, Did you have a commission agreement
17 with them?
18 A, We did have a commission agreement
19 with them.
20 432. Q. And, a commission agreement, in
21 relation to Banners Broker?
22 A. Correct.
23 433. Q. Okay, so...
24 A. Not specific to Banners Broker, just
25 in general. So, we have a reseller agreement with
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1 Beanstream, where we are able to mark up our pricing
2 by a certain percentage, and we get a monthly
3 commission from that.
4 434. Q. So, just what was the commission?
5 A. I can't recall.
6 435. Q. in the reseller agreement?
7 A. It wasn't very large, because
8 Beanstream's prices, and their services are very
9 retail-orientated. We're in the high-risk space, we

10 can charge a lot more, typically, so I don't know.
1 1 We might have made, total, four or five grand. It
12 wasn't very much, over the course of four months.
13 436. Q. So it would be a fraction of a
14 percent of the...
15 A. Yes.
16 437. Q. ...credit card~ayments that were
17 processed by Beanstream .
18 A. Correct, yes. So it was.,.) don't
19 have the exact numbers. I mean, but it was pretty
20 small. The didn't do. The did a decent volume
21 with them, but there wasn't very much we could earn.
22 There are limitations placed on us.
23 438. Q. Sorry, just a quick sec.
24 A. Sure.
25 439. Q. And, so the Beanstream relationship
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ended, and you described for us, they became
uncomfortable I guess, with...

A. Yes, we are uncertain as to why they
ended it. I think it was just, yes, just
discomfort.

440. Q. And then Allied Wallet started?
A. Allied Wallet, there was probably

some overlap. I would say they started maybe in
March,

441. Q. Okay.
A. I'd have to check to my records,

exactly when they started, but the bulk of 2012 was
Allied Wallet.

442. Q. And what your...what was Aramor's
role in relation to BannerslAllied Wallet?

A. Similar to Beanstream, Allied was
more prepared totake on ahigh-risk merchant like
this, and we did the introduction. We set the
rates, and...you know, if any changes need to be
done to their sites, or any compliance measures that
Beanstream...sorry AllledWallet asked for, we would
go to Banners and ask for it. So it was,
really...it's just a lot of back and forth really,
between us and Allied Wallet,

443. Q. Erin just passed me a note that.
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according to the Receiver's investigations to date,
it looks like about four million in Banners Brokers
transactions that went through Beanstream, in terms
of credit card payments that were processed?

A. Yes, that accurate.
Q. Does that sound about right?

A. It could. I'm not 100 percent sure.
In all their time with Beanstream, it's possible.
But, our percentage on that was so small that...

Q. Well it sounds like...if it was a
four million dollars in volume, and you got four or
5,000?

A. Yes, it was very small.
Q. Was there any other compensation

apart from the commissions...
A. No.
Q. ...was there introduction fee?

A. No, there was nothing like that.
Bear in mind, we don't deal with local retail
operations. Typically in Canada, as far as
processors First Data, Moneris, any of those guys,
because there's no money in it for us, as you can
see.

Q. M'hmm.
A. The reason we went to Beanstream was
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1 just because I had an existing relationship with
2 them, and I thought something could be done. And
3 these guys need to be up quickly, so I got them up
4 quickly. But, you know, we were happy that
5 relationship ended because we weren't making the
6 money we wanted to make on such a lucrative account.
7 With Allied, we didn't have to charge them the
8 world, and we still made a lot of movey.
9 449, Q. Yes. So tell me about Allied, then,

1 d because we've...obviously we've spoken to Allied
1 1 Wallet, as well. What was the...did you have a
12 written agreement with Allied...
13 A. Yes.
14 450. Q. ...like a reseller agreement?
15 A. Yes we do.
16 451. Q. And, was it specific to Banners
17 Broker, or was it generic?
18 A. Generic, yes.
19 452. Q, And was Banners Broker the largest
20 of the customers that you had with Allied?
21 A. Yes it was.
22 453. Q. And, did you have some sense of the
23 volume of transactions that credit cards payments
24 that were processed through Allied?
25 A. On average, I would say two to three
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1 million, on the high end. I know, there's some
2 months they did five to seven million.
3 454. Q. Okay.
4 A, Yes.
5 455. Q. And what were the...what was the
6 commission fee structure with Allied?
7 A. I can't remember what we..,the exact
8 percentage. I'd have to go back and look. But, you
9 know, on avera e, over a certain amounts,..cer~ain9

10 months that we had with them, it could range from
1 1 40,000 a month to 110,000 a month. When they
12 stated to taper down, it would go into the tens of
13 thousands, and the single digits, then hundreds,
14 then it would stop.
15 456. Q. Okay.
16 A. That was towards the end.
17 457. Q. So, Counsel, could I have an
18 unde~aking, or an under advisement, or however you
19 want leave it, to get...
2Q MR, COHEN; I'll put on my best efforts
21 to assist.
22 458. MR. WARD: The best efforts to produce,
23 if available, the reseller agreements in
24 respect of Allied Wallet and Beanstream,
25 please?
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MR. COHEN: Okay. UiT

459. MR. WARD. Thank you.

BY MR. WARD:
4~0. Q. Now, would yau,..would there be

cammissian fee statements for the work that you did
on the credit card payment services side?

A. For Allied Wallet, yes. Beanstream,
don't necessaril~,..l dan't know if 1 just didn't

keep a record of ~t ~r not. But, Allied, yes, they
made a concerted effort to. Beanstream, I think you
had to login to your back end and you'll see your
statements.

461. Q. Right.
A. Whereas, Allied sent them, dedicated

to us, every month.
4~2. Q. Were there any other statements that

you received from Beanstream or A{lied, having to
do...

A. With the processing?
4~3. Q. ...with the comm~ss~on and

processing for Banners Broker?
A, No, not with the processing. 1 mean

with Allied we have such a good relationship with
them. if there was anything we wanted to see,
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1 addendum. But, it was really just to allow them the
2 convenience of having some of their customers send
3 in money, because they had nowhere else ~o get it.
4 And they're Canadian accounts, and offshore accounts
5 couldn't accept so many wires like that. Whereas
~ ClBC cut us some slack. I had a good relationship
7 with the manager at CIBC, and she was very kind to
8 us. But again, they ended that relationship by how
9 they used it.

10 4~8. Q. Right, so that service, just ~o put
1 1 a name of it, would be like, receipt of wire

, 12 transfers, right?
', 13 A. Sure, we could do that.
14 469. Q. So, wire transfers for a period of
15 time would come in from affiliates?
16 A. Yes.
17 470. Q, Around the world?
18 A. That's correct.
19 471. C~. Right. And, they would be sent into
20 your CIBC accounts?
21 A. That's correct.
22 472. ~. V~ere they sent anywhere else apart
23 from those CIBC accounts?
24 A. NQ, they were not.
25 473. Q. And then, what would happen to them
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they're very transparent. And their reputation is
very strong, so no, we just looked at the
commissions. UVe had an idea of ~vhat they
processing.

464. Q. Okay.
A. So, that was...we never really

looked to get any deeper than that.
465. Q. Okay. And could we get,..~ounsel,

could we get copes of the comm~ss~an statements ~f,
an a best efforts basis, as well, please?

MR. COHEN: Okay. U/T
466. MR. WARD: Thank you.

BY MR. WARD:
467. ~. Okay, sa We've covered credit card

processing and payouts. What was the next major
category of services that Aramor had for Banners
Broker?

A. I don't think there was any others,
really. They had incoming wires, but that ~rasn't
really something that we were looking to extend to
them. That was really a bandaid sof ution. It would
end u this agreement, underthe wires, incoming endP
outgoing. Even though that a~reementwasnt
specifically to cover that. we did put it in the
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1 once they reached the CIBC accounts? What would you
2 do?
3 A. UVe would either remit it to them f to
4 Banners Broker, or they would instruct...they would
5 al~vays instruct ~s to send it somewhere else. Or
6 theywould instructfarsomeone.,.like ifthey gave
7 us a payout file for something, they'd say could
8 this money be used for that. We'd always tell them,
9 that you have to take it and then send it to where

10 you vuant it to go. We don't want to be the ~o
1 1 between, just because...you know, anti-money
12 laundering and stuff like that. So, they just give
13 us instructions and we followed them.
14 474, Q. Okay, okay. And what form did those
15 instructions take? UVas it written, or over the
16 phone?
1l A. Sometimes it would be written,
18 sometime it would be ever the phone. They weren't
19 very organized. We pleaded with them to always send
20 instructions through our file manager, sa we have
21 documented instructions. So if something doesn't
22 right, we can say, phis is what you said. But it
23 was always very urgent. Later on, we found out that
24 the way their business worked, as an ML~II, is to
25 build traffic and the numbers that they need...they
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need to be ver timely with their pa meets fio the
members that ave put in money. dan't know how
that relates to a ponzi scheme. I mean, we can all
use our imagination on that, butthe more timely
they were with their payouts, the more traffic they
recei~red, the more referrals they received, and the
more money they would make. So, often times, they
would say, "Oh, we have a rush pa~men# to go out, or
a file to go out, that needs to go out now." And,
you know, we would try and do that for them,

475. Q. So for the...just going back to the
instructions then, if we could...i mean it may be
something that the Receiver's interested in seeing.
To the extent that Banners instructed Aramor to da
something, with respect to wire transfer and receipt
into the IBC account.

A. Right, yes.
416. Q. Would those instructions have been

retained or destroyed?
A. I'm not going to say destroyed, but

a !ot of times it was verbal. And a lob of times it
was very loosely communicated. So, unless it was
uploaded to us specifically, or it was emailed with
an excel sheet, for example. Often times, you know,
they were so disorganized that way...it's been hard
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enough for us to get statements to you that you
would shove, like the excel sheet that we sent over,
thatwould show, orsorry, listthe payments that
you presented. You know, that took a lot of
digging, because it's just alloverthe place.

471. Q. Sure.
A. So, if, you know, if we searched our

email, we'd find certain things, but it was very
loose.

418. Q. Well, then okay. Sa I accept that.
But then when you, resumably, at same point, you
would then go to CI C, right?

A. M'hmm.
479. Q. And tell them to do something with

the wire transfer receipt?
A. Well, we could do it immediately

online. We had our own cash management back end
with them. So, I mean, if they told us something
over the phone, we could do it while they're on the
phone!

480, Q. Right.
A. So, you know, yes. CIBC would have

a record of it, I'm sure. Somewhere in their back
office with their electronic transactions, but these
instructions were often pretty much just re{aged to
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1 us in the moment.
2 481. Q. And to redirect money an from CIBC,
3 did you need to provide details forthe,..you knave,
4 remarks, or details of what was being transferred?
5 A. Sometimes. Often times we had,
6 depending on what heir companies were that we'd
7 send money to. They had var~aus ent~t~es sent up
8 globally. VUe'd often just have it embedded in the
9 instructions already. Sa we had saved templates,

10 where we just clicked a button and it could go out.
1 1 482. Q. And then, dust before we close o~
12 on the wire transfer receipts. Do you now...do you
13 have some estimate of the volumes that you would
14 have done over the years?
15 A. Well it was really specifically a
16 period of time between March 2012 to September 2412,
17 October 2012. They pretty much...CIBC really shut
18 us down within a six or seven month period.
19 483. Q. Okay, and we have the CIBC records
20 anyways, so thanks for that. Now apart from the
21 credit card services, the payouts, the wire transfer
22 receipts. Was there another category of services
23 that you provided for...that Aramor provided..,
24 A. Directly?
25 484. Q. ...for Banners?
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1 A. No,
2 485. Q. Directly?
3 A. Prepaid cards, card funds transfer,
4 Not directly, no. There was nothing else.
5 486. Q. And indirectly, because I know
6 there's a distinction in your mind, and I want to
l make sure that f understand it.
8 A. Indirectly?
9 487. Q. Yes.

10 A. No, I mean. to casual conversation,
1 1 you might advise them to do something, or say, hey
12 you should watch out for~his, orthis is not a goad
13 idea. But nothing explicitly that would be in
i 4 writing, or that we would have transacted, na.
15 488. Q. So, and we're going to see it in the
16 emails and things. But was there a period of time
17 when one of the services you guys offered was ~o
18 take wire transfers, or money that came into Canada,
19 and convey it into cash?
20 A. No. What we did was, we would
21 send...we'd get it and it would go to E-Cash, and
22 E-Cash was the business that the had. We would
23 not...we'd ask them to send direct y to E-Cash,
24 which is whattheydid. E-Cash would give them
25 points of pick up in Toronto, to go pick up the
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money and have it converted into cash.

489. Q. So, I mean, I have heard of Western
Union and companies like that, that you see on Yonge
Street. But What is E-Cash?

A. E-dash is just...you know, if you
have large amounts o~ money that you pant to
transact. They're still a money service business,
they're still licensed, but you know, they're
going.,.they enable guys who want to have 300,
400,000 on them in cash, They enable those guys to
go and pick up money. You can't do that with
Western Union. I mean, not that you can't, but
their reporting elements are slightly different, and
the KYC is different.

490. Q. So is E-Cash PCf compliant?
A. I do not know They'll probably

tell you they are. They're a very dishonest group,
actually.

4~1. Q. And who...did Aramor have an account
at E-Cash, or did..,

A. No, we never had an account at
E-Cash. E-Gash would simply provide instructions as
to where money should be sent. We'd tell the
client, it's kind of buyer beware. It's at your own
risk. If you send money to them, and they can get
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you the cash, great. If not, that cash is gone.
Chris did send money prior, that he packed up, and
there was money he never received at times. He
never seemed too concerned. There was alsa money
seized. He had money in his car one night, and he
stopped at a stop light, and the cops took the money
and put it into evidence, but he wasn't charged with
anything. But when you have that much cash on you,
it's suspicious.

Q. No, I appreciate that. But I mean
what...l just want to understand what Aramar's role
in this aspect of Banners Brokers business was?

A. Sure. Our role was...primaril when
it came to gash, was for India and Bang adesh, and a
few other spots in the world.

Q. But just staying on cash?
A. Cash here?
Q. Just E-Cash, for a minute?

A. For E-dash, it v as largely
introduction. There were a few times where w~ sent
money to them directly, based on instructions given,

Q. So Aramar sent to E-Cash?
A. COrr2Ct.
Q. Okay.

A. It didn"t happen very often. It
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1 might have happened a couple times. We did that
2 because we were already holding the cash. They said
3 we need this money out immediately, so we'd send the
4 money.
5 497. Q. So you were holding the cash? You
6 mean ou had monies...
7 ~ This is from the wires that came in.
8 498. t~. Right, so you had monies..ayou had
9 wire transfer proceeds in your CIBC account, and on

1d Chris' instruction you'd send to E-Cash?
1 1 A. Correct, correct.
12 499. Q. And then, presumably, you'd tell
13 them where to go to pick up..,
14 A. Correct.
15 500. Q. ...thy cash?
16 A. Yes.
17 501. Q. And you did that with Smith? Did
18 you do it with DiXit or Josun?
19 A. Josun, no. Dixit, no. Smith is the
2Q only one we never dealt with, when it care to money.
21 502. Q. Money, meaning cash money?
22 A. Cash money. With Dixit, any
2~ instructions we got from him was for payroll.
24 thinkhe managed some elements ofthat, at very
25 specific times in the company. But Chris held
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1 everything. It was Chris 100 percent on holding
2 money, telling ~s where money would go. Even though
3 the company had grown, and they had a lot of
4 employees, Chris kept a pretty tight fist on that.
5 As far as cash going out, I have known Ghris to buy
6 cars and watches, and different things for people,
l and his staff. But, he would have the money and
8 hand it out. So Chris would always pick up money
9 and do what he needed to do with it.

10 503. Q. Okay.
1 1 A. It's not knowledge that I wanted to
12 know, but, these guys were fairly loose when they
13 were making a lot of mflney.
14 504, Q. But the E-Cash aspect of converting
15 wires to cash.
1 G A. Yes.
17 505. Q. That was something that Aramor,
18 through introductions and whatever facilitated that
19 part of it?
20 A. Yes.
21 506. ~. Apart from E-dash, were there any
22 other means thatwere employed to convert money
23 into...
24 A. No.
25 501. Q. ...cash in Canada?
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A. Not to cash, no. In Canada, no.

And in India.
508. Q. We'll look at India in a minute, but

just in Canada?
A. In Canada, no, just E-Cash. E-Cash

operates under a lot of different names, but that's
the name we know them as.

509. Q. Okay, and just so we know, what are
some of the other names that E-Cash...that were used
by E-Cash?

A. I wouldn't know off the top of my
head, bud you can re nest that information.

510. Q. Okay, here would we find E-Cash,
by the way.

A. They're in Montreal, but the main
principal actually lives in Europe now. He doesn't
really come into Canada as much.

511, Q, Was he the person that you dealt
with?

A. Yes.
512. Q. And what was his name?

A. It was Nana Whyte, N-A-N-A White,
and Kingsley Whyte. I believe that they're the same
person.

513. Q. W-H-I-T-E?
ParrA l l 1
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A. W-H-Y-T-E.

514. Q. And, and..
A. ~r it could be W-H-I-T-E. I'm not

sure. But if you do a Google search, you'll see
that Kingsley Whyte was charged with petty theft
under 5,000 or something. He's...the 've had some
fraud cases. None that have stuck. anada's pretty
light on white collar crime.

515, Q. Right.
A. And, so he's no longer here, as far

as I know. He's o~fshare somewhere.
516. Q. But his second name, is possibly

Kingsley?
A. Yes. You'll find something under

Kingsley for sure. Nana, I'm not sure.
517. Q. Right. And you mentioned a bit

earlier this morning, thatthey may have had a
Toronto office, as well?

A. Because they were a money service
business...~hey used to run a lot of cheque cashing
places. I don't knowthe names ofi them, but I know
they had a license to run a lot of that stuff.

518. Q. Right, right,
A. So they random...they'd use offices

like through Regus, and places like that. So none
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1 that you could stickthem to. They would set up
2 these things overnight, and they could disappear
3 overnight. There was already furniture there, et
4 cetera, they could walk away from it.
5 519. ~. Okay. In terms of...how many
6 instances were. Were there just a few, or were
7 there many instances where Chris would help...or you
8 would...throughintroduction orotherwise,
9 facilitate the conversion of money into cash?

10 A. The total I know of, would probably
1 1 be,..within Canada?
12 520. Q. Yes.
13 A. He probably asked about four times.
14 Four or five times.
15 521. Q. Four or five times?
16 A. Yes.
17 522. Q. So there weren't too, weren't too
18 many?
19 A. There weren't too many. He asked
20 four or five times. He said Max, do you know how
21 can gel that kind of cash in Canada. I said yes,
22 there's probably a few guys that can do it. But,
23 can only make the introduction, and then from
24 there..,you know.
25 523. Q. Ri ht.
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1 A~ If it comes, it comes, if it
2 doesn"t, it doesn't.
3 524. Q. Right. but C mean, in fairness,
4 because I don't want to surprise you. There are
5 some emails where we've seen, where you're telling
6 him whereto go to pick up the cash,,.
l A. Yes.
8 525. Q. ...and stuff. So given that there
9 were only four or so instances, what were...why

10 don't you...can you just run through them in your
1 1 mind and tell me what the dollars Were?
12 A, Sure. They would always be between
13 150 K and maybe 350 or 400 K.
14 526. Q. 150 K? So that's between 150,000
15 and 350 to 400,000?
16 A~ Correct.
17 527. Q. Oka . So how..,l mean does that...
18 A~ Actual y, you knowwhat, there might
19 have been some smaller numbers. There might have
20 been like, 60,000, 70,400
21 528. Q. Ri ht.
22 A. But, can't recall, ! know there

'~, 23 was some larger numbers, too.
24 529. Q. So given that there were only four
25 transactions, is there a story that goes with each,
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that you...

A. Not really, I mean, you
know...having grown up ~rhere I grew up, you know,
he's not a...he wasn't like a drug dealer, or
anything. He's...some guys just like having a tot
of cash on them, to buy things cash. You know. So
that's how he was, you know. If he walked into a
store, and sees a Rolex, that he wants to buy. He
doesn't want to do it with a card. So, plus he
liked to pay out cash bonuses to staff, and members
of his team. That's kind of how he was.

530. Q. But just... I want to ga back if we
can?

A. Yes.
531. Q. And you may not remember, although

some of the emails will refresh. We've heard a
story about being pulled over at a red light,
because Chris fell asleep?

A. Yes.
532. Q. And there was 100,x00 in cash. Was

that one of the instances in which E-Cash was...
A. Yes. He picked up the money.

533. Q. Yes.
A. And...l was told he picked it up

late, and then he was driving somewhere and he fell
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asleep at a red light.

534. Q. Okay.
A. He was a rogrammer, so he worked

all hours, and I don't now. When you're tired, I
guess, you just fall asleep.

535. Q. That was 100,000 dollars, or was it
more involved that time?

A. I know it was a lot of money.
don't know how much it was.

536. Q. ~k~y.
A. But it might have been that much.

537, Q. And then what about the other three
instances. If you can remember?

A. I remember thatthere were, maybe
another three times, where he got the money.
don't know the details as to why he needed them, or
what he was oing to do with it. And then one time,
he didn't get t e money. And he asked me to chase
it down for him. 1 said, took, I warned you about
this. And, so, you know, all I could do vas contact
them to sa what's oin an, what's up. That wasy ~ ~
it, And that was for the time: maybe, 280,000, or
something, that went missing.

538. Q. Right.
A. He didn't seem too bothered, though.
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1 He wasn't that angry,
2 539. Q. So 280 went missing. There was the
3 100 in the car?
4 A. Yes.
5 540. Q. What were the last two, just that...
6 A. I'm not sure the amounts, but...and
7 when I say four ar five times, it could have been a
8 little bit more, could have been a little less.
9 I'm not 100 percent sure. I know there was just a

10 handful of times that he had asked for cash. And,
1 1 typically, from what my understanding, it was to pay
12 out cash bonuses. I know one time, it was probably
13 close to end of the year, where Christmastime was
14 coming, and they wanted to do some things cash wise.
15 It was not unusual for them to buy cars cash. You
16 know, they al{had very nice cars. And, I always
17 asked them why they didn't lease their cars, but
18 that was theirbusiness.
19 541. Q. And "they", you mean Smith, Dixit
20 and Jasun?
21 A. Mostly Joseph and...
22 542. Q. Josue?
23 A. ...Smith...Josun xndSmith. Not so
24 much Rajiv. Rajiv wanted ~o be very compliant, in
25 every way, just because, you know, he was a hired
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1 hand initially. He was not director by any means.
2 543. Q. Qkay, okay. And, I mean you
3 mentioned that...the ranges of E-Cash payments could
4 be as high as 350 to 400?
5 A. Sure.
6 544. Q. Was there one in the towards the end
7 of that range, the 350 to 40~ that you remember?
8 A. No. They would have been broken up
9 probably. I know the one he lost was between two

10 and 300,0x4,
1 1 545. Q. Right.

~~, 12 A. No, he would have broken it up.
13 546. Q. And you only know, I suppose,..you
14 only know about the cash conversions in the
15 instances when you were across them, right?
16 A. Correct.
17 547. t~. So there may have been others that
18 you were not across, and that you wouldn't know
19 about?
20 A. I'm certain there are, just from
21 word...just from verbally speaking. But they didn't
22 involve me.
23 548. Q. So the ones that did involve you,
24 that you can speak to personally...
25 A. Yes.
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549. Q. ..,are the three or four, with the

amounts ranging between 60 and 7d, at the iow end,
to 354 to 440 at the high end?

A. That's correct.
554. Q. And would there be any...l mean we

have some emails between yourself and Smith talking
about those.

A. Sure.
551. Q. Apart from the emails, would there

be any other records that you can think of, in terms
of...

A. Nn. There wasn't reafl a paper
trail, I think he only had to show f. , when he
went to ick them up.

552. Bight.
A. and then that was it.

553. Q. Right.
A. Yes.

554. Q. How would...how does someone manage
that much amount...

A. Money?
555. Q. Yes.

MR. ~OHEN: Don't answerthatquestion.
THE DEPONENT: Okay, [ wish I knew.
don't know.
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MR. COHEN: Don't answerthe question,
THE QEPONENT: Okay.

556. MR. WARD: All right.

BY MR. WARD:
557. ~. Sa, I'm just thinking in terms of

the available time that we've gat left, I didn't get
as far into this document book as I'd like, but,
know the Receiver has some financial records related
questions...

A. Sure.
558. Q. ...because it will help...they can

then go back to their office and make requests of
people, and pursue their own full of funds analysis.
So G~Il~an and Phil, did you guys...do you want to
ease the next hour to start to cover some of the
questions on your memo?

MS. GOLDBLATT: That would be great.
559. MR. WARD. Yes.

THE DEPQNENT; Oka .
5~4. MR. WARD. So I thin ...let's go off the

record far a second.

--- DISCUSSION OFF THE RE~~RD
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1 EXAMINATION BY MS. GOLDBLATT:
2 561. Q. So, the first question I wanted
3 to...yau provided a summary of receipts from a bank
4 account from CIBC account no. , ending in ?
5 A. Okay.
6 562. Q. Which is a US operating account?
7 A. Sure.
8 563. Q. The account is under your name,
9 MaXwell Mor an?

10 A. "hmm.
1 1 564. Q. The other two accounts provided,
12 which are CIBG , and CIBC  are in the
13 name of Aramor Payments?
14 A. The account...th~ initial onethat
15 ou're speaking of under my name, it's under Aramar
16 ayments too. I believe that when the bank, when
17 requested it, they probably put my name an it.
18 Maybe the statements were waiting for me at the
19 branch, But all of them are under 1581803 antario
20 Limited.
21 565. Q. Okay.
22 A. For the record.
23 566. Q. And when you provided that summary
24 of receipts for us, how were you able to identify
25 which transactions related to Banners Brokers, and

ParrP 1 ~ 1
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1 which ones related to some of your other clients?
2 A. Sure. We knavu that Monetize Group
3 was Banners Brokers related. Chris had stated that.
4 5~7, Q. Okay.
5 A. We know That an thing that says
6 Banners Broker is Banners roker. We also know that
7 individual wires that came in were not from anywhere
8 else, because we never had clients send individual
9 Wires. So, unless it was me funding our own

10 accounts, through my own pocket, or...you know, we
1 1 rarely ever had instances where an individual would
12 wire our accounts. That was only done for Banners
13 Broker, so that"s how we knew it was theirs.
14 568. Q. So, you pretty much went through the
15 statements yourself, I~ne by line, and determined if
16 any of those...
17 A. Yes.
18 569. Q. ...identifying factors showed up?
19 A. I asked my, sure. I asked my back
20 office to look at it, and for those specific
21 referenced accounts. And that's what we found.
22 570. Q. So is it possibly there's other
23 amounts in there that may not have related to those
24 three particular entities, or...did you review it
2~ after they prepared it?
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A. I did. Is wt possibf e, yes. !sit

likely, no.
571. Q. When you're going to be preparing,

hopefully this disbursement summary, in the same
vein asthe receipt summary, wauld you go through
the same process for that? How would you be able to
determine thafi disbursement summary?

A. !don't know. We ~rould try our
best. I don't know what's there and what we can
piece together. But we would certainl make.,.this
is obviously depending on my counse's advice.

572. Q. So, the account number , which
seems like...it's where the majority, I guess, from
your commends earlier, would have been electronic
fund transfers and wire transfers, most likely
through that account? The EFTs and the wire
transfers?

A. No, the EFTs were actually a
different company entirely.

573. Q. Oh okay. What account would those
have been going into?

A. Bank of Montreal, it was a Canadian
account, throu~h..,out of Vancouver.

574. Q. Right. So this was..  is the
primarily wire transfers?
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A. Yes.

575. Q. Is that correct?
A. That's correct.

576. Q. So if I sorb of ~o a high level
analysis of what you've told us so far, as far as
the numbers. It looks like, you know, from the
prepaid accounts, you assumed around 100,00 went
through that sort of processing payment option. We
have a summary of , which we're getting a total
for, in a minute.

A. okay.
577. Q. You had indicated between 15 and

2 ,000 for the EFTs, through BNf 0, And these are
just, you know again...

A. Sure. Yes...
578. Q. ...I'm not holding you #o exact

numbers, but we're just trying to get a general
sense...

A. That's reasonable.
X19. Q. ,.,,of the total amount that Aramor

processed?
A. Yes.

580. Q. The next payment process, sort of
function, you said, was the E-Cash payments. Would
you have an approximation of how much would have
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1 gonethrough thatfunction? I'm not hol ing you to
2 the number, but...
3 A. I know it was seven figures.
4 581. Q. Seven, was it?
5 A. My guess is, maybe a little over a
6 million. But, I'm nat a 100 percent sure on that.
l 582. Q. Then you've got the ACH payments?
8 A. Yes. I don't have any figures on
9 that, mainly because that would have went through

10 introductions that we gave. And they were not too
1 1 big on doing a lot of stuff in the US, just based on
12 the fact that compliance is heavier there. And to
13 be brought to task in the US is a lot different than
14 being brought to task anywhere else.
15 583. Q. But to confirm, that would have gone
16 through the payment processors directly...
17 A. Correct, that was na# through us...
18 584. Q. ...not through Aramor?
19 A. That's correct.

'~ 20 585. Q. And then the last com onent of thep
21 payouts were the credit card payments, which you
22 talked about,..is it Annex, can I get the spelling
23 of that?
24 A. Affiliate Wallet? Allied Wallet,
25 sorry?
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1 586. t~. No, not Allied Wallet.
2 581. MR. WARD. NX,..
3 THE DEPONENT: Oh, Annex Systems?
4 588. MS. GOLDBLATT: Yes, how da you spell
5 that?
6 THE DEPONENT: Just N-X Systems Limited.
7 that would have beep wired directly to
8 them.
9

1~ BY MS. GOLDBLATT:
1 1 589. t~. So it neverwould have gone through
12 Aramor?
13 A. No.
14 590. Q. Either, okay. Sorry, L just wanted
15 to glean a, sort of, overall understanding of how

'~~~ 16 much went through. So, I'm going take you to an
17 email.
18 A. M'hmm.
19 591. Q. Erin, maybe you can help me locate
20 it within this document brief. !t's the email sent
21 from yourself to Chris Smith on January 12, 2012.
22 A. M'hmm.
23 MS. ~RADDOCK; Tab 14.
24 592. MS. ~OLDBLATT; Tab 14.
25 593. MR. WARD: This one.
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BY MS. G~LQBLATT;
594. Q. So, it appears from this. Does this

document lookfamiliartoyou? This email?
MR. COHEN: lt'sJanuary 12of 2012.
The one ou're talking about?

595. N1S. ~ LDBLATT~ Yes, sorry, did f say
2014, I meant 2012.
THE DEPONENT: "...We v~ill see what
happens today and tomorrow with this
wire..."?

596. MS. GOLDBLATT: Yes.

BY MS. ~OLDBLATT:
597. Q. And so, if you keep reading.

A. Is there more?
598, Q. Yes. If you ga right to the

beginning, ourfirst line.,.
MR, THEN: Just hold on a sec.
152...we're reading backwards
chronolo ically, ri ht.

599. MS. G LDBLA Yes.
MR. COHEN: Is that what you want to?

604. MS. GOLDBLATT: That's right,
MR. COHEN: That's what you want to do?

6~1. MS. GOLDBLATT; You can read from back
pa~~ ~~7
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to front, if it's easier, but yes, it's in
the binder. It's latest to earliest.
MR. COHEN; I have to read these from
the point they originate, chronologically.

602. MS. GOLDBLATT: So if you start at the
last pa e and go forward.
MR. C HEN: That I get. I learned that.
Okay.

BY MS. G~LDBLATT:
603. Q. So N1r. Morgan, does this email soak

familiar to you, haven't read it now?
A. Yes, it's god my name on it.

guess.
604. Q. Okay, so it appears there was a

payment that was trying to be a sent. A wire
transfer?

A. Sure,
605. Q. To CIM...throuah C1N1 Bank?

A. Okay.
606. Q. Do you have any recollection of what

the nature of this payment was?
A. t don't. I mean, he did some

payouts through us, and same of his affiliates
funded us.
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1 6Q7. ~. Whin you say "he,"you're referring
2 to.. ,
3 A. Chris.
4 608 Q. You're referring to Smith, okay.
5 A. And Banners Broker. Sa, I'm
~ assuming it has to do with that. ft always had to
7 da with that, if he Was.,.you know, if a lot of
8 funds were coming to us, so that would be my only
9 assumption there.

10 609. Q. Ok, so you don't seem to have a
1 1 specific recollection of this transaction?
12 A. No, because they were not very good
13 at uploading, as per our instructions. It was a lot
14 of emails back and forth, or phone calls, ar
15 messages, ar text messages, different things, about
16 immediate things, t need this to hit here, now, i
17 need this, f need that. So...
18 610. Q. M'hmm,
19 A. My assumption was ghat that's what
20 that was referencing. One of those activities.
21 611. Q, Sa, if you go to..,if you flip to
22 page three of this email chain. Chris Smith has
23 sent an email to Martina, who is at the bank,
24 believe. And it appears that he is attempting to
25 help Ku~dip Jos~n with a specific transaction?
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1 MR. COHEN: This is January 11, 2012, at
2 1 :17 hours?
3 612. MS. GOLDBLATT: That's correct, yes.
4
5 BY M~. GOLDBLATT;
6 X13. Q. Was it usual to have Kuldip in the
7 middle at transaction processing and payments? What
8 was his involvement, from your understanding?
9 A. No, +t wasn't usual to have him

1 d involved. t believe Kuldip was an investor, early
1 1 investor in his campan . He didn't seem toa
12 involved in the day to ay. He would sometimes be
13 of assigned meetings, but he just seemed to absorb
14 whatwas being said, and he just seemed like a guy
15 fu[I of goad cheer, for lack of a better term.
16 614. Q. So it didn't...
17 A. He didn't speak very much. Chris
18 was who I predom~nantfy dealt with, Ra~~v loosely,
19 when it came to understanding the sales verticals of
2Q their business, and specific aspects of it. That
21 was about it.
22 615. Q. So do you remember...because
23 obviously this transaction was a little bit unusual
24 given that Kuldip was involved?
25 A. Yes.
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616. Q. Wire there any other

transactions...do you remember any other times money
was sent to Kuldi ?

A. No. Bing in the industrythat I'm
in, and you know, and I'd facilitate introductions,
if they needed specific services, whether it be
cash, as mentioned, or even if they needed to set up
offshore accounts. I'd say, okay, well I know a
banker that can do that, or I know a service that
can do this, to remove that from me. Because I'm
not in that field.

X17, ~. Okay,
A. I'm sure they took advantage of the

suggestions that I made. And !wasn't really
involved in their personal cash distributions, far
the most park.

618. Q. Okay,. so let's talk about that for a
minute. do you...what offshore...do you remember
any of the offshore banks that you recommended to
them?

NIR. COHEN: Hold it, let herfinishthe
question.
THE DEPONENT: Sure.
MR. COHEN: Can you articulate it
clearly so that I can hear it?

P~~-rA ? ~1
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MS. G~LDBLATT~ Absolutely, I'm just

wondering, what offshore banks Mr. Morgan
ave the names of, or connected the Banners
rokers principals with?
MR. COHEN: Do you understand the
uestion?
HE DEPQNENT: I do. I never gave them

the names of affshor~ banks. What I did
was, I would tell them there are brokers
that I can introduce them ta. Specific
bankers that I can introduce them ta, that
would be able to facilitate whatever they'd
like to do. Offshore transactions, or
setting up a corporation, if needed, to
facilitate that. l'm certain with the
amount of money they had, they probably
had a lot of that on their own, without my
help. !might have dropped a name or two,
but it was casual) , ou know, I do thatY Y
with a lot of clients, just to help them
out.
~S. COLDBLATT: okay. f an I go off the

record for a minute?

--- DISCUSSION ~FFTHE RECORD
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1 BY MS. GOLDBLATT:
2 621. Q. So the bank account in question, in
3 the email, what is this account? Are you aware of
4 this account?
5 A. I'm not. If it doesn't have the
6 account number there, l'm not aware. I mean,
7 supposedly it might be in the statements, but I'm
8 not sure.
9 622, Q, Are you aware of any Swiss bank

10 accounts held b Kuldip Josun or with this dank?
1 1 A. No, 'm not.

~~ 12 623. Q. The next email, was an email from
13 yourself to Smith on September 25, 213. So we're
14 just going to locate ghat in the document brief.
15 Sorry.,.l think it's tab 61.
16 MR. COHEN: Counsel, are you aware of
17 and Swiss bank accounts or offshore
18 accounts that are actually utilized by
19 these people?
2d 624. MR. UI~ARD: Are we aware of one?
21 MR. GOHEN: Are you aware of whether or
22 not mone has been secreted in any offshore
23 accounts ~ Any Swiss bank accounts?
24 625. MR. WARD: We believe so.
25 62~. MS. GOLDBLATT: So tab 61 ?
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1 MR. COHEN: Just hold on a second,
2 don't want my client ansv~ering questions
3 that are assisting an investigation that is
4 amorphous in certain respects. !f you have
5 specific information you want him to
6 comment on it, that's one thing. But, he's
7 not here to help you investigate your

'~~ 8 targets. He's here to testify, with
9 respect to his dealings.

10 MR. WARD: Okay, so I'll tell you what
1 1 we're goin to do...

NfR. N: Because I f12 C4H certainly,
13 certainly dan't want this to be a...for him
14 to be used to test your theories. If there
15 is specific information, I'd like to know.
16 627. MR. WARD. I think, maybe the better way
1l to approach is, is Gillian is the financial
18 advisor, as financial specialist. Gillian,
19 why don't you focus on the bank statements.
20 1 didn't realize you were going to gel in a
21 couple of emails. I have separate
~~ uestions, and I may approach it a little
23 ifferently.
24 ~IIR. CaHEN: Alrighfi, because I didn't
25 get an answer from her directly, she was
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looking at ou.
MR. WAR : Right, so...
MR. C~HEN: But I want an answer.
MR. WARD: So what...
MR. COHEN: I want to know if those
questions came from specific information?
MR. WARD: I don't understand the
question.
MR. COHEN: I want...the question is,
whether the questions that put to my client
are grounded in information that these
people actually have money in Swiss
accounts, or offshore accounts?
MR. WARD. Well the email suggests that
there was transfers to Swiss accounts.
Right, and we're trying to identify...
MR. COHEN: Is that the basis of the
question?
MR. WARD. Yes, and so we're trying to
identify Banners Broker money in the Swiss
accounts, but I think the probably more
efficient exercise is for Gillian to focus
on the bank statements.

628. MS. ~4LDBLATT: Okay.
MR. WARD. And then, when I finish off
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this book, I'll look at the emails,
Gillian.

629. MS. G4LDBLATT: Okay, sure.
MR. WARD. Okay. So you can pretty much
close this book, guys, and Gillian has some
questions on the bank statements that you
guys have already produced.
THE DEPONENT: Okay.

BY MS. GOLDBLATT:
630. Q. So, we have bank records bein

produced from the banks, with regards to Ste lar
Point?

A. Sure.
631. Q. Which is one of the two Dixit's

companies. And they show a disbursement...
MR. COHEN: Which is a what company?

632. MS. GOLDBLATT. A Stellar Point,..)
believe...it's one of the companies we're
the investigatory Receiver over.

BY MS. GOLDBLATT:
633. Q. And so, this account, and I've got a

print out here...
A. M'hmm.
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1 634. Q. ...and that is what we will look at
2 it. You can see that I've highlighted and summed
3 u ,and I'll just highlight it again. There was
4 a out 1.17 million dollars.
5 A. Okay.
6 635. Q. That was transferred from Stellar
7 Point directly to an...it's noted in the bank
8 statements as an Aramor account, the numbered
9 company, between March 2012 and September 2012?

10 A. Okay.
1 1 636. Q. And so, my question to you, was why
12 would Stellar Point have been sending these
13 transactional amounts to Aramor? For what purpose?
14 A. My guess is to disburse funds for
15 them.
16 MR. COHEN: Dan't guess. Make a
17 statement, one way or the other, don't
18 uess.
19 HE DEPONENT; It would be to move
20 the...to disburse funds on their behalf to
21 their affiliates globally.
22
23 BY MS. GOLDBLATT:
24 631. Q. So the way that it would work, they
25 would send lump sum amounts to you, and you would
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1 disburse it based on information provided by them,

or how did that process work?
3 A. Yes, that would be accurate. So,
4 they would send funds to us, and we would disburse
5 it based on their instructions.
6 638. Q. So, was there a contract between
7 Stellar Point, specifically, and Aramor? Or did it
8 fall underthat...
9 A. No, as I mentioned earlier, it all

10 fell under Banners Broker, and whatevercompanies
1 1 they had underneath that.
12 639. Q. And then, if you look at the same
13 sheet you're looking at. There are also three
14 receipts from Aramor, right under that 1.17 million?
15 A. Okay.
16 640. Q. If you sum them up, it comes to
17 about 280,000, and those were receipts...transfers
18 from Aramor to Stellar Point.
19 Wh would Aramor be sending funds in reverse to
20 Ste lar Paint?
21 A. Those were based on instructions we
22 were given. In hindsight, yes, maybe ~e would have
23 connected the two, but we understood that, either
24 Stellar Point, or...we understood Banners Broker
25 gave us instructions_ for money that we received from
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1 them, or their affiliates to go to whatever
2 instructions they gave us. So, on those specific
3 transfers, money was transferred over, as requested.
4 Stellar Paint and Banners Broker, we didn't
5 necessarily know the affiliation during this time.
6 We knewwewere receiving funds from some of their
7 affiliates, some which were companies, and same
8 which were individuals. And we knew we wire sending
9 money back to some of their affiliates, as well as

10 vendors, as well as some of their own companies. We
1 1 followed whatever instructions were given.
12 641. Q. So 'ust to follow up on that
13 statement, coul you repeat.,.was there a connection
14 betwezn Stellar Point and Banners Brokers when you
15 were transaetin with Stellar Point?
16 A. Nat t at we knew of at the time.
17 Did we find out that later? Yes, and not
18 necessarily that they were deceiving us in any way.
19 It just wasn't transparent to us at the time that it
20 took place.
21 642. Q. So who would have been sending you
22 the instructions for the Stellar Point accounts,
23 then?
24 A. For Stellar Point, it would have
25 been Ra'iv Dixit, who was the owner of Stellar
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1 ones did Stellar Point specifically use? Was it
2 prepaid cards, E-cash, credit cards, ACH? Which
3 ones were you using on behalf of Stellar Point?
4 A. I don't know. Everything for us was
5 on behalf of Banners Broker, so I don't know what
6 Stellar Point did individually, or separately.

~, l 647. Q. Okay, so we're going to go account
8 number , and the statements are in a separate
9 book, !believe, It's in the small one as well,

10 MR. COHEN: This one?
1 1 648. MS. GOLDBLATT~ Yes.
12
13 BY MS. GOLDBLATT:
14 649. Q. So these statements end at the end
15 of 2012. I'm assuming that was because the account
16 was then shut down?
17 A. That's correct.
18 65Q. Q. Late 2012?
19 A. Yes.
20 651. Q. Large deposits were received daily
21 from FNMA Foreign Exchange?
22 A. Yes.
23 65~. Q. We see that name a lot?
24 a. Yes.
25 653. _ Q. What services did Firma specifically
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Point, Often times, i~ was still Chris Smith,
though.

643. Q. For Stellar Point?
A. For Stellar Point at times, yes.

Later on, but initially it was Rajiv for Stellar
Point.

644. Q. Okay, and at what point did that
relationship end, with Stellar Point specifically?

A, It didn't lastvery long. They only
had a few transfers to us, from what I remember.
can't give you exact dates, but you know, it just
kind of appeared as if they had other entities set
up for the mavemen~ of funds. Tome, i~ was all one
and the same, Banners Broker,

645. Q. Was it...
A. I know that they"ve said..,l think

so. t don't know. t know that they since filed
bankruptcy. You know, I thank they dust tried to
sit things up differently, and I'm assuming some of
it was for tax purposes, I'm not sure. That would
be something you'd have to ask them as to why, t
pan only speculate on what's here.

646. Q. So the collection of money on behalf
of Stellar Point, of the six different ways that
payments were processed. Which one of them...which
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provide to Aramar? What was the nature of their
business?

A. Foreign exchan e. So we have our
settlements, and we have c ient disbursements that
come to us in Euros largely. They offer better
rates than the banks, so we used Firma.

654. Q. So, for the conversion of Euros to
US dollars?

A. That's correct.
655. Q. Okay, and did Banners Broker utilize

that service?
A. They did not. They transacted only

in U~D with us.
656. Q. There are also...a lot of

disbursements to account ?
A. Is that a US account?
A. It's under.,.you know what, it's not

clear. lt's called Camm Cash debit?
MR. COHEN: Where is it.

657. MS. GOLDBLATT: It's if you...
THE DEPONENT: Oh Comm Cash debit...
M~. CaHEN: Hold on, hold on.

BY N1S. G~LDBLATT:
658. Q. Tab one, in that binder. The ve
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first transaction. You know, that's a smal amount.
There's numerous throughout. lt's all called Comm
dash 99322 What is that account, and what dies it
do?

A. I think that's an internal reference
from CIBC. I don't know what it refers to, but
think it's...l don't want to say it's fees, it could
be a transfer, I'm not sure eXactly.

659. Q. So...
A. Comm Cash, ! remember it being C1BC

reference.
660. Q. So, if you go to the set of

disbursements under January 4th, which is the middle
of that first page?

A, M'hmm.
661. Q. And you see a large number of

disbursements going to this Comm Cash account.
Would the account number be that 44...ending in

? Is that then a ~iBC account you're saying,
that that's being disbursed to?

A. It's possible, I'd have to look into
this dee er though

662. So, essentially there's a
significant amount of disbursements going to this
Comm Cash account, and we're looking for the account
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A. Comm Cash debit.
MR. ~QHEN: UVhen you say "account,"are
you referrin to ..
MS. GOL BLaTT: No, that's one of Mr.

Morgans other bank statements that he's
provided us with already, We're looking
for the 09612/0544604. Yau can see
numerous disbursements there under January
4th.
MR. COHEN: Okay.
MS. GOLDBLATT; And throughoutthe

statements, if you were to look through
them aN.
THE aEPONENT: I'm nod sure. Comm Gash
debit just references the internal
reference. !'m not sure of the account
that's listed there, as to what it is.
What I can tell you is that the services
that we provide to our other clients, we
provide disbursements, largely cheques, but
also wires, globally, And Banners Broker
was a very small part of it. So what you
have, in terms of the references that we

X63.
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the game of where these disbursements were
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1 gave yau, plus the ones you have identified
2 under the other operating companies, is
3 what it is. These others are other clients
4 that are not based in Canada, and not doing
5 the same activities as Banners Broker.
6 665. MR. WARD. Okay, just hold on a sec.
1 I'm not going to interrupt Gillian, because
8 she knows this area better than f do. Just
9 to finish on this point, if you look at

1a page two of the same production, production
1 1 one, you'll see numerous debits, right, to
12 Comm Cash...Comm Cash debit, and then
13 there's this account number...
14 MR. COHEN: Yes.
15 MR. WARD. ...that keeps being repeated.
1 ~ MR. COHEN: It's al(~he same number
17 too.
18 MR. WARD. Right, so these are
1 ~ the IBC statements that Mr.
20 Morgan rovided, and I guess...
21 THE DE ONENT; Yes.
22 MR. WARD: ...what we need is an
23 undertaking to let us know...if...and
24 appreciate you may not be able to tell
25 us...

U arrQ 1 d ~i
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1 THE DEPONENT: Sure.
2 MR. WARD: ...right now.
3 THE DEPQNENT: I can tell you, it's an
4 internal reference. It's not necessarily

~,, 5 to anyone else's bank accounts, but my awn.
~ There`s four bank accounts at CIBC, I'm
7 certain that the Comm Cash references that,
8 but to go any deeper you'd have to ask
9 CIBC, I don't know.

10 MR. COHEN; We're happy to ask CIBC,..
1 1 THE DEPONENT: That would be best.
12 MR. WARD: But we may need your
13 authorization and consent to do so, but
14 we'd {ike...! guess we'd like to get
~ 5 account statements so that we can
16 understand it from,..in relation to this
17 Comm dash debit.
18 THE DEPaNENT; M'hmr~.
19 MR. V11ARD: So that we can understand
2d what it is, and why money seems to be paid
21 out to i~.
22 THE DEPONENT: That would be on advice
23 of my lawyer, t suppose.
24 MR. COHEN; I'll take that under
25 advisement, before I view these documents
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and find out... UTA
MR. WARD. Ukay.
MR. ~4HEN: ...what the situation is.
MR. WARD: Okay.
MR. ~OHEN: What...do ou have an idea
of...do you have a theory o what these
transfers are for?
MR. WARD. No, but we have some
confidence that they relate to Banners
Broker, because this is the Banners
account, through which Banners Broker
a erated.
R. COHEN: When you say "this is the

account," are you referring to this account
ending in ?
MR. WARD; lies. Yes, phis is one of the
four C1BC accounts that Max had. That
received Banners Brokers monies.
THE DEPONENT: I can tell you what it
is.
MR. GOHEN: Oh, t see.. That received
Banner Broker monies.
THE DEPONENT: All of ourfundswere
received into this account, We had cheques
written off the other US account. The
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funds that Where it says Comm Cash, ar it
says a transfer, of some sort, it would be
transferrin funds, or exchanging funds
into Cana ion dollars or be transferring
into the other US dollar account that would
allawforthe cheques to be disbursed out.
So at any given time, if we had 300,00
this week going out in cheques, we'd
transfer from this primary account into the
other one, where the cheques were written
off of,
MR. WARD: okay.
THE DEPONENT; Sa these are the Comm
Cash debits. And the transfers would
reference some of that as well. There's no
relation to Banners Broker. I've liven you
everything an Banners Broker already. Our
larger clients do disbursements daily, and
they do huge volumes, and 2012 references
that in these statements, which is why I
was transparent, because most of our
statements have to do with our o#her
clients, and not Banners.

BY MS. GOLDBLATT;
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1 666. Q. So the other US dollar account
2 you're referring to, is that 15112?
3 A. That is correct.
4 661. Q. Okay.
5 a. Which should shawcheques clearing
6 from that account daily.
7 668. Q. So what's interesting, and I'm
8 looking at those statements right now...
9 A. Okay.

10 669. Q. ...which are in another binder for
1 1 you, If I go to January 4th.
12 A. M'hmm.
13 67a. Q. You know, and I see a 11x,000 bein, . g
14 disbursed to this account. If ! don t see ~t ~n
15 statements , they have a relatively large
16 volume of smolt transactions for this...far account
17 number 15112?
18 A. Yes, because they're cheques.
19 671. Q. Sothis would be...so you're saying
20 this is a sum of numerous cheques being disbursed to
21 ?
22 A. Here?
23 672. Q. Yes.
24 A. No, just transfers. Account
25 transfers,

P a r~r ~ l a A
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1 673. Q. Right, so I should be able to see
2 then, thattotal of 115, in a single line item.
3 A. I suppose so. I haven't
4 forensically audited these accounts, but that's what
5 should be there.
fi 674. C~, end if it`s not, you're saying it
7 possibly went to the Canadian account?
8 A. That's a possibility as well,
9 because we did cheques off the Canadian account as

10 well. So we'd have clients wiring to the US, and
1 1 we'd transfer over into Canadian. That's a
12 NLVV~IV~I~~1 a

13 675. Q. And the Canadian account, is that
14 the account ending in ?
15 A. Yes.
16 616. Q. The Canadian one?
17 A. There's also one...yes. I think so.
18 There's one other, I believe, that had to do with
19 just cheques...so it wouldn't be...no, it wouldn't
2d be  It would be another account that we had.
2~ 677. Q. Would it be an account ending in
22 , as is indicated in the statements?
23 A. That's certainly possible. I don't
24 have them memorized, but it's possible.
25 678. Q. That would make the most sense,
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given that's the account referenced. It says to

 Thaf appears to be an account number?
A, That's possible.
MR. WARD. So I think maybe the solution
to this is, if my under advisement that 1
received from Howard still stands, this
just seems to be the one account that we're
missing.

679. MS. GOLDBLATT: Yes.
MR. WARD: I think we've got everything
else. And it's just this one that may have
been missed. The  account.

680. MS. G~LDBLATT: Ok, sa I'm going to move
on, then.
THE DEPONENT: Okay.

BY MS. GOLDBLATT;
X81. Q. If you could flip to tab number 11.

Tab 11 in the binder, under 1321 ~.
A. M'hmm.

682. Q. So this is the November 212
statements for account number  There is a
payment an November20, and November 29. One for
93,000, one for 90, 00, And they seem ~o be going
to 1587803 Ontario Limited, which is...we understand
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1 that, and we started making sure whatever we did
~ was...CRA compliance was a big deal for us, so we
3 ceased to da any sort of transactions through our
4 Canadian company after 2012.
5 688. Q. And what would the nature of those
6 disbursements to your BMO account have been? Would
7 they have been commission payments with respect
8 to...
9 A, Most likely. We held cash in there,

1d and we just had to move it. We couldn't keep it at
1 1 CIBC, because they were closing tie account. So we
12 rather moved it than accept a cheque, so we moved
13 it. So, it's highly likely that it would have been
14 commission payments.
15
16 CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD.
17 689. Q. Qkay, so yes, again the issue there
18 is that it ma have been commission statements.
19 fake it may ave been some Banner Brokers affiliate
20 deposits as well that were...
21 A. No, it would not have been. We had
22 ceased doing that with them much earlier khan that.
23 We still got money into these accounts from several
24 clients, and FIRMA Foreign Exchange, as well as
25 other exchanaes based on money that cane in from our
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1 clients. Banners was a very, very small window, and
2 you see a lot of the activity from them between a
3 certain paint of the year until about September,
4 October, usually earlier, Sothis doesn't reference
5 Banners at all.
6 690. Q. Why is this being produced then?
7 mean you gave it to us?
8 A. You asked for 2012, so A gave you
9 2012. That's what the year,.,that's the year that

10 the activity took place, sa that's what I have you.
1 1 MR. WARD. Okay.
12
13 CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MS. GOLDBLATT;
14 691. Q. There are a few other payments that
15 I wanted to ask you about. They relate to the time
16 frame of October 2012. Soto the extent, are you
17 confirming that no payments from October 2012 would
~ 8 relate in any way to Banners Broker?
19 A. I'm saying it's doubtful. I don't
20 have the exact dales.
21 692, ~. Right
22 A. But I know that we started to
23 encounter serious problems with Banners Broker.
24 Their payments coming in and going out. Probably up
25 until about August, September of 2012. And our bank

~. Morgan -151
to be Aramor Payments, or Aramor as it's operating
right now. Is that correct?

A. Yes, that's correct.
Q. So, these payments that are

transferred to your company, I should...what account
would those specific wires be going ~o?
Specifically, I've tried to #race them to the other
account statements rovided, and I can't find them.

A. Right, CI ~ shut our accounts off.
Around that time afi year.

Q. Right.
A. Or they gave us 60 days to move

funds. So we ended up opening up an account with
Bank of Montreal at First Canadian Place. And so we
simply moved our balance over there, at the time.

Q. But is that separate and apart from
the BMO account you were using?

A. It is.
Q. So that's a secondary BMO account?

A. That was a secondary account. We
used BMQ for our payroll and our bills, etcetera.

Q. Do you have any r~callection of the
account number on that?

A. 1 don't. We didn't stay with BMA
that long, mainly because we just stopped using
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1 had given,..had put on us on notice atthattime,
2 and so we told Banners Brokerto cease this
3 activity, stop having funds sent to us in this
4 manner. And that we'd still help them with credit
5 card processing and otherthings. And they did
6 adhere to that. Why we kept the accounts open at
7 the time, was because there was a lot of lost wires
8 and transactions, and we still had other clients
9 thatwere using our accounts forother things, so we

10 couldn't immediately terminate.
1 1 693. Q. With that in mind, can I quickly
12 take you to two other transactions, just to confirm
13 that they don't relate to Banners Broker's monies?
14 A. Sure.
15 694. Q. One is if you turn to tab ten, which
16 is your October 2012 statements. There's a specific
17 wire for,..on October 16th. So that's page four,
18 and that's for 356,000 dollars. That's a receipt
19 into this account from 1581803, which again, is
20 Aramor Pa ments? And so, I'm just trying to
21 understan the nature of the receipt of this cash.
22 Where would this have come from?
23 A. October 16th.
24 695. Q. It's a receipt into the account of
25 $356,016.41, and it's come from another one of our
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1 entities. It appears, it's under the 1587803
2 Ontario limited name. I'm just trying to understand
3 what transaction...
4 A. I'm not sure. We have FX accounts,
5 where theywould reference our name. I'm not 100
6 percent sure. We only had the CIBC and BMO
7 accounts, and the BMO wasn't opened until late 2012,
8 so I'm nod certain. It sa s a wire transfer. 1y
9 don't know if that's an error or not, but forthat

10 kind of money, my guess is that it came from one of
1 1 our FX firms, and we were referenced as the listed

!~ 12 name.
13
14 CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD:
15 696. Q. Again, Max, Maybe just generally
16 taking a step back from the details.
17 A. Sure.
18 691. Q. We're looking at a CIBC bank account
19 statement?
20 A. M'hmm.
21 698. Q. In your name, and there's monies
22 that go in and out of it. How did you keep track of
23 what was Banners Brokers money, and whatwas money
24 that related to your other clients?
25 A. Well our other clients always
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1 provided documentation of the wire sent. So if it
2 was a wire from FX firm, our FX firm would tell us,
3 you have incoming funds from this company in this
4 amount, and your name was referenced, and here is
5 the trade number, and here is the exchange. Do you
6 accept it, etcetera, and they put it into our
7 account. So, our other clients were ver organized,
8 and they upload theirfiles to us in our fi e
9 manager. They would document their process, and we

10 know where their funds are, and how to account for
1 1 that. They had very complex accounting teams on
12 their side, and their mone was much more
13 substantial than Banners roker. They didn't
14 operate amulti-level marketing company where money
15 had to go out right away.
16 699. Q. So how did you, or can we, account
17 for the Banners Brokercontributions thatwent
18 through your accounts?
19 A. Primarily from the names that I gave
20 ou, and the companies that you saw referenced.
21 hat would be it. If there are any other in Canada
22 that they have, you guys would have known by now.
23 So whether it be Parrot Marketing or Monetize, or
24 Stellar Point, or Banners Broker, or a numbered
25 coraoration that thev may have. Or anv of their
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affiliates, that's how you would be able to tell,
That's wh we provided the statements. If I were to
go throug each wire that we got, I'd have to give
you the various clients IDs as to why they sent the
wire and how much. And that would take all day.

Q. No, and we're not interested in...
A. I can tell you whose are whose, but

I can tell you that specific one wouldn't be from
Banners.

Q. So can you...
A. The fact that it's such a odd amount

and not an event amount like 200,000, means that
there was probably some sort of exchange involved,
from Euro to US, and then was deposited into our
account.

Q. So just,..we're not interested in
anything that's not Banners, but we do need to sort
offigure outwhat moniesthatwentthrough this
account were Banners.

A. M'hmm.
Q. So how can we do that? What's the

easiest way to do that? What would we have to ask
of CIBC, or ask of Aramor?

A. 1Nell CIBC would accept it from our
FX firms globally, so I'm not certain they'd be able
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to provide. Is that something I should answer, or
no?

MR. ~OHEN; Well we can take a look at
the questions you're posing and attemptta
provide an answer. UlT
MR. WARD; Okay, because I mean, we are
going to...l think we've agreed that we're
going to wrap up soon, in five minutes, and
we'll come back and continue this. But
obviously, we're not interested, like
said, in anything that doesn't have to da
with the entities under investigation.
MR. COHEN: Na, I think I'll be able to
help my client understand that.

CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MS. GOLDBLATT:
704. Q. Okay. But conversely, we do geed it

specifically identified the BB money that flowed
through these accounts.

A. Sure.
705. Q. And we're happy to go to CIBC and

get that, if its easier, ifi there's documentation,
but why don't you just go in and think about that...

A. okay.
706. Q. ...and then we can approach it ago+n
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

the next time we meet.
A. Sure.

701. Q. On that node, so why don't we wrap
up here because it's almost 1.30.

MR. C4HEN: Okay.
MR. WARD: Thanks foryourtime.
THE DEPONENT: Thank you.
MR. COHEN; And we're off the record.
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REPORTER'S NOTE:

Please be advised that any undertakings, objections,
advisements and refusals are provided as a service to ali c
their guidance only, and do not purport to be legally bindi
necessarily accurate and are not binding upon Victory Verba
Reporting Services Inc.

hereby certify the foregoing to be a true and accu
transcri tion of the above-noted roceedings held before me
13th DA OF APRIL, 2015, and to en to the best of my skill,
ability and understanding.

Certified Correct:

Ardita Balilaj
Verbatim Reporter
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MAXWELL MORGAN, resumed
CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD.
708. Q. Good morning, N1r. Maxwell,

A, Good morning.
709. Q. Just a couple of housekeeping

matters. We haven't resworn you this morning,
because we can agree that you are still under the
oath thatyou gave us when you first attended...

A. Sure.
710. Q. ...for your discovery?

A. Yes, that is fine.
711. Q. Thank you far that. I am passing to

you a list of undertakings...
A. Okay.

712. Q. ...that we have taken from a
transcript of the examination that was conducted
when ou attended here an April the 13th.

Okay.
713. Q. And I think we can streamline things

if we walk through it, and make sure that we are
both clear on the undertaking, And to the extent
that you have any concerns with your ability to
fulfill these undertakings, you know, please
indicate.

A. Sure._

P a rr P 4
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1 714. Q, But we will ga through them one at a
2 time, and then that will short-circuit things for
3 the rest of the examination.
4 A, Okay.
5 115. Q. We have taken these undertakings
6 from the transcript. So, we understand that we
7 already have them.
8 A. Okay.
9 716. Q. But we have also tried to describe

10 them in a little more detail, s~ it is clear,..
1 1 A. That is fine.
12 717. Q. ...exactly what we are asking for,
13 A. Okay.
14 718. Q. So, there are undertakings in total.
15 A. Okay.
16 719. MR. WARD. And before !forget, let's
17 mark this document as Exhibit 1 on the
18 continuned examination. We will call it
19 M1.
20
21 --- EXHIBIT N0. M1: List of undertakings from April 13,
22 2015 examination of Maxwell Morgan

'23
24 BY MR. WARD:
25 720. Q. So, the first undertaking, as t

pang ~
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1 understand it, is to produce all Aramor records in
2 respect of cash payments, and by that I mean cash
3 payments that Aramor was across...
4 A. Yes.
5 121. Q. ...and we are obviously speaking
6 specifically of Banners Broker-related cash
7 payments. And, so, that could be cash payments that
8 were at the direction of Banners Broker or any
9 related companies.

10 A. Okay.
1 1 722. Q. By or on behalf of either Mr. Dixit
12 or Mr. Smith or an one else that instructed you.
13 A. Sure. a, with respect to that,
14 think the e-mails that I have seen, that you already
15 have in your possession, that is the extent of the
16 instructions that we have been given, and as far as
17 the payment confirmations, those would have been on
18 those e-mails, as well.
19 723. Q. Which e-mails are you...and by all
20 means, there a document there.

''~ 21 A. Sure.
22 724. Q. That is the same document book that
23 we had in front of you last time.
24 A. I believe...first of all, all cash
25 payments were. done for Chris Smith. So, if anything
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went outside of that, he would have received it and
then given it to any of his employees or potential
vendors. So, yes, as far as cash payments, I saw a
list of e-mails just from Chris, and with my
response, telling him where to pick up and the
transaction ID number. I think fror~ What I looked
at last time, there was maybe five orsix e-mails.
It didn't happen very often. So, that would be the
extent of what we would have.

725. Q. Okay. Let's just take a step back
and clarify what you are speaking of when you talk
about cash ayments.

A, es.
726. Q. Ul~hat is it that you mean when you

use the term "cash ayments"?
A. Physica cash pickup. So, you would

go to a specified location through a money service
business and pick up the cash.

727. Q, okay.

728.

25 729.

A. Okay.
Q. And is that because Aramor would

have wired cash to that location for,..wired funds
to that location...

A. Yes...
Q. ...just let me finish the

pace ~
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question...

A. Oh, sorry.
730. Q. ...to be conveyed into cash for
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732.

pickup?
A. Yes. So, basically, they Would wire

funds for a number of reasons, usually for
disbursements fortheir customers. or members and
vendor payments, etcetera. So, we would follow
whatever instructions were given. It was only after
that we would find out what the money was for, So,
essentially, you know, we had a payment service
business partner that said, "We can provide a cash
payments, we can provide payments to India". This
happened to be the same vendor, and we would wire
the funds to them, and they would convert the cash
for them.

Q. So, this is eKash?
A. eKash.
Q. and how do you spell eKash?

A. Just E and then K-A-S-H. They also
ga by Graupe Marche Kash. Sa, G-R-4-U-P-E
M-A-R-C-H-E K-A-S-H, and then they also have two or
three numbered companies in Quebec, a couple
companies registered ~n the U.S., as welt. So, they
were able to do a number of business services on
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1 behalf of the client.
2 133. Q. Weli, which companies did Aramor
3 deal with? Which of the eKash companies did you
4 deal with?
5 A. troupe Marche Kash and eKash. They
~ have a numbered component to it, as well. I don't
7 have it off the top ~f my head, but eKash is just
8 the business...doing business as a name. The
9 numbered company was an Ontario corporation.

10 734. Q. Can we get an undertaking for you to
1 ~ review your records and give us the names of the
12 eKash-related entities that Aramor dealt with to
13 affect these gash payments for Mr. Smith?
14 A. Sure. UIT
15 735. Q. And furthermore, if you could give

''~ 16 us the jurisdiction in which the companies operated,
17 as well, please?
18 A. Jurisdiction, yes, okay. U/T
19 73~. Q. And if there was a principal or a
20 person within those companies that you dealt with,
21 we would like, as welt, p{ease.
22 A. Yes. U/T
23 731, Q. Okay. And the contact information
24 for that person, as well?
25 A. The only contact info I would have

ParrP ~?
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1 for them at this point would be an e-mail address
2 and Sky e I D.
3 138. Understood.
4 A, Okay.
5 MS. CRADDOCK: Actually, we did a
6 search. There is no companies in Canada
7 that operate under the business name
8 "eKash"~
9 THE D~PQNENT: !can give you a website,

10 if you would like. You can look it up.
1 1 MS. CRADDOCK: I found the website...
12 THE DEPONENT: Okay.

'~~ 13 MS. CRADDOCK; ...but there is no.,.l am
14 doing a business name search.
15 739. MR. WARD: Okay. Well, we have the
16 undertaking. So, let's take it from there.
1l
18 BY MR. WARD:
19 744. Q. But just returning to the sub`ect of
20 records in relation to the administration o these
21 cash payments, clearly there would be e-mails,
22 right? On Aramor's servers?
23 A. Yes, but I think you guys have them
24 already. It is basically between Chas and myself.
25 There isn't anythingoutside of that. There was...l
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don't know. He only asked for it a handful of
times. it is probably about six e-mails in total.
sawthe e-mails when working with my previous

lawyer, and I think you guys already have it on
record. There really isn't anything else outside of
that that I would be able to provide, that would
give you...glean more information that you need.

741. Q. Again, just so 1 understand it...
A. Sure.

142. Q. ...would Ararnorwire Banners Broker
funds to eKash?

A. There were times, there were a few
times where he wired directly to eKash because we
didn't want to get in the middle.

743. t~. "He"being Chris Smith?
A. Chris, right. And there were times

where we already had his funds, and then he asked us
to wire to eKash.

744. Q. Right.
A. eKash provided Cndian cash payments

on the ground in India, which was the primary reason
the were initially signed up, and then when he
rea ized they had a money service business here, as
well, and they could provide cash on the ground here
for him in large quantities, he had asked us to send
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money there, as well.

745. Q. Okay.
A. Yes, so...

146. Q. So, f am not interested in the.,.
A. In the eKash...

147, Q. No, I am not interested in the
occasions where Chris Smith...

A. Wi red d i r~ctly...
748. Q. directly ~o eKash.

A. Okay,
749. Q. What I am interested in is the

situations where you, being Aramor, in presumably
your C1BC bank accounts..

A, Yes.
75Q. Q. ..wired money, forwarded on money

to eKash an Chris' instructions. Now, pres~mabl
therewould be...in addition to e-mails, therewoud
be bank records that documented that, correct?

A. Whatever is already there would
be..,it would be in there somewhere. I haven't
reviewed it, necessarily, to..,it happened s~ few
times that I dan't really have dates. I mean, I can
look atthe e-mails and then probably try to
backtrack, but...

751. Q. Well, we have some bank records, and

Pa~P 1~
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1 I think ~n further review, they are not complete.
2 So, we may,..l will return to that in a minute,
3 but...
4 A. Sure.
5 752. Q. And similarly, I am going to return
6 toe-mails.
l A. Sure.
S 753. Q. Just because, again, our objective
9 is ~o...such records as exist that are Banners

10 Broker-relate, we want to obtain, and I know you
1 1 had other clients, apart from Banners Broker. We
12 are nat interested in that.
13 A. I know. That is where it gets
14 sticky, because eKash did work for us with other
15 clients, as well, So, I can't...you know,. in all
1~ honest , I wasn't the best record-keeper of each
1l thing. mean, ire cared about what we reported tov~r
18 CRA, obviously, but outside of that, I would have to
19 go back diligently and try to find the details. And
20 it might be a bit sticky.
21 754. Q. Well, let's see what we can get,
22 then. There is an undertaking...let's look at the
23 next one.
24 A. Sure.
25 755. Q. When we met on A ril the 13th, oup Y
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1 mentioned that Tricia had prepared some sort of a
2 list. And it wasn't clear on Agri! 13th...you
3 believed you had given to us, but you weren't
4 certain, and ifi wasn't clear whether the list was
5 complete.
6 A. I thinkthe list was either a list
l of the funds that were incoming wires, as well
8 as...mos~ly outgoing wires to their customers.
9 756. Q. Can you turn to tab D, Tease, in

1d the...
1 1 A. Yes?
12 157, Q. There.
13 A. Yes. So, this is, !believe, what
14 she sends. This was just to give you an idea of the
15 disbursements that went out, and I guess the
1~ incoming funds, what much of the incoming funds were
17 for...
18 758. Q. Okay. So, I want to...let's
19 disassemble tab D. Do you see a blue sheet half~ay
20 through it, Max?
21 A. Blue sheet halfway through it?
22 759. Q. Right.
23 A. Yes.
24 760. Q. Okay. And then behind that, there
25 is another list, which is different. We have
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compared them.

A. Qkay.
161. Q. Now, you provided, or Trivia

provided for us both of these lists?
A. Yes.

162, Q. And I need you to just walk us
through both of them, starting with the first one...

A. Before the blue sheet?
763. Q. Before the blue sheet. So, we are

behind tab D, before the blue sheet...
A. Yes?

764. Q. ...and before I forget, I am going
to mark this brief of documents as Exhibit 2. So,
Exhibit M2 on your examination, so we can be clear
forthe record. So, the first question is, who
prepared what we are looking at?

A. I thinkwe both did. I rough)
tried to do some on my own, and then asked her to
assist me in getting more details. Just a
r~ugh..,just rough numbers and names. We never
really sent out any other payment to individual
people. We usually just deal with companies, so we
knew that whatevernames wesaw onthe CIBCaccount
would have belonged to them, and some of the names
look familiar, because they were sent more than
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once.

165. Q. But what was...) mean, what were
You,..what does this indicate? Like, this
~s.,.presumably, this is just receipts, right?

A. Yes, this is just moneythatwent
out on behalf of Banners Brokers. So, it is to say,
"Well, this is"...and we don't know if this is all
of their information, but this is a company sending
us money and us doing disbursements on their behalf
and saying this is why they sent us the bulk of the
money.

766. Q. But in fairness, the way I read
this, this is just monies that Aramor received...

A. From their customers.
761, Q. Or, alternatively, I mean, you look

at the first two entries from Monitise Group Inc.
A. Correct.

168. Q. Okay. And this doesn't deal with
disbursements, correct?

A. No, this is actually incoming funds.
169. Q. Incoming?

A. From their customers. But we wanted
to relate it to Banners Broker, There were two
things that happened. Either their customers would
send us money, or they would send us money to do

M. Morgan -115
1 disbursements forthem. So, iftheir customers sent
2 money, this was to pay...or sent money in to Banners
3 Broker, and at some point we would disburse money
4 back to them in various forms, and that could have
5 been cash pickups. That could have been
6 disbursements going out. That could have been
7 payments...
8 770. Q. Understood, yes. And I want to deal
9 with disbursement separately.

10 A. Sure.
1 1 771. Q. But just looking at the pages behind
12 tab D, before the blue tab.
13 A. Okay.
14 172. Q. We agree that it documents
15 receipts...
16 A. Yes.
17 773. Q. ...from either Banners Broker
18 affiliates.,.
19 A. okay.
20 774. Q. Or, in the first two instances, on
21 the top of page 1, for Monitise Group Inc.
22 A. M'hmm.
23 175. Q. And then at the bottom of the last
24 page, before the blue tab, you will see there is a
25 heading that you have prepared, it says:
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1 "...Wires from Ontario numbered
2 companies..."
3 So, am I correct that the entries below that
4 heading...
5 A. Yes.
6 716. Q. ...are monies that Aramor received
7 from Banners Broker-affiliated numbered companies.
8 A. That is not clear to me. I know
9 that they would never...they didn't have any

10 companies in Quebec. My assumption is that...and i~
1 1 is an assumption. I don't remember fully, but these
12 Quebec inco companies look I ke they might have been
13 eKash. eKash was operated out ofi Quebec. They sent
14 money to eKash, or eKash processed some funds for
15 them, and some of those funds ended up back to us
16 for payouts or for whatever purpose. It is a bit
17 tangled. The reason I put it there is because none
18 of my otherclients have Quebec numbered
19 corporations. So, I figured we would include that
20 because we weren't sure.

X 21 717. Q. Okay. But you believe that these
'~ 22 were receipts from these Quebec numbered companies
'23 or, in the first case, an Ontario numbered company,
24 that were to Banners Brokers' account, correct?
25 A. Yes
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178, Q. Okay,

A. That is our belief.
779. Q. Now, in terms of preparing these

pages that we are looking at, the receipt side, what
source documentation did you or Tricia look at to
prepare this?

A. Well, for Tricia specifically,
just...we had lists of names, that they would send
for payments coming in. Q~entimes, it was just our
bank statements, because some monies that came in
were lost at times. And for the Quebec into, that
was purely off bank statements. Sometimes, money
came ~n and we would have to go and ask them what it
was for or why it came in, or whatever the case may
be. So, des, we worked off of a few different
assumptions.

784. Q. Well, you worked off bank
statements, right?

A. That was the prima source.
781. Q. Right. Anything ese?

A, Yes, lists that Chris would send to
do payouts, or lists that he would send saying, "We
are expecting money from these members".

782. Q. Okay. So, payout lists, and they
would be sent by e-mail, presumably?
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A. Yes.

183. Q. And were those...uvere the payout
I~sts kept? Presumably they would still be
available on...

A. Yes. I can...yes, they were.
784. Q. Okay, I am going to deal with all

the e-mails at once. So...
A. Sure.

785. Q. .,, I am not going to...
A. Yes, they were kept far the most

part. We have...
786. Q. Yes.

A. ...a fairly...
787. Q. Let's just talk about e-mails now,

because one of the undertakings that we want to get
from you is...we have some e-mails, you are correct,
in that binder, okay? t don't believe that up to
now, you have actually produced e-mails because we
haven't directly asked you for e-mails. There are
some e-mails that you either authored ar received
that we will be looking at later this morning.

A. Yes, okay, sure.
188, Q. But what we rea!!y need to get, Mai,

is a complete set of e-mails between Aramor
Payments...

P a rr A 7 (1
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1 A. Sure.
2 789. Q. ...your company...
3 A. Yes.
4 790. Q. ...and either Banners Broker or any
~ of the associated corporations, or the individuals
6 that are associated with Banners Brokers and those
7 are Smith, Joseph and DiXit primarily.
8 A. Okay.
9 191, Q, All right? Now, the e-mails.,.in

10 terms ofthe operation of your business, did you
1 1 have an e-mail server that you worked off, or did
12 you have aweb-based e-mail server?
13 A. It isweb-based, but we also have
14 file management, file manager, where our clients can
15 upload e-mails to. Not e-mails, but their list and
16 payment instructions ta. And we also have a payment
1l gateway that clients can upload items to.
18 792. Q. So, the web-based~..so, there is a
19 payment gateway?
20 A. Yes.
21 793. Q. A...
22 A. f ile manager, sort of an FTP, and
23 then web-based e-mail.

X 24 794. Q. Okay And the web-based e-mail
25 account was...
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1 A. Goo 1e.
2 795. Q. ... oogle, okay.
3 A. Yes.
4 196. Q. So, I suspect, and in fact, Erin
5 assures me that to the extent that you used a
6 web-based e-mail provider like Google, it would be
7 assible to, perhaps with our assistance...like an
8 T specialist to go in and obtain copies of all
9 e-mails that went between Aramor and the entities

14 that we are interested in, the Banners Brokers
1 1 entities?
12 A. Yes and no. A lot of the
13 instructions that we..,l mean, you could, bud it is
14 not all very clear. I mean, oftentimes they had
15 immediate ~ns~ructions. They would send a Skype
j6 request, they would BBM me. They would call me on
17 the phone, they would upload it. You know, we tried
18 to get them to stick to uploading it to our file
19 manager because it is secure, and the servers are
2Q not in Canada. So, that was our request initially,
21 because we felt it was more secure for them and our
22 clients, being the various industries that we deal
23 in, but...
24 797. Q. Well, I a reciate there may not be,pp

X 25 a lot of Google e-mails that relate to Banners
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Broker...

A. Right.
798. Q. ...but to the extent that they

exist, and we know that there are some...
A. There are some that exist.

wouldn't allow it in terms of having an IT person
out, because then they would be privy to checking
other clients' information. I thinkthatwould be
wrong.

199. Q. Well, we.,.do you have an
alternative suggestion as to how you could get those
to us?

A. I could hand over what we have, and
you guys will have to take it on faith that I am
providing the correct documents. There is a lot of
things that you are looking for that were not
explicitly sent by e-mail, or instructions that can
be provided the way you would like.

800. Q. No, I appreciate that, and we need
to...certainly, we need to deal with...in the realm
of what is possible. And I thinkthat e-mails are
possible,

A. If there is something specific you
are looking for, yes, I can look for it and provide
it to the extent that I have it. If I don't,

Pa~-rP ~Q
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1 A. Yes.
2 806. Q. ...the request and the undertaking I
3 am going to puton...l am going to askyou foron
4 the record is to produce for us...and you can do
5 this yourself, ar we can assist with an independent
6 th i rd party IT...
7 A. I could get payment instructions
8 that would corroborate some of what you are looking
9 for, that is specific to what you are looking for.

10 I mean, a lot of the e-mails I got are just
1 1 random...
12 801. Q. Well, we need.,.and there is a
13 period of time between the end ofi 2011 and mid-2013.
14 So, that is the time frame, that Aramor...
15 A. 2011 and mid-2013?
16 808. Q. Right, through the course of
17 your...essentially, thgicourse ofyour relationship
18 with Banners...
19 A. Yes.
20 809. Q. ...that...the request is that we
21 would like all e-mails that were exchanged,
22 regardless of whether they have to do with payment
23 instructions or anything else. We need a complete
24 record of Banners Broker-related e-mails that are
25 available on this Aramor Gmail account.
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don't, but in most cases I have been,..you know,
didn't retain a lawyer initially. That was just
done on the request, well, not request, but on the
advice of someone, and when I was contacted by
Sper el, I had handed over whatever was asked
initial y...

801. Q. Right.
A. ...but I mean...

802. Q. No, and we appreciate that.
A. Right, so...

803. Q. And I don'tthinkthis should be
particularly burdensome. We can take it a step at a
time. 1 mean, we are...

A. It is more time-consuming than
burdensome, but I understand what you guys need to
get, and...

804. Q. We need...
A. ...if you say specific things,

will line it up...
805. Q. Well, see, the problem with that is

we don't know what exists in order to be specific
with respect to the content of e-mails. So, I think
that accepting that there may not be a lot of
e-mails because you received ~nstruct~ons over the
phone or Skype...

P a r~r P 7 ~i
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1 A. I will provide those. U/T
2 81D. Q. Thank you. And if you get into it,
3 Max, and it is too burdensome, then what we propose
4 is to have an independent, someone who is not going
5 to have any interest in looking at your third-party
6 accounts, assist...
l A. Right.
8 811. Q. ...by taking care of the
9 technological side of that, and then you would have

10 an opportunity to vet them to make sure that we
1 1 weren't getting anything that isn't Banners
12 Broker-related.
13 A. Okay.
14 812. Q. So, we will approach that in a
15 tWo-step process. First of all, we will ask you to
16 produce them, and that may well be sufficient.
17 A. Okay.
18 813. Q. Thank you. And this really does
19 help short-circuit things in terms of what we are
20 trying to get today.

'~ 21 A. okay.
22 814. Q. The other thing that you mentioned
23 was a payment gateway that was sometimes employed,..
24 A. Yes.
25 815. Q. ...to upload instructions to...
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A. Yes.

816. Q. Can you just describe forme...
A. Payment gateway is something that

connects, oftentimes, a client's website with a
bank. And sometimes it is also just used for
relaying information that can be easily transmitted
to a bank or a third-party payment provider
securely. Encrypted, perhaps, when you are dealing
with sensitive banking information, such as whatever
would be considered PSI-compliant, like Visa or
MasterCard. So, it wasn't unusual for us. We had a
payment gateway. We used it for very specific
payment models for our clients. Banners didn't use
itvery often, butwehad encouraged them to go
ahead and upload transactions to that payment
gateway. I can't recall if they ever did.

811. Q. So, to the...were the transactions
that Banners Broker may...

A. Yes.
818. Q. ...have uploaded to the payment

gateway, would they be archived on a server?
A. Yes. I mean, I can access those.

can give you all of the payment instructions that
were ever sent to us.

819. Q. Please. I will take that as an
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undertakin , thank you.

A, t is not a problem. U/T
820. Q, And then just to finish off

the,,.you had a file management system, as well?
A. Yes, and...

821. Q, And you mentioned that the servers
were not in Canada?

A. Yes.
822. Q. Just describe that forme.

A. That is similarto the payment
gateway in a sense that it doesn't communicate with
a third party in any way, but it is just archives,
files for our clients. Sa, even if they are looking
to apply far other accounts elsewhere, or different
things, they can, you know, upload their directors'
passports, corporate documents, etcetera, without
e-mailing them. To the extent of what Banners
Broker might have done on there, it is,..l believe
it is probably just some lists of payments that went
out. They used to upload and e-mail them, so I am
certain I already have them available on Gmail.

823. Q. And for my note, what was the name
of that file management system? Did it have, like,
a...

A. Not really. It was just...
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1 824. {~. What did you call it internally?
2 What was...yau could say, "Chris, upload your payout
3 list to"...
4 A. To ourfile manager.
5 825. Q. To the file manager, okay.
6 A. f don't know if there was a code
7 name that my staff used. I don't know, but that is
8 what it is called. They never really did, though,
9 very much. Really, it is other clients that have

10 taken advantage of it. You know, we built it at
1 1 other clients' request, but Chris generally e-mailed
12 whatever he wanted to get done at same point.
13 826. Q. And presumably you still have access
14 to the file manager?
~ 5 A. Yes.
16 827. Q. Oka . So, to finish off phis set of
17 unde~akings, cou d you please review the file
18 management system and produce for us any Banners
19 Broker-related ~nfarmati~n...
2~ A. Sure.
21 828. ~. ..,including payout instructions?
22 A. Okay. U/T
23 829. Q. Thank yau.
24 A. No problem.
25 830. Q. So, I just want to return, if we
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1 could, to that...the receipts summary behind tab d
2 of Exhibit M2.
3 A. Qkay.
4 831. ~. Far the purposes of receiving these
5 funds, you have given us a list of Aramar account
6 numbers.
7 A. Yes.
8 832. Q. And these are a~ your CIBC?
9 A. Yes.

10 833. Q. It all seems to be...if I am reading
1 1 it correctly, they are all the same account number?
12 A. Yes, that is correct.
13 834. Q. But I understood that you had
14 several accounts at CIBC, one or two at Bank of
15 Montreal, and perhaps others that were used for
16 Banners Broker purposes.
1l A. Loosely. Sa, I will explain. The
18 CIBC account was the primary account used to receive
19 funds from their members. I~ was posted to their
20 website, unbeknownst to me until later on, It was
21 also used to fund, if they needed to send us money.
22 We also had the EFT account, which wasn't used very
23 much. There is a fraction of transaction that went
24 through that, and that was with BMO, and then we
25 also had an account with BMO far Aramor that we
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might have received a couple of transactions on
behalf of Banners Broker. This was towards the tail
end of our business with them.

835. Q. Right.
A. So, I don't recall the amounts, but

they weren't...it happened maybe once or twice, and
then ~t was over, and we had set up that BMO account
because CIBC was closing our accounts with...

836. Q. I recall that from the first time,
that is right. So, apart from..,there were four
accounts at CIBC, two US dollar,..

A. Yes, it was only one account that
they used. Two US dollar and two Canadian.

831. Q. Right, and there was one primary
account?

A. The primary account in the US side
was the only account they used.

838. Q. Which is the one that has the
account number identified an this...

A. That is right.
839. Q. ...document that we are looking at

right now, it ends in ?
A. Whatever else I provided for that

bank vuas just to be transparent. We never had any
other accounts for them, you know, we had account
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far cheques, We dad account for some Canadian
business we did, etcetera, for other merchants.

840. Q. Now, I have a note here that you
have provided us with a complete set of bank
statements for the primary account at CIBC...

A. Yes.
841. Q. ...which is the one that we are

looking at, ending in . However, farthe
latter part of 2012, some of the account statements
are only one page. So, we just want to be sure that
we have a complete set of account statements for
that account?

A. The latter.,.okay, yes, the December
statements.

842. MR. WARD: And just let me go off the
record for a second.

--- DISCUSSION OFFTHE RECORD

THE DEP~NEN~: We were told that our
accounts were coming to an end atthe time,
believe. So, activity slowed down. If
we had other business with other clients,
we had them fund elsewhere.
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1 BY MR. WARD
2 843. Q. Okay.
3 A. So, whatever you have there, i~ was
4 what we had.

844. ~. (t is complete?
6 A. In anticipation of closing those
7 accounts.
8 845. Q. Right, okay.
9 A. Yes, CIBC had given us, like, 9~

10 days or something like that, to taper dalwn our
1 1 transactions.
12 846. Q. So, just for the record, then, as
13 understand it, to wrap up what you said, ou have
14 given the receiver a complete set of CIB bank
15 account statements for the account ending in
16 ..
17 A. That is correct.
18 847. Q. ,,,which was the primary account..
19 A. That is correct. I went to CIBC,
20 and f asked for the full year up until December
21 31st, but that is what they gave me.
22 848. ~. Okay.
23 A. And it was understood that that is

~! 24 what was available. That is how it went dawn.
25 849. Q. Okay. Now, there is a couple of
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1 other CIBC accounts that I want to ask you about
2 that are separate from this one. And the first one
3 ends in 15112.
4 A, Okay.
5 850. Q. And I am told that we have...you
G have provided some statements for that, but we are
7 missing statements from October to December 2012 for
8 that account?
9 A~ Yes. It wasn't closed, but ClBC was

1 d shutting down ail their accounts, and that account
1 1 was specifically used for cheque disbursements for
12 other clients, not Banners Broker. The cheque
13 disbursements, because cheques are a sensitive
14 thing, where they can clear at any dime, we had
15 discouraged our other clients from using that
16 account, and sn there really wasn't... mean, I
17 don't know if there was any additional statements,
18 or there just wasn't any need to provide them.
19 believe, if you look at the other statements from
20 that time period or from that year, you will see
21 that it is just cheques clearing out of that account
22 which had nath~ng to do with...
23 851. Q. So, then, is it...
24 A. ...Banners Broker.
25 852. Q. So we are clear, then, it is our
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The otherwas Canadian cheques thatwe did fora
company. So, yes, there was no...Banners Broker did
everything in U.S. dollars, and anything that was to
be converted was done at the customer's end,
general) .

856. So, what you are telling me is there
was no Banners Broker-related...

A. Na, none.
857. Q. ...activity in that account at any

point in time?
A. No, we just provided those accounts,

just to be transparent.
858. Q. Okay.

A. Because those were accounts we had.
859. Q. And just to remind everyone, when

say Banners Broker, I am referring to...
A. Monitise and all the other ones,

sure.
860. Q. ...Stellar Point, all of the Banners

Broker.,.
A. Correct.

861. MR. WARD. ,..-related companies, okay.
Just off the record for a second.

--- DISCUSSION OFFTHE RECORD

Pane ~F
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1 BY MR. WARD:
2 862. Q. So, Max, if we could look, again, at
3 undertakin 2 on the list of undertakings?
4 A, es?
5 863. Q. It is actually a spreadsheet that we
6 have asked for, an Excel spreadsheet which details
7 all funds received from Banners Broker. And if
8 have understood you correctly, all of the funds that
9 you have received from Banners Broker during the

10 period that you were associated with them would have
1 1 gone into this CIBC  account?
12 A. Yes, and for a short period of time,
13 maybe about a month or so, BMO. There Was maybe one
14 or two transactions that went into BM4 after we
15 closed our CIBC account.
16 864. Q. Okay. And just so I am...were there
1l any other accounts anywhere in the world that Aramor
18 maintained that Banners Broker might have sent, or
19 its affiliates might have sent funds to?
20 A. No, not that we would have

~~ 21 maintained. So, we have...you know, we set them up
22 with alternative relationships with other
23 processors, vendors, etcetera. So, if they were to
24 fund those accounts, that had nothing to do with us.
25 We might helpwith the bookkeeping orthe management

Pac-rP ~7
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1 of howtheyare going to do it, or administer it,
2 but they were not our accounts.
3 865. Q. So, just with reference to the
4 undertaking number 2, and the sheet that we have at
5 tab D before the blue tab...
6 A, Yes?
l 866. Q. ...is this the spreadsheet that you
8 believe sets out the...details all funds received
9 from...

14 A. I believe there is more from them,
1 1 their companies. It is whatwe could initial)
12 find, given the time period we had to provi e it.
13 867. Q. Okay.
14 A. So...
15 868. Q. dkay.
16 A. Yes.
1 l 869. Q. So, can we leave it this way, then?
18 Because I am going to take you to some specific
19 examples, where...
20 A. Sure.
21 870. Q. ...Gillian and Erin have found some
22 indication from the Banners Broker accounts that
23 there may have been money sent to Aramor that is not
24 included on this receipts list?
25 A. Sure.
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sent it to their companies, you know, in terms of
just rerouting money. And that is not something we
would know, necessarily, We have...sometimes, we
get instructions to pay vendors. And if we pay a
vendor, and it is another payment company or another
com any that is not affiliated with any of that we
see ere, it could be assumed that that money was
used to move money elsewhere. I am sure there are
probably instances of that, but that wasn't my
business to real) ...

815. Q. We I, if you could do your best to
prepare something that...a complete statement of
disbursement, and presumablytherewould be..in a
lot of cases, to the extent they are written, there
would be instruction from Smith that would help make
sure that we captured all the disbursements for
payments out.

A. Sure, we will go ahead and do that. UIT
876. Q. Please. And ideally, it would

balance. So, the receipts that we are gong to see
on the one spreadsheet would...

A. Yes.
817. Q. ...equal or be very close to the

disbursements going outto Banners Brokerorthe
affiliates, less your fees?

M. Morgan -199
1 A. Sure, I would hope so, yes.
2 878. Q. Okay.
3 A. Why not?
4 879. Q. Okay, thank you for that. And just
5 while we are at tab D, before you close tab D,
6 behind the blue sheet, there is another document,
7 which I said we have compared to the first one, and
8 they are different...can you just describe forme
9 what yourself or Trivia were doing here?

10 A. Right behind the blue sheet?
1 1 880. Q. Right behind the blue sheet. And
12 you will see that they are different when you look,
13 for instance, at the first two I~ne items, the
14 Monitise entries? The second item is...on the
15 document before the blue sheet is $149,000 receipt
16 whereas on the document after the blue sheet, there
17 is $29,000.
18 A, Yes, I am not sure. There was
19 obviously some sort of mixup or discrepancy because
20 there is the $29,000 on the first sheet, too, but
21 there is two of them here on this...afterthe blue
22 sheet. So, I am not sure. We would have to go back
23 and retrace our steps.
24 881. Q. Okay. And I believe I have that.
25 A. I am assn m i ng it is probably an
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1 error, or..,
2 882. Q. Sure.
3 A. ...we just omitted something. I am
4 not sure.
5 883. Q. So, we will leave that with you,
6 then, and I think it is...
7 A. Sure.
8 884. Q. ...included within the broader
9 undertaking.

10 A. I will clear that up. U/T
1 1 885. Q. Thank you. Now, ~ust back with our
12 unde~akings chart, I am at num er 4, Max, on the...
13 A. Yes, okay.
14 886. Q. You described for us, on April the
15 13th, how there was a BMO account that was used for
16 purposes of EFT payments.
17 A, Yes?
18 887. Q. And just...can you explain forme
19 again what ou mean by an EFT payment?

,20 A. t is a direct deposit to your bank
~~ 21 account. So, ~f you have a Canadian bank account,
!, 22 ou can either debit or credit that account through

1 4 1

23 the mechanism of E~ ~ , electronic funds transfer.
24 888. Q. okay.
25 A. Yes.
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1 So, you will confirm that?
2 A. Yes.
3 899. Q. And then over the page, number 6,
4 s~m~larly you were gong to provide the receiver
5 with complete and, presumably, signed copies of the
6 a reements between Aramor and Beanstream and Aramo
l A lied Wallet...
8 A. Sure. U/T
9 900. Q. .,with respect to Banners Broker?

10 Thank you for that.
1 1 A. Okay.
12 901. Q. And then unde~aking number 7...
13 A. Qkay.
14 902. C~, ...there were some commission
15 statements from Allied Wallet to Aramor Payments in
16 connection with the payment processing services, and
17 supplied to Banners Broker, and I wanted to confirm,
18 as well, that you can provide those to us?
19 A. Yes, we can do that. UIT
20 903. Q, Thank you. And then number 8?
21 A. Yes, we can do that, too. UIT

'22 944. Q. Thank you for that. And number 9,
23 let me just consider this, because we may have
24 covered it, I think we have dealt with number 9,..
25 A. We have covered that. It is one
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889. Q, And that Was done strictly in

Canada, correct?
A. Yes.

890. Q. And it was done,..l further
understand that itwas done through an affiliate
compan of Aramor, which you identified as 2319639
Ontario invited?

A. That is correct.
891. Q. And what was the business of that

company, 231 ?
A. It was just to disburse EFTs.

892. Q. So, can we get from yau, then...and
there may not have been a lot of EFTs, but we would
like a complete statement of all of the EFT payments
that were...

A. Sure.
893. Q. ...that Aramor or 2319639 Ontario

Limited affected for Banners Broker.
A. Okay. UIT

894. Q. Thank you. Maybe the easiest way to
get that to us would be to produce the account
statements for 231's account a~ the Bank of
Montreal. Is that the way you...

A, INe will try. I would have to
petition one of the corporate offices to do it, and
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don't know what their rotocol is. I had a very

good relationship with IBC. So, I can walk to the
branch and talk to the business tellers there. They
were able to order it for me because I was friendly
with them, but I don't know how BMQ will...how fast
the will act or ghat they will do. This specific
EF account was set up in Vancouver, so...

Q. Would you be prepared to authorize
the receiver to make that request on your behalf
with a copy of the...whatever they produce going to
yourself as well as to their receiver?

A. I would like to attempt first, but,
yes, I will permit it.

Q. Okay. So, let's,..again, a two-step
process. If you could attempt first, thank you for
that. And then the next few get a little;..the next
few under~ak~ngs, Max, get a I~ttle easier.

A. Okay.
Q. Number 5, I just wanted to confirm

that we had agreed when we last met that you could
provide me with a complete copy of the agreement
between Aramor Payments and Banners Broker?

A. Yes.
Q. And we have a copy, but it was

missing the schedules and it wasn't signed. Okay.

panes a~
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1 specific account that you want to know where funds
2 were sent to or from to any of the corporations?
3 905. Q. Vllell, yes, and assuming.,.from what
4 you have told us, there was only one specific
5 account atClBC, plusthe BMO...
6 A. That is correct.
7 946. Q. ...towards the end. So, this
8 undertaking number 9 is presumably captured in the
9 answers to undertakings number 2 and 3.

10 A. That is correct.
1 1 907. Q. Okay. And then finally, undertaking
12 number 10. There was a BMO...another BMO account at
13 First Canadian Place?
14 A. That is correct.
15 908. Q. That was established in around
16 November 2012, after CIBC shut Aramor's accounts.

~~ 1l And ou use that a little bit for Banners Broker,Y
18 correct?
19 A. Yes, we did. I can provide
20 statements for that for November 2012, and possibly
21 December, as well, forwha~ they did.
22 909. Q. Sure. And we are only interested
23 in..,well, what we are interested in is statements
24 for that account that document Banners
25 Broker-related activity, regardless of the time
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period.

A. Okay. U/T
910. Q. Thank you. okay. So, i want to

lookfurther at the little brief of documents that
is tabbed and loose.

A. okay.
911. Q. And behind tab A, there is reference

to a $300,00 amount that was paid from Monitise
Group's account at Choice Bankto an entity called
Cambridge Mercantile Corp...

A. Sorry, what number_ is that?
912. Q. It is just tab A.

A. Tab A?
913. Q. You will see a form there.

A, Okay.
914. Q. So, as i read phis, there was a

$304,000 amount that was paid from a Monitise Group
incorporated account...

A. Yes.
915. Q. ...which we understand was at Choice

Bank, to a beneficiary by the name of Cambridge
Mercantile Corp., that banked at the Bank of
America, New York.

A. Yes.
916. Q. And can you tell me, is Cambridge
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Mercantile Corp. associated with Aramor?

A. Yes. So, we had FX account there,
that some of our clients funded. UVe have a lot of
clients in Europe. We had some in Asia, as well.
What had happened was Banners Broker wanted to be
able to send direct deposit ayments or...in Europe,
called SEPA, through Cam ridge, or they asked us if
we could facilitate it. We told them we can't do it
directly, but it waul~ have to go through Cambridge.
They may have funded more than once, but I think it
was only once, and then Cambridge came back to us
and said, you know, "You operated on behalf of a
third party, or your clients. These uys are going
to have to set up an account direct y with us".
And, so, we proceeded to attempt to do that and were
nod successful. But, yes, this might have happened
once or twice, as far as !know.

911, Q. Okay. So, it appears that it
happened in this instance.

A. M'hmm,
918. Q, And just so l am...can you check and

let us know if it happened in any other instances?
A. Yes, !can check. U/T

919. Q. Okay. and just so I am clear on the
relationship between Cambridge Mercantile ~raup and

Pam QR
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1 Aramar, is Cambridge Mercantile Grou
2 essentially...is it acompany? Is it anot er one of
3 your companies?
4 A. Yes. It is not one of my companies,
5 no. Cambridge is a huge FX broker on King Street,
6 so they se►~e a lot of different com anies. But we
7 had an account with them to be ab e to receive funds
8 from our clients and vendors, and to be able to send
9 funds out, as well,

10 920. Q. I see. And there is an account
11 numberon this, and you will see it as ending in
12 163? Was that the Aramor account at...
13 A. No, we never had a specific account.
14 They have their own accounts, and what we have is
15 some sort of ID that is attached. So, if clients
16 send funds for us, they can quote that in the
11 notation, and then we would receive the funds.
18 921. Q. Okay. And what happened to the
19 funds after they made it into..,how can we trace the
20 $300, OaO...
21 A, You would have to trace...
22 922. Q. ...beyond Bank of America?
23 A. You would have to trace it through
24 Cambridge. So, what happened is Cambridge got the
25 funds. These guys, Banners, sent us the

P arrP 4 ~
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1 instructions. The instructions were to disburse X
2 number of funds. What had happened is we gat...some
3 of the funds went to Ireland, which was really...
4 923. Q. Some of these $300,004?
5 A. Yes. However, the country code that
~ was typed in was Iran. And, so, that rased flags
l accidentally, and that is when we started to get
8 into hotwaterwith Cambridge, and ~h~y said they
9 need to set up their own account, because the

14 clearly knew it was out of our regular pattern. e
11 never really sent a lot of payments to Ireland

~, 12 or...and never to Iran, obviously. So...
'~~ 13 924. Q. Okay. So, what we are trying to do
~ 14 is find out what ha ened to the $300,000 be andpp Y
15 this point ~n time.
16 A. It got disbursed. It got disbursed
1l based on whatever their instructions were.
18 925. Q. Okay.
19 A. And t can't say that it was just
20 micropa menfis. I~ might have been larger payments,
21 tao, but anners sent ~nstructtons, we rem~t~ed
22 those instructions over to Cambridge, and Cambridge
23 acted on them.
24 926. Q. Okay. Sa, can you either, by
25 contacting Cambridge or~ust b ~r fook~ng within your
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own records...

A. Sure.
927. Q. ...can you please give us an

accounting for what happened.,.where that $304,x00
went?

A. Sure. U/T
928. Q. Thank you. And then the next item

in this brief is a $200,000 amount, and you will see
this behind tab B. That was, again, transferred
from monetized group account at Choice Bank?

A. Yes.
929. Q, To a Bank of Montreal account of

Aramor.
A. Yes.

930. Q. In February of 2013.
A. Okay.

931. Q. And this would have been the First
Canadian Place?

A. That is accurate.
932. Q. Okay, And..,

A. That was after our CIBC accounts
were closed.

933. Q. Right.
A. I think,,,) don't believe those were

necessarily disbursements thatwedid. I think
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those funds were sent to us, and then off to
Payoneer, or we were to remit those funds elsewhere
in a large lump sum, So, we didn't do a bunch of
micropa ments ourselves.

934. Okay. But you either...
A. I can et you details on that.

935. Q. Wel ,yes, thank you. And
will...for the record, we would like an undertaking
as to...so, with information sufficient to determine
the disposition of those funds beyond the Bank of
Montreal. And it may be...because you have told us
that we can have the relevant Bank of Montreal
statements, that just by looking at the statements,
we can figure out how the money...

A. Sure.
936. Q. ...was disbursed on.

A. Okay. U/T
937. Q, And then the next tab is tab C...

A. Okay.
938. Q. ...and you will see that, on

September the 3rd, 2012, is this highlighted for...
A. It is.

939. Q. It is, okay. So, on September the
3rd, 2012, there was a $299,935 amount that was sent
to yourAramor CIBC bank account.

ParrP ~~
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1 A. Yes.
2 940. Q. This receipt doesn't appear on the
3 receipt listing that Tricia had prepared, and you
4 had given to us earlier,
5 A. I don't think it was clear to her,
6 necessarily, who it was from or where it was from
7 initially. And I had given her a list of names of
8 companies, etcetera, to look for. So, it was easy
9 for her to...like to...bypass this.

10 941. Q. Okay.
1 1 A. She wouldn't have hidden it, because
12 she knew that we had the...and you guys have all the
13 statements, so...
14 942. Q. Okay.
15 A. ,..it is robably just an oversight.
16 943. Q. Un erstood.
17 A. I can certainly get some more detail
18 on it,
19 944. Q, As long as it is included in the
20 revised, sort of, comprehensive receipts
21 disbursement summaries, thatwould be fine. And
22 then, if we look behind tab E in the same brief,
23 there is a few entries I want to take you to that

' 24 the receiver is interested in. It looks like there
25 were three transfers to Stellar Point, that were
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1 made in the summerof 2012.
2 A. Right.
3 945. Q. And the first one you see, on the
4 first page, it is an $80,000 entry,..
5 A. Right.
6 946. Q. ...and the indication there is "~omm
7 cash debit". And we talked a little bit about this
8 on April the 13th, but remind me: UUhat is your
9 understanding of a comm cash debit?

10 A. I think it is just...it is a
1 1 transferwithin the branch. So, we didn't have to
12 wire the funds necessarily, because Stellar Point
13 should have had an account at the same branch. From
14 what I recall, I did the introductions...
15 947. Q. Right.
16 A. ...for them to get an account there,
17 so...
18 948. Q. So, you believe that to just
19 indicate that there was an intra-bank transfer...
20 A. Right, of their own funds, and from
21 what i understand, I know that Stellar Point had a
22 large commercial property, and they had a staff of
23 about 60 or 70 people at one point. So, from what
24 remember at the time, or as you mentioned to me, it
25 was for his a roll and other ex enses, and this was
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consistent. So, I said, "Okay, sure. We will
transfer it. It is your money".

949. Q. Okay. And, please, if you can move
forward to tab F?

A. Yes?
950. Q. There are five transfers from

Stellar Point that are documented in tab F.
A. To Aramor?

951. Q. To Aramor,
A. Okay.

952. Q. And, again, I am told that these
were not on the receipt summarythat,..

A. No, Trivia would not have known.,.
953. Q. Okay. So, if you could just make

sure, then, thatthe ...
A. It says anners Broker Limited here,

is this Banners Broker Canada...this is Banners
Broker, and then it changed to Stellar Point.

954. Q. Correct.
A. Is that accurate?

955. Q. Yes. And, so, we just need to...we
just want to...if you could remind Trivia or whoever
to make sure...

A. Yes.
956. Q. ...that these types of transfers are
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included in the revised receipts disbursement
summary.

A. Okay. UIT
957. Q. Okay, And then similarly, tab G of

the same brief shows a receipt to your CIBC account
from G Cube Media. And, again, this was also not
included in Trivia's form.

A. Yes, I don't think she was familiar
with it.

958. Q. Okay. But...
A. We will include it. UIT

959. Q. Thank you, because we consider G
Cube to be affiliated.

A. It is.
96~. Q. All right. Okay. So, let's.,.)

think we are done with that, and we are making good
rogress, Max. A couple other housekeeping matters.
yndon Burrell do you knowwhere.,.where is Lyndon
Burrell...

A. Burrell.,.
961. Q. ...if we needed to speak...

A. Global Pa menu.
962. Q. Okay. nd can you give Gillian.,.or

do you have his contact information to give to
Gillian?

M. Morgan - 215
1 A. I would prefer to leave Lyndon out
2 of this. What is Lyndon's relevance to this? And
3 by that I don't mean he has an thing to hide. He
4 doesn't, but he is a good frien . He went through a
5 tough time. He left Aramor and went to Global
6 Payments on my referral and recommendation, and he
7 was simply an account manager that did a good job
8 setting them up with payments for Allied Wallet,
9 Beanstream and a couple of other companies. He

10 would have no relevance to the money that you are
1 1 looking for within Aramor as far as these
12 statements, etcetera. He was never part of that
13 side of the business.
14 963. Q. Yes. It is just in case we needed
15 to speak to him for any reason. There is no plan to
16 pursue Lyndon or anything, or anyone else, for that
17 matter. We are just trying to figure out the flow
18 of funds. Now, if he is...
19 A. He is a close family friend. Unless
20 it is by coup order, I don't want to provide that.
21 964. Q. And in the same vein, I know that
22 there were a couple other people within your
23 organization that did some Banners Broker work...
24 A. Yes.
25 965. Q. ...and the other one, of course, is
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1 Trivia Edwards. Is she in the Philippines or
2 Canada?
3 A. Trivia is in Canada.
4 966. Q. Okay. And is she still with Aramor?
5 A. She is independently contracting,
6 but yes.
7 961. Q. Okay. And, so, similarly, just in
8 the event we needed it, could we get, please,
9 contact information for Trivia Edwards? An e-mail

10 address and a phone number?
1 1 A. Look, I don't mind brin ing Trivia
12 here, bringing her in or anything li e that.
13 would prefer if she comes in or anything like that,
14 she is with someone, she is with me. Not a lawyer,
15 but...
16 968. Q. That is fine.
17 A, Yes, I don't want her operating
18 outside of that. And we run a business, and she is
19 pretty busy. So, you know, she will help me get the
20 documentation you need, but...you know, t consider
21 m self the principal and the one who had the
22 re ationship with Banners for the most part, and
23 everyone else aiding in it, and I don't want to drag

'~ 24 in other eople into ~t if not needed...
25 969. Okay, and..,
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A. She can obviously rovide detail on

some transactions, because s e was my payments
manager, but to hertheyare 'ust instructions.

970. Q. So, can we just eave it that you
can make her available to us if necessary...

A. If necessary, yes.
971. Q. ...on further requests? Okay, thank

you for that. And the two other names that I had,
a ain, from the first day, are Liza Abrigana and
A icia Varga.

A. Liza is in the Philippines, so she
wouldn't be available. She no longer works with us.
Alicia still works with me; however, she never had
any affiliation with Banners Broker. I am not sure
why she would be named on anything. She was
completely not with.,.she was with the company at
various, various times during the process, but did
not have any affiliation whatsoever.

972. Q. All right.
A. Had no dealings.

973. Q. And let's turn to the...because
think we are in the home stretch now...

A. Sure.
974. Q. ...to tab 16 of the large document

binder, which I believe I have already marked, but
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just to be clear for...

A. Justto clarify, she did have...she
helped with the Indian payments. That was it.

915. Q. She being,..
A. Alicia.

916. Q. Alicia Uarga?
A, Yes. So, she helped with the Indian

cash payments, really just kind of
orchestrating.,.not rnoneymovement, but the
organization of files, because it was pretty messy,
but that was it. I don't know What she would know
or remember, but it was specific to Indian cash
payments. So, if you have any questions regarding
that, she could answer those.

977. Q. Now, is she in Canada?
A. Yes.

918. Q. Okay. And similarly...
A. if you need to have her in to ask

questions regarding the Indian cash payments, I can
bring her in.

919. Q. Thank you. And just...we touched on
this the first day, but within Aramor, it was
yourself and not anyone else that authorized the
movement of funds?

A. Correct.
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1 980. MR. WARD: Okay, So, just...as I was
2 about to do, we are going to mark the large
3 black binder with 64 tabs as Exhibit M3 for
4 identification.
5
6 --- EXHIBIT N0. M3. Large black binder with 64 tabs
7
8 BY MR. WARD:
9 981. Q. And, Max, I am at an e-mail behind

10 tab 16.
1 1 A. Okay. Sorry, this is Chris Smith?
12 982. Q. Yes, this is an e-mail from yourself
13 to Chris Smith.
14 A. Okay.
15 983. Q. Behind tab 16, and just take a
16 minute and ref resh on it, but as I read it, on
17 January the 18th, Chris is telling you to look out
18 for three wires.
19 A. Okay.
20 984. Q. And do you see the third wire there?
21 It says:
22 "...From World WebMedia Swiss..."
23 A. Yes.
24 985. Q. "...200,000 euro to Barclays..."

'~~ 25 A. Correct.
Pa~rP ti t
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1 986. Q. Can you just explain for me what
2 that was?
3 A. I don't know if it is a typo, or if
4 we had an FX account or...no, not an FX account. A
5 funding account to Barkley's for credit card
6 funding. Vlre have a program where you can fund
l credit cards directly, and it is possible that he
8 sent mone there. We have never had a Barkley's
9 account. e have a lot of third-party processors

10 that do. So, I wouldn't know why that would be sent
1 1 taus. The other two, yes, and you could robably
12 see that on the statements. G Cube and onitise,
13 but World WebMediawas not something that we had
14 seen before, and we have never had a Barclays
15 account.
16 987. Q. Have a look at the very next tab.
1l Tab 17.
18 A. Okay.
19 988. Q. And, again, as I read it, on January

'20 the 26th, 2012, you are sending Chris...
21 A. Yes, okay. So, it was the FI RMA
22 foreign exchange, that is an FX firm that we deal
23 with. So, that is why...okay, that makes sense.
24 That is not our Barkley's account, just so you know.
25 989. Q. Well, just...yes. So, whose
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Barkley's account was it?

A. From a foreign exchange.,.allowed us
to receive funds in euros ar any other currency to
get exchanged and then send ~t off elsewhere ~f ~t
needs to...if it needs to be funded somewhere else.
don't knowwhy he sentfunds to FIRMA, and I don't

know...) would have to go back and check, and I can
ce~ainly try to provide some background there as to
why those fiunds were sent. My assumption is that it
was used to fund one of his disbursement accounts ~r
credit card funding, as mentioned in the...

I~ Q. I am just trying to put the
two...tab 16 and 17 together. And behind the blue
sheet in tab 17 is the actual receipt from FIRMA
Foreign Exchange.

A. Yes.
Q. Or two FIR~IIA Foreign Exchange.

A. Correct.
Q. What is happening here with this

200,000 euro? V1lhat is Aramor's involvement in
dealing with Barclays, FIRMA Foreign Exchange and
Banners Broker?

A. We had a relationship with FIRMA
only, Banners Broker, I don't know...WorldWeb Media
Inc., we never received funds from them ever before
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in any account. The fact that they were sending it
to here, it is possible that was aone-time thing,
maybe in one of their offshore accounts. I am not
sure, but they wanted money moved and...

Q. Who is "they"?
A. Either Chris or,,,what is his name?

Kuldip, This was brought up in our last meeting
where you mentioned something about a Swiss bank.
am not sure whytheywould send funds at the time,
but FIRMA has the capability of exchanging and
moving the funds. And, so, it is likely that is
what they did.

Q. And how did the receipt,..because
the receipt that you have behind tab 17 that you are
sending to Chris...

A. Yes.
Q. ...how did this come to you?

A. Well, we had the a relationshipwith
FIRMA. So, we authorized them to send i~.
UUhatever...we said to them, "if you want funds
exchanged, or you need somewhere to send euras, you
could send it to FIRMA". Now, we have relationships
here, and, you know,..like we had with Cambridge and
a few other firms where we could have...if they
needed to send us direct funds. They would send it
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1 to us, exchange it and put it to our account. This
2 is something else. This is them wanting to send the
3 funds in euros or anather...or USD, but it is from
4 Switzerland, and they want us...clearly, World
5 WebMedia, we haven't seen that on any of our other
6 statements. So, this is a one-off. I don't know
7 what it was for, and it wasn't sent directly to us.
8 996. Q. So, the account number on this
9 statement...

10 A. Belongs to FIRMA.
1 1 997. Q. The one ending in ?
12 A. Yes.
13 998. Q. That is your account to FIRMA. So,
14 it belongs to FIRMA?
15 A. It belongs to FIRMA, yes. We never
16 owed any accounts out in Europe.
17 999. Q. No, t appreciate that. I guess what
18 I am trying to understand is where the money went
19 from here.
20 A. That is something that FIRMA would
21 have to obtain for ou, or ou would have to asky Y
22 Chris. You know,..and this isn't the first time
23 they have used one of our third-party relationships
24 to move money, orwe have introduced them to someone
25 that can do that for them. You know...
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1 1000. Q. So, you are saying, then, that you
2 introduced, essentially, Banners to FIRMA?
3 A. No, we had the relationship with
4 FIRMA, and we said we have a client that wants to
5 use our account to send money, ar to send it to
6 wherever the need it to o.y g
7 1001. Q. Was an Aramor account...
8 A. It is not an Aramor account. It is
9 just our relationship with FIRMA. We don't own any

10 accounts with FIRMA. UVhat happens is it is FIRMA's
1 1 bank account. FfRMA says, "Maxwell, you guys can
12 have your clients send money here, and just indicate
13 that it is, you know, whatever the reference is, and
14 then they can go ahead and move it, or whatever the
15 case is. FIRMA makes their money purely on
16 exchange. So, whatever they got in USD had to be
17 converted to euro or something else. That is just
18 the rule. FIRMA doesn't care where it comes from or
19 what it is. As long as it is legal money, they will
20 make their mone on the exchange.
21 1002. MR. WA D. Okay, Let's just go off the
22 record for a second.
23
24 --- DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD
25 _-
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BY MR. WARD:
1003. Q. So, Max, with reference to tabs 16

and 17 of M3, if you could.,.if you are able to
make, if you are willing to make inquiries of
FIRMA...

A. Yes.
1004. Q. ...to determine from them the

disposition of the 204,000 euro. Yau will do that
for us?

A. Sure, U/T
1005. Q. Thank you. Okay. And, Max, we will

send you a list of all these undertakings as well.
You are welcome to please take notes, and...

A. Okay.
1006. Q. ...there will be a transcript, but

we are happy to send you a list.
A. akay.

1007. Q. Now, there is a few other e-malt s
that I want to get to that don't have to do with
account transfers, per se. They are a little more
higher-level or general, but eitheryourself or
Burrell were across them with Smith. And the first
one I want to take you to is tab 18.

A. Sure.
1008. Q. And this is a discussion, you
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authored the e-mail, but the subject ofthe e-mail
is a master account that you are having difficulty
in obtaining. So, if you could refresh on that, I
would like you to explain what the issue is here.

A. I can't recall exactly why they
needed a master account, or what a master account
might have been at the time. I don't know. It
clearly Was a term that we used here. They came to
us initially in the latter part of 2011 for a whole
bunch of things, primarily credit card processing,
but other things that they figured, you know what,
you have relationships with that you can probably
obtain, which is true. The premise ofthis e-mail
was to understand their business model, because it
looked very risky to some of the banks or entities
spoke with, that they wanted me to engage with, and
wanted them to.,, I got a message back from a bank

in Europe that wanted to understand their business
model a little bit more, and I didn't have a full
understanding as far as what was on the website.
You know, my understanding initially Was that it was
banner ad advertising. And, so, when the bank came
back to me with this, it was...

10Q9. Q. Which bank was this?
A. I am not 100 percent sure. I go to
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1 London every year around that time. 1 am going to
2 go on record and probably say it was Wirecard.
3 1010, Q. Wirecard?
4 A, Dut of Germany.
5 1011, Q. Right. There is a reference in the
6 e-mail to you meeting with a few offshore banks in
7 London.
8 A. Yes.
g 1012. Q. Did you do that an behalf of

10 Banners, or...
11 A. No. I go to London every year for a
12 big conference, and there is a lot of banks and
13 clients and entities that I deal with. So, I am
14 sure that whatever I went there far, I loosely
15 men~i~ned this specific scenario, this specific
16 client to get a feeler for what might be out there
1l And when 1 said I met with a few offshore banks,

~~, 18 don't know how many. It is possible I said whatever
19 I needed to appease them. They are my client,
20 but...
21 1013. Q. You also say...you say further down,
22 you say:
23 "... Here is the message I got back in m~
24 last conversation with a bank in Europe
25 after I submitted everything..."
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1 A. Yes.
2 1014. Q. So, was there some sort of an
3 application that ou submitted?
4 A. t thin it was...yes, a package.
5 So, it might have been an a plication. It might
6 have also been the principas' documents, etcetera,
7 and i don'tthink itwas bye-mail. I think I might
8 have personally delivered it, or...
9 1015. Q. But does that help you remember

10 which bank it was?
1 1 A. Not really, it doesn't. I could go
12 on record and saying Wirecard because l have a
13 pretty good relationship with them. Yes, no,
14 wouldn't remember Which exact bank it was. Bear in
15 mind, this v~as.,,l mean, we submit applications to
16 banks and processors daily in the hundreds

', 17 sometimes, back then, So, I would have to go back
18 and look at some of the relationships 1 have, and
19 see...
20 1016. Q. Okay.
21 A. ...who it was, but f don't think...)
22 don't even thinkthe bankwouldhave kept this
~3 because it was just an application, I don't think
24 it was anything of real record. The point of this
25 e-mail Was that if the bank doesn't exactly
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understand how to Classify your business, or
understand what it is, then it is going to be hard
for me to operate for you, to represent you in what
you need, because it is risky and people don't
understand it.

1017. Q. You didn't understand it, either?
A. I understood what I thought

understood, and then when I saw this, or saw the
bank sent this, I met with them and said, "Guys, you
know, this is eXtremely complicated" and banks are
scared of this type of activity. It is an MLM, but
the way they are eXplainin it, it sounds like it
could be something else. t sounds like it could be
duplicitous in some way.

1018. Q, Right. 1 mean, I take it that you
were never completely comforable with this business.
is that fair?

A. I was comfortable with the
rincipals involved. I thought they were good guys.
thought they were honest. I thought they were
bu~ld~ng a good business. They seemed to have a
good morale with their staff, and good press at the
time. So, I just wanted them to provide clarity and
make the business model simpler s~ that it provided
less questions, you know? My job when I set up a
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merchant with accounts is to help them with their
business, and ~o help the bank, or process or
understand the model so that it causes less problems
when there is underwriting, it causes less problems
if there is a case of fraud, because things
like...fraud happens all the time in credit card
transactions, and it is not always the merchant's
fault. So, I wanted to represent their interests
clearly, and...

1019. Q. I guess 'ust to help us understand,
because part of the... mean, the receiver has to
tell the story here, as well, in terms of what...

A. Sure.
102Q, Q, ...their understanding of the

business is. But I take it that the comfort that
you had with the principals, did that change at some
point? I mean, CIBC shut down your accounts later
on...

A. Yes, and they shut it down mainly
because there was carelessness. I wouldn't sad
these guys were d~shonest~ They didn't try to hide
anything from me. Sa, I wasn't necessarily upset
with them. ! realty, after that, just sa1d, "Let's
focus on credit card processing, uvhich we could
easily do for you, provide for you". !didn't have
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1 much of a relation with Kuldip, so l think his
2 relation was more...his role was more silent. But,
3 es, Chris' relationship with a little bit puzzling.
4 had concerns about him. Ra~~v, not so much.
5 just..,off the recard.
6
7 --- DISCUSSION OFFTHE REC~R~
8
9 THE DEPONENT: I just didn't want to

10 pint him in a certain way.
1 1
12 BY MR. WARD:
13 1021, Q. Him being,..
14 A, Rajiv.
15 1022, Q. Okay.
~ 6 A. I have no problem saying he is a
i7 friend, but I don't know their business dealings in
18 and out weld enough to say that.,.how involved he
19 was. I know when it came to money, outside of what
20 Stellar Point needed for their payroll and their
21 overhead, which was very clear to me, I primarily
22 dealt with Chris on all the instructions, incoming
23 and outgoing.
24 1023. Q. Have you spoken with Smith lately?
25 A. Never. It has been...the last
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1 dealing we had with them, in terms of money going
2 into our BMO account was the last time I probably...
3 1024. Q. Okay.
4 A. ...communicated with him.
5 1425. Q. And what about the last
6 Communication orcontact~ith Josun?
7 A. It has probably been years. i know
8 he...
9 1026. Q. Okay.

10 A. ...left the company...
1 1 1027. Q. Ri ht.
12 A. Yes, only had met with him maybe
13 three or four times in Iota[ since we knew each
14 other. So, yes, I didn't...for him, it was more of
15 a handshake We never spoke much more than that.
16 1028. Q. And how about Dixit? Rajiv?
17 A. Probably a week ago.
18 1029. Q. A week ago?
19 A. Yes.
20 1030. Q. Qkay.
21 A. Our kids are in the same school.
22 So, if f pick up my kids, t will see him.
23 1 31. Q. Qkay. And he is your personal
24 friend, you had said, as well?
25 A. Nat so personal, but I am a likeable
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guy, so...you know? If people come around, I will
see him..,4shawa is not a bid place. So, yes,
know him very well.

1032. Q. How did the richest...
fast-forwarding...how did the relationship end, the
Aramor relationship with Banners?

A. With Banners?
1033. Q, Who ended it, and how?

A. I don't know if it ended that
formally. I think it was kind of like, "We don't
have any more accounts for you guys to fund. Ulle can
continue doing introductions for you". Lyndon
didn't want anything to do with it anymore, just
because of the stuff comin up online. We still had
a relationship with Allied allet, and they were
still processing credit cards with them, and the
were still providing us with ourcommissions. o,
where that is concerned, I just left that as is.
thinkthey just scaled down their business on their
own.

1034. Q. Well, they ended up getting pub into
liquidation in the Isle of Man...

A. Right.
1035. Q. ...and then receivership here. So,

were you with them pretty much to the end, then?
ParrP 7 ~i
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A. No, }ust, all of a sudden,

just...communicationkind ofceased, particularly
with Chris. Rajiv sail) communicated with me
because he valued my input on payment processing.
So, he would ask me questions. You know, I know he
had other business interest he wanted to pursue.
So, he asked me questions and I knew new his wife
very well. And, so, I still had communication with
Rajiv, but not Chris, and Chris was the guy
communicatedwith forthe business a long time ago.

1036. Q. Right.
A. Ra'iv left Banners and did his own

thing with Ste lar Point, and decided he wanted to
do web hostin and a host of other things, and...

1037. Q. fight.
A. ...so, he came to me to ask about

payment rocessing and I said as tong as it is not
in the rea m of what you were doing with Banners
Broker, we can look at it. 1 can make the
introduction at the very least. So, that is what
did.

1038. Q. Right, right. And I take it you are
not working With Rajiv now currently?

A. I do some consulting for him. He
has a storefront called Wireless Cash...
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1 1039. Q. Right.
2 A. ...that he sells stuff out of. He
3 needed a merchant account. I introduced him to
4 someone who would obtain it for him, and I know he
5 had some other interest that he is working on, that
6 is...l loosely consultwith him on. I told him
l anything related to an MLM, I can't be involved
8 with, just based on what has happened with Banners,
9 it is just too risky. And since then, Aramor has

10 turned away any business from any MLM just because
1 1 it is...the riskprofile is too high.
12 1040. Q. Right, right. The question is,
13 Stephanie Schlacht was also involved in the Banners
14 Broker business. We know that forquite a white,
15 and then she is married to Rajiv. First of all, did
16 you have any business dealings with her in terms of
17 taking instructions for payouts or anything else?
18 A. No. No, everything was Chris. She
19 was Rajiv's executive assistant, apparently, at the
20 time. I dealt with her a lot when it came to
21 Stellar Point, but not when it came to payment
22 instructions. Just administrative stuff; if
23 needed to met with Rajiv or something, she would
24 book it. So, no, I mean, the relationship I had
25 with her after was more of a friendly one because of
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1 their romantic dealings.
2 1441. Q. Were you at their wedding?
3 A. I was in the wedding.
4 1042. Q. In their wedding?
5 A. Yes.
6 1043. Q. Okay.
7 A. A lot of people asked me to be in
8 their wedding.
9 1044, Q. All right.

10 A. Yes, we are not particularly.,.
1 1 1045. Q. So, you are like a groomsman?
12 A. I was a groomsman. If you know
13 Rajiv, he is not very charming, So, people who have
14 been kind to him and friendly, he is just that kind
15 of character, and he asked me to be in his wedding.
16 So, I said, "Sure, you know, I will make your
1l wedding look better. I will be in it". I am good
18 for a party anyways.
19 1046. Q. Okay. I am going to move through
20 some points quickly, because I don't think a lot
21 turns on..,it may be that not a lot turns on this,
22 but there is a reference at tab 25 of this binder to
23 what iscalled a c{osed-loop solution.
24 A. Yes.
25 1047. Q. I haven't seen that term before.
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What is that?

A. Yes, that is like eWallet. I don't
know if you have heard of the term "eWallet".

1048. Q. [have, yes.
A. Okay. So, an eWallet...MLMs like

eVllallets because it allows money to come in. Each
individual or each of their customers has an
individual subaccount, It is virtual money really,
and then when they want to cash it out to have it
sent elsewhere, they can do so. So, I know they
have had relationships with a few eWaflets out
there, and I have been exploring options forthem to
have an eWallet solution that I could introduce them
to.

1049. Q. So, is eUVallet the same as a closed
loop?

A. It is absolutely the same thing.
The money stays there, it comes in, it goes out, the
same wa .

1050. Okay. And then moving forward, tab
28, there is some correspondence regarding options
to do business in Bangladesh.

A. Yes.
1051, Q, Tell me about that, because...

A. Sure.
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1 A. Not really. I think he just
2 Was...he would earn commissions if he could get
3 UseMyServices to do something. He had built a
4 relationship with them. So, I think he introduced
5 that option. The UseMyServices never did anything
6 for them there because it just fell through. It
7 didn't work out. Bangladesh was a tough place to
8 get money out of.
9 1055. Q. Okay. So, here is...tab 29 is more

1Q interesting. So, let's move on to that. The
1 1 subject is "Cash pickup".
12 A, Right.
13 1056. Q. And just to refresh on it...review
14 it...
15 A. Sure.
16 1051, Q. ...and then if you could just
17 describe for me what is going on here, in terms
18 of.,.
19 A. Yes, it was just...he had some money
20 to pick up, pretty much. The information was
21 provided to me as to where he was to pick up the
22 funds, and I told him I can't pick up the funds.
23 am not going to disburse them for you. I am not
24 walking around with that kind of money. So, I gave
25 him the information to pick it up, and who to ask
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1052. Q, Yes, please.

A. So, their model was they used to
travel, and Rajiv was pretty heavy on the sales end,
and presents, you know, what they could do for you
when, you know, you et involved with Banners
Broker, and they said angladesh was blowing up for
them. It was becoming very profitable, and they
needed payment options there. I had never done
anything related to Bangladesh, and I didn't know a
lot. We had a relationship with UseMyServices, and
UseMyServices mentioned they might be able to do
something. And, so, I think we just started to
explore that option forthem. There was nothing
direct that Aramor could do, but we were looking at
relationships that might be able to facilitate that.

1053. Q. So, was something put in place? Do
you know?

A. Not ghat I remember. It is possible
there was some sort ofshort-term solution, but
Bangladesh u~as very difficult. I don't think
UseMyServices could do it. I think we tried to look
at some other services that might be able to do it,
and it just didn't seem ossible.

1054. Q. But was urrel! in charge of the
Bangladesh options?
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1 for it, and that Was it. These e-mails are pretty
2 much the extent of the communication when it comes
3 to money. Sometimes there was a PIN that he would
4 give them, or a specific code. Sometimes just the
5 person he would askfor.
6 1058. Q. So, do you know Jason Berry?
7 A. No, I think that is an alias,
8 probably.
9 1059. Q. And is...

10 A. I am pretty certain it would be.
1 1 1060. Q. And was this something that..,this
12 is something that Aramor coordinated for Chris,
13 right?
14 A. Loosely. I can't recall if these
15 were either his existing funds that he already had
16 with us, and we sent it. Of if he sent it. You
17 know, and that I can look into, but, yes, I did

~~ 18 coordinate it for him in the sense that the
19 individual thatdid our...oreKash thatdid our
20 Indian payments, they had a money service business
21 here, as well, and they said they can do cash
22 disbursements, which we thought was above- round,
23 because they are a money service business. he
24 offices that they have had, you know, including this
25 location were just virtual offices, so, office space
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they could rent out and, you know...

1061. Q. Well, have you ever been to 14 Haas
Road...

A. No.
5
6
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1062. Q. ...unit 1~6?
A. No.

1063. Q. I mean, why do you think it is a
virtual office? Like, whatwould we see there?

A. That is just how eKash o erated,
They always had...l mean, they wou d use Regus or
other companies to have their operations at.
thinkthey just didn't like to sign any long-term
leases, so it made sense for them.

1064. Q. Okay. So, when you say "virtual
office", you mean that it wouldn't say eKash...

A, Not virtual office, but, yes,
boutique office where the could just use it for the
day ~f they wanted to, or t ey could be there
longer, but it wouldn't sayeKash on the door.

1065. Q. okay.
A. Although they could have that

option, perhaps. I am not sure.
1066. Q. Now, you have promised us...what we

call loosely a disbursement summary. So, can
assume that if that $40,000 went through any of
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Aramor's accounts, you will.,.

A. Yes.
1067, Q. ...and that you had funded it to

eKash, we would see that on the summary that you are
going to provide?

A. As best as possible. !don't know
if it ever did go through us, but I will
double-check. UIT

1068. Q. Thank you. And then over the page,
the next e-mail deals with a larger amount.

A. This is 30?
1069. Q. Yes, tab 30. Just reread it.

think my...l am not sure I had a question on this
one, other than.,.) mean, it is a large amount,
$400,000 de osit. You say:

".,.It wi I be accounted for today by
Trivia..."
A. Yes, and I think what happened is,

so much moneywas coming in atthe time, and we had
other clients funding the same account. UVe had no
idea to know whose was whose at times, although our
other clients were very clear as to what was going
on. Sometimes money would come in for Chris, or he
would say that we have...we should see this on our
statement, and we would say, "We don't know what you
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1 are talking about", and this is one of those
2 instances where, you know, we said we would go ahead
3 and put it down while we searched for it, and find
4 out what is what, but I think it is clear, in this
5 e-mail, that we weren't aware of any other deposits,
6 we need information notices as there are several
7 deposits daily, there is no way to know whose money
8 is whose. We were trying to...we were trying to
9 keep him organized, you know...

10 1010, Q. You were trying to sort things out,
1 1 right?
12 A. We were trying to sort things out.
13 1011. Q. Okay.
14 A. So, I don't know if there was ever
15 that deposit. I would have to look, but it doesn't
16 sound consistent with the type of deposits they were
17 doing.
18 1072. Q. Right. But can we take it
19 that...and I mean, we will see this when we look at
20 your...the additional documents. 1 mean, ultimately
21 Aramor was able to reconcile what went in and out on
22 account of Banners?
23 A. No, not all the time. There was
24 lots of money missing at different times, because
25 they said they sent something and it didn't come, or
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1 their customer sent somethin and it didn't come.
2 There was probably about haf a million dollars
3 missing, theirtotal reconciliation. They didn't
4 seem to care most of the time.
5 1013, Q. But to the extent that money came
6 into Aramor, you are going to be able to...
l A. Yes, if it came to Aramor,
8 absolutely. There is.,.l mean, this is April 24th,
9 2012. If this came in from them, you will see it on

10 the statement.
1 1 1014. Q. Okay, thank you. And just moving on
12 fo tab 33, there is a reference,..this is an
13 exchange between Lyndon and Allied Wallet?
14 A. Yes.
15 1075, Q. And Allied Wallet is telling Lyndon,
16 all U.S. cards and an thing coming from a U.S. IP
17 address are blocked.
18 A, Yes.
19 1076. Q. Do you understand what the reason
20 for that was?
21 A. Yes. So, oftentimes.,.sa, for
22 Banners Broker, they were accepting ayments from
23 everywhere internationally. U.S. purc asers tend to
24 be a little more aggressive with chargebacks when
25 they are not happy with something. They call their
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it is for you more with our industry consulting hat
on, but how did...for A lied Wallet, what was the
ratio? Do you have some understanding of the ratio
of chargebacks to monies that went through their
account?

A. Sure. It spiked one time u to
about 8 to 10 percent, specifically U. . cards. And
it wasn't anything wrong that Banners was doing, but
when you see that spike in such a short period of
time, it can be a lot of different factors. At this
point, they were compliant will Allied Wallet, there
was no problems, and so Banners Broker's program
said, "okay, we will restrict certain things on our
site, or are you able to do certain things on your
end?" And Allied said, sure. And Allied had
orchestrated a call with us at that time to kind of
outline what needed to be done to bring this under
control. Otherwise, Uisa and MasterCard would
eventually determine what needed to be done.

1079. Q. Well, when Allied blocked the U.S.
IP addresses, did that reduce the chargeback?

A. Within 48 hours it went back down to
under2 percent, which is...

1080. Q. Under 2 percent.
A. ...fairly standard for what Allied
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1 UVailet would have wanted.
2 1081. Q. Right.
3 A. So, yes.
4 1082. Q. Okay. And how long do.,,do you know
5 how long monies need to be held at Allied Wallet and
6 be subject to chargebacks? Like, do you know how
7 that end of things...
8 A. I don't think there is a statute of
9 limitations on.,,there is a statute of limitations

10 on chargebacks, within reason. So, obviously if you
1 1 bought something five years ago, you can't charge it
12 back, but I think you have at least up to 60 days.
13 1083. Q. Right.
14 A. I am not 100 percent sure, but
15 know with U.S. cardholders, as soon as they see
16 their statemet, if there is something that is not...

x, 17 1084. Q. Do you know whether or not
18 Allied...from your dealin s with Allied Wallet, do
19 you know whether Allie Wallet has any Banners
20 Broker holdbacks?
21 A. Well, in their pricing, Banners
22 Broker had a 10 percent rolling reserve, maybe
23 higher. Maybe it went up to like 15 percent. That
24 is standard on high-risk merchant accounts where
25 they are going to say, "We are going to hold 10
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1 percent of all the monies collected for, you know,
2 90 da~s,180 days", and it is assumed by most
3 high-risk merchants that ~f the account ~s, you
4 know, shut down, that they are not going to see that
5 money back.
6 1085. Q. Why not?
7 A. It is just how it goes with
8 high-risk accounts.
9 1086. Q. Where does it go, though?

10 A. The processor keeps it.
1 1 1081. Q. Did they disburse it out from
12 chargebacks, or does the process...
13 A. Well, they are holding it for
14 chargebacks, yes.
15 1088. Q. Right.
16 A. But if the chargebacks...it is very

, 17 rare I have ever seen that money aid back. There
18 is very few processors that say, " kay, after a year
19 we have 70,000 left. Here it is".
20 1089. Q. Right.
21 A. Very rare.
22 1090. Q. They just take it into income?
23 A. Pretty much. Now, Allied doesn't
24 have a reputation forthat. I don'tthinkthey
25 would do that, but I don't knowwhatthey did,
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because ante we set up the account, where the money
goes as far as reserves is not our prerogative.

1491. Q. All right.
A. But I know they had a f fixed 1 ~

percent, and as the situation with their processing
changed, I think it went up to 1 ~.

1092. Q. And you don"t know what the
situation isnog vis-a-vis Banners and Allied?

A. No. It is...l mean, the
relationship has been overforsome dime, excuse me,
so, yes, I am not too sure.

1093. Q. Okay. And then perhaps this is to
the same point, but what is a whitelist system?
There is a reference to it in the letter at tab 42.

A. A whitelist system would be an
acceptable list of cards that could be charged. So,
yes, they might have dropped or deleted or
restricted U.S. cards and U.S. traffic, but there
might have been some that are whitelisted to be able
to go through, UVhi~elisted are friendly, so people
who are recurring buyers, or maybe someone who you
know is going to be allowed to buy again, because
they have a good history.

1094. Q. I see. So, they could still be a
U.S. card, but the person that...the cardholder is
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whitelisted?

A. It is possible. It is highly
likely.

1095. MR. WARDS Okay. So, then, why don't we
just...let's take a break. Uff the record.

--- A BRIEF RECESS

MAXWELL MaRGAN, resumed
CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD.
1096. Q. Just when we stepped out, we were

talking about a couple of the other offshore banks
that had dealings with Banners Broker, and one of
them, obviously, is Choice Bank. Do you have any,
from your experience in the industry...do you know
how much about Choice Bank in terms of its
reputation and tolerance for risk?

A, Yes. Belize is a country that is
known for harbouring offshore funds, and is not a
very sophisticated banking domicile, but Banner had
chosen to do a lot there. Choice Bank has taken on
a lot of risk before, and backed away from certain
things. So, they used to be heavy in the online
gambling space, U.S.-facing, which is a fairly grey
area. So, I am familiar with them. I know them
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1 well over there. We used to have a prepaid yard
2 program with them many, many years ago, that we
3 abandoned
4 1097. Q. "We"being...
5 A. Aramor.
6 1098. Q. ...Aramor?
7 A. I know that Banners, particularly
8 Chris and Rajiv, liked dealin with Choice Bank, and
9 they liked loin things in Be ize. That is the

10 extent of what know. They are nod necessarily a
1 1 bank I would do business with, but that is just
12 because I don't want money to disappear one day,
13 so..
14 1099, Q. Meanin ?
15 A. ~ don't fin them...they are
16 not...you know, in terms of offshore banks, it just
17 doesn't seem like a bank that would take good care
18 of, you know, ce~ain things.
19 1100. Q. I see.
20 A. And sometimes, when something is too
21 easy to set up, it is a red flag to me.
22 11 d1. Q. Okay. And, similarly, can you tell
23 me anythin about Via Bank?
24 A, ia?
25 1102. Q. Via Bank or Via Bank in St. Lucia?
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1 A. No.
2 1103. Q. No?
3 A. That one I don't know.
4 1144, Q. And have you heard of ar had any
5 dealin s with a gentleman by the name of Jordan
~ Qxley,
l A. No.
8 1105. Q. Qkay. (thought I detected a...
9 A. Oxley is a funny last name, that is

10 all.
1 1 110 . Q. Okay. All right, we are back to
12 Exhibit M3. We are at tab 45. And this relates to
13 eKash payments, and I think we need to dea! with

~~ 14 these e-mails in reverse order.
~~ 15 A, Sure.
16 11 7. Q. So, if you have a look three pages
17 into the production, there is a page that is marked
18 at the bottom as being...as ending in 1913.
19 A. Qkay,
20 1108 Q. And at the top of that page, in
21 fact; on the proceeding page, you are writing to
22 Chris. And obviously take a minute and read this.
23 You were going to do the cash thing for him. And
24 then you go on to say.
25 ",.Won't be using Nana_ this time. l have
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a better solution, and it is cheaper than
waiving the fees. Sources are very
thorough..."

Is how the e-mail ends. Can you just tell me about
what was being transacted here?

A. Yes. So, Nana is eKash. What is
the date on this?

1109. Q. It is November 7, 2012.
A. Okay. So, yes..Nana is eKash.

don't know if we ever ended up,..okay. He did end
up sending money, but I don't know if we ended up
still using Nana or not. There are some other
players in the industry that would do cash
exchanges, and I have clients that will do it, or
that would have considered doing it for a little
piece of the action. Nana always...ar eKash always
tended to make some mistakes on the pickup. Maybe
there would be ten grand missing ortwentygrand
missing or something was always wrong. And, so,
Chris would have to o back and chase it. So, he
started to ask for ad itional resources. I don't
believe we ever ended up using additional resources,
because Nana was just consistently easier.

1 110. Q. And if you continue on to the first
page, you are writing to him on November the 8th,
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2012, at 6:15 a.m.:

"...Hi Chris. I believe it is possible.
Go ahead and send a wire to the account
that is attached..."

Now, we don't have that attachment, but maybe you
will recall, and you can tell us what was being
proposed there?

A. It would not have been my account,
because he would have already had those wire
details. So, I am not sure which account it was,
off the top of my head, but it was probably one of
eKash's accounts, and they had several, It might
not have been in Canada. It might have been if he
was sending U.S. funds especially. It could have
been Wells Fargo ar BankofiAmerica orone ofthe
larger banks in the U.S.

1 111. Q. And then further up the chain you
say...you are writing to Chris:

"...Hi, Chris. Any update? I have my guy
read ..."y

Who was it that was going to...
A. 1 am nat sure.

1 112. Q. ...effect the transfer?
A. I am not sure. I know that.,.there

is a fewthings at play here. One is that I earn a
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1 commission on it, atiny bit, and he didn'twant to
2 use net anymore. But Nana might have been the only
3 one...Nana might have given me a new source or a new
4 resource, and asked not to use his name, simply
5 because we still allowed Chris to do business. So,
6 it is possible that he was still doing business with
7 eKash, just maybe not Nana.
8 1113. Q. And what else do you remember about
9 this, Max, s ecifically?

10 A. his specific one?
1 1 1114. Q. Yes, it is like $300,000 amount,
12 right? So, I am just thinking that it...
13 A. I remember it was,..
14 1115. Q. ...would be memorable...
15 A. .,.probably split up into U.S. and
16 Canadian.
1l 1116. Q. And what commission would you have
18 received on this?
19 a, I don't remember. I want to say
20 don't remember. I mean, it wasn't something we had
21 a table set or a schedule, like some other payments.
22 It was probably just a handshake agreement
23 where...you know, it was very small. So, oftentimes
24 it would be a grand I would earn on it or whatever,
25 because there wasn't really much l had to do, except
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1 give instructions. So, it was pretty small.
2 1111. Q. Okay. Now, there was $300,000.
3 Well, let's just move forward, and...tab 50, this is
4 a different issue, some reference letters that we
5 see that are,..there is one signed b Shirley Yu.
6 She is describing Banners Broker, eing an active
7 business party with MyAdMarket. Do you know what
8 this is?
9 A. I don't. Lyndon clearly obtained it

10 in trying to set up Banners Broker with
1 1 UseMyServices. It seems like it is just
12 strengthening their reputation with an ad market.
13 1118. Q. So, there is a couple others,..do
14 you know if Lyndon drafted these?
15 A. No, he would never do that.
16 1119. Q. No?
17 A. UVhat Lyndon did was, he would obtain
18 Whatever you needed from,,.whether it is a provider

' 19 orthe merchant himself, and just relaythat
20 information over. Hence my hesitation to involve
21 him, because he was simply doing a job. He did it
22 well and he did it honestly. So, I don't even know
23 if he would recall a lot of this stuff, but
24 UseMyServices was..,little different dealing with
25 them than others. because they are located in
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Canada, and they were governed by FIN RAC in many
respects, and they wanted to make sure everything
was done by the book. So, Lyndon was...that was a
lot of back and forth in trying to get them setup.
But, I mean, the letter, nothing seems funny about
the letter. That would be consistent. Banners was
pretty ood at tying in with traffic exchanges and
things ike that. So...

1 120. Q. Okay.
A. ...that seems normal,

1 121. Q. So, let's move forward, then, to tab
53.

A. Okay,
1 122. Q. This, as I read it, is an example of

instructions from Chris to yourself, and it relates
to a $65,000 wire, and am I reading this correctly
that Chris is instructing you to transfer the money
to Parrot, or is the money being received from
Parrot? What is being communicated here?

A. To Parrot, the beneficiary is
Parrot, so, to Parrot.

1 123. Q. Okay. So, on the disbursement list
that I keep coming back to, we presumably will see
that $65,000 going from an Aramor account, probably
at CIBC to Parrot.
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A. No, that would believe..,no, that

would probably be BMO.
1124. Q. Okay. But we would see it on the

BMO statements, then.
A. Yes.

1 125. Q. Okay.
A. Now, would I end up having copies of

these, to...orwould you guys be able to send this
tome?

1126. Q. Sure, certainly.
A. Yes.

1 121, Q. Yes, certainly.
A. Okay.

1 128. Q. And these are just examples, I mean.
But obviously we are looking to Aramor, to the
extent that you can, to give us the most complete...

A. Sure. UIT
1 129. Q. Okay, then tab 55, we are back to

Nana again. So, just take a minute and read this
through,..

A. Okay.
1 130. Q. So, Alicia Varga had a...it looks

like Alicia Varga had an India payout list?
A. Yes, that is right.

1 131. Q. Okay. And, so, she is using an

J
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1 aramorpayments.com e-mail address. So, was that the
2 Google...
3 A. Yes.
4 1132. Q. ...account.
5 A. That is right.
6 1133. Q. Okay. So, presumably, as art of
7 the e-mails that you have undertaken to o Lain, we
8 can see that India payout list...
9 A. Sure.

10 1134, Q. ...as an attachment? Okay, great.
1 1 I guess, moving forward, because these are also
12 arranged chronologically, when you look at tab 56,
13 we are in February of 2013...
14 A. Yes?
15 1135. Q. ...and the subject ofthis e-mail is
16 '"Chargeback alerts, 50 plus in 60 minutes"?
17 A. Yes.
18 1136. Q. You were copied on it, Lyndon
19 drafted it?
20 A. Correct.
21 1137. Q. Was there...) take it that was
22 unusual for...
23 A. Yes, that kind of spike was unusual.
24 I can't recall what it was, but I think it was a
25 tech glitch and maybe something else on the side of
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1 Banners Broker. It seemed like itwas something
2 that could be corrected, and probably something that
3 was corrected pretty quickly, Yes, I would have to
4 get more clarity on ~t, but these kind of things
5 would happen from time to time with Banners Broker,
6 where they would see a spike in chargebacks, and
l usually from the U.S. I mean, I don't want to blame
8 it on the merchant, because this is not unusual for
9 a lot of high-risk clients.

10 1138. Q. And in this case, it is Christy.
1 1 A. She was copied.
12 1139. Q. Where would Christy be?
13 A. Christy is working for...in human
14 resources for Durham College, I think.
15 1140. Q. She has an Aramor Payments address,
16 right?
17 A. She used ~o work fior me, yes.
18 1141, Q. Okay,
19 A. Now, Christy...the reason Christy
20 was copied on this is because Christy was the one
21 who initial ly used to work with Allied Wallet
22 directly to set u merchant accounts, not specific
23 to Banners Bro er. She was just a,..kind of a
24 liaison with Allied Walled with us, but she didn't
25 do anvthinq with Banners Broker, but she was copied,
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guess, as a courtesy. She had asked to be

notified of anything that would affect her
commission status.

1 142. Q. So, just so I understand then, if
Allied had an issue with chargebacks and Banners,
would they go to Aramor, orwould they go to Banners
or both?

A. Both. The client is always going to
be Banners, but Aramor helps, kind of, smooth things
over. You know, if there is a third-party program
we need to institute to ensure that chargebacks are
brought down, we would do that. If there are
certain things...you know, there is oftentimes
shouting matches between merchants and processors,
we can mediate. If there is something
administratively wecan do, because we have seen
these kind of things before, we can oftentimes sit
down with the merchant, not all merchants, but
Banners, being local, we could sit down with them
and explain what needs to be done.

1 143. Q. Right.
A. And Allied is pretty hands-on, so...

1 144. Q. Well, you had an agreement with
Allied, because...

A. Yes.
pa~P ~n~
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1 145. Q. ...that was undertaking number ~...

A. That is correct.
1 146. Q. ...and to produce it, but did that
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agreement...
A. No, it had nothing to do with that.

We were not obligated to be notified of anything.
think Allied just likes to strengthen the
relationship with their reselfers, and it is just
good business practice to involve us.

1 147. Q. So, tab 58, please. We are moving
forward towards the end of the relationship, but it
is March 21, 2013, the subject ofthis e-mail is
"Aramor update and joint action items". It
references a meeting in the first line.

A. Yes.
1 148. Q. Between Lyndon, who drafted the

e-mail, yourself, Chris and Raj.
A. M'hmm,

1149. Q. So, do you...and I take it that it
was an important meeting just by reviewing the
e-mail. Do you recall this meeting?

A. Yes, loosely. We met a handful of
times, yes. I could say I recall it to some degree.

1 150. Q. And there is concerns that are set
out here, and there is action items that are set
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1 out. What was the purpose of this meeting and this
2 e-mail? Whatwas going on atthe time?
3 A. Well, Lyndon ministered a lot of the
4 accounts, but I think UseMyServices had some
5 compliance issues with Banners Broker. They are
6 outlined here to same degree, integration with
7 Telpay, that was complete, So, that is on Lyndon's
8 end. That is a separate merchant account, I would
9 imagine. And then where I came into pla , in terms

10 of kind of understanding what was next, ajiv had
1 1 asked for merchant accounts orCanadian-based
12 merchant account for Stellar Point for webhosting,
13 virtual office sen~ices in the event to get event
14 management services. So, we covered all that ground
15 in the meeting,
16 1151. Q. So, were you, like, a consultant to
17 them, on how they can stay in line with their
18 payment processors?
19 A. Yes, we were. You know, informally,

~, 20 we have an interest in it because we are earning
21 commissions on it, we don't want to see any of the
22 relationships end. So, we will always try to step
23 in, and advise them as to what to do. So, yes...
24 1152. Q. All right. Two more tabs I want to
25 take you to. The next one is tab 61.
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1 A. All right.
2 1153. Q. And let's start with the second page
3 of the roduction.
4 Sure.
5 1154. Q. So, Chris is writing to you on April
6 the 3rd, 2013, to give you a time reference.
l A. Yes.
8 1155. Q. He says.
9 "..,Maxwell, I hope all is well. Can you

10 please do another wire to Parrot Marketing?
1 1 Only $15,400 of the $60,000 has been
12 received so far, not to mention the missing
13 $300,000. Please give me an update on
14 that. If there is a chance again to
15 receive cash in the States, let me know and
16 I will go pick it up..."
17 So, there is a few thoughts that are inthat e-mail
18 from Chris.
19 A. Okay.
20 1156. Q. Well, first of all, what did you
21 understand him to be asking you to do?
22 A. Well, that was our last
23 communication, I think. Chris had asked meto
24 facilitate another one of these transfers. I had
25 given him the sources to where it is going to go.
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And (told him, you know, this is not something that
I can administer over too heavily. You know, there
is a huge risk in sending that kind of money. From
what I understand, the moneywent missing.

1 157. Q. You are talking about the $304,000?
A. That is right. He never ended up

getting it.
~ 158. Q. S~, what was,..l mean, I kind of

relate this back ~o the $300,000 that we saw
earlier.

A. Right.
1 159. Q. Was it the same $300,000 that you

were...
A. I think so, yes.

1 1 ~0, Q. ,., meant to transfer?
A. Yes, because he mentioned the

$65, 00. 1 think so.
1 1 ~1. Q, And that was $300,000 that you

have...the indication in your e-mail was that you
had somebody otherthan Nana, rho was going to
take...rece~ve funds...

A. Right.
1 162. Q. ...and convert the money into cash

for Chris.
A. Right.
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1 163. Q. And that $30Q,~00, it appears it

went missin .
A. e was robbed, and...

1 X64, Q. And? Sorry, who robbed him?
A. I don't know the person directly.

had a client ghat had mentioned to me that he may
have someone who can do it. I don't know if it was
affiliated with Nana or not. t can't recall. !t is
possible that it was still Nana that did the
transfer, but I had a client that said, you know, we
can do this. I have a guy who can do it, and he
will accept less. And, so, I had C~risd not to do
any transfers any longer. It is probably not the
best idea, you know, and it is in Canada, etcetera,
but he continued to want to do it, and he wanted
cash. As I said, "1 don't mind facilitating this
for you, but I can't be responsible for the money".
said, "I don't know anything about these cash

transfers". And Ghris said, "I need to do it". Sa,
it got done. Now, I don't know if itwas...l don't
think it was to our account directly. ! believe it
might have been to whoever's account it was that had
the 304K that they to get. t will have to go back
and check, but...

1 165. Q. I mean, what is...you had had, at
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1 least, up until now, and you say this may be one of
2 your last communications with Chris, but...
3 A. Yes?
4 1166. C~. ...you had had a relationship with
5 the guy for a while, a business relationship.
6 A. Chris?
7 1167. Q. Yes.
8 A. Yes?
9 1168. Q. Did you take...what steps did you

10 take to investigate what happened to the $300,000
1 1 and pursue it?
12 A. limited ones, mainly because it gas
13 not my mone . So, I had advised them time and time
14 again not to o it. I wouldn't do it~ So, you
15 know, l am not going to advise a client to do
16 something that C wouldn't do. t told him, na, you
17 don't need to do that. He had already been stopped
18 by the olive with over $104,000 on him, and
19 take...t e money taken and...yau know, there had
2~ been a lot of inconsistencies with Chris, and t fold

!,' 21 him it is just not a good idea. So, I said, "If
'22 anything happens to the money, you know, f have a
23 business to run. I am not going to be, you know, on
24 the hook or searching for it, because once it is
25 aone, it is cone".
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1 1169. Q, But did you take any...did you make
2 any phony calls, or did you do anything to search
3 for it?
4 A. Yes and no. I might have made one
5 or two phone calls, but if the money is one, you
6 are not getting anyone on the phone. a, f mean,
7 don't recall getting any specific answers. I just
8 told Chris,'"You are on your own"~ Chris didn't cry
9 or get upset. He understood the risk. Tome, it

10 was just another $300,040.
1 1 1170. Q. Okay. So, let's just follow up
12 through the exchange, because there is two or three
13 more...
14 A. Sure.
15 1171. ~. ..,above the e-mail from Chris,
16 see your response, which is timestamped 5:02 a.m.
17 Apri[ 8th, 2013. And you have said, "I have sent
18 out an add~t~onal"..,let's dust rewind for a second,
19 because...let's goback toChris' first e-mail.
2d There is the April 3rd one at 1.18. There is three
21 matters that he is really contacting you about. One
22 is the missing $300,000,..
23 A. Yes.
24 1172. Q. He asks for an update, and then he
25 says:
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"...ls there a chancy again to receive cash
in the States? Let me know, and I will go

ick it up..."
So, w at is that about?

A. I might have presented an option to
receive cash in the States, because eKash had more
money service businesses out there that were easier
to get. So, they mentioned to me Los Angeles, New
York and very specific places, and I said to Chris,
'"That might be an option if you want to do it". It
was presented to him before, but kind ofi...he didn't
like the idea of going and pickin uptha~ much cash
and trying ~o get across the bor er with it, which
makes sense. I don't know if this was an act of
desperation, where he felt that might be the only
other o Lion, but he was very insistent on getting
cash. o...

1173. Q. Did you have an understanding or a
belief as to why he needed cash in these amounts at
this time?

A. Na, he didn't seem in trouble.
Chris is a very calm guy. I don't know if you have
met him already. You probably have. He didn't seem
in trouble or anything, or desperate. 1Nell, he
seemed dzsaerate in this situatian~ but,..no, t
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don't know. Why does anyone need $300,000 in cash?
I don't know.

1174. Q. How dad he seem desperate in this
situation?

A. Just a little more insistent on it,
whereas in the past it was kind of a casual, "Can
you do this forme"and...

1 115. Q. Okay.
A. Yes.

1176. Q. And then the first part of the
e-mail that we are looking at says.

",..Only $15,000 of the $5,000 has been
received so far..."

And then, in your response, immediately above that,
you say:

"...1 have sent out an additional $20,000
to defray what you wrote on the 65..."

So, what are the issues in respect to the $65,00
that you were addressing with Chris?

A, Sorry, which z-mail is that?
i 171, Q. Well, the first one is at the bottom

of the second page.
A. Okay.

1 1 l$. Q. It is the missing $300,000 in the
middle, and your response is immediafiely above it.
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1 So, it staffs at the bottom of the first page. They
2 go together.
3 A. Okay. I don't knowwh i would have
4 written that, but it is possible that sent an
5 additional 20K. It mi ht have been from their own
6 money, though. So, am not sure, but he seemed
7 very, very desperate to get the money sent to a
8 specific place. So...
9 11 l9. Q. But presumably, the 65...! mean,

10 read this, and maybe perhaps you know, but the
1 1 $65,000 that Chas ~s asking about doesn't have
12 anything to do with the missing $3Q0,004. So, it
13 seems like it is a separate...
14 A. No, it is separate. 65 is separate.
15 11$0. Q. So, what sere you...what was Aramar
16 doing in relation to the 65?
17 A. I am not sure. 1 would have to go
18 back and check, but I think we had discrepancies on
19 their balances and a few other things, and we didn't

X 20 disburse all the money he had asked, based on the
21 fact that...
22 1181. Q. Okay.
23 A. ...we were maybe owed money or there
24 were certain inconsistencies with his balance. So,
25 we only had sent a portion of the 65 until we sort
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1 some of those issues out, and then me saying I would
2 send an additional 20, some of those things might
3 have been sorted out.
4 1182. Q. okay. Let's read up through the
5 rest ofthe e-mail, and then we will revisit how we
6 can figure it out, but immediately above thafi, Chris
7 deals with the ~5 again, ~n the third paragraph of
8 the e-mail.
9 A. akay.

14 1183. ~. He says there was the $35,000 out of
1 1 $65,000 collected from the shorted cash pickup.
12 A. Right.
13 1184. Q. And the $300,04a is still
14 autstandin .Does that help assist you...
15 A. es and no. The additional 2fl we
16 sent was based on balancing certain things out, and
17 we had a lot of issues with balances with Ghris and
18 Banners Broker. As far as the botched pickup where
19 he only had half the money, I mean, that has nothing
20 to do with us. That has to da with eKash, These
21 kind of things happened all the time, and this was
22 the only time heever e-mailed me out of
23 frustration, because it seemed like it was
24 getting...businesswas slowing, and he needed the
25 money. As far as the 300K is concerned...yes,
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mean, ! had a guy that 1 had introduced him to, and
said, "This isthe guy you could send moneyto", and
ended up running off with the money. So, you know,
l introduced him to him, maybe by phone or by
e-may , an ...

1 185. Q. But you don't rememberthe guy's
name that you introduced him to?

A. Roger was a client of mine Roger
did,.. Roger ran an Asian spo~sbook, and had cash
pickups all over North America. So, he used eKash
to do that, as well. And Roger said, '"I have a
network of guys that can do this for Chris".
mentioned it to him in passing. I said, "Okay, you
can speak to Chris directly", and that was it.
Roger had introduced Chris to another guy who he
sent the money to. There is a corporation involved,
am sure, and Chris did end up sending the money.

1 186. Q. Did he send...was it Roger, or an
associate of Rogers?

A. It was an associate of Roger, and
don't know if Roger is his real name. He was a very
thick-accented Asian man, so I don't think that is
his real name

1187, Q. And where did Roger...where does he
live?
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A. Well, I met him in Toronto, but

don't know where he lives. He is back and forth
between Hong Kong and here and Vancouver and L,A,
and New York. He runs an Asian sportsbaok! so...

1 18$. Q. An Asian spor~sbaok where? In...
A. I think it is almost all in China.

1189. Q. Okay. And who introduced you to
Roger?

A. I was introduced to Roger through
some guys in Landon. Ukash, it is a company called
~kash,

1190. Q, London, Ontario?
A. England,

1191, Q. England?
A. Yes. So, I met them a~ a

conference, became drinking friends, and then they
introduced me to him. They said, "He will meet you
in Toronto. He is locking fior certain services, and
eventually getting certain marketing areas, and we
wanted to talk to you", and that was that.

1192, Q. So, let's just g~ to the top of the
e-mail. You say.

"...Regarding the $30, 00-$35;x04 that we
still intend on sending, at this time ~t
will have to wait unt~i our season picks

ParYa 1 1 ~,
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1 up...'.
2 A. M'hmm.
3 1193. Q. So, what did you mean by that?
4 A. Season? U~eil, there is.,.there was
5 some deferred monies. We had some discre an~iesp
~ accounting-wise. When we talk about our season, we
7 are talking about...we have lulls in between the
8 year. We deal with a lot of spor~sbooks and casinos
9 and other businesses that have high seasons and low

10 seasons. So, you know, we told them we will rectify
1 1 some of these problems when we, you know, vuere able
12 to on our own. You know, it was really just a token
13 answer or token response to the money so he knew he
14 didn't have to worry very much. With respect to the
15 rest ofthe e-mail..,
16 1194. ~. Well, just the first part, stopping
17 there.
18 A. Sure.
19 1195. Q. I mean, I read that as saying
20 that...l read that as an acknowledgement on Aramor's
21 part thatwhen you havethe money, someone is going
22 to give Chris $30,000 to $35,OOQ.
23 A. We felt responsible forthe fact
24 that he had done Indian payments and other stuff
25 with eKash. UVe felt somewhat...a sense of
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1 responsibilityto tryto make him whole on money
2 that he felt he was missing. At the same time,
3 there were still balance discrepancies. Our goat
4 was to try to keep Chris happy and try to take care
5 of ham. We didn't have an answer for him at the
6 time, and so I was simply reassuring him that he
l will end up getting that money when ~t ~s available.
8 1196. Q. And did he ever get that money, to
9 your knoWledge?

10 A. No, we weren't able to chase down
1 1 Nana and get that move for him. So, we told
12 him...at some point I tol him, you know, I can't be
13 on the hookfiorthat.
14 1191. Q. For the 30 to 35...
15 A. Correct.
16 1198. Q. ...or the 300?
17 A. Both.
18 1199. Q. And then the second paragraph of the
19 e-mail, you say.
20 "...We have just gotten restarted after a
21 slow summer, Nana, eKash has gone missing
22 inseven-figure settlements to some of my
23 merchants..."
24 A. Yes.
25 1200. Q. But was it Nana or...
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A. eKash, but he is the...he was the

director.
1201 ~ Q. And so, Nana and the eKash, and the

missing funds, are you referring to the 65 or the
300?

A. When I said "seven-figure
settlements"?

1202. Q. No, when...were you talking about
the missing money that...

A. The 30 to 35K, the 65, yes.
1203. Q. Right, right.

A. With respect to the rest, I had
introduced eKash to some of my online gambling
merchants to disburse cheques and some other
services through his company, and he took from them
liberal) , or got that shut down for them. And
basica ly, those clients would have been different
than Chris in the sense that, you know, theywere
large spor~sbooks. So, you know, all ! have to do
is turn Nana over to them, and they will handle the
rest. So, I don't know where Nana is now.

1204 Q. You say.
"...It has made negotiations on my end very
tense..."
A. Yes, because they were long-time
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clients of mine. I vouched for his services, you
know? They come back to me and say, "Hey, this guy
took a million dollars". You know, I am not a
flight risk, so they know that. I meet them at
different conferences, and it has made it hard for
me to resell them other stuff because of what he had
done. So, I still have some relationships with some
of them, but it was difficult.

1205. Q. Okay. And just..,when you say
"conferences",these are industry conferences?

A. Industry conferences.
1206. Q. What types of conferences are they?

A. Online gambling primarily, forex and
binary exchange conferences, primarily online
gambling.

1207. Q. And then the very last tab in the
binder, 64. It references a revised processing
agreement from Jack. And there is an agreement
behind it, if ou take a look at it.

A. kay.
1208. C~. Can you describe...explain for me

what was being negotiated here?
A. I am not aware of this account. We

presented Banners with several merchant account
options, so...because no company is really fisted
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1 here, except on the agreement, I am not...
2 1209. Q. It says "Concept Seven LLC"...
3 A. Yes, I don't recall having an
4 agreement with them, or having set them up with
5 anything. So, it is possible we were about to go
6 into an agreement with them. l don't believe
7 Banners ever used this account, mainly because of
8 the discount rate and the reserve. Chris thought it
9 was too high, and we had presented him several other

10 options, and he said no.
1 1 1210. Q. So, you are not familiar with Jack
12 or...
13 A. No, and we presented him several
14 options like this, and he turned it dawn. So, it
15 was...at that point, we had stopped processing with
16 him, but we still had Allied doing a few things.
17 1211. Q. Okay. So, just ~o conclude for the
18 day, obviously our focus ri ht now is on
19 understanding the money lows, and I think that the
20 undertakings thatwe discussed atthe beginning of
21 the morning are going to be helpful for us in doing
22 that...
23 A. Okay.
24 1212, Q. ...and...
25 A. Can I keep this?
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1 1213. Q. Please, yes. What, Max, do you
2 think your timing is onanswering undertakings?
3 A. On the undertakings, I am going to
4 say..,we are at the end of May, third week of June,
5 to have everything complete.
6 1214. Q. So, about three vueeks?
7 A. Yes, about three weeks.
8 1215. Q. I think that works.
9 A. Okay.

10 1216. Q. That works well.
1 1 A. So, I will start compiling, and
12 particularly the three weeks is largely based on
13 what I think the banks will need, in terms of
14 turnaround time to get me statements.
15 1217. Q. Okay.
16 A. The e-mails and stuff, I can get
17 those probably sooner, but three weeks gives me a
18 window to be as diligent as possible,
19 1218. Q. Okay, good. And I will tell you
20 that once we have those, obviously Jillian and Phil
21 will take a look at them.
22 A. Sure.
23 1219, Q, And it may be the most efficient
24 way, at that point, as to just bring you back and
25 talk about them in this room.
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1 A. Sure.
2 1220. Q. okay. Thank you very much for your
3 time.
4 A. Thank you.
5 1221. MR, WARD. We are concluded for today.
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L~RENZO GUARINI, affirmed
EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD.
1, Q. Good morning, Mr. Guarini. Am i

pronouncing your name right?
A. Yes, perfect.

2. Q. Terrific. So, just prior to going
on the record I introduced the people around the
room. And we are here today to investigate the
business and affairs of Banners Broker and Stellar
Point and companies that are related to them. We
understand that you had some involvement with those
companies over the years, in some capacities, and
am going to give you...we will chat about that
today,

We are particularly interested in any
information that you may have in terms of how people
were paid and how the companies interacted with
investors around the world and the business model
and the flow of funds, as between banks and payment
processors and whatnot. And I appreciate that some
of those issues you may know about and some of those
issues you may know nothing about, okay?

A. Yes.
3. Q. So, why don't we start...if you

could have a look, please atthe tab 13 of the
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1 document book that f have put in front of you?
2 A. Yes.
3 4. Q. Okay, and so whatwehave here is an
4 extract from an officer's register for Stellar Point
5 Inc.
6 A. M'hmm.
l 5. Q, And it indicates on the third line
8 that Lorenzo Guarini...it's yourself, correct?
9 A. Yes.

10 6. Q. "...Was vice-president of
1 1 Stellar Point Inc. between September the
12 28th, 2409 and September the 18th, 2013..."
13 Do you see that?
14 A. Yes, I do.
15 7. Q, And is that correct?
16 A. I think so,
17 8. Q. And you say "[you) think so", was
18 that...were you involved in cor orate governance
19 issues with respect to Stellar oint or was there
20 somebody else who sort of looked afterthat on your
21 behalf?
22 A. Yes, if I can...not to get into a
23 story, but I have to be able to get into the story
24 so, you guys will understand where I am coming from.
25 9. Q. Sure.

P a r-r P ~i
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1 A. So, ears ago, I met this Rajiv
2 Dixit, because am a network marketer. I took this
3 guy who was basically broke and took him under my
4 wing. f have been in network marketing for years.
5 And I taught this guy many things about network
6 marketing and things I ke that. So, we became
7 friends.
8 And we got involved in a couple businesses
9 together before that. When I got involved with this

10 Banners Broker was through Rajiv Dixit. And I was
1 1 brought into Banners Broker...first, l ryas coming in
12 as a customer of Banners Broker. And then, as it
13 went along, I started with them as su port, a
14 support person for Banners Broker. knew nothing
15 of online advertising. I'm not verygoodonline.
16 So, I didn't understand advertising funnels
17 and all this other thing. So, when it came to doing
18 business, Rajiv Dixit climbed the ladder with these
19 guys, okay. And instead of me having positions or
20 advertising panels, okay, like, I purchased with the
21 company, they wouldn't allow me to be.,.what's the

'~ 22 word I'm looking for? I wasn't allowed to partake,
23 okay? I either worked for the company or I was just
24 like a regular person joining in the company.
25 10. Q. Not an affiliate?
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A. They wouldn't allow me to bean

affiliate. At first I was, and I made my first,
think around...) don't know the exact amount,
think, $360 and then they cut me off and I wasn't
allowed to be an affiliate anymore. Although I did
know people and the eople that I knew, friends of
mine that had joined t e company and then started
building from there, but they didn't allow me.

And so what I did was...) didn't want to
have to come to Toronto. I was retired from
Chrysler and I didn't want to have to come downtown
Toronto, as you can see today, it was a nightmare
just to park. And so I agreed that I would do
support, so long as they could teach me and teach me
and teach me, because I'm not that quick especially
when it comes to computers.

So, to be quick about it, that's where it
all started, that's where it all began. And at that
time, he asked me if I could workfour hours from
home. He said, "You don't have to come to Toronto",
right...

1 1. Q. Dixit said this?
A. No, this was Chris, Chris Smith.

This is long before Stellar Point. And this was
from Banners Broker. I don't know if it's
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international or whatever, but that's what it was,
that's where it began.

And I did sup orgy and he said, "only four
hours." From four ours, I found myself going from
four to fourteen hours. I got paid $200 a week.

12. Q. For how many hours, four hours a
day?

A. UVell, yes, and sometimes six,
sometimes ten, it all depended. But I did it
because I was home and, you know, it was money. So,
it helped out. And that was at the beginning of
this company.

13. Q. So, 200 hours a week, customer
support, from home, at the beginning, Does that
sound...

A. Not 200 hours a week.
14. Q. No, $200 a week?

A. Yes.
15. Q. Right, okay that is what you were

paid?
A, Yes.

16, Q. Okay.
A. So, to move alon further, the

company started to grow wit in the first six months,
eight months. Now, in the meanwhile, the company
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1 chiefs at that time, when I first started, was Chris
2 Smith and Kul Josun, okay? Those were the two guys
3 that were basically in charge. They were the big
4 guys. And Raj Dixit got involved at that time, too,
5 but he didn't have the power, let's just say. He
6 wasn't the principal boss.
7 1l. Q. Okay.
8 A. As the company started to grow,
9 within that first year...) mean, from the beginning

10 it started with, really, with my friends. It
1 1 started in Ottawa, okay, with some friends in
12 Ottawa, and then from Ottawa, it went to New York,
13 Florida, California and then Europe, and it just
14 exploded, it went crazy.
15 18. Q. Let me just interrupt you for a
16 second. And then I will let you finish the story,
17 okay?
18 A. Yes, no problem.
19 19. Q. But I want to put a time period on
20 this, because if you look at the document that
21 have put in front of you, it looks like you were
22 involved with Dixit in Stellar Point in the fall of
23 2009. And we know Banners Broker didn't start up
24 until at least a year later.

'25 A. Yes, so I don't...that's wh I saidY
Pac-rP ~
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1 to you that I'm not sure. I don't,..another quick
2 one. Raj is...if he was a golf club we would call
3 him a Titleist, okay. Because Raj likes titles.
4 20. Q, Yes.
5 A. President, vice-president, executive
6 this, all this stuff. I am not into that. Now, Raj
7 likes to start corporations and do whatever. A tot
8 of times, like this here, I have no clue, to be
9 honest with you. I.,.you know, "Hey listen you need

10 to be the vice-president of this" and whatever.
1 1 It's a dream, "Yes, okay. I'll bevice-president",
12 whatever. Nothing..,like here it says 2009. L
13 don't even remember signing anything saying I was
14 vice-president. But if it says I did, then I guess
15 I did.
16 21. Q. In any event, that was before
1l Banners Broker had even started.
18 A. Right,
19 22. Q. So, as best as you can remember,
20 tell us when you first got involved in Banners
21 Broker as an affiliate, as someone with an account?

~~ 22 UVas it near the start of Banners Broker, like...
23 A. When I got involved with Banners
24 Broker?
25 23. Q. Yes, as an account holder, someone
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who made the $360?

A. Yes, I would say probably in the
first six months, I was...

24. Q. Of Banners Broker's existence?
A. Yes.

25. Q. Okay, so you were there at the
beginning, it's fair to say?

A. Yes, absolutely. They...l mean,
there was two young guys. They were programmers.
There was Kul Josun, there was Chris and Raj.

26. Q. Right. And Raj introduced you to
Banners Broker?

A ~ Yesr
2l. Q. Oka , fair enough. Okay, so

interrupted, so w y don't you...
A. No, it's okay.

28. Q. ...finish the story though.
A. So, I'm trying to get back to it.

I'm just trying to paint you the picture of what
this person was, okay. Especially Raj. Now we
became friends. I did so much for this guy.

29. Q. Well, maybe the next part of the
story, then, is at what point did you stop being an
investor? And I know they asked you to close your
account at some point and then you had some
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different responsibilities. So, tell me about that.

A. Well, the company was starting to
grow, but, I guess they said it would have been a
conflict of interest for me to be doing the business
and then get paid as an employee, because I am an
employee of the company. And people out in the
network marketing industry would see it as a
conflict of interest. You know, "You shouldn't be
working forthe company because then people will see
you, that you are working for the company and then
want to ~oin you thinking that they could get some
type of avour", or whatever.

And so I said, "Okay, that's fine." At
that time, I was okay With it because I needed to
earn some extra cash and I was good with that. So,
never expected this company to rocket the way it

did. I was just there to do a job.
Q. Okay, so when did you get involved

with customer service?
A. I don't know how far into Banners

Broker it was.
Q. But it was at the beginning?
A. Yes, oh, yes.
Q. And you were working from home?
A, Yes.
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Q. So, at some point, your

responsibilities changed, right, you became more
involved?

A. Yes.
Q. And so tell me about that. So, we

are back atthe beginning, ou are no longer just
doing customer support. ou are no longer working
from home, so tell us about that.

A. Yes, now, the company has grown.
Q. Yes.
A. And the guy that was going around

was Kul Josun, okay. So, he was going around the
different places and doing...well, I won't say
presentations, he was brutal at it...but he was
oing around basically sayin , "I'm the owner of
anners Broker," blah, blah, lah. And the company

growing from thereon in, it had grown...) wish
could remember the exact date, but they had a
big...what's the word...big hoopla in Portugal,
oka ?Their first grand opening, let's just say.
An people flew in to Portugal from everywhere. And
there was at least...l'd say at least 1,000 people
there. The hotel was all jam-packed with people
coming from everywhere in Portugal.

At that time, whatever happened between Kul
ParrA l ~
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1 Josun and they brought in...Kul Josun got involved
2 with...l'm trying to remember his name. He was
3 another clown,
4 36. Q. John Rock,
5 A. That's it, John Rock. So, these two
6 guys...and I know who John Rock is through the
l network marketing world, okay. This guy is the con
8 of all cons. When I saw John Rock get involved
9 had said to Raj, "Do you know this guy has a really

10 bad reputation? Do you really want this guy
1 1 involved with this company?" They ignored what
12 said and so they got involved. They got John Rock
13 involved. John Rock now, starts to sniff where the
14 money is at.
15 37. Q. What money?
16 A. Who's in charge ofthe money ofthis
17 company that is supposedly growing.
18 38. Q. Got it, okay.
19 A. John Rock's jab was to make sure
20 that they were compliant in Canada. That BB was
21 compliant in Canada. And so he was hired. He now
22 sees that Kul Josun is one of the main players of
23 the money, okay? And so he tries to sell Kul on a
24 product that he had the rights to, which came to

'~ 25 Canada and flopped, that he bought the rights to it,
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fir Canada, from some guy in Germany. And he bought
into it.

When we had all gone to Portugal and had
the big hoopla that was going on, John Rock and Kul
Josun tried to do a major takeover of Banners
Broker. And what they did was they called all the
big leaders who had big downlines into a private
meeting there at the hotel and told them all that
they were gong to take this company and o~n ~t
together with Banners Broker, ri ht. And t ey
figured that if they had all these eaders that were
onboard, Kul was now going to Chris and saying, "You
have no choice", right, "We are going to meld these
two companies togetherwhetheryou like it or not.
We'll just take it over, because all these people
will just follow us."

39. Q. Yes.
A. And there ~uas a big hooplather~

where Chris was being threatened or blackmailed.
And I can't remember the guy's name, but it was an
Indian fellow from the U.K., at the time. This is
where you will see Kul Josun and Chris split; okay.
Whereas Chas said, basically, "I'm the principal
owner of BB", and they booted Kul Josun out. Online
they put. down, "We wish him well. He's going in a
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different direction, wish him well",whatever.

And so, I mean, I saw some crap going on,
but from what I saw, I didn't understand why Kul
would do that. Kul was travelling to Europe, he was
going everywhere. Then, and I can't prove it, but
through hearsay and hearsay from Rai D~X~t and even
Chas, that Kul made off with $3 or $4 million of
the company's money. I can't prove it, but 1...

40. Q. Okay, I just want to stop there.
The Po~ugal convention was in July of 2012.

A. Okay.
41. Q. Because we know when it was.

A. Okay.
42. Q. So, that's when Jasun left orwas

fired?
A. Yes.

43. Q. Now, were you personally part of thz
decision to fire Josun?

A. No, I had no authorities or...l had
no authorities at all.

44. Q. How well did you know Josun prior to
that?

A. Well, I had only met Kul from the
office when I first had gone ~o the office. He
seemed like a really good guy. You know, nice guy

L. Guarini -16
1 and everything else. And we went to Ottawa
2 together. We went to some places...we went to
3 Florida together. Like, a good guy. Agood-hearted
4 u , ver charmin . But i don't understand why he9, Y Y g
5 did what he did. Because the way the company was
6 growing and everything was going well, I am sure
7 that the company was making profits and why would
8 you basically try to screw things up; And
9 unfortunate, that's what happened ~n Portugal, of

10 whichever time it was. tam not really good with
1 1 dates, guys, okay, but I will do the best that
12 can.
13 45. C~. So, just, let's talk about Josun a
14 bit more, because...l mean, we are at the point
15 where he leaves Banners Broker,
16 A. Sure.
17 46. Q. So, when you went to Portugal, what
18 was your responsibility? What were you doing at
19 Banners Broker? Was it still customer support?
20 A. Yes, customer suppo~. I mean, they
21 brought me along, that I didn't really need to be
22 there. But they brought me along and that was
23 awesome, I mean, it was great. But basically, I was
24 always there helping anybody, everybody that needed
25 help or needed any type of support.

p anes ,~
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1 4l. Q. So, you were working with Josun
2 then, before he was fired? Did you deal with him on
3 a day-to-day basis?
4 A. No, because Kul was always...at that
5 time, at the beginning, Kul came with me to Ottawa,
6 we went ~o Ottawa. Vile went to New York together.
7 We went to Florida together.
8 48. Q. Anywhere else?
9 A. And I think Vancouver,

10 49. Q. Vancouver. Anywhere else you guys
1 1 travelled together?
12 A. Not to the best of my knowledge, no.
13 Okay, and then Kul started going to Europe. So,
14 didn't really see Kul unless he had come back from
15 Europe. Once in a while, I would see Kul.
16 50. Q. Did you ever go to his house?
17 A. No.

~~, 18 51. Q. Or meet his family?
19 A. Never. In Portugal, I knew he had
24 two sisters, but...and his daughter,
21 52. Q. Tara?
22 A. Yes, and his son, in Portugal.
23 53. Q. Okay.
24 A. Nice kids.
25 54m Q. You didn't meet them before
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Portugal?

A. Not to the best of my knowledge, no.
55. Q. So, tell me some more things about

Josun, in terms of what was he doing at Banners.
For instance, why did you travel to Otta~ra, Florida,
New York and Vancouver with Kul?

A. It was to help grow the company,
okay? Because there were resentations that were
being setup. There were a of of people that were
coming to see what Banners Broker was about. So,
they wanted to know about what... everything Banners
was doing.

So, Ottawa was a lot of my friends, a lot
of my people. So, they would came, and we set up a
meeting, a hotel meeting and things like that. And
Kul would come and I would more do the presentation
than he would, because he really wasn't very good at
doing presentations. Like I say, good guy, he was
charming, everything else, but he was not a good
presenter.

56. Q. So, was it just the two of you guys
that would go to these cities?

A. No, sometimes Chriswouldcome.
Sometimes Dixit would come. So, when it came to
going...what's it called, yes, Trinidad and a couple
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of other places, it would be Kul and Raj, Kul and
Raj. If you are talking the nice, warm exotic
places, Kul and Raj would go. When it was just your
regular Qttawas and...they really didn't want to go.

Q. So, in any event, Ottawa, Florida,
Vancouver and New York, you would go, you would to
hotel presentations to affiliates?

A. Yes.
Q. And would you guys collect money

from them? ~rwhatwas the pitch?
A. No, if they wanted to si n up, they

could sign up. But never accepte money. I never
accepted money. Nor did I have the authority to,
nor would I. Because I didn't want to be
responsible for people's money.

Q. And so just staying on the topic of
Kul.

A, Yes.
60. Q. Do you know how he was paid for

what he did? Did you have any sense ofthat? You
mentioned some rumours earlier. But just leaving
aside the rumours, what do you know about how this
guy was paid by Banners Broker? How well did he do?

A. I would be lying if I answered,
because I don't know the exact amounts, but I know
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he was loin okay. Just based on him bragging.

Q. es.
A. But he didn't...) can't say the

amount, because I don't really know. But I know the
way he was spending...

Q. Fair enough. What was his lifestyle
like?

A. Oh, he had a good lifestyle. He had
a good lifestyle to the point where all of a sudden
he got an Audi A8, and it wasn't just that.
Where...out of the U.K., I also have friends there,
okay. So, theywould go to the meetings in the U.K.
and then say, "Yes, Kul was there." But a very good
friend of mine said, "Man, like he really acts like
a hotshot, right?" I said, "What do you mean?"
"Well, like he's out there buying drinks for
everybody," blah, blah, blah.

Q. So, you saw the Audi A8?
A. Oh, yes.
Q. And you understood that to be what,

a Banners Broker car or something he purchased with
his own money?

A. Oh, no.
Q. Because he was bragging, right?
A. Yes. And so I don't know if he

ParrA 7~
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1 bought it with his own money, with Banners Broker
2 money. I...
3 66. Q. Tell me about the bragging. Like,
4 just describe the sorbs of things he would say.
5 A. Well, basically, he said, "This is a
6 lifestyle." I mean he...and With all due respect,
7 I am not racist in any way, but it's like...all of a
8 sudden it's like...and it seemed like, especially
9 the Indian men, they get to a certain point and they

10 think that their life is a much better standard than
1 1 everybody else. And they like to look down;
12 I know that from experience, from Ra~~v
13 Dixit and all that other stuff. I don't care for
14 that kind of stuff, but Kul had an arrogance, okay.
15 And this Audi A8, so what? It's a car, no big deal.
16 But he !et people know it.
17 67. Q. What else did he spend his money on?
18 A. I mean, he was always wining and
19 dining. From what I heard, again, it's hearsay and
20 I know it is...l'm saying "hearsay", but I know that
21 I know it wasn't just hearsay. As much as it was...
22 women, if you know what I mean. And not just him,
23 Dixit. These guys would go and spend five grand.
24 And I knew not to doubt it, because I saw the way
25 they were doing things.
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1 But if that was what they were getting paid
2 in profits and whatever, so be it. But these guys
3 lived high off the hog at that time, okay, at that
4 time. That's what they were doing.
5 68. Q. Again, we are just talking about
6 Josun now.
7 A. Yes.
8 69. Q. And we will get to Dixit in a
9 minute. But what else did Jasun spend his money on?

10 Can ou think of any other examples? Did he buy
1 1 jewe lery? Did he travel? Did he have investments?
12 A. (don'tthink,..lthink maybe a
13 watch. But I don't think...) don't remember him
14 with jewellery and things like that. Unless he
15 bought it for his kids or whatever. 1 don't
16 remember that.
17 70. Q. 1Nhat about bank accounts? Money
18 that. may be offshore or anything like that? Do you
19 know anything about that?
24 A. I don't recall. For Kul, I don't
21 know. I know that he set up...he had some account,
22 I am not sure if it's Europe. Because from what
23 was hearing, was that he was collecting cash from
24 people in Europe. And he put it in some bank
25 account. It could be Europe, but most likely
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1 Europe.
2 71. Q. And who told you that?
3 A. I heard that from Dixit.
4 l2. Q. And you heard that after Josun had
5 been fired or before?
6 A. I would say around the same...around
7 that time.
8 73. Q. That would make sense.
9 A. Yes.

10 74. Q. Around the Portugal convention?
i 1 A. Yes.
12 l5. Q. And again, just let's talk a little
13 bit more about Josun. I mean, he had..,you had
14 never been to his house. Did he talk about his
15 house orthings for his children?
16 A. We knew...what I knew that he lived
1l with his sister. That's all f knew. !didn't know
18 whether he had a house or not. Never.,.no, never
19 visited his home or anything.
20 76. Q. So, something happened in Portugal,
21 There is the attempt to take over, that you

~ 22 described.
23 A. Yes.
24 77. Q. And Josun was fired by Smith and
25 Dixit?
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1 A. Yes.
2 78. Q. And then how did that...did that
3 change your role within the company, did it affect
4 you in any way? What happened next?
5 A. No, not at the beginning. That's
6 when Dixit moved into his role as the next Kul
7 Josun, let's just say.
8 79. Q. Okay, and just explain that a bit
9 more. So, howdid Dixit become the next Kul Josun

10 after Portugal?
1 1 A. Well, I mean, he has this way.
12 don't know what it is about him. He has this way of
13 convincing people to part with their money. And he
14 has this way of convincing. He went in there to
15 convince Chris that, basically, this company wasn't
16 going to succeed without him. That he needed Raj or
17 Chris was going to falter. And so, again, from
18 there, that's where this guy came in to change
19 thins.
20 80. Q. Dixit did?
21 A. Yes.
22 81. Q. Okay, and so tell me what happened
23 next. What did he do, for instance, to change
24 things?

~~ 25 A. The company was still growing. And
P a r-r r~ 7 ~i
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1 I mean rapidly growing. So, at that time, Dixit
2 came in and here's where I got the Titleist thing
3 from, okay? Okay, "I'm loin to be the chief
4 executive officer of building t is business. You're
5 going to be in char e of advertising. You're going
6 to be executive of t is", and he started giving
7 people titles and responsibilities.
8 Chris just let him go about his thing. Sa,
9 I didn't care. I was just doing my job, right. And

10 at that time, still support. And then.,.now they
1 1 needed somebody to o to the U.K., to certain
12 places, to start doing t e presentations. And I was
13 asked if I was okay to travel. And I said, "Okay,
14 this sounds exciting. No problem." So, I was going
15 to be able to travel and meet with the people, do
16 the presentations and that's what I did. That was
1l the be inning of that. So, basically, now, I think,
18 I was t e new Kul, You know, travelling abroad.
19 82. Q. Did you get a title at this point?
20 Did Raj give you a title?
21 A. Brand ambassador.
22 83. Q. Global brand ambassador, does that
23 sound right?
24 A. Well, it went from presenter to a
25 different title to brand ambassador. So, I said,
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"Okay, what's a 'brand ambassador'?" Okay, whatever
it is. But that'swhat he did. And you will see,
even with Stellar Point, you will see people had...
executive secretary, executive vice-this, and all
this other stuff, and we are just regular people.
"What's my job?", but that's what he does. He does
the title thing.

84. Q. Okay.
A. And so with Kul at that time, the

rumours had gone out, he had taken off with anywhere
between $3 to $5 million, we figure around $4
million. This came from Dixit.

85. Q. Dixit said that about Kul?
A. Yes.

86. Q. Did anyone else say that about Kul?
A. Well, even Chris. But Chris just

wasn't 100 percent sure exactly how much he made off
with. I only know a lot of things from what I have
read on the Spergel report orwhatever, which has
just shocked the crap out of me on some of the
things that I have read in there.

But, the very guys that have started this
whole thing are some of the bad guys in this whole
thing, including fan Driscoll. So, I will get to
that later, right.
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87. Q. And we will get to Raj later and we

will get to Driscoll later.
A. Yes.

88, Q. Let's talk about the time frame you
became the new Kul. So, it was sometime after
Portugal?

A. Yes.
89. Q. So, justtell us whatyoudid, where

You travelled, who you were with, what you saw, what
you heard.

A. I went to the U.K., to England. Met
with Ian Driscoll. Had meetings in Manchester.
forget the small town, there was another small town
had a meeting in. And then I had personal
meetings, one-on-one, one with five people another
one with five people, every half hour an the hour.
So, if people were having problems orweren't sure
what was happening with their accounts or...

90. Q. Yes.
A. ...didn't know what to do, I was

there to help them to support. Had meetings with
all these people. I also went to Ireland and
basically did the same thing, Had a big conference.
There was almost 1,000 people there. And did a big
presentation and a speech, basically, on what my
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1 feelings were on sponsor monsters.
2 91. Q. On what?
3 A. S onsor monsters.
4 92. Q. ell me what a sponsor monster is.
5 A. Asponsor monster...in network
6 marketing, a sponsor monster is a guy that, "I want
7 all of you to sign up with me, because when you sign
8 up with me, I get a commission." But as a leader
9 don't like sponsor monsters. Sponsor monsters are

1 d the guys that are going to sign everybody up and
1 1 sa , "Thanks for signing up. See ya." If you need
12 he p, it's my job to help you. Because, look, I got
13 paid a commission for you signing up with me to do
14 business with me. And all of you, it should be my
15 responsibilityto help ou, butthese sponsor
16 monsters...basically, was chastising them, saying,
17 "You should supportyour people." Instead of
18 saying, "Well, I'll sign up all these people and if
19 you guys got an issue, just call support." You
20 know, it's a network marketing no-no, you shouldn't
21 do that, because you will lose respect.
22 93. Q. Okay, got it. So, Manchester,
23 Ireland...was that the same trip, by the way?
24 A. No, not all in the same trip, no.
25 94. Q. So, where did ou o next?
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1 A. These aren't in order.
2 95. Q. They are not in order?
3 A. No, I can't tell you...l can't tell
4 ou in order. I know I've done Portugal, Poland,
5 reland, England, Italy, Trinidad, Jamaica...what am
6 I missing?
7 96. Q. Spain?
8 A. S ain, thank ou.
9 97. Q, ominican epublic?

10 A. Yes.
1 1 98. Q. Anywhere else?
12 A. I am trying to remember. I'm trying
13 to think. I should have just brought my passport,
14 because I have the stamps. It was very exhilarating
15 atthe beginning.
16 99. Q. So, you were travelling a lot,
17 Lorenzo, and so just...and we are not going to go
18 through these trips one at a time, because we don't
19 have that much time. But justtell me who you
20 travelled with, and why you went to these countries
21 and what you did.
22 A. Okay. A couple times...once
23 travelled with Sabah. Her name ~s Sabah Abbas.
24 100. Q. And who is she?
25 A. Sabih worked in support. So, they
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sent her along with me to give me a hand. Another
time, who did I travel with? My son came along with
me in the end. And he was coming with me as my
assistant. I also travelled to Italy with the now
Mrs. Raj Dixit, Stephanie...) can't remember what
her last name was before the marriage.

101. Q. Schlacht?
A. Schlacht, that's it.

102. Q. Okay.
A. So, she came to Italy with me...

103. Q. Just you and Stephanie, or was Dixit
there too?

A. No, it was just me and Stephanie.
This was before the affair, whatever.

104. Q. But presumably she was working at
Banners at that point, Stephanie was, right, that's
why she was travelling with you?

A. Yes. She was travelling with me
because she had come to do the..,she was teaching
the ones in Italy howto do the business and that.
So, she came with me. I was doing presentations.
So, she was thereto assist me.

105. Q. Was this all in English, by the way?
You don't speak Italian?

A. In Italy? Oh, I speak Italian.
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106. Q. Right.

A. Like I speak it, I understand i~.
107. Q. Stephanie speaks Italian?

A. No.
108. Q. So, sorry, continue. Who else did

you travel with on these trips?
A. I know Stephanie, I know Sabih.

109. Q. What about Raj?
A. No. There weretimes, like,

Manchester, another big conference. So, yes, he was
there.

1 10. Q. And Smith was there too?
A. Yes.

1 11. Q. Okay.
A. Where else? Ireland, another

conference. Ireland.
1 12. Q. So, that would be DiXit and Smith

again?
A. Yes.

1 13. Q. But apart from Ireland and
Manchester, there are a number of other countries
that you went to. Were you travelling with Dixit on
any of these trips?

A. Not to my recollection, no, no.
1 14. Q. But you weren't travelling by
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1 yourself, you were always with somebody else, is
2 that fair to say?
3 A. No, some of them I was by myself.
4 But most of the time I had somebody.
5 115. Q. And you travelled with Kelly,
6 sometimes, as well, is that right?
7 A. Kelly came to Portugal with me and
8 Kelly came to England with me, because I told them
9 wouldn't go unless they let me take herwith me,

10 because, you know, it was around Christmastime and
1 1 basically, I wasn't getting any holidays out of the
12 deal, so I wanted her to be able to come with me.
13 116. Q. Now, was Kelly ever working for
14 Stellar Point or Banners Broker?
15 A. Never.
16 117. Q. Qkay. And just...okay, so we are
17 going to finish off on the travel, but you were
18 either travelling with Stephanie?
19 A. Yes, just once with Steph.
20 118. Q. Sabih or our family?
21 A. Once with abih. And most of the
22 time, the rest of the time I was either by myself,
23 And then near the end, my son came with me as my
24 assistant.
25 119. Q. And ou were lobal brandY g
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1 ambassador, that was your title?
2 A. Yes.
3 120. Q. So, were ou reporting to Raj,
4 during this time eriod , Was he your boss?
5 A. No, hris.
6 121. Q. To Chris?
7 A. Yes. Chris, I mean, Raj would
8 arrange it, but Chris was still my boss.
9 122. Q. And so how frequently would you meet

14 Chris during this period? UVould you speak to him
1 1 every day, some days?
12 A. No, not every day. No, just some
13 days. I was just out travelling, doing my job.
14 123. Q. Who decided where you would go?
15 Whose decision was that?
16 A. That was...well, Dixit would do most
1 l of that.
18 124. Q. So, how frequently were you dealing

!~ 19 with Raj, during this period?
20 A. Fairly frequent. You know, just,
21 where do I go next?
22 125. Q. But you never travelled with him?
23 A. Not really, no.
24 126. Q. Did you socialize with him
25 otherwise, like apart from travelling?
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A. Oh, yes.

127. Q. And just describe that. Would your
families get together, would you go to his house,
would he go to your house? Like, dust tell me what
you remember on that front.

A. Our families got together maybe
twice. Honestly, my wife didn't really like him too
much at all. And my son didn't really like him tao
much at all. But they put up with him because of
me.

128. Q. Right.
A. So, we talked all the time. We

didn't spend time together as friends, per se.
would go in, I would talk to him about things that
were happening vuithin BB, things that 1 saw. ff
there was problems or issues or even good things.

129. Q. But did you have an office at this
point? Were you, like, working from the Whitby
office at Stellar Point?

A. Well, yes, they put an office in
there forme, because I didn't want to came to T,O.,
you know. But once in a while I would come to
Toronto, see Chris. Forthe most part, even with
this Stellar Point office that they had set up in
there, ! didn't go in every day, I just went in once
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in a while, period.

130. Q. Now, I think you mentioned ou had
known Raj for quite a while, right? Even efare
Banners Broker.

A. Yes.
131. ~. Where did you first meet Raj?

A. !t was...l'm trying to remember the
name of the company.

132. Q. Was it with IMF?
A. No, it was before that. If was

before ICF, and I met Ra'...itwas at a Holiday Inn
in Oshawa on Harmony oad/401. And it was for
another company called Treasure Traders.

133. Q. okay.
A. Do you rememberthat ane?

134. Q. I don't know that one, but are we
talking 1990s?

A. Yes.
135. C~. So, you knew the guy for a long

time?
A. Yes.

136. Q. Let's...during the Banners Broker
period, did his lifestyle change at all? And I want
to talk about the same sorts of questions that we
were talking about a few minutes ago, when we were
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1 talking about Kul,
2 A. Yes.
3 137. Q. Just things that you saw or heard or
4 he told you, he may have been bragging abaut.
5 A. Well, yes, I saw his lifestyle
~ change...
7 138. Q. Because Banners Brokerwashugely
8 successful, right?
9 A. Yes.

10 139. Q. We have talked about that.
1 1 A. Yes.
12 140. Q. And he was one of the...and it
13 appears that he was one of the top guys. So, what
14 did he do with his money?
15 A. Oh, well, he was quite a I~ttle bit
16 different. I got to see a lot more of him than
1l saw Kul Josun. Kul Josun justwasn'tthere long
18 enough for me to see...for me to give you all of the
19 bragging rights, okay. ~o back to your Kul Josun
20 page and just let me tell you also, Kul Josun
21 started his own called Kul's Club, okay, which was
22 in Vanuatu.
23 141, Q. All right.
24 A. Just to give you the.,.okay, and he
25 stared his own networking company out there.

~~no ~~
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1 142. Q. UVell, let`s just talk about that for
2 a minute. What do you know about KulClub?
3 A. Welf, you know, people talk, okay.
4 So, ali of a sudden somebody sent me the e-mail
5 little video on, you know, "He's back. Kul's Club",
6 right. And it's like, "Oh, my God." You could
7 invest in it and live in paradise. And have a plat
8 of land in Vanuatu if you...
9 143. Q. Where is that, by the way?

14 A. In the middle of nowhere, past Fiji.
1 1 144. Q. Okay.
12 A. So, I kind of laughed at it,
13 chuckled about it, but even though he had set that
14 up, someone else had told me that he was living in
15 Portugal. And then about a year ago, my daughter
16 saw him at the shopping centre ~n Oshawa. So, she

~~ 17 said hi to him, and that was it. She came home and
18 told me that she had seen him.
19 145. ~. akay, but is there any connection
20 that you are aware of or that you have heard about
21 between KulClub and Banners?
22 A. Well, the cannecfiion to me,
23 personally, I thinkthe connection is he did
24 something...l mean, where do you get the money?
25 It's not cheap to start a network marketing company.
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You have to have money to get started. And so
don't knowwhere he gotthis kind ofi money to start
this corporation. 1 can't prove, like t said, but
know that I know.

146. Q. You read this. Did he ever tell you
anything about Kul~lub?

A. No, oh, no. Because he was already
split, separated.

147. Q. Got it, okay. So, we will go back
to Dixit now.

A. Yes.
148. Q. And obviously you know a lot more

about Dixit. So, what can you tell us about Raj?
A. Well, from the beginning, seemed to

be cool means like everything was normal. 1
couldn't afford ~o go out to dinners and all this
other stuff. I mean, I was making 200 bucks a week.
And I'm retired from Chrysler. So, I'm not living
this high lifestyle. But I started seeing that they
would arways go out to dinner, you know, Kul, Raj
and Chris. Always going out to dinner, always,
constantly. Downtown.

Little by little, as the company started ~o
grow, I started seeing little expenditures and then
Raj's think is always, "I need a car." He needed a
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vehicle. So, at the time he got a used C~rysier
304, at the time, This is at the beginning. I
can't rememberwhat othervehicie hehad at the
time, but this was the beginning of the whole
shebang. So, he started with a Chrysler 300.
don't know how much he vuas making, okay, but there
was a slight swagger, you know, Ike, he was
spending.

As the company was grovuing and as he all of
a sudden became the new Kul, well, I started
noticing, all of a sudden he's got diamond rings,
he's got jewelleryfor his wife. I don't know how
much...my wife even knows more than that, because he
had talked to Dixit's rife. So, i don't know haw
much he had spent, and then...

14~. Q. When you say "his wife", do you mean
Gloria or Stephanie? His firstwife or...

A. No, Gloriawas his mother.
Jennifer.

150. Q. Jennifer.
A, He stared buying big names in

clothes. You know, like...l'll just say Christian
Dior, as an example. You knew, he was buying her
all of these things and purses.

151. Q. But which w~fie was it, his first
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1 virif e?
2 A. Jennifer.
3 152. Q. Ail right.
4 A. Then the expenditures stared coming
5 in where all of asudden he's coming in in Armani
6 suits. I could tell you all kinds of things, okay,
7 Armani suits. $35,000 bottle of cognac. And I am
8 not exaggerating. Limousines. A private jet for
9 him and his wife and his motherto fly to, I think

10 it was Bahamas. And it was right before New Year's.
~ 1 Rings. Vehicles. A house, not rented. Big chunk
12 of change on a house.
13 And when I asked him, "How much are you
14 ettin paid? Like, how much are you getting paid
15 ram t ~s company?" He says, "Oh, you know what,
16 man, I work my ass off. If not for me this company
17 would go kaput", right? And I said, "Weil, no
18 offence, but t seem to be doing a fot of work here
19 and I'm not getting compensated. So, what gives?
20 What goes on? Like, I'm working for peanuts." And
21 I got a raise, I don't remember how much, but I will
22 figure ~t out. I am dust trying to think because
23 the monies that was spent was concerning to me.
24 As it got bigger and bigger and all of a
25 sudden I saw this private jet and...
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1 153. Q. Yau saw the jet?
2 A. Oh, yes.
3 154. Q. Just tel{ me about thatr I mean, we
4 vuill cover the rest of it toy, but how did you end
5 up seeing the rivate jet?
6 A. We I, I kne~r that he had taken a
7 private jet, because he Was asking me if my daughter
8 would ga with them so she could babysit the kids.
9 And we said, "No." So, he said, "She'll be on the

10 private jet with us. It's just us." And my wife
1 1 was...l know she was utter{y disgusted. But you
12 know what, he's the bigwig with Ghris, so be ~t.
13 But the expenditures, his lifestyle, was not the
14 lifestyle of the Rajiv Dixit that I was used to
15 knowing,
16 155. Q. Okay.
17 A. And I knew when he was telling
18 everybody in Toronto, in the office in Toronto, what
19 to do, when to do, haw to do, "You better jump and
20 I'll tell you know hi h," type of thing, it's the
21 way it was. Nobo y liked him. They didn't like him
22 so bad they wanted him out of there. Just send him
23 somewhere else. And this is the employees that were
24 at Banners Broker.
25 And I understood. I understood why. I
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mean, I got along with everybody. So, his
expenditures near the end got really crazy. And
that was one of the reasons why...when I went back
to Chris and said, "What in the hell is going on?
Like, I'm getting concerned here."

The reason why I was getting concerned is
because, I'm going to, let's just say, U.K., and
somebod is saying, "Lorenzo, listen. With my
account, put in for withdrawal, but it's been
eight days or nine days or three weeks." Or, "I put
in a support ticket and t didn't get an answer."
And so, I would say, "Okay, no problem." I would
take down their name, their ID number and whatwas
the issue, and take it down, and then I would take
it back to the office. And then I went to Stellar
Point and went to the actual people that were doing
support and say, "This person here, why haven't they
gotan answeron theirsuppor~ticket?" And then
took it to Chris, and said, "Why haven't these
people got paid?" '"Oh, Zo, you know..." And the
excuses that I would hear. I don't want to hear
that, because I am the one that has got to speakto
you and speak to everybody and say, "Okay, let's
deal with your issues and let me help you."

And my jab...and there is not a person in
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the world that will tell you...my job was to protect
those people, period, And when I started seeing
these expenditures...

156. Q. I mean, towards the end, you said
they got really crazy?

A. Oh, man, oh man. It got nuts. Ten,
eleven, twelve...) wish I had the bill, because 1
had the bill at one time, where Chris said, "Zo, do
you need a suit?" And I said, "Well, I got one.
could use one." So, Harry Rosen, right up here in
the Eaton Centre is where it was. He went in there
and bought suits for his brother-in-laws,..his
brother-in-law, his nephews, his brother and
everything else,

Whereas Chris said to Raj, "Zo needs a
suit, get him a suit." And my son was my assistant,
so they got him one, And this is an example.
Twelve suits. Now, that's nothing. If you go..,you
are talking $3,000, $4,000 and $5,000 suits. And if
you look ~n his closet there ~s no less than 20 of
them in there. All different suits.

151. Q. You wouldn't know that, right? You
didn`t...

A. I saw the suits. I saw his closet.
This is him bragging to me.

pang dd
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~ 158. Q. Right.
2 A. I went to his house. The guy had a
3 television in the toilet, for crying out loud.
4 mean, how ridiculous is this going? You see. Now,
5 when he bought this house.,.) also saw a theatre
6 room in the basement. When he bought the house,
7 there was no theatre room.
8 159. ~. Right.
9 A. He s entmulti-thousands of dollars

10 of refurbishing t at basement. And then spent more
1 1 multi-thousands of dollars refurbishing it again.
12 It was ludicrous. It was just nothing but sheer
13 waste. That's only a pittance of what I'm telling
14 you.
15 160. Q. Why did he do it a second time, the
16 basement?
17 A. Because he wanted to now get rid of
18 this one room and make some back room and open up
19 the room even more than what it was. So, he made
20 his theatre room. Like, literally a theatre and a
21 lot of money. I can't give you the figures, but
22 know that it was a lot of mone .
23 And so this is an examp e of a lot of the

'~ 24 sheer waste where he had brought in a pool table and
25 then got rid of it and opened up the room even more._____.
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1 And they had to go and retrofit again. Furniture,
2 all furnished. Frain what f heard, I can't prove
3 that, okay, but a $60,000 rock for new Mrs. aiXit,
4 I can't prove that.
5 161. Q. Just an that house, how many times,
6 approximately, would you have visited him at his
7 house, the one that we are talking about?
8 A. Oh, I've been there, maybe a total
9 of 15 times.

1d 162. Q. And where was it?
1 1 A. It's in Oshawa. He's not far from
12 where I live. I just forget the name of the street.
13 163. Q. Coyston Coin?
14 A. Yes, that's it, Coyston court.
15 164. Q. Was it 1036 Coyston Court, C-d-Y-S-
16 T-O-N Court, Oshawa?
1 l A. Yes. I would say that's pretty well
18 it.
19 165. Q. Okay, so then you had heard
20 something about an engagement ring or a wedding
21 ring?
22 A. Yes, I heard...) mean, actually,
23 heard it from my wife now. I don't know where she
24 got the number, but it was around 60 grand for a
25 ring.
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1 166. Q. Right, right.
2 A. I know that he had at least 10, 12,
3 maybe more watches.
4 161. Q. Did he show them to you?
5 A. I didn't see ali of them, but I saw
6 a lot of them. Like, Rolex to...l'm trying to think

~~ 7 of the name, they are all big, hooty-tooty whatever.
8 I don't know...
9 168. Q. And you saw them because he was

10 wearing them, oryou sawthem at his house?
1 1 A. He would wear them different times,
12 like, "Is that a newwatch?" I like mine, it tells
13 time just as good as a $10,000 one or $50,000 one.
14 So, regardless, he had a lot of watches. And he had
15 some...) don't know, this gadget, thingamabob that
16 they put the watches on so that it keeps them
17 rolling orwhatever. This iswhere you know, this
18 isn't...and with all due respect, this isn't the
19 peasant that I knew.
20 169. Q. Right.
21 A. This is where the life really,
22 really started getting ridiculous.
23 110. MR. WARD. okay, so why don't we fake a
24 break.
25
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LORENZO GUARINI, resumed
CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD:
171. ~. So, dust before the break, we were

talking about Rajiv Dixit.
A. M'hmm,

112. Q. And it was towards the end and you
were giving us your observations on his lifestyle
and things were getting a little out of control
towards the end in terms of the spending.

A. Yes.
173. Q. So, I just want to make sure that

we close off on that and that you have told us
everything that you can think of in that regard,
right?

A. Yes.
174. Q. One of the last examples was,

perhaps, the..,maybe a $50,040 ring. And Kelly,
perhaps, can tell us about that.

A. Yes, like i said, for me it's
hearsay.

115. Q. Yes.
A. But I don't doubt it. I don't doubt

it, because he spent...you know, I can tell you guys

L. Guarini - 47
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1 one thing to help you out, i don't know if you guys
2 could do it, but Oshawa Jewellers in the Oshawa
3 Centre, they could give you an idea of haw much
4 money was spent. And we are talking a lot of money,
5 a lot of money.
6 Now, mind you, some of the manias that were
l spent in there were for rings with a "BB" on it.
8 And it was..,what the...l think million-dollar
9 earners, okay, would get...at those things like

10 Portugal or Ireland or whatever, if they were
1 1 million-dollar earners, they would give them a BB
12 ring.
13 176. Q. Right.
14 A. So, yes, some of the expenditures
15 were for that, but I can tell you a lot of monies
16 that he spent, other than those rings, were at
17 Oshawa Jewellers.
18 177. Q. How do you know that? Or why do you
19 believe that?
20 A. I know, because I was there with him
21 once. Naw, that's when he was picking up the BB
22 rings. But I know that he had bought other things
23 there, because they were talking to him as if he was
24 some kind of king, okay. And !probably would too
25 if I owned the business and you are spending a ton
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1 of money the way he was.
2 Nof only that, because I know that he would
3 buy watches at airports. So, he would bring them
4 home and, I don't know if he claimed them or not, at
5 customs arwhateverthe case may be, that, I don't
6 know. But I know he had lots of watches, expensive
7 watches. He had some watch craziness, whatever.
8 178, Q. So, just in the same vein, we talked
9 about Harry Rosen before the break...

10 A. M'hmm.
1 1 179. Q. ...Oshawa Jewellers. Any other
12 stores that come to mind?
13 A, Mercedes.
14 180. Q. And which dealer?
15 A. That's...Thickson Road, Whitby.
16 181. Q. Okay. And was there an Audi
1l dealership that he dealt with?
18 A. Yes, there was...that's an...l'm
19 trying to think of the name of the street. Just use

'20 Baseline.
21 182. Q. In Whitby?
22 A. In Whitby.
23 183. Q. All right. And What else? Any
24 other stores, dealers?
25 A. I am just trying to think. I mean,
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those are the.,.

184. Q. Okay.
A. I'm just...those are the main ones.

185. Q. Fair enough. Restaurants, is
there...was there a favourite? Harbour Sixty?

A. No.
186 Q. Okay.

A. Yes, that...
187. Q. And just while ~e are on the point,

the same for Josun, Do you know whether ar not
there was one restaurant, in particular, that he
spent a lot of time at, or one store or dealership,
in particular, ghat he might have shopped at?

A. No. I don't know.
188. Q. Right, and Chris has just passed me

a note. In terms of the private...the jet, any idea
how that might have been arranged? Who rented it to
him?

A. No. You know, there was a lot of
things that I am just not privy to. You know, l
wasn't privy to bank accounts or how much money the
company had or how much money the company made.
wasn't privy fio any of this stuff.

189. Q, And, in fact, that's what I wanted
to et to next. And we are just talking about Dixit
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and presumably, like Jasun, he bragged from time to
time?

A. Oh, yes.
190. Q. Any bragging about investments,

stocks, bonds, bank accounts, offshore, in other
people's names?

A. Not that I can recall, if I can..,
191. Q. do you know if he had any banking

relationships outside of Canada?
A. Yes. Cyprus.

192. Q. Okay.
A. In Cyprus. There was an account

in Cyprus and we had a joint account there. That's
where ! wanted to put my savings, because,
apparently, they pay good interest as opposed ~o
here. So, now, I just got to think of the name.
And you knowwhat? When we would log into our
accounts, you had to have this little...see, I don't
know, it's a security thing, where you got to punch
in your numbers in arderfor ou to be able to log
into your account. So, if I sti I have that, okay,
might be able to get into that account and then

can literally come back and show you guys.
193. Q~ Could you do that for us?

A. Of course, no problem. _ U/T

P~~A ~7
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1 194. Q. That would be great. Thanks for
2 that.
3 A. So, yes, like I said, I'm here to
4 help you guys in any way that I can. Because i
5 want...this BB thing has been a nightmare for me in
6 my life, although it was a blessing in one way,
7 because I have met such beautiful people around the
8 world. But it's been a nightmare for me and my
9 family and our finances and our life.

10 195. Q. Okay. And we can talk a bit more
1 1 about that. I am also going to come back to the
12 Cyprus bank account later,
13 A. Yes.
14 196. Q. But (want to...just staying on
15 Dixit.
16 A. Yes.
17 197. Q. Apart from Cyprus, did you know or
18 had you heard rumours that he had asses anywhere
19 else outside of Canada?
20 A. No, and I would be surprised...
21 because, I mean, from what I thought, I would have
2~ thought he would have told me. Because he surely
23 liked to let you know of his comeuppance in life,
24 you know?
25 198. Q. Okay, so the "comeuppance in life",
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1 because I think this is an interesting area, just
2 because you have known Raj since the late 1994s.
3 A. M'hmm,
4 199. Q. And just...l want you to describe
5 for me one more time, because we have touched on it
6 a little bit, how his life changed before Banners
7 and after Banners, okay. And so let's start with
8 erhaps his house. Where was he living before he
9 ought this house that you described for us on

1Q Coyston?
1 1 A. Before Coyston, he was living
12 in...nearthe college. Near Norville...Norland. He
13 was living an this Norland. He was renting that
14 place.
15 20a. Q. And it may be 1019 Norland? Did you
16 ever go there?
17 A. Oh, yes.
18 X01, Q. Okay, and what was it like?
19 A. I don't know...a 100 percent sure of
2fl the number.
21 202. Q. Right.
22 A. But, yes, it was Norland Circle.

~~ 23 2Q3. Q. And so you would visit him there?
'24 A. M'hmm.
25 204. Q. And just describe what his Norland
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Circle rental property was like.

A. N~~e place. Big kitchen...nice,
like i~ wasn't oid, okay. It was basically meant as
an investment properly. He had rented it from a
friend of his. This was meant to be an investment
property.

205. Q. Okav, for his friend?
A. Yes.

206. Q. And from there.,.to your knowledge,
did he move from Norland to Coyston Court, orwas
there anywhere in between?

A. I am trying to think if there was
somewhere in between.

207. Q. If you recall. If you don't recall,
that's fine toa.

A. Yes, 1 don't recall.
208. Q. Okay, and what about these gars? At

the beginning of...
A. He had a van.

209. Q. At the beginning of Banners Broker
he had the Chrysler300, right?

A. Yes, and I think he still had a van.
210. Q. So, tell me about before Banners

Broker. How did he get around?
A. He had avan, before he boughtthe
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300, when he was living at Norland Circle. What was
he doing atthe time? Itwas a phone place. Public
Mobile, okay.

211. Q. Okay.
A. And so, again, he had a friend of

his that.,, I don't knave how he does it, but he
talked this friend of his into buying two more
Public Mobiles, but he would throw himself into some
type of partnership with the guy without putting in
a penny. And that was magic about the guy. I don't
know how he would manage to do it. Sa, he got in
with this Public Mobile thing. And he was driving
the van and everything else.

212. Q. do you recall what type of van it
was, how old it was?

A. A Chevy, no.
213. Q. Okay,

A. It wasn't really old. It was a
fairly nice van. From there, what I remember,
guess theywere having dinner and Jennifer's son, a
little boy, wouldn't eat his food. So, Raj told the
boy to eat his food, he yelled at him. So, the kid
ran upstairs. And, apparently, he chased after him
and !guess the kid was behind the bathroom door and
he wouldn't open the door, he had locked the door,

panes ~ti
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1 right? So, he kicked the door and the door ended up
2 hitting the kid in the mouth.
3 The kid, later on, goes down the road ~o
4 play with a friend at somebody else's house. He Was
5 anal, this guy is anal, believe me. Which he
6 forbade the kid to go and play a~ anybody's house.
7 (Nell, the kid who he wenfi to play with, his mother
8 was a teacher, so she called the police.
9 214. Q. Yes.

10 A. Because she asked him what had
1 1 happened and he said, "Rajiv kicked the door and hit
12 me in my mouth," So, he got arrested. He was asked
13 to go to the police station and talk to the police
14 about the incident, everything else, And they
15 arrested him and then sent him to Lindsay. So,
16 felt bad for him because I didn't think Raj was the
17 kind to ga and do that to a kid, you know, not on
18 purpose.
19 And so I put up my house and everything
20 else, to bail him out. And not only that,..and it"s
21 the last time that I will ever do something like
22 that, because I was in prison. He could not move,
23 he could not go anywhere v~ithout me by his side,
24 meaning I had to be there, wherever he was. He
25 could not go out in public without _m~ there.
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1 So, it became a prison forme. And another
2 gu named Glenroy was also a signatory, although he
3 di n't own anything or have anything to put up for
4 collateral. In the end, it went to a lawyer's and
5 they made some type of peace bond orwhatever, he
6 was cleared,
l 215. Q. When was this, approximately?
8 A. Just before Banners Broker. Just
g before,

14 216. Q. Okay.
1 1 A. And so it was still going on into
12 Banners Broker and not long after, itwas dare.
13 217. Q. And so he didn't have the mone to
14 bail himself out of ail before Banners Broker .J
15 A. No, no.
16 218. Q. And what did you pay to bail him out
17 of jail?
18 A. I can't remember, but l know that
19 had to put up my house. So, it was...
20 219. Q. Could you check on that and let us
21 know?
22 A. I could try, sure. If you guys can
23 write me down a list of certain things that you
24 need, by all means, no problem. U/T
25 220. Q. Yes, Erin is taking some notes and
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we will get that to you, so that's great.

A. Yes.
221. Q. Rajiv Dixit, before Banners Broker,

the end of Banners Broker, tell me more about some
of the changes that you observed.

A. Well, from a guy that was living
week-to-month to a guy that was, all of a sudden,
spending money like it was water, like it was
nothing, And that's...like, a 1,000th percent
difference. Not 100, a 1,000. So, he went from,
let's say being...you know, living from week-to-
week,okay, toliving high off the hog.

Even...and that's another thing I will
bring up, too. You know, I had never seen anything
like this. And this is why I say to you earlier,
it's the thing that just really got to his head.
And now I started realizin that this uy has got a
sickness, okay. He is rea ly sick up ere. He
could switch on and off, I ke a dual personalty.

And tell me that people were after him.
"Okay, you don't know, man, we need security."
"Vllhat are you talking about?" And I will give you
the erfect exam le. We were in the U.K., we were
in anchester,., olton. And it was a big hoopla,
okay. And you know what, this was...for me, it was
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great. I went up..,and when I spoke to people,
spoke from here. I didn't memorize things or know
what I was oing to say. I just spoke from my
heart. And could feel it, because it emanated to
the people.

But then we would get to the big hoopla
after. This was the big presentation and my talk to
the people, okay. I had people crying, t had people
laughing, and it was fun. And after that's over,
everybody is coming to the front. Everybody wants
to touch me like I'm Tony Robbins, you know. And
it's a great feeling, because everybody was happy.
It was a great business. Everybody was etting
paid. Everybody was making money, so 'm happy.

But When we get to the event, okay. We
have got buses that are taking us there, limousines,
20, 30 security guards. What? "Lorenzo", he was
Irish. He's a good guy, he's a really good guy.
And like I said, if you are paying me a crap load of
money, I don't care what you want, I'll do whatever
you want, you know. So, "~orenzo, you have to go
right now." And I said, "Well, na, I'm staying here
with all the people." It was the band.~.it was a
live band, and it was a good time, everybody was
having a good time.
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1 And so I stuck with all the distributors or
2 what have you. i don't knoWwhat...we will use the
3 term "distributors". So, I spent time with them.
4 And they said, "No, you gotta come right now." As
5 if I'm supposedly, you know, like avice-president
6 of the United States. I don't even think the
7 president gets that much security. It was
8 ridiculous, right? And it wasn't once.
9 222. Q, Who was it that wanted that

10 security?
1 1 A. Rajiv Dixit. Chris...let me tell
12 you about Chris. When I met Chris, Chris was really
13 tight with a penny, very tight. Rai got him to
14 really loosen up the strings, to convince him that,
15 "You need security, you need this, you need that",
16 all the hoopla and everything else. I was
17 embarrassed. I was embarrassed. I don't need
18 securit .There was nobod out to et me. I wasY Y , g
19 out there to do presentations, period. Why would
20 anybody be out to get me? And if you want to have
21 one security guard, two, okay. If you feel that
22 way, no problem. I'm telling you, there was a team
23 of security guards.

X24 223. Q. How many in Manchester?
'~~, 25 A. I can't give you the amount. I know
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1 there was a lot.
2 224. Q. More than five?
3 A. Let's say 10, oka . I wonder if I
4 could find that out, too, may e.
5 225. Q. So, the question that we have for
6 you an this side of the table is, do you remember
7 the name of anyone on the security detail ar the
8 name of the security company or could you find that
9 out for us and let us know?

10 A. Yes, I will. I don't know what the
1 1 security company would be called, but, es, I will
12 see if I can get a hold of,..he's in Irelan .
13 226. Q. Okay.
14 A. And, yes, I'll do that. So, make
15 sure you write down all these things and I will
16 chase it down. UIT
17 221. Q. We will, And just on the subject of
18 security, in Portugal, I take it, there was some
19 security as well?
24 A. Yes. These were the biggest guys
21 have ever seen in my life, The one guy, a black
22 guy, his,..you and me, and I'm not exaggerating, he
23 is the biggest guy I have ever seen in my life. Not

'~~ 24 the tallest.
~''~,25 228. Q. Right.
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A. But the width of this guy, his (ats,

okay, you and me could stand side-by-side and nobody
will see us other than our legs. And I am not
exaggerating in the least, he was the biggest man
have ever seen in my life. Why we needed him?
don't know. But I'm just there, I'm going with the
flow.

229. Q. Who arranged the security in
Portugal, to your knowledge? Was that...

A, It has got to be Dixit.
230. Q. And similar, can you see if you can

find out any information about who the security
company was ~n Portugal?

A. I can try. That will be a hard one.
The Ireland one, I can do it. Because he became the
security, not just Ireland, but it was him that was
hired to do Ireland...to do Ire{and, England.
don't know, wherever else we had. It wasn't the
same people in Portugal as it was afterwards.
Portugal was aone-time thing. But I can try to
find out.

231. Q. Do you remember his name?
A. I will tell you in a second.

232. MR. WARD: Let's just take a break for a
second.
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--- DISCUSSION OFFTHE RECORD

BY MR. WARD:
233. Q. So, Lorenzo, the security person

that you met in Ireland was?
A. Conor.

234. Q. That's his first name?
A. Yes.

235. Q. And do you have his last name or his
contact information there?

A. I am just looking right now. Brett,
B-R-E-T-T, Naw, I don't know if I spelled his name
wrong myself. I have got only one "N", but I might
have spelled it wrong.

236. Q. Okay.
A. So, it's Conor Brett.

231. Q. All right, anything else, sir, that
could help us contact him?

A. Okay, hang on a sec. That's the
number I haveforhim.

238. Q. Okay, I am just going to pass this
to Erin to jot it down.

A. Yes, no problem at all,
239. Q. Thanks. okay, so back to where we

were. Anything more that you can describe for us in
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1 terms of Rajiv Dixit's life before and after Banners
2 Broker.
3 A. Well, I mean, you know, like I said
4 he was Irving on small means. And from, you know,
5 living, like I said, from week-to-week, week-to-
~ month, sometimes he stru gled to make ayments just
7 even on his rent. I mean, have helped t ~s guy so
8 much. So, from there...
9 240. ~. Did you help him with his rent

10 payments, is that...
1 1 A. Oh, sometimes, sometimes. I just
12 lend him money, yes.
13 241. Q, Prior to Banners Broker?
14 A. Sometimes. And then he would go and
15 do something, like, you know, get with his buddy
16 there and do the Public Mobile orwhatever, And he
17 would pay me back, one way or another. But then,
18 like I said, from I~v~ng I ke that to, all of a
19 sudden, what I was telling you, with the watches,
20 with the rings, the jewellery, the purses, the
21 thousand-dollar diaper bag, apparently.
22 242. Q. Okay, whose diaper bag?
23 A. For his daughter, to a car for his
24 sister. A car for his brother, I'm just trying to

~~ 25 think. I mean, there is a lot, there's a lot.
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1 There was so much money spent and, near the end,
2 when we got into it and I said, like, "You
3 know...and I brought it up, all these expenditures.
4 The things that I said I'm seeing. And he said,
5 "Hey, look, ou know what? I pay myself, I'm an
6 executive," lah, blah, blah. And I said, "You know
7 what, you and your stupid titles and everything
8 else. Qkay, the way ou are spending, even a guy
9 making $250,00 to 500,000 a year wouldn't be able

10 to spend like this. So, I need to know what the
1 1 hell's going on." And this is where we really got
12 into it,
13 243. Q. Yes, there was a falling out at some
14 point...
15 A~ Oh, there was a majorfalling out.
16 244. Q. ,..which we are going to come to.
17 But two cars for his brother?
18 A. Yes.
19 245. Q. What was his brother's name? I was
2d going to ask what was his brother's name and what
21 was the make of the car?
22 A. t don't remember.
23 246. Q. Did you meet his brother, and did
24 you see the car?

~, 25 A. Oh, yes, nice guy. Kumar, K-U-M-A-
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A. Yes.
248. Q, And how do you know that he bought a

car for his brother?
A. Somebody in the office had told me.

Somebody at Stellar Point had told me. And I think
he let it out, tao.

249. Q. do you know anything more about
that, in terms of type of car, when he bought it?

A. I don't know if it was a van...l
think it was a van, Actually, I think it was
Stephanie thattold me that.

254. Q. Stephanie told you about the car for
Kumar Dixit?

A. Yes, L think it was Stephanie that
told me that. And I think...

251. Q. So who else...
A. I think hewas...Kumarwas in

Vancouver at the time. I don't know if he is still
there or not.

252. Q. Sorry, who else...there was a second
car that_ you had mentioned?

A. Yes, one for his sister. And if
am not mistaken, I think that was a Mercedes.
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1 now, Lorenzo, is I want to talk about Chris Smith.

~, 2 A. Okay.
'~, 3 261. Q. And it's going to be the same series
'~ 4 of questions, just in terms of things that you
5 might have seen over the years, in terms of Chris'
6 lifestyle. I mean, I know he was tight with a penny
7 at the beginning, was your evidence.
8 A. Oh, yes.
9 262. Q. So starting there, tell me how

10 things changed with Chris Smith, in terms of what
1 1 you saw and heard.
12 A. Well, you know, with Chris...and
13 even when I spoke with the police, Chris was a good

X 14 guy. He seemed very genuine and a good heart. And
x, 15 I testified to the police with that, I ke, the kind
!,, 16 of person he was and the type of person he was. But
~~~ 17 Chas was not stupid or a spendthrift or a showoff
'~ 18 or anything like that. That's notwhathis main aim
', 19 was. It was to start this company and succeed in
20 business. But from what I knew of Chris..,and
21 hadn't known Chris that well.
22 I knew of Chris through another network
23 marketing company from years back. But he seemed to
24 me, a guy of modest means. He had some money,
25 auess...
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253. Q. And can you tell me his sister's

name?
A. I'm just trying to remember. It

was...
254. Q. Was it Reema?

A. Reema, that's it.
255. Q. And how did you hear that Raj Dixit

bought Reema a Mercedes?
A. I saw it. I saw it at the Stellar

Point office.
256. Q. And did Reema tell you that Rajiv

had bought her the Mercedes?
A. No, it was apparent. I kne~u that

she didn't buy it.
257. C~. But you saw her driving it?

A. Oh, yes.
258, Q. And what about Stephanie Dixit? Do

you know the types of things that Raj might have
bought for Steph? You mentioned the ring, purses.

A. clothes.
259. Q. Where did he shop for Stephanie, if

you know?
A. I don't. That, I don't.,.! couldn't

tell you.
260. Q. So, I think what we are going to do
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1 263. Q. Now, let's talk about when you first
2 met Chris. And I assume from what you said earlier
3 that that was when Raj introduced you to Chris in
4 early, early Banners Broker day

~; 5 A. Yes.
'i, 6 2G4, Q. So, what was Chris' lifestyle like
~~ 7 then?
'~, 8 A. He seemed to be...you know, he
'~ 9 wasn't well off, that's far sure. Because from what
'~, 10 t was...l wasn't told, but I heard, that...and I was
'x, 11 told b Ra' that Chris had the idea, the whole sco eY ~ p
'~~~ 12 of everything, but he d~dnt have enough money to
'~, 13 launch the com an .And Kuf had borrowed move fromp Y . ~
~ 14 his sister and brother-in-law in orderto et this
'15 company up off the ground. But Chris idn't come
16 across...like I said, he wasn't rich by any means,
17 nor did he come across thatway at the beginning.
18 265. Q. Okay.
19 A. You know, he was good to everybod
2Q when they were working at the office. And you now,
21 he would drop by, they would order food, takeout,
22 Takeout, takeout. Because they didn't want to
23 move anywhere, they were constantly working on
24 programming and all this other stuff. But, no, he
25 wasn't craz~r.
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And to show you that, because when he

brought me on for support, he paid me awhopping
$200. Even if I was doing 14 hours a day, right.
You are talking 70 hours a week. So, he didn't
offer unless I started saying something.

266. Q. And you mean $200 a week?
A. A week, that's it. But, you know

what? I was having fun with the people, and I was
having fun...l was doing something. And so I didn't
complain until later. And then when I did complain,
he gave me a raise, right?

267. Q. So Chris, you have told us about
Chris atthe beginning...

A. Yes.
268. Q. ...when you met him. (f so, how did

it change over the years?
A. Well, over the years, I mean, he

still wasn't the type to go and, "Bring me Armanis",
put on the big rings or anything. He had none of
that. Even during the growth and everything else,
he didn't,..he spent time at the office, at the
office, at the office, okay? But later on, the
indulgences...yes, he bought himself suits. He
wasn't...he had a ring. But these were all pushed
on him by Raj, "Hey, you're the presiden~lCEO,"
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whatever, "You need to look the part. You can't
just look like a pauper", type of thing.

So, a lot of that was pushed on by Dixit.
He wanted everybody to know that he was the owner
and the CEO, and "I'm ~n charge of this. U~ce-
president ofdevelopment",what have you. And Chris
s ent money, where he liked to spend money, "Let's
a I go out to dinner. I'm buying." Where was the
favourite place...The Keg. A lot of...The Keg, the
programmers, the girls that were working there,
support, he took everybody. We would go to The Keg
and he would pay for everybody to eat and things
like that. That's where Chris stared to spend.

later on, yes, he got a ring. And then Raj
and him, we were told, because I was up doing a big
presentation in Ireland that Raj and Chris had gone
to go buy Rolex watches. That's when, slowly but
surely, Chris started to enjoythe finerthings, we
will say.

Q. Okay, so that was later on and it
was slowly but surely?

A. Yes.
Q. What else?

A. Oh, well, I don't know $2,040 hotel
rooms. You know, penthouses and booze, parties.
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What else? Chris also got a vehicle. I can't
remember what his first vehicle was, but I think, if
am not mistaken, it was a Mercedes. What else?
You see, Chris.,.it's difficult for me to tell you,
because Chris, I saw Chris lots of times. We would
go, wewould have dinneror something, but not...l
didn't visibly see him...

211. Q. Did you ever go to his house?
A. Only once, and it wasn't a house,

it's right here, downtown, where the offices were.
272. Q. On Jarvis?

MR. ELLIS: Church.
THE DEPONENT: Church. Yes, it wasn't
Jarvis.

BY MR. ~IARD;
273. Q. So you never went to his personal

residence?
A. No, never.

274. Q. And did the Rolexes that Chris and
Raj picked up in Ireland, did you see them, did you
see the watches?

A. No, I sau~ Raj's watch. I never saw
Chris' watch, But I know they both went and got
one.
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1 275. Q. How is it that you know that?
2 A. Ra' told me. So, that, I can tell

'' 3 you I know. he ...you know, they s ent money. But
!, 4 Chris wasn't the ind of guy to spen money on the
!, 5 baubles and everything else. You know, Raj, "Yes,
!~ 6 come on, man, we desen~e it. Let's go get Rolexes"
7 or whatever, Chriswasn't likethat.

'~ 8 But, onl from what I have been told andY
~, 9 read, I guess he liked to buy properties. So I had
~~ 10 no idea about that until f read about that.
'~, 11 276. Q. And where did you read about that?
', 12 A. Online where somebody sent me the
'~~ 13 S er el re orgy.p 9 p
14 277. Q. Okay.
15 A. And wow, when I read that.

!, 16 278. Q. Did Chris or Raj or Josun evertell
', 1l ou about an of Chris' ro ernes or investments?y v p p
'~ 18 A. No.
19 279. Q. And did anyone...
20 A. I knew about the Stellar Point
21 building, nothing else.

!~ 22 280. Q. The Stellar Point building in
~'~ 23 Whitb ?Y
'~, 24 A. In Whitby.
'~, 25. 281. Q. Right.
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A. I knew that they had bought that

property there.
282. Q. And apart from what you read on the

Internet, did you hear anything else about...or read
anything else about investments that Chris may have
had around the world?

A. No.
283. Q. In Canada or outside of Canada?

A. I knew nothing.
284, Q. Okay.

A. Like, when I read in that re ort
about some building here in Toronto, knew nothing.

285. Q. All right.
A. But obviously, that is where Chris

liked to spend his money.
286. Q. And let's just go through the three

of them, when was the last time that you had any
contact with Josun?

A. Oh, God. I am going to say
Portugal.

287. Q, And Smith?
A. Smith? I can't give the date.

saw him last year sometime.
288. Q. And by "contact", I mean see him or

speakto him on the phone or e-mail him.
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A. No.

289. C~. And I know that you spoke with Dixit
mare recently.

A. Yes.
290. Q. And so we will come there, but !et's

o back to the narrative in terms of what you did
or Banners Broker, okay.

A. M'hmm.
291. Q, And we know that you were travelling

a lot to a lot of different countries.
A. Yes.

292. Q. I thinkwe have heard all of them.
A. I forgot France, by the way.

293. Q. Okay, we will add that to the list,
But at some point, you had a fa{lout with Raj.

A. ~h, yes.
294. t~. Okay, so why don't you tell us what

happened leading up to the fallout that you had with
Rao, and then describe the fallout that you had with
Rai.

A. Okay, well, I call i~ "near the
end", because it was the end forme.

295. C~. What period of time are we talking
about, Lorenzo? I think that it was around the fall
of...
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1 A. It was around the fall, right after
2 the Niagara Falis...
3 296. Q. ...2013, does that sound right?
4 A. Yes.
5 297. Q. September of 2013?
6 A. Yes.
7 298. Q. Okay.
8 A. So, I will sa ,yes, just after the
9 Niagara Falls event, w atever date that was, that

10 was basically the end forme.
1 1 299. Q. Okay, so tell us everything about
12 how...what led up to the end and how it ended.
13 A. Well, again, I was travelling and my
14 job.;.and my son was my assistant at the time. So
15 my~ob was to go out there, do the presentations for
16 people that didn't know the business and then also

'~~, 17 be a su ort erson for all these eo le, for eo lep~ ~ p p p
18 that had any issues or concerns or w atever. And so
19 I had gone to Ireland...and I can't give you the
20 date, but there starked to be a concern with me
21 because people were asking me about not being paid,
22 when and why weren't they being paid, and I needed
23 answers. Because that's m job, is to basically be
24 the brand ambassador and e a liaison to the people.
25 And so I would take these issues back to
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1 the company and I would talk to Chris and I would

~ 2 talk to Raj. Because Raj now had done the Stellar
3 Point and had taken over all support from Banners

!, 4 Broker onto himself to build his awn little kingdom.
S I started saying, "Why the separation
6 between BB and support? Howcansup ort be a
7 separate entity when it's BB?" If I'm wor in for9
8 BB, how can you now, all of a sudden say, "Okay, I'm
9 working for Stellar Point and I'm going to be the

10 support for BB services"? "Well, they are hiring us
1 1 on." "Oh, okay, so it's some game you guys are
12 playing",whatever,
13 I never fat involved in that stuff. But
14 when it comes down to the people not getting answers
15 and in Ireland, I mean, there was major concern.
16 And there were a lot of people that were getting
17 angry. And so I went there to basically talk to
18 these people and find out exactly what all the
19 issues were, after I did the presentations and
20 everything else.
21 And my concern was that I wasn't getting...
22 these people weren't getting the answers. I needed
23 answers for these eo le and I wasn't getting thep P, .
24 answers. What I was given was, at the time
25 thou ht was an answer, and a viable answer. But,g
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now i don`t know if you understand Banners Broker,
the workings of Banners Broker.

But apparently, what had happened, from
what 1 was told from Chris and Raj, is when people
would purchase traffic packs and purchase panels,
what would happen was, if you had $1,000 in your
eWallet to purchase panels or traffic packs product,
what would happen was people were able to purchase
$5,000 worth of product even if there was only
$1,000 ~n their account.

said, "Well, how is that?" He said,
"Well, we screwed u ." I said, "What do you mean
you screwed u ?" his is what I found out
afterwards. W at had happened was people were
buying $5,000 worth of roducts for less than $1,000
in their account. And w at would happen is their
account would gominus-$4,000. Now, these panels,
that brought traffic to these panels, the traffic,
they would get paid almost three times or four times
the amount of money that they had there. So, as an
example, "Hey, I'll go $4,000 in debt if it's
bringing me back $16,000." I don't have a problem
with that. And they shouldn't have been allowed to
do that.

Well, from, especially the two countries
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that were the culprits. We will just say the worst
culprits were the U.K. and Ireland. And so they
told their brother, their sister and everybody else,
which kept buying all these panels even though their
accounts were gong ~n the hole.

Chris says something to me, and t don't
know how many days after or weeks, and it could have
been a couple of months after, but this is what
have been told by Chris and Raj now, is that the
company now just went $39 million in the hole.
Because aLl these people purchased panels without
any income coming into the compan . And so they are
$39 million in the hole. This is what was told.

So when I went to Ireland, I explained this
to the folks in Ireland of, "This is what's
happened. And Chris is going to right the ship, put
~t back on course." Like I said to ou, I mean,
can only go with what I am told. nd I had no
reason to believe that Chris wasn't going to right
the ship, Because Chris was always,..to be honest,
he was always good to me. And he always seemed
for~hri ht to me. I was happy for him that
everyt ing was going good up until this point.

And when I went to him, near the end and
said, "I need answers." When I went back to take
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1 the issues...my san would write down and take
2 everybody's issues down forme, and then I would
3 take them back. And I took them back to the Stellar
4 Point office, like t was telling you before, and
5 went to support and said, "This person here, do you
6 have them in there?" And they would search and they
7 would say, "Yes." "What answer did you give them?"
8 And they said, "UVell, we didn't give them any
9 answer," And I would tell them, "Why didn't you

10 give them an answer?" One of the other support
1 1 people went and called Raj.
12 Raj came out and made a scene in front of
13 everybody saying, "This is none of your business.
14 Suppo~ ~s none of your business." And I said, "In
15 your office now." Because I worked for BB, I don't
16 work for Stellar Point and nobody talked to me like
17 that. Nobody.
18 So, when I went into his office and I said,
19 "I need answers. Don't you tell me it's none of my
20 business. I've got people who have concerns and
21 need to give them answers. l want to know why
22 payments haven't gone out. I want to know why

~, 23 people aren't getting paid." This is where our
'~24 fallout started.
25 340. Q. Oka ,that conversation, tell usy
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1 everything that you remember about it exactly as it
2 was said, in his office.
3 A. It was almost pretty well what I was
4 telling you just now. "I want answers." And he
5 said, "It's none of your business, Zo. Your job is
6 to be the brand ambassador." I said, "My job is to
l go out and shoal people what a great business this
8 is. I'm not seeing this as a great business right
9 now. I'm seeing a lot of concerns and it's

10 concerning me. I don't like what I'm seeing. So,
11 the hell with you. One of these to you. I'm going
12 to Chas." And he said, "You are gong above my
13 head?" "What do you mean above your head, who the
14 hell are you? Who are you? What, do you think you
15 are my boss?"
16 Okay, he owns this company. I'm here
17 because I'm having fun. Otherwise, Chas don't even
18 tell me what to do. "I'm just here to do
19 presentations, be good to people. As long as
24 everybody is making money and everybody is happy,
21 I'm happy. But I'~n not going to do presentations ~f
22 you guys are screwing up. And with what I'm seeing
23 with the waste of money that you are doing." "What
24 do you mean waste of money? Why is that your
25 business?" "It's m business, because I'm seem
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ou are spending money like it's water. I don't

ike what I'm seeing."
So that was it, end of conversation.

called Chris and I told Chris, "Look, buddy, you
need to really, really bear down and I need answers,
Chris." I told him the situation of what happened
in the Stellar Point office. And he said, "I know,
Zo. Listen, just calm down", because I can get
testy. Basically, I didn't like that answer either.

And I said, "Listen, if I don't get
answers, I want to know why people aren't getting
paid, Chris." "Now, what happened before, you are
going to right the ship and everything else. What's
going on right naw, I need to know why people aren't
getting paid. At the very, very least, give me
something credible, because I can't believe this
anymore. Not with the expenditures and what I'm
seeing going on with this little Hitler and what
he's doing with monies. What the hell, Chris? And
who's giving him all this money? So I have to
question him now. So l have got to question you.
If the people aren't getting paid but he's spending
money like it's no tomorrow, how can the people not
get paid?"

This is where I got upset. And he says,
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"Zo, calm down. Things are going to het fixed up,
it's just because of the s~tuat~on." I said, "You
know what, Chris, I can't be party to this, man.
won't be." And from there on in...l spoke to Chris
after that, but that was basically forme, that was
the end. Something wasn't right and I started
getting scared. And when I questioned them on this
blind network, I even looked up "blind network", and
it's real.

Like when I asked them, "Is this blind
network for real?" They looked at me, like,
disgusted. How dare I even uestion it. And so
kind of felt bad, right. But a b ind network, "What
the hell's a blind network?" I mean, if I am
advertising for crying out laud and I can't see my
advertisements. But apparently there really is
blind network. But it just...

301. Q. So the conversation that you had
with Chris, that was on the phone?

A. Yes. I was really upset, so I had
to try and calm myself down, because I cared about
the people.

302. Q. Did you do customer service or brand
ambassador work for the company after that call with
Chris?
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1 A. No.
2 303. Q. Okay.
3 A. And they phased me out. So, even as
4 the brand ambassador, I could still go in, and you
5 could call me from an where in the com an , Peo ley p y p
6 could call me directly if they wanted. And I had
l access where I could go in and say, "Something Was
8 missing from your account" or "you need a new
9 password or a reset or something", I had access,

10 could fix people up in a snap, no roblem. And then
1 1 I can't login. No access. They s owly but surely
12 cut me right out.
13 304. Q. Did they replace you with someone?
14 A. I'm sure they did.
15 305. Q. Do ou know who?
16 A. Well, e called himself Ron
17 Anderson.
18 306. Q. Did he have another name?
19 A. Yes, I'm sorry, guys, I can't
24 remember.
21 307. Q. Rob Pirie?
22 A. Yes, Rob. Yes, that's it. It's
23 just sometimes I just need a...

'~24 308. Q. So do I. After the call with Chris,
25 over what period of time were you phased out,
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1 Lorenzo?
2 A. Oh, it wasn't long. It wasn't long
3 after that Nia ara Falls..,
4 309. Q. ays? Weeks?
5 A. Sa weeks. But I hadn't been online
6 and didn't rea ly use it that much anyway, because
7 was really withdrawn, I wanted...
8 310. Q. Did you go to work after that?
9 A. No.

10 311. Q. And you didn't so any other
1 1 conventions or meetings?
12 A. No. That was my final.,.Niagara
13 Falls was my final.
14 312. Q. And Niagara Falls, just so I am
15 clear, was that before your conversation with Chris
16 that you described on the phone?
17 A. I can't remember.
18 313. Q. Okay, and what about Dixit, did you

'x, 19 have anyfurther discussions with Dixit?
'~~ 24 A. After that?
21 314. Q. Or his law ers, after the falling. . y , .
22 outw~th him atthe off~ce,..~n his office?
23 A. Yes, because...) had my monies in
24 that joint account. And he had stolen my money.
25 And that's another thing. It gets wonderful. _ So,
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him and the English wonder there, Hooker, another.,.
oh, God, just...anyways, between him and Hooker,
they had more bright ideas. Because, you see, what
D~x~t wanted to do was start all kinds of different
businesses. And so I had come back...and I can't
tell you which trip itwas, it could have been
Trinidad.

Everybody in the office...and I got to tell
you this. It's not to brag or anything, When
came into that office, ether one, Toronto or
Stellar Point, people went, "Ahhhh...",and you see
it. Because, you know, ~t was fun. You dust treat
~ople with respect and have fun and people relaxed.
ut they were always tensed up around this guy.

So, L come back, people, everybody in there
would tell me if things were going on, good or bad.
Everybody always wanted to come talk to me and share
the beef, we'll just say. So, I come back and
find out that that him and Halchern ~phon.~ are
going to start a gentlemen's club.

315. Q. Dixit and Halchern?
A. Dixit and Halchern. Wonderful idea.

Now, I know ashawa, I have lived there all my life.
And to boot, beside the gentlemen's club, they are

mooing to open up a gym. They rented this great biq
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1 put aside. I never spent my money. !never spent
2 my pay. So that's where...
3 316. Q. Okay, and did the ym get off the
4 ground? Did it go anywhere? as it set up?
5 A. Yes. That's what Glenroy can tell
6 you more.
7 317. Q. Yes, and was that Funkional Fitness.
8 A. Yes, see how they spelled
9 "Funkional", sa...

10 318. t~. Yes, that's right, with "K", And
1 1 what about the gentlemen's club beside it, was that
12 ever setup?
13 A~ Never. It never got setup. Never
14 got off the ground.
15 319. Q. And the money that went into...that
16 you believe that Dixit put into Funkional Fitness,
17 da you knowwherethat money came from?
18 A. It's from that joint account that
19 told you.
24 320. Q. Oka .Y

'~, 21 A. And that's what I am going to try
22 and get you guys, to see if I can get the access.
23 And the reason why I didn't get rid of it, is
24 because...he sent me a letter from his lawyer, okay,
25 and I lust thought, "Either this lawyer has got to
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place on Thornton Road, Thornton Road and King
Street. And it was behind the building, which you
can't see. Boy, it's going to be real popular; And
they are gong to start this gym and he's gong to
become...this guy ~s the most stupidest businessman
have ever seen ~n my I~fe.

So, right up the road about 600 yards is
the Civic Aud~tonum ~n Oshawa with a track, two
Olympic-sized swimming pools, weight rooms, that you
could pay $30 a month for. But he's going to charge
$100 a month.

So I went to see this place. And he had to
put $50,000 down on the building for rent. And to
tap if off, I went ~n there and he says, "I said,
well, what's going to distinguish you from the Civic
Auditorium?" "Welf, I've of MMA and I of a boxin„ ~ ,~ ~ . g , , ~ g
ring. I said, But this is tiny, man, it s a tiny
place. And no vents. Can I ask you a question?
Where are people going to get changed?" There was a
bathroom there that was one stall. It was like
going to the bathroom in here, "You are talking a
gym here and you want to charge $1~0 a month? Are
you serous? What a waste of time and money."

And it goes without saying, because a lot
of that money that went into that gym was my money
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be the stupidest man on Earth to actually be party
to that letter."

"...I agree to give you your money so long
as you and your wife and your son don't
talk bad about me..~"

And you think I'm going to sign that?
Q. Okay.

A. "You took my money and you want me
to basically sign a piece of paper with cond~t~ons
and then you will give me my money back. UVell,
don't think so. It's not gong to happen."

So this is why, not long ago, I went to see
him. "Are you going to give me my money or not?
Because right now, I'm almost to the point of
bankruptcy."

Q. What does he owe you?
A. Over a hundred brand.
Q. Lorenzo, we will get to that in a

minute.
A.
~.

A.
Q.

A.
staffed the

Sorry, I didn't mean to be rough.
No, no.

Oh, there is more.
Go ahead.

There's more. It's not only that he
gym, okay, but 2008, around that time,
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we were looking at starting something together.

326. Q. Sorry, did you say 2008?
A. I will say 2008.

321. Q. 2008, seven years ago?
A. I would say around then, okay. I am

not 100 ercent sure.
328. Right.

A. But just to give you an idea, we
were going to start something. And itwas an online
business also. He ended up starting another
business called RevStar Global and that's online
today.

Now, I know, after seeing all these
corporations and his mother and sister and the dog
is the vice-president and all this other stuff, t
know that he has got money. And it's in my best
interest to try and chase this guy down. So he's
saying he's got no money. He's also saying he
doesn't own RevStar Global, it's Paul Redmayne.
Paul Redmayne is the guy that seemed to own RevStar
Global. He owns RevStar Global. He has removed his
name. And I will do my damnedest to find out
exactly, but I know that I know, because he told me.
He got raided by the police and they took all his
computers and RevStar, he doesn't know how he's
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going to make payments to the people. So he does
have an interest ~n RevStar Global.

329, Q, Ra'iv Dixit told you that he owns
RevStar Global .

A. I knew he owned it.
330. Q. And he set it up in Paul Redmayne's

name?
A. Yes, because they also...a part of

RevStar Global was Surf4Wealth and that was mine.
So I would go and just take a look and see this
RevStar Global, I would click in online. All of a
sudden I see Surf4Wealth. I mean, I have even got
the little pad, the mouse dad. I have got
Surf4Wealth sitting right in my house, which was
years and years ago. And it never took off and so
know for a fact, I'm not stupid, I know he's got
money. I just don't know where he's of it.

331. Q. When did you have this ast
conversation with Dixit?

A, Three, three-and-a-half weeks ago.
It's not long ago.

332. C~. And where did you speak with him?
A, At his house. There was...

333. Q. His house on Coyston?
A. On Coyston.
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1 334. Q. And so you went to his house?
2 A. Yes, but a long time ago, he had
3 rented my cousin's house to live in, before he went
4 to Coyston. And he rented my cousin's house in
5 Whitby, Frederick Street. I think it's Frederick
6 Street. And he left behind pictures of his kids and
7 stuff like that. So when it had to get re-rented,
8 we had to get everything out of there, so my cousin
9 gave them to me and then I went and brought him back

10 his pictures to give me the excuse to try and dig to
1 1 see ~f I could find anything more about where he has
12 got money,
13 335. Q. Right. So what else did he tell you
14 during that meeting? Like, what else do you recall
15 ~n terms of the d~scuss~on?
16 A. The discussion was, "Well, I don't
17 know why they are trying to come after me. Chris is
18 the one with all the money." I didn't say anything
19 without laughing. Because ~t wasn't~ust Chas, ~t
2Q was him too. He talked to me about them raiding his
21 house early in the morning, taking his computers and
22 some other stuff. They didn't touch anything else,
23 he has still got all that furniture, he's still got

', 24 that pool table, he's got the bi screen TVs, you
25 name fit, he's still got alb that. know he does.
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1 I didn't go into his house, but, I could. see
2 everything still there that was intact.
3 336. Q. So you just spoke to him on the
4 porch, then?
5 A. Yes.
6 337. Q. Okay.
7 A. And then on the porch and then we
8 wanted a smoke so we went onto the sidewalk there,
9 in front of his house.

10 338. Q. Anything else about RevStar Global
1 1 or Paul Redmayne in that discussion?
12 A. Well, I am trying to find out, to
13 see exactly what was going on with him. He said,
14 "No, because they want to know about RevStar and
15 everything else, right?" So I am not even on title.
16 339. Q. Sorry, who's "they"?
17 A. I think,..) don't know if it was
18 RCM P or Toronto Police.
19 340. Q. okay.
20 A. I am not a hundred percent sure.
21 But basically, the law.
22 341. Q. And you asked him for your money
23 back?
24 A. Yes.
25 342. Q. And what did he...
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A. He said, "I don't have it. If I had

it, I would give it to you." And that's why I tried
to keep it cool, because, with the situation that
I'm in, I mean, it's just crazy and ridiculous, And
this is why I said to you, this has been nothing but
a nightmare for me and my family.

343. Q. Lorenzo, how did that meeting with
Dixit end, the one on his porch?

A. Basically, he said, "Well, you take
care." And I said, "Well, look, Raj, let me know
howthings make out with the law",this thing he's
got to go to coup or whatever. "Let me know how
you make out." I didn't want to leave on a super
bad end, because I was going to try and see what my
wife and I could do to go to the registry, I want to
see if, in fact, he has taken out more loans to pay
his lawyers. And if he didn't, then I want to take
him to court and...it's monies I never received.

344. Q. Okay. I want to show you a document
in thafi brief, now, which ties into what we have
been talking about.

A. Okay.
345. Q. And you will see it at tab 27.

A. Okay.
346. Q. And then we are also going to go off
ParrP ~~i
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the record and take a break for about 10 minutes.

A. Oka .
347, MR. W RD: And then we will come back

and we will deal with that. So, you are
welcome to take a minute and read it now or
when we come back.

--- A BRIEF RECESS

LORENZO GUARINI, resumed
CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD:
348. Q. Lorenzo, just befiare we get into the

document at tab 27, the Cyprus account, the bank
account, I want to understand how it came to beset
up, like, whose idea was it, who put the money in
it. Just tell me..,like, tell me everything about
the Cyprus Bank account.

A. Well, he had started a Cyprus Bank
account.

349. Q. This is Dixit?
A, Dixit. And so when I asked him

about it, he was explaining to me how he would have
the money offshore but they pay good interest rates
on the money.

350. _ _ Q. _Right.

Pa~P ~ti
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1 A. So, I said, "Okay, I would like one
2 too." And so he had set it up that we had a joint
3 account. Now, I have got at home, I'm sure of it,
4 I have got at home the package. When this came out,
5 he had asked me to sign off to close that account.
6 351. Q. And when you say "this",you are
7 pointing to the document at tab 27,
8 A. Tab 27, yes.
9 352. Q. It's tab 27, that's right, okay.

10 Sa, sorry, continue.
1 1 A. And I said, "No." Because it showed
12 in there where he was spending money and everything
13 else. So, what I didn't want to do ~s close
14 it...sign off and close it and then me not have any
15 type of proof that my money was there.
16 353. Q. Right.
17 A. So, I needed to know. And that's
18 why I said, "No, I refuse to sign this ridiculous
19 thing", because all he would have to do ~s say,
20 "This guy said that you've been talking bad about
21 me",and then they screw me for my money.
22 354. Q. So, in terms of how the Cyprus
23 account was opened up, did he arrange for that?
24 A. Yes.

~~! 25 355. Q. Did ~rou_ go to Cyprus?
ParrP ~7
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1 A, No, no.
2 356. Q. Just tell me, how was it o ened u ?
3 A. He opened ~t up.

p P

4 357. Q. And then he brought documents to you
5 to sign?
6 A. Yes.
7 358. Q. And do you have copies of those
8 documents?
9 A, No.

10 359. Q. No, why not?
1 1 A. Because I am unorganized.
12 360. Q. Okay, but you mention you have some
13 documents in relation to the Cyprus account, that
14 you may be able to go in online and access it.
15 A. Yes, when you wanted to access your
16 account, there is this electronicthing where you
17 have got to ut in a code. So you go online and
18 then you as for a code, it gives you the code, then
19 you have gotto go on this electronicthing. And
20 you punch in the code and then it allows you to
21 actually access your office. So, I'm hoping
22 everything's good and I can bring that to yous and
23 show you through the entire...
24 361. Q. Now, have you tried to do that
25 recently?
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A. No.
362. C~. When was the last time you tried to

do that?
A. It's been a long time. But, it just

hit me today.
363. Q. This year? Did you try to do it

this year?
A. No, not...

364. Q. Last dear?
A. Yes. I would say last year.

365. Q. So the account was set up by Dixit
for you?

A. Yes.
366. Q. UVhy was it set up as a joint

account?
A. He just said, "We might as well do

joint account, because it's going to costtwice the
money."

367. Q. Okay.
A. There are costs associated with

having the bank over there...to save ~n costs,
guess.

368. Q. Okay.
A. I had no problem with that. I had

no reason to believe he would steal my money.
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369. Q. Right. And then how much money was

put into the account when it was...at the beginning,
when it was opened? Do you know?

A. I am lying if I even answer that.
don't know.

370. Q. Did you ever personally put any
money in the account?

A. No.
311, Q, Did your wife or any companies that

she owns or you own put any money ~n that account?
A. No.

312. Q. So did anybody put any money in the
account?

A. Dixit put money in the account.
373. Q. Okay.

A. And t would assume that Banners
Broker put money in the account forme.

374. Q. And how do you know that Dixit put
money in the account?

A. Well, when I checked the account, it
shows monies were pu#there.

375. Q. And I suppose I should ask you, as
well, do you recall when the account gas setup?
And just...) mean, keep in mind the Portugal
convention was July of 2013. You had your fallout __
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1 in September of 2014.
2 A. Really?
3 37~. Q. Yes.
4 A. Was Po~ugal 2013?
5 377. Q. 2012, ('m sorry. It was 212.
6 A. Okay.
7 378. Q. And you had your fallout in
8 September of 2013. So you have gat a 14-month
9 window.

10 A. M'hmm,
1 1 379. Q. Was it towards...around the time of
12 Po~tu a) or was it around the time of your fallout
13 or in t e middle?
14 A. I`m going to guess, but I'm doing to
15 say the middle
16 380. Q. Okay. And so Qixit, he told you
11 that he put money in the account and then you went
18 online and saw the money, is that what happened?
19 A. Yes. He put money ~n the account.
20 381. Q. The joint account?

X 21 A. Yes.
22 382. Q. And did he say that money in the
23 joint account was yours or his or both of Yours?
24 A. Well, f mean, when you went into the
25 account there was two tabs. So one was his, the
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1 other one was mine.
2 383. Q. I see, oka .
3 A. But, I don't t ink he realized
4 that when I logged into the account, I could see
5 everything he was doing in his. So, there's all

'~~ 6 k~nds...well, I'm dust hoping. Because ~f we
'~~ 7 can get that you are goin to be able to seeg
'~ 8 expenditures, what came ~n from Banners Broker and
', 9 whatever.., I don't know what the heck they called
!, 1d it, whether it's Parrot Marketin or these other9
1 1 corporations or whatever.
12 384. Q. So for his side of the account...)
13 mean, how frequently did you look at it?
~ 4 A. Not a lot. Because I figured it's

~ 15 just business, whatever they're doing
16 385. Q. Right. And what were the
1l amounts that you saw going through that account,
18 approximately?
1g A. Same transactions, I think, were
2Q $100,000, $200,000, $300,x00. So, you know, it's
21 hard for me to...unless, I actually look at it. And
22 you guys will be able to see for yourself.
23 386. Q. All right, and the account balances
24 on his side, would they be high balances, low
25 balances, to the extent that you recall?
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A. There would be a lot of money sent.

It would be, like, a high balance and then, all of a
sudden, a low balance because monies would go back
out.

387. Q. What about your side of the account,
what did it look like?

A. Minuscule. But it wasn't huge, in
any way. It's been so long, I just...) don't
remember numbers, but it was very minuscule.

388. Q. Right. Okay, so tens of thousands
of dollars?

A. Yes. Tens of thousands, not...
389. Q. Okay, did it ever get aver $100,000?

A. Well, it was supposed to be, yes.
It did get over $100,000.

390. Q. How high did it get?
A. As far as I'm concerned, it was

supposed to be, altogether, about $130,000. And my
monies, I ke I said, I didn't spend ~t. That was
going to be my retirement, where I'll pay off my
mortgage and pay everything off. And so, if I'm
eating interest, hey, I'm making money on interest.
o, I figured, okay, dust leave it then, let it

build.
391. Q. Yes,
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A. Okay, as I am earning. Just let it

go there. And here is what he is trying to say,
telling you all this other stuff,

392. Q. And do we know the name of the bank,
the bank in Cyprus?

A, Yes. I'm really sorry.
393. MR. WARD; Okay, I t's just go off the

record for a sec.

--- DISCUSSION OFFTHE RECORD

BY MR. WARD.
394. C~. Now, at some point, I understand

that you logged on to the bank account in Cyprus and
you saw something was not right?

A. M'hmm.
395. Q. So, tell me about that incident.

A. Well,..
396. ~. When did it happen, what did you

see, what did you do?
A. like I said, I really apologize,

guys. 1 am not good on dates. I can't give you a
specific date. gut noticed that when I had logged
~n and basically, that account was drawing down to
empty. And so my concern was, "Whatever you guys
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1 were doing up there is one thing. Where's m
2 money?" And so I approached them and tol them,
3 "Where is my money?" "UVhat are you talking about?"
4 "My money ~s gone."
5 391. Q. Dixit?
6 A. Yes. "I want my money. I don't
7 want to fight with you, I want my money put back in
8 my account." And he said, "Well, no...Zo, I didn't
9 realize." "Look, Raj. Okay, we have got a joint

10 account. When did you figure there was an extra 130
1 1 grand, okay? Does that hap en to you. There's only
12 you and me. When did you figure, ifthat's gone..."
13 "UVell, I didn't know, I thought our accounts were
14 separate. And I didn't know that that was your
15 money." So, when I sawthese $50,000...that's tyhere
16 my money went, into that gym. He took my money.
1l 398, Q. Okay.
18 A. And I just wanted my money back.
19 399. Q. So you believe that he withdrew
24 $50,004 amounts and put it into the gym that you
21 described earlier? The Funkional Fitness?
22 A. Yes.
23 400. Q. What's the basis for that belief?
24 A. Because it was the last monies,
25 believe, that was taken out.
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1 401. Q. From the bank account? But why da
2 you think that the monies went into the gym, as
3 opposed to somewhere else?
4 A. The $50,000 amounts?
5 402. Q. Right.
6 A. Because I knew that he had paid
7 $50000 for the rent on that gym. and it wasn't
8 just $50,000, it was probably $200,000, $300,000
9 that was wasted.

10 403. Q. 0n the gym?
1 1 A. Yes.
12 404. Q. Okay, and so you noticed this and
13 you went to see Raj. Did you go see him or did you
14 call him up? What did you do?
15 A. I uuent to see him.
16 405. Q. Where?
17 A. At his house. We went into the
18 basement. And I told him...that's where I sawthe

'~ 19 gadget for the watches. The whatever-you-call-it
20 there, and told him. "I don't want to fight.
21 don't want to argue. I just want my money. Put my

~~, 22 money back in m~ account." And he said he would.
'~;23 "I just don't have ~t right now", is what he said.
24 "It's comin ,"because he's getting it from Chris.9 ,
25 406. Q. Did he tell you what happened to the
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money?

A. No.
407. Q. He didn't say, "I took it and put it

in the gym"?
A. He said it was by accident, "I

didn't realize."
408. Q. Right, but did he say what he did

with it?
A. No. He didn't say that he put it in

the gym, no. He didn't say what he did with it.
409. Q. And you told him you wanted it back,

and what did he say?
A. He said he didn't have it. Then, at

the time, it would take him about three or four
weeks, but hewas going to getthe moneyfrom Chris.
So, whatever monies were transferred from Chris to
this Stellar Point, he was going to put my money
back.

410. Q. Okay.
A. And I was okay with that. I wasn't

happy, but I was okay, because my money was going to
be put back. That's money that I earned.

411. Q. And so your understanding, after
that meeting with Chris, was that he would put the
money back in your bank account in Cyprus?
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A. Yes.

412. Q. Did he ever do that?
A. No, that's when this came up.

413. Q. So let's to go tab 27 of the
document brief.

A. Okay, yes.
414. Q. And what we have here, for the

record, is an e-mail from Mr. Dixit to yourself.
A. Yes.

415. Q. And it's dated September the 18th,
2013. And attached tothe e-mail is afour-page
document called "Settlement Agreement".

A. M'hmm.
416. Q. Which is not signed. And take a

minute to just read this and refresh on what's being
said. And then my first question for you is why was
Dixit e-mailing you on September 18th and sending a
copy of a settlement agreement?

A. I guess I had told some eople that
he had stolen my money. And so t at upset him,
because that embarrassed him.

417. Q. Okay.
A. And so, when I received this, he got

it done through his lawyer.
418. Q. Had you discussed a settlement with

A. Yes, and he said he would pay it.
He said that he would pay it when..,three weeks go
by and I wasn't getting paid. And then not {ong
after..,because I was upset and same people knew,
from me, that he had taken my money. I told people
in Stellar Point office. And I guess ~t got back to
him, and then it wasn't long after, I got this
letterfrom him.

421. Q. Okay, so you weren't expecting this
e-mail?

A. No.
422. Q. So, let's just go through it and see

what he's saying. He's saying:
"...Chas has sent me the money to pay you
and I'm willing to do that. The breakdown
is as follows; $100,000 bonus to you,
$30,000, three months' pay to you, $18,000
Nick's payout, total, $148,000..."
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1 So just stopping there.
2 A. Yes.
3 423. Q. What is Dixit referring to when he
4 says that there's a "$100,000 bonus to you"?
5 A. Yes, well, the $100,000 bonus is him
6 basically saying that I was getting a bonus of
7 $100,000 and I wasn't. That was my pay for quite a
8 while of work. Now, they had given me a raise,
9 don't know the exact amount but they had given me a

10 raise and I was going to be making $100,000 a year.
1 1 That was, I don't know, a couple months before
12 quit.
13 424. Q. And rior to that time, how much
14 were you making , Because I know ou were making
15 $200 a week at one point. When di that change?
16 A. That changed when I started going to
17 Ottawa and Florida and Vancouver. And so when
18 started travelling and becoming a brand ambassador,
19 whatever, that changed and he started paying me more
20 money.
21 425. Q. And what did it change to, how much
22 per month?
23 A. It was gradual. So, I'll just say
24 $500 a week, depending on what I was doing. It
25 wasn't a standard thing, okay. And then as my
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him priorto receiving this e-mail?

A. Yes.
419. Q. But had you discussed a settlement

agreement with him?
A. No.

420. Q. You just said you wanted your money
back?
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travelling and everything else started getting
grander on that scale, then he started covering,
"Zo, I'll pay for your expenses, the hotel expenses.
You need to take leaders out", so they would put
money on a card. And say, "Okay, just take the
money off the card if you need to take some of the
leaders out, dinners and whatever, just cover your
expenses."

426. Q. A credit card?
A, Yes. So when it comes to that, my

son had...he was also distributor. Not distributor,
what's the other word?

427. Q, Affiliate?
A. Affiliate. He was also an affiliate

before he became my assistant. So they made him
give up his account. He never received a dime of
that money.

428. Q. So is that the $18,000 amount that's
described as "Nick's payout"?

A. Yes.
429. Q. But f just,..l need to understand

how your salary changed. And I know $200 a week,
then u to $540 a week, plus your expenses?

Yes.
430. Q. Then what did it change to_after
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432.

433.

434.

that?
A. Atone point I was making $5,000 a

month, At no time did it ever get, really, that
much higher. $1,500 right near the end. They were
going to be star~in~ to pay me $10,000 a month.

Q. Sothis $100,000 bonus that's
referred to in tab 27, is that part of that
compensation or is it a bonus to...

A, No, it's part of that compensation.
Q. Okay.

A. It's not a bonus to anything. From
the workthat I did, from the beginning and starting
small and then...) was travelling all over the
place And I was helping build this company, So,
they started to compensate me more and more, when
would bring it up. Because I deserved it.

Q. Ri ht.
A. And felt I was grossly, grossly

underpaid for what I was doing for this company at
that time.

Q. And then the next line in this
e-mar says:

"...$30,000 three months' pay to you..."
What is your understanding of what he meant there?

A. Well, when he sent me this.,.if I'm
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1 not mistaken, so they were...) was getting the
2 rase. So I was gong to start getting $10,000 a
3 month. At that time, this "$30,000 three months'
4 pay" was for, if I'm not mistaken, August, September
5 and October. Because I had left, if I'm not
6 mistaken, in August.
1 435. Q. Okay.
8 A. So, this "$30,000 three months' pay
9 to you" is monies that he is saying...because I had

1Q got the raise. I was supposed to start...
1 1 436. Q. Like a severance payment. You had
12 stopped, had the fallout in his office, right?
13 A. Right, and so I was supposed to get
14 paid from there on in, $10,000 a month.
15 431. Q. Got it, okay, I understand.
16 A. Yes.
17 438. Q. And up until...well, at any point,
18 did you ever have a written employment agreement
19 with Chris or Dixit or any of their companies?
20 A. Not to my knowledge, no.
21 439. Q. And so was everything just
22 negotiated orally. Like, requests for raises and
23 things like that?
24 A. Yes.
25 440. Q. Oka . So oin throu h the e-mail,
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1 then, the next thing that Dixit says in the
2 September 18th, 2013 e-mail is.
3 "...The total of the amounts we discussed
4 is $148,000..."
5 And then he sa s:
6 "...Minus 32,000 I already sent to you..."
7 Do you see that?
8 A. M'hmm.
9 441, Q. And do you know what he's referring

10 to there?
1 1 A. No. I don't remember...that,
12 don't remember.
13 442. Q. And he says.
14 "...Minus $20,000 I transferred to Kelly's
15 numbered company for TVs that never showed
16 u p.....
17 A. M'hmm.
18 443. Q. Do you know what he is referring to
19 there?
20 A. Yes.
21 444, Q. Okay, tell me about that.
22 A. Okay, my wife and (...there was a
23 guy that had done our kitchen. And his friend was
24 dealing in clothing like this and televisions and
25 a!I kinds of stuff, and the could et all these TVs
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for pennies on the dollar type-thin , so no problem,
it was a good idea if they could de ivertype-thing,
okay? Well, they had us convinced and so we were
supposed get...buy a bunch of TVs, get them all
done, get them delivered and then we could sell them
at a profit.

445. Q. You and who, you and Kelly?
A. Well, yes. Kelly was going to do,

what do you call it? Buying and selling. So these
were supposed to be in the States, the televisions.
The other things like this and the iPhone covers,
there was all kinds of stuff like that was supposed
to be from China. Sothis guy had been a trader in
China in Guangzhou.

So Kelly had told Raj this. I told Raj
that Kelly was talking to this guy and he's going to
go to china and guy a bunch of things. Whereas
Kelly had talked to this verb same gu and said,
"Why don't I go to Chinaw~th you?" o they were
supposed to go to China together, because he had
been doing this for a long, long time. And so when
told Raj about this, Raj gets the businessman idea

thing and wants to get involved. And so what had
happened was he now wanted to talk to Kelly and says
to Kelly, "Look, you know what, I'll send you to
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China. I'll get you set up here. I'll set you up a
corporation." They called it Baz~nga. And he sent
herto China, which I didn't like, because shewas
by herself. She went to China and set met up with
the one guy that she knows, one of his guys.

446. Q, In Guan zhou?
A. In Guangz ou. She went to Hong Kong

and then went to Guangzhou. So, she went thereto
search for what he wanted, and that was the Dr. Dre
Beats.

441. Q. Right, headsets.
A. Headsets and...~here was other

things, there was cell phones...
448. Q. Right.

A. ...that you could use, you could put
two different chips orwhatever, one chip for one
number, one chip for another. It was a state-of-
the-art thing. There was a bunch of other stuff,

And Kelly used that money and did what she
was told to do, brink it back here so...because they
wanted to start...be~ng a businessman again, a penny
auction site. So, their grand scheme of things was
to get TVs, get the headphones, get all kinds of
stuff from China ~n order for them to use ~t to sell
on their penny auction site. So, that's what I can
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~, 1 tell you about, basically, what that`s about.
2 449. Q. Okay, So, apart from Kelly and
3 Dixit, who else was involved in this venture to
4 China, was it just Kelly and Dixit?
5 A. Yes.
6 450. Q. Okay.
7 A. No other parties, until Chris. Now,
8 Chris could be an outside third party. I will
9 explain to you.

10 451. Q. Yes, well, explain that now. Is it
1 1 possible that Chris was involved?
12 A. Chris did buythe rest of the Dr,
13 Dre. When Kelly went there, she had ordered these
14 Dre. They got delivered, some were stopped in the
15 States. And I wish we would have saved the
16 paperwork, because they wanted that we pay some kind
1l of fine orwhatever and theywould release the goods
18 or something like that. I don't understand any of
19 that stuff, never got involved. But it was
20 something like that, to thattune.
21 Now, when these Dre Beats go there,
22 the went to the Stellar Point...inside the
23 bui ding. In the back and they were stacked and
24 all that other stuff, And so he's saying that they
25 were counterfeit. Well, how do we know the are
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1 counterfeit. We don't know. Kelly didn't know.
2 mean...you know, you are sending my wife to China,
3 for cryin out loud. She has never done anything
4 like that efore and sa whether they were real or
5 whether they were counterfeit he took them anyway.
6 452. Q. Yes.
7 A. Now, they tried to do their setup
8 with their penny auction thing and whatever and made
9 sales and did whatever they did. Then that didn't

10 roll over too well. Whatever was left, Chris, if
1 1 I'm not mistaken, Chris bought the rest of it. What

i 12 he did, I don't know.
13 453. Q. Okay. So, just going back to the

'~, 14 Dixit e-mail to yourself..,
'~ 15 A. Yes.
~~~ 16 454. C~. ...about the settlement a reement.9
'~~ 1 l A. Yes.
18 455. Q. It looks like he's proposing to back
19 a total of 20 and then another 25, call it $45,000
20 out of the $148,000?

~i 21 A. Yes.
22 456. Q. Is that what he was proposing to do?
23 A, Basically, yes.
24 451. Q. And then he says:
25 "...Total a able to ou is $71,000, which
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is ready and will be sent to you as per the
attached agreement..."
A. Yes.

458. Q. So what was your reaction to that
proposal?

A. Absolute) not. My reaction,
honest...and I know 'm being recorded, my reaction
was to be the typical, any human being would do, go
over there and try and break his leg, okay, because
he stole my money. And now he's trying to make a
deal with me on my money and make me make some type
of agreement on my money. And the Dre, the other
things, had nothing to do with me.

459. Q. Right.
A. They had nothing to do with me. My

son's money had nothing to do with me, but he was
dangling all that, as a carrot. And my son didn't
do anything to anybody.

460. Q. So is that what he's saying in the
next paragraph when he says, "You sat in my basement
and told me you didn't want to fight, that you just
wanted your money"?

A. Yes.
461, Q. So you went to his house and you had

this conversation in his basement?
Pa~-rr~ 1 1 ~3
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A. Yes, I did. And told him, "Look,

don't want to argue. I don't want to fight. I just
want my money and I want to be done with this,
period."

462. Q. And what did he sa ?
A. He said, "Yes, no pro lem, it's not

going to happen overnight, but, yes, no problem.
will give you your money but you have got to give me
sometime."

463. Q. So you never signed the settlement
agreement?

A. Absolutely not.
464. Q. And you told him you would never

sign it?
A. I told him afterwards, "I'm not

signing. I won't sign it", because I knew I was
being setup.

465. Q. And did he ever pay you any of the
$148,000 that we see on the first page? No?

A. No~
466. Q. No, okay. Anything more that we

should discuss about this e-mail? He says something
about the RCMP on the second page.

A. You know what, he's full of crap,
because he can say what he wants. And I know why he
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1 did that and I know why he cc'd Chris Smith.
2 467. Q. Why?
3 A. He did that, and he cc'd Chris Smith
4 to make Chris Smith see this and make Chris Smith
5 think that I'm talking bad about Chris Smith also,
6 to get me, basically, removed. Well, it didn't
7 matter, I didn't care.
8 468. Q. Okay.
9 A. The monies that I earned were monies

10 that I earned. I didn't deserve that, period.
1 1 469. Q. So that's September the 18th.
12 A. Yes.
13 470. Q. And when was the next contact that
14 you had with Dixit after Se tember the 18th?
15 A. I don't know. T ere was...l'm sure
16 we spoke after that, because I...
17 471. Q. I know that you bumped into him
18 about three weeks ago, right?
19 A. Yes. I went to return...
20 472. Q. The pictures?
21 A. Yes.
22 413. Q. Okay, so between that time and the
23 time in his basement, what was the nature of your
24 contact with Dixit?
25 A. Between the time that we were in the
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1 basement and...
2 474. Q. Soit's tike ayear-and-a-half,
3 right?
4 A. Yes. I didn't have a lot of
5 contact.
6 475. Q. Okay, and you weren't working at all
7 for Banners Broker or Stellar Point during this
8 period.
9 A. No, I was done.

10 476. Q. Okay, and did you follow up with him
1 1 from time to time to find about your $148,000?
12 A. I don't recall. I know that the
13 bitterness...) had a lot of bitterness. I tried to
14 stay away so I wouldn't lose my temper and cool.
15 But I was more concerned that if I tried to go after

~ 16 my money, then some people said, "Vllell, you're
~~~ 1 l robabl o~n to have to 0 offshore and take himp y g g
18 to court o fshore, because the account is offshore."
19 So that kind of dejected me a little bit.
20 471. Q. Right.
21 A. Because I can't afford a lawyer.

~, 22 It's just...and I am trying to move on with my life.
23 47$. Q. Okay, now, you had mentioned earlier
24 this afternoon that you met with the police about
25 Banners Broker?
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A. 0h, yes.

479. Q. So, when was that?
A. Let's...it was last year. I don't

know if it was May, June,.,April, May, June.
480. Q. Okay, but you gave an interview?

A. Oh, yes.
481. Q. And have you met with them since?

A. No, but I spent a good time with
them.

482. Q, I just want to talk a bit more about
Banners Broker's business.

A. Okay.
483. Q. Did you,..l mean, at some point

earlier on, you had an understandin of what
was...or did you have an understan ing of what was
being sold? Like, how would you describe Banners
Broker to myself, for instance, if I am an affiliate
in Ireland or Canada and I am thinking of putting
some money into Banners Broker?

A. Well, it's been so long. But,
Banners Brokerwas like an adve~ising exchange,
where you could go and purchase advertising. It
showed you your advertising in the form of a panel
and how much advertising was being done on that
panel. When that panel was finished you earned an
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amount of money, dependent on the colour of the
panel.

The yellow was 10, and...l can't remember
all the numbers, the purple was 24, we'll just say,
and then there was blue and green and what have you.
But basically, what you could do was advertise your
business, any business. If you were part of another
network marketing company, it didn't matter. And
you could advertise or have a piece of advertisement
on there, is how I understood it. And you could
earn income from advertisement that was shown there,
although it was on a blind network. The company,
for all the advertising, would get paid from these
advertisers and then share the revenue with the
folks there,

484. Q. So, people would register and set u
an account, presumably, that was the first pad o
it?

A. Yes.
485. Q. Then when they wanted to make a

withdrawal from their account, how would that
happen?

A. Well, there was different wa s that
you could withdraw. If you had a Solid rust Pay
account, a Payza account..,what else? SolidTrust
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1 Pay, Payza...l think it was something different.
2 think it was called something different back then,
3 at the time. I'm not sure if you could do bank

~, 4 wire,..l think you could do bank wire, That's to
5 join. To withdraw, I think you could also do bank
6 wire, if I am not mistaken.
7 486. Q. But was this all automated or were
8 approvals required of Chris Smith or somebody?
9 A. For withdrawals?

10 487. Q. For payouts, withdrawals,
1 1 whatever...
12 A. Payouts. No, I think itwould have
13 to be ap roved. Chris went through all the
14 approvas.

'~ 15 488. Q. I see.
~~ 16 A. Most of the work he did was to do
17 approvals and ayouts.
18 489. Q. 0 ay, and do people know that? Was
19 that...in the presentations that were made around
20 the world, was this explained to people, that Chris
21 Smith would have to authorize payouts?
22 A. I don't think so. But, you know,
23 Chris did go to some places, but he didn't go
24 everywhere. And so ~t really wasn't known that
25 much.
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1 490. Q. How much did people earn? Do you
2 have some sense from the work that you did for
3 Banners in terms of how much people could earn, the
4 really successful guys?
5 A. Geez, man.

~~ 6 491. Q. And who were the real successful
7 guys? You must have met some of them, right? Can

~~ 8 you give us their names? Because this is of
9 interest to the Receiver, The top guys, the guys

~~~ 10 that...
~', 11 A. You mean, Ian Driscoll?
X 12 492. Q. ...real) made a killing. Maybe he
13 is an example, but need, like, the top 10, if you
14 could,..
15 A. Ian Driscoll, Simon Stepsys...
16 493. Q. Maybe just give me the name and the
17 county , or the name and the city.
18 City, (...Simon Stepsys, U.K.,
19 don't know the city.

X 20 494. Q. Oka ,that's fine.Y ,
', 21 A. You know, I dust have to think. But
22 I know Ian Driscoll was massive. Ian Driscoll was

''~~~23 massive. He was also U.K. A lot of the big money
'24 came out of the U.K. Oh, God, I'm just trying to

'~~ 25 think. There was a couple out of Ireland, they made
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1 a lot of money, a husband and wife team. Oh, God,
2 it would come to me.
3 495. Q. Okay, but did they...and these
4 people that made the most money, were they the ICs
5 or country leaders? What was their...howwere they
6 described within your organization?
7 A. No. Simon wasn't an IC. The couple
8 out of Ireland weren't ICs. Some of the ICs, yes,
9 were, you know, like Ian. I mean, he was getting

10 paid as an IC, and he's $50,000 a month.
1 1 496. Q. In commissions?
12 A. No, that's notcommission.
13 497. Q. In what?
14 A. That's not included in commissions.
15 That $50,000 a month was to open up an office, get
16 some support staff, run the U.K.
17 498. Q. But that changed when Stellar Point
18 took over the worldwide free selling, didn't it?
19 A. Yes, but that wasn't until near the
20 end.
21 499. Q. Okay.
22 A. But some of the ICs, some of the
23 ICs, not all of them.
24 500. Q. Can you think of any of the other
25 real) successful affiliates? Paul McCarth , is
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1 that...
2 A. Yes, but he was an IC.
3 501. Q. Okay.
4 A. He was successful, Paui McCarthy
5 was successful.
6 502. Q. And did you deal primarily...did you
7 deal with the higher up guys or primarily the new
8 entrants, affiliates, like lower down the chain?
9 A. I dealt with everybody.

10 503. Q. okay.
1 1 A. That's just me. That's the way
12 was. I never put myself above anybody nor did I put
13 myself below anybody.
14 504. Q. Okay.
15 A. So I was never above anybody to talk
16 to them or help them in any way. That's me.
1l 505. Q. There was a term that you used this
18 morning, I think, called "downlines".
19 A. Yes.
20 506. Q. Can you just explain for us what
21 that means?
22 A. Well, dependent on, you know, what
23 compan it is. I mean, downlines are basically
24 people t at are sponsored by you or sponsored by
25 people that you sponsor. So, your line would be
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i, 1 basically, you're here, it's like a tier,
i 2 501. Q. Right.
3 A. And so you sponsor me, I've
4 sponsored her, and she sponsors her and that's...
5 508. Q. But I thought Banners Broker was
6 sellin mostly product, right, they were banners and
7 stuff t at were being brokered.
8 A. Yes.
9 509. Q. So where's the sponsorship aspect to

10 it?
1 1 A. Well, the sponsorship aspect,
12 basically...if I showed ou the business, okay,
13 would gain from it by t e more you made, I would
14 make from that.
15 510. Q. In terms of a commission?
16 A. Yes.
17 511. Q. And the commission, was it virtual
18 money in an account or was it actually...
19 A. No, virtual.
20 512. Q. It was visual, okay. And for the
21 work that you did, did you accrue commissions at
22 all? You did?
23 A. Ri ht at the very beginning. I put
24 in $6,500 an basically, you know, I talked to a
25 couple people in O~awa, got started, and I made
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1 $360 in commissions and that was it, somethin likeg
2 that, around 364 bucks.
3 513. Q. You had mentioned that at the
4 beginning.
5 A. Yes.
6 514. Q. That's right.
7 A. But, yes, there were downlines,
8 basically organizations. And massive for Ian
9 Driscoll, massive.

10 515. Q. And when you say "massive", what do
1 1 you mean? Just give us an idea of the magnitude.
12 A. Oh, tens of thousands of people
13 underneath him. And like I said, he got $50,000 a
14 month when they started this IC thing, whatever it
15 was. And then on top of it...that's not including
16 the amounts of money he was making in his account,
17 from going and doing presentations and meetings and
18 everything else.
19 516. Q. And when you travelled, just going
20 back to the payouts, and you met with affiliates
21 who, perhaps, had complaints about getting their
22 money out. Did that happen from time to time?
23 A. Yes, from time to time. But for the
24 most part, during the time, it was okay. It wasn't
25 something that could be fixed. You know, like if 1
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took their issue back to the company. I could go
and say, "Hey, this guy was not paid. There's a
screw up."

511. Q. And then would they get paid? Like
you would go to Chris?

A. Yes.
518. Q. Would you go to Chris or Dixit to

have them paid?
A. No, Chris.

519. Q. Chris, okay. And I suppose in a lot
of cases they just left the virtual money in their
accounts and it just grew, they didn't want to make
withdrawals, is that fair?

A. A lot of people ~ooktheir money
out, but, I mean, yes, people would grow their
visual accounts and make even more money, yes.

520. Q. Do you know anything about...or did
ou, at the time when you were working, about where
anners Broker or Stellar Point did their banking?

A. No. And that's where, I kind of
wish I did, but no. I don't know where they did
their banking. I know, later on, I know that,
kept hearin Belize. I don't know if they did
banking in elize. I really don't know.

521. Q. And did you have any dealings with
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payment processors that the company used?

A. No.
522. Q. No?

A. No, like I never did...l know Stella
at SolidTrust Pay, but I never did any...like,
said, I had no power, no dealings, no...like,
didn't set nothing up or have any dealings with
banks.

523. Q. okay, you didn't have any signing
authority?

A. Oh, no.
524, Q, Did you have an expense account? Qr

just...how did you pay your expenses when you
travelled?

A. Well, you know, sometimes he would
put money on my card. Sometimes he would put money
on another card, which was...

525. Q. Was it a Vector card?
A. Yes, thank you.

526. Q. Okay.
A. And he would just put money on the

card and say, "Zo, just pay your expenses."
527. Q. So there was a Vector card. You

mentioned there was another card, too. Ullhat was
that card?
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1 A. My credit card.
2 528. Q. Okay, your personal credit card?
3 A. Yes.
4 529. Q. And so Smith would occasionally put
5 money on that?
6 A. Yes.
7 530. Q. Now, your brother, Frank...
8 A. Yes?
9 531, Q. ...was he involved with Banners

10 Broker as well?
1 1 A. Not really, no. He worked
12 for,..sorry, Hiller ~phon.). You know, I know he
13 needed work, so they gave him work and he worked for
14 them, hourly wage.
15 532. Q. Okay, and was itfull-time, was it
16 part-time, was it...
1l A. No, full-time. Yes, full-time.
18 533. Q. And he was working at the Whitby
19 premises?
20 A. Yes.
21 534. Q. Okay, and what was he doing there?

'~, 22 What was the nature of his job?
23 A. At first he started...he became
24 one of the su ort and it was before the Whitbpp Y
25 premises. There was a place, and I cant remember
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1 the street it was. It was in Oshawa. It was a
2 shack of a shack. I can't rememberthe name ofthe
3 street, but it was a little office in Oshawa. And
4 then that's where they did the support from. Then
5 they moved to this lace in Whitby, right. And then
6 they moved to the tellar Point in Whitby.
l 535. Q. And did you brother leave around the
8 same time ou did, or before, or after?
9 A. o, he left after I did.

'~~ 10 536. Q. Okay, now, a couple otherthings.
~~ 11 will justthrow out some names. Michael Kraemer and
12 World eWallet? Are you familiar with either of

~ 13 those names?
14 A. I had nothing to do with them.
15 531. Q. You don't recall ever meeting or

'16 hearing of a Michael Kraemer?
17 A. No, he came after me.
18 538. Q. What about GQ Media?
19 A. GQ Media, I know now.
20 539. Q. Right.
21 A. Itwas Chris Smith's cousin-in-
22 law...
23 540. Q. Yes.
24 A. ...or something like that.
25 541. Q. Peter Williams?
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A. Peter, yes. Nice guy.

542. Q. So you met Peter?
A. Yes.

543. Q. Did you meet him here or in the
States?

A. Both.
544. Q, And now was Peter Williams the guy

that you met back when you went to Florida?
A. Yes.

X45. Q. And what was the purposes of the
Florida visit?

A. There wasn't anything talked about
or...l mean, he just came because he was coming to
see the resentation.

546, All right.
A. And was supposed to..,if I am not

mistaken, was going to be in charge of taking over
the Florida meetings or resentations orwhatever,
from what I knew back t en.

547. Q. So you met him in Florida.
A. Yes.

548. C~. Did you meet him in Canada, as well?
A. Yes, here in Toronto.

549. ~. What was the context there?
A. Well, he was coming up to visit
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Chris, that's all.

550. Q. Did ou have an understanding of
what GQ Media id in relation to the Banners Broker
business?

A. No.
551. Q. Maxwell Morgan; have you ever heard

of that name?
A. That's a friend of Rajiv Dixit.

552. Q. Okay, have you met Max Morgan?
A. once, yes.

553. Q. Just tell me about that meeting.
A. Just...

554. Q. Was it in relation to Banners
Broker?

A. No. He was at the Christmas party
that Raj had had and it was just, "Max, this is
Lorenzo, Lorenzo, this is Max."

555. Q. Okay.
A. So not business-related.

556. Q. Do you know what Max Morgan did far
Banners Broker or Mr. Dixit?

A. No.
557. Q, No?

A. I know that theywere close friends.
558. Q. Sorry, Erin reminds me that earlier
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1 today you had rnentioned...you had hinted that
2 perhaps there was a story about Ian Driscoll that
3 ou could share with us in terms of something that
4 e did or,,,
5 A. Well, the $50,000 a month was to
6 let you know that he was probably the highest paid
7 IC, not only the $50,000 a month ~n wh~eh he was
8 spending probably less than $3,000 a month and
9 pocketing the $47,000. I also found that out from

10 other people in the U.K.
1 1 559. Q. Okay.
12 A. Secondly, him and Lyndon Farrington,
13 his so-called "best buddy"...remember, that people
14 would always talk to me and tell me anything and
15 ever thing that they know. So I would always try
16 and eep my ears open. I know,..and I am actually
17 in contact with this guy once in a while, his name
18 is Chris Cronin.
19 560. Q. His last name with a "C"Cronin?
2d A. Yes, Cronin, C-R-O-N-I-N.
21 561. Q. Qkay.
22 A. Chris Cronin and his wife had bought
23 black packages. I can't remember the exact amount
24 of money, how much a blackwas. But him and his
25 wife both bou ht a black acka e each. And what was
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1 happening with Mr. Farrington and his pa~ner, was
2 that Farrington would go and say, "Well, I'll take
3 care of your accounts. I'll make the accounts grow
4 for 10 ercent or 15 percent of what you put in."
5 o what they would do is, these people
6 would go and paythem, Lyndon and Ian, the money.
7 And then Ian would buy their pos~t~ons and take 10
8 percent of that money out, immediately, and put it
9 ~n their pockets. Instead of growing the account,

10 and then taking 10 percent, they took 1d percent
1 1 right off the top, in cash.
12 Chris Cronin was not the only people that
13 this happened to. I brought this to the com any's
14 attention and said, "These guys needed to e out.
15 They are taking cash", and it wasn't the only time.
16 Now, what theywere doing also was
17 manipulating panels and..,as an example, instead of
18 you paying me, because my company ~s selling this
19 food, okay. You now have access to panels, to
20 everything ~n the back office. The would go and
21 give people panels and sell them or cash. They
22 made quite a lot of money, and there's a lot of
23 people right now...that's wh 1 kind of chuckled
24 when I saw this report, the pergel, that the very
25 auv who's trvina to take BB to courf was one of the
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~' 1 A, It's not on the phone. It's a
2 little thing, I open it up and it's like a little
3 calculator.
4 570. MR. WARD: Just off the record.
5
6 --- A BRIEF RECESS
7
8 LORENZO GUARINI, resumed
9 CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD:

10 571. C~. Okay, so we are back on the record
1 1 and I think, during the break, we established that
12 there would be an RSA token that, presumably, you
13 have at home, Lorenzo?
14 A. I'm sure of it.
15 572. Q. Okay, so the Receiver is interested
16 in having a look, if possible, at the account. And
1l we would appreciate your undertaking to help us
18 access it.
19 A. Sure. UIT
20 573. Q. Thank you for that. And we will
21 just be in contact with you and propose a convenient
22 way for that to happen.
23 A. Okay. I mean, I could come in and
24 bring it with me, and we just...
25 514, Q. I think that would be...

biggest culprits of ail.
And I was, like, "Really?", if only they

knew this uy. Same with Kul. "Oh, yes, you know
what they ought me out with a car." "Yes, okay."
And the millions in cash. Now, if 1 could find
the bank, I promise you I would do everything in
my power. Because what these guys did, and
perpetrated, they deserve to go down.

562. Q. If you could find the Banners
Broker's bank, you mean?

A. Oh, any...man, I'd do anything.
563. Q. Okay, so just...l mean, going back

to something we discussed earlier today, do you have
any records or e-mails at home or in an account
somewhere that you might be able to find for us that
would relate to some of these issues?

A. Anything that I can find, !promise
you, you will have ~t.

564. Q. But what sorts of things might you
have that we could make a list and provide to you?

A. The one thing I'm praying that
could still open that up, is the bank, the offshore
bank.

565. Q.
A.

Right.
can find anything...but
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didn't...

566. Q. Do you still have a password for
that offshore bank or something that we would...)
mean, we could try it right now.

A. No, because it's an electronic.
got to have it. It's an electronic thing, and so in
order for me to log on, if we were here, I could log
on, as an example, but the problem is I have got to
have the account number and then I have to try and
say, "Okay, I want to log in", and then I got to put
in my...certain numbers, okay, and then it will tell
me and then I fill in those numbers.

561. Q. But what is the "it", is it like a
password generator?

A. Na, it's an electronic..
MR. HORKINS: It's a token, right?
MS. CRADDOCK: It's an RSA token?

BY MR. WARD:
568. Q. Is it like a file token or key fob

that generates passwords?
A. No, no, it's like a little

calculator.
569. Q. So it's an application on your

phone?
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1 A. ...go online somewhere and you guys
2 can...

~,' 3 575. Q. Well, see if it works, terrific,
!~~ 4 okay. Thank you for that undertaking.
'~, 5 A. No problem.
'~, 6 576. MR. WARD: So let's just take a break
7 again, for five minutes and then were are
8 going to wrap up.

~~ 9
' 10 --- A BRIEF RECESS

~'~ 11
12 LORENZO ~UARINI, resumed

', 13 CONTINUED EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD.
14 577. Q. I wanted to clarify or confirm that
15 the financial institution in Cyprus that you had the
16 joint bank account with Rajiv Dixit was called

~ 17 )bank.
18 A. Yes, 1 bank.
19 578. Q. Okay, thank you. So the Receiver
20 has had access to some financial records of, for
21 instance, Stellar Point.

'~~ 22 A. Okay.
23 579. Q. And t am just passing to you a
24 summary of some transfers that I am wondering if you
25 might_be able to comment on, And taking them from
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the top, it appears that there was...the Stellar
Point general led er indicates that on December 31,
2012, there was 35,000 transferred to an account
ending with " ", that's in the name of 8136645
Canada Limited. Now, I think...well, I knowthat
8136645 Canada Limited is a company that has Kelly
Stinson as a director. And the information is in
that book that you have in front of you.

A. M'hmm.
580. Q. I won't...let me just finish the

question, f won't take you there unless we need to
go there, but this 8136645 Canada Limited, and we
will just call it "813" from here on in.

A. Okay.
581. Q. 813 was incorporated on March the

8th, 2012. And so my question for you, if you have
any information on it is, do you know why Stellar
Point, Rajiv's company, would have paid $35,000 to a
company ~n which yourw~fe ~s the sole d~rectar on
December 31, 2012?

A, No.
582. Q. So, have a look...what I have just

given you, set that down for a second, Lorenzo, and
have a look, as well, at tab 9 of the binder.

A. Okay.
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583. Q. Tab 9 is a copy of some Industry

Canada Corporation Prof ale Report for the 813
Company.

A. M'hmm.
584. Q. And at the bottom of the page, on

the left, it says that Kelly Stinson, 637 Merlin
Court, Oshawa, Ontario, is the director. 637 Merlin
Court, is that yourwife's address?

A. Yes.
585. Q. Have you heard of this company

before? I mean, there are documents in this book
that she signed as well, that Kelly signed.

A. Yes, honestly, guys, you know
what? This guy, from what l know, had,,.this is
probably one of, who knows, 20, 30, 5Q, I don't
know, corporations that he had and there's from
Kelly to his mother to his dog to whoever are
all...always a director or whatever, I don't know
if that's a requirement. I don't know. I know he
had corporations, I just don't know which
corporation this one is and why Kelly is a director.

586. Q. Well, there is no indication...we
haven't found any indication that Rajiv is involved
in this particular company

A. M'hmm.
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1 587. Q. I mean, we know he's involved in
2 other companies, but this looks like...that the sole
3 director was Kelly Stinson.
4 A. Okay. If that's her corporation,,
5 nur~ber, then thatwould be hercorporationnot
6 Rajiv's corporation with her on title.
7 588. Q. Okay, so if you could just maybe
8 keep your finger at tab 9...
9 A. Yes.

10 589. Q. ...and flip forward to tab 12 of the
1 1 same binder.
12 A. Oka ,yes.
13 590. Q. It ooks like two pages into the
14 production.
15 A. 0 ka .
16 591. Q. ( on't think you are at tab 12 yet.
17 It's the next one.
18 A. Oh, I'm sorry.
19 592. Q. So, flip that page.
20 A. Yes, okay.
21 593. Q, This is a share certificate.
22 A. Yes.
23 594. Q. Which says that 813 Company is the
24 registered holder of 150 shares of Stellar Point
25 Inc,, which is Dixit's com an .
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1 A. Yes.
2 595. Q. So, did this suggest to the Receiver
3 that Kelly uuas a shareholder through her company in
4 Stellar Pont?
5 A. Yes.
6 596. Q. UVere you aware of that?
7 A. Yes. He was giving her shares in
8 the compan ,apparently, but we never really did
9 anything wit ~t, took part ~n ~t, I guess, because

10 he was gang to help herform this Baz~nga company
1 1 that she was gong to set up. But these shares were
12 nothing really.
13 597. Q. UVell, whose idea was it that Kelly
14 set up an 813 Company and receive shares in Rajiv's
15 company?
16 A. She set u the company to set up
17 Bazinga, so she cou d do this buying stuff from

'~~ 18 China and all that other stuff. That's what I know.
~' 19 598. Q. Okay.
20 A, We didn't even know of these shares,
21 to be honest with you, not...

~, 22 599. Q. And can I have you, as well, next,
23 to look at tab 16 ofthe binder?
24 A. okay, yes.
25 600. Q. I will just pass it across, because
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it's in there and it may be difficult to see.

A. Okay.
Q. This is a resolution of the

shareholders of Rajiv Dixit's company.
A. Yes.
Q. I think maybe you have that. You

do. And do you recognize that signature on the
right as your wife's signature?

A. Yes, I do.
Q. And that's a resolution with respect

to a name change of a numbered company to Banners
Broker Limited. Do you have any explanation as to
why she would have signed that document?

A. You know what? Honestly, Raj would
tell us, "Yes, you know what, you need to come in
here and sign this, sign that. I need a director,
need somebody to sign." And he would constantly...
that's what I'mtelling you, like, I don'tknowfrom
one thing to the next, I really don't. I don't even
know what a resolution to a shareholder thing is.
You know, we kind of trusted that he's doing the
right things out there and doing whatever.

Q. But you say Raj would do that.
Presumably, I mean, Raj didn't contact Kelly
directly, did he? Would he deal with her directly?
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A. Oh, yes. She went into the office

one da and his lawyers were sitting there. It
wasn't ong after he wasn't so happy and basically
said to her...l don't know, he insulted her one way
or another. And basically said, "Look, you know
what? You are not a business person. So I'm just
going to take over Bazinga and if there's any monies
that are made, I will give you a little bit of
profit." Basically, "Just sign it over." His
lawyer was there, whatever. She didn't care, she
just si ned '+t over. If he asked her to do
somet ing, she did it. Just us being,.,l'm goin to
claim ignorance in not understanding, that's al .

Q. Okay, so then have a look back at
the loose sheet that I passed across the table,
Lorenzo, on your left.

A. Yes.
Q. So the top three bullet points,

they show $35,040 in December of 2012, $4,Oa0 in
November of 2012 and another $3,604 also in November
of 2012.,,

A. M'hmm.
Q. ...being paid to, in the first case,

the 813 Company. And in the second two cases, Kelly
personally. These are what the bank records show.
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~' 1 So, I can ut these uestions to Kell , but I wantp a v
2 to know if you have any information or explanation
3 as to those payments.
4 A. I really don't. I mean, you know,
5 don't...l can't explain them because I don't
6 remember. I don't know. I can't answer because
7 really don't...you know, so much has happened and
8 it's been quite a while. You know, what I do
9 remember, f remember. I'm here to tell you what

10 know and what I don't know, I don't know.
1 1 608. Q. And then to finish off with the same
12 sheet, the Stellar Point general ledger for the
13 following ear, as at December 31, 2013, indicates
14 that a Kel y S. was paid $42,000 for subcontracted
15 services on January 31, 2013. Do you see that?
16 A. Yes.
17 609. Q. Do you have any information or
18 explanation as to why a Stellar Point general ledger
19 would indicate that?
20 A. I don't know if that was to
21 purchase...l'm wondering if that was to purchase the
22 TUs and...l can't tell you. I'm not 100 percent
23 sure.
24 610. ~. Okay, and then the next bullet, the
25 last bullet item on the same a e is the $15,000
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1 shareholder loan that's recorded in the Stellar
2 Point general ledger as of December 31, 2013 for
3 Lorenzo.
4 A. Yes, and where did that go to?
5 611. Q. Did you receive a $75,000 loan or
6 payment from Stellar Point?
7 A. No. No, I'm just even surprised to
8 even see that.
9 612, Q. So how were you paid? I mean,

10 know we talked about what you were paid, right, and
1 1 I know it wasn't documented in the employment
12 agreement. But how were you paid?
13 A. My monies were to be going in that
14 offshore account. So my pay was supposed to go into
15 the offshore account. A lot of it went to the card,
16 that was to cover my expenses, plus some of my pay
17 on the Vector card.
18 X13. Q. Right, but the money in the offshore
19 account you never got, because he took it back,
20 right?
21 A. Yes.
22 614. Q. So you must have been paid something
23 apa►~ from our expenses, when you were working.
24 A. ell, some of my pay would go on the
25 Vector card. My expenses were also on there.
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615. Q. Okay.

A. But my pay would also go on there.
616. Q. Did some of your paygo to Kelly or

813 Compan as these records indicate?
A. I on'tthinkso, no. I don'tthink

so. I don't believe so, na.
617. MR. WARD: Okay, so let's mark this

as..."this" being the loose single page
document entitled "Documents from Mary
Febbrini" as Exhibit 1 on the examination.

--- EXHIBIT NQ.1: Loose single-pa e document entitled
"Documents from Mary ebbrini"

THE DEPQNENT: I'm interested in that
$75,00 shareholder loan. f'm curious.

618. MR. WARD: Just off the record for a
sec.

--- DISCUSSION OFFTHE RECORD

619. MR. WARD. And we will mark the special
resolution of the shareholders of 7250037
Canada Inc. as Exhibit 2 on the
examination..
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--- EXHIBIT N0.2. Special Resolution of the

shareholders of 7254037 Canada
Inc.

620. MR. WARD: And just one more, so that
we have it referenced. And the Industry
Canada Corporation Profi{e Report for
8136645 Company is Exhibit 3 on the
examination.

--- EXHIBIT ND. 3. Industry Canada Corporation Profile
Report for 8136645 company

BY MR. WARD:
621. Q. And then, Lorenzo, I think there was

just one more thing before we close out.
A. Sure, okay.

622. Q. Sa, I have just passed across the
table an e-mail that has some transaction details in
respect of what I understand are monies that were
wired from Via Bank in St. Lucia.

A. In St. Lucia?
623. Q. Yes. Via Bank is based in the

Caribbean, in St. Lucia.
A. Okay, yes.
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1 624. Q. And so the first oneacross the top
2 is dated November 12th, 2413.
3 A. Yes.
4 625. Q. 1t's an outgoing wire transfer to
5 AngelFire Ventures Limited?
6 A. Yes.
l 626. Q. Do you know anything about that
8 company?
9 A. Yes, that's one of the companies

10 that I,..it's not a company, it's basically the
1 1 offshore account that I put myselfi. And that wire
12 went into my account, that $10,oaa, that was...
13 627. Q. The joint account?
14 A. No, that's notthe joint account.
15 Because that joint account, he stole all my money.
16 So at that time, I got that money sent into that
17 account, into AngelFire. I started another account.
18 628. Q. Where?
19 a. The same place, the same bank.
20 629. Q. 1 bank.
21 A. Yes.
22 630. Q. In...
23 A. Cyprus.
24 631. Q. ...Cyprus. And did you have any
25 other accounts at the 1 bank in Cyprus?
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1 A. No.
2 632. So you just had the joint account
3 with Dixit?
4 A. Yes.
5 6331 Q. And then...
6 A. And AngelFire.
7 634. Q. It says "AngefFire Ventures
8 Limited".
9 A. Yes.

10 635. Q. So ghat sounds to me like a company
1 1 name. Did somebody set up a company for you?
12 A. Yes. You know, I guess you are
13 supposed to do it in a company.
14 X36. Q. Okay, who arranged for that to
15 happen?
16 A. Dixit...if I can find it, f will
17 give you the guy's name, if he's in here.
18 637. Q. Qka .
19 A. ffi not, will find his name and 1
20 will make sure you guys get it also.
21 638 Q. Okay. Just take your time.
22 A. Thank you. George. His name is
23 George, I don't know his last name, guys. I can
24 give you his phone numbers.
25 639. Q. And is he in...
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A. He's here, yes.
640. Q. Okay, and you don't know his last

name?
A, No.

641. Q. No. How were you introduced? How
did you come to know George?

A. Ra'iv Dixit,
642. Q. ure, if you have got his phone

number, we will take it.
A. Of course.

643. Q. What is it?
A. Ready?

644. Q, Yes.
A. Okay, mobile 1-416-891-0400, and the

next phone number is 1-416-479-4437.
645. Q. Okay, any other phone numbers or

contact information?
A. No, that's all I have.

646. Q. So just let's talk about AngeiFire
Ventures for a minute then.

A. Yes.
647. Q. Why did George and Dixit and

yourself set up an AngelFire Ventures account at the
1 bank?

A. So I could have my own, separate
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from Dixit.

648. Q. Okay, and does that...your own
account for the purposes of presumably being paid by
Mr. Dixit and his company?

A. Well, no, I wasn't being paid by
Dixit, I was being paid by Chris.

649. Q. By Chris?
A. Yes.

650. Q. Right, okay. So how much money went
into that account?

A. I can't tell you until I check.
651. Q, Okay, so you still have that

account?
A. Yes. It's pretty well dead now,

there's no money left in it, but I can still find
out.

652. Q. Okay. And how much money went
through that account?

A. Through AngelFire?
653. Q, Yes.

A. I can't tell you until I look.
654. Q. Okay, but the AngelFire was related

to your work at Banners Broker?
A. Yes.

655. Q. The establishment of that account
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1 related to the work that you did for Banners Broker?
2 A. For the most part, yes.
3 656. C~. Okay, so then could we, for Erin's
4 list of unde~akings, get an undertaking to get
5 account statements in respect of AngelFire Ventures
6 Limited is account at 1 bank?
7 A, Sure. U/T
8 657. Q. Thank you. And if we needed to
9 contact 1 bank directly to ask for copies of

10 statements or the joint statements in respect to the
1 1 account that you had with Dixit, could we get your
12 author~zat~on and consent as well?
13 A. Absolutely. UIT
14 658. Q. Okay, thanks. And so then there
1~ were just three more transactions that I want to ask
16 you about.
1 l A. Okay.
18 659. Q. The next one is dated aecember 6th,
19 2013. And it's a $29,658.15 transfer from Via Bank
20 to the 813 company. S~ same question, do you have
21 any explanation or ~nformat~on as to why Banners
22 Broker ~s account at Una Bank would transfer that

~~~ 23 money to 813 Company?
'24 A. That, I'm not sure. I am not sure.
25 660. Q. And then the next one is April the
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1 22nd, 2014. It's a transfer from Via Bank to Kelly
2 Stinson Guarini of $24,422.94. Do you have any
3 information or ex lanation as to why that money
4 appears to have een transferred to your wife?
5 A. I don't know, I am going to have to
6 guess. Possibly, to...because she wasn't allowed to
l keep her account anymore and to pay her out as an
8 affiliate. tam ust guessing, okay?
9 661, Q, kay, well, don't...l mean, don't

10 guess.
1 1 A. And then I can't answer it,
12 because...between chetelevisions, the China
13 deal...the televisions and everything were in the
14 States.
15 662. Q. Right.
16 A. In Pennsylvania. So there were
1l funds that were sent to Kelly to do these deals,
18 okay. It's been a nightmare, okay, where we have
19 lost the money on the television. And we even have

~; 20 the..~if we get the chance, we will find them. But
!, 21 we even have the I~st of all the telev~s~ons we were
~, 22 supposed to get and everything else, the...what do
!, 23 you call it.,.itinerary or..,
'~ 24 6~3. Q. Okay, if you could send that, that
~' 25 would be...we would accept that as well.
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A. Yes, if you could write that down

also. UIT
664. Q. Al l rig ht.

A. You know, I can't give you the
exact, but there was so,..so much happening at the
time between China and the televisions and
everything for her.

665. Q. Okay.
A. But I don't know what's what, do you

knowwhat I mean?
666. Q. Okay, well, then let's...one more

question then I have a suggestion on how we can
approach this.

A. Okay.
667. Q. The next transaction that we have

some details for is June 24, 2014.
A. Yes.

668. Q. it's an outgoing wire transfer from
Via Bank to the 813 Company for $73,061.06, okay?

A. M'hmm.
669. Q. And so again, 813 Company is Kelly's

company?
A. Yes.

610. Q. Do you have any information or
exalanation with respect to that transaction?
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A. No, but I think that was for all the

rest of the...Dr. Dre and material or whatever, was
left from the China deal that he had bought the rest
of them.

611. Q. Okay.
A. From what I gather.

672. Q. Qkay, so here's what l would like to
do then, with respect to Exhibit 1 and this...well,
Exhibit 1 we have over here and with respect to the
four transactions on this note, Erin will send you
an e-mail with the details of the transactions. And
then could you undertake to think about it, check
your records and provide us with your best
accounting as to...

A. I'm brutal. I will try.
673. ~. Let me just finish for the purposes

of the record...your best accounting or your wife's
best accounting or a combination of the two of you,
your best accounting jointly, as to, first of all,
why these monies were sent.

A. Okay. UIT
674. Q. And, secondly, what they were used

for.
A. Okay.

675. Q. Okay, great. Thanks for that. And
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1 then let me just check my notes. i think that we
2 are done. Lorenzo, were you compensated in any ways
3 that we haven't discussed so far today by Chris
4 Smith or Rajiv Dixit or Banners Broker or anyone
5 connected with Banners Broker in terms of...we have
6 talked about your expenses and your income.
7 A. Yes.
8 616. Q. But, for instance, were you given
9 any gifts, any automobiles, anything like that?

10 A. No. 1 was given one of the BB
1 1 rings.
12 671. Q. Okay.
13 A. I have a BB ring, which I couldn't
14 care less for right now.
15 678. Q, Right. Were you given a Lexus SUU?
16 A. No.
17 X79. Q. No, okay.
18 A. No. Noway.
19 680. Q. Were you ever paid in cash?
20 A. Sometimes, yes. Yes, we will say
21 paid in cash. But, I mean, yes, they gave me cash
22 sometimes.
23 681. Q. And who's "they"?
24 A. Well, Chris.
25 682. Q. Did Dixit ever ive ou cash?
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1 A. I think he did give me cash.
2 think he gave me $1,000 cash. I can't give you the
3 date.
4 683. Q. Okay, maybe once Dixit?
5 A. Yes.
6 684. Q. Right. And then Chris, how
7 frequently would Chris pay you in cash?
8 A. Infrequently. But I'd say on more
9 than...five to ten occasions.

10 685. Q. And what sort of amounts are we
1 1 talking about?
12 A. Anywhere between $500 and $5,000.
13 686. Q. And why was he paying you that much
14 in cash?
15 A. He had the cash on him. I just told
16 him to just put it on my card.
17 687. Q. Ri ht.
18 A. And e said, "Here, I'll just give

~ 19 you the cash." He gave me the cash.
20 688. Q. Was this payment for services or was
21 it reimbursement of expenses? What was it?
22 A. Both. Sometimes he would say,
23 "Listen, you are going to Poland. Make sure you
24 take those guys out", because they had just opened
25 u the office or whatever. And he would sa , "Here.
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1 just take the cash and buy Polish money", or
2 whatever it's called. And I'd be doing thereto
3 take these people out.
4 689. Q, And were there any other reasons,
5 any other explanations for being paid in cash or
6 having money come through these eompan~es that you
7 can think of?
8 A. Not really.
9 X90. Q. And we will give you an opportunity

10 to speak to the spec~f~c transactions with respect
1 1 to the companies.
12 A. Sure, Yes.
13 691. MR. WARD: So, let's break there. Vlle
14 are going to go off the record again. We
15 will adjourn for today.
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1 first time you ever heard the name Banners Broker.
2 A. Okay.
3 7. Q. And then take us up to the present
4 time.
5 A. Okay, so, the first time I heard
6 that would be Raj brought it to Lorenzo, in my
7 recollection, okay. An online business, you know
8 and they were just starting. So I have been in
9 networkin since I was 15, with Amway, with my

10 parents. a it's not adverse to us to do network
1 1 marketing. And you wouldn't set me loose on the
12 network marketing.
13 So I knew Raj before that, though. That
14 was the time when Lorenzo put the bond on the house,
15 when the Banners started to come in. And I never
16 trusted Raj. I'm not a fan of Raj's. So probably
17 what I am going to tell you about him is my boldest
18 with nosugar-coating on this guy, because I really
19 feel he's a pathological liar and I have caught him
20 in man lies. I am going to..,can I jump a bit?
21 8. Yes, by all means.
22 A. Okay, I guess that first Christmas
23 we went over there. I was never a fan of his,
24 always felt distant, but for some reason Lorenzo
25 felt sorry for him. Lorenzo has got a big heart and
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1 KELLY STINSON, affirmed
2 EXAMINATION BY MR. WARD:
3 1. Q, Kelly, as a follow-up to Lorenzo's
4 examination, we have some questions relating not
5 just to Banners Broker, but to a company called
6 Stellar Point.
7 A. Yes.
8 2. Q. And to a company called Dixit
9 Holdings Inc. that you may have heard of.

10 A. M'hmm.
1 1 3. Q. And finally to a company that we
12 believe that you were involved in, a numbered
13 company, by the name of 8136645 Canada...
14 A. Yes, that's mine.
15 4. Q. Okay, and we will just call that
16 "813 Company" when we get to it.
17 A. Yes.
18 5. Q. But first of all and very generally,
19 I just.;.l want to give you an opportunity to
20 describe for us your involvement, ~f any, with
21 Mr. Dixit, Mr. Smith, Mr. Josun and the Banners
22 Broker business...
23 A. Okay.
24 6. Q. ...just by way of overview, okay.
25 And maybe start at the beginning, in terms of the

pang S
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1 we are not here to talk about Lorenzo but I have his
2 back. And I was in the background watching a lot of
3 this happen. So I am only going to give you my eyes
4 to what ~s happening. UVe were over at his house and
5 he said...this is when he was really getting into it
6 with Chris Smith and really bonding, I think he
7 started seeing money coming in.
8 Anyhow, he said something like this, "Well,
9 you know, f'm the boss, I can hire and fire anybody,

10 including Lorenzo." And Lorenzo didn't hear that:
1 1 And I was like, he was still bonded with Lorenzo,
12 with that house.
13 9. Q. Yes.
14 A. Poor Lorenzo, and our family
15 suffered with this guy. Lorenzo had to go
1 ~ everywhere with him. He went to anger management
17 classes, Lorenzo had to take him. Or Lorenzo had to
18 watch his kids. He was hooked with him. And then
19 when he got a little bit friendly with Glenroy...you
20 know Glenroy?
21 1D. Q. Yes.
22 A. You have got that name, okay. He
23 was Irving with us.
24 11. Q. Glenroy was or...
25 A. No, Raj was, when he was under basic
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house arrest, right?

12. Q. Ri ht.
A. For is charges of chi{d assault.

13. Q. Right.
A. And we finally got him...Glenroy

went on it, but our house was u on the block.
went behind Lorenzo with it an I said, "Okay,
wasn't happy with it." I never trusted the guy.
Anyhow, then I met Chris Smith and lovely guy,
wonderful guy, I have absolutely nothing personally
to say wrong about the guy. Never did me any harm,
my family harm, as far as personal. Nice guy.

His business dealings, that's a whole
different world. So my assessment of Chris
Smith..,first of all, my assessment of Raj,
pathological liar. He will throw his mother under
the bus, he will throw everybody under the bus. You
can't believe a word this guy says. He makes all
kinds of deals with the devil. And I never trusted
the gu . So I don't know if t am making it ver}r
clear, don't Ike the guy.

Chris, I can't say that. Very charismatic,
very nice uy. Had a great idea, this is how I see
it staffing onward. Great idea, everybody is on
board. Kul, we'll go to Kul for a second. Met him
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a few times. One atthe old officethey had on
Nelson Road in Oshawa. Charming guy. That's all
have on him.

14, Q. Okay,
A. Never had any, really, dealings with

any of them.
15. Q. Okay, well, what about Banners

Broker, startin from the top, did you personally
ever work for hris Smith?

A. No.
16. Q. 4r Rajiv Dixit?

A. No.
17. Q. ~r Banners Broker?

A, No.
18. Q. Or Stellar Point?

A. None. Not in any capacity.
19. Q. Did you ever have an investment

account? Were ou ever an affiliate?
A. No. h, yes, I was an affiliate

with Banners Broker.
20. Q. okay.

A. But I didn't workfor them.
21. Q. Oka , tell me about that, Tell me

about when you ecame an affiliate and when you
ceased to be an affiliate?

ParrP R
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1 A. In the beginning, when it ail
2 started, Lorenzo was an affiliate, I was an
3 affiliate, my dad, you know, the family. Just like
4 you would sponsor into Amway and all the networking,
5 that's how we started.
6 22. Q. Okay, and haw did you do as an
7 affiliate?
8 A. I did pretty good. Not the
9 greatest, but I would see my account here and there

10 and I would see some money in the account and then
1 1 would see it disappear. There was Lorenzo giving
12 money to some aff~l~ates who needed help. Remember,
13 Lorenzo, he travelled the world, We were okay,
14 financially. So when you go into these other worlds
15 and I'm looking at my account and l go, "Where did
16 that money ga?" "I helped a few people over here
17 and there." And if you want a list of the people he
18 helped, he can more than give it to you
19 I don't know who. I will tell you when we
20 were in Portugal, there was a couple, Lorenzo can
21 give you the name ~f you want to take that note, and
22 he was just pulling money out of his accauntta help
23 them. These people went there...
24 23. Q. Who, Lorenzo was?
25 A. Yes.

P a rr P ~3
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1 24. Q. But when you say "his account" we
2 are talking about your account, right?
3 A. Well, yes, but he didn't have an
4 account after that. It was mine. He would transfer
5 my panels, which is kind of money and give it to
6 them.
7 25. Q. Because Lorenzo, he had to give
8 u p...
9 A. Yes, he did.

14 2~. Q. ...his panel trading account, when
1 1 he became the global brand ambassador?
12 A. Yes, but he still had access to
13 mine.
14 27. Q. I see.
15 A. We live together, we are married,
16 right? So it wasn't that I was taking any money,
17 per se, out,a couple thousand here and there,
18 nothing,,.
19 28. Q. And whose name was your account in?
20 A. Mine.
21 29. Q. Your name personally?
22 A. Yes.
23 30. Q. Kelly Stinson?
24 A. Yes.
25 31. Q. And was that account open until the
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end, until Banners Broker shut down?

A. Yes, but I think because when
Chris...when something happened with the system, my
account went into the negative, so I didn't even
have any money. If you didn't do something at the
time.,.l can't remember the exact...if you weren't
buying your panels or doing whatever, you owed
Banners. So what happened is a lot of these
accounts went into the negative.

And my son had an account, then he had to
give that up because he went with Lorenzo on the
road.

32. Q. Right, but 'ust your account, when
did you wind that up? hen did it end?

A. It's probably still open. I didn't
even...when it went into the negative, I didn't even
bother, how's that? Is that...

33. Q. No, that's helpful.
A. Okay.

34. Q. And then when it was in the
positive, just give me some general idea as to the
balances in your account. How big would it get?
Virtual dollars, presumably, we are talking about,
right?

A. That I received out of there or...
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35. Q. No, just that were registered.

A. That were registered, about $30,000.
36. Q. And the second part that you

received out of there, do ou recall?
A. I couldn't reca I. Yau could

robably check if you wanted, STP over three years,
would say, let's go $12,000.

37. Q. Qkay, but STP was the payment
processor that you used for withdrawals?

A. Yes.
38. Q. Okay, and also in terms of.,.l am

just trying to understand all of your...
A. Dealings.

39. Q. ...points of contact with Banners.
Did you travel with Lorenzo sometimes?

A. Yes.
40. Q. And just tell me about those

travels. Where did you go and forwhat purpose?
A. We went to...that was their big

opening in Portugal, the family went. So there was
Jessica, my daughter, myself and Lorenzo.

41. Q. Okay.
A. And then we went to.., I went to

England.
42. Q. Right.

ParrP l ~
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1 A. That was at Christmastime. And
2 think that was a bait to get him to go, because they
3 were all on holidays. There is no way I would have
4 let him, noway.
5 43. Q. Right, okay.
6 A. But I turned that into, "All right,
7 all right, at least we get time together," And one
8 other time I went with him was, he was representing
9 Banners at Claudia's wedding in Portugal. So that's

10 three.
1 1 44. Q. Soto Portugal twice?
12 A. Twice.
13 45. Q. And who is Claudia?
14 A. Claudia was an IC in Portugal.
15 46. Q. So it was basically three trips in
16 total?
17 A. Yes.
18 47. Q. Okay, so apart from your account...
19 A. M'hmm.
20 48. Q. ...and the three trips, did you have
21 any other points of contact with Banners Broker?
22 Like, did you do anything for them? Any consulting
23 services or anything like that?
24 A. No.
25 49. Q. Now, there was,..we know a bit about

parry 1 ~
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1 Bazinga...
2 A. Yes.
3 50. Q. ...and atripto Chinathatyou had.
4 A. Yes, do you want me to explain that
5 one?
6 51. Q. I think so.
7 A. Okay.
8 52. Q. You went to Ghina, was it just once?
9 A. Yes.

10 53. ~. So tell me everything about that
1 1 story.
12 A. Do you want me to keep it kind of
13 brief?
14 54. Q. No, why don't you tell us; ..you
15 might as well tell us the detailed version.
16 A. Okay, I was still working full-time
17 at Lear.
18 55. Q. At Lear.,.
19 A. Ajax. We make the seats for the
20 Chrysler cars.
21 56. Q. Okay, right.
22 A. I quit there two years ago, prior to
23 that. This guy that was making our kitchen, that is
24 still not done, anyhow, he had contacts. And we
25 knew his father. And his son was in China. And he
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had done this impo~lexport for four to six years.
thought, "I'd like to do that." So I got in
contact. He was back home. He said, "Okay, we can
make a trip to China." I told Raj about it. Raj
says, "Okay. I'll pay for you to go and this is the
kind of stuff I want." So, I said, "Okay, we'll go
there."

went on my own, which was, I think
looking back, a little crazy at that point. And
was supposed to meet up with the one guy, he was a
week late, so I ended up staying there longer than
should have. Landed in Hang Kong. And had to wait
for this guy. So I was in Hong Kong for about five,
six days until this guy showed up. And then we went
over to Guangzhou, that's when we started doing the
buying, meeting different suppliers and whatnot.

So, I did that. I ordered everything. And
then it was to be shipped back. That was...and
think I was there, I would like to say 15 days.

57. Q. Now, did you do this on your own
behalf...

A. No.
58. Q. ...or for Mr. Dixit?

A. Mr. Dixit. He paid for everything.
It was my Bazinga Company and he wanted a piece of
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my Bazinga. So he was willing to...as long as I da
the work, he wants half. Well, that is not how it
turns out.

59. Q. Bazinga, is that an actual company?
A. That was me, yes. That's my

numbered company.
60. Q. So 813 is Bazinga?

A. Bazinga. That is how it started.
61. Q. Did you register Bazinga as a

business name for 813?
A. No, no.

62. Q. Okay,
A. He registered my cor~pany name. He

did it online forme, right, when we first staffed.
And then we needed a name for the compan , l came up
with "Bazinga". So when I came back and al the
stuff was shi ed and all that, I...

63. Q. ow much did you spend? What did
you buy?

A. Dr. Dre's, short, shirts, some
phones, Samsung phones. Stuff for...because he was
going to start his penny option.

64. Q. Dixit was?
A. Yes, so...

65. Q. And how much did you spend when you

Par~rP 1 F,
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1 were there?
2 A. I would say at least $30,000.
3 66. Q. Okay, and how did you pay for what
4 you bought?
5 A. Wired money.
6 6l. Q. From where to where?
7 A. From...okay, first of all, when
8 was there, I was just looking. Then he wanted me to
9 buy. So then Lorenzo wired money to China forme.

10 1 had to pick it up at Western Union.
1 1 68. Q. Okay, and do you know where Lorenzo
12 got the money that he wired to China?
13 A. From Raj.
14 69. Q. Okay.
15 A. That was just a partial shipment;
16 You know, like to bring it home and show him. And
1l that was in the Christmastime. And it took a little
18 extra longer. And then he wanted a big supply of
19 it~ Am I gong too fast?
20 70. Q. No, this is fine.
21 A. And then he wanted another shipment.
22 So I ordered the other shipment, which was another
23 big shipment.
24 71. Q. How big? Give me a sense of how big
25 the second shipment was, dollars spent.

ParrP 1 7
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1 A. Another $35,000.
2 72. Q. Okay.
3 A. Okay, and that was shipped to the
4 office in Whitby.
5 l3. Q. Stellar Point's office?
6 A. Yes.
l l4. Q. Qkay.
8 A. And that was for his penny site.
9 was no longer, at that point, involved, He told me

10 I can't really do too much business as long as
1 1 just order. He'll take care of it and pay me.
12 75. Q. Pay you some of the profits from
13 the penny auction, okay. But the actual product
14 that you purchased, two shipments from China,
15 approximately $35,000 each?
16 A. The first one was...let me think...
1l in around there, yes. The first one was a little
18 smaller amount. It was about $15,000, the second
19 one, I think, was $30,000.
24 76. Q. Was there any more than $45,040
21 spent?
22 A. No, not on that, no.
23 77. Q. Now, was there any more money spent
24 on other 813 Company things?
25 A. Yes. Okay, then we had a line on
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1 TVs and that's where the rest of it was. Now, we
2 are still chasing that one down, but that's in The
3 States. That was in...there were also wire
4 transfers to The States for these TUs, right? And
5 apparently, we have to make a trip down there to see
6 if they are real again.
7 l8, Q, "We"being?
8 A. Lorenzo and I. I take him with me.
9 The Chinathing, going on my own, thatwas'usttoo

10 courageous. So, yes, it was too stupid. Any ow, so
1 1 apparently it may be still in...the guy that I deal
12 with down there, first of all, he ended up in jail
13 because it was one of those,..yes, all the trucks
14 are there...by the truckload. And that was, a ain,
15 for the penny stocks and TUs were suppose to come.
16 l9. Q, When was this?
17 A. That was...l would have to give you
18 an exact date. I do have the paper on the TUs, If
19 you want, I can call that into you. UIT
20 80. Q. Yes, we would. We will take that,
21 please. Erin, maybe that as an undertaking. Kelly
22 will give us documents relating to the 813
23 Company's, purchase of the TUs.
24 A. Yes.
25 81, Q. And this was su osed to be done
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1 with Raj's money?
2 A. Yes, this is...exactly. Raj but
3 it's not really Raj's money, because Chris actually
4 gave it to Rai to give to me to get the TUs.
5 Somehow they were, I believe, doing the penny
6 auction, Rai and Chas. So these were trader
7 loads, there was supposed to be 500 TUs for $80,000
8 and I'm still waiting on them.
9 82. Q. Where in The States did you see the

10 TUs? Like you went there for a visit, right?
1 1 A. Yes, we did.
12 83. Q. Where did you go?
13 A. We went to Erie, Pennsylvania. They
14 met us there, the guy that I was dealing with,
15 Robert...if I had my phone, I could give you his
16 last name...Schappell. Robert Schappell, he ended
17 up in jail.
18 84. Q. Okay, so did you...
19 A. No, didn'tsee aching.
20 85. Q. No, but how much was Robert
21 Schappell paid?
22 A. Okay, prior to Robert Schappell...
23 let's go back to my kitchen. My kitchen guy who
24 went to china with, his associate, he knew this
25 other guy who I got the cabinets from the kitchen
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1 for. He was the one I gave $30,000 to start with
2 the TVs that were in Pennsylvania. And that was
3 wrote to Robert...not Schappell. That was out of my
4 81 account, so that's all there. I can't think of
5 his last name right now, but when I have my phone,
6 if you want to take that down, I will give you the
7 last name of that one. We are still chasing him for
8 that money.
9 86. Q. That's another $30,000?

10 A. Yes, oh, yes. All total for the TUs
1 1 was about 80 grand, that we are out.
12 87. Q. And that was money that Chris
13 Smith,,,you believe Chris Smith gave it to Raj who
14 ave it to you, who gave it to the TU guys in The
15 Cates?
16 A. Yes.
1l 88. Q. And you never got the TVs?
18 A. I would say not yet. He is still
19 says they are there, and it's been how long? Now,
20 talked to him, he got out of jail. Isn't this
21 lovely people that we deal with. You think we are
22 ~ust...l'm listening to myself talk and I'm
23 thinking, I must live an the streets or something.
24 Anyhow, he just got out of jail, when was it?
25 Because he...
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1 89. Q. What is your understanding of where
2 there TUs are now?
3 A. My understanding is they are there.
4 90. Q, In Erie, Pennsylvania?
5 A. Yes. And it's funny, because
6 Lorenzo said to me, "We need to take a trip down to
7 Erie." And in all honesty, we do have to go down
8 for closure. Are they there? Now, we talked to the
9 police down there, too, when we were there.

10 91. Q. Okay.
1 1 A. When we heard things were goin
12 sidewa s, Lorenzo and I made another trip own
13 there. e went to this guy's home, the cops had
14 alread raided his home. I don't know what he was
15 into. e went to the police station, probably have
16 our names there. When we were trying to...
17 92. Q, I'm sorry, when was this again, when
18 you went to see the police?
19 A. This was in the winter. This was...
20 that's the following year, that would be November,
21 December.
22 93. Q. 0f what year?
23 A. Let me look at my paperwork, the
24 year...
25 94. Q. 2013?
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1 A. Yes.
2 95. Q. So it wasn't this past winter, it
3 was the winter before?
4 A. No.
5 96. Q. All right, sorry, go ahead.
6 A. Now, there are TVs, there's a whole
7 litany of stuff, but there's a Canadian guy I was
8 dealing with that...these TUs were supposed to come
9 in for Raj and Chris. So now we are a whole year

10 that they haven't even been here. But, like I just
1 1 said, I have to go down...because they say they are
12 still there. The things thatwe ordered from them
13 and I have to see if they are.
14 If they are not then I have to follow-
15 through and try and sue them for whatever. And I
16 don't think they have got anything. But I have to
17 do what is ri ht.
18 9l, Q. id Bazinga do anything,,.or the 813
19 Company, which is Bazinga, they are same company...
20 A. Yes.
21 98. Q. .,.did they do any other business
22 ventures with Mr. Dixit?
23 A. No.
24 99. Q. Did they do any other business
25 ventures with anybody else?
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1 A. My 813, I did $5,000 with Sublime,
2 that's a cosmetic facelift, and that's it.
3 100. Q. Okay.
4 A. Pretty much after that, with Raj,
5 now Rai told me that, you know what, he'd take over
6 everything, which is what Raj did. And after China
7 and the way he acted and that, I didn't want to deal
8 with the guy.
9 101. Q. When you say "take over everything",

10 he gave...how did he take over everything?
1 1 A. Bazi ng a.
12 102. Q. And how did he take over Bazinga?
13 A. I had a Bazinga website also, And
14 then he kind of shooed that aside and everything was
15 going to his penny stock. It was going to start
16 with the Bazinga site, With the Dr. Dre's and that.
17 He pushed that aside and everything went there.
18 I was in his office, I think, three times,
19 that building in Whitby. Once was to sign paperwork
20 and his lawyer was there. So if you want to get
21 into that...
22 103. Q. Yes, I have some of the paperwork.
23 But when were the other two times?
24 A. I stopped in to see Lorenzo twice.
25 104. Q. Do you remember the lawyer's _name

K. Stinson - 24
1 when you stopped in to see the paperwork at Raj's
2 office?
3 A. Was it Gray?
4 MR. HORKINS; David Gray?
5 TH E D EPON ENT; Yes.
6
7 BY MR. WARD:
8 105. Q. David Gray, okay.
9 A. That's it. Thank you.

1d 106. Q. So let's look at just a little bit
1 1 of the paperwork.
12 A. Sure.
13 107. Q. This is Exhibit 3 from Lorenzo's
14 examination and it's just an Industry Canada
15 Corporation profile repot for the 813 Company. And
16 just tell me again whose initiative was that setup?
17 A. Ra .
18 108. Q. aj, okay, and it...
19 A. I didn't even to it online, Raj did.
2d 109. Q. And did he...
21 A, This is mine, right, the 645?
22 110. Q. Can I see that for a sec?
23 A. Yes, that's...) believe that's mine.
24 111, Q. Well, that's the corporation...
25 A. Yes.

P a ~-r r~ 7 ~i
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1 112. Q. ..,number, but the corporate name is
2 8136645.
3 A. Yes.
4 113. Q. So that is the name?
5 A. Yes.
6 114. Q. okay. But whose...) know Raj set it
7 up, but whose idea was it that he set up a numbered
8 company?
9 A. Raj. I had never set up a numbered

10 compan .
1 1 115. Why would Raj reach out to you to do
12 that and not Lorenzo, because he was dealing with
13 Lorenzo on the Banners Broker side?
14 A. Well, you are going to ask me what's
15 in his head? Ra', in my opinion, because...now this
16 is when I was to king to these guys abut China,
17 okay, so we are going way back. None of that
18 happened right away, right? When he probably seen
19 that there was something good and he wanted a piece
20 of it. That's all I can say about Raj. He's not a
21 kind person.
22 So setting that u , like anythin , he would
23 take over ever thing. hat's hindsig t saying that,
24 not foresight. oes that answer that?
25 116. Q. It does, yes.
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A. Okay,

1 11. Q. Now, you have...) am just going
to show you another document, which is a share
certificate in Stellar Point.

A. Yes.
118. Q. And it shows...it seems to indicate

that the 813 Company was a shareholder of Stellar
Point. And how many shares...) have highlighted it
for you, how many shares is it, 15a?

A, One-hundred-and-fifty.
1 19. Q. So why was your company taking 150

shares in Stellar Point?
A. You want the answer?

120. Q. Yes.
A. I have no idea.

121, Q. All right.
A. Does that help you?

122. Q, Well, it may.

P~~¢ ~R

A. Okay.
123. Q. Let me show you one other document.

This is Exhibit 2 from Lorenzo's examination.
A. Yes.

124. Q. And it's a shareholders' resolution
for Stellar Point.

A. Yes.
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1 A. Okay.
2 132. Q. ...it looks like 725 Canada Inc.
3 changed its name to Banners Broker Limited with your
4 approval in February of 2012, okay, and that's this
5 document, Exhibit 2 from Lorenzo's examination. And
6 it's a shareholders' resolution.
7 A. Okay.
8 133. Q. So just starting with that one...
9 A. Qkay.

14 134. Q. .,.what do you recall about how you
1 1 came to sign that legal document?
12 A. So, if I can ask you, ! don't...we
13 will go back to that, Does that mean his company
14 changed to my company, or my company has shares?
15 135. Q. Well, your company is an owner of
16 Raj's company, according to that document.
17 A. Under his company, right?
18 136. ~. No, above his company.
19 A. Oh, I did not know that.
20 137. Q. Okay.
21 A. Okay, sa when I went into the office
22 and David Gray is there...so maybe this is going to
23 clear things up. I was handed a bunch of papers to
24 sign. Not two, there was a bunch. And they were
25 put in front of me and I signed them. David Gray
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125. Q. And so is that your signature on the

lower right?
A. Yes, that is.

126. Q. Okay, so how was it that you came to
sign a Stellar Point shareholders'resolution?

A. Okay, and what does that even mean?
127. Q. Well, it has to do with a name

change.
A. Okay

128. Q. So Stellar Point changed its name
to Banners Broker and you are signing that and
approving it.

A. Okay, so these documents were
probably...

129. Q. Or Banners Brokerchanged its name
to Stellar Point, rather.

A. Was this signed the same day? When
went into the office, that time, to go and see

him...no, they weren't signed the same day.
130. Q. Let's have a look and we will dust

clarify that for the record.
A. Yes, because we are going to go back

to when David Gray was there.
131. Q. okay, so they are different dates.

mean...

ParrP ~~3
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1 said nothin tame. What I was signing, what I was
2 doing. But did see, and I don't know if you uys
3 have it, there was a piece of paper with "Raj ixit
4 Holdings" at the top, and then it had all kinds of
5 corporations under him.
6 So the only explanation; if I can remember,
7 at the time, Rai saying to me ~s, "Don't worry about
8 Bazinga, don't worr about that, it will all be
9 taken care of." An that was brush out. His lawyer

10 was there too. This was in their boardroom. And
1 1 that is my fault for not knowing what I was signing.
12 But at that time, I didn't care if he
13 wanted Bazinga or any of that. I didn't want
14 nothing to do with the guy, so I didn't pay total
15 attention. Does that makes sense?
16 138. Q. Okay, well, it's...) certainly
1l understand what you are saying.
18 A. If that is...
19 139. Q. Let's deal with this document.
20 A. Okay.
21 140. Q. Now, this is...and just pass the
22 one back to me. So I am passing you the share
23 certificate and this indicates that your company
24 owns 15Q shares in Raj's company.
25 A. Okay.
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141. Q. So have you seen that before today?

A. No, no.
142. Q. Did you know that your company, 813,

owns 150 shares of Stellar Point?
A. No, no. All's I can tell you on

this one, I never seen this. Butwhen I was in that
room...) think I was talking to you on the phone.
David Gray had a whole bunch of corporate books.
And I was in there, signed, and I can't remember wha
else came behind me signing. There was...he was
setting up his big conglomerate. No explanation.

143. Q. Okay, so apart from that one
instance when you went to the Whitby office and you
signed documents with David Gray and Rajiv Dixit, do
you recall ever signing any other legal papers in
relation to Stellar Point or 813?

A. No, no.
144. Q. And do you knowwhere the books and

records of the 813 Company are?
A. 813, that's my company, right?

145. Q. Yes.
A. Well, that would be me.

146. Q. Right, but where would be the
corporate records for that?

A. I don't have a book. The only one
Parry ~1
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that I could possibly say, David Gray, he walked in
with all of them.

147. Q. Okay, so let's,,.pass that back to
me.

A. Does that help?
148. MR. WARD: Thanks forthat. I'm going

to mark this as Exhibit 1 on Kelly
Stinson's examination, and it's the Stellar
Point Share Certificate certifying that 813
Company owns 150 shares.

--- EXHIBIT N0.1; Stellar Point Share Certificate
ce~ifying that 813 Company owns 150
shares

THE DEPONENT: Shouldn't I have minutes
on that and seen the financials and all
that kind of stuff?

BY MR. WARD:
149. Q~ I think so.

A. That never happened.
150. Q. I want to show you, next, a couple

of documents having to do with money transfers.
A. Sure.

K. Stinson - 32
1 151. Q. One of them was marked as an exhibit
2 on Lorenzo's examination, and it's Exhibit 1.
3 A. Okay.
4 152. Q. And there are five bullet points,
5 starting from the top, indication of a $35,000
6 transfer in December 31 of 2012, to your company.
l Do you know...can you tell us anything about the
8 reason for that transfer?
9 A. That's China.

10 153. Q. Okay, and when you say, "That's
1 1 China",that was in relation to the purchases of the
12 dr. Dre's and the clothes that you made when you
13 were in China?
14 A. Yes, now there is $4,000...
15 154. Q. Sorry, just for the purposes of the
16 record. And then a month earlier, two months
17 earlier, there is a $4,068.31 payment to,..the
18 Stellar Point general ledger and it says that it's
19 to yourself personally. Do you know anything about
20 that?
21 A. You know when I was at the police
22 station and he asked me about that...and it went to
23 me personal) , right?
24 155. Q. es,
25 A. The only monies that Raj ever gave
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1 me was pertaining to the impo~lexport; So when...)
2 think ~t was Paul Kelly who was the police guy
3 that...
4 156. Q. In Toronto?
5 A. Well, he came out to Oshawa, he had
6 a whole bunch of people he interviewed, right?
l 157. Q. Okay.
8 A. So he said to me, "Well, that could
9 look like he gave you money so thatyou didn't have

10 to pay tax on it." And I said, "No. They usually
1 1 write on that cheque what that's for. That's
12 not...no payroll, no shares, no, none of that."
13 Well, I swear to God.
14 158. Q. Okay, so what about the next one,
15 November,..same Byte, $3,600.27 consulting fees, do
16 you know what that relates to?
17 A. No. Because that's.,.no, it's got
18 to do with the import. Even though I didn't o
19 until October...) went to China in October. o
20 that's all impor~export.
21 159. Q. And once the money...like, let's
22 look at the top one again, just go back.
23 A. Yes.
24 160. Q. $35,000 transferred to 813 Company.
25 A. Yes.
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161, Q, So once it's.,.it's transferred to a

bank account in the name of 813 company?
A. Yes, that's me.

162. Q. So where did 813 Company do its
banking?

A. In Oshawa.
163. Q. At which branch?

A. Oh, CIBC at Laval Drive.
164. Q. Okay, and did you have signing

authority for that account?
A. Yes.

165. Q. Did anybody else?
A. It's mine. No, no. That's my

account.
166. Q. Right. And that account was

established in relation to the dealings that you had
with Rajiv Dixit in Banners Broker?

A. No, thatwas established underthe
guise ofi Bazinga.

167. Q. But that was established at Rajiv
Dixit's suggestion?

A. Yes.
168. Q. And you named the company?

A. Yes.
169. Q. But he told you to set it up?
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A. Yes. He set it up, I didn't do it

online, he did.
174. Q. And is that account still open?

A. Yes.
111. Q. Great and so could we see the bank

statements for that?
A. If you would like. Do you want the

recent one?
172. Q. We will let you know what we want.

A. Okay, sure.
113. Q. UVe will put it in writing and let

you know.
A. Sure.

174. Q. We will try to make it easy for you,
maybe we will go directly to the bank and get it,

A. I don't have a problem,
175. Q. Okay, thank you. And so there are

just two more on this sheet, at the bottom. We are
in 2013 now, aJanuary 31 payment that is indicated
as having been made for $42,000 to Kelly S. for
subcontracted services.

A. Yes.
176. Q. What's that?

A. TVs.
117. Q. TVs?

P~~P ~ti
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1 A. Yes, right.
2 1 l8. Q. And by "TUs",you mean the attempted
3 purchase of the TUs in Pennsylvania?
4 A. Yes.
5 179. Q. And then lastly, $75,000 shareholder
6 loan is recorded for Lorenzo in Au ust of 2013?g
l A, Into my account?
8 180. Q. No, it seems like it was a loan, but
9 I don't know that we know where it event. It's just

10 an accounting entry so we don't know. Do you have
1 1 any information or any understanding?
12 A. No, there's no shareholder loan, i
13 can tell you that right now. I think that's an
14 absolute debunk. August 31st of 2013?
15 181. Q. Yes.
16 A. No.
1l 182. Q. Okay, so pass that back to me.
18 A. Okay.
19 183. Q. Thank you. And then f am going to
20 give you this one.
21 A. Sure.
22 184. Q. These are some transaction details
23 that also relate to yourself and your company. The
24 first one is dated November 12th, 213.
25 A. M'hmm.
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1 185. Q. It's an outgoing wire transfer in
2 the amount of $10,~0~ to a company called AngelFire
3 Dentures Limited.
4 A. Yes.
5 186. Q. Have you ever heard of AngelFire
6 Ventures Limited?
7 A. Yes, that's Lorenzo.
8 181, Q. And that's the overseas account?
9 A. Yes, that's Lorenzo and Ra', Did

14 you want me to get into details of that .
1 1 188. Q. Just tell us what you know about it.
12 A. Raj set that up. I know that it's
13 in Cyprus.
14 189. Q. Okay, and do you know anything else
15 about it?
16 A. Well, I do know that when Cyprus was
17 going crazy, Raj said that any money that was in
18 that account was lost because Cyprus took half that
19 money at the time, in Cy rus. And I said to
20 Lorenzo, "Well, you wou dn't have much money in that
21 anyhow." So there was a debate on that. He goes,
22 "0h, don't worry about it, Raj will take care of it.
23 You know, he has got the shares." We ended up
24 seeing...) wasn't really, I just kind of locked onto
25 the AngeiFire,
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190. Q. Right.
A. Did you want me to stop?

191. Q. No, it's fi ne.
A. okay. That wasn't my...l'm only

giving you...
192. Q. Sorry...

A. Go ahead.
193. Q. ...did you say that Cyprus took half

the money in the Cyprus account?
A. Well, that was...no, they took it

and gave me shares. And Raj said that Lorenzo lost
all his money because Cyprus took half of over
$104,000. Do you rememberthattime?

194. Q. Was it a financial crisis?
A. Yes, but it was another lie.

Although it was true, Cyprus did do that. And they
did do thatto their account, but they didn't do ~t
according to how Raj said, meaning Lorenzo was wiped
out.

195. Q. Raj told you that Lorenzo was wiped
out?

A. Raj told Lorenzo that, that he only
had shares in there, there's nothing there. And 1
said, "That's crap." But Lorenzo does have the
online machinething that he can check.
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196. Q. Okay, great and we discussed that

with Lorenzo. So the next item, December 6, 2013,
outgoing wire transfer to your company, 813
Canada...

A. M'hmm.
197. Q. ,,,for $29,658,15. Do you know what

that relates to?
A. Well, that's...is that? That's

around the time,,.no, that's the Christmastime,
okay. And that looks like an amount...is that the
same amount as the earlier page?

198. Q. No, it's a different amount.
A. Okay. It's the impor~...but we are

going to have to go back and look at my account.
199. Q. Okay.

A. I mean, I have no problems with
that.

200. Q. So I will get an undertaking from
you at the end.

A. Okay.
201, Q, The next one...just two more. April

22nd, 2414, and we are in last spring, $24,422.94
payment to Kelly Stinson.

A. From my account?
202. Q. This is an accounting...this is an

pa~P an
J
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1 outgoing wire transfer from a bank in St. Lucia
2 called Via Bank. Thy transaction details is that it
3 was to your credit.
4 A. That's St. Lucia, that would be
5 Chris.
6 203. C~. That was Chris' bank account,
7 correct.
8 A. Yes.
9 204. Q. So, but he is crediting you with a

14 payment of almost $25,000?
1 1 A. Yes, that's the TU. That's the TU,
12 There was about $80,000 in different payments up to
13 about $8,000. That's why you had to dog my...when
14 you said "St. Lucia", I remembered that's where it
15 was sent from, okay.
16 205. Q. And the next one, June 24th, 2014,
1l outgoing wire transfer from the bank in St. Lucia...
18 A. Yes.
19 246. C~. ...to 813 Company.
20 A. Yes.
21 247. C~. This one is a little over $73,000.
22 A. Yes.
23 208. Q. What would that relate to?
24 A. The same thing, all impor~export,
25 but...
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'~ 1 209. Q. Cause we are over...
2 A. 0h, we are well over.
3 210. Q. We are wa over the $80,000 for they
4 TUs,
5 A. Just for the TVs.
6 211. Q. Right.
7 A. And then there was...gosh, well,
8 that $30,000...1 can't remember offhand, right now.
9 We can ull up my bank account.

10 212. We will get the bank statements for
1 1 813's bank account at...
12 MR. H~RKINS: Where is the bankaccount?
13 THE DEPONENT: CIBC.
14 213. MR. WARD. CIBC.
15 THE DEPQNENT: Yes.
16
17 BY MR. WARD:
18 214. Q. And did 813 Company have any other
19 bank accounts?
20 A. No.
21 215. Q. It never had any other bank accounts
22 other than that one CIBC bank account?
23 A. Yes, 1 had Royal Bank, but I never
24 did any daily business there.
25 216. Q. Okay.
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A. None, I alwa s used CIBC.

211. Q. Royal Ban ,which branch?
A. Taunton Road and Harmony Road in

Oshawa.
218. Q. So why was that one set up, the

Royal Bank of Canada?
A. I set that one up. I liked Royal,

Raj insisted on CIBC. That's it, but I never did
anything with Ro al.

219. Q. An is that account still open?
A. It's dormant.

224. Q. Okay, so please give us anything
that ou have ~n relation to that bank account, as
well ,

A. Qkay, yes. UIT
221. Q. Okay.

A. I didn't do any business out of that
one, but I can give itto you. That's no problem,

222. Q. Okay. I'll take that back,
actually.

A. Okay.
223. MR. UVARD: Why don't we just take a

break ri ht now. I am going to check my
notes. hat may be all that we have for
you, Kelly. Okay, so off the record.
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--- DISCUSSION OFFTHE RECORD

BY MR. WARD:
224. Q. The question is, Ms. Stinson, can

you just describe for us again the circumstances in
which David Gray presented you with a bunch of
corporate documents to sign ~n relation to the 813
Company?

A. So, I was told to come down to the
office and sign some papers. And that jogs my
memory too that I had to drop my passport off at his
office.

225. Q. This is who?
A, David Gray.

226. Q. And which office were you told to
come down to?

A. Whitb ,
227. Q. So ixit's office?

A. Yes.
228. Q. Okay.

A. No, the lawyer's office. My
passport, David Gray. Are we on the same page here
ordid I justflipone?

229. Q. No, I think I got lost at some
point. But you were asked by who to go where?

Pa~P 44
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1 A, Raj, to drop my passport at David
2 Gray's office.
3 230. Q. And David Gray's office is where?
4 A. wn~tby.
5 231. Q. Okay.
6 A. Okay. But so did Jenn, his first
7 wife and, I think, Lorenzo. No explanation. None
8 of this stuff gets explained. So, fine. Then
9 summoned to the office in Whitby to meet up with the

14 la er to sign papers. And that's what you see. No
1 1 exp anation, just papers on a big table, a bunch of
12 bur and books. I assume they were corporate books.
13 An I di see one paper that stated, you know,
14 "Dixit Holdings". I was a little nosy and seen his
15 whole, how would you say, set-up, with all...now,
16 Bazinga was there, but he said, "Don't worry about
17 it", he's taking over all that.
18 So when I came back from China, shortly
19 after that, I had had enough of him. His demeanour
20 and demoralizing, I didn't want to do business with
21 this guy. And that's why I am a little fuzzy with
22 these numbers in the account.
23 232. Q. Okay, so I think the wa we are
24 going to handle that is the same un ertaking that we
25 asked for and received from Lorenzo.
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1 A. Okay.
2 233. Q. Is we will send you a note with a
3 summary of these transactions...
4 A. Okay.
5 234. Q. ...and there's only a dozen of them.
6 A. Yes.
7 235. Q. And if you could check your records
8 and speak to Lorenzo...
9 A. And put...

10 236. Q. ...and give us your best information
1 1 as to the reason why those monies appearto have
12 been sent to either yourself, your company or
13 AngelFire and then what happened to the monies?
14 A. Yes
15 231. Q. And any supporting paperwork related
16 to that, that would be appreciated.
17 A. okay.
18 238. Q. So, thanks for that.
19 A. I have no problem. And that will
20 probably jog my memory seeing all this together,
21 okay. UIT
22 239. Q. And then a couple of other things.
23 A. Okay,
24 240. Q. And we are switching gears now.
25 A. Sure.
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241. Q. We are talking about Rajiv Dixit and

his fianc„ now wif e, Stephanie Schiacht. Have you
met Stephanie before?

A. Yes.
242. Q. Do you know anything about a ring

that...
A. A ring?

243. Q. A ring that...
A. Oh, that's just one thing.

244. Q, Let's staff with the ring. Tell me
what you know about the...

A. Do you want the list of jewellery?
245. Q. Well, what do you know about...

A. From which wife?
246. Q, UUhy don't ou just start from the

beginning and tell me w at you know about the
jewellery.

A, This is where I can just be so
nasty. All right, $1,800 Gucci...

247. Q. Who are we talking about now?
A. Raj.

248. Q. Raj, okay.
A. His purchasin .

249. Q. Purchasing
A. Yes.

Pa~P 4R
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1 A. The $30,000, okay. I heard the
2 $65,000 ring, through the office. Now, i am not
3 sure if it was my brother-in-law, Frank, when he
4 worked there as a maintenance guy. Because she was
5 flashing it around Stephanie.
6 259. Q. Okay, so now we are talking, just to
7 be clear for the record, about a second ring.
8 A. Oh, yes.
9 260. Q. For Stephanie Dixit?

10 A. Yes.
1 1 261. Q. And you believe that Raj bought that
12 ring for her?
13 A, Yes.
14 262. Q. And what else do you know about
15 that?
16 A. About the ring?
1l 263. Q. Yes.
18 A~ Well, she was flashing it around and
1 g told a few people in the office that it was $65,000.
20 264. Q. But you didn't see the ring.
21 A. Oh, I've seen the ring.
22 265. Q. Describe for me how you came to see
23 the ring?
24 A. Qkay, just online, because I had
25 nothing to do with that. So I seen it online. You
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250. Q. For who?
A. Himself. And do you want me to

start with the first wife?
251. C~, Sure.

A. okay, that was a $30,000 engagement
ring, that was one. I believe that's Oshawa
Jewellers. Priorto that one, I think he spent
$8,40 on a new ring set prior, before he got her
the $30,000 one.

252. Q. And just give me the name of his
first wife, so we can be certain who we are talking
about.

A. Jenn.
253. Q. Jenn, okay. How do you know this,

in terms of the $30,040 and $8,000 purchases?
A. Women can't keep their mouths shut.

254. Q. Okay.
A. That's the best I can tell you.

255. Q. So did...
A. Ra' told me that vuas $30,000

256. Q. aj told you that?
A. M'hmm. That one.

257. Q. Which one?
A. The first one.

258. Q. Yes.
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1 can go online and see it, if you want, on his
2 Facebook.
3 266. Q. Okay.
4 A. Nothing that he did was,..when it
5 came to flash, was hidden. So, if you want the
6 list, I'll star. So, let's go back to the first
7 wife. So I can tell you with Jenn, there was,..the
8 first set was $8,00. The second ring, which was an
9 engagement ring, which they took the private jet to

10 the Bahamas, between Christmas and New Years, that
1 1 was $30,000. I know that because he talked to me
12 about spending $30,004 on a ring of a girl that is
13 just not with it.
14 He was abusive to her and the kids, so
15 whetherthis is on or off the record...and I said,
16 "Why are ou going to marry her if she... ou don't
17 get along . " So, there's that. There's...o , my
18 goodness, there's necklaces and earrings, diamonds,
19 pearls. I did talk to Jenn. Atone point, Jenn had
2d sold quite a few pieces of her jewellery, She had a
21 lot.
22 Raj has gat about, I'll say,12 different
23 sets of cufflinks that are diamond-studded. We are
24 not talking stuff that is $400, and the reason why t
25 say that is he would say these things with such
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glee.

Okay, so the private jet to the Bahamas and
that's where he gave her, the first wife, that. So
that was in between December and January, New Year's
Eve.

When we went to Portu al for Claudia's
wedding, we were summane to o up and meet up with
the ICs and Raj in Spain. So we eft there and went
up to Spain. And there was a meeting on the beach
with Fraser, who is with Rai right now ~n his new
business, RevStar, and Neil and Deb Pocock,
wonderful people, don't have a dime from all this.
He was an IC ~n Spain. Anyhow, so I will tell you a
few of the undertakings there.

He went to Louis Vuitton, there were al!
kinds of things purchased at the Louis Vuitton shop
in Spain.

267. Q. Sorry, who went there?
A. This is when he was with Stephanie.

268. Q. Right.
A. Still with Jenn, and Stephanie was

his assistant, but they were together.
269. Q, And what happened at the Louis

Vuitton shop?
A. Well, I can tell you right now,
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there was an $1,8Q0 diaper bag purchased.

270. Q. Were you there?
A. I wasn't in the store. It was

brought back and shown to me.
271. Q. Oka , by who?

Raj. here was a purse that he
bought for her, and there Was a wallet bought for
me. I still have it in the box. If you want it,
you can have it, because I want nothing to do with
it.

272. Q. Okay, so the purse that was
purchased at the conference in Spain, did someone
show that to you, as well?

A. Yes. Stephanie was showing it off.
273. Q. So you saw that?

A. Oh, yes. $1,800 diaper bag.
274. Q. Okay.

A. Does that not just send you like,
sideways? So when I seen that, the following da we
were leaving to go home, and he brought up the ours
Vuitton box. And it's a small, I ke, wallet, red
clutch. He said, "Here, I bought this far you", me.
Okay, I open it up and I look at it and say, "Okay."
don't even know what it's worth. It's still in

the box. You guys can have i~ if you want, t could
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1 care less.
2 275. Q. okay, so just finish the story then,
3 in terms of the...
4 A. Okay, oh, some of the purchases. If
5 you really want to know what Raj purchased, just go
6 to Oshawa Jewellers and get their accounting of all
7 his spending. You will see a lot afi it there.
8 Now, I do know he came home with a lot of
9 Rolex watches, a Breitling..,what's the other one?

10 Do you guys know watches? A $30,000...not a
1 1 Breitling.
12 276. Q. It was a watch?
13 A. Oh, yeah. He's got about 10 of
14 them.
15 277. Q. What else, that you saw?
16 A. Oh, he's got rings. And cufflinks.
17 Probabl about $300,000 in watches. That's not my
18 words, t ose are his.
19 218. Q. And this jewellery was purchased
20 during the time that he was involved with Banners
21 Broker?
22 A. Yes. And this is where I stood back
23 and I was, like...when we were in Portugal for the
24 opening. So let's go backthere for a second, he
25 brought down a bunch of Banners Broker rings that
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1 were made for the people. So you will see that with
2 Oshawa Jeweller. You will see the BB rings made.
3 279. Q. Yes.
4 A. And his personal things made. We
5 went shopping and he bought..,Jenn, at the time, was
6 with...Jenn and Steph were both there, but he did
7 his shopping sprees and his mom was there and did
8 all the shopping sprees, but I will tell ou he
9 bought me, at the time, a $200 GUE Swatch. I Was

10 just looking in the window and he paid for it.
1 1 He bought Lorenzo a pen, a Montblanc pen.
12 {think that was $300, it's still in the box. If
13 ou want that, you can have that, too. We are not
14 ike that. I don't care about that stuff.
15 But the money was flowing there, that's
16 when I started to see it. What really took me back
17 was the private jet to the Bahamas. And I believe
18 there was a private jet to Israel. And there was
19 vacations everywhere. There was the house. All of
20 a sudden you go from..,and this is just my personal
21 opinion, okay.
22 You go from nothing to living in my
23 basement under bond to, I believe he put $125,000
24 down on his house. And then when you start to add
25 $35,040 cognac bottles and he had his basement
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redesigned, minimum twice, ripped out, done again,
ripped out. $18,000 in interlocking brick on the
front of the house. $2,800 to put up Christmas
lights. Why do I know this? Because he brags.

280. Q. Yes, that's what I was going to ask
you.

A, Okay, because I would...
281. Q. So Rajiv Dixit has told you what he

paid for these things?
A. What I am telling you is what I hear

from Raj.
282. Q. Okay, and you knew him before

Banners Broker?
A. Oh, yeah.

283. Q. How I~ng had you known him prior to
Banners Broker?

A. Lorenzo and him...Lorenzo did
networking, again, as I said, our background.
Lorenzo felt sorry for him. Lorenzo ended up...so
let's go back at least five years prior to.

284. Q. Okay.
A. Lorenzo gave him a car to use, gave

him money. It's,..) don't knowwhat it was with
Lorenzo, he felt sorry for the guy.

285. Q. Okay. And so just...maybe you can
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finish describing forme...

A. Okay.
286. Q. ...your observations as to how Rajiv

Dixit's life changed after Banners Broker?
A, Well, he got toa big for his

britches, and I think when the company started out
with such a great concept and idea, I don't know
what...and this is a personal opinion, what he has
got on Chris Smith, because it seemed like Raj was
getting a lot of money from Ghris Smith. It didn't
look like a normal corporate structure. How does
somebod ...and I said to Lorenzo, "UUhere's he
getting al this money? This kind of lifestyle just
doesn't appear like this. You have to work for your
money,"

So he started with his cars, then his
house, and his jewellery, and it just didn't end.
His vacatians...when he would go on vacation there
was absolutely yacht cruises and, you know, all the
lavish stuff, we will say.

287. Q, And how do you know that?
A. Well, when we were in Portugal he

had booked...and that was for the opening..,he had
booked a big boat,...and Lorenzo does this for him,
and invited us to qo on it. We didn't go. But they
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1 went. There are also pictures ou may see on
2 Facebook of them renting jet s ies when they were in
3 Israel with David Halchern ~phon.). These are
4 things you hear and there are pictures.
5 So ~t was quite a lavish I~festyle. Yet he
6 said to me he only earned $250,000 a year. Welf,
7 when you say to me you earn $250,000 a year, how do
8 you come up with all these trinkets? I will say
9 that {was with Lorenzo, Raj at Christmastime at the

10 suit store here, at the Eaton Centre, Holt Renfrew
1 1 is it?
12 288. Q, Harr Rosen?
13 A. Harry osen, thank you. And then
14 Lorenzo got fitted for a suit. And Lorenzo
15 has...and he did tell me outside..,) thinkwe have
16 that bill. I am going to really try and check it.
17 That was a $35,400 bill.
18 289. Q. Of what.,.howwould you have the
19 bill for that?
2d A. Because Lorenzo's suit didn't fit,
21 so he had to take it back. Raj ave him the bill.
22 290. Q. Oh, okay, great. o could you check
23 to see if you have it?
24 A. I have got to try and find that,
25 absolutely. Because, and I will tell you when
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1 started to see Raj back-stabbing Lorenzo, almost
2 from the get-go, but Lorenzo was not listening to
3 me. Far some reason he felt sorry for this guy and
4 I said, "Watch what's going on here. I don't trust
5 Raj."
6 Chris, I never had an opinion on. So when
7 we ended up seeing...Lorenzo had seen Chris for
8 something. I game with him for the ride and I said
9 to Chris, "$35,000 at Harry Rosen's." He goes, "No,

10 you mean $3,5aQ?" Igo, "No, no, no, no, $35,000."
1 1 And there's a list of whoever's suits. Like there's
12 a bunch of suits that were ordered, right? That was
13 only one trip. Sa you want to find out what way
14 spent, just go to Harry Rosen's.
15 But Rolex watches, Breitlings. There was
16 another one, it's a really expensive watch, $34,000,
17 $35,000. These were all bought abroad. They
18 weren't bought here. And why do I know? Because he
19 showed me. And it's like, "~h, my God." I did buy
20 a...it's this type ofwatch. Ibought aknock-off
21 for my son ~n China. I can't afford $34,000 for a
22 watch. What did he do? He went and bought the real
23 one. I wish you guys could come up with a name.
24 think it starts with a "B", it's not Breitling, but
25 it's high up there. _ _
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Well, t will give ou one story. They were

in on a meeting and aj goes, "Yeah, look at my
watch, Nick." Well, Nick's got the $100 phony, you
know. They got mixed up. Nick ended up with his
real one. And he goes, "Come on, Nick, give me back
my watch." Nick had his. And Lorenzo goes, "Yeah,
Nick, just give..." you know. And Nick goes, "Raj,
have got the real one." And they are all telling

him, "Nick, just be quiet." Like, you couldn't tell
the difference.

291. Q. Right, right.
A. But it's a $100 watch and Raj went

out and got the real deal for $30,000 or $35,OOa.
He has got that watch think that goys like this, you
know, so that it keeps all his watches ticking.

292. Q. Okay.
A. So if you make $250,000 a year, as a

salary, why do you put $125,000 down on a house, and
how do you buy a $3x,400 ring, a $65,000 ring, all
the trinkets. And I can tell you, if you wanted to
know what he bought Jenn, there was so much
jewellery. I can't even tell you how much. I can
only tell ou what I see. The Gucci watches to
Jenn, I o rememberthat.

293. Q. Did you knowJenn, then?
Parr r-~ ~i ~
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A. Yes.

294. Q. Is that how you saw them?
A. Yes, It started with the Gucci

watches and then it started to escalate to, like,
$30,000 to $35, 000 watches, $60, 000, $65, 000 rings.
She had a $S,O~O...you will get that from Oshawa
Jewellers...necklacefor aChristmas present. And f
believe Jennet got one of those too.

295. Q. Jennet is? Who is Jennet?
A. Jennet was the manager of the

building. Jennet...what is her last name, do you
have that?

MR. HORKINS: Jennet Kennedy?
THE DEPONENT: Yes, thank you. So she's
seen a lot of purchases.

BY MR. WARD:
296. Q. Anything else in terms of changes to

Raj's lifestyle after the Banners Broker, in terms
of consumption and lifestyle?

A, Four-wheelers. Bought his sister a
Mercedes. Bought his dad a car, I think it started
with a Mercedes and then they sold that. Bought is
brother a van, Glenroy, a van. Trips for all of
them wherever. It was...again, I have to go back to
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1 if you make $250,040, which would, i guess, be fair
2 as the president of a corporation. I will give him
3 that. But the numbers on this side don't add up to
4 this side of the spending. And that's whatworried
5 me.
6 297. Q. When was the last time that you had
7 any contact with Rajiv Dixit?
8 A. To see him?
9 298. Q. Or to speak to him on the phone or

10 bye-mail?
1 1 ~ A. I did send him a text when Lorenzo
12 and him were fighting. I haven't talked to him
13 probably since I was in that office signing those
14 papers with David. That's my belief.
15 299. Q. Okay.
16 A. After that, no.
17 300. Q. Sorr ,you said you sent him a text,
18 was that around t e same time?
19 A. That was when Lorenzo quit and he
20 threatened Nick and Lorenzo. And I don't know if
21 Lorenzo got into that. He threatened my son.
22 301. Q. So why don't you just...you sent him
23 a text about that?
24 A. No, I just said...l still have the
25 text, I believe, something like, "Yau better make it
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1 right with Lorenzo." Lorenzo is Italian. I have to
2 be honest, he has got great patience, obviously.
3 You see that..,end up with that wingnut for so long,
4 that's why I didn't have much to do with Raj. Only
5 b association with Lorenzo if we were in the same
6 pace. Does that make sense...
7 302. Q. I understand.
8 A. ...nearthe end?
9 303. Q. And so you sent him a text near the

10 end, "~llake things right with Lorenzo"?
1 1 A. I will get my phone and see if I can
12 pull that up far you.
13 304. Q. We may ask you for that. We will
14 let you know if we need it.
15 A. Because I pan give you the date on
16 that.
1l 305. Q. Okay, great. And Ghris Smith, when
18 was the last time you had any contact with Chris
19 Smith?
20 A. About a year ago. Now and then I go
21 into Toronto with Lorenzo. Pap in and see Chris now
22 and then.
23 306. Q. So it was about a year ago?
24 A. Yes.
25 307. Q. Okay.
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1 A. Maybe longer. Not a lot of dealings
2 with Chris.

i 3 308. MR. WARD: Okay. Thanks for your time
4 today.
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REPORTER'S NOTE:

Please be advised that any undertakings, objections,
advisements and refusals are provided as a service to ali c
their guidance only, and do not purport to be legally bindi
necessarily accurate and are not binding upon Victory Verba
Reporting Services Inc.

hereby certify the foregoing to be a true and accu
transcri tion of the above-noted proceedings held before me
21 ST D Y OF APRIL, 2415, and taken to the best of my skill,
ability and understanding.

Certified Correct:

Ardita Balilaj
Verbatim Reporter
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~D C~~Ie~e Street Toronto, 4N }1~15r 2J3 www.torontapo~ic~.an.ca.

Arrests ~ n $~3~J1 U S ~yram id scheme,
Tt~ranto and Van~~~uv~r men charge

Broa~lcas# time: 10:39
Vilednesday, Qecember ~, 2015

Financial Cr~m~s
416-808-730Q

Case #; 214-183297

The Mass Marketing Se~ti~n of the Toronto Police Service Fin~ncia! grimes Unit is a member
of the Toronto Strategic Partnership agains# Crass-S~rd~r Fraud. The pa~tnersh~p represents
a combined enforcemen# strategy, specializing in the investigation of mass marketing fraud fn,
or o~~~inatin~ from within the province ~f, CJntario wi#h cress-border implications.

f n January 21113, the Financial grimes lJnit stated an investigation into an alleged pyramid
scheme. The Toronto Police Service was as~iste~ by investigators from the RAMP,
~~mpetition Bureau of ~anadar ~ilinistry of Government and ~onsu~ner Services, Ministry of
Finance, U.~. Federal Trade Gommrssion, FIN`TRAC, and the Canada Revenue Agency.

It is alleged that.

be#ween October 201 ~ and March 20~ 3, a pyramid scheme known as "Banners Broker" was
operated out of a Church Street address in Yaranta

-- the scheme offered participants the opportunity to double their money by investing ~n an
advertising company that had access to a "globally renowned network"

participants were Ind to believe #heir investments were being applied tovWards a program that
offered payment far the direr#ion of web traffic via referral finks

- the program's existence was entirely dependent upon the fee-based entry of ne~v members
and little or na rep! product or service was pravide~

new investors were drawn ~ntc~ the scheme via a series +of false ar misleading
representations

by the end of 2 12, aver $93 m~ll~on US was obtained from thousands of participants, of
which approximately $~5 million was paid back to participants in the scheme

the remaining funds were fiunneled to a number of offshore accounts in Seti~ze, ~t~ Lucia,
Cyprus, and others

D: 3352} ~ / ~
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On Vtilednesday, Decer~nber 9, 2fl15, Christopher George smith, 45s of Toronto, ar~d Rajiv
Dixit, ~-5, of Vancouver, ~rere arrested. They are ~har~ed with

1 } Defraud the Public - t~ver {$5{~~0}
2} Possession of Pra~eeds ofi Came
3} Launder Proceeds ~f Crime
4} Operate Scheme of Pyramid -Selling ~Campefi~tion Act}
5} Make ~a~s~ or Mss#eading representations tCnmpetit~on Act}

The were s~hedule~ to appear in court at C~I~ City ~fiall ors V~tednesday, aecember ~, 2 15,.
The proceedings are subject to a publication ban.

Watch the news conference re.

Please download the Toronto Police Service Mobile App for ~i S ar ndroid.

for more news, visit TPS~ews.~~.

Constable Victor Kwong, Corporate ~or~munications, far Detective sergeant {an Nichol,
Financial Crimes

1D: 33520 2 / 2
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~' ,'~ r fi'''~
~ .. ..

~ z

~
'̀

GARDE SpL~ 'IAOUC:MER
•'CUSTOMER

~ ~^T~v ~n~..c vva~cr~crc
CUSTOMER COPY

- .

~,, .. COPY
~. t ~ 

..
~ p1i1~12 15:14~r,~~2 ,~5:,6 ~

tERhII~JRL=USER-rRRN ~ ~ , . .
~. ~ tERMINAL-USSR-TRRN

~166Z324=0 01-Z~78 X1007324-0 01-72Ii

i WEIR AND SONS DUNDRUM ~
WEIR AND SONS DIJNURUM

~ j
UNIT 3$

UNIT 38
i
i LEVEL 1. GUNDRUII TOWN

LEVEL 1. DUNDRUM TOWN
I

t CTR
CTR

~ DUBLIN 14
DiIBLIN 19 i

- ~ h1ERCHANT ID 913472364
MERCHANT IO :913977364 GdODS l-OTAL. ~
GOOD5 TOTf~L' EUR1~F775 00

. . EUR3?700.00
_

CANADIAN S~ EXCH NGE~RAI'E 1.3517
EXCHANGE RATE 1.3419

~~e~~~~~~.c~~~~~415
~~~~~~~:~~~~~1F 01

ICC -
~ ICC

i. ELECTRON VISA APSN=6~1
Visa Credit APSIJ~02 ' ! AID = 'A000606~032016'

_ ~ AID = 'A000(i000031010' VISA
i VISA EXPIRY GATE ~~~x~

• i . EXPIRY DATE ~►*%~~ START DATE fl6i12START UATE 09112 F
i
` s~a~E TaTa~SALE TOTAL ( TRANSACTION CURRENCYTRANSACTION CURRENCI'
t USU1y9'r1. 3?_ i CAD50589. 63 _
}

RAJIV UIXI'CRAJIV DIXIT F
i

•

PIN ti/ERIFIEU

i

~ ~~rW VFRIF IED

CARDHOLDER HAS CHOSEN 70 PAY TN USU.THISCARDHOLDER HAS G~iOSEN TO PAY IN CAU.THIS TRANSACTION IS BASED ON REUTERSTRANSACTION IS BASED ON R[U7ERS ~ WHOLESALE I~n'ERBANK EXCHANGE RATE PLUSWHOLESALE INTERBANK EXCHANGE RATE PLUS ~ 3.5 PERCENT TNTEF2NA'fIpNAL CONVERStUN3.5 PERCENT INTERNA'f10NAl. CONVERSION ~ MpRGIN.
MARGIN.

4 THIS,IS.NOT AN RDDITIONAL I~E:E AI~UTHIS 1S NOT AN ADDITIONAL FEE AND I REPLaCES CURRENCY CONVER5ioN CHARGES• REPLACES CURRENCY ~tNNERSlON CHARGES NORMALLY NPPLTEG_
NURFIALLY APPLIED. ~ . y.

~ MY CHdICE IS .FINAL; TRANSACTIONS l'ANMY CHOICC TS F1NAL. 1'kANSACT~IONS CAN E
ALSO BE CONDUCTED IN EUR.:ALSO BE CUNDUCTEU TN EUR.

' THE CURRENCY CONVERSION SERVICE ISTHE CURRENCY CONVE12S10N SERVICE IS PROVIDED TO THE MERCHANT' BY'FEXL'0 UCC INPROVIDED TO THE MERCHANT BY FEXCO UGC tld ~ A$SOCIA7ION WITH AIB SANK 1.1U_ASSOCIATION WT7N AIB BANK LTD. ~ :~
~'.

PLEASE REl'ATN THIS RECEIP'( FUR YUUk
RECORDS. ~

~ ~.,.~~' ~ ~':.. P~:~ASE RETAIN THIS RECEIPT FUR YOUR
,~,REC~ROS:

~~ ~: ~ `~ ~ pUrN CEDE = 261536 I~1.RUTH CODE = 0153 i 4 I@1 ,i~



(~

s: CARD SALE Vt7UGHER
CUSTOMER COP'V'►.

~ 61i1'L~12 15 :.17

tERMINRI-USER-rRpN
7100Z3~4-~01-?277
WEIi2 AND 501'~S OUhiDFtUM
UNIT 38
LEVEL 1. ~UNGRUM TOWN

i CTR
i DUBLIN 14

MERCHANT IG :913472364
~~~e~~~~~~~~~~17~

'
i

SNIPED

-- ~ HAS'f~RCARD
EXPIRY DATE ~~i•*

'•

•

SALE TOTF~L

I ~Uf21.$4S _ ~k~t

i
RAJIV D1XIT

PLEASE DEBIT HY ACGOUWT WITH THE
. . ~ ~ TOTAL AMOUNT IN EUR SHi1WN.

SIGNATURE V'ERIFY:ED

PLEASE RETAIN THIS RECEIPT FOR YUUR
REL'ORDS.

pU?H C0~ = 66903 G@1

TFZANSAC'T I UN
' 'CANCELL.ED '

CARb S~l__E
CUSTOMER COPY

r~i.i~.i2 l5: 2
~ ~ ~" 7~RMINRL-USER-1RAN

Z10~73~4-0401-000
WEIR AND SONS IDUNDRUFI
UNIT" 38
LEVEL 1. DUNURUM TUWN
CTR
DUBLIN 14

MERCHANT ID : 913972364

ICC

VISA APSN=fii
A TD = 'Ft0000006031010'
VISA
EXPIfcY ~A1 E ~x.•+~~

~ i STARf UA~E 0712

SALE TOTpL

i EUR1id5GJC~ _ ~ft~
i
~ CHkT'STOPI~ER Sf1ITH '

i TRANSACTXON
j C~INCEL LEd

PLEASE RETAIN THIS RECEIPT fUR 1'i'un2
RECORDS.

~ - - - - ..

}

f

CA~tD SALE' VOUGF•IER
CUSTUMEF.' COpV

~ ~ ~11~12i12 15:22.., . tERMIN~-USER-t~AN
7107324-0n~1-725
WEIR AND SOh1S :DUNUF~UM

` UPJI T 3t3
' LEVEL 1, DUP~DRUM 70Wh~

CTR
DUBLIN 14

MEkCHANT 1D : 913472364
~~~~~~~e~~~~~c~s9,`2~~

! SWIPED

MASTERCAkD
EXPIR'! GATE x~~*x

S/~LE 7"OT'AL

,~ ' EUR1~3~~5 . ~1~t;~E

CHRISTOPHER G SMI7H
Ì

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCOUNT WITH THE
"I ~ TOTAL AMOUNt TN EUR SHOWN.i

SIGNt~TURE VERIF1:El~

NI.EASE RETAIN THIS RECEIPT FUR YOUR
RECORDS • 

`~U I N COVE = 388647 D@i

1.

CAFZD SA~.~ VOUC:H~R
CUSTOMER COP'S

01~12i12 15:'l3

tERMINAI-USER-1~AN
71007324.0001.776
WEIR AND SONS DIJM~RIJM
UNIT 38
LEVEL 1. DUNURUII TOWN

y CTR
DUBLIN 14

i

MEkCHAN'f TD 51347236~i
' ~~~~~~c~~~~~e~c5i~::tli
~ ~ SWIPED

MASTERCARD
EXPIRY DATE ~:xiXx

SALE "f UT~L

EUR1f34v .0th

CNRTS SMITH

PLEASE DEBIT 17Y ACCOUNT WITH 'iNE
TOTAL AnOUNT IN EUR SHOWN.

SIG;NATUF:E VEF?IFYED

PLEASE RETAIN THIS RECEIPT FOR YOUR
RECORDS.

pU1H CODE =188582 D@1
0





Prepare for: N1R RAJfV DIX1T November 28 to December 27, -2012 Account number.
_ _ .~ _

f.~
~' ~;Your new .charges and credits (continued) _ -

_ _ Trans- Post __ _ _ __, _
date date Description _ Spend Categories Amount($)

Card number _ _ _ _ _ __ .

Nov 29 Dec 03 VIT YMQ/Durham-Travel MONTREAL. QC Q Transportation 122.00

Nov 29 Dec 04 LUFTHANSA 220252822546~WiLLOWDALE ON Q Transportation 7,836.25 -

Nov 29 Dec Q4 LU~fHANSA. 22025282250ii6WILLOWpALE QN ~' Transportation 7 836 25

Nov 29 Dec 04 LU~HANSA -27.02528Z25067WILLOWDALE ON ~ Transportation - 7,836>25

;; _ Nov 29 Qe~ 04 LUFTHANSA 2202528225068WILLOWDALE ON Q Transportation 7,836.25 -

Nov 29 Dec~4 _
_._

LUFTHANSA z2025~~3~~5Q69WlLLOWf7ALE ON ~ Transportation 7,F336.25

Nov 29 Dec 04 LU~'E'HANSA 22025~8225D70~IELLOWDALE ON ~ Transportation 7,836.25 -

Nov 29 Dec 04 LUFTHANSA 220252$225D71 WILLOWDALE -ON- Q. Transportation- . 7,836:25

Nov 29 Dec 1 T LUFTHANSA 22025262250651AIELLOWDALE ON ~ TransporiatiA.n 955:11

Nov 29 Dec 1 ~ LUFTHANSA 2202528225066WILLOWDALE ON ~ T~ansporiatiion 955 11

-. Nov 29 Dec 11 - LUfTHAtVSA 2202~28225067WfLLOWDALE ON Trans ortation 955,.11

Nov 29 Dec 71 LUFTHANSA 2202528225068WlLLOWDALE ON ~ Transportation 955:11

...~,~~„ IVov 29 Dec 11 LUFTHANSA 2202528225069V1/ILLOW[?AL~ ON ~ Transportation 955 11

~~ Nav 29 Dec 11 LUFTHANSA 2202~28225070WILLOWD~ILE ON Trans nation 955.+11

Nov 29 Dec 11 LUFTHANSA 2202528225077WILLbWbALE ON ~'Transportation 955.11

Nov 30 Dec 03 APL`APPLE ITUNES STORE .800 676 2775 ON ~ Hotel Entertainment and Recreation 100.00

~"~~~ Nov 30 Dec 03 APL*APPLE ITUNES-STORE 800-676-2775 ON ~ Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation
..,..

19:99

Nov 30 Dec 43 POITIN STILL RATHCOOLE DUB Q Foreign Currency Transactions 1,239.02

~. 933;00 EUR @ 1:327995713**

""'~"~"~_~ Nov 30 Dec D3 DURHAM FUELS BOWMANVILLE ON ~ Transportation 528.44

""" NN Nov 30 Dec 03 BROAD CONNECT TELECOM VAUGNAN ON ~:-Personal and Household Expenses 226:00

• ~ Dec 01 .Dec 03 CCHLP COM :8008767427 NY ~ Foreign Currency 1`ransactions 109.57
~ 107 40 USD C~ 1 020204842..

Dec 01 Dec 04 WFiR &SON DUNDRUM [TD DUNDRUM []
._.. .... .:..

Retail and Grocery
...... ._.. ..

50,589.63 --

Dec 03 Oec 04 APL*APPLE (TUNES STORE 800-676-2775.ON ~ ~ Notel; Entertainment and Recreation 36.10

Dec 03 Dec 04 AIf2 CANADA 0142115D34820WINNIPEG MB ~ Transportation -6,~ 25.94

Dec 03 Dec 04 AIR CANADA 0142115034827 WINNIPEG MB Trans ortation -6,125,94

- ec 03 Dec, 04 A1R CANADA 0142] 15034$22WIN1~lIP~G MB ~ Transportation -6,125.94

Dec 03 Dec 04 AIR CANADA 01A2115034823WINNIP~G MB Trans ortation -6,125:94

Dec Q3 Dec 04 AIR CANADA 01421 ~ 5034824WINNIPEG MB - .Trans ortation 6,125.94

Dec 03 Dec 04 AIR CANADA 01 421 1 5034825WINNIPEG MB Trans ortation
.....

-6,125.94

Dec 03 Dec 05 AIR CHARTER SERVICE Si 6-4325900 NY ~:;
.._.

Foreign Currency i'ransactions 49,749,62 -_ _ _
4$:742.00 USD C~ 1.020672521 ~ * .:::

Dec 03 Dec 05 AIR CANADA 014Z11516i6941NiNNIPEG MB Q
... ....... .........

Transport$tion
.. ..

150.00

Dec 03 Dec D5 AIR CANADA 0742115]61694WINNIPEG MB Trans ortation 664.00

Dec 04 bec 05 DURHAM TRAVEL 905-X716270 ON ~ Transportation 2D0.00

-Dec 04 Dec 05 OSHAWA 1EWELCERY EXCHl~NGEOSHAWA ON Q -Retail and Grocery 8,846.T9

-- Dec fl4 Dec 05 SILVERIS TECHNOLbGIES COR805-6267299 ON ~ Personal and Household Expenses 11.29

_ bec 04_ Dec 06 REPUTATIONGi1ARQ,CA 4 63717031 ON 0 Professional and Financial Services 4,520.00

-Dec 04 Dec O6 AlR CANADA 0142115200665WINNIPEG MB Q Transportation
- _.
157.50

Dec 04 Dec 06 AlR CANADA 0142715200665WINNIPEG M6 ~ Transportation 570 OQ

Dec 04 Dec 06 ECONOMICAL MUTUAL INS CO WATERLOO'- ON Q Profess~onai and financial Services 3Q4 t~0

Dec 05 Dec 06 HOSTGATOR 7135745287 TX ~ Professional and Financial Services
-•,..

15.33

*̀ Dec 05 Dec 06 BESTBYTE WHITBY ON Horne and Office Im rovement 10,963.9.4

"'0 Dec 05: Dec 06 BESTBYTE WHITBY ON ~
..

Home and Office Improvement
....

4,769.05

~ Dec 05 Dec 06 MILESTONE'S-#5233 WH1T8Y ON ~ Restaurants 1:08.83

Page 3 of $
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SELFRIDGES:"~,c :'",

1 Exc.h~ange Square Manchester M3 1BD
F~~Eephor~e 0800 1?3 400

( Fru~n overseas + 44 113 3G9 80~~J) -
www.selfi~idges.com ~ n

V.A.T N0. GB 705 3259 52

S~1~~ v~~~h~r
Customer crpy

You were ser•~Jed by: tittila
9$7
DAV]D MORRIS HV
1 @ f23U~0.00 f23,Uu0.i10
987
QAVIU MORRIS HV
1 @ f;i110.00 f3.11U.O11

Total f26,11U.Cit1
em -.
~-~• f 11200. UO

f14910.00

Card ELECiRUN VISA
Number ***~**#~~*+~~~2813 CHIP
PAN Seq 00
AID A0000000032010 -
CryP togram 40/069FOOD969B5DEDE
Auth Code : 226614
Merchant ID: 98631622
Terminal ID: 2406G294

CARD TOTAL f11,2U0.00

Please debit my account

Cardholder PIN Verified

Card Visa Credit
Number ~»***~~~**~~4253 CHIC
PAN 5eq O1
kID k0~0000003i010
Cryptogram 40/849638B1AC7~~UC21
Autt~ Code : 051738
Mercf~ant IU: 98631622
Ter~mi nal 1D : 24066256

LARD 1~OTAL f 14 , 910.00

Please dehit my account

Cardholder PIN Ver~ifie~

General Manager` ~- Janz Sharrocks

Notified terms and conditions apply

Fni~ details visit selfrid~es.c;oi~/exchange

We have a passion for what we do and
want you to have an amazing experience
every time you come to Selfridges.

We'd really appreciate hearing what you
thought of shopping Here today by

logging onto selfrid~es.com/spotligl~it
As a thank you, you wi~l be entered into a
draw to wir a f1000 gift card this month!

Shop online at www.selfridyes.com

You are welcome to exchan e or refund
your purchases by Tue 1~ Mar 2013

Term 0749 Opr 9001813320 Trans 1480
Store 009001 pate 26/02/13 18;08'

".;'.r ~N~I II ~ 1 ( I 1 ~,, ~ ,N 1111 I ~i II II i I II I illlliliill
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LONDON

MR. ~ MRS. ~ MS. 'DATE: j

i
~ ~ ~ -~

FIRST NAME. LAST NAME: ~,~ t''~

~\~DDRESS: ~ ~ l~ Ct ~' ~(~W ~~uf

TOWN: ~ ~~ ~'~ .~ POSTCODE: ~ l N

COUNTRY: ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ PHONE: ~ ~ ~ ,- ~ J b ~ ~~~

E MA1 L: ~'1/~~I'~~ ~ s ~i ~G.\ I~t f'~ ~ d ~ ~ . C ~~
DM LONDON LTD. COMFIRMS THAT YOUR DATA WILL NOT BE PASSED ON TO ANY THIRD PARTIES

DO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE ANY INVITATIONS OR IhiFORMATION FROM DM LONDON.

DM LONDON M.AY COiV7ACT ME BY EMA1L.

~~
~,-

DESCRIPTION *PRICE

STo~K No~~~3 t~~ ac~~ ,~ S .o ~ ~3 ~a o , o
~~ o.~Q~a

SERIAL O.

S=o~KNo. 
~`~S3 ~ ~ ~}~h~' bib ~~6

.. ..

Z3.o 00
MODEL NO..~:~

3~ ~!l`'~~l~R
SHRIAL NO.

STOCK NO.

~ Q~~-L

w

Mo~e~ No.

SERIAL NO.

*ALL RETAIL VALUES INCLUDE VA7

DM l_.ONOOIV LIMITED REGISTEREGI fN ENGLAND: 5209185 VAT NO: 844 0066 48
REGISTERED OFFICE: 1ST FLOOR. 1 6 DUFOUR'S PLACE. LONDON. W 1 F 7SP

.... .. ..__... .. .. .. ..._... .. . . ...._. __.. ._. .. .. - - -.... ___ 1--- . . _





.. . .. . . . ..... .........

Prepared for: MR RAJIV DIXlT January 28 to February 27, 2013 Account number,  -

....

- '~

Your near charges and credits (continued) _
.. .

- ~~~;
Trans Past _ _ _. __.

._:date date
_

Description.
-._

_ Spend Categories_. -
,.
Amount.($j -

Card number

feb '15 Feb 19 EXPEDIA*TRAVEL SQp-367=347 ON 'Q Transportation 81.00

..Feb 15 Feb 19 - MCGREGOR SOCKS NIAGARA FALLSON Q Retail and Grocery - 90;83

feb 15 Feb 19 TOYS R US #3590 NIAGARA FALLSON Q Retail and Grocery 57.85

Feb 15 Feb 19 TOYS R US #3590 NIAGARA FALLSON [] Retail and Grocery.
. ......... . . .

55..31
_ .... .........

feb 15
......... .........
Feb 19

......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... .........
TOMMY HILFIGER x'3701 NIAGARA EALLSON

.

0

. ........ ....,.... ..ry.... ......... ...... .
Retail and Groce

__..____...._ ....__....
438.52 =:

Feb 15 Feb 19 FV INDOOR WATERPARK NIAGARA FAL~SON ~ Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation 542.86

feb 15 Feb l 9:. FV INDOOR WATERPARK NIAGARA FALLSON ~ Hotel. Entertainment and Recreation
.... .. .........

1$:37

_ Feb 15 Feb 19 FV INDOOR WATERPARK NIAGARA FALLSON "• -~'. Not~I, Entertainment and Recreation... 88.28

Feb 15 Feb 19 FV INDOOR WATERPARK NIAGARA FALLSON ~ Hot~I;;;Entectainmene and Recreation 4Q90

- feb 15 Feb 19 I.H.O.P. NIAGARA FALLSON ~
.... ... .. .. ...

Restaurants -
.. ..... ....

1$3,28

- feb 15 Feb 19 PRESTIGE HOTEL VERNON VERN~N BG ~ Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation 10Q,90 -

Feb 15 - Feb 19: BRfTISN A 1253204779993QUEBEC QC ~
...... ...... .. . ...

Ttensportation
.... ....

2.364:09

Feb 16~ ~ Feb 19 APPLE ~'1NLINE S70RE 800-676-27Z5'ON_ ~ Home and C1ffFce Improvement
.~....

535.62

~.r.~
.~- -•-----• 
feb 16

--------- ---~-•_
Feb 19

--.... .....---- •----•-•- ----• .... ....... ....•~--- -----•--- -- ...----
~PPCE ONLINE STARE 800-676-2775 ON

•---..__...
~

--•--- -•------- ~----•p ~--•---.. .........
Home and Office Im rovement

......... ... ...... _
12,348 fi4

Feb 16 feb 19 WAL MART SUPERCENTER~3160NIAGARA FALLSON ~;Retail and Groce 160;74...
Feb 17 Feb 19 HILTON NIAGARA EALIS F NIAGARA FALLSON ~ Hotel,. Entertainment and Recreation 1 058 68

r" ~' Feb 17 . Feb 19 HILTON NfAGARA FALLS F NIAGARA FALLSON ~. Hotel;_En~ectainment and RecreaEion
..._....

8Q 60

""' Feb 1 ~ Feb 19 HILTON NIAGARA FALLS F NIAGARA ~ALLSON ~ Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation 783 35

Feb 18 fe6 T9 STANDARD PARKING OSHAWA ON Q Professional and financial Services 9.00 

—.~..~.—_. ~ Feb 19 Feb 20 GORPORA7N/IC 3834556 OTTAWA ON Q Professional and financial Services 200 00

oMo Eeb 19 Feb 22 WES7JET 00 3204812677 CALGARY AB ~ Transportation 197 25

~w"w" Q Feb 20 Feb 21 EXPEDIA"`7RAVEL 800-367-3476 ON ' Q Transportation 138.00

Feb 20 Feb 21 S~TES.COM 1NE6 HOSTING 888-.748-3526 CO Q Foreign Currency Transactions 79:84

$~ 76:45 USD C~ 1.044342708►. _ -. ..

feb 27 Feb 25 COAST VICTORIA HARBQkJR51DVICTORIA BC ~ Hotel; Entertafntnent and Recreation 655.20
Feb 21 Feb 25 USAIR 0373204878~80ENFiELD NS Trans ortation 9,219,29
Feb 2i- Feb 25- 1TSAIR fl37320d878581fNFIE~D N5= Q Transportation 1,219.29
Feb 21 Feb 25 USAIR 0373204:878582ENFIELD NS Q Transportation

-. .. ..
1,219 29

Feb 22 Feb 25 SiTES.COM WEB HOSTING 888-748-3526 CO ;t~ Foreign Currency Transactions. ] 73'.96
165.45 USD C~ 1.D5T435479'

Feb 22 Feb 25 PRESTIGE HOTEL VERNON V~RM1I~N BC ~ Hote1, Entertainment and Recreation 179.16
_ -- Feb 24 Feb 25 THE=CIRCLE CLUB M'STER M3 2 ?~~ Foreign Currency Transactions 3,088:.58

.1,910.0 GBP @ 1.60fi5$6387"*
Feb 25 Feb 26 BfN TNERE DUMP THAT WHITBY ON ~_ Home and Office Improvemen[ 365.72

...Feb 25 Feb 26 SCI VENDING CARTS M1SS!$SAUGA ON Q Professional and financial Services
_ .
4:0(l

Feb 25 Feb 26 SCI VENDING CARTS MISSISSAUGA ON Q Professronat and financial Services 4.00
_ ~---- •----•---
Feb 25

•---~~--- ~------~- 
Feb 26

-~~------ --------- --------- ~--••-•-- •----•--- •---...-- --._..... _..._..._
" BROAD CONNECT TELECOM VAUGHAN ON ~. ~Ll

...---... ...... .. .......-- -•-~-p~- .........
Personal and Household Ex enses

..... _.......
135.6Q

Feb 26 Feb 27 THE PHILLIP JAMES MANCHESTER Q Foreign Currency Transactions 17.,065.33
6.916:00 GBPC~ 1.599960960**

-. Feb 26 Feb 27 SELFRIpGES MANCHESTER MCHSTR EXCHAN Q foreign Currency Transactions 23,855.4fi_.
14;910.00 GBP c~ 1.599960429.: _ _

Total for _ 5214,583.73

Card number 
_ _

Feb 07 Feb 04 AFWNOST.COM RiVONIA -:: ~" Foreign Currency Transactions - = 46:6(?
399.00 ZAR ~ ~:116791980 y x

~o _
N

finial for  _ __ _ _546.6(?
*' Denotes transaction in foreign .currency

_ _. _ . _ __
_ 

_ _ . _ . _ _
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--------------------------------------------
ALE~ ~E~EI~T

Customer copy

World Duty Free
VAT Reg No GB974870960
Heathrow Terminal 5 Main

For Customer Support - call
+44 (0)1784 475 509

Flight Code: BA 0099
Toronto

1003128351
THE JOHN WALKER £2,500.00

Total 1 Items £2,500.00
Delta -£2,500.00
You could have earned WorldPoints. Apply

on-line at www.baaworldpoints.com

Card Visa
Number ~~~~~*~~~~~~0461 CHIP
Pan Seq O1
AID A0000000031010

07/03/1.3 31/03/16
Cryptogram 40/41AA32C4BB3C57F4
Expiry Date 03/16

Auth Code 002820
Merchant ID ~~~*~~*~*~**~~*48451
Terminal ID *~~~1343

GOODS TOTAL: _ £2,500.OQ

Please Dabit my Account as shown

Cardholder PIN Verified

Please retain for your records

TRAVELLING TO A FINAL DESTINATION
OUTSIDE THE EU?

You may have to pay tax an purchases
you bring back to the UK.

Fol low us on Twitter ~WorldQutyFree

On your return fl ight place al l liquids
over 100rn1 in your hold luggage

You were served by S.Parmar
Store No 000150 Til l No 0013 Trans No 4432
Oate 18 )4/13 Tirne 13:58. , _

?0

ALES ~E~EIPT
Customer copy---- ------------------------------ i

Wort d Duty Fro<~ i
VAT Reg No .: -, 70960
Heathy-~. ; cr~rni nal 5 Mai n

For ~,,5tomer Support - cal l
+44 t0)1784 475 509

Fl ight Code: BA 0099
Toronto

1003085115
MACALLAN 1824 LTD X1,800.00 s
--------------------------------------------
Total 1 Items £1,800.00

Visa CAD2,906.1
Exchange rate: GAD1.6145/£ -£1,800.00

You could have earned WorldPoints. Apply
on-line at www.baaworldpoints.com

Card Visa Credit
Number ***~~*~~***4253 CHIP ~
Pan Seq 01
AIQ A000000003101~

01/01/13 31/05/15 s
Cryptogram 40/36E1A662A0FD709B
Expiry Date 05/15

Auth Code 007677
Merchant ID ~~*~**~~~****~~48451
Terminal ID ~***1343
Exchange Rata: CAD1.6145/£

G04DS TOTAL: £1,800.OQ

TRANSACTION CURRENCY: CAD2,906.10

Cardholder has chosen to pay in CAD. This
transaction is based on REUTERS WHOLESALE
INTERBANK exchange rate plus 2.75
i nternational conversion margin.

This is not an additional fee and replaces
currency conversion charges normally
applied.

I accept that I have been given a choice or
currencies for payment. My choice is final.
Transactions can also be conducted in GBP.

The currency conversion service is provided
by Barclaycard Business.

Please Debit my Account as shown

Cardholder PIN Verified

Please retain for your records

TRAVELLING TO A FINAL DESTINATION
OUTSIDE THE EU?

You may have to pay tax on purchases
you bring back to the UK.

Follow us on Twitter ~WorldqutyFree

On your return flight place all liquids
over 100m1 in your hold luggage

You were served by S.Parmar
Store No 000150 Ti l l No 0013 Trans No 4433
Date 18/04/13 Time 14:00

4





- :
Your new charges and credits (continued)
Trans past

__

_ _
date date Description -:, : Spend Categories ~moun!(S).. _

Card number.  _ _

= /~pr 11 Apr.15 HILTON MANCHESTER ~V ..Foreign Currency Transactions _ $ 340:79 ; .
5.221.45 GBP C~ 7.597408766' *

_ __ __ ..

- Apr 12 Apr 12 CASH ADV/BT/CONY CHQ FEE ~ Professional and Financial Services 5.00..:

Apr 12 Apr 15 NETFLIX.COM 866-71 fi•0414 ON ~ Professional and Financial Seryrces 7,99

Apr 12 Apr 15 NMC'NAMECHEAP.COM - 323-3752822: CA ~ Foreign Currency Transactions 22:61 _
21,74 USD C~ 1.040018399. t

.

Apr 12 Apr 15 TAJ V(VANTA -CASH BANGALORf ~ Fiotcl, Entertainment and Recreation 217.67...P ... ......... .P......
A r 13

.........
_ A r 15

.., ......... ---...._. ._.....-- -....__ ........ ......... .........
APl ~PLE ITUNES SPORE 804-676-2775 ON.. .

........
~

................... ......... ,..._._._ .... ...
Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation

...... ......... .. ..
11.29

Apr.13 Apr 15 LAXMI GEMS AND CRAFT: TRIVANDRUM Retail and Grote 7.33.13

Apr 13 Apt 15 STAR:ARTS TRIVANDRUM Q Foreign Currency Transactions 1.36.01
7,100<00 1NR C~ 0,019156338** _ _ _.: _

Apr 13 Apr 15 WWVV.VEN'DOSUPPORT COM +9.8777773758 "r Foreign Currency Transactions 1.07.00
102.86 USD @ 1.040248882 *'"

Apr 13 Apr 15 WWW:VENDOSUPPORT,COM +18777.773758. - ,~r foreign Currency Transactions - , ._ 2.01
t.93 USD ~ 1.041450777** -:::

- Ap.r 1 q Apr i 5- LAXMI GEMS &GRAFT TRIVANDRUM Q Foreign-Currency Transactions - 4fi5,49 -- --_ -
24.300.00 INR Cm 0.Q19i 55967

_ __ _._:

Apr 14 Apr 15 ZRV*ZURVITA 713-4645002 TX Q Foreign Currency~ransactions 110.05
105.79 : USD @ ~ .040268456x.

Apr 14 Apr 15 SCI VENDING CARTS 'N1ISSISSAUGA ON Q Professional and Financial Sernces 4.00

Apr l_5 Apr l6- TURTLE ON THE BEACH GP TRIVANDRUM- Q Foreign Currency Transactions
.__.

304.29 --
15,759.00 INR ~ 0.019308966" _ - _ _

Apr 15 Apr 16 LLADR~ BANGAL~RE y~,' Foreign Currency Transactions' 1,583.33
82,000.00 INR ~ 0.019308902" - _

App 15 Apr 16 LOUIS VUITTON BANGALORE Q foreign Currency Transactions 4,489.3:1 _
232,500.00 I~lR @ 0.019308860**

.

Apr15 Apr 16 TITAN INDUSTRIES LIMIT BANGALORE Q Foreign Currency 7~ansactions
..:.

8,387,25
434,373:00 INR ~ O,Oi9308866**

_.

Apr 1.5 Apr 17 -TUM1 BANGALORE ~ . Foreign Currency Transactions 5,449:38 =:

2$0,501.00 INR @ 0.019427380"

Apr 16 Apr. 17 ANAND COMPUTERS BANGALORE [~ Foreign Currency Transactions 7,568.85
_

389,597:00 INR~ 0:0194.27383*# '.

Apr 1fi Apr 17 LOUIS VUITTON BANGALORE Q Foreign Currency Transactions 3,555.21

183:000.00 INR @ 0.019427377

-- Apr 16 Apr 17 WWW.VENDOSUPPORT.COM +1$7777737b8 - s~ Foreign Currency Transactions - 32.19 - _:

30.63 USD C~ 1:050930460'.._

Apr 17 Apr 18 THE AMBIENCE BANGAIORE Q
--

Foreign Gurrcncy Transactions
•--

16,574.82 --
845OD0.401NRCm0:019615172'* _ _

Apr 17 .Apr 1$ LIFE STYLE INTERNATION BANGALORE r Foreign Currency Transact~ans 229:22

11,686.Q0 INR C~ 0.019614924.*

Apr 17 Apr 7 9 T G I FRIDAYS BANGAt.ORE Q Foreign Currency TTansactians 408.64
_ _

20,905.00 iNR c~ 0:019547477'` _ _ _

Apr 17 Apr 22 THE 08ER01 BANGALORE F 6ANGALORE ~ Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation 9,fi35.82 -:

Apr 18 Apr 19 BIN THERE DUMP THAT WHITBY ON ~ Home and Office improvement 318:49

Apr l 8 Apr 19 WORLD DUTY FREE EUROPE. HEATHROW ~ Retail and Grocery 2,906:10.

Apr 1.8 Apr 22 NGIPL BANGALORE Q foreign Currency Transact+ons _ 22'.71
'21.00 USD Cd 1.052857143'•

Apr 18 Apr 22 THE OBERO►-BANGALO{2~ F _BANGALORE ~ ..Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation 49.59.
Apr 19 Apr 22 51' FATHEAD.COM TORONTO ON Q Professional and Financial Sarvices 570.39 -:
Apr 19 .Apr 22 MERCEDES-BEf~Z DURHAM _ WHITBY_ ON ~ Transportation - - -2,001:2fi
Apr 19 Apr 22 PRECISE PARKLINK WC TORONTO ON ~ Transportation 9.00
Apr ZQ Apr 22 TARGET CANADA X3767 WHITBY ON ~ Retail and Grocery 91:48 -
Apr 20 Apr Z2 FLIGHT GENTRE:43300_ TORONTO ON ~

........ ......
Trartspor~atlon

....... ..............
3,859.76

Apr 20 Apr 22 EMPIRE THEATRES #47 WHITBY ON ~ Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation 35.50

_ _ .
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71 0

~ ~t ........
CHATEAU D'IVOIRE

Depuis 1978 • Since 1978

2020 rue de la Montagne, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3G 1Z7
Tel.: (514) 845-4651 Fax: (514} 281-9925

www. chateaudivoire.com

Nom 1Vame Daie

Rue Street ._ . _. .: _.

v11e City Code postale Postal Code

~s~S~~- ~~ L-1tC 3~~
CowTiel 'E-mail::. T~1.

Qte Qty Description MantantAmount

~
~ ~~

~'~ia ~~

Z-~a ~ ~4

Livraison-AsswanceComptant Cash ~ Cheque

Master Card ~~~

Shipping-Insurance
Sous-Tots!
Sub-Tow! ~p~'~

~}
~~f~`

Amex ~ Debit Taxe TPS/GST
/03450441RT0001 ~~~

Autre_Other ~ Certificat cadeauz
G~ Certificate

Taxe TVQ/QST
IOl1l28746bTQ0003 . ~9 ~ ~'~ Z

Identification Total

~~t

~~ ~ ~~

Deposit

Balance

Pas de remboursement - Echange seulement dans les dix fours avec cette facture.
No Refund -Exchange only within ten days with this bill.

P - By Signature du client -Customer's Signature

~~ 1.

CHATEAU D IVOIRE
2020 RUE

DE LA MONTAGNE
MONTREAL Q~C N3G 1Z7

5148454651

SALE

MID: 4171313
TID: 04171313 REF#: 00000405
Batch #: 046 SEQ: 046041001005
05/10/13 13:41:03

CVC: Y
AI'PR CODE: 431303
VISA
*ir*~F*ick*-k•kk*4253C **1*~

AMOUNT $21,954.G2

00 -APPROVED - 001

Visa Credit
AID: AUOOOOOU431010
TVR: 00 00 QO 80 00
TSI: F8 00

CUSTOMER COPY

Facture Invoice



_
_

__
,.

~ ~ :Your new charges and credits (continued}
Trans Post-

-_ - _ __. _ _
_ -.

date - date Description _ Spend Categories _ : _ _ Atri4urti($)

Card number
__

May 06 May 07
_ _

BROAD CONNECT TELECOM VAUGHAN ON - _ ~ Personal and Household Expenses 135.60

May 06 May 07 FUTURE SHOP #613 OSHAWA ON ~ Home and OfFce Improvement 440.62

May 06 May 07 CORPORA7N/1C 3937436 OTTAWA ON Q Professional and Financial Services 200.00

May 06 May 08 EVOLV HEALTH CANADA (NC BRANDON ' M8 Q Retail antl Grocery 1,05.14

May 06 May 08 METRO #106 WHITBY ON Q
. .. ....

~ Retailand Grocery
.... .. . ....

36:96

May 06 May 09 UNfTED AIR 0163925842597CONTINENTAL NS ~ Transportation ~ 4fi2.91

May 07 May 08 APL*APPLE ITUNFS STORE 800-676-2775 ON ~-Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation 2.28

May 08 May 09 BIN THERE DUMP THAT WHITBY ON ~ Nome and Office Improvement ~ ~ 301.31

May 08 May 09 WHITBY CNANfBER OF COMMERC905-668-4506 ON ~ Personal and Household Expenses 35.01

May 08 May 09 WORLD VISION CANADA - MISSISSAUGA ~N_ ~ Persona( and Household Expenses: - 1;000.00

May 08 May 09 ACC SOUVENIRS TORONTO ON ~ Hotel, _Entertainment and Recreation 192.07

'May 08 May 09 PINNACLE CATERERS LTD. TORONTO ON ~
------.

Restaurants 2,527.67 _:

- May 08 May 10 HOLIDAY INN HAMILTON PLACCHAT7'ANOOGA: TN Q foreign Currency Transactions
. ........ ..

149:19

144.22 USD Q 1.034461240.
_ -._ 

-----y- -~---......
Ma 08

y ..... .........
Ma 10

......... ... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... .........~.....- 
NIAGARA A1RBlJS NIAGARA fALLSON

--P---------... . ......... ... . .......... ......
Trans ortation

....._..........
89.00

May 08 May 23 NAUTILUS BOWFLEX CANADA WVANCOUVER WA ~
....

Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation
----

4;031.81

May 09 May 10 APL'APPLE ITUNESSTORE 800-676-27.75 DN - ~`
......

Hotel, Entert~inrnent and Recreation
.... .. ....

13.53 _

May D9 May 10 APL`APPLE (TUNES S70RE 800-676-27.75 ON ~.Hotel, Entertainment ar~d Recreation 15:78 ---

May 09 May 10 C~NTRF BELL KlOSQU~S MONTREAL QC Q Retail and Grocery 1,650.00

May 09 May 1fl CENTRE BELL KIOSQUES MbNTREAL QC ~ Reta11 and Grocery J7b.00

May 09 May 10 i'HE .BUSINESS EXCHANGE MARKHAM ON Q Professional and financial Services
_.

1,695.00...................•-------._..._...----------•-•-----•---~----•-•-----•----•---•---....Y.......--•---•-----------------------------•---•--._....._....__.... 
May 09 May 13 TORONTO RSD -PARKING TORONTO ON -

_........._............-•--•--•----~•---......-••-•-•-......................
Professional and Financia{ Services

__ 
32.00

May 09 May 13 SWAROVSKI MARKHAM ON ~ Retail and Grocery 130.Q0

May 09 May 13 DURHAM AVIATION SERVICES ~SHAWA ON ~-- Transportation 8,053.51 -.

May 09 May_ 13 IL CAMPAR~ CENTRQ MONTREAL QC ~
. ........ .. .. ..

Restaurants
.... . ..

_ 160.31

May 10 May 13 VAN B€LLE FLOWERS_ WHITBY ON ~ ~ Home and Office Improvement 200.00

May 10 May 13 CH/~TEAU D'iV01RE MONTREAL QC ~ Retail and Grocery 21,954.62

May l 0 May 13 VASCO MONTREAL QC
...
~

. ..... .
Retail and Grocery 885.3'1

May 10 May 13 SAQ23113 SIGNATURE-MAN MONTREAL QC ❑ _Retail and Grocery
._... .._

2,575.95

May 10 May 13 MTO RUS - SO ECHANNEi. STONEY CREEK ON Q Professional and Financial Services 82.00 =-

May 10 May 13 MTO RUS - SO fCHANN~t STONEY CREEK ON ~ Professional and financial Services
.:.. ........
82.00 --

Nlay 10 May 14 1L CAMPARI CENTRO MONTREAL QC ~ Restaurants 7 67.44

May 11 May 'i 3 WHITBY AUDIS VIDEO WHITBY ON ~ Hotel, En[ertalnrnent and Recreation 4,647.31

May 71 May 13 BURDA BEAR WORKSHOP 2050SHAWA ON ~ Retail and Grocery 1'53.12

May i 1 May 13 FUTURE SHOP #613 OSHAWA ON ~ Home and Office Improverr~riY:: 575.51
...

May 11 May 13
.......

HOME OUTFITTERS #5134 OSHAWA ON [] Retail and Grocery
.

322.03 --

May 11 May 13 LONG & MCQUADE OSHAWA ON - [~ Retail and Grocery 2,632.31 -

May i 1 May 13 BIN THERE DUMP THAT WHITBY ON ~ Home and Office Improvement - 275.55

May 11 May 13 OSHAWA JEWELLERY EXCHANGEOSHAWA ON [] Retail and Grocery 11,568.45

May 11 May 13 LE CRYSTAL DE LA MONTA MONTREAL QC ~ Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation 2,323:21 _._

May 1 '! May 13 LE CRYSTAL DE LA MONTA MONTREAL QC ~
..

Hote1, Entertainment and Recreation
...
87:90

May 11 May 14 LE CRYSTAL pE LA MANTA MpNTREAI - QC ~ Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation SOO.QO -

May 12 May 73 NETfIIX.COIvI 866-71fi-0414 ON Q Professional and Financial Services 7.99

- May 12 May 13 ECWID, INC 800 6577957 CA Q Foreign Currency Transactions 36,47
;
. 35.00 USD C~ 1 040285774*~ _

May 14 May 15 ZRV~ZURVITA 713-4645002 TX ~ Foreign Currency Transactions _ 110.45

105.79 USD @ 1 044049532 ~ x

-May 14 May 15 APl`APPLE (TUNES STORE 800 676-2775 ON ~ Hote1, Entertainment and Recreation 3.37

May 14 =May 15 ADZERK 9]96000742 NC ~ foreign Currency Transactions 52.20 - - -

50A0 USD ~ 1:04400000fl*~«.

May 14 May '15 MACDONALD SAGER MANIS tLPTORON70 ON - Q Professional and Financial Services 5,8$9,72

May 14 May l S HERQ ARMY SIiRPLl1S 1NC OSHAWA: ON [~ Retail and Grocery 1,172,88 -

_ ,. __.
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Transu~t onHist~ry.fac.~s hops;//newdb.bankafcyprus.cam/nette~Ier/Trans~.ctionHistory.taces?~:,

712
TransaCttUfn HIS#4Cy

Recount Details

• ••~

• • BAhJNERSBRDiCERLIMI7ED ~ _ ~ 06103l2D12

• = 253961.15 USD . s . ~ ~ 061~3/~113

29Si 07.42 iJSD

"AB" COMMTSSiON
1130305D7S29 ~$/03/2D13 05/03/2Q13 DIFFEREM" GUSTour ~.~223ii37 ref FT13030~35890AA8 ,295,~b7.42

Transfer
FT13030535890AAB to

1130305fl~ 82105/03t2~93 0~i03120i3
[?REAMSCAPE
VEM'URES aJc 100,000.00 295,193.94~~~2,~~

ansalli
ng services invoice
number oi3~4
Cacd 4"'1~0~ 2013~03-
02 99000:OD CAD Auth

9
13i33040'l046~~~03l2~13 0410312093 ~z7440Trace 13B756a

18,723.34 995, 13.9484 53459 VISA CATORON70
Harry Rosen F407

1'1303Dd0'f821 ~~1~~~~,~~ pq/03/2D13
~~'RGES OUR our tef

13.i~2 ~9A,337:2822343 FT1303U4~01$OACY

Page 1
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TransactionHistary_faces

~ lsasaaoaeza04/03/2043 ~4J03/2013
'rRo~rdsFER
COMMISSION our ref

223793
Ff93030400180ACY

113030d0i621
PROCESSING FEES

223~9~ 
04/D3/2013 04/D3/Z013 our ref

FT;190304Q0180A~Y
OUTWARD
FT'i30304D0'18OAGY to

'193030409621
MR JAIME PEREIRA

22341 
~~~~~Z013 04/03/2 33 DE a/c

~INV0
ICED TO COVER
OFFICE EXPENSE
Card 4"`1601 2013-02-

91303040i114604/D3f2013
Z8 95.60 CAD Auth

84 394TH 04/03/2013 275843 Trece 1267227
VISA CA WHITBY Lux
umo
Card 4^'i6D1 2013-02-

713030401046
28 Y55.80 CAD Auth

84 39465 
~~03/2D13 04/031'..013 277054 Trace 1267229

VISA CA WHITEY Lux
Limo
Cab 4'"'1601 2013.02-

113030d010A9 D.+i/03I2D13
28117.78 CAD Auth

Trace84 X59 04/03/2Dl3 275472 7267230
VISA CA WHITBY Lux
lima
Card d"'~~f6012013+02-

113D3D401446 Z8 83.20 CAD Auth

84 39453 
04/03L2013 04/0312093 276301 Trace 1267228

VISA CA WHITBY Lux
Limo
Card 4""1601 2013-02-
28 6000.00 GBP Auth

913(}3D40~0460410312013 04103t20i3 256185 Trace 1267226
84 39447 VISA GB TS

HEATHROW Tiffany 8~
Ca Ltd

hops:/lnewdb.bankofcyprus.com/netteller/T'ransactionHistary,

75.00 4'f4,35D,30

75.fi2 414,365.30

10>DOO.DO 49 ,380.92

98.87 424,380.92

157.ra4 424,477.59

119.D7 424,635,73

84.12 424,754.20

12,580.19 424;839.32

Page 2
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~'ransactianHistvey..faces

Card 4•"160 2073-0?-
27 3058:73 GBP i4uth

11~0301070d80i103120i3 01/03/2813
~~`~~Trace 12'11791

84 36613 1l1SA G~ MICSTR W~!
CTY C~rrys

Card 4"`~6D1 2D13-D2-
27 58.8U ABP Auih

'~'i3030'I010d601/03rZD13 4 /03/2093
X35494 Trace 12'f2600

84.3650? VISA G8
MANCHESTER Abs
l eisure Ltd
Card ~"'16d12013-02-
27 ~57.SQ GBP Auth

'113030~D'lOd6~.~~03/20i3 077Q~/2013 2626857race t21'179D
BQ 36601 V15A GS M/CSTR WH

CTY Currys

Card d'"'160'i 2013-~3-
2b X6.$0 CAD Auth

7
1303070~046p1103I2013 01/03!2013

25~558Trace 12717$9
84 36595 VISA. CA QUE$EC

British A
125249914299D
Card 4"t1607 2013-02-
27 90.00 GBP Auth

9'l3D30~03046di~a3~z013 01/03/2673 ~35545Trace'12'1'1792
Sd 36589 VISA GB

MANCHESTER Aba
Leisure Ltd
Card 4"*1609 20'l3-02-
25:4t1D.00 CAS Auth

1130301D~iQd6
D1/0~l201~ b1103f2073 28g363Tracel2't2601

84 36583 VISA CA QUEBEC
Sridsh A
1Z5y803B22355

91303D101048
Card 4""i6~1 20't3-02-

~ x$77 01/03/2013 O'liD3/2013 26 474A4 ABP Auto
X34858 Trace

h~tps://newdb:bauko~`Cyprus.euzr~iuettell~rlT~ansactionHistory fa~ s?f~

~.$38:~40 437,416.51

93:07 442,26.91

873.42 d4Z.349.96

78.E 8 4~i3,223.a0

1,424.58 X3,301:58

dD7:19 444.726.15

7608 AA5,133.35

Page 3
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Transact~onHstory.fac~s https:/lnewdb.bankofcyprus.com/nette~le~r/'~'ransac#ianHstory.fa~e~?~

.-

t2126U? VISA G8
MANCi~1ESTER Abe
Leisure Ltd
Card d""'16~"! 2013-42-
?6 213.D0 CAD Auth

113030101D4B
01/A3/2D138~ 36571 09/0312073

2683fi3 Trace 721y788
'VISA GA MON'fREAt 216.83 etd5.883.63

Ud Ymq/Dufiam Travel

'l1302~8fJ105 28/0212a~3~Igg.~ 28/02/203 8faiementChar es9 d.88 A46,'i00,4fi

-Card d'""Ifi012D73-02-

11802ZS~iO4~28/0?./2~13
~~ 529.20 SAD Muth

~~ ~9~~ 28/021.2013 234-085 Trace i15992d 537.59. 4Afi;105.35
VISA, CA WHITBY Lwc
Lima
Card 4"'1601 201 .OZ-
24 7786;90 CAQAuth

113Q228010462$/0212013 28/0?J2093 2DBQ9~ Trace 1~599l9
8d 39939 ~sA CA QUEBEC ,7,311,05 A46,643.94

British A
32b252d765332
Card 4"'96fl~ 2073-02-
25113AD SAD Auto

713b728D9p4628lD2/201~ 29T02i2013 268363 Trace 1t5991b
91+x.798~ 39433 V1SA CA MONTREAL 453,953.99

ifd YtnglDurham Travel

Gard 4'"'1801 2013-OZ-

1130228D1046 28/0Z/20i3
26155.60 CAD Ruth

8A 39127 
28102/2013 225987 Trace 1159916 15827 454,D98.78

VISA CA WFiiTBY Lux
limo
CaM 4'""1601 2013-02-
25 38£i3.5~ CAD Auth

1130Z280ib46~8/0?J2013 28/0212813 ~a951~Trace X158978
3,924.TT 454,227.0584 39921 VISA CA MONTREAL

Ud Ymq/Durham Travel

Page 4



CransactionHis#ory.faces https://newdb.bankofcyprus.cony/netteller/T'ransact anHistory.f~c~?~

.-

Card 4"'16D1 2013-fl2-

..

Zd 7196.90. CAD Auth
413D2280104628/02I2013 28/D2/2013 7~~5 Trace 1159917

7,311.05 458,151.8284 39115 VISA CA QUE6EC
British A
125252785933
Card 4""809 2043-02-
26 226:Q0 CAD Auth

103022801046
28/0Z~013 28!0212013

757920Ttace'1159914
229.58 d65,d62.8784 39iD9 VIS,4 CA MaNTREAL

Vit YmglDufiam Travel

Card 4"'1fi01 20i3-02-
25 770:D0 GBP AutTt

113022701046~7J02l2013 27/02/2013 263B75Trace 91Q8834
1,199.13 465,692.4584 43679 VISA GB MCHSTR

IXCHIW Selfridges
Marches
CaM 4"'1601 2013-OZ-
25 2302.95 GBP Auth

7'J302270i046
27l~2I2093 27/OZ12013

210672Trace 11D8B3fi
3,58b.3~ 466,897: 8&t 43673 SSA G9 M'STER M3 2

The Circle Club

Card 4"'1601 2013-02-

ii3022701046
27/0Z1Z0~3

25 Auth 259725 Trace
'!'1096498d 43667 271022013 VISA GB 402.23 470,477.97
MANCHESTER
Selfridges Exch Sq
Card 4""1601293-02-
Z3 1000.00 CAD Ae~th

1 7 3 
022701D4627~OZ/2093 27/0?1~013 26792Q Traee 11Q9659

7,005.32 d7Q882.2084 43861 VISA CA QUEBEC
British A
~zs~so~zzzsz
Cani 4''16012013-OZ-

11302270l0462~~02/Z013 27/02/2013
25 442.40 GSP Auth

688:96 477,887.52S4 43855 272775 Trace 1109652
VISA GB

Page 5



ransactionHistory.faces https://newdb.bankofcyprus.com/nettellcr/TransactionHisfiory>~a~es~f...

MAtJCHESTER Nifton

Card d"'160'12413-02-

~ 1~f!?270~ Qd6
25 Auth 28i 876 Trace

GS
84 43649 

27/02J2D'i3 2710?J2D13 7X09653 VISA 3,442:40 472,,576.48
MANCHESTER
Selfridges Each Sq
Card d""16t1~ 2Dy3-02-
23 SUO.DD CAD Auth

?130227010r.'6
2~~O2J2D13 27/0212013 ~~~3 Traci 1103650

502.67 d76,Q18.8B84 43643 VISA CA ~U~BEG
British A
125'1803822267
Card d"`16~1 2013-02-

i 1342Z7010A6 2538~6d:85 G6P Auti1

X443637 
27~OZZ073 27/0?12073 2102$1 Trace 11x8835 6,018.74 476,521.55

VISA G$ 81068 Livirsg
Room
Card 4"'i6D1 2093-02-
25 3728.00 GBP Auth

7
1302Z701Q46Z7~,~~093 27/OZRD13 Zfi31fi77race 11$$33 $,gp5,g~ 482,540.2484 43631 VISA GB MCHSTR

EXCHAt~1 Selfridges
Manches
Card 4""1601 2013-02-

713022601046 24 813,OD ~ADAuth
Ttaca '!059399~ ~~82~ 26iD7.12013 2~/O~1Z093 20~8Q9S 829.57 4$8,343,9b

VISA CA
M15S1S6AUGA nits
Card 4""'1601 2D13-02-

7"13022501Od6
23 8000.GD GBPAuth
2d4~3684 39367 25/02/2013 25J0212D'!3 Trade 10 4015 12,728:76 489,175,47
VISA GS SALFORD
5taptes Uk
Card d*"16D~ 20t~-02-

9'{3a22501046 21 1)x.00 CAD Autfi

84 9'13 9 ~~~~~~3 25J02/20'f3 225899 Trace 9976164 175.3,8 50'f,904.23
VISA iCA MONTRE4L
lfd

'.Page 6
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i'ransactionHistary;faces

Ymq/Dufiem Trayet

Card d"*7609 2093-02-
2D:365.94 CAD Auth

i
i30225090462~~~2d93 25/02/2013 2$Q16Z Trace X978182
8~ 91ii3 VlS,~ CA QUESEC

8riti~h A
i~33204834676
Gard 4"'160 .2013-02-
2~'165d.93 CAD Auth

~130Z25(JT046z3~02/2D13 25/D2/2013
2i98'5Trace9976163

84 9'~ 9 D7 V15A CA QUEBEC
British A
12532D4B3?540
hard 4"'16Q1 2013-02-

l'13{~225Q7046 2510212D13
21 ~T2.80 CAD Auth
24228284 91101 2~IOZ/2019 Trace 9876761
VISA CA WHITBY Luz
Limo
Card d"*'i60i 2D13-02-
ZO d703.eS7 GBP Auth

113D225Q'f04~
25/02/2D43 25!0212013 278223 7tace 992'iSSa

S4 37453 ~~ ~B HOIiNSLOW
8ritisb
Airw12528863494
Card 4""160 2013-02-
20267.80 GBP Autt1

973Q225Di048
23~02/2013 23/02/2013

280994 Trace 9921556
84 37447 Vt~A GB India Jet Air

5883a308~5873

Cara 4"'?BO'I 2013-02-
20 267,80 G$P A~th

113a?25Q1a4&25102lZ~D93 25/U21~0~3 260994 Trace 9921557
8S 37441 VISA GB India Jet Air

58931130815972

1i3a22501fld623~02R013 23/p2/2013
Card 4""'1601 2013-D2-

8437435 21 i0BD9.68 GBP

hops:7/newdb.bankofcy~prus.com/netteller/Tran~ac#ionHistory faces~f..~

986,30 302;019.69

'l,B89.82 503,006.91

176.45 504,fi9b.73

7,46D,74 SD4,$i2.18

~12d.79 5'!2;332.92

424.79 59~;7a7.~1

17, 7 46:52 x13;782.50

Page 7
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1'ransacti~anHistc~ry.faces

Ruth 236 26 Trace
9921558 VISA G8
BOIT~N Whites
CarCi 4""`16D7 2013-02-
20 47D3.47 GBP Auth

7'i302250104S~10?12013 25/D2/20~3
278?23 Trace 9921555

84 37429 VlSH GB HOUNSLOW
British
Airw12528863494
Card 4"`~60i 2U73-02-
7 9 300.00 CAD Auth

1130225070d6~~/0212D13 25/0212013 x'891 Trace 9922180
84 37423 VISA CA QUEBEC

8rit~ssh A
"125180362981a
Carsi 4'•'1609 2013-02-
181 "179.OUCAD Ruth

31~~2220i0d6
2~~2~1$ 7.Z/OZl2043

28v79D Treoe 9889959
84 36559 ~~A CA QUEBEC

British A
1253ZD4787093
~Cafd +~"`1601 2013--02-
20 20.U0 GBP Ruth

11302?2070d6~o~0~3 ~2J0212a13 ~~0930Trace986996i
as ~s5s3 visa ~ os~~ z2s osos

Expedia Co t!k

hard ~1"`1B01 2013-02-
19 1$;72 CAD Auth

7'l30~2201D46
22l0?12A'!3 2210212013

.285790 Trace 986996D
84 36'Sd7 117SA CA MQNTREAL

Ud Ymglth~rtiam Travel

hard 4""''~6D1 2073-.02-
2D 20AD GHP Aunt

~ ~so222pyoas22~o~no~a ~.2royzo~~ 27s2os7racesesessa
84 3SSd1 VISA FR 087'1 22fi 0808

~xpedia'Co Uk

https:>,

7,46DJ4 530,329.D2

5iD,2$ 537,789.76

1,197.74 538,300.D4

34.78 539,497.7$

191.7? 539,528.56

37.28 ~39,T27.2$

Page 8
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Card d"'16012073-0i-
18 S~O,UD CAD ~Auth

7
'l30222010d6~~013 22/aZ/2093 X85790 Trace 9869957
~4 36535 VISA CA QUEBEC

Sriftsh A
1281803827784
Gard 4'""161 2013-02-

113022'f 010dS
21/02/2013

18840.66 CAD Auth
24586'! 8825704

84 39139
2110212D13 Trace

VISA CA WHITBY Lux
..Limo
Card d'~'1649 ZOi3-02-
14126,38 USD Auth

1
~3021801t146,~~~~~,~3 '18/02/2013 278150 Trace 9551993
84 40865 VISA US

WiMN.MOO.COM Moo
tnc Printing
Card 4"'~76012D73-D2-

~'I3029d01046
17 ~4~.57 CAD Autl~

4~~ j 14102i2b13 14/02/2033 25624 Trace 9j 70133
VISA CA W}11TBY Lux
limo
Card 4"'7601.2413-U2-

i't3021401046
14102/2013

'12 544.OQ CAD AUth
9!70945

ad 4044
ia/0212013 25730 Trace

V15A CA WHITBY Luc
Limo
Card +l""'i 801 209 3-02-

"t 73021401046'14l0?l2013
72 1 ~ 7-38 CAD Auth

$~ ~~as 14!0212013 264(349 Tract 9170932
1/ISA CA WHITBY Lwt
Umo

913021201431~y~~~~3
~NSFER

3531475
13/D2T3D13 Ct]MMISSION our ref

• FT'f3021103741NO3
INWARD

9
'730212D162'J~~y2Q13 13/02/2b~3 ~13021103741ND3 by
95324 MONETIZE GROUP

INCOi~>/RFS/MONEY{

,O

3~7.9d 53A,753.06

869.1 t SA0,281.OD

130.30 541,930:11

'145.79 3d9,2b0.d9

563.90 54'1,406,12

11b.d3 541;97D:02

53,52 542,065.45

399,BJ9.43 5A2,'i3B:97

T'age 9
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Transaction~iistory.faces https://newdb.bankofcypru$.com/netteller/Transaction~istory.faces?f.~
L

~ - ~'

7_E ~GRUUP

-

INCORPORATED
Card 4'"'1~Qf 2013-02-
D5 829.24 tlSD Ruth

1i3~'107~7046 D7/0~12D73 D7102/ZD93 2'iS971 Trace 87d308~
B54.89 ~6~,239.5A8d 39$39 ~S~u~

WWW:MOO.C~M Moo
lnc .Printing
Cani 4""IS~1 2013-A2-

7 730206D1046
~~''~Z033

D4 96.90 CAD Autfi

84 50453
08/D2/2013 2.85214 Tracr $fi7~7fi7 10D.31 ~l43,DSq.A3

VISA CA WHTTBY lt~c
Lima
care ~a~~sot 20~~-02-

'I'1302a60704G Od 1di.T8 CADAuth

84.5047 ~6/D2/2D73 06103t2(i13 210755 Trace 8679766 952.7 143,18d.7d
VfSA CA tNNJ~'BY Lux
Limo

~93~2Q50y624
4i'l721 

D~~~20~3 05/D2/20~3
~~SFER
GOMMISS1dNourref ~5,D0 143,347.71
FT130205209DOACY
PROCESSIhlG FEES

11302050'162405102/2013411719 05/02/2013 ~~ ~~'A ZONE ovr
ref 18.'f 8 1113,36?.71

fT'l3D20520900AGY
OUf WARD
FT1302052D900AGY to
AdR :IAtME PEREIRA

1930205D~S2405/0212093411?05
05/02/2D'13

>SALA 10,000.00 143,378.89

RY FflR 7W0
MONTHS, iNVC>I~E
3285
~aM ~t'""18D12013-01-

7'13020401D46 31 Auth 211874 Trace

84 4122'i `~~D2/2013 Od/02/2013 Sd32+4061/ISA IN 15,959.54 953,378.89
BANCALORE The
Oberai,Bangalore F

Page 10



TransactionHistory.faces https:/lnewdb.bankofcyprus.com/netfiellerf ransac#ionH.story.faces

~ 2

Ca~ei ~d"'~ 601 2Q13-01-
37 T 180.63 USD Au3h

1'13C12t1401046
04/0212D13 04102/2013 275054Trac~e8d32A07

1,16.53 769,338.4384 d'1215 VISA GB 75
FiEA7HROW T~Yfany ~
Co Ltd
Card ~4-•'1601.2013-01-
3~ 2089.26 C3BP A+.rth

773020~91Q46
x/02/2013 U4102l2D93

275161 Traoe 8432926
3,364.2b 170,534.9684 ~i2Q9 VISA GB HOI/NS~OW

Harrods IMernationa(

Card 4""1601 203-41-
29 B926.D0 !NR Aufh

1130Z0104046p~J0212D13 0~/02R013 294608 Trace 8381215
X75.43 9?3,899.218d 41223 VI5A 1N Gurgaon

Makemytrip (indra) P Ltd

Card 4"'1801 ~D73-0~-
29 7316.00 INR Aulh

113020'lD1046
D'i102JZD'13 D7/D2J2013 21B899Traae836'1297

143..78 174,074.6Q$i dy217 1/1SA IN BAhJGALdRE T
G Fridays

hard 4"'*`18D7 20'1 -Q1=
29 A4846.40 !NR Aufh

7'1302D101046
$~ 4121 i 

~'~lOZ/2013 01f0?/2013 X93105 Trace 83872'16
y~~ IN Gurgaon 8A1.3~ 17a,298.a2

Makemyuip (India) P ltd

card aµ*1601 2093-01-
2911.2Q9.00 1NR Auth

~13020'1D1t1d6
07/02/2013 07lD212U93 ~~~3Trace 8361214

220,2,8 175;099.778d 41205 VISA !N Curpaan
MakemytriP ~lndia) P Ltd

~'1302D1~1046
a'~/42120'!"s 09/02I2Q13

.Card 4""1603 2D13-01-

8441999 29l4fi58.00INRRuth 266.07 175,320.05
295852. Tract

Page t 1



Crans~c#ianHistory.faces hops://newdb.bankotcyprus.c~om/netteller/':iransactionHistary:faces`~f...

7~

Gurga~n Makernytrip
(India) F Ltd

113C?131~l105 3t/01/20~3
4fi089

31/01/2013 StaternentChar es~ 5.16 i Tb,808.12

Card d""f61?1 2013-0i-
~9 25S19fi.fl0 ifJR Auth

i13D131010463110~i20'!3 391D912013 2787? Tr~Ce 83i5f08
+i,985,D5 175,6'3.2884 39728 VISA 1N 9ANl~ALORE

Karih"ik Business Mechi

Card 4"'16Q7 2013-01~
~'91884t?Q,O~ IfVRAuth

'f~30131~1~4631101/2013 3~t0i120i3 276Bd4Trace831571fl
9;86.88 '1$0,598.3384 39?23 VISA IIV BA~fGALORE

Kasturba Road Business

Gard 4'"'1601243-01-
29 50D000.00 (NR Muth

113073101Q~831/01/2013 3110'!12013 2D5943Trace 83'lSf09
9;738.98 184,2642184 39711 ~~ IN BANGAL~RE

Titan Industries i.imit

Card 4"'1601 2093-01-
261'945$.001NR Aufh

'513013DD104630/0~J2D13 30/01/2013 238632 Trace 8~5982T
375.46 193,993.198446591 VISA IN Gurgaon

Makemytrip (India) P Ltd

Gard 4"1601 2073-01-

9'13Q'13001046 28 128.92 CAD Auth
8251828$4 46585 30107/2013 30/01/2013 274815 Trace 932.75 194,369.&5

VISA CA WHITBY Lux
Limo

Card 4""'76D1 2013-01-

y 93D't 30D'10d6
25 27677.00 INR Auth

Trace
84 4657$ 

30/bi/2013 30/0112013 274740 825'!826 535.47 194,5p2:4d
VISA i~t BANGALORE
Karthik

Page 12
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Trans actionHistory. fac es

Business Machi

Card 4*"9801 20~3-0'!-

193013JD7046 
30/01/2013

2$ iD99.DO li1f~ Auth
$a ~$~~ 3p10~/20i3 209777Trace 8251825

V1SA 1N $ANGALORE
Croma
Card 4""18{?12013-0i-

913Qy 3D010d8 28 '~ 13.92 CAD Aukfi

8448567 301a1Rfl73 3~/09t2013 273849Traoe825182~
'VrSA CA aNHITBY Lux
Lima

'1'13Q129~1628
29/01/2013 29/012073 CHARGES OUR our ref~~,i:4~

~~301?917060ACY

i 13D7290'id39 29r07J2073 29/ 1/2013
TRIWSFER
COtv1MlSSfDNout'ref5003437
FT130'!29'f7060ACY

1'130129D1439 
X9/09/2013 29/01/2043

~'ROCESSING FEES

5003435. aut ref
FT'13092917D60ACY
OU7INARD
FT'130i2917060ACY ire

i 1301290182929~ay120a3 RAJESH DIKSHR alt
50D1b1 .29/0712013

MONTHS SALARY
PAYMENT
"AB" COMMISSION

1130129D'l6212gro112D93 29!01/2013 DIFFERENT OUST our
223207 ref ET131~12801590AAB

Transfer
F7"1301286159QAAB to
dREAMSGAPE

'! 13012901621 
~9~~1/2033 29/Oii2~93 ~~RES alc

22343 >BERVIC
ES RENDERED FUR
MARKETING AND
MANAGEMENT

https://newdb.bankofcyprus, comluetteller/Transaction~iistory. faces?f,

.-. ~. 7,. .. 7L

-29,26 195,D37.87

117.30 195,059.13

13.45 185,716.43

..6.72 195.7$9.68

16.14 195,186.6D

3,700.00 795,212.td

8.72 't9$,932.74

SO,OOD:00 198,919.48

Page 13



i

CransactionHistory faces

713012801431
TRANSFER

y537767 
28ro1/2093 29!01!2013 COMMISSION our tef

FT130t2502o01No3
.INWARD
F~'13072502001NO3 by

913D128D1621 Z810~~20~3 29/0112073 MONETIZE GROUP
95328 INCOR>/RF8lMONETiZ

E GROUP
Ii~fCORPORATED
Gard 4"'1549 2013-Di-
2d 169.54 USD Hutt►

~13fl1280104628tD9/2013 28!0112013 OQOOQTrace 8069998
$d 42+1$4 VfSA US

1NWW.MOO.COM Moo
Inc Panting
Cab 4`""'IBD1 2013-01-
24 209.69 USD At~th

9 '130128D1D462$~07J20t3 28/0112013 Z43~3 Trace 8069999
84 38127 V15A U5

WWW.MOO.COM Moo
Inc Printing
hard 4"'1601 2013-01-
22 67.00 USD /~uth

"~130125U7046 215416 Trace 8012030
84 38805 ~~~Q~l~pj3 25/0112013 VfSA GB Glasgow

Temptatemonster.Cam

Card 4"`1fi07 2013-01-
23 B10Da.00 tNK Auth

11301250i046Z5/OV2013 25/Qi12073 260237 Trace 8012029
84 38799 VISA IN BANGALORE

Spice Re2a+l Limited

Card 4"'1601 2013-01-
713012~d1046 Z2 4~~24.66 iNR Auth
Bd 3$793 25/01/2013 25/01120'13 288284'~race B012Q28

VISA ~N BANGALORE
Taj

https:I/newdb,bankofcypnis.com/netteller/TransactionHistory.faces?f..

~ ~ 72
53.62 28,99 9.46

919,900.08 ~d8,97328

175.2D 929,073.20

2'f B. i 8 i 28,898.00

69.07 129,114.18

7,765.26 329,18325

88S.J9 130;948.54

Page 7d
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:ransactionHistory.faces

Vivanta-Cash

Card 4"`7601:2013-01-
'! 7 A87~.31 GAD Auth

'1130123D104623/0172D13 73i0'1/2D13 X67~D3Ttace7915529
8~ 46921 VISA CA Qt1E8EC

British A
92532D3~3t3299
Card 4"`18171 20a3-01-

'~ 136123D'l046 2175b2. i6 CAD Auth
~ ~9.~5 23!07/2093 23/0i/2073 28D4S9 T{ace 7@6523

V1SA CA YVHITBY Lux
Limo
Card 4"'16Q1 2013-01-
77 4$'~2.3'~ CAD Auth

'~'1301Z3Q10d623/0112di3 231D9t2013 2817D3Trace7915522
84469b9 VlS~ CA QUEBEC

British A
72532D37~0300
Gard 4"'46D'! .2013-01-
i7 4$72,3'! CAD Aufh

7'13{ii23D10d82~0,~~~13 23/0912013 ~s~703 Trace 7915520
SA 46903 VISA G4 L~UEBEC

Britisfi A
12532Q375D30i
Card 4""16012413-Di-
't 7 46 2.37 CAD Aunt

11301230104523/01/2D13 ~3ro~120l3 261103 Trace 7915519
84 46897 VISA CA QUEBEC

British A
9263203150302
Card 4"`601.2093-Ot-

i 13012101046 7 8 864.00 CAD Auth

8d 82~0"I 
29/01/2013 21/09/2093 226372Ttaco 7?76536

VISA CA WH17BY Lu c
Limo

1'136121D'I04B
Card4"`~601 ~D13-09-
'~71'~2.OD8d 91995 21iC111~fl13 21/0'1/2013 USf] Auth
256717 Trace

~ttps://newd~.bankofcyprus, com/nettelier/TransactionHistozy.~aces ̀1f..

5,107.32 131,83b.50

2,675.3& 336,943.02

5.107.52 X38,876.38

5,107.52 144,725.80

~, t 07.52 149,833,43

911.13 15b,9A0.9d

'997.94 953.852:67

Page 15
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Cransact onHistory.daces hops://newdh.har~kc~fcyprus.com/net#eller/Tz~ansact onT-~istoryfaces?f..

?7
CARISBAD ~0ldotnairt,
Ine
Card 4"`1601 2013-07-
18 '! d.6~ CqD Avth

113D'12'i01D4629~0~12013 21/0'(12013 ~~STrace7776535
15,~i3S4 97989 VISA CA 6'13-~8Z2085 156,05D.fi4

Sibemame Com

Card 4 ̀~18~12013-Oi-

1130121d10d6 21/01t2Dt3
18 d80.[~0 CAt7 Auth

~ ~~~5~ 2'1141/2473 225+305 Treoe 7776634 SD&.52 'l56,~fi6.(ld
VISA CA WHITBY Luz
Uma
Card 4'••601 2413-01-
~7 917.20 USD Auth

'113012101D4821/Q7120'I3 27/09!2073 ~'g~7 Ttace TT23456
945.5784 39649 VISA US 156,a7~:56

UWJW.MOD.~OM Moo
Inc Prirrting
Card 4"`18{11 2093-01-
i8't03.i~ CA[3 Aufh

1130i18o9046~8101/2013 iS/Dl12013 ~98366Trace7s34002
td6.6784 39035 VISA CA OSiiAWA 157,5i$.13

Pelican Party Time
uteri
Gartf 4"'1807 2013-01-

']130i1701D46 '~1/D/2d93 '17J0?12013
75 t2B.9,2 CAD Auth

Sd 41073 241896 Tracc 789315 135.3D 157,526.70
VIS~q'CA WHITBY Lwc
Limo
Card 4""1601 2093~01-
75 1813.68 CAD AuU1

"l13D1170704817ld1/2Q13 '17/01t~Qi3
?36549 Tract 7589314

1,378.'15 15%,762.0084 47067 ~S~ ~~$~~A

Petic~n Party Time
Cateri

1
13~516010d6,~~0'1/20~3 16/0i12Di3

hard 4'"'1601 2013-01-
8d 4b051 14159.00 CAD 165.82 159.14D,i6

Page y6



TransactionHi storyfaces hops://newdb.bankflfcyprus.com/nettellerlTransactionHistory.faces`?#..

722b927 VISA CA
WHITBY Lux limo
Gard d'"''18D12D13-09-

11307 i6D1046
1d 109.00 CAD Auth
283973$~ ~~Q~5 38/D112D13 16lDi120)3 Trace 7228929 ip6,7p
VISA CA WHffBY lux
l]mo
Card 4"~1601201~-t11-

9'13D7 f 6D'1046'~~/b112013
a 4128.82 CA(7 Auth

$4 4x039
16/D~J20'13 284295 3raoe 7228830 43fi.29

VISA CA WHITBY iwc
Limo
CaM 4"'1601 2Q'13-Oi-

~i~oiaba~aaa '!6/Q9I2013
~a is7 n~ cA~au~,
284010 Trace 'E65.9A84 45033 ~~/~~~D#3 7226931
VISA CA IIYHtTBY Lux
Limo
Card 4"'1601 2D13-0'!-

113011601fl4& 14128.82 CAD Auth

844027 
~~ro~J2013 16/DiJ20i3 2&131DTrace'7226932 436.21

'VfSA CA WNiTBY'Lux
Limo
Card 4*"1601 2D'13-07-

113D11607046
7d 128.92 CAD Auth
28425fl~ Q~Q~~ 161t3i12d13 16/0i12Dl3 Trace 7225928 13fi,21
VISA CA WHITBY Lvx
Limo
.Card 4""1601 ZO'13-01-

1'13D`I16Q1046 f5/07JZp13
14 70'~.UD CAD Auth

84 45015 16/~~120~3 283957 Trace 7226926 16,70
PISA CA WHITBY tux
Limo
Card 4"'1801 2413-01-
11 3839..24 CAD Auth

'l1301a40~04614J09/20'l3 14!0112013 226'133Tr~ca70Q8710
4,057,888d 888'(7 VISA CA OSHAWA

Staples Stare 203

~~$

159,307.08

159,41 .?$

159,549.89

159,795.93

159,852.94

159,9$6.35

180,695,05
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FransactioriHistory.faces

i1801900162170/0'I/2Dl3 1~1D9l2013
~HRRGES OUR cur ref

234175 FT~307D22D690ACY

h ~30~ 1 ooi~z~~~~~~t3 1(110912(113
T~ot~s~~
~OMM~SSION our ref234~t139 FT'i 30302ZD69DACY

1130'17 DOiS~1 ~~0112033 '1018912013
PROCESSING FEES

2347037 our ref
~'f130t0220680ACY
DUTINARD
fT13010~2a690ACY to

113071001821 1~ro1l20't3
~~~~QCASH

234'113
~0/D1I2013 LIMI~EDs/s

231548?USERNRIME:
BANNERS8F20KER
E35B NtlMBER: D34-

i 93011 OD'l6241dro1I20'I3 40~Q1/20'E3 CHARGES OUR out tBf
411265 FT93010222060ACY

1 i3Q11 CCw1B24~~~~~Oi3 10109/2043
~~1SfER
COMMISSION our ret4111031
~Ti3010Z22060ACY

1'l3D7~dD1S24 PROCESS{NG FEES

4171029 10/G~~D13 10101/ZD73 our ret
~'f13010~220G0ACY
OUTNVARD
F'f13Q7Q222D60ACY tc

113D17001624
STACY MYf~IAM

471263 
~~~~~~013 101Q912073 LbUlSE ~/c

STACY PAY FOR
THREE MONTHS
Card d"""f64'i 2013-01
04 903.19175D Ruth

11301D801U46
~8/D712013 08l01/20~ 3

28+1888 Trace 87597fl9
84 34999 NSA BS NASSAU

Aliantis Royal Towers
fro

~13D70801Dd6
~rd4"'1Bfl'! Z013-01-

&134913 
~~~i/2D13 D8/01l2013 04 457.34 USD Auth

28II602 Trace

https://newdb,bank+~fcyprus.com/net~ellex/TransactionHistor~~.fa~es?f..

. .

'~` -' ~9
1$.DS 16A,952.99

520.32 Z 64;230:96

15.51 164,TS1.28

d00;000,D0 164,766.$9

45,7 564,766:$9

X7'.50 564,812.64

16.88 564,850:1+

2S,DOO.OD ~64,$fi5.~2

931.92 589,865.82

A,182.82 59D,796.94

Page 18
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TransactionHstory.f~.ces hops://newdb.bankofcyprus.com/netteller/Transact or~istory.faces~f.

NASSAilAfianlis Royai~~~ ~~~
7 3 C

a~3o1~7o~oas 07/U1/2013
oa 95.so uSD Autn

~ ~~~~~ 0710i/2013 2447SD Trace 8555589 98..45 594,979.76
VISA 8: TdASSAU
.Senor Frogs
Card 4"'`1601:2013-07.
U'i ~d8.I30 USD Auth

ii301070'lOdS
07J01~2q~3 o~ra~rxo~~ 234308 Trace 6555588

256.70 595,078.2184 4fi667 VfSA BS NASSAU
ANanbs Kadak Photo
5hap
Card 4"*16~1 2013-01-
0'1 724t30.Up USD Aufh

1130107b10d6
Q7J0~1ZD'J3 D7/01l2013 ~~$t0 Trace 6655587

92,783.59 595,334.9!84 46661 VIS~4 85 PARADISE
~~~ ~Cf1f1 ~U~~

Card 4"""1BD1 2013-01-
(77 213.99 CA,I) Auth

~'1307070144607/0'~l2013 Oi/O1J201S 2$6773 Trace 6668127 225,2p 6D6,118.4~84 9085 V1SA CA
CONTINENTAL United
Air01S320321
Card 4'"'16D1 2013-04-
OZ 213.99 CAD ~Auth

i93Da070904807/09/2013 07/0112013 ~~~a7~~~66812G
235.20 60$,343:8284 950 ~9 VISA CA.

CONTINENTAL United
Arc D'f6320321
Card 4"`1601 2013-D1-
0315.76 CAD Auth

7130'ID701046D~~1J2013 07!07/2013 OD000 Trace 6612433
16:43 s08,568.e2~4 47 44 VISA CA 8Q0-367=3476

Expedia travel

Page 19



Transaction~istQryfaces ht~ps://newdb.bankofcyprus.~c~m/n~lteller/Trar.~.sa4~tionHistory.fa~ces?£

~ ~ '~ ~73~
Card 4"~160120~3-01-
03 7852.97 Cl1~ Ruth

313010701048~71A712p't3 07/1f1~20'!3 28677D Trace 661243
1,733.45 606,552.3984 43493 VISA CA 80D~357-3476

Expedia travel

113Q1Dd01d81~~~1 04!01!2.013 07!012013
TRANSFER
COMMISSfaN ovr ref X2.98 fi10,285.84
FT'13Dt 03D~f 9D1NO3
11~iWi4FtD
Fi"730'f03Q'f90)NL}3 by

~i3{3'fOd{i'1521 
d~0'11201~7488 07f0'1I20i3 ~~N~~ ~'~~~p

INCt7R~/RFBIMONETI~ 149,900.61 630,338.82

E GROUP'
1NCORPORATfD
Card d"'"18D~ 2D'f 2-'I2-

113010301046
$4 67815 D310112D13 03701/2013

3a 2 95.00 8SD Ruth
235288 Trace 848564 2,50D.5T 4BO,A3R.21
1/ISA B5:9HS 6ianni
Versace
Card 4"`1601 2013-D1-
Q9 t 130.00 USD Autt~

1131030104603JD9/ZD13 D3/01/2Q~3 2'!1902 Trace 6485616 1,454.95 482,938.78$d 67SD9 ~~ ~S 212-98$-8886
Treasures Iniernat~

1730103gf82ao3J0912D13 ~3ID1J2013 ~~~ESflURourref
13.14 464103.7341'117 FT1301~22D83DACY

'1'30903016240~/01/10'1~ D31D7/2D13
TRANSFEF2
COMMISSION our ref 6.57 464;178,87~,~,~s~
Fi''13D1D22083DACY

1'!3090301624
PKOCESStNG FEES

4'1967 
~~IO~12043 03/01/2D1~ ourrel 15.77 4fi4,123.44

FTi30t022083DACY
OUTWARD

1'73D~ 03t~152d
FT'13D102~0830ACY to

4'1"19 ~~10112013 3~3/Ot12Q13 KpFRt1Ei60VIGH lAW 3,500.U0 4fi4,139.Z'I
alc
IL74013062D00001~'1

Page 20



TransactionHistoryfaces

a2s7i>srFw~
Pt71NT ISRAEL LTD

~121239D~Ds
1/12/2012 31172J2012 StalementCharges38553

Card 4"*fi6012D92-12-
zs ~saoo.00 us~,~uci,

7'12923101D463,~~,~~~1:2 31112120!2 ~48779firac~8328312
$4 41'123 VISA US ~1frd325900

Air Charter Service

9129231l1'1d3937t1212012 OZl01/20'i3
TRANSFER
COMMISSIdN our retfiDD1537 ~T9212310t73lNd3
INWARD

~~2923iDis29
3~!'12120i2 Q2lQ'1120i3 FT7212310i731NO3 by

6008 CEt3 - CONSULTORiA
DE
CarRi d"'*1601 2D72-12-
266734:38 SAD Auth

1'l2~2310104631/1:12D12 3i11?12a12 272191 TraceB263449
$4 96$81 VISA CA'DSHAWA

Furniture Galleries

Card d"`1601 2D1?-12-
~8 7500A0 CAD 11ulh

~421234Q1U463i/1213012 31/721202 21360tiTrice6263448
84 96875 VISA CA 905-.4330017

Www Adverttistgiving

Card d'"96fl7 20'!.2-f2-
26123d,D0 USDAutt~

3921239D'1048~,~/t2/2~12 31l42f201~ 280BOZ Trace 62'10547
84 45299 VISA US 800-Z85-2684

Paradise island Vao

i4B" COMMISSION
112~~.?70'1629 2~!'i?1201~ 27112!2012 ~~~FEFtENT CUS7 our
234399 ref FT1212270839CDAA6

hops://newdb.bank4fcyprus.caminetteller/Transactit►nHistory_faces~f.

... ., 7~v
3.30 467,s3y.24

8,556.70 467,642.51

'13.18 466,198.21

~,9@0.00 486,213.39

7,047,23 d76,2Z2.39

7,860.'! ~ 483,269.fi2

1,272.98 491,129.12

6,6i 492,401,88

Page 21



Gransac~ianH story.faces

Transkr
~T9~12270H390AAB to

9'i2122701627
27I12/20i2 271'12!2012

DFtE4MSCAPE
2~,~~ ~~URESa1c

1>TRANS
FER

1'1272270162127/12/2012 2i11212D12
TRANSFER
CflMM1551dN our ref~~S$
~?~212270~02QACY

112'322701621
~~r7~20't2

PRDGESSING FEES

d25~63
27/1212012 our ref

FT121227D7Q20ACY
OUTWARD
FT921Z2707R20,4CY !a

y~2~22~o~s2~ 
27h2t2oi2 2~/lzrzo~z

srEl..t~~ Po~uT into
d2~55 ~/c

>1NVOfC
E 3d2

1'~2~227D1S2127~1Z2~~2 Z~~~2t20~2 CHARGES OUR our ref
22357 FT1?1227Q3340AGY

9929~27D1fi21Z7~12/Z072 27/1212012
TRAIwSF~R
CflMM15SI0N our ref223185
FT7~'1Z2703340ACY

°f'!2'12Z7D7821~~11?J,2D92
PROCESSfNG FEES

223983
2i/1?12092 out rei

FT'~21227033AQA~Y
DU7WARD
FT1212270334c7ACYco
JIM COLEMAN
AUTOM~TI a/c

X72122701624
27112/2072

'(OOD031605909>7RAN

22355 27i'1Z12D92 SI`f fy610pD704
SRAMCH PHONE
Nl1MBER-'141 Q5398629
RA,IKUMAR b1X11'
VEHICLE

~i2i22T0'i431
27!1212092 28/7712092

TRAi~15FER
7993329. COMMISSION our ref

https:lJnewdb.hankafcyprus,cam/ne~teller/TransactionHistory,faces?£.

5q,Q~0.U0 d92,d08.49

~5.D0 54240$.49

15.87 542,423.49

~a,000.00 ~az,a3e.as

463D 5~2,d39.36

b0.52 552,d85.66

15.87 552,536.98

33,67~.Q0 552,552.D6

52.91 586,229.D5

73~

Page .22



I'ransactionHistoryfaces

FT92~122~ID2S~1N43

1hiWARD
FTiZ922CO257lNO3 by

7 7212270 4 621 27/9 2l2Di2 28/92/2012 MONETIZE GRf1UP
79930 INCOR>/33F6lMONETIz

E GROUP
INCORPORATED
Cerd d""'1501 2012-12-
3 31067.62 CAD Ruth

Z12i2t?0104617I1~f2012 'f 7112/?D72
2100087raeeSd'i2547

84 dD893 VISA CA OSHAWA
Churchill Oshawa Ltd

hard 4""'16D1 209 -92-
1'I 19000.00 CAD Ruth

9121293Q104613/72/2012 13/i7J2D92 277389 Trace ~0168~6
84 42875 VISA CA ~SHAWA

Oshav~a Jew~gery
F~cchange
Card 4""16Q1201~-12-
05 519.42 CAD Ruth

9'12'120701046D7/1Z12072 ~7l3Z12012 23420e1T`ace48D8558
84.43967 VISA CA OSHAWA

Dufiam Reguan Media
group

'112120701431 7fiAIJSf ER

7991205 p711212012 10/12/2012 COMMISSi~N flur ret
Fi'72'12050254lND3
irawAR~
Fr~z~zosozsaiNoa ~y

79212070182107/1212012 70/12/2012 MONETIZE GROUP
78946 INCbR>1RFB/MONET'IZ

E GROUP
INCaRP17RATED.
Card -0"'1607 2Q72-12~

1't~~2060]Od6~~1Z12D12 06/1212092 03 79499.00 USDAuth
8a d5~t1 232665 Trace 45581$5

VISA US

~ttps:/Inewdb.banlcofcypnts.cozn/netteller/Transactioz~iistoryfaces?£.

._.

"~ ~ 34

d24, 9D7.01 5$6,281.96

1, 18.46 y$t,380.95

24,073.39 ~52,499.dn

5A2.&7 'J$~,~72.79

52.35 t8S,175.48

149,9D1.94 183,957:61

20,102.06 33,285.87

Page 23
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~`ransactit~nHistory.~aces hitps://newdb.bankofcypxus.com/nettellerlTrinsactionHzstory.faces?£

,-
5'16-43259L10 Ah
Charier Seni~~e
Card4~,sfl, za,2_i~_ .. ~ 3 t
~Q ~o,s.~ cac~ apt,

i121Z0401046~/,~~,~2 04H2l20t2 ~QOODTraced416354
7,325.29 53.367.93Bd ~'f 89$ VISA CA V1✓INNIPEG rlir

Ganada 01d25268269~

Card 4'*'~641 2012-12-
Oi 1897t.3~ USD Ruth

1
1212D4070d60419212012 04112/20'!2

267836Trand4'18353
Z0~~89.Od 4fi,042.6484 38311- VISA lE DUN~RUM

Weis &Stan Dundrum
Ltd

112'1130D105 30111201292D07 30/1'1/2012 Statement Ctrarges 3.2~ 66,63~.fi8

Card 4""! 601 2D12-1 i -
Z718.00 CAU Auth

x'129 y29010A6
~9~4i/2Di? 29/71x1012

20'1897 Trace 4~3194~
i8;B0 65,634.9384 39289 VtBA CA TOROh1T~

tmparicDOb90d33a

Gard d"'T601 2p12-11-
191863D.00'USD Auth

~1211220104fi22/itlZOt2 22/11!2012 2Q19'I? Trace381Q189 19,206.18 s5,fi53.7384 42447 VISA US 516-d32590b
Air Chatter Service

Card d'~"16U12012-7 7-
'16 i8830.OQ IJSQ Ruth

'
112111901048,~g~,~:~12D12 19/11/2012 2d9987Trace3G45757

19:206:19 85,859.9284 d3fs~5 VISA USX16-4325800
Air Charter Service

AS" COMMISSIU~1
9~2~1~9g1624~~~i~na~2 ~sr~112o12 ~AME~CUSTOMER.our

2.x'7 ~05,066.~1X11353 ref FT'12'1119107dOAA6

Page 24
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Grans ac#ionHistory.~a ces

~ i.c ~ .~ ~ a ~ w ~+vnr~o w

'I'121919d16241819913012 ~9114/209~ ~NERSBFtOKER
471139 UMI7E alc

9>COV~R
OF DCC~SS
Card x"'1801 ZO'12-11-
93 9994.45 CAD Auih

'11211"(5U9CtdB1511112412 9319~/20~2
282Q98Ttacc31395id

84 41751 VISA CA 905~4347T73
Sign A Rama

Card 4""i60120i2-11-
09 '15Q56.94 U5D Auth

7121114010461a/71l20i~ 14/11/2092 2m95 Trace 306'!988
84 4~6B1 1/1SA US 8DQ2S5-268~C

Paradise island Vat

Card d"*'1601 2072-11-
~7 552.57 L`AD Aerth

1'i21~~9D'1046~9f1'1J2032 0~171/3d72
255678 Trace2759dt3

84 4379y VISA ~A DSHAWA
Durtsam Region Media
Group

~121C310ip5 39H0/2092 37J10/2~92 StelementCharges
97119

Card 4""7601 2012-14-
18 Z50.U0 CHD Autn

~721024D9D46 278831 Trace19i5353

84~1d72"1 ~d/10l2042 291'i0/2di2 PISA CA WILLOWOALE
Lufthansa 2202526826

Card d'**9601.2012 14-
"f $1579,53 CAQ Auth

'112"l02Z010d5~1a12b72 22110I2D92 278356 Trace1843S99
84 38519 VISA CA WINNIPEG Air

Canada 014252682696

hops:f/newdb.bankofcyprus.cam/nettelier/Tr~nSdc;i o~Historyfaces?f..

10D.D0

2,075.12

15,32.93

577,83

8,25

262.04

1,666.12

~6
1 Q5.068.26

105;166,28

9 07,243.40

122,776,33

723,353:96

123.37.21

123619.35

Page 25



Transaction~istory.fac~s hops:l/newdb.bankofcyprus.com/nettellerlTransactionHistory.faces?f..

•
.-

~ • - .- ..

20 39:55 CAD Auth
1921~220'~0~622h~/2012 Z2/10l20a2

~OU611 Trace 1853600
X1.76~4 38513 VISA CA 888-95~-.5455 125,2$7:37

Unrvvodd Travel

Card X4"'16012012-i U-
2U 64.75 CAD Auth

'313102207 D46
22!30120'12 CZNOlZD12

20D607 Trece 1843602
89.50~ ~~~7 ~~ ~A 88$-955-545 125,329.93

Un'iworld Traver

hard 4""'1601281.2-10-
'f 8 B8d.23 GAD Aulh

11 Z'10220i Ddb22/10/2042 22/'10!2012
293113 ?ra¢t i 843601

722.60Sd 385D1 ~~ ~ yviA1N1PEG Air 125,41$.8'
Ganada Oi4232723725

Card d"` 601 2012-10-
20 3955 CAD Auth

112702201046
22/90!2072 22f1012012

2~8~4 Trace 18d36D3
41.76 12$,149,2384 38495 VISA GA 888-955-~t55

Uniwodd Travel

Card 4*"'160'I 2012-i D-
"1864.75 CAO Ruth

~1121022D109622J1012012 22/1Q/2D92 2967'64 Ttac~ 17dQ318
89.72$4 38fiT7 V15A CA 88&955-~d55 126,192.99

Unfwbrid Travel

Gard ~t"`16a~ 2D12-'f 0-
i6 7366.D5 CAD Auth

1121022D1iyd6
84 38671 27J1012D72 Z2/10IZD32 X89389 Trace ii4032t

y~~ CA 1NINNiPEG Air 7,788.02 126;272.71

Canada o1d2b2s8269d

1123b2201Dd8
2v~0120i2 22/10/~D72

~~~~''"~sD7 2012-10-
39.b564 36EBa 18 CAS Auth 49.8? 134,070. 3

296766 brace

page 28
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TransactionHistory faces

'17403~.VfSA CA $88-
965-5455 Uniworid
Travel
Card 4"'`16D1 2D72-1D-
7 H 39.55 CAD Auth

1121 ~22010d6~~,~~,~2 221101201?
?~~~~Trace'~~4D32D

84 38659 VISA CA 8B8-955-5455
ilniworld Travel

Card 4"'1601 2D'12-i0-
18 9 Q77.84 CA[3 Auth

'1~21D22010A6
22/10/2412 2?J7012D12

290432Tra~e 17+!0318
~ 3~~

SSA CA W1NMiPEG Air
Canada 014252682695

hard 4`""`1601 2012-10-
76 435.&4 CAD Auth

~12'1022010A6
2211N2092 22H0/20iz 29068? Trace 170317

8d 38647 VISA CA YVINNIPEG-Air
Canada 014252fi82695

TRANSFEf~

j~~~~~gn~ t̀3~D9/10/2012 03110/2D92 C4MMISSIONFCour
7992193 reiFT12Q92844951NO3

INWARD

1'!2"!0080162109/10/2D~~ 03190/2012
~"1~0928Ad85iNO3 by

~~~g MiCHAEt
HERLIHY>MICHAEL
HERLIHY IRELAtVD

17209280'! 5 ~~D9120"!Z ~0J09I2012 Statement Charges
96399
1~f2D831Dx05 

31/08/2012 31/812092 5t~tementCharpeszzs~
Card 4*"18012012-08-

172D827D9046
23 2028_g6 SAD Au#h

~ ~9~~ z~/08J2012 27/0812012 216926 Tt~ce T9487B~
VISA CA TORONTO Lo!
Airline

hops://newdb.~bankofcy~rus.cominettellerlTransactianHistory.fa~es'?f.

.~.

73

41.87 134,112.60

1,141.04 734,154.47

461,40 135,?95.51

51.93 '! 35,756;91

130,OOD.00 t35,$D6,84

:3.28 5,80$:84

3.14 5,81 Z.12

2,1?6,72 5,8'15.26

Page 2?



Transaction~-Iistory.faces hops;//newdb.bankofcyprus.com/net#eller/`iransaction~i.story.faces?f

aso~a3sri
Card 4"'1801 2012,0&
23 2~95.OD CAD Auth

1920827010d627/O812o1~ 27!08!2093 214675 Trace 7i 10654
8Q 38355 VISA CA TOROM'O

Aviva Insurance
Comparry
Card A"'9669.2012-OB-
23 8205.66 CAQ Autlt

112Q8270l046
27/08/2012 27/O6/2d'!2

~219117race 7!10853
84X8549 MSA CA TORONTO EI

A7 A9r 1'140fl000OD00Q

192089701959~7/08/2dt2 17/0812012 '~~nk' ht16538936
Si i 7'133 Commission/Fee
11s^(3817Q962977/0$/2042 i~/DB/2Q12 1Sank •Transfer ~pg538136
X1127 Internet-Debit
112073.10105 31/07/2012 31/D7/2012 Statement Charges
'! 0235
11206290162 2gi0S12Di2 01/07/2012 Interest5184
1208290105 29/06/2012 30/06/2072 Statement Charges65975

TRANSFER
112062509d31

25l0612012 25lU6/2072
COMMIS510N FC our

7992907 t~ef FT7206U700~81NO3

lNWARO
912062509521 ~~r~092 26/0612012 ~12060700581Nd3 by
79968 BANNERSBROKER

LiMl7E
9'1205310705 31I0~/2012 31/0512092 Statement Charges7157
112D4300105 30/Odl2Q]2 30/II4/2012 Statement Charges55091

2.409.94 7,941,98

8.816.61 '10,35.92

8.25 9B;9fi8.53

1,OaD.DO '!8,9747$

3.07 78,974.78

0.05 99,977.85

3.~4 19,377.80

12.54 19;88!.04

24,000.00 19;993.58

3.11 -6.42

3.31 -3.31

nc ~n~ ~~n, ~ o.~-~ n
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~}s~hawa J~wel~ery
Inc

Oshawa Centre -Unit 2432
419 King St. W.

Oshawa, ON L1 J 2K5
(905) 728-5757

Sold To: #001-fi7389

Rajiv Dixit
1019 Nelson St. Unit 8
Oshawa, 4n L1 N 3H5
905-409-5583

~~

RECEIPT
#00~-245263

I~ {~ ltfl I ~ {~ 1~ 1 I~ f~ I I NIA
12/1112012 11:28 AM

You were assisted by
Rachel Berdugo (#41)

205263-047 Diamond 2.02ct Round Brilliant. Ready
{INfll{11111{~IIII~{{I~~lillll~~ll by 12l21/~0~ 2.
Special Order

Price... $16,815.00
Estimated tax... $2,185.95

Subtotal... $19,000.95
Less Deposit... $19,000.95 $19,000:95

Amount Due at pickup... $0.00

Tota{... $19,000.95

Charged to Visa Card... $19,000.00
Cash Tendered... $0.95

Balance(sy as of 12/11/2012 11:28:23 AM,..
Special Order #001-200771-001 11/2412012... $2,260.00

30 DAY EXCHANGE OR STORE CREDlT WITH THIS RECEIPT ONLY '
(except on special/custom orders) l

***x*********~***NO REFUNDS,***~**~**~***x

THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT OSHAWA JEWELLERY



Tab U



7 4~2

- . . . ~

278 YONGE S7REET

TORONTO,ON M5B 2H6
(416)598-8885

05/16/2013 20:99

5toreA 00007 1'ermA 003 Trnnsll 39yES~i

UNERATQR: J CHAN

:̀Ai.CSfERSON 03489 DouvJas locos

[:1.1510M~R. RaJlb Dixit
f+CCOUMT. 900070099581

aEFERREa TRANSRCTION

RRMRNI MTM

U?.OtU105-Ot 431G~ Gu !3

l i[M STATUS TAKEN

fRG NUMN[R 2121829

PhUt91SED DATE 05/17/7073
PO ~lUMBER 7-8T239

HGNO: M18 022540 RA,IIU

BRIfRNI MTM

0['010105-01 82750 rui K

ITEM SIATUS TAKEN

I AG NUMBER 2121$28

{'ftOM1SED URTE : 05/11/2013

PO NUMBER ~ 7-87239

MEMO. M15 ,10280-009 RRJIV

RRNRNI MTM

11201010$=01 41921! !~~) l3

)iEM STATUS 1AKEN

I AG NUMBEk 2121827

I'Rl1Mi~ED DRIE 05!11/2013

PQ WUMBEk 7-8~7"l39
MI MI). 1129-106:11 716 RRJIV

ARMANI M7M

nzmn~oG ~oi s<~r,~, o~~ ~,
I TEM `;T NT US 1AKEN

RG IJt IMB[R 21219b6

I'(2UMISE~ DRlE : 05/19/2013

PO NUM6ER 7- 8'7?35

hIEMO• M79-LU227-~008 NICK

ARMAMI M7M

U201C~105-~~1 4310ti iii! li

I ICM SiRIUS fil1LKAUUNS C011Pl,.EIED

I AA NUt16Lk 2121965

PROMISELI DRT[ 05/19/2U1~

PU NUMBEk 7-8i2~9

MEMO' M19-1 f/177-01~8 LC~RENZO

ARHRNI MTM

~J201G105-01 £?9'?!~ i?V l;

1 1EM STFlIUS TRK,EN

1 FtG r~UM~EH 2~ 21969

PhDM1SEll PATE 05!14/2013

NO NUMBLK 7-87239
hiFM[~: M1$•U27597 LORENZQ

HRMRNI MTM

~J"[010105-Gt 436~~0 Gi? f3 
_..____------.___~_.__._._._,---_~ ----..__ll hl_~i9.I_LS__.___~~EN----- _._.--__ ____ __.._---

1iaG r~UMBER 212~8U3

PRUhIi AEU UR I E 05; 0912013

PO NUMBER 'l-$7239

MF17(~: 1129-1 U?0`~`4G4 SF~JJEFV



:~'4

f1RMRNI MTM

q'i!1U1u5 G1 9~3~~it, 1~~.! P

I TEM Sl'RTL15 1RKEIJ

I RG NUMBER ': 21218U2

PRUM15E0 llR1E 05/09/2073

PO NUMBER 7-87239

19F.110: M19-U22S49 $ANJEEV

ARMANi HTM

02070108-01 g180Q.~i0 F

t1EM 5TRiUS TAKEN

1 RG NlIM6Ek 2121807

I7ROMTSEU UAiC 05/09/2013

I~0 PJUMBER 7-87239

1.1LM0_ M21~•LUG99-216 SRMM'f

RLLEN EDMQNDS SHOES

787'.6401-02 $35Ei i~0 H

IIEM :iR1US TAKEN

SNOE RCCESSORIES

70778750-01 S90.GQ E

liEM STATUS 7RKEN

SHOE ACCESSORIES

?G770095-Oi Stq.UC~ B

(TEM STATUS TAKEN

SHOE ACCESSORIES

zo~rai~t-oi s~i~.00 N
IEt1 STATI,1$ TAKEN

SNOE ACCESSORIES

7G778714-Oi Si i ~':~ B

I1EM STRTUS TRKEN

SNOE RCCESSORIES
7p778750-U2 son On [i

1 1E11 STHTUS 1Fl6:EN

RLLEN EDMONDS SHOES

787?OA6?-05 $355 OU B

I(EM STRIUS TAKE~d

RLLEN EDMONOS SHOES

7o7"r095fi-05 5355.~tti K

1 1Lf1 S1f1TU5 1RKEN

;~7R1 ITFMS: 17

5UB-TOTAL: 626,617 94,

HST: 13.Uy 3'3,465 5F.

TOTAL : X34, 071, 51

RRYMSENT 03/0212013 X30, 9T2 , 66
vasa ~~9,000.ao
f1kTR11 :}+_**~+~trxxx~r*a 1.G 07

V1 SA S1i ,472.c!i

DIiRII• ~~~=~*~xxn+,.-fir.r.~Z873

REFUND 03/16/2013 t441,15-
l`USTOMFR CR ~901 .15-

BRLRNCE DUE: 54. 0

u~Fr~{r,~~ Nur~sE~: s-rzs~

i IIN~ IlIli IIII Iilll 11111 Illil IIIII lTill II111Illll ~IPI Ill 1181Ili 111
~0~OO70Q8i2398~

Sto~•eb 00007 1'err~tl 003 lr'ansb 399668

f.S.T. Q 8885773743

mum iay~o~o paq{ w¢ar e'pa~e~tlor uoHnq a Ou~naifl~ Pe+~ ~I flasma(pu~
,one nac ~~ vun,,,,vs wi w ~eBm e4i,o3 ~ r~reuo.y ~rw~I ar cnrtla,



^ ~~~~

4 ~..1 ~ ,~

218 YONGE STREET
TORONTO, UN M56 2H6
(976)598-8885

Q5116/2013 2052

itureb 00007 Ter m1! 003 Tr•ansq 399~'J2

11PERATUR: J CHAN

SFliFSPERSOW: 03489 Uoualas Lucas

CUSTOMER. RaJib Dixlt
RCCOUNI . 900070099581

DEFERRED TRANSACTION

HRRRY RQSEN SPORTSHIRTS
51391390-09 i. i . "5 C~~~ H
i If:t9 STATUS TRKEN

HAkRY ROSEN SPORTSHIRTS
51391343-Qq 4125 OU B
[1FM STATUS TAKEN

POLO RLX KNITWEAR
0436 I f 5--05 39~? i~0 B

I tEM STFTUS TRKEN

HRRRY ROSEN CRSUAL TROUSERS
513T0147-06 E150 UO k
1 IL11 STRTUS TRKEN

BRAX CASUAL TROUSERS
30370505-06 $135 ~i~~ L~
1 fLM STq'fUS TRKEN

MICHREL KORS CASURL TROUSERS
ts8370028~-Ob a1gb.0+~ [S
1 11:M 5TRTUS TRKCN

RUBL-RT GRRHf1H KNITS
9936UG35-05 bI9S UG L'
1 fEM STFlTUS TAKEN

POLO R~X KNITWEAR
043oU167-05 495 i~U is
i1FM STPTUS TRKEN

MICHREL KORS SPORTSHIRTS
88340122-05 ~"[25 u0 li
1 1F.M STATUS TAKEN

HARRY ROSEN SPORTSNIRTS
5131359-G4 S17$ O(? 8
~ If: 11 STATUS TRKEIJ

POLO RlX KNITWEAR
~14300171-G9 89d.(i0 E}
I ILM STAIU$ TAKEN

lACDSTE KNITWEAR

~H3i,i~466-04 $9b 00 !t
fl-M ~'ltafll5 1AKLN

P17L0 RLH CASUAL TROUSERS
i}q 7Q102-Ob 880 U~) K

I 11:M STHIUS TRK,EN

LACOSTE KNITWENR_.

IIEM ;TfiIUS ,: IAKEN



X45

~ACOSTE KNITWERR 
~~ys6o426-05. g4ii f~~i R

1 TEF1 STATUS 1RKEN

HUGS BASS BLACK LABEL DRESS PA
Ob110R55~-05 1275 C~~J B

1 TEM STRTUS TAKEN
iRG (DUMBER 2121662
PROMISED DALE 05/09/2013
11f~M0: San.ieev Sukumdran

HUGO B05S BLACK LRBEL DRESS PA

057i092a-OS $795 00 b

I iEl1 STR'1US THKEN

fRG NUMBER 2121998

I'KOt91SEU DATE

(t1 ~7U1 STEU STORE: 00022
MCMO San.ieev

BRRND LABEL SHOES
53770815-07 ~ 37250.00 8

I TEM STATUS TRKEN

SHOE RCCESSORIES

76778750-03 590.00 B

ifEM STATUS TAKEN

ARNU LBL INTMTE APPR

53795317-09 S6fi.00 B

I TEM STRTUS TAKEN

BRND LBL INTMTE APPR
5375312-09 4125.00 ~
I TEM STRTUS ~ TRKEN

HB05S INTIMRTE RPPRL
0!,'146995-Q2 875 UU B
I TEM STRTUS TRKEN

BRNU LBL INTMtE HPPR
~,'~'745315-04 X95 OU B
1 i1=M STATUS 7RKEM

I t11AL 11EM5: 23
SUB-IOTAI: 44,104 0~)

HST. 13.Oy $533 5?

TOTRI; 54,631,52

PRYMENT 05/09/2013 59,63T,52
vrsA s9,637.52
DEIRIL: *~~+~~+~~~:+:+~t~*nx4253

BRLANCE DUE. 50,00

iIfPLRRED NUMBER: 89328

Illifl IIIII Illlf III IIIII Ifllf III IIIII IIIII Iilll IINf hlll III01111 ilil
X0000700893288*

Siore~t 00007 Termlt 003 Transit 349697
G.S.T. ri R885?73193

's~W7~lla,tue goy sw~my ono of u! 3! ~1~!+9 ~1e9 Peel>/~P 3~wue0

~4l aw4 W nM„ra e^+~e41 wl~b~ suu!irynDei I~!~ Pw ~~J 4lroaFi

'~4~ *~A~ o~ lg ~ 748wm uie0 w aso~ naI gnoyc suo!1¢~a~ly uy¢w W

X04 e9 II!^~ ~ xW~l~! ski 6uima~u~ew Illls 8114^ 1uauuv0 mdt oy aMew 
__..._~ ................................._.... _..waa~ntl ,Wilda!~WF~I~uWF4~41-'e0,tR4~..70.9.iAl.W4_tlro±!c ......._..__........_.._......... _.

~(6u~y e m a{na(k Mouy s~ lap ep~ssod s4 uoos sa )! W P~AQ 0.~ ~IIQ1
~euolssajad aia~yn saoK i~ {o auo .tue o~ wadi eye Oupq R~tlw~r'si~vda

~w~w ia4lom P~U W~ Q'G~al~ ~W1~Q Q ~!^Q410 P~ ~I ll~+^~ P~U
Cana rwR ll'~uauu¢6 sift l~ ~Ih'yll ~ ~oj ya~w~o ~euiO~w aµ ~nM oa s~,redai

pu¢ a~ueua~u~ew I~aWaw~µtwoo ep~utl mr~ R4"'` s,7W1 sn woy asay~nd

rwR ~uauuQ8.4ane of 3~9 ~~ I~1 P~ ~I ~ lmP ainsue cl lueM eM

331~atlfj~ 3~7NVN31h~/W 3W ~fl af10





_ _

prepared fog: ~1R RAJ1V DIXIT April 28: to IU1ay ~7, 2013 Acct~unt number: ~4b
Your ne~nr charges. and- credits (continued)
Trans post -
date date

__
Description ;, Spend Categories Amoant($)

Card number

Apr 29 Apr 30 DELTA A{R 0062] 7Q398~31DORVAL QC Q Foreign Currency TransaCiions 260:73

250;00 USD C~ 1,04292000" * _

-Apr 30 May 01 THE. SRICK-1NHITBY WHtTBY ON ~
. . ...:... ..

Hame and Office Improvement
. .
6,$47:52

.Apr 30 May Q1 F~UE>C 1'RAnE NETWORKS MISSISSAUGA ON... ~ Professional and Eanan~ial:Serv~ces - - 48.03

Apr 30 N1ay 41 WARR~{ S PR1M771~G PLACE WHITBY ON ~
--,.

Prof~ss~o.~a( ~I~d.Financiaf Services 623 50
..

Apr 30 May O1 DR. BERNARD RUB1N DENT. C?SHAWA ON .~
........: ....r..........

Healfh antl Education
~. .... .. ~~~

8`f 5 Op

May 01 May 02 PAYPAL '"HfKARtSO~T~N 4029357733. ON ~~ Professional atxd FinanG~al Service& 54,4'3

May O1 May 02 FOX PROMOTIONS TORONTO ON ~ ~ Hotel,_ Enter~ammenf and Recreation 33,90E3:00 -

May 01 kVt~y U2 BEST BYTE, 8US(NESS 6UNDLWHfTBY QN 0- Professfoi~~ 8r~i~:f[nancial Services ~ ~11,1Q5;fl7

May 01 May 03 THE WESTIN WARSZA'1~1fA Q Foreign Currency Transactions 6,367.86 ,

19,309.$4 PLC! @ a.3297728b0`"

May 01 May 03 THE VI/ESTIN WARSZAWA [] Foreign Currency Transactions 26;38

...~,~,~ 80:00,_PLN ~ Q 32975D40D• ̀ ... ..

~~ May 02 May 03 CT(~*~1'C~tl~( Cl~IL1t+1E ~f1T~l $00-853-1185 CA ~ Fgt~i~n Currency Transactions 665,30
.~...

641.94 USD: x...1.036389694

~~-~' May 02 May 03 APL`AFPI~ ~Tl1N~S 5~`~]RE 8~Q-876-775 ON Hotei; Enter't~inment and ~tecreatian 1 i2...
""""":_ May 02 May~~3 APL*APPLE 1TUNES STORE -X00 676-2775 ON ~:; Notel, Erltet-kalrtm~llt and i2ecreation 58.73

May 02 May 03 D1lRHAA~1 ~Af~lO INC OSM~4INA ON ~::Home and Office Improvement 2,243.05 -
.+.~.Y.~..:. May 02 May Q3

---...
blJ(2MA~VI ~41A t?SHAWA ON Q Transportation 5, 00 QO

"""'r'r""""' ~ May 02 May 03 Sl1YAIRSOFT- R£D DEER C~UNAB [] Retail and Grocery - 90Q.66

~~•  ~. May 03 May 06 BIN THERE DUMP THAT WHITBY ON - ~ Home and Office kmprovemer~t 256.23

"' ~ ' ~ May 03 May 06 FOX PROMOTIONS TORONTd ON ~ Hgtel Entertamrnent and Recre~~fon 1,582 00

:~ "' : ~ May 03 May 06 - MACDQNRLD SAGER MANIS LLPTORONTO C}N Q'' Professional and Finflncial Services 4,551:50

N1a 03Y Ma 06~' PRECISE PARKLlNK INC TORONTO ON ~::Tra ortauon i3.5D

~: 'Ma 03Y Ma 07Y UNITED AIR 0163925797225CONTINENTAt NS Trens ortationP _803.72

-.May 03 - May 07 TAP PORTUGAL47392578~853901 LISBOA a _Transportation
....,

496.19 --:

May 04 May d6 H(7STGATOR 71357452..$:7 TX ~~ Professional and Financial Servr~es... 15.60

May 04 May 06 HOCKEY NRLL OF F/~ME TQRDNTO ON ~ Hotel, EntertainmenC and Recreation 485.84

May 04 May_06 GOLF TOWN X16 W1~1TBY ON ~ Hotel, Enterte nn'tent ar+cf Recreation 2 701,68

May 04. May 45 HARRY ROSEN # FOQ7 TORONTO ON 0 ~2e~a~C and Grocery '4,f37.52

May 04 May 06 ROOrS #U 3 TOR0~1Y0 _ ON ~ :retail-and Grocery 212.44

May 0~ May 06 APB€ SI012E:#R121 TQRONTO ON ~ Home anc! Office Improvement - 3,743:95

Ma 04 Ma 06 CINEPLEX 7289 aSHAWA ON Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation 133.90 -

May 04 May 06 EVOLV HEALTH CANADA 1NC BRANDON- MB [;] .Retail and Grocery 73;49

May 04 May 06 SILV~RIS TECNI~[OLOGIES CORNEWMAR~C£T ON H Personal and Household Expenses 22:58

_ . May 05 May 06 f~PL"APPLE IT~NES S70R~ $tj0-676 2775 ON ~ Nate1, Entertainment-and Recreation 3.38

May 05 Msy06 APL'APPLEITLINES STORE 800-676•x775 ON ~ Hate1, Entertainment and Recreation 10, 2

May 05 May 06 LC7WES #0274 ' OSHAWA ON ~ Home and Office Improvement 284.7 3

May 05 May.06 PETSiviART INC 0934 V1lNITBY ON ~ Personal and Household Expenses 77,43

May 05 May 06 SURE FIT OUTLET AIAX ~N ~ Home and Off~ee Improvement 299:20 -

May 05 May 06 G4lF TOWN #76 WHITBY ON ~ Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation 61:01

- = May 05 May D6 GOLF TOWN #16 WHITBY ON ~ Hotel, Entertainment and Recreation 1,355.98

May 05 May 07 THE HOME DEPOT #70Q5 WH1T8Y ON ~j ,: Home and Office Improvement 45:18

=~ - May 06 May 07 FOX PROMOTIONS TORONTO ON ~ Hote! Enieriarnment and Recrcat~on 2 542 5L~

Q May ~6, May 07 FOX PROM071(~NS TOROf~TO ON ~ Hote(; Entertainment and Recreation -1,582.00

~ May 06 Ntay 07 MACDONAtd SAGER MAN1S LLPTORONTO ON ~ Professional and Financial Services 3,273.50

_ _
Page3of7
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:ransa~tionHistory.faces https://newdb.bankofcypzvs.com/netteller/TransactionHistory.taces?f..

~. ~

Transaction History

Account Details

• •• 

~ ~ BANNERSBROifER LlMfTED

_ - _ .. - 263961.15 t15~

~ 295107.d~ GSp

"A8"' Ct?MMISSiON
713030 01621 ~~03J2013 05/D312Q13 DIFFERENT COST our
2231137 ref FTi303~535890AA6

Transfer
F'T13030535890AAB fa

11303050162105/03I20t3 05103/203
DREAMSCAPE

Z23Z~~
VEKTItRESa/c

ortsutti
ng services .invoice
number 0134
Card 4'"`160"! 2013-03-
D2 390DO.fiD'CAD Aulh

713D3040104604!(13!2013 OA/0312flS 3
227440 Trace 1367560

84 53459 VISA CA TORONTO
Harry Rosen F007

113030441821 ~~~013 04!03/2013
CHARGES OUR our ret'

22343. FT13R3Q4D0180AGY

Last Transact+oz~s:

From i7ate; ~ • ~ ~

To fate: r. o ~

6.52 285,iQ7.42

100,000:DO 295, 7 7 3.9d

19,323.34 395,113.94

13.02 814,337.28

Page 1

~r-►o QS/0~/2013 $23 PIS



ransa~ionHistoryfaces https://newdb.bankofcyprus.com/netteller/TransactionHistory.faces?f .

FTIZTZZ709390RAt3t0

7 92122701621
27/12f2012 27112/3012

DREAMSCAPE
23413 ~~~~ES a1c

>TRANS
FER

132122701621
27!42/2012 27/13120'12

~~~~COMMISSfON our ref
4252&~ FT72'{227(17~20ACY

i 12'122701821
PROCESSING FEES

425263 
2~~12/2012 27!12/2042 our ref

FTT212Z707020ACY
0[3N1/AR0
FT121227D7DZOACY to

112122701&21
27112/2Q12 27N2/2D12

STELtAR POIM'1NC
42555 alc

IhN~IG
E 342

i
931227D982127/'i21Z0'12 27/12/Z042 CHARGES C?UR our ref
22357 FT12122703340ACY

12'122701621
27/12/2012 2P/12/2Q12

TRANSFER
CC3MMtSSION our ref2~18~
FT121227033~10AC1'

f121Z27Q1621
Pf20GESSING FEES

223183 27~42l2012 271121ZOi2 ourrei
FT121Z2703340ACY
OUNUARD
FT1212270334QACY tQ
JIM COLEMAN
AUTUMOTI a/c

9'f 212270152'! 27/t2f2012
i000031605909>TRAN

061000T04
22355

27112!2072 SIT
BRANCH PHONE
NUMBER 74705318629
RAJlZUMAR D1X17'
VEHICLE

112'12270'i43t 27lt2t2013 28112120.12 TRAtZSFER~~~~
COMMISSION our ref

SO,D00.00

45:D0

15.87

70,000,00

46;30

50.52

15.67

33,677.00

52:91

~8
492,406.49

542,406.99

542,423.49

542,439.38

552.+339.36

552,485.6+6

552;536.'{8

552,552:05

58fi;229.05

Page 22



Tab W



TransacrionHistory.faces hops://newdb.baukofcyprus.com/netteller/TransacfiionHistory.faces?f.

f IG IGJ 1 V ~~`~ 31/t2/2012
5953

31/fi2/2~72. Statement Charges 3~.3p 467,639.27

Card 4"'i601 2012-12-
281:SDD0.00 USD.Auth

112123101046
8~ 41723 3117212g12 31h2/2012 248779 Trace fi328312

SSA US b16-4325900 ~8;55B.70 467,f42.51

Aff GF1aftCf Si°NtCe

1'12923101431
3/1212012 Q2/D~/3013

'TRANSFER
CAMMISS(ONourreE 1'.3,1$ dB&~`t99.2~E6001537 FT1Z1231077311VQ3
INWRRD

1 121231 01629 
31!72!2012 02/0't/2013

FT12123101731NO3by
9,990.U06008 CEO - CflNSU1TORiA + 48&,2!2.39

DE
Card d"`7601` 2012-12-
28 6724.3& CAp Huff t

'l1212310't046
31/1?~2012 31/12/2q'f2 272191 Trace 6263449

7,047:23 4?6,222.398d 95881 VISA CA OSHAWA
Furniture Gatteries

Card ~S"''16012012-12-
Z8 75QD:D0 CAQ Aufh

1
121231010463~/'12/3t1f2 31/i2/20~2

213600Trdce62b"3448
7,860,~Q 483,3$9.628d 96875 VISA CA 905-4330019

Www Adventistgiving

Marc! d""'1601 2Q12-S2-
26'1234.00 U5D iluth

9
12123i010463~/1?12042 31/12l2Q92

2~~802 Trade 6214947
1,272.16 a91.t29.7284.45299 -VISA US 80t~28~2684

Paradise Island Vaa

A8" CQMMISSION
112122T01621271f7J20'12 27/'12/2012

flIFFER~NT COST our
6.87 492,401.88234399 rei fT1212270939oAAB

Page 21



Tab X



TransactionHis~oxy.faces hops:!/newdb.bankofcyprus.com/nette11er1TransactionHistory.faces?f,

NASSAU Atlantis Royal'r ~ Fm 7 5Carci 4"`1601 2013-01•

113010701046
07!01/2013

01 95.50 USD Auth
6555589

84 46673
07lQ~t2013 244750 Trace 98.45 594,979.76

VfSR 8S IVA5SAt7
Senor Frogs
Card 4"'160120'f~-fla-
012d9:DD USD Ruth

i
1301D7DtQ4&Q~f01120i3 07/0162013

234398 Trace 6555588
x.70 595,0782184 46667 VfSA 8S NASSAU

Ailantis Kodak Photo
Shop
Gard d"'`184'1 2013-fl1-
D1 924DD:D0 USO Auth

»3o~o~tolaas07/09/2013 D7/01/20'13 2aaszo Trace s5~ss7
12,783.51 595,334.948~ ~;~~j ~~ g$ PARADISE

lS1A•Jot~rs Bu}I

Gard d""16Q1 2fl'13-01- .
Q2 Z73.98 CAD Auth

'!'f3010701Q48 
d7m1i2D13 07/D1/20t3 2867!3 Trace 6668137

X25.20 688,'118,4284 95Q85
~~ ~

CONTINENTAL Unfted
Ap~01632D321
Card 4"'~6D1 2Q13-U1-
OZ 213.99 C4D Autt►

913Q7Q70144807/U1/2013 07/0'1/2073 286773 Trace 6668125 22&.2n 6Q8,343.fi284 95079 VlSR CA
CaNTiNEtJTAi. United
Air 016320321
Card 4"`7801 2013-U1-
0315.76 GAD Auth

113010701446- 07!01/2013 07/0712073 OOOQO Trace 6612433 16.43 608,566.62a4 a~~ ~a v~sA cA s~o-~s7.3azs
Expedia trave4

Page 19



Tab Y



TransaationHistory.faces https:/Inewdb.bankofcyprus.com/netteller/Ti~.nsactianHstary.faces?f..

a t,

~'

1 i• • a
~'

t'~

71303D4D 1621
223193 

04/03/2013 A4/03f2093
~'~dSFER
COMMiSSION'otRref 15.Q0 414,350~4~ 1
FT1303D4001BOACY - ~ ~

j'13034ba~82~ PKOCESSiNG FEES

223191 
x/03/2013 Q410312013 our ref 15.62 414,365:30
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